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U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL. RIGHTS
The U.S. Commission on Civil. Rights is a temporary, independent, bipartisan
agency established by Congress in 1957 and directed to:

Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of their right to
vote by reason of their race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or
origin, or by reason of fraudulent practices;

Study and collect information con Kerning legal developments co
discrimination or a denial of equal protktion of the laws under the Constitution
because of race, color, religion, sex,. age, handicap, or national origin;or in the
administration Of justice;

Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to discrimination or denial of
equal protection of the laws because of race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap,
or national origin, or in the administration of justice;

Serve as a national clearinghouse for information with respect to discrimination
or denial of equal protection of the laws because of race, color, religion, sex, age,'s
handicap, or national origin;

Submit reports, findings, and recofhmendations to the President and the
Congress. ,

MEMBERS OF THE, COMMISSION
Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman'
Mantiel Ruiz, Jr.
Murray Saltzman

fus

Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S: COMMISSION ON CIVII, RIGHTS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mauch '1979

N

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THU SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVFS

SIRS:

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights presents this report to you pursuant to Public

Law 85-315, as amended.
This report is an assessment 4.) the activities of Federal executive agencies to ensure
fair housing. It reviews the efforts of the Departments of Housing and Urban

Development and Justic th of winch have Iiiajor responsibilities to combat
housing discrimination. It also evaluates the activities of other agencies with
progranis or -regulatory responsibilities that potentially affect 'equal housing
opportunities. These agencies include the Federal Reserve Board, the Comptr er

of she Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, thr Federal Home

Lipan Bank Board, the Vetere Ad the Farmers Hrome Administra-
tion, the Department of Defense, and the General Services Administration.
The Commission has concluded that, while there have been some significant
improvements in the Federal fair housing effort, for the most part this progress has
been isolated and sporadic. Today, more than 10 years after the passage of Title
VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, there is no comprehensive or coordinated
Fede strategy to secure', fair housing.tro
This, commission finds that the Federal Government's fait' housing enforcement
effort suffers frdm three principal interrelated deficiencies:

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of '1968, the primary fair housing law, is a
weak law. Most sqkilficantly, although the. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is 'charged with the overall administration of that law,
HUD lacks enforcement power: HUD's Secretary is merely empowered to seek
redress of Title VIII violations through conciliation.

Those Federal agencies charged with ensuri g equal housing opportunity have
not adequately carried out this duty. Alth u 1 Title VIII assigns HUD a
leadership role in the implementation of that it1 , HUD has not been given the
necessary assistance and has not been organi Ito exercise this role effectively.

The Goverment's aprigriations in su pcirt of fair ho have been
inadequate. s

In the filll pages of this report, we have describe
We have also 'outlined three basic recommen

.AfiCbkms the report identities. The first is that th
and Urbanbevelopment in the discharge of Title
ate Federal departments and agencies to workwi
VIII. The Second isibat ;the President and the
grant the Secretary of flUb the authority to issu
order remedial steps necessary for the effect

our finilings and conclusions in deta. '.
ions aimed at the elimination of t e

1Ilsident assist the Secretary of Hous. g
responsibilities by directing approOri-

t Secretary in the enforcement of T tie
ntZss take action to amend Title VI to

cease and desist orders and the authori
ati4n of Title 'VIII. The third is tha

to

the

President and the Congress take appropmiate steps tp ensure that HUD's budget is sufficient

fora vigorous enforcement ilrive to combat housing discrimination.



'HUD, programs are directed toward the national goal, as articulated in the Housing
Act of 1949, of the realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a decent' home and
a suitable living environment for every American family." The Clunmission
believes that its recommendations for improving HUD's fair housing effort would
facilitate that goal by expanding housing opportunities for'those people who have
been and continue to be denied a decent home and a suitable living environment
beciuse of unlawful discrimination.
We urge your, consideration of the facts presented and ask for your leadership in
ensuring implementation of the recommendations made.

Respectfully,

Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M, Freeman
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.
Murray Saltzman
Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director



Preface

This report evaluates the Federal effort to end discrimination in housing. It
covers the period from January 1975 through August 1978 and is a sequel to an

' earlier Commission report on the same subject To Provide. . .For Fair Housing.
volume II of of The Federal Civil Rights Enfi)rcernent Efibrt. published in December
1974, Both this report and To Provide. . For Fair Housing are a part of a series of
reports introduced by the Commission in October 1970 when it publiShed its first
across-the-board analysis of the Governmein's effort to end discrimination against
minorities and women. This is the 13th report the Commission has issued on/some
aspect of the Federal effort to enforce civic rights requirements.

TIPS report grew out of a requeit from the Office of Management and Budget for
assistance to President Jimmy Carter's Reorganization Project. As part of his effort

to establish an effective organization for the executive branch, 'President Carter
created k Task Force on Civil Rights Reorganization. In October 1977, Howard.
Glickstein,. Director of the Task Force, wrote to Commission Chairman Arffiur S.
Flemming requesting that the Commission provide the Task Force with an up-to-
date report on the status of Federal activities to assure equal housing opportunity.
The Commission, which in To Provide. . For Fair Housing had'observed the need
for improvement in the fair housing efforts of the executive- branch, agreed.

Although this .report is a sequel to To Provide. . .For Fair Housing, it is

considerably more extensive. At the time the earlier report was written, the
principal laws available to the Government for securing fair housing ere Title
VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title,y1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1 , and
Executive Orders No. 11,063 and 11,512. Since that time, the coverage of Title
VIII has been broadened to include a prohibition against sex discrimination in
housing as well as the original prohibitions against race, national origin, and
religious discrimination. The _Equal Credit Opportunity Act, the Community
Reinvestment Act, and the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act have been added to the
Government's arsenal for combating housing discrimination. This' report covers the
Government's activities under all of those laws.

This report covers tbe fair housing activities of each of the agencies originally
assessed in To Provide. . .For Fair Housing: the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, the 'General Services Administration, and -the Veterans
Administration. In an effort to be as comprehensive as possible, this 1979 report
also covers the fair housing enforcement efforts of the Departments of Justice,.
Defense, and Agriculture, as well as the fair housing roles of more than 50 other
Federal agencies which can affect housing opportunities in connection with their
program or regulatory operations.

The methodology for this report was similar to that used by the Commission for
other reports in the enforcement effort series. In late 1977, copies of the original
chapters in To Providi . .For Fair Housing, along-with that report's findings and
recommendations, were sent to the appropriate Federal agencies, with a request for
information many changes that had occurred since those chapteirs were written.
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Detailed questionnaires were also sent to most 'other ,,Federal departments and
agencies concerning their activities and programs rehited to or affecting fair
housing'. Extensive interviews were held with Washington-based Federal civil
rights officials, and a vast numbeer of docupents and data we lit analyted, including
laws. regulations, agency handbooks and guidelines, reports of complaint
investigations and complianCe reviews, and books and reports by leading civil
rights, experts. Interviews were also conducted with individuals who are
knowledgeable in the area of equal housing opportunity, including, representatives
of civil rights t)rganifittions.,

TO assure the accuracy of this report, the Commission forwarded copies of its
draft to. all departments and agencies whose activities are discussed in' detail for
their comments anti suggestions. Their responses have been very helpful, serving to
correct factual inaccuracies, clarifying points that may not have been sufficiently
clear, and providing further updated information on activities undertaken
subsequent to Commission staff investigations These comments have been
incorporated in the report. In cases where agencies disagreed with Commission
interpretations of fact or with the views of the Commission on the 'desirability of
particular enforcement or compliance lictivitics, their points'of view, as well as that
of 'the Comtnission, have been noted. In their comments, agencies sometimes
provided new information not made available to Commission staff during the
course of its interviews and investigations. Sometimes the, information was
inconsistent with the information provided earlier. Although it was not always
possible to evaluate this new information fully or to reconcile it with what was
provided, earlier, in the interest of assuring that agency compliance and
enforcement activities are reported as comprehensively as possible, the' new
material has been noted in the report.

In the course of preparing thiS report, Commission staff interviewed numerous
Federal workers in the field.of equal housing opportunity and made a large number
of demands upon Federal agencies for data and documents. The assistance received
was generally excellent. Without it, the CoMmission would not have been able to
publish its views at this time. The Commission further .would like to note that many
of the Federal employees assigned to duties and responsibilities within the equal
housing opportunity area shbuld be commended for what they have done,
considering the legal and policy limitations within which they have been working.

This report does not deal primarily with the substantive effect of civil rights
laws. The Commission does not attempt here to measure precise gains made by
minority group members and women as a result, of civil rights actions of the
Federal Government. This has been' and will continue to be the subject of other
Commission studies. Rater, the attempt here is to determine how well the Federal
Government has done its civil rights enforcement jobto evaluate for the period
between January 1975 and August 1978 the activities of a number of Federal
agencies with important civil rights responsibilities.

The purpose of this series of reports is to evaluate how well the Federal
Government has accomplished its civil rights enforcement mission and to offer
recommendations for the improvement of those programs which requiFe change.
Commission efforts in this regard will not end with these reports. The Commission
will continue to, monitor Federal enforcement activities designed to end
discrimination until such efforts'are totally satisfactory.
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li;troduction

THE MA A ATE FOR FAIR HOUSING

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1968

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,' alsb
referred to as the "Fair Housing Act," prohibits
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex,
and national origin in the sale or rental of most
housing.' It covers activities of all segments of the
real estate industry, Including real estate brokers,
builders, apartment owners, sellers, and mortgage
lenders, and extends as well to federally-owned and -

operated dwellings and dwellings provided by
federally-insured loans and grants. Title VIII pro-
hibits a wide variety1 of discriminatory activities on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin. This prohibited activities include:

Refusal to sell or rent a dwelling.'
Discrimination in the terms, conditions, or

. privileges of the sale or rental of a dwelling.'
Indicating a preference, liMitation, or discrimi-

nation in advertising'
"Representation to a person or persons that a

dwelling is unavailable.'
Denial of a loan for purchasing, constructing,

improving, or repairing a dwelling.' .'
Discrimination in setting the amount or other

conditions of a real estate loan.'

' 42 U 3 C. I MI -19, 3611 (1970 and Supp. V 1975).
'Exempted from Title VIII are, single-farnily homes sold or rented

without the me of broker and without discriminatory advertising; rooms
or units In ilwellinp with living quarten for no more than four fernlike,

=41 that thp owner lives in one of them end does not advertise or use s
42 US.C. f 3403(b) (1970) In addition, religious organisations and

affiliated associations are free to give preference in selling or laming
housing to persons of the woe provided that the property i not
owned or operated for conunercial purpose and provided that the religion
Itself ddes sot restrict meashandiip on account of race, color, sex, or
asthma' origin. Private clubs end rellgbus orpniretions which are not
open to the public and which * ly operate noncommercial housin
may limit occupancy of the housing to their nwnshists (42415 C. II )
(1970)

,

Denial' of access to 04- membership in any
multiple-listing service or real estate brokers'
organization.

Title VIII ahoy prohibits such forms of discrimina-
tion as "bloc1/4/ousting"convincing owners to sell
property on the grounds that minorities are about to
move into a neighborhoodand "steering"the
process of directing a racial, ethnic, or religious
group into a neighborhood in which members of the
same group already live.'

The act also provides that it is unlawful for any
bank, lluilding and loan association, or other institu-
tion engaged in making real estate loans, to deny a

loan or other financial assistance for purchasing,
constructing, repairing, or maintaining a dwelling or
to discriminate against borrowers in fixing the
amount, interest rate, duration, or other -terms or
conditions of such, a loan because of an applicant's
race, color, religion, national origin, or sex."

Responsibility for overall administration of Title
VIII rests with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, which has authority to investi-
gate and conciliate complaints of housing discrimi-
nation." However, the Department of Justice is the
only unit of the executive branch that Congress has
assigned enforcement authority under Title 'VIII."
Section 813 gives the Attorney General the authori-
ty to litigate when there is a pattern or practice of
' 42 U S C. 3 3604(a) (Supp. V 1975).

42 U.S C. 13604(b) (Supp. V 1975).
42 U S.C. 3 3604(c) (Supp. V 1975).
42 1.1.51.C. I 1604(d) (Supp. V 1975).

' 42 U.S C. 3 3605 (Supp. V 1971)
/d.

42 'Li sP. 1606 (Supp. V 1975)
42 11 3 C 3 3604(e)(Supp V 1975)
42 U I C 3605 (Supp v 1975)

" 42 V 3 C 3604(c) and 0,1(1970)
" 41 U 3 C 31613(1470)



Dousing
discrimination or where issues of housing

discrimination are of general public importance. In
addition, Section 808(d) requires all executive
departments and agencies to administer "their
prdgrams and activities relating to housing and
urban-, development in a manner affirmatively to
further the purpose of this title," and with "coopers-

, tins with the Secretary to further such purposes."'"
As discussed in the various chapters of this report,
Sectitn 808(d) provides the basis for, the fair housing
programs of a number of Federal agencies, including
t1g Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the'Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency,. the Federal
DepositInsurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve
Board. the Farmers Home Administration of the
Department of AgricultUre, the VeterarN AtIminis-
vation,and the General Services Administratio.

40
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act

Another major piece of legislation mandating fair
housing is the Equal -Credit Opportunity Act
(ECOA)." This 1974 act, as amended in 1976, makes
it unlawful for creditors to discriminate against any
applicant with respect to any aspect of a credit

religion,
transaction, including y mortgage transaction, on
the basis of race, colo religion, national origin, sex,
marital status, age (prOvided,the applicant has the
capacity to contract), or because all or part of the
applicant's income derives from any public assis-
tance programs." With regard to discriniination in
mortgage finance on the basis of race, religion, sex,
or national origin. ECOlk covers many of the same
violations which are covered by Title VIII. Indeed,
in order to guard against duplicate actions under the
two laws, ECOA provides that:

No person aggrieved by a violation of this title
and by a violation of Section 805 of- the Civil
Rights Act of 1968 shall recover under this title

" 42 U.S C y /606(c) (1970)
ISUSC.11 1691-1691((1976)

" 15 U 3 C. 16910I) and (2) (1976) As it was originally passed in 1974.
IRCY../A probibosed credit discrimination based on St; or marital status The
1976 amendwaent added rave, calm. rehguon, minimal origin, ere and
receipt of public aseistanoe as prohibited bum of discruninatkm
" 15 U,3 C 1691e40 (1976) There are, however. many differences In the
anion provisions of the Iwo laws, such as the times for filing
corn nu and commencing civil action
" The Federal entities that have sped& enforcement responsibility under

1691c (1976) are the Cbsriptroller of the Currency, Department of the
Treasury, the Board of Governors of. the Federal Jleeerve System, the
Board of Directors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp Tatum, the
Federal H011110 Loan Bank Board, the National Credit Unkm Administra
lion; the Intervista Commerce Onrunission, the Civil Aeronautics &mid,
the Secretary of Agriculture, the Farm Credit Admimetratkm, the
SascurIties and Exchange Commiesitm; and the Small Business AdmInutre
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and Section 812 of the. Civil Rights Act of 1968,
if such violation is based on the same* transac-
tion."

ECOA is enforced by a number of Federal
agencies," each with the authority to make rules
with respect to its own compliance procedures."
Overall responsibility for prescribing regulations to
carry out the purpose of ECOA is assigned to the
Federal Reserve Board." 'kle Attorney General is
authorized to receive referrals for civil actions from
agencies with ECOA enforcement duties and also
indepeVently.to initiate a civil action when there is
reason to believe that creditors are in violation of
ECOA."

TitleNi of the Civil Rights Act of
196# 4' ,

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits
discrimination in any program or activity receiving
(Federal financial assistance." It states, "No person
its> the United States shall, on the ground of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participa-
tion in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiv-
ing Federal financial assistance."' In some. in-
stances, Title VI prohibits housing dikrimination.
For example, when local governments use Federal
financial assistance to operate lowincome housing,
they are prohibited by Title VI from practicing
discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national
origin in renting that housing." In addition, where
benefits of federally-assisted programs accrue pri-
marily to residents of a certain area, State and local
governments may not limit access of minorities to
those benefits by restricting their housing opportuni-
ties." Title VI does place programs of insurance and

turn In additkin, the Feekral Tiede Commission a resprmub for
enforcing ECOA requir which are no specifically outlined these

agencies 11 US.0 y 1691c(c)(1926)
ISU SC y 1691c(d)(19/6)
15 U.S.0 yy 16914)00(1976)
15 U.SC 1691e (1976)
42U S C, 311 2000d 2000d-6 (1970)
Id

" See the chapter in that report on the Department of Hofsing and Urban
Development for a discussion or HUD efforts under The VI to ensure
equal oppertumty nn federellymatusted public housing
" For example, thu Comnusakm has observed that the Ilinviraminental
Protectirm Agency has a resprinsiNlity under Title VI to ensure that
conditions such u the lack or fair housing laws, absence a a lair housing
e gency, or the existent.e eicluskmary toning ordinances do not
trmtribute to the excluskm of minorities from the benefits of Federel



guarttniyutside its, parameters;" however, and thus
does not cover the loan guaranty program of tilt
Veterans Administration or the insurance program
of the Departments of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment and Agriculture."

ResNnsibflity for.snforcing Title VI rests with
the Federal agencies that provide assistance to
recipients, Title VI provides that compliance may be
effected by the termination of assistance or by "any
other means aulhorizei by law."" This tirase has
been construed by the Attorney General to include a

referral to the Attorney Gesoral for the initiaticin of
litigation." Unlike Title VIII or ECOA, Title VI
does not, provide the Attorney General with an
independent authority to initiate civil action without

, a referral from another. Federal agency.

Section 109 of the'Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974

Section ICQ" prohibits discrtinination in programs
and activities 'funded under Title I of the act
establishing the community development block
grant program acfministereZby the Department of

.4, Housing and Urban Development. Section 109 states
Vohlkii"No person in the United States shall on the"

gds of race, color, national origin, or sex be
excluded from participation in, a denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to di rimination under
any program or activity funded in ole or in part
with funds made available and apter.""

Although this wording is simila o the prohibition
against discrimination in Title VI o e Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the two prohibitions differ a number
of respects. Most significantly, Section , unlike
Title VI, prohibits sex discrirninatio Further,
Section 109 covers assistance under the community
development block grant program only, while Title
VI extends not only to HUD's block grant program,
but also to all other federally-funded programs.

Securing compliance under Section 109 is the
responsibility of the Secretary of Housing and Urban

assistance for sewage treatment U.S Commissirm on Civil Rights, The
Federal Gird Righu Fliforreonenl iffori 1974. vol VI, To Exiend federal
Financial Ambiance (19761, pp 197-9%
" 42 1) S C y 2000d-4(19'7M provides

Nothing in this Ititlel shall add to or detract from any elisting
authority with respect to any program under, which federal financial
saratance r extended by way as crmtrolA of insurance or guarrity

' For further information on prohibstam against housing discrimination in
programs of 11111141flUSCe guaranty operated by these spoors, see the
chapten on there asencsea in this report

42 U S C. 1 200(kl- 1 (FP(l)
" See the Attorney General's "Guidelines for the Enforcement of Title VI,
Civil Rights Act of 1964," 20 C P R y 50 ) (1977)

Vev_elopmtnt. If a recipient is found in noncompli-
ance, the Secretary may terminate, reduce, or limit_
the availability of payments or refer the matter to
the DepartmentofJustice for civil action." -

Executive Order 11,063
Executive Order 11,063 wasaissued on November

20, 1962. It prohibits discrimination based upon race,
color, creed, or national origin with respect to the
sale, leaAng, rental, or other d4position of residen-
tial property and related facilities if the property or
facility is: (a) owned or operated by the Federal
Government; (b) providedin whole or in part with
the aid of Ions, advances, geants, or contributions
made by the Fedefal GOvernment; (c) provided, in
whole or in part by loans insured, guaranteed, or
otherwise secured by the Vedit of the Fedirail
GovernmentNir (d) provided Foy the development or
redevelopment of real property purchased, leased,
or otherwise obtained from a State or local agency
receiving Federal assistance with respect to such
real property." The Executive order also prohibits
discrimination by lending institutions when such
practices relate to loans insured or guaranteed by the
Federal Government.

The scope of the order, which covered less than I
percent of the Nation's housing, has been correctly
viewed as extremely narrow," since most of the
Nation's housing is financed through loans made by
private lepding institutions not covered by the
order." Moreover, this Executive order does not
include any prohibition against discrimination based
on sex.

The enforcement responsibilities under this order
are dispersed throughout all departments and agen-
cies in the executive branch of the Federal Govern-
ment." The Attorney General is given express
power to bring civil or criminal action as appropri-
ate" upon referral from the various executive
departments and agencies.

142 U.S.C. 11 530143317 (Supp. v 1975).
$042 U S C. $5309 (Supp. V 1975).
" 42 U.S.C. 1 5311 (Supp. V 1975).
" Exec. Order No. 11,063, 3 C.P.R. 652 (1959-63 Compilation)
" Comment, The Federal Pair Housing R rements, Title VIII of the
1968 Civil Rights Act, 1969 Mimi,. T 733.

U.S , Commission on Civil Rights, Under landing Fair Housing (1973), p.
6

NW: Order No. 11,063, 1 101, 3 C.P.R. 652, 653 (191967 Compd.-
lion).
" Exec. Order No 11,063, 1 303, 3 C.F R. 612, 655 (1959 -63 Compila-
tion).



Section 1982 of the Civil flights Act
of 1866

The United States Supreme Court,' in the land-
mark case of Jones v. Alfred 14 Mayer Co.. "
interpreted Section 1982-of the Civil Right Act of
1866" to be a valid exercise of congressional power
t6 eliminate "badges arM" inc dents of slavery
[including] all racial discriminati in private as well

ptiblic'housing."" Sectio '198.2kleclates:

All citizens of the U tecliTates shall have the
same right, in very State and Terrifory, as is
enjoyed by white citizens thercbf to inherit,
purchase, lease, sell, hold;and conveykreal and
personal property. tc

Jones was decided 2 months after the passage of
\ Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, and the
I decision considered some of the differences in the
\coverages of Section 1982 and Title VIII. In the
Supreme Court's opinion, the enactment of Title
VIII was not intended to and did not "effect any
- 42 U.S.C. q 1982 (1970).

392 U.S. 409 (1968).
"' 392 U S. 409, 410 (19611).
" 42 U.S.C. 14.982 (1970).

Jo.

A

change, either substantive or procedural, in the prior
statute,"' and the Court concluded that the two
statutes are independent of one another."

Unlike Title VIII, Section 1982 was created as
private right of action and, therefore, does not assign
duties to, any Federal agency: Moreover, unlike Title
VIII, it 'does not apply to housing discrimination
based upr religion, sex, or nitional origin, does not
c1rge any Federal 'agency with enforcing the law,
and does not specifically mention the kinds of
discriminatory activities oflibited.

Other Authorities
There are a number of other Federal authorities

for fair housing discusked in this report. Most
significant are those of the Federal financial regula-
tory agencies, which covfr boih the Home Mort-

_ gage Disclosure Act" and the Community Reinvest-
ment Act" and the General Services Administration
which covers Executive Order 11,512."

" 392 U.S 409, 416-17 (1968).
" 12 U S.C. *ft 2801-2809 (1976).
" 12 U S.0 Pi 2901-2905 (West Supp. 1978).
" Exec Order No 11,512, 3 C.F.R. 898 (1966-1970 Compilation).

1 '



Chapter 1

DEPARTMENT OF How
DEVELOPMENT

Summary
tit

e'The Department of Housing and Urban Deverop,
merit (HUD) is charged with the overall ministra-
tion of Title VIII of the Civil Rightfl Act of 1968,
which prohibits housing discrimination on the basis
of race, national origin, religion, and sex, and is also
given the responsibility to investigate complaints, of
discrimination under that title. HUD, however, has
not forcefully carried out these responsibilities.

HUD has failed to islue Title VIII regulations
which sufficiently describe what constitutes prohi-
bited housing discrimination by lenders, real estate
brokers, appraisers, local governments, and other

-----\-ntitres or organizations which affect the supply
and availability of housing.

HUD's program for securing the voluntary
compliance of the real estate industry with Title
VIII has not been effective in facilitating fair
housing since voluntary agreements often contain
commitments to do less than the law requires. In
addition, HUD hai not regularly monitored
compliance with these agreements.

In the past few years, HUD conducted only one
communitywide pattern and practice investiga-
tion, although in 1974.this Commission noted that
conducting 50 such reviews in the next year was
essential for meaningful Title 'III implementa-
tion.

HUD's delays in complaint processing and its
failure to use "testing" have curtailed the Depart-
ment's ability to corroborate complainants' allega-
tions of discrimination.
HUD's lack of enforcement power under Title

VIII has been a major 'stumbling block to the
protection of rights under that title. When HUD
finds discrimination and attempts to conciliate a

URBAN

..zelolutiori, the Department is successful only about
__hog the time, If respondents do not agree to HUD's

pri*osals in conciliation, the probability of further
action is low; only 10 percent of the cases HUD
cannot conciliate are referred to the Department of
Justice (DOJ) and few of those cases are pursued.

Under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
Section 109 of the Housing and Community Devel-
opment Act of 1974, Executive Order No. 11,063,
and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, HUD is
also responsible for ensuring equal housing opportu-
nity in/the assistance programs it operates. However,
HUD has not been forceful in ensuring compliance
with these requirements by its program participants:

HUD has established equal opportunity require-
. ments, such as affirmative marketing plans, equal

opportunity housing plans, and broker certifica-
tions, for many of its program participants, but it
has not regularly monitored compliance with
these requirements.

HUD has conducted too few compliance
reviews of recipients of HUD assistance. In fiscal
year 1977, 21 percent of all compliance reviews of
recipients focused on private sponsors and own-
ers, representing less than 1 percent of these
participants in HUD programs. Fifty-six percent
of HUD's compliance reviews focused on local 4
public housing authorities, representing only 3
percent of these participants.

IJUD has not required prompt correction of
noncompliance discovered through compliance
reviews. It has been unwilling to terminate grant
recipient. upon a finding of civil rights violations
but instead has typically continued to carry out
protracted negotiations beyond the 60-day limita-
tion provided for in Departmental regulations.

5



Since April' 1977 HUD has issued policy state-
ments and regulations which resieal an intent to
administer the community-block grant program to
the increased benefit of low- and moderate-income
persons. Although HUD's actions are to the benefit
of minority and female-headed households, who are
disproportionately represented among low- and
moderate-income persons, HUD's overall adminis-
tration-of the block grant program has not adequate-
ly protected minority,and female rights.

Monitoring of block grant requirements, includ-
ing civil rights requirements, has been inadequate.
Rece y revised regulations dictate that only

`comm ities .which plan to use less -than 75

percent of their block grant funds to benefit low-
and moderate-income persons willbe subjected to
Substantive preaward reviews.

HUD's regulations do not require communities
to undei-take specific actions to address the special
housing and Community development needs of
minority andiemale-headed households.

As of the fourth year of the program, HUD has
never disapproved a community's application
because of civil rights violations, but instead has

' allowed such violations to continue uncorrected.
HUD's staffing patterns, budget allocations, and

organizational structure reflect the low priority
which has been accorded to HUD's administration
of Title VIII. In fiscal year 1978, HUD will have
used little more than 70 staff years for Title VIII
duties in the regions, where most HUD Title VIII
compliance activities take place, and will have
allocated only $5.8 million for Title VIII activities in
all HUD offices. These resources have not been
adequate for HUD to carry Out such activities as
communitywide pattern and practice reviews and a
comprehensive program of leadership and guidance
for other Federal agencies,with Title VIII responsi-
bilities.

Although Title VIII authorized HUD to create-an
Assistant Secretary position, HUD has not used this
pdsition principally for Title VIII administration
but, rather, has given its Assistant Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity myriad other

U S , Department of Housing and Urban f)evelopment. ()ince of the
Secretary, Summary of the Ifift, Budget, Fora/ Year /979 (January 19711)
(hereafter cited u Summary of the /IUD Budget, Elva/ Year /979) HUD's
1979 budget is a decrease of about SI300 indium from fiscal year 1977

HUI> notes that. in addition,
rrlhe Section 312 rehabilitation loan program has provided
opportunities for thousands of low and rritiderste-income families to
remain as homeowners through the provision of direct l'exteral loans
at 1% interest tit finance rehabilitation di urban renewal and tide

6

duties, including enforcement of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, contract compliance, and
HUD internal equal employment'. Moreover, it is the
HUD regional adininistrators and not the Assistant
Secretary who have direct authority over HUD
Title VIII. or other fair ping activities in the
regional offices and thus, the recommendations of
equal opportunity staff on fair housing enforcement
are'not binding on field staff.

l. Program and Civil Rights
Responsibilities

A. Program Responsibilities
The Department of Housing arta,Urban Develop-

ment is the major Federal agency responsible for
improving housing conditions in this country. It

does so by providing assistance to citizens, devel-
opers, public housing authorities, and private non-
profit housing agencies for the financing and
production of new housing, preservation of available
housing, leasing of housing, and improvement of
substandard housing. HUD als'o bears the primary
responsibility for Federal efforts in the development
of the Nation's communities.'

HUD's most significant programs,- which are
described in the following pages, include: the
community development block grant program, the
urban development action grant program, the
comprehensive planning assistance program, the
lower income rental assistance program, the low-
income public housing program, the mortgage
interest subsidy program, and mortgage insurance
programs.'

1. Community Development Block Grant Program

Title,i of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1974' established the community
development block grant (CDBG) program. Under
this program, cities with populations over 50,0X/0

enforcement area selected by the local government Hy financing
rehabilitation to bring the property up to applicable code require-
ments, the loans prevent unnecessary demolition of basically sound
structures Henry A flubschman, Ilsec wive Assistant to the
Secretary, letter to I.outs Nuner, Acting Staff Director, U S
Commission on Civil Rights. Aug 17, 19711 (hereafter cited as
flubschman letter)

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, Pub I. No 93.1111,
MM Stat 611 (codified at 42 11 S C 4 511X) 5117 (Supp V 1975))



and urban Counties i.e., "entitlement .communi-
ties'"are automatically entitled to receive HUD
assistance provided that certaid requirements are
met.

The primary objective of Title I is the develop-
men, of otable communities by Ftrov
hoiising and a sui le living enviro
expanding economic opportunitie14rin ipally, for
persons of low and moderate income.' _Consistent
with this objective, Federal assistance pro ided
under the block grant program must generay be
used for: 7- /

The eli7ination of slum;'and blight and the
,4,,ggyention of blighting influences;

The elimination of conditions detrimental to
health, safety, and public welfare;

The conservation and erRansion of the Nation's
housing stock, principally f4r. the benefit. of low-
and moderate-income persons;

The reduction of the isolation of income groups
within communities and geographical areas and
promotion of diverse neighborhoods via the
spatial deconcentration of housing opportunities
for low- and moderate-income persons;

The expansion and improvement of the quantity
and quality of community services, principally for
persons of low and moderate income, which are
essential for sound community development and
for the development of viable urban communities;

A more rational utilization of land and other
natural resources and the better arrangement of
residential, commercial, industrial, recreational,
and other needed activity centers;

The restoration and preservation of properties of
special value for historic, architectural, or esthetic
reasons; and

The alleviation of physical and economic
distress through the stilinulation of private invest-
ment and community revitalization in areas with

ing decent
}tnent and

' Under the block grant program. a county qualifies as an *:urban county"
if it (1) is in a metropolitan area. (2) is authorized under the State law to
undertake essential community development and housing assistance
activities in its unincorporated areas, and (3) has a combined population of
200.000 or more. excluding the population of central cities within the
county 24 CP R. 570.105(b)(1977).

42 U.S.0 5306 (Supp. V 1975) Other localities are eligible for
discretionary grants, subject to determination by the Secretary of HUD. In
fiscal year 1977, 1,621 discretionary localities received block grant funds.

The grounds for disapproying entitkmerits are discussed below
' 42 U S.C.'. 5301(c) (Supp. V 1975)-

42 U S.C. 5305(a)(Supp Al 1975).
' U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of
Community Plinnuig and Development. Community Ilerelopment Block
Grant Program. Third Annual Ripon (March 1978). In comparison, in fiscAl

population outmigration or S stagnating or declin-
i g tax base.' ,

cific activities eligible for funding under Title. I
in de demolition and rehabilitation, tenipolrary

-Woe ion assistance, cquisition of real Rroperty,
code enforcement, and public facilities iproie- ,
ment. Also eligible are the administrative costs of \
banning and executing community development
and housing' activities:" In fiscal year )977, 1,343
metropolitan Cities and urban counties received S2.8
billion in block grant funds.'° HUD'observed that
"over 3-1/2 million dollars of FY 1977 CDBG funds
was spent for fair housing activities. Of that, over S2
million went to fair housing groups for fair housing
counseling, testing, and litigation. " ".

1. Urban Development Action Grant PrograM
The urban development action grant (UDAG)

program was created by a 1977 amendment to the
Housing and! Community Development Act of
1974.'2 For fiscal year 1978, $400 million has been
budgeted fof this program." Its purpose is to combat
the problems, of physical and economic deterioration
.through reclamation of neighborhoods having exces-
sive housing abandonment or deterioration, and
through community revitalization in areas with
population outmigration or a stagnating or declining
tax base. Grants made are for the benefit only of
severely distressed cities and urban counties. Such
localities are eligible for assistance if they have
demonstrated results in providing low- and mpi:15--

%

ate-thcome housing and are providing equal oror-
tunity in housing and employment, for low- and
moderate-income persons and members of minority
groups."

Final UDAG regulations, issued.in January 1978,
state that HUD will consider the following factors in
determining if a community has achieved "reason-

year 1973 about 1,400 communities received SI.8 billion in community
development funds under the following seven programs which have been
replaced by the block grant program: urban renewal, model cities.
neighborhood facilities, open space land, water and 'Met' facilities
program, public facilities loans, and rehabilitation loans. HUD commented:

In implementing the affirmative action requirements of Title VI. the
Department Nu. since 1%9, undertaken a front-end review of all
grants under its community development program' to determine
whether the location and design will provide service on a non-
discriminatoey basis. HuNichinan letter,

" Hubschman letter.
" 42 U.S C. 5305(0 (Supp. V 1975). Housing and Community
Development Act of 1977, Pub. 1,. No. 95-12N, 91 Stat. 1125 (codified at
U.S.0 A 5318 (West Supp. 1977)).' Summary of the HUD Budget, FY 1979.
" 42 U S.C. A.4 5318(b) (1977)

r.
1
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able results" in providing equal )opportunity in
housing:

The extent to which federally (or other)-assisted
housing units promote the geographic dispersal of
minority'familiq outside areas of low-income and
minority concenkation.

Whether the applicant is actively engaged in
promoting housing choice in all of iti,neighbot-
hoods _through participation in air areawide,
affirmative marketing effort or other fair housing
activities.

Whether, seloCation which has been required as a
result of federally - assisted, programs has expanded
housing opportunities for minorities outside areas
of minority dr low-income concentration."

3. Comprehensive Planning Assistan&
The comprehensive planning assistance program,

commonly known as the "701 program,"" provides
assistance to State and local governments and
areawide planning organizations" for the improve-
ment of planning and management capabilities."
The program encourages coordination among States
and local jurisdictions in their planning efforts."
HUD planned to provide $62.4 million in grants for
this program in fiscal year 1977.'°

Objectives of the 701 program include the
development and implementation of a comprehen-
sive plan which focuses upon housing, land use,
public facilities, and transportation planning, and, in
general, the development of mechanisms to facilitate
unified planning for capital improvement pro
gra?ns." Among the activities that may be pursued
under the 701 program are:

The establishment of a mechanisnifor coordinat-
ing intergovernmental planning and development
and public and private development;

The identification and analysis of area needs,
including housing, employment, education, and

" 43 Fed. Reg. 1605 (1978) to be codified in 24 C.P.R. 1f 570.452(d).
National Housing Act of 1 b. L. No 480, 1f 1723, 68 Stat. 404

(1954) (prior to arriendnient). A by Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No 93-383,88 Stat. 686 (currently at 40
U.S.C. f 461) (Supp. V 1975). The 701 program was established by the
Housing Act of 1954 as an aid to small communities and regional agencies
in undertaking community development planning and implementation.
Through a series of amendments, the objectives of the program and the
categories of eligible recipients have been expanded to include improve-
ment in management capabilities. develdirent of land use priorities. and
citizen involvement.

HUD defines an "areawide planning organization" in an organization
authorized by law or agreedtent between local jurisdictions to undertake
planning for I metropolitan mr nonmetropolltim area 24 C.P R. 1600 7(h)
(1977).

8

health, and formulation of specific programs for
meeting those needs;
. The pursuit of long range physical and fiscal
planning as a guide for governmental policy and
action;

The modernization or reorganization of State
and local government infrastructure;

The preparation, as a guide for governmental
policies and action, of general plans for housing
and land use; and

The study of methods of achieving equal
opportunity by the planning process.22

4./Lower Income Rental Assistance
Section 8 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as

amended by Title 11 of the Housing and Cortimpkty
Development Act of 1974", establishes a prdirdtri
whereby HUD subsidizes the rent's of lower income
families in order to aid those families "in obtaining a
decent place to live and of promotin nomically
mixed housing."24 Section 8 is desi ned to . bsidize
the rents of eligible households by paying the
difference between rent charged by the owner and
rent paid by the tenant (15 to 25 percent of the
tenant's income). In general, families earning less
than 80 percent of the current median income" in
the metropolitan area qualify for assistance." Under
the Section 8 program for existing housing, the
payment of rent subsidies for households is usually
administered by public -.housing agencies. The
Secretary is authorized to enter into "annual
contribution contracts" with public housing agen-
cies which then make housing assistance payments
directly to owners of existing dwelling units."
pt Since the basic intent of Section 8 is to assist
households by subsidizing rental payments, the
Section 8 program does not provide Federal funds
for rehabilitation or construction. However, to
encourage construction and rehabilittition, HUD
contracts with builders and owners who, ip accor-
.. 40 U.S.C. § 461 (Supp. V 1975).
'' Id.

Flubschman letter
" 24 C.F.R. 4 6(X).5(a) and (b) (1977)
" 24 C.F.R. §6(X).55(a),(h),(c),(d)(1977)

Pub. I. No 93-3113. RR Stat. 65:3 (codified at 42 US C § I417f (Stipp
V 1975)).
" 42 U.S.C. § 14371(a) (Supp. V 1975).
" 1437f(c)(3)(Supp V 1975)
" 42 U.S.C. 4 1437f(1)(a)(Supp. V 1971)
" 42 U S.C. § 1417f(h) (Silvio. V 1975) In area where the Secretary tuu
determined that no public housing agency exists. or that the public housing
authority is unable to implement the existing bowing program. the
Secretary IN authorized to enter into contract' (niftily with owners.
If ubsc haunt letter

1
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dance with a HUD - approved proposal, agree to
construct or substantially rehabilitate housing. Un-
der the assistance contract, HUD agrees that it will
make housing assistance payments to owners for
new or rehabilitated units that are occupied by
eligible lower income families."

The fiscal year 1978 budget estimate for HUD
housing assistance commitments (contract authority)
under the Section 8 program is $1.25 billion per
year." Approximately .5455 million (41 percent) of
this amount is allocated for rent subsidies in newly
constructed buildings; $377 million (34 percent) for
rent subsidies in existing units; and $248 milliOn (26
percent) for rent subsidies in buildings which have
been substantially rehabilitated:"

5. Public Housing Program
The United States Housing Act of 1937, as

amended, provides for assistance to locally operated
public housing programs." HUD pays debt.service
on bonds and notes issued by local housing authori-
ties for construction projects to be owned and
operated by the authorities and, also, contributes
financial assistance to authorities for their operating
costs." In the 1979 budget it is estimated that HUD
will contribute housing payments to local publie
housing authorities for some 1,174,000 locally
operated units (cumulative from previous years)."

6. Mortgage Interest Subsidy Program
Section 235 of the National Housing Act of 1954,

as amended by the Housin and Urban Develop-
ment Act of 1968, authorizes\ HUD to subsidize the

1.1 Vacancy payments may be made, up to 14 months, for unite available 10
lower income provided the owner is making a good faith effort to
rent them to eligible families "flu amount of assistance provided m
sufficient to cover the full cost of the housing, including debt service on the
cost of rehabilitation or construction Ilubschman letter

Ibid.
" Summary of the HUD Budget, FfloAi
" Ch. 1196, 50 Slat 888 (current venison at 42 1,65 C 11'637 1440 (Supp
V 1975))

Hubachman letter
" Summary oldie 11110 Budget, 1,1' 1979
" National Housing Act of 1934, Pub L No 479, 11 1715z, 48 Stat. 143
(1934) (pnor to 1974 amendment) Amended by Housing and Community
Deveksprment Act of 1974, Pub L No 93-381, 88 Stat. 0 I (currently at 12
U S C 1715z (Supp. V 1975))
" U.S , Department of Housing and Urban Development, /IUD Programs
(March 1977) (hereafter cited as HUD Programe).
"

The 1973 moratorium on federally-funded housing programs is discussed
in U S Commission on Civil Rights, 711* Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Filen-1974, vol vii, to Preserve. Protect, and Defend the Constitution
(1977), p. 30 (hereafter cited m to PrINIIIV, Prowl, and Wind)

, Department of Housing and Urban Development, DUD NIWI.
HUI) No 78-25 (Jan 22, 19711)
" Ibid.
" IMd. Por euunple, 11111) his mini the mortgage limitation ceiling

mortgage interest payments made by moderate-
income families for the purchase of newly conitru0-
ed homes." In order to partidipatt h the progr
homeowner must contribute at least 20 percent
adjusted ,gross monthly income -tosyard Arno rt
insurance, and taxes." Moreover, the,,Rarticipant's
household income inust not exceed 95 percent of the
area's median income, and the total purchase price
of the property must not exceed 120-pereent of the
Mortgage li4tation ceiling.

"This
having been

as reinstated in October 1975,
ormant since 1973 when it was

temporarily suspended. "? In January 1976, $264.1
million in previously impounded funds were released
by HUD for Section 235 subsidies." Although funds
available under the program were sufficient to
provide mortgage iriterest- subsidies for about
250,000 single-family homes, as of January 1978 only
approximately 9,000 homes had been built and $21
million expended." HUD has, however instituted
several revisions in the program in an. attempt to
increase housing production. These revisions raise
mortgage ceiling limitations and require less initial
financial obligation. Thus, HUD expects that in
fiscal year 1979 it wiltmake a commitment to
subsidize approximately 30,000 to 40,000 homes."

7. Mortgage Insurance Programs

The National Housing Act of 1934 provides for a
number of FHA mortgage insurance programs," all

from 525,000 (for families with live or fewer memben) and 529,000 (for
larger families) to S32,(XX) and S38,000, respectively. If the total mortgage
exceeds this ceiling, HUD cannot subsidize the interest payment'.
Mortg,age limitation ceilinp for large families in high cost areas increased
from S33,000 to 544,000. Another revision is that HUD subsidies may
effectively reduce to as low ss 4 percent the interest rate which families pay
on their mortg,ages. Previously, the effective rate could go only as low as 5
percent Another new requirement is that the homeowner must provide a
minimum downpayment of 3 percent of the total purchase puce; this
requirement replaces the previous one which dictated minimum
downpayment out least 3 percent of the lint 525,0oo and 5 percent Of any
additional amount of the purchase price. /lousing Affair, Newsletter.

HUD observes that:
fflursuant to Section 213 of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1974, subsidized and assisted unite must be fiurshared to
localities in a manner czmaistent with HUD-approved Housing
Assistance Plans submitted u part of annual Community Develop-
ment Block Grant applications. Nearly 80% of funds go to
communities with HAPs. Allotmrtions not based on HAP' include
(I) 12 or fewer unite; (2) New Communities funds under Title IV of
the 1968 HUI) Act and Title VII of the 1970 HUD Act; and (3)
housing finaneed by loans or loan guarantees from state agency.
Hubschman letter

" The. N00(111611 Housing Act Of 1934, Pub. I, No 479, # 1709 and 17151, 48
Suit 194 aria 28) -287 (1934) (prior to 1974 amendment) (currently at 12
U.S C. 1601- 3619, 1631 (1970 and Supp. V 1975))

)



.r.j
administer . the Assistant Secretary for Hous-
ingFHA COmmissionef." The purpose of these
programs is to facilitate homeownership and the
construction and financing of housing. In 1977, $11.4
billion of insurance was written or outstanding
under the Section 221 programs." By insuring
commercial lenders %against loss, FHA encourages
capital investment in the home mortgage market."
Currently, the most actir programs, as judged by
the dollar value of the amount of insurance written
and outstanding, are those authorized by Section
203" and Section 221" of the National Housing Act
of 1934, as amended by the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974.

The Section 203 program ptovides) mortgage
insurance for unsubsidized structures housing one to
four families." FHA insures loan lade by private
financial institutions for up, to 30 years and 97

'percent of the property value.' The program is
available to persons able to make the cash invest.
ment and the mortgage payments." In 1977, 452
billion of insurance was written or outstanding
under the Section 203 program."

The Section 221 program has three components.
The Section 221(dX2) program is a homeownership
program for low- and moderate-income families and
provides mortgage insurance especially to those
marginal income families displaced by urban renew-
al or related activities." Under Section 221(dX2),
HUD insures lenders against loss on loans to finance
the purchase, construction, or rehabilitation of low-
cost, one- to four-family housing."

The Section 221(dX3) and 221(dX4) programs
provide mortgage insurance to finance the construc-
tion or rehabilitation of multifamily (five or more
units) rental housing for low- and moderate-income
or displaced families." Units financed under either
program may also qualify for alltsistance under
Section 8 of the Housing and Community Develop-
" Pub. L. No. 479, I I, 48 Stat. 1246 (currently st 12 U.S.C. 11 1702)
(Sapp. V 1975). Although the Federal Housing Administration (PHA) no
longer mists. HUD continues to use the term PHA to describe the
prognms once administered by that agency. The insurance proparri
provides that if the borrower does not repay the loan, HUD will repay it or
some portion of it, depending on the terms of the insurance.
" Bonlositt Trim. Mottg8IM Insurance Counseling Division, Office of
Hoag. HUD, telephone interview. Apr. 5. 1978 (hereafter cited as Tyner
telephone interview).
es HUD PFOgriMa
" 12 U.S.C. 1 170/ (Sapp. V 1975).
" 12 U.S.C, 1715 (Sapp. V\1975).
" 42 U.S.C. 1 5301 (Sapp. V 1975).
" HUD Program.
" Ibid.
" I ibid.
" Ibid. .
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ment Act of 1974" if occupied by eligible low-
income families."

B. Civil Rights Responsibilities
1. Title VIII

ItHU is responsible for the overall administration
of Tit VIII," which also charges HUD with
investigating complaints of discrimination.5° The
Department is hanipered in its power to require
compliance with Title VIII because it has no
enforcement authority. If it finds discrimination, it
can use only methods of conference, conciliation,
and persuasion to bring about complianciev, "

The Secretary of HUD recently co. Ph ented on
this dilemma:

The lack of jlequate enforcement power has
been the most serious obstacle -to the develop-
ment of an effective Fair Housing Program
within HUb. Our present' authority is limited to
a purely voluntary process of "conference,
conciliation, and persuasion". . . .Simply put,
"conciliation" All too often has proved an
inadequate means of securing compliance with
the substantive provisions of Title VIII.

Respondents frequently ignore HUD's concilia-
tion process because there is no real inducement
to cooperate. Where conciliation is successful, it
is mast often because the respondent knows that
a realistic threat of private litigation is present,
should HUD's efforts fail.

But where the victim of discrimination meets
with the HUD conciliator and with the respon-
dent, and it is evident that' the complainant is
unrepresented by counsel, conciliation often
collapses.. There is no credible threat of "conse-
quences" should the respondent refuse to
cooperate.

The most significant deterrent to litigation
remains its high cost. Many complainants do

.0 National Housing Act of 1934. Pub. L. No. 479. 1 17151. 48 Stat. 284
(1934) (prior to 1974 amendment). Amended by Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-383, U Stat.-677 (currently at 12
U.S.C.* 17111) (Supp. V 1975).
" Id
" HUD Program Tbere are two principal differences between Section
221(dX3) and 22I(dX4) programs: (I) HUD will insure 100 percent of the
project value under Section 221(dX3) and 90 percent under Section
221(dX4); (2) und Section 22 1(dX3), applicant eligibility is limited to
public agencies o nonprofit orgenizations while under Section 221(dX4)
participation is restricted to profit-motivated Sponsors. ,
" 42 U.S.C. I 1437f (Supp. V 1975).

Tyner telephone interview.
" 41 U.S.C.* 3608(a)(1970).
" 42 U.S.C. 11 3610(x)(1970).
" Id

2a



not have the necessary funds to initiate litiga-
tion, even with the ptospeot mof lkaving atter,
ney's fees iward_ ed %hould the complainant's
position pievait. Thus, as a Practical matter,
many complainants are unable to utilize the
right to sea( a remedy through the courts, and
therefore must rely solely on tt e administrative
process.

This is so despite the existen of another
avenue of litigation to correct scriminatory
housing practicesthe filing of a pattern or
practice suit by the U.S. Department of Justice,
pursuant to Section 813. While pattern or
practice suits can result in the correction of
discriminatory practices, this type 0f civil
action. does not often provide an indivichial
remedy."

i
-authcicity to c.,,ithhold or withdraw funds-from those

. recipients found to be in violation of this civil rights
provision." Title VI, however, places programs of
insurance and guaranty outside its parameters."
Thus, it does not prohibit discrimination in HUD
mortgage insurance programs.

Among the duties assigned to HUD under Title
VIII are to make studies, publish reports, and
cooperate with and provide assistance to other
governmental and private organizations which are
formulating or carrying out programs to prevent or
eliminate discriminatory housing practices." In
addition, Section 808(e) of the Civil Rights Act of
1968 requires HUD to administer its programs and

)activities relating to housing and urban development
in a manner that affirmatively furthers the purpose
of the law."

2. Title VI
HUD and all other Federal agencies providing

assistance through graitts, contracts, or loans" are
responsible for ensairig that recipients of such
assistance comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964." Under this legislation, HUD has the

Patricia R. Harris, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development,
testimony before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of
the House Committee on the Judiciary. Feb. 2,1978.

42 U.S.C. I§ 36011(dX1) and 3609 (1970).
The Civil Rights Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-284, 82 Suit. '84, 85

(codified at 42 U.S.C. 1126011(dX5)(1970)). HUD has commented:
Pursuant to .this requirement, the Department has developed
affirmative marketing regulations, site and neighborhood standards,
and relocation standards which govern how housing choices are to
be made available outside areas of minority concentration, as well as
within areas of minority concentration. CDBO recipients are
required to talcs action to further fair housing In the private market,
se well as to administer all of their programs and activities relating to
housing and urban development in an affirmative manner to further
fair housing. In addition, the Equal Housing Opportunity Plan
(SHOP) program, developed jointly by the Assistant Secretaries for
Housing, Community Planning and Development, and [Fair Hous-
ing and Equal Opportunity], is designed to further fair housing
across jurisdictional lines. Hubechman letter.

These actions are discussed in the sections of this chapter which follow.
" The Economic Development Administration. within the Department of

'Commerce, for example, provides assistance for water and sewer facilities,
development of industrial parka, &coma roads, and other ecoflomic

3. Section 109
It is the responsibility of the Secretary of HUD to

secure compliance under Section 109 of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1974, the
nondiscrimination provision' of the ,community de-
velopment block grant program." If a recipient is
found in noncompliance, the Secretary has the
responsibility to request that appropriate officials
(i.e., the Governor or local ch execbutive) secure
comPliince; if compliance is kt 'secured. within 60
days, the Secretary of HUD may begin proceedings
to terminate, reduce, or limit, the availability of
payments, and/or refer the matter to the Depart-
ment of Justice for civil action." HUD notes that,
"The affirmative requirements of Section 109 are
carried out in the same manner as those of Title .VI,
except that the non-discrimination provisions of
Section 109 apply to sex as well as race, color and
national origin.""

4. Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA)
Since HUD sets standards for creditworthiness for

persons applying for HUD-insured loans, HUD's
foremost role under the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act" is as a creditor," and it may not practice
discrimination prohibited by the act. In addition, in

' the view of this Commission, HUD has the responsi-
bility to ensure that it does not do business with
development-oriented projects. For further discussion of Federal agencioi
providing assistance through grants and loans, vac chapter entitled "Other
Agencies."
" 42 U.S.C. 4 2000d-1 (1970). For an evaluation of HUD's Title VI
program, see U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Programs Section, Civil
Rights Division. Interagency Survey Report Evaluatkm of This VI Enforce-
meet at HUD (September 1977) (hereafter cited as DOJ tolerance), Survey

.Repor).
" 42 U.S.C. # 2000d-1 (1970).
" 42 U.S.C.* 2000d-4 (1970).
" Housing and Community Development Act of 1974,, pub. L. No. 93-383,
88 Stat. 649 (codified at 42 U.S.C. # 5309 (Supp. V 1975)).
" 42 U.S.C. # 5309(b)(Supp, V 1975).
" Hubschman letter.
" 15 U.S.C. 11691(e) (1976).
" The Equal Credit Opportunity Act defines "creditor" as any person who
regularly extends, renews, or continues credit; any person who regularly
arranging for the extension, renewal, or continuation of credit; or any
assignee of an original creditor who participates in the decision to extend,
renew, or continue credit. 15 U.S.C. # 1691(e) (1976). HUD's role as
creditor is similar to that of the Vetenuis Administration.-See the chapter in
the report on the Veterans Adininistration for a discussion of the Veterans
Administration's role under ECOA.
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lenders who fail to comply with ECOA. ECOA
does not assign HUD any specific role for enforce-
ment. However'', to ensure that it does not abet
illegal discrimination, it is incumbent upon HUD to
make certain that the lenders with whom -it does
business comply with Federal law and do not deal
unfairly with persons applying for HUD-insured
mortgages. HUD states that it has "amended and
revised. its forms and handbooks jsr comply with
ECOA requirements.""

5. Executive Order No. 11,063
HUD must attempt to remedy.. any vi ,Iation of.

Executive. Order No. 11,063'4'in its programs by
conference, conciliatO, and persuasion unless
similar' efforts me by another Federal department
have been unsuccessful." Pursuant to an unsuccess-
ful attempt at conciliation, HUD may: (1) cancel or
terminate in whole or in part any agreeMent or
contract with the persoh, firm, or state or local
public agency found -in noncompliance; (2) refrain
from extending any ,further-aid under any program
administered by it until the order is satisfied; (3)
refuse to approve a lending institution or any other
lender as beneficiary under any program adminis-
tered by it or (4) refer the matter to the Department
of Justice."

/IL Organization, Staffing, and Budget
Altholigh Title VIII gives the Department of

Housing and Urban, Development the authority to
create an Assistant Secretary position,'", that position
has not been used primarily for the administration of
Title VIII. Rather, HUD's Assistant Secretary for
Fair HOusing and Equal Opportunity has been
delegated the responsibility of administering HUD's
Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity,
which is assigned myriad duties in addition to Title
VIII, including contract compliance._ and equal
opportunity in Federal ernployment.

In support of its actions, HUD observes:

Title VIII. . .does not enumerate specific du-
ties and responsibilities for the office. The

" Ilubschman letter
" Exec. Order No 11,061, 1 C F 659 (1959 61 Compilation) HUD
Fibs informed this Commtsalon that a 'comprehensive Department -wide
regulation implementing Executive der 11,061 pursuant to Section 201 of
that order is currently in internal departmental clearance Ilublichrnan
letter
" Exec Order No 11,061, 1C I' lk 102 (1939.61 Compilation)
" Id Under Exec (hder No 11,061, each Federal deportment and agency
io responsible for obtaining compliance with this directive as tt applies to
programs administered by It Additionally, earih department and writ y is

12
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e artment has interpreted this mandate broad-
rather than narrowly. Accordingly, HUD

has combined under t.hisiAssistant Secretary
responsibility not only for Title VIII, b t also
for the enforcement of all civil rights tatutes"--
and Executive Orders previtusly cited. HUD
believes this combination can produce more
effective enforcement of its full range sivil
rights responsibilities.14

I do
This Commission` nds, however, that HUD's fair

housing responsibjlities, which include administering
Title VIII,, providing leadership rh other Federal
agenci to further fair housing, and studying and
reportin on the nature and 'extent of housing
discrimination in the United States, are sufficiently
important to warrant full-time oversight by a

. Federal official with Assistant Secretary status. In
light of the seriousness,of the problems of housing
discrimination and the inadequacynadequacy of Federal efforts
Co combat that discrimination, it is especially
important that these duties be assumed on a full-time
basis. The great bulk of the Assistant Secretary's
effort4 must be directed toward establishing and
overseeing a moie effective Federal program to
secure compliance with Title VIII. However
because HUD has assigned myriad civil rights
functions to the Assistant Secretary position grianted
HUD by Title VIII, there is no Federal official of
Assistant Secretary status with fUll-time responsibili-
ty for administering Title VIII.

HUD does not. explain why it ,believes that its
current arrangement for assigning responsibility for

kiall of its equal pportunity programs to one
Assistant Secretary s so effective. There are definite
advantages to assigning responsibilities for such
functions as contract compliance and internal equal
employment opportunity to a pigh,level Department
official. However, by giving one Assistrit Secretary

\ . .
multiple equal opportunity duties that are not
directly related to each other, the effect has been to
create an equal oppiirtunity. unit separate from the
day-to-day operation of the agency.

direeiro 1,, ...ne rulm'regillations, policies, and procedures to implement
the order
" 42 U S C * 151111970) Title 1/111 provides for the position of,an
uhlitliMal Assistant Secretory but does not specify that the administration
of lair houstng/equal Opportunity must Ix the function of that new p41110,1.
SlIlle the ptMill /II was created pursuant to Title 1/III, however, the
function of the new Assistant Sec rotary would seem to he implicit a that
concerning fair housing
" Ilubschman letter



A. OrganizatIonN
In Augiist 1978, HUD wrote to this Commission:

HUD recently implementedia new organiza-
tional structure to strengthen the role and
authority of its'Assistant Secretaries, over field
operations. While it is too early to evaluate its
irtlpact, the new structuret.better concentrates
the authority of the Assistant Secretary over (I)
technical assistance and program guidance
functions; (2) classification and organization of
the field FH &EO activity; an 3) goal setting
and evaluation for operationa programs."

1. Central Office
The Office of Fair Housingand Equal 'Opportuni-

ty (FHEO) oversees all HUD civil rights activities,
including equal_ opportunity in housing and related
facilities. In addition, FHEO citifies include equal
opportunity in HUD-assisted programs, equal
employment programs within the Department, and
equal employment opportunity in Federal contracts.
It is the central Offke of Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity which is responsible for the devekip-
ment of policy, regulations, and instructions and for
general oversight of all equal Opportunity divisions
in the field offices.

FHEO is comprised of several major offices:
Management and Field Coordination, Fair Housing
Enforcement and Section 3 Compliance, HUD
Program Compliance, Contract Compliance Pro-
grams, and Voluntary Compliance."

Office of Management and Field Coordination
The Office of Management and Field Coordina-

tion develops and recommends policy for the
implementation of equal opportunity programs. The
Office is responsible for integrating all civil rights
objectives- into the management of HUD programs.
The Office provides the administrative and manage-
ment services required for operating fair housing
and equal opportunity pro rams at the national and
regional- levels. Its dukies i de the preparation of
" Ibid.
" U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Justification for
197% Estimates (March, 1977) (hereafter cited .as !matt/7(01ton for 1978
F.stirnates) , and Augustus Cloy, Director, Field Support and Evaluation,
FHEO/MUD, telephone interview, Apr. 10, 1978 (hereafter cited u Clay
telephone interview). In addition, the (Mice of Contract Compliance

f Progryna, created to address HUD's new responsibilities following
Oovernment-wide reorganization under Executive Order No. )1,246. has
no fair housing responsibilities. The contract compliarwe function is

currently scheduled to he transferred to the Department of Labor on
October I, 1978 Executive Order 11,246 directs HUD to promote and
ensure equal opportunity to those employed or seeking employment with
Federal contractors or recipients of Federal assistance. Exec. Order No
11,246, .1 C.F R 139 (1964 4,3 Compilation)

the FHEO, budget and staff training. It has the sole
responsibility for entering into and overseeing
FHEO contracts, including theonitoring and

adevelopment of research, studies, and demonstration
projects."

Office of Fair Housing l'nforcement and Section 3
Compliance

This Office is responsible for the enforcement of
Title VIII or the CiVil Rights Act of 1968, as
amended,°2 Executive Order 11,063," and Section 3.
of the Housing and Urban Development Act of
.1968." HUD has described the activities of two
divisions in' that Office:

The Fair- Housing Enforcement Division per-
forms complia 1 ce,and enforcement activities
under Title VII, including processing Title
VIII complaintS; conciliation activity, _referrals
to State agencies, and Title VIII compliance'
reviews, as well as monitoring ancilleview of
affirmative fair housing marketing plans. The
Division also conduct's administrative meetings
to address various -fair housing issues. The
Section 3 Compliance Division performs en-

... forcement and compliance activities under
Section 3 of the Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Act of 1968, as amended."

Office of HUD Program Compliance
The Office of HUD Program Compliance is

composed of two divisionsProgram Compliance
and Public Employment. The Program Compliance
Division is responsible for all compliance and
enforcement activities under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964" and Section 109 of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1974." The
Public Employment Division has the responsibility
for the processing of complaints of discrimination
filed against HUD by its employees" and for the
monitorm-'kw\.,f affirmative action plans. ""

. Justification for 1978 Estimate!.
" 42 U.S C 13608(°)(1970) .

". Exec Order No. 11.063, 1 C 1' R. 659 (1959-63 Compilation)
" Section 3 requires applicants, recipients, contractors, and subcontractors
in IIUDfunded programs to provide opportunities for training and
employment to low-income residents of areas where 11111)-assisted projects
or activities are located. Pub I. No. 90 448, I 3, 82 SW 476 (codified at 12
U.S.C. § 1701m (Supp. V 1975)).
" Eubschman letter.
" 42 U.S C 4 2(XX)d -.1 (1970)
" 42 U.S.0 1530(b)(Supp v 1975)
k Justification for 1978 Estimates
" Ilubschman letter.
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0/Pee of IWuntarr t'ornpliance
The Office of Voluntary' Compliance administers

voluntary program activity with respect to equal
opportunity. Within this ., )ffice there are two
Divisions, Housing and Co iunity' Development
and Manpower and Bustin. s , Des elopment. [he
Division of Housing and Col [Tinnily Development
has responsibility for working ith members of the
real estate industry, national 'ilrgamtations. firms.
Federal agencies, and State i al hcal governments
to assist them in developing limitary fair housing
programs and policies" The anpower and Llusi-
ness Development Division is responsible for imple-
menting voluntary compliance programs to expand
employment, training, and biismess opportunities for
minorities and low-income residents of HUD-funded
projects.91

Regional Office Organization
The Regional Office is the highest level HUD

field office. Regional Offices, headed by Regional
Administrators, supervise Area Offices and monitor
and evaluate overall program performance and
general management of Area Offices and their
subordinate offices. Regional AdministratorS are
responsible for assuring that program goals are met
and for redistributing among Area Offices program
funds which become. available. They assure that all
programs function in accordance with policies.
criteria, and procedures established by HUD Assis-
tant Secretaries."

HUD has commented:

Aside from coordinating HUD's activities with
those of other Federal departments and agen-
cies within their respective jurisdictions, the,
Regional. Administrators have a special respon-
sibility to :assure that HUD's other program
responsibilities are "meshed" with its Fair

eftl.Housi nd Equal Opportunity Program and
carried ut in a manner to effectuate that
program's requirements. Furthermore, the Re-
gional Administrator has program operational
responsibility for the Regional Fair Housing
and Equal Opportunity Program and supervises
the Director, Office of Regional Fair Housing
and Equal Opportunity."

" Justification for 1 978 EIUM14tli
" .111infiCa11011 for 1978 EIIIMOtti HUD's 1977 budget estimates, which
deacnbe the functions of this office. do not usd that the office
responsible for expanding employment. training. and bu opportunities
for women
" Hubachmani,tte
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The Dii ector, Office of Regional Fair Housing,
and Fqual Opportunity' (1)R/1:11F0), is prunardsy
responsible to the Regional Administrator for the
day-to-day implementation of HUD's equal opportu-
nity program HUD notes that -"Ile or she, also is
responsible for monitoring and es,aluating, the
overall' management of ifair housing and equal
opportunity programs] within the region:4'4

However, the Assistant Secretary has no direct
authority to supervise the activities of HUD fieldA.
stall responsible for the investigation and attempted

-solution of Title VIII complaints. Instead, theseilti.

staff report to officials who spend the majority of
their tune on the implementation of HUD programs.
In August 1978, HUD.commented:

ItAnde HUD's recently implemented rcorgani-
/maxi, the Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing
anti Equal Opportunity has been given in-
creased responsibility and authority over the
Department's field activities. The Assistant
Secretary now provides technical assistance and
program guidance directly to all field offices
rather than through the Regional Office; he.
rather than the Regional Administrator, grants
waivers as appropriate; he allocates funds to
Regional and field offices; he delegates authori-
ty to field offices; he makes and interprets
policy; he directs, monitors and evaluates
Department-wide program administration and
performance; and he sets goals for each pro-,
gram in, etach Regional Office, setting priorities
and allocating resources for goat accomplisk..
ment.

While the Assistant Secretary does not have
directfi ine authority to supervise the daily
acti era HUD field staff responsible for the
inve ation and attempted resolution of Title
V111 complaints, he does retain the authority to
withdraw delegations of authority to field staff
and "override" the Regional Administrator if
he or she does not effectively oversee field
activities."

Moreover, with respect NA the enforcement of Title
VI," the DR/FHEO reports directly to the Assis-
tant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportu-
nity." Nonetheless, the Assistant Secretary's author-
ity with regard to both Title VIII and Title VI is
" Ibid
" Ibid
" {bid
" S C § 200011 -1 (1970)

Laurence D Pearl, Director, Office of HUD Program Compliance,
utter% ley.. No' :Z. 19'7



limited because the Regional Administrator and not
the Assistant Secretary has the authori4 to both hire
and dismiss the DR/FHEO.°° HUD proposes a
partial solution to this problem. HUD wrote to this
Commission, "HUD's new reorganiza-
tion. . .contemplates participation by the Assistant
Secretary in the selection, classification and evalu-
ation of these officials, and policies and procedures
are about to be promulgated to effect these chang-
es."' .

Each Office of Regional Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity is composed of a Division of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity Compliance, a
Division of Contract Compliance, and a Division of
Field Support and Evaluation. The Division of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity Compliance is

responsible for carrying out activities planned at the
central office by both the Office of Fair Housing
Compliance and the Office of HUD Program
Compliance. The Division has the responsibility for
administering Title VIII,'" Title VI,'°' Section
109,1" and Executive Order No. 11,063,1" including
such activities as conducting complaint investiga-
tions and compliance reviews.

The Division of -Field Support and Evaluation is
responsible, at the regional level, for carrying out
the activities planned by the Office of Management
and 'Field Coordination at the central office. The 401
Division assists the Regional Administrator by
providing training and technical assistance, monitor-
ing and evaluating HUD's fair housing and equal
opportunity performance, and coordinating volun-
tary compliance programs regionwide. The Office
Of Voluntary Compliance at the central FHEO
office does not have a counterpart in the field.

3. Area and Service Offices
As of August I, 1978, HUD had 41 area offices1"

with direct funding responsibilities for the various
housing, planning, and community development
programs in their geographic jurisdictions, and 7
insuring offices with direct funding responsibilities
for FHA multifamily mortgage programs within

44. their jurisdictions. The heads of both typesof offices
report to the Regional Administrator. Applications
for multifamily insurance and mortgage insurance,

Mary Pinkard, Director, Division or Program Standards, Office of Flu
Houaing/F-qaud Opportumty. telephone interview. June 28, 1978.

Hardman letter
"" 42 U.S.0 36011(a) (1970)
" " 42 U S C I 2000d-1 (IVO)
'" 42 U.S.C. 5304 (Sapp V 1975)

loans, and grants under these programs are submit-
ted to area, offices or, where applicable, insuring
offices. which. in general, have the decisionmaking
responsibility of approving or disapproving them.
HUD also has five multifamily service offices that
process PIIA insurance applications, 22 single-fami-
ly service offices, 8 valuation and endorsement
stations that process single-family mortgage insur-
ance applications, and 21 valuation stations.'°°

In each Area Office there is an Equal Opportunity
Division responsible for the review of applications
for compliance with FHEO standards as well as the
review and approval of affirmative fair housing
marketing plans and voluntary compliance pro-
grams. The Equal Opportunity Division is also
responsible for monitoring performance of HUD
recipients and grantees; and provides technical
assistance to these recipients. The Fair Hous-
ing/Equal Opportunity Director at the area office
level is directly responsible to the area office
manager. HUD has commented:
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[Ain Area Office Manager is the highest.
FH &EO official in the Area Office. He or she is
specifically charged with carrying out FH &EO
program responsibilities, just as he or she is
charged with other housing and community
development program responsibilities, and is
held accountable for performance in FH &EO
areas as he or she is for performance in the
housing and community development pro-
grams. The Department's operating plan and
management reporting systems set requirements
and monitor performance equally in all areas.10'

Nonetheless, little decisionmaking authority has
delegated to the Division of Fair Hous-

ing/ ual Opportunity at the area office level. This
is exemplified, particularly, by the community
development block grant program. The, area office
FHEO has the authority only to recommend
disapproval or conditioningof an application to the
area office manager when equal opportunity defi-
ciencies exist. If the area office manager, who spends
most of his or her time on HUD programs and not
on fair housing, fails to concur with FHEO's
recommendatifts and determines that a comrnuni-

°' Exec Order No 11,063, 3.C.F.R. 659 (1959-63 Compilation).
' Junvication for 1978 Euiplaut Under a proposed reorganisation, tht
number of HUD area offices will be reduced to 39.

Hubsclunan letter
' (bid



EXHIBIT 1.1

Distribution of Staff Years, Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity,
Fiscal Year 1977

Office Staff years

Central Office 105.5
Assistant Secretary 19.7
Management and Field Coordination 34.8
Fair Housing and Contract Compliance 16.2
Program Compliance 16.2
Voluntary Compliance 18.6

Field Offices 403.6

Total 509.1

Source: U. S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Justification for 1978 Estimates (March 1977).

it

ty's application merits approval, the application is
approved.'" Thus, unless the area office manager
concurs with FHEO's recommendations, neither the
Director of the Office of Regional Fair Hous-
ing/Equal Opportunity on the Assistant Secretary
for FHEO is ever made aware of equal opportunity
deficiencies.

B. Staffing
In fiscal year 1977, HUD allocated 509.1 staff

years ip activities of the Office of Fair Housing and
Equal bpportunity: 105.5 staff years in the central
office and 403.6 years in the regional, area, and
insuring offices.'" The distribution of staff years
among the various units in the central office is

illustrated in exhibit 1.1. A review of HUD's
budget" indicated that only a little more than half
of the total FHEO staff time was allocated to fair
housing and related activities."' .

HUD's budget contained detailed estimates of the
amount of time spent on activities to be conducted in
the regional and area offices. In particular, HUD
estimated that in the regional offices, a total of 71.2
staff years would be used to adMinister the Depart-

Only the Office of the Secretary has the authority to disapprove a
community development block grant application. Union the area office
director recommends disapproval, however, a JOMmunity's amlication
typically does not come to the attention of the Secretary. "levels of
Approval Authority," HUD Handbook 1105.1 (draft proposal), Fall 1977.
'. Summary of the HUD Budget Theo/ Year /979.

HUD's budget is discussed in detail. below, this secuon.
As discussed above, the duties of these staff include contract comph-

once and HUD intents., employment activities.
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ment's Title VIII responsibilities. The bulk of this
time was to be for the closure of complaints, which
HUD estimated would constitute 65 staff years. At
the regional level, Title VI and Section 109 activities
were estimated to comprise 25.2 staff years." The
largest block of this time-9.7 staff yearswas to be
allocated for conducting compliance reviews under
the community development block grant program.
Other compliance reviews acCounted 1.4 9.2 staff
years, while 3./ staff years were allocated for the
closure of Title VI complaints."'

HUD also estimated that at the area office level,
.149 staff years would be spent on "office opera-
tions," which include equal opportunity reviews of
community development block grant applications
and performance reports and the referral of Title
VIII complaints to regional offices.") HUD's
budget does not contain similar estimates for central
office activity.

Evidence that HUD's small staff size has had a
crippling effect on its fair housing program is

contained in HUD's Headquarters Report: On-Site
Operational Performance Evaluations "4 and a De-

.. Justificamon for 1978 Estimates.

IS ibid.

Commnsion staff reviewed HUD's Headquarters Report (9n.Site
Operational Performance Evaluation from all 10 of the HUD regions by
region and date. U.S.. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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partment of Justice. study on HUD's Title VI
enforcement effort."' Be Cause limited staff time has
been allocated to fair housing and related activities,
HUD's potential for fair housing accomplishments
has been severely curtailed. For example, in some
HUD regions, monitoring and compliance reviews
under the community development block, grant
program have been conducted only at the expense of
other equal opportunity responsibilities"' 'or have
not been conducted at all."' Title VI compliance
reviews have never reached as many as 2 percent of
HUD's 14,000 recipients in any year.''' Moreover,
some reviews have been inadequate and untimely,'"
and FHEO staff have not satisfactorily reviewed
application's under the community development
block grant program for civil rights concerns.'"

HUD has made a commitment to improve the
quality of these reviews (which have been essentially
technical), to ensure that the applications contain all
the required elements to include a substantive
review of the program the applicants propose."'
HUD has also indicated that, in fiscal year 1978, it
will attempt to increase the number of community
deYelopment block grant compliance reviews of
entitlement communities by 8 percent; from 12

percent in fiscal year 1977 to 20 percent in fiscal year
1978.m. This increase in review activity, states
HUD, "is required to maintain the credibility of the
Department's civil rights effort in the administration
of the block grant program."" The Assistant
Secretary for Community Planning and Develop-
ment suggests that the current administratiw's
policy of substantive review will demand a greffer

Headquareers Report. On-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (1975-
1977) (hereafter cited as HUD On-Site Oise-rational Performance Evaluation.)

DOJ Interagency Sunny Report p. 14.
The Atlanta Regional Office reports that the timely review of

community development block grant applications can be completed only at
the expense of other FHEO responsibilities. The Atlanta Regional Office
also indicates that "there have been periods" in one area office when the
Equal Opportunity Division' consisted of only one staff member. Similarly.
the Denver Regional Office conducts compliance reviews of block grant
recipients at the expense of 'other fair housing activities. HUD On-Site
Opeismonal Performance Evaluation (Atlanta), p. 81, and (Denver), p. I($.
"' HUD On-Sire Operational Performance Evaluation (Chicago), p. 55.
"* Just( /Icarian for 1978 Estimates.

In the Boston Regional Office, program staff were critical of the quality
and timeliness of FHEO reviews under the community development block
grant programs. The Department's Oh-Sitr Operational Performance
Evaluation for the Boston Region indicates the following: "Because of
limited staff and the short tome period for receipt and review of [community
development block pints) it has not been possible to perform FHEO
reviews in timely manner." HUD On-Site Operational Performance
Evaluation (Boston), p. 69

The Department of Justice states: 'There are many factors that help
explain the unevennees and low quality of 1E0) work performed. . .Ain]
explanation for the low quality of some EO work is that many area office
equal opportunity divisions are serious/y understaffed." The Department of

amount of staff time than past technical reviews."'
Clearly, without additional FHEO staff, HUD will
have difficulty in meeting its new goals for the
community development block grant program. In
addition, with its small equal opportunity staff,
HUD has been unable to fulfill its duty under Title
VIll" to design a comprehensive program to
provide guidance and leadership to other Federal
agencies. HUD and the Department of Justice (the
only Federal agency with direct enforcement duties
under Title VIII) haYe failed to coordinate their fair
housing programs."'

In 4974 this Commission recommended that HUD
undertake 50 communitywide pattern and practice
fair housing. reviews"' of all major institutions in
those communities which affect the production, sale,
and rental, of housing, including State and local
governmeit, housing authorities, builders and devel-
opers, real estate brokers, and lenders. This recom-
mendation was renewed in 1978.1" But without a
substantial increase in. HUD's staff, such reviews
will not, be possible on a regular basis. HUD
contemplates a partial remedy for this deficiency. In
August 1978, HUD reported that on April 17, 1974,
Secretary Harris announced her intention to create
"systemic, iztirrimination units" to accomplish such
reviews ortifttited, demonstration basis.'"

C. Budget s

'In fiscal year 1979, HUD will spend $18.8 millidll
for all of its fair housing and equal opportunit
activities.'" According to material HUD provided
to the Office of Management and Budget in

Justice also found that "Area office EO staff had to assess large number
of applications concurrently. Several EO directors complained that they
often found that there was insufficient time to get additional information

. and condUct the necessary reanalris." DOI Interagency Survey Report pp.
16-19.

This commitment is discussed at length in the section in this chapter on
the community development block graqt program.
'" Justification for 1978 Estimates
"' Ibid.
" Community Planning and Development. Central Office, memorandum
to HUD Field Staff, "Monitoring of Entitlement Communities under the
CDBG Program." January 1978.
"6 42 U.S.C. § 3608(a) (1970).

HUD's interagency efforts are discussed at length in the section of this
chapter on interagency coordination.
"" U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
EffortI974, vol. II, To Provide. . For Fair Housing (1974), p. 346
(hereafter cited u To Provide.. . For Fair Housing).

U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The State of Civil Rights. 1977(1978).
p. 18.

Hubschman letter.
'" U.S., Office of Management and Budget. United States Budget. Fiscal
Year 1979 Special Analyses (1978), p. 286 (hereafter cited as Special
Analyses. Focal Year 1979).
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Fiscal year

EXHIBIT 1.i
HUD Budget for Administration of Title VIII (In millions of dollars)

Expenditures for Expenditures for
fair housing and Title VIII
equal opportunity administration

Title VIII expenditures
as a percent of fair
housing and equal

opportunity e0enditures

Title VIII
expenditures

In constant (1969
prices**.

1974 $ 8.5 $4.3' 50.4 $3.0
1975 10.9 4.7* 43.1 3.0
1976 10.6 5.2' 49.1 3.1
1977 12.8 5.1' 39.8 2.8
1978 15.5* 5.8' 37.4 3.0
1979 18.8' 7.8' 41.5 3.8

*Estimate

"Derived from price deflectors supplied by the Office of Management and Budget.

Source: U.S., Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the United States, Special Analyses, for fiscal
years 1973-79. Although the United States Budget is the source for these figures, HUD.estimates that its
expenditures for fair housing and equal opportunity for fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1979 are $13.0 million,
$15.9 million, and $17.7 million, respectively. Henry A. Hubschman, Executive Assistant to the Secretary, letter
to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 17, 1978.

conjunction with the preparation of the fiscal year
1979 budget, only $10 minion, or 53 percent, of that
amount will be spent' on fair housing and related
activities,'" including the administration of Title
VIII of the Civil.Rights Act of 1968,'" Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act. of 1964,'" Section 109 of the
Housing and Community Development Act of
1974,'" and Executive Order No. 11,063.'" As
shown in exhibit 1.2, Title VIII activities alone will
account for only $7.8 million, or 41.5 percent, of
HUD's fair housing and equal opportunity budget. IN

HUD's Title VIII budget has increased over the
past several years (from $4.3 million in fiscal year
1974 to $7.8 million in fiscal year 1979). However,
the effect of these increases has been to maintain a
consistent level of effort during a.period of inflation.
As shown in exhibit 1.2, frorn 1974 through fiscal
Year 1978, HUD's Title Vifi budget was sufficient

U.S., Department of outhy' and Urbg Development. Finial Year 1979
dw*er Submission for Special Analysis of CI ii Righb Activities (1978).
"° 32 U.S.C.; 3604(a) (1970).
.0 42 U.S.C. 2000d-1 (1970).

42 tl.S.C. 5309 (1970).
Exec. Order No. 11.063, 3 C.F.R..659 (1959-63 Compilation).

" Special Amebas, Fbcal Year 1978 P. 283.
"' The Office of Management and Dodge* has calculated price deflectors
which indicate the cost each year foe FM, era! purchases which would have
cost 1100 in 1969. These price deflottces are 1974, $141.52; 1975, S157.53;
1976, $168.83; 1977, $181.35; 1978, $193.16 (estimate); and 1979. $207.52
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only to cover a program which would have cost
about $3 million in 1969." Moreover, although the
Special Analyses of the Budget reflects a S2 million
increase for fair housing activities from fiscal year
1978 to 1979, HUD budget staff indicated that the
increase is actually for contract compliance activi-
ties and not for fair housing." The Government
devotes far fewer resources to combating housing
discrimination than it does to ending employment
discrimination. In fiscal year 1979, for example, the
Government anticipates that it will allocate $301.1
million for ensuring equal employment opportunity,
but only $17.4 for fair housing in all Federal
agencies: 1"

In the view of this Commission, HUD's small
budget for fair housing reflects the fact that the

(estimate). Thus, for example, in 1974 it coat the Federal Government
$141.52 for purchases which cost only $100 in 1969. Kenneth A. Spistikle,
Fiscal Economist, Office of Management and Budget, telephone interview,
Apr. 3, 1978.
"0 Clay telephone interview.

.

.0 Special Aaalysts.'Fbcal Year 1979. p: 286. The figure for ensuring equal
opportunity does not cover equal opportunity in the military. The figure
for fair housing, however, does include S2:5 million for ensuring fair
housing for military perso,nel and-civilian employees of the Department of
Defense.



Federal Government has placed a low priority on
fair housing.'" When testifying concerning pro-
posed fair housing legislation, the Chairman of this
Commission stated:

In fiscal year 1974, the total combined Title
VIII fair housing appropriation for HUD and
the Department of Justice was $6.2 million. In
fiscal year 1977, this figure was $7.2 million.
Today, the projection for fiscal year 1979,
notwithstanding the impact of inflation and the
unceasing need for greater fair sing enforce-
ment efforts, is still only $11.2 illion for both
agencies. Even when all oth r fair housing
programs and agencies are included, the figure
is only S17.4 million. If we compare [the
Government's fair housing budget] with the
more than $300 million which we currently
spend on the enforcement of equal employment
laws, it is clear that the Federal Government
has given a very low priority to the enforce-
ment of fair housing. 141

D. Training and Evaluation
HUD has not ensured that its staff have received

adequate equal opportunity training."' Not only
have junior civil rights staff been poorly trained, but
sometimes the equal opportunity directors in area
offices and even the directors in Regional Offic6s of
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity have also not
received proper training.'" Moreover, in two
regions, HUD program staff assigned to work on the
conununity development block grant program have
had to conduct equal opportunity reviews of
program applications because the number of equal
opportunity staff has 1;n inadequate to accommo-
date the workload; h ever, these program staff
. The Government's inadequate fair housing effort is discussed by this
Commission in To Proem. Protect. and Defend p. 62.

Testimony of Arthur S. Flemming. Chairman. U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, on 'H.R. 3504 before the House Judiciary Committee.
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights (June 7. 1970. It should
be noted that the figure of 533.1 billion is total budget authodly requested.
This includes the total cost of bog term commitments under contracts with
public housing authorities and others. Actual outlays authorized for the
Seca] year will be approximately one-third of this amount. Plubschman
letter.
"6 Pearl interview. See also, DOJ Interagency Survey Report. pp. 44L5I. and
HUD Ov-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (Boston), p. 72.

a

members have generally not received training _for
conducting such reviews.)!'

In fiscal year 1977, HUD's central office conduct-
ed two workshops to train regional compliance staff
ih Title VI requirements and one in fair housing
enforcement and contract compliance. Attendance
was not mandatory, however, and not all equal
opportunity staff at the regional level attended,
including some of the assistant regional administra-
tors for fair housing and equal opportunity.'" No
area office personnel were in attendance. .

The Field Support and Evaluation Division of
regional offices is responsible for training area office
staff. However, regional staff responsible for train-
ing art themselves sometimes poorly trained and
area staff have reported that their requests for
training have not been adequately met. HUD reports
indicate that the poor training of field staff has had
such consequences as:

HUD area office staff did not provide technical
assistance to prospective recipients until after they
had submitted their applications for the block
grant program.'"

Equal opportunity staff in one area office did not
know the difference between providing technical
assistance to a locality and monitoring its compli-
ance with equal opportunity requirements under
the block grant program."'
To assure that fair housing policy directives are

being carried out, field office activities must be
regularly reviewed. As of November 1977, HUD':
lateit series of field evaluation reports were dated
from April 1976 through August 1977. These reports
were frequently too superficial. For example, al-
th4ugh the annual evaluation of one office observed
"marked variations" in the field offices visited and a
"strained relationship" between equal opportunity
staff andvstaff administering the community develop-
ment block grant program, the report did not
elaborate on these findings, suggesting only the
following:

." Pearl interview.
'" 'HUD Ott-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (Boston), p. 78, and
(Chicago). p. 67.
'" Pearl interview and Hubschman letter. In addition. HUD has noted that
in fiscal year 14-ig it held two other training sessions. "Field Support and
Evaluation** and -CDBG .Performance Reports," which may have been
directly relevant to the fair housing program; three training sessions
concerning equal employment opportunity: and one concerning minority
business. Hubschman letter.

HUD-Ort-SiteOperational Performance Evaluationll(Dallas))'0. 94.
ibid.
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As in other areas of F118tE0 concern, marked
variations were found among the field offices
visited. For example, the Camden [New Jersey]
Office experienced no problems in this area. A
close working relationship existed between
FH8tE0 and CPD [Office of Community
Planning and Development]. Applications were
processed in a timely manner and a certain
amount of technical assistance was being pro-
vided to recipients. In the Newark Office which
has a much heavier workload, working relation-
ships with CPD were somewhat more strained
and FH8tE0 processing time created internal
problems. The New' York Area Office, in
general, processed applications in a timely
manner but not with the facility found in
Camden.'"

Several reports indicated that regional offices had
failed to, provide adequate evaluation of and guid-
ance to the area offices under its jurisdiction.
Among the deficiencies observed in these reports
were:

Inadequate evaluation of area offices by the
regional offices.

Infrequent meetings between regional office
administrators and area office staff to discuss area
office responsibilities.

A lack of understanding by area office Staff as to
the functions of the regional office staff."
In August 1978, there was some indication that

HUD planned to improve evaluation of its field
offices. HUD wrote to this Commission:

The roles of
Central Offi
HUD's recent
ance and assis
Office rather
Office, and the

the Assistant Secretary and of
e staff were strengthened in
reorganization. Technical guid-

ce will come from the Central
than from only the Regional
Central Office will have a much

HUD On-She Oprrotio, 1Performance Eralmanon (New York), p. 75.
HUD On-Sire Operational Performance Ewa/ma:ion (Chicago), p. 71,

(Atlanta), p. 87, and (Kansas City). p. 56.
'" Hardman letter.

mad
"" 42 U.S.C. 3608(a) (1970).
'" In addition to the equal opportunity standards discussed in this section,
HUD has issued equal opportunity requirements under the community
development block grant program, which are discussed in section VI,
below.
". 24 C. F. R. 200. 600- . 640 (1977).
'" 24 C.F.R. 111182.204(bX1)(
'" Two other standards
standards. Under the "701"
a grant recipient must submit s
for assistance. The required
as soon as feasible of the
environmetirfor every

9Th.
housing elements" and site selection

prehensive Planning Assistance program,
"housing element" as part of the application

element is "to promote the realization
of a decent home and a suitable living
family.. ." The housing element requires

each grantee to review its prat osed honing strategies and their effect to
assure that such strategies are carried out in nondiscriminatory.ranner.
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greater role in evaluating the performance of
both Regional and Area Offices. Part of this
reorganization includes development of a coor-
dinated management and technical performance
evaluation process to evaluate better Regional
Office oversight and Area Office program
management and operation.'"

HUD also noted that "the Department has engaged
a consultant to undertake a complete review of the
FH8cE0 programs, procedures and organization."'"

Ill. Equal Opportunity Requirements
for HUD Program Participants

To further the purposes of Title VIII,'" HUD has
established equal opportunity standards which must
be follovlied' by participants in its programs."
Important standards are HUD's affirmative fair
housing marketing regulations,'" regulations. for
equal opportunity housing plans," and broker
certification requirements.

A. Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing
Regulations

In February 1972 HUD instituted affirmative
marketing procedures which required developers
and sponsors"r applying for participation in HUD-
subsidized/ or unsubsidized housing programs to
submit an affirmative marketing plan before their
applications could be apprOved." The regulations
were innovative. Rather than a simple assurance that
the applicant would not discriminate, as is often
required in applications for participation in Federal
programs, they required developers and sponsors to
"carry out an affirmative progrim to attract buyers
or tenants of all minority and majority groups."
HUD's action predated that of other Federal
agenciesthe Farmers Home Administration did
Where evidence of the effects of housing discrimhastion is identified, the
horrina element must contain "specific plans, policies and procedures to
eliminate such discrimination." (24 C.F.R. 600.70 (1977).) Additionally,
HUD has established site and neighborhood standards for proposed sites
for new construction projects. Basically, such standards dictate that
subsidized housing must be located in such a manner as to: (a) prevent the
undQooncentratioe of minorities; (b) prevent the undue concentration of
assisted persons in areas containing a. high proportion of low-income
persona; (c) be accessibk to health, recreational, commercial, transporta-
tion, and other services; and (d) comply with Title VI of the Civil. Rights
Act of 1964, Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Executive Order
11,063, and HUD regulations pursuant thereto. (24 C.F.R. 880.112
(1977).)

Spitisors are nonprofit groups which submit Jiroposals for funds and
insurance under major HUD housing programs and local, regional, arid
State agencies applying for community planning and development grants
and loans.
'" 24 C.F.R. 200.600-.640 (1977). Applicants must submit affirmative
marketing plans' when they develop five or more dwelling unite under the
FHA housing program during the year preceding the apphcation.

f_j
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4.1

not issue affirmative marketinfi regulations until
December 1972 and the Veterans Administration did
not issue' affirmative marketing requirements until
1977.1 In addition, in August 1974 HUD wrote to
this Co\mmission, "HUD has in preparation a

regulation establishing compliance standards and
procedures for Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing
Plans and expects to publish it in final form
shortly."'

In 1975 HUD amended its affirmative marketing
regulations to reflect Title.VIII's prohibition against
sex discrimination.' Under the regulations, devel-
opers and sponsors agree:

To prepare a written plan detailing the affirma-
tive warketing procedures they will follow in
soliciting buyers and tenants.'"

That neither the builder nor any agent of the
builder will decline to rent or sell any HUD-
subsidized housing to a prospective purchaser
because ofItirer her race, color, sex, religion, or
national origin."'

TO apprise minority and female homebuyers of
the availablity of the housing offered.'"

To maintain a nondiscriminatory hiring policy
and provide all marketing staff with written
instructions on and training in affirmative market-
ing.'"

To display prominently the equal housing
opportunity poster in each place of business whert
HUD-appraised or approved housing is offered
for sale.'"

To incorporate the equal housing opportunity
logotype,' slogan, or statement, as outlined in
the HUD Advertising Guidelines for Fair Hous-
ing,'" in all advertising.'"

"'One Veterans Administration and Farmers Home Administration
affirmative marketing requirements as of early 1978 are discussed, below in
chapters ositherse agencies
'" Hubsehmanletter.
'"' 24 C.F.R. 1200.600-.640 (1977).

24 C.F.R. ¢ 200.625 (1977). HUD observed:
HUD Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing (AFHM) Regulations are
designed to mare that individuals of similar income levels in the
same housing market area have like range of housing choices
reprdless of their race, color. religion, sex or national origin. In this
respect. HUD requires that AFHM plans must contain an advertis-
ing and community relations program directed to reach persons who
traditionally would not be able to apply for housing. Hubschman
letter.

"s 24 C.F.R. 1200.6.10 (1977).
'« 24 C.F.R. 200.620(x)1977).
"* 24 C.F.R. 1200.620(c) (1977).
"' 24 C.F.A. § 200.620(e) (1977). .

"" The Emus/ Housing Opportunity logotype is an often-used symbol,
reproduced in HUD's fair housing poster, signifying. nondiscriminatory
practices by the displayer.

-fhat noncompliance with the foregoing require-
ments will make the applicant liable to sanctions,
including but not limited to denial of further
participation in departmental programs and refer-
ral to the Department of Justice Mr suit by the
United States Mr injunctive or other appropriate
relief.'"
In addition, an important requirement is for the

developer's and sponsors to state in their plans the
anticipated results of the plan in terms of the number
or percentage of dwelling units they will sell or rent
to minorities.'" If fully implemented, this require-
ment could be an important tool in the realization of
equal housing opportunity, just as the use of goals
and timetables is important in the area of employ-
ment. Elaborating on this requirement, HUD has
stated that:

HUD does not consider the statement of
anticipated results to establish a racial quota
governing project occupancy nor a goal which --
must be reached to comply with the HUD
regulation. HUD determinations of compliance
with the provisions of the approved plan are
made on the basis of whether a good faith effort
to fulfill the provisions of the plan and to
comply with the regulations has been made and
not whether implementation of the plan has
resulted in the achievement, of the anticipated
results stated.!"

I. Approval of Plans
HUD states that it is "difficult or impossible to

ascertain how many affirmative fair housing market-
ing plans are presently in operation because of the
nature of HUD's housing iirograms.""' Since 1975,

24 C.F.R. §21111.620(e) (1977) and 40 Fed. Reg. 20079 (May 8. 1975).
24 C.F.R. ¢ 200.620(e) (1977).

'" 24 C.F.R. ¢ 200.635 (1977). HUD Form 935.2 (1976) and Hubschman
letter. Note: this requirement does not appear m HUD affirmative
marketing regulations but 'does appear in the HUD affirmative fair housing
marketing plan form which &udders and developers submit to HUD. The
affirmative marketing plan_g also to be aimed at noriminorities as a target
group for housing in predogmantly minority areas.
' This Commission's endorsement of goals and timetables is set forth in
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Statement CM Affirmative Action (1977), p.
6.

Hubschman letter.
HUD wrote to this Commission: .

For example; the AFHM plans are approved at the time a "firm
commitment" 'for mortgage insurance is given prior to actual
construction. If construction is initiated, the plan remains in
operation for the duratioq of the mortgage. However. construction
may never be started or it may be delayed. Some builders do not
secure die- necessary lunch to construct the housing. while others
may secure commitment only for credit purposes and construct the
housing using conventional financing. Hubschman letter.
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according to HUD records, about 23,(XX) plans have
been reviewed for approval.'" Although the ceritral
FHEO office keeps no record of the number of plans
in operation,'" HUD reviews of regional office
performance indicate great disparity in the accep-
tance rates. For example, the area offices within the
Atlanta Regional Office jurisdiction had approval
rates varying from 40 to 60 percent. One of the area
offices reporting to the Seattle Regional Office
approved about 63 percent of the affirmative fair
marketing plans submitted, while another area office
reporting to Seattle initially accepted .Mly 20
percent of all plans.'" While the differences 'might
be due to the quality of the Plans, the differences
might also be due to standiri-ds followed by area
offices. HUD reports in its On Site Operational
Performance Evaluation of the New York Regional
Office that "soirie [affirmative fair housing market-
ing plan] approvaliwere perfunctory on the part of
FHEO without consideration for insistence on
conditions which would aid in providing equal
opportunity."'"

2. Onsite Reviews

The Need for Reviews
According to HLJD's Guide to Evaluating Affirma-

tive Fair Housing Marketing Plans, the "primary
indicator of whether the [affirmative fair housing
marketing] plan is effective or not, of course, is
whether the target group occupancy level is

achieved."'" A 1976 HUD-funded study in 15 cities,
including 145 participants in HUD programs, em-
phasized the need for frequent monitoring of
occupancy targets. as well as other aspects of the
plans. The study found that 50 percent of all HUD
developers and sponsors surveyed reported that "the
most frequent shortcoming in the implementation of
the [affirmative fair housing marketing] plan was the
failure to reach minority occupancy goals."'" The
developers and sponsors surveyed contended that

"" Laura Spencer. Director. Fair Housing Enforcement, HUD. memoran
dual to Michael Hatfield, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 14, 1977,
responding to a Title 11111 questionnaire submitted by Commission staff to
the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. HUD (hereafter cited as
Title 11111 response).

Ibid.
HUD. On-Site Operational Priformance Evaluation (Seattle), p. 86. In

fiscal year 1977, the HUD central office conducted performance evalu-
ations of all 10 regional offices. These evaluations were not identical in
their focus. Thus, for example, the number of approved plans was not
considered in each evaluation.
'" HUD, On-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (New York), p;73.,
"v U.S.. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Policy.
Development and Research, HUD Guide to Evaluating Affirmative Fair
Housing Marketing Plans, vol. III. p. 36' (December 1975). There is some

this result occurred because HUD failed to provide
referral lists to developers indicating the names of
potential applicants for assisted housing."'"

!IUD weite to this Commission:

HUD notes that while it contemplates a review
of the status of developers and sponsor, in
meeting their Affirmative Fair !lousing Pla s as
part of the compliance review, it does not a ee;
that it should be responsible for supplying t e
names of potential applicants for assisted hous-
ing. This would require a staff intensive effort
which would dimin,ish HUD's limited staff
capacity. Just as 61e EEOC does not refer job-
applicants as part of its civil rights mission,
HUD cannot be expected to provide housing
developers with the names of housing appli-
cants.'"

This Commission c ncurs that it is not the best use1
of staff resources f r HUD to prepare lists of
housing applicants. However, HUD does not appear
to have made clear to the public, or even to its own
staff, the responsibility 'that rests on builders and
developers for soliciting applicants and the limits of
HUD's role in this regard. As shown in the 1976
HUD-funded study, many developers expect HUD
to proVide lists of potential applicants. Indeed, 20
percent of the 100 developers and sponsors surveyed
received referrals from HUD. Even the authors of
the HUD-funded study appeared not t6 be aware of
HUD's own perception of the role of HUD regional
offices,:having criticized HUD by stating, "In four
HUD area offices occupant referral lists were not
routinely maintained.""

Although 50 percent of developers and sponsors
reported in the survey that the affirmative fair
housing marketing plan increased their knowledge
of the fair housiiig laws, 50 percent suggested that
the plans represent "paperWork" and were not
helpful in overall marketing to minorities."' The
study also showed that HUD's Advertising guide-

indication that HUD's commitment tg using this indicator is decreased. In
August 1978, HUD wrote to this CoMmission urging that this report "be
revised to delete any statements which would indicate. that the primary
indicator of effectiveness of affirmative marketing used by HUD is the
attainment of the anticipated result of the plan." Hubschman letter. HUD's
Guide to Evaluating Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plans had been
revised or withdrawn.
'"' Jaclyn Inc. A Study to Determine the Extent of Compliance Among
Developeryponson with Advertising Guidelines for Fair Housing and
Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Regulations (July 1976), p. 13 (hereafter
cited a Jaclyn study).

'" Hubschman letter.
'" Jaclyn study. p. 24.
''' Ibid., p. 13.



lines for fair housing were not widely followed.
Advertisements of HUD developers and sponsors,
the study indicated, were in compliance with fair
housing advertisement guidelines more frequently
than those of developers who did not participate in
HUD programs. .However, the study showed that
only 41 percent of advertisements placed by devel-
opers and sponsors were found to be in compliance
with the HUD guidelines. Only 14 percent of
advertisements placed by developers who were not
participants in HUD programs were in compli-
ance.'"

HUD Efforts
In conjunction with approval of affirmative fair

housing marketing plans, .HUD area offices are to
conduct onsite visits to determine the validity of the
information. In at least two regions such onsite
monitoring was insufficient. In the Atlanta region,
no monitoring was conducted by area offices in
fiscal year 1976.16° In the Seattle region, only 13
plans were subjected to onsite monitoring by area
offices, representing 3 percent of all. plans received
in that year."

On the basis of probletns discovered through
monitoring, Area office staff may reqiiest regional
office staff to conduct compliance reviews. These
compliance.reviews have also been seriously inade-
quate. In fiscal year 1977, Only 63 compliance'
reviews were conducted nationwide. These reviews
represent less than 0.3 percent of all affirmative' fair
housing marketing plans approved by the Depart-
ment since 1975 and- less than 0.7 percent of the
9,378 plans approved in fiscal year 1977.'"

A 1976 HUD-sponsored study summarized the
inadequacies of the Department's affirmative fair
housing marketing (AFHM) prograln:

The ability, of HUD equal opportunity personnel
to evaluate affirmative marketing plans is often
hampered by their inadequate understanding of
the process of marketing planning in the housing
industry.

The ability of developers to formulate effective
AFHM plans is often impeded by their inadequate
understanding of affirmative marketing require-

'" HUD On-Sire Operational Performance Evaluation Atlanta), p. 69.
", HUD 0.141:40perational Performance Evaluation (Seattle), p. 86.

Title VIII
` U.S., t or Housing and Urban Development. Affirmative Fair
Housing. MarlietirOTechniques: Final Project Project vol. 1, Office of Policy
Development and Itnearch (January 1976), pp. 9-13.

42 U.S.C. , I437f (Supp 1975).

meats and their unguided approach to AVIIM
plan development.

The evaluation of AFHM plans by !IUD equal
opportunity personnel has often beam focused on a
determination as to, whether or not all information
requested on the AFHM plan is present, rather
than on the probable effectiveness of the plan.

Onsite monitoring of the AFHM plan implemen-
tation was generally inadequate in terms of
frequency and focus.

The AFIIM plan currently used does not permit
the collection of appropriate data required either
to guide developers to formulate effective plans or
to provide for a reasonable assessment by HUD
equal opportunity personnel of tlur probable
success of AFHM\plans.

Developers are not timely in submitting monthly
occupancy and sales reports as required under
AFHM regulations and they frequently display,
through.- the superficiality of their plans, an
apparent indifference to AFHM requirements.

There was no evidence that use of one or any
combination of generic types of media, e.g.,
newspaper, radio, could be expected to produce
better affirmative imarketing results than another
type or combination of types.'"

B. Equal Opportunity Housing Plans
Equal opportunity housing regulations are an

essential element for the successful operation of
HUD's program for subsidizing rents in existing
housing under Section 8 of the United States
Housing Act of 1937, as amended by Title II of the
Housing and Community Development Act of
1974.'12 Under this program, families that have been
certified by'localdpublic housing authorities (P

",as eligible for participation are responsibl,
finding their own housing. Once housing wrft'ii
acceptable to both the family and the local public
housing authority'" has been located, the rent
subsidies are paid by the PHA directly to the owner
of the housing. The Section 8 program thus, in
effect, supplements the amount of money that low-
income families can spend on housing and should
enable thein to afford housing outside low-income

Although gross rents generally cannot exceed fair market rents (FMR),
a YHA can approve rents 10 percent above the FMR for 20 percent of its
units. In addition, when necessary, HUD area office can approve rents up
to 120 percent of the FMR for specified units, neighborhoods, or an entire
locality. 24 C.F.R. 4 882.106(aX4) (1977) Hubschman letter. The fair
market rent is the amount of rent HUD has determined as necessary to
obtain privately owned, existing, decent, safe. and sanitary rental housing
of modest nature with suitable amenities. 24 C.F.R. 4 882.102 (1977).
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neighborhoods. The program should operate to
expand housing opportunities for low-income fami-
lies."

However, to ttmextent that4liscrimination on the
basis of such factors as race, national origin, sex, or
public assistance as a source of income is a barrier to
expanded housing opportunities, the increased
amount of money may be of little use to families who
are attempting to locate suitable housing outside of
low-income or minority neighborhoods. Where
discrimination is practiced, the program offers no
direct incentive or deterrent which might influence
owners to alter present patterns of housing segrega-
tion.

HUD equal opportunity regulations pursuant to
Section 8" appear to be an attempt, at least in part,

. to resolve this dilemma. The regulations require that
each ptipli housing authority participating in the
program submit a written Equal Opportunity Hctus-
ing Plan to HUD. Among the most important,
requiredl contents of the plan are policies and
procedUres for:

Ensuring that housing for eligible families can be
found "in areas outside low-income and minority
concentrations and outside the local jurisdiction
where possible."'"

Assisting certificate holders to find suitable
housing when discrimination has prevented them
from finding such housing. "'
These, regulations, however, fail to contain ade-

quate provisions which require PHAs to use all
possible means to ensure that the program does not
reinforce existing discriminatory practices. Among
the specific deficiencies of the regulations are:

IMO

42 U.S.C. I 1437f(a)(Supp. V 1975). HUD has observed that
Vacancy rates and characteristics of the housing market (i.e..
availability of certain sizes of units) greatly affect the availability of
housing units which, meet the Fair Market Rent levels. The Fad'
Market. Rent itself is an tmportant factor in determining unit
availability on a geographic basis. Hubschman letter.

24 C.F.R. 1 882.204(bI) (1977). The new construction and substantial
rehabilitation programs also require compliance with equal opportunity
requirements, including site and neighborhood standards. 24 C.F.R. H
880.112 and 881.112 (1977).
'4, 24 C.F.R. 1 832.204(h) (1977). Thu provision complements HUD
regalationa for the Housing Assistance Plan-(HAP). The HAP regulations
require applicant communities to participate in areawide or metropolitan-
wide spatial deconcentration of housing opportunities for lower income
persons. 43 Fed. Reg. 8466 Mar. I. 1978) to be codified, in 24 C.F.R. §
370.306 (1977). Under the HAP regulations, those communities in an
SMSA with the smallest proportion of lower income n 'rotations are
required to make the greatest effort in that SMSA to pro,ode assisted
housing. Housing Assistance Plan requirements are discussed in the setiom
of this report on the Community Development Block Grant Program.
'1" 24 C.F.R. U2-201(bX 'Xi) (1977). HUD stated: .

[PHA's have other obligations), such as the requirement chit PHA
must provide certificate holden a "full explanation" of "the general
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PHA efforts to secure participation of owners
outside areas of minority concentration are re-
quired only "where possible."

PHAs are not instructed to investigate and
resolve complaints of discrimination against own-
ers who are participating in the rent subsidy
program.

PHAs are not instructed that, when they receive
a complaint of discrimination which they cannot
resolve voluntarily, they must refer that complaint
to HUD or to a State or local agency with
authority to resolve the matter.

When an owner denies housing to a certification
holder because of race or sex, the PHA is not
instructed to ensure that the owner be barred
altogether from participation in the rent subsidy
program.
HUD has commented that:

The success of the PHA's efforts cannot be
guaranteed because owner participation is
voluntary. . .HUD disagrees with the state-
ment that PHAs should be required "to investi-,
gate .and resolve complaints of discrimination
against owners. . . ." A PHA is not the proper
agency to investigate and resolve complaints,
principally because its bias often is to make as
few waves as possible in dealing with owners
whose participation in the program a PHA
works to achieve. PHA staff have expressed the
fear that formal complaints against owners
would have the effect of drying up housing
resources.'"

Thus, there,is no mechanism LO ensure that only
owners who are in compliance With Federal equal
opportuilpy requirements are petmitted to partici-

. I
i0C11100113 and 'characteristics of the full (range of neighborhoods in

'which the PHA is able to execute cont ts and in which units of
suitable price and quality may be und.". _The Section 8

regulations also requiie that certifies holders be briefed on
Federal, State, and local fair housing lawi, and that "FAIR Housing,
U.S.A. (HU12 63-EO) be included in 1 the family's. information
packet" (1-882.209(b)) and (c). The Sectidi 8 regulations (I 882.111)
and the Equal Opportunity Housing Plan (7420.3, ch. 9) specifically .
require PHAs to administer the program in an affirmative man-
ner. . .Moreover, HUD's revised Section 8 Handbook, 7420.3, Rev-
2, at page 9-5, offers guidance to PHAs on possible outreach efforts
to achieve broad geographical participation by landlords. Page 9-9
of the Handbook provides specific instructions for PHA to advisa- -
family of its rights under Title VIII. A PHA also isirequired to titter

family assistance in filling out the applicable complaint forms or to
refer the family to the HUD Area Office or a local faif housing
group. . .PHAs are required to encourage persons who believe they
may have encountered discrimination to file with both HUD and a
local or State agency, especially where local or State fair housing
ordinances provide injunctive relief, or where the local or State
enforcement agency has i good record. Hubschnian letter.

Hubschman letter.
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pate in the Section 8 program. If HUD doeS not
believe that responsibility for ensuring compliance
rests with the PHAs, it could assume that role itself.
In the view of this Commission, pursuant to Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, if an owner is
rejecting minorities because of rage, the owner
should not be permitted to receive subsidies for
nonminority tenants.

HUD has observed that:

The Section 8 Existing Program has provided
expanded housing opportunities,' and we are
exploring means for expanding these opportuni-
ties. One possible method would be to amend
the existing regulations to encourage utilization
of the existing program on a Regional or SMSA
basis, rather than on the current basis,- i.e., "in
any area where the PHA determines that it is
not legally barred from entering into (HAP)
contracts" (24 CFR 882.103).1

Several evaluations of HUD's program fail to
support HUD's assertion that housing-opportunities
have been expanded. As of December 1976, for
example, only 46 of 521 families participating in the
Section 8 existing program administered by the
Philadelphia Housing Authority had moved from
minority-concentrated areas into' nonminority ar-
eas.' In Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 70 percent
of all blacks who received assistance under the
Section 8,existing program remained in Tasatis tiacts
that were at least 90 percent black.'

HUD has commented that:

The fact that only a small number of farm es
moved does not prove conclusively that is
reflects a lack of choice, but is consistent ith
concept of "Finders Keepers" under 24 R
88/.103 and 882.204. There may also have ena financial incentive, as where the ten nt
negotiated a better rent, to the benefit of t e
tenant and the Government.'" -

However, HUD's conclusion imat supported by
the results of a a study conducted in Cuyahoga
County (Cleveland), Ohio.'" The Atudy revealed
that the Section 8 program did not achieve the goal
of expanded housing opportunities for low- and
" Ibid.
'" See section on "Community Development Block Grant" program. -
'" HUD Grantee Performance Report. Winston-Salem, North Carolina(April 1977). .

"* Hubachnuut letter.
W Joseph H. Bank and Associates, The Section 8 Program For Existing
lissufts in Cuyahoga Coss, (1977). . .is. ibid.

moderate-income families. The study found that 63
percent of those families who benefited fn.il'n the
rent subsidy program remained in the locations in
which they had lived before receiving the subsidy. It
indicated also that most white families searched for\
housing in their inmiediate neighborhoods, but that
black families most often looked outside their
immediate neighborhoods, possibly indicating that
minorities were more dissatisfied than whites with
the neighborhoods in which they lived. However,
despite their desire to move, minority families were
less likely . than white families td locate suitable
housing in a fieighborhood that was more desirable
than their current one."'

C. Broker Certification
HUD and the Veterans Administration both

require that brokers participating in the sale or
management of acquired properties sign nondiscri-
mination certifications.'" Because in many instances
the two agencies do business with the same brokers,
they have developed a joint certification which is
accepted by both agencies.'" By signing the certifi-
cation, brokers essentially agree not to violate Title
VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 or Executive
Order No. 11,063 and promise to take affirmative
steps to practics fair 'housing in marketing all of their
properties.'"

There are 'a number of deficiencies in HUD's
implementation of the certification requirement:

HUD, like VA\ does not require brokers to
report on their ac ivities to comply with the

. certification. In contrast, the Farmers Home
Administration, which may also do businesvvitlk
the same brokers, requires regular reporting.

HUD has no system for regular onsite review of
broker compliance with the certification."

Although the certification requires brokers to
market affirmatively all of the properties they list
and not merely HUD and VA acquired proper-
ties, HUD in 1976 ceased requiring that individual
sales brokers make use Of the minority media to
advertise all properties in white areaS."

" Joint HUD-VA Nondiscrimination Certification. HUD Form 9681,
April 1973; pursuant to 24 C.F.R. ¢ 200.080 (1977).
" Ibid. -
" The contents of this certification are discussed in greater detail in the
chapter in this report on the Veterans Administration.
" Laura Spencer, Director. Fair Housing Enforcement. HUD, telephone .Interview, Jan. 9. 1978, and trubschman letter.
" Spencer telephone interview.
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HUD has not trained its staff on the broker
certification requirements."'

IV. Administration of Title VIII

A. Rogulations
Regulations and guidelines serve as the principal

means by which agencies interpret anct) clarify
substantive provisions of law, while at the same time
advising the public as to how the law will be
procedurally `-enforced. In defining the scope of
illegal discrimination, courts have given great
deference tb the administrative interpretation of an
act through rules and regulations adopted by the
enforcing agency."'

HUD, however, has.failed to fulfill its responsibili-
ty as the lead agency)" under Title VIII to issue
adequate interpretations of Title VIII. Additionally,
Hup has failed t*carry out its responsibility under
Title VIII to administer its programs in an affirma-
tive, manner. Affirmative marketing regulations
represent one of HUD's most 'significant efforts to
implement the affirmative tnandate pursuant to Title
VIII. The National Committee Against Disc:rimina-
tion in Housing states: "This [affirmative marketingt,-
is virtually the only unbashedly affirmative program
at ,HUD (despite the Title VIII mandate that all
HUD programs are to be administered affirmative-
ly). HUD's record in Affirmative Marketing is

unbelievably bad; bad even by HUD standards.""°
In the 10. y ears since Title VIII was passed, HUD
has issued only the following few regulations and
formal guidelines pursuant to that statute:

Complaint processing procedures.'"
Reqpirements for the display of the fair housing

poster (exhibit 1.3).212
Advertising guidelines."'

'v. For eisinpli, in Origp v. Duke Power Co., 401 U:S. 424 (1971), the
Supreme Court of the United States gave great weight to the Equal
Employment Opportsithy Commission's Otiidelines. on Employment
Testing Procedures. Similarly, in the area of public '0001 education in Lau
v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974), the Supreme Court adhered to a
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare memorandum on providing
educational services "in school districts with sizable language minority
populatiomi.
"' Section 808(d) of Title VIII states that: "all executive departments and
agencies shall administer their programs and activities relating to housing
and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of
this title and shall cooperate with the Secretary [of HUD] to further such.,
purposes." 42 U.S.C. 4 3608(c).
* Ernest Ester. Director, Research and Program Planning. National
Committee Agamst Discrimination in Housing (NCDH), telephone
interview. June 23, 1978.
g" 24 C.F.R. 4 105 (1977) Fair Housing.
'" 24 C.F.R. 4 110 (1977) Fair Housing Poster.
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Affirmative fair housing marketing require-
ments."

Regulations authorizing the collection of data on
race, sex, and national origin.")

Criteria for the recognition of State and local
agencies."'

Procedures for Fair housing administrative
meetings under Title VIII.'"
For the most part, these regulations relate to

"procedural" concerns, such as the complaint
process hand the fair housing poster and not to
substantive or interpretative concerns which estab-
lish standards of conducl under the -statute.",
HUD's affirmative fair housing marketing regula-
tions' represent the Department's most substantive
Title VIII regulations.

As of August 1978, HUD had not issued regula-
tions pertaining to Section 804 of Title VIII,
".Discrimination in the Sale or Rental of Housing";
Section 805, "Discrimination in the Financing- of
Housing ";' Section 806, "Discrimination in the
Provision of Brokerage Services"; and Section 808,
';Administration," which delegates chief authority
'to the Secretary of HUD for the administration of
Title VIII.

Specifically, there are a number of areas in which
Federal guidance is needed as to what constitutes
discrimination prohibited by Title VIII.

Discrimination in lending. HUD's regulation's dO
not cover those practices and policies, such as
redlining and certain credit standards, that are
neutral on their face but can be discriminatory in
effect.

Discrimination in policies and practices by real
estate brokers. HUD does not describe those real
estate practices such as steering and blockbust-
ingi" which are discriminatory. Moreover, except

024 C.P.R. 4 200.620(e) (1977) and 40.Fed. Reg. 20,079 (May 8, 1975).
"' 24 C.F.R. 4 200-Subpart M (1977)Affirmative Fair Housing Market-
ing Regulations.
''* 24 C.F.R. 4 100 (1977)Racial, Sex, and Ethnic Data.
u 24 C:F.R. § 115 (1977)Recognition of Substantially Equivalent Laws.
"1 24 C.F.R. 4 106 (1977) Fair Housing Administrative Meetings Under
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.
.* HUD has commented:

While it is technically accurate that there has been no specific
authority providing substantive Interpretations of Sections 804, 805,
806. and 808 of Title VIII. . .[the regulations of complaint proems-
ing and the fair housing poster] affect all perions subject to the
provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. Hubschman letter.,

.* 24 C.F.R. § 200Subpart M (19Th.
". Steering is used by real estate agents to direct persons of one racial or
ethnic origin to housing in neighborhoods with the same ethnic or racial
origin. Blockbusting is used by real estate speculators to accelerate the sale
of housing by circulating rumors that unwelcomed minorities have
purchased or rented housing in a neighborhood and will soon overwhelm-



to those brokers with whom HUD does busi-
ness,"" HUD provides no guidlince to brokers on
affirmative steps for practicing fair housing.

Discriminatory practices and policies of local
government. HUD has not set standards for
determining when exclusionary zoning practices,
though neutral on their face, are discriminatory in
effect and prohibited under Title VIII. As
interpreted by a Federal appellate court in
Metropolitan Housing Development Corp. v. Village
of Arlington Heights. '1' barriers to the provision of
hOusing for low- and moderate-income families in
certain sections of cities and suburbs, or even in
entire communities, can perpetuate segregation
and impede the achievement of national housing
objectives,'"

Discrimination in appraisal practices and policies.
Discrimination in property insurance practice's and

policies..
Affirmative remedies for .past discrimination and

assurance against future discrimination.
Standards of proof necessary to establish unlawful

discrimination.
, Rejection of applicants for rental housing because
the source of their income is public assistance or
alimony. Such rejection can have a discriminatory
effect upon minorities and women, as for example,
where minorities or women who head households
are represented in a higher proportion among
those receiving public assistance than in the
population in general. It can also be a facade for.
overt discrimination.'"
In August 1978, HUD wrote to this Commission

that it planned to resolve this problem. HUD stated:
it. The blockbuiter's objective is to precipitate drop in prices which will
enable him or her to purchase properties in a neighborhood and resell them
to minorities at inflated prices. Charles Abrams. The Language of Cities
(Viking Press. 19711, p. 25. Note: This is not to be confused With the right
of minority broken to solicit listings by leytiMate business pfactices in
predominately white neighbqrhoodo FILM notes that there are:

A number of unlawful practiceswmmmmly associated with [the
terms steering and blOckbusting.1 (e.g., refusals to advise persons of
housing available in certain arcs. unfavorable descriptions of certain
communities or subdivisions, and efforts. by broken to solicit listings
in certain neighborhoods based on race, color, national origin,
religion or sea of persons purchasing or renting dwellings)-
Hubschman letter.

"' .HUD requires those broker' with whom it does business to sign a
certification of nondiscrimination. This certification is discussed below."8 Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development

.Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977).
" See Urburlingue of Greater New Brunswick v. Mayor and Council of
the Borough of Carteret. 142 NJ. Soper. 11 (Ch. Div. 1976), and Southern
Burlington CountrNAACPv. Mt. Laurel township, 67 N.J. 15., cert. des
423 U.S. 11011(1975).

'1" Far maniple, in a study in Cuyahoga Ctinnty (Cleveland), Ohio. 53
percent of black hummocky' reported that they were denied housing on

S.

II

For some time FH8tE0 has been engaged in the
development of a comprehensive regulation
implementing Section 805 of Title VIII, which
would not only cover all federally-regulated
financial institutions, State regulated banks,
insurance companies and other lenders, but also
impact most HUD-approved mortgagees and
other entities receiving HUD assistance.

In addition, since the Statutory Guidelines for
Fair Housing, as originally issued on April I,
1972 (37 FR 6700) and amended May 8, 1975
(40 FR 20079), do not provide specific. guidance
as to their use in assuring compliance with the
nondiscrimination requirements of Title VIII
.regarding complaints of sex discrimination and
of advertising practices and 'policies under the
Act, particularly under Section 804(c), the.
Department has prepared a comprehensive
revision to the guidelines. The revision will take
into account the amendment of the statute
prohibiting sex discrimination -and meke other
revisions needed for the effective application of
the Guidelines to Title VIII fair housing
matters.

The current Assistant Secretary for Fair Nous:
ing and Equal Opportunity and the current
General Counsel are aware of the need to
develop a system for issuing interpretations and
opinions, on Title VIII and are currently

iengaged in developing,an approach to meet this
/need."°

B. Complaint Processing
I. General

HUD's principal Title VIII activities are the
investigation and resolution of complaints,'" a
the grounds that they were participanu in HUD's rent subsidy program. In
Contrast, none of the white peirticipan$S in HUD's rent subsidy program
reported being denied housing because they were participants in the
program. Joseph H. Battle and Associates; The Section 8 Program For
Existing Housing in Cuyahoga Quincy (1977).

Hubschman letter. HUT) noted that there are:
number of Departmental program regulations which contain fair

housing criteria for the approval of applications for HUD funds (e.g.,
Water and Sewer Facilities Grants 24 CFR 556, Public Facilities
loans 24 CFR 561, Neighborhood' Facility Grants 24 CFR 551,
Open Space Land Projects 24 CFR 341, Comprehensive Planning
Agitistanse 24 CFR 600). Furthq, other HUD regulations are
designed to provide HUD program participants with guidance
concerning the provision of fair houiing in the administration of
projects and activities. (Community Development Block Grant
regulations (24 CFR470) for Housing and Community Development
Program,. .the.irte and neighborhood and affirmative marketing
regulations in SW-Section B housing programs (24 CFR 800 and 881)
and HUD project Selection criteria (24 CFR 200.700). Ibid.

These regulations set forth fair housing requirements for the administration
of HUD programs rather than guidance to other Federal agencies for the
operation of their programs.
" Spencer in 12, 1978.
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EXHIBIT 1.3

EQUAL HOUSING

'OPPORTUNITY

We Do Business in Accordance With the
Federal Faire Housing Law

(Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,as Amended by
the Housing and Community Development Act of 19T4)

IT IS ILLEGAL TO. DISCRIMINATE AGAINST
ANY PERSON BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR,

RELIGION, SEX, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN

In the sale or rental of housing or residential lots
In advertising .the sale or rental of housing

:In the financing of housing

In the provision of real estate brokerage services

Blockbusting is also illegal

An.aggrieved person may file a complaint of a housing discrimination act with the:

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity

Washington, D.C. 20410

MUD -928 I (7 7) 1.),1*) deteno gut 010.4,10.
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EXHIBIT 1.4
HUD Title VIII Complaint Handling

1973 1974 1975 1976* 1977
Number of complaints receivid 2,763 2,602 3,167 4,121 3,391Number of complaints carried

over .from previous year 1,293 1,680 1,092 1,684 1,018Total workload 4,056 4,282 4,259 5,805 4,409Number of complaints closed 2,376 3,190 2,575 4,801 2,982Number of attempted conciliations 363 610 651 1,170 530Number of successful conciliations 207 351 355 670 277

*Includes the transition quarter.

"Due to an adiustmect made when HUD data processing was automated, the sum of these two numbersexceeds HUD's 1971 fiscal workload by 14.

Note: Through June 1976, fiscal years ran from July 1 of one year to June 30 of the next. The CongressionalBudget aril Impoundment Control Act of 1974 established new congressional budget procedures and a newfiscal year period, from October 1 through September 30, beginning with fiscal year 1977. The period betweenJuly 1, 1976, and September 30, 1976, is known as the transition quarter. The Congressional Budget andImpoundment Act of 1974, § 1020, 31 U.S.C. 4 2617 (1974).
Sources: U.'S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, response to U. S. Commission on Civil RightsInquiry, 1977, and Karen Zuniga, Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, Department of Housing and UrbanDevelopment, telephone interview, Aug. 30, 1978.

largely ad hoc approach to the prevention and
elimination of housing discrimination." Complaints
received totaled 3,123 in fiscal year 1976"8 and 3,391
in fiscal year 1977 (see exhibit 1.4)."' The Depart-
ment expects the total number of complaints for
fiscal year 1978 to equal that of fiscal year 1977."'

While most of the complaints HUD receives
allege racial discrimination, a small number of them
claim discrimination based on sex or national origin.
In fiscal year 1977, 344 of the 3,391 complaints
alleged discrimination based upon sex, 275 from
females and 69 from males."' In calendar year
1975,"' 355 such complaints were received, 313
from females and 42 from males. Also in fiscal year
1977, 174 complaints alleged discrimination against
Hispanics. In addition, there were 60 complaints
from American Indians, 3 froni Asians, and 119
classified as "other." There were 154 Hispanic
complaints in calendar year 1975, 64 from American
Indians, 17 from Asians, and 82 from "others.""'
"' itsi problem le dimessod Ye To Provide . .For Fair Hawing
'6" DS., Dapartmapt df Homing and Usti. Developaseet, response to
U.S. Compision elle Civil Ilisade laspery, 1177 (hereafter eked as HUD= ). Sorel year 1174, Melodies the trassiden quarter, complaints

melded 4,427.
66' HeMeluerm tenor.

fy

In a 1977 HUD internal audit, HUD reported'

Housing discrimination complaints filed with
the Department by the general public as
provided for in Title VIII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1968, have not been processed within the
time frame provided for in the law or with
sufficient promptness to minimize injuries to
persons affected by discriminatory housing
practices. While the law allows thirty days for
investigation of complaints and notification to
complainants as to whether or not HUD will
attempt conciliation, we found that .this re-
quired an average of 122 days in 1975 and 114
days in 1976 in the four Regions included in our
audit. As a result of the delays, discriminatory
housing practices may have been allowed to
continue for an extended period, the persons
affected may have suffered undue hardships and
the Department's investigation and conciliation
efforts may haye been made more difficult and

I" Title V111 response,
Hubechman letter.

o Prior to flecel year 1977, figures on the number of complaints alleging
see discrimination and dirortetination based upon national origin were
available only by calendar year. Title viii response.

Hubschman letter.
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less successful because of the loss of contacts
with principals and witnesses in cases."'

In the first 6 months of calendar year 1978,
however, HUD reports that it had made progress in
reducing its backlog of Title VIII fair housing
complaints. By June 1, 1978, the number of open
Title VIII cases was reduced to 505. Cases open
more than 90 days were reduced to 101. On August
5, 1978, the total number of open complaints stood at:
557; the number of complaints open more than 90
days had been reduced to 91.2"

This progress in reducing HUD's backlog is
significant, especially in light of the length of time
the backlog has existed. HUD has also noted that:

The Department recently hired. . .the consul-
tant who assisted the [Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission] in revising its com-
plaint procedures, to advise the Department on
ways to improve the Title VIII complaint
handling process. His recommendations are
currently under' consideration, and improve-
ments will be implemented within the next few
months."4

The General Accounting Office has concluded
that HUD has not been effective in resolving Title
VIII complaints because HUD is unable to prove.
for a major portion of the complaints it receives,
whether discrimination actually occurred. GAO
reviewed 322 complaints received by three HUD
regions and found that the Department was unable
to resolve 247 because of a lack of clear evidence of
discrimination. One reason why HUD has not been
able to detect discrimination, suggests GAO, is that
the Department refuses to make use of "testing."'"

HUD wrote to this Commission:

HUD does not believe it is advisable to use
Federal employees as testers. The Department,
however, supports the use of testing by private
organizations and citizens and continues to use

6" HUD, audit of the Dallas, Denver, San Francisco, and Seattle Regional
Offices, March 1977

Hubechman letter
on' Ibid.
O ^ General Accounting Office, Improvenients Needed In Federal Ejforts to
lInforce Compliance with Pair Housing Legislation (February 1971) (hereaf-
ter cited sa GAO study). The three regions studied were Atlanta, Chicago,
and San Francisco Testing is also referred to as "auditing." One fair
housing/civil rights organization ha. deezhbod The procedure;

An edit is a study done to determine the differences in quality,
content, and quantity of information and service given to clients by
real awes firms and rental property managers that could only result
from a difference In the client's race. The audit Is conducted under
the supervision of a coordinator who sends teams of trained
volunteers to well-known real estate agencies to pone as hommeek
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the results of such testing as evidence. The
recent study of housing discriMination by
NCDH, funded by HUD, made extensive use of
testers. Evidence of discrimination found by
those testers was turned over to DOJ by HUD
for use in prosecutions."'

This Commission, on the other hand, fully
endorses testing as an investigative tool to be used
by Federal agencies with fair housing responsibili-
ties. The use of testers as an investigative tool can
sometimes be the only reliable way of determining
instances of housing discrimination. Indeed, many of
the cases that have been litigated by the Department
of Justice have been based solely on evidence
produced by the use of independent testers.

There is nothing in the language of Title VIII or
relevant case law that prohibits HUD from conduct-
ing testing. Section 3611(a) of the Fair Housing Act
authorizes the Secretary of HUD to conduct
investigations."' It is a well-established principle of
statutory construction that a legislative grant of
power carries with it the right to use all means and
instrumentalities necessary to the beneficial exercise
of the expressly conferred powers.24° Both the
Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban
Development hive used evidence supplied by
independent testers in a number of lawsuits under
Title VIII and that use has been upheld as a
reasonable investigative device."'

2. Conciliation
Because HUD cannot prove discrimination in

most cases, it can attempt to conciliate only a small
portion of the complaints it receives. Over the past 5
years, HUD has failed to improve upon the rate at
which it has been able to bring Title VIII complaints
to conciliation. HUD reports that in fiscal year 1977,
it attempted to conciliate 530 cases, representing

ems. Each team is' matched according to income. family size, age,
,genera/ appearance, etc.emery factor except skin color. Each

member of the team is sent to the same agency at closely spaced
intervals, presenting similar holding desires. Each volunteer then
keeps detailed accounts of his experience in the categories being
tested. and avoids contact with his audit counterpart until his report
Is completed. National Neighbors, Racial Steering: The Dual Housing
Market and Multirockil Nelghborlioodz (1974).

Huhschirum letter.
. 42 U.S.C. 3611(x)(19703

Daly v Stratton, 326 F 2d 340 (7th Cir 1964),
K. U.S. v Yourttan, 370 N. Supp. 643 (HD CA 1973), modified as to
relief and offd 509 V.2d 623 (9th Cu. 1975), and United States v. Northskle
Realty Aseoctatea P 11 F..0.11 Rptr. para. 15,232 (Ni) OA 1977).



EXHIBIT 1.5
HUD Complaint. Conciliations

Percent of complaint Closures in which
1973 1974 1975 1976* 1977

conciliation was attempted 16 20 26 25 18Percent of attempted conciliations which
were successful 57 58 59 58 53Percent of closures in which
conciliation was successful 9 11 14 14 , 9

*Includes the transition quarter.

Sources: U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, response to U. S. Commission on Civil RightsInquiry, 1977, and 112,nry A. Hubschman, Executive Assistant to the Secretary, letter to Louis Nunez, ActingStaff Director, U.S. ebmmission on Civil Rights, Aug. 17, 1978.

only 18 percent of the 2,982 cases closed in that
year."' As shown in exhibit 1.5, the percentage of
complaints that went to conciliation in fiscal year
1977 was the lowest since fiscal year 1973.

Another major stumbling block 'in HUD's effort
to administer Title VIII is the statutory necessity to
rely solely upon the process of conciliation to
correct Title VIII violations. Because the Depart-
ment cannot file suit in court on behalf of plaintiffs'
and does not possess cease and desist authority, its
only recourse against a noncomplying respondent is
to refer certain cases to the Department of Justice.'"
Thus, even when HUD' has proof of discrimination,
respondents may be unlikely to agree to the
remedies HUD suggests because they realize that if
they reject the agreement, the probability of further
action against them is slight. Indeed, HUD has
observed that "the limitation of HUD enforceTent
authority to conference, conciliation, and persuasion
is a primary reason for unsuccessful resolution of
complaints."'"

Since the enactment of Title VIII, only about 10
percent of the 300 Title VIII suits filed by the
Department of Justice have been the result of HUD

Hebectitnen letter.
This Oration is discussed further in this chapter under the section

untitled "Civil Rights Responsibillors."
When conciliation fails and HUD is of the opinion that the matter

constitutes. pattern orpract issue or one of general public policy, the
case is referred to the Depart t of Justice for possible civil action. In
flocs/ 'year 1977, HUD referred at West 17 cases to the Department of
)(intim An individual who wishes to pursue complaint of discrimination
u ndoeritle VIII must file civil and in court if (I) HUD's conciliation
process is not successful sad (2) there is. no indication of a pattern or
practice of Tide 1/111 violations.

referrals.'" Respondents may thus be aware that, if
they fail to settle, there is a strong probability that
the Government will not pursue the matter further.
Consequently, the lack of enforcement authority
makes it very difficult for HUD to resolve the
complaints it attempts to conciliate.

The inadequacy of the conciliation process, when
it is unaccompanied by stronger 'enforcement mecha-
nisms, is emphasized- by the small number of
complaints HUD has successfully conciliated as a
percentage of all Title VIII complaints it closed. As
shown in exhibit 1.5, in fiscal year 1977, only 9
percent of the 2,982 complaints closed by HUD
were successfully conciliatedthe lowest percent-
age since 1973 when also only 9 percent of 2,376
complaints closed were successfully conciliated.

Indeed, HUD was able to conciliate successfully
only 53 percent of all Title VIII complaints it
attempted .to conciliate in fiscal year 1977, little
more than half of all complaints in which HUD
found Title VIII violations; this represented 256
successful conciliations in 484 attempts."' HUD has
referred only about 10 percent of the cases it was
"" Hubschman letter.
1" Prank Schwelb, Chief, Housing and Credit Secdon, Civil Rights
Division, Department of Justice, telephone Interview, July 11, 1973.
Departrnent'of Justice activities are discussed in separate chapter of this
report.

w HUD response. For the 9month period ending June 30, 19M, the
Department successfully conciliated 250 complaints, and 59 housing units
were obtained for complainants who requested a unit as part of their
Individual relief. Hubschman Metter.
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unable to conciliate to the Department of Justice for
further action.'" HUD has observed that, at least in
part, this is because "HUD referrals to the Depart-
ment of Justice are restricted by statute to cases
presenting a pattern and practice of discrimina-
tion."'"

The inadequacy of the conciliation process is
further demonstrated by the relief obtained by the
complainants when conciliation is deemed by HUD
to be "successful:" HUD reports that where success-
ful conciliations have occurred, the complainant
secured the contested housing only 2.2 percent of the

Other relief which HUD considered to constitute
successijil,conCiliation included securing housing for
members of the complainants' class, securineltous-
ing for the complainant on a "next vacancy" basis,
revising advertising requirements, institution of
reporting procedures, and establishing affirmative
action provisions.'" In some cases, damages have
been awarded."'

C. Referrals to State and Local Governments
To the extent that State or local governments

operate fair housing programs which are "substan-
tially equivalent" to HUD's, HUD is required by
Title VIII to refer complaints to those jurisdictions
for a period .of at least 30 days to permit the
jurisdictions the opportunity to resolve them before
any HUD action is taken.'"

In addition to the State and local agency com-
plaint processing that can assist HUD with its
workload, another value of HUD referrals to State
or local agencies is that some States have the power
to obtain a temporary restraining order to prevent a
respondent from renting or selling hnusing or to
issue cease and desist orders.'" Such Sta7os thus may

" Detailed mformation on HUD referrals is available for fiscal years 1973
and 1974. During those years, HUD referred 50 cuss and D()J filed suit in
apprOximately10 of those cues. DOJ did not file:suit in the remaining cases
for a variety of reasons. For euunple. litigation wu unneceasary in about 7
of the cues bulimic private action was tnetttuted or becauae a change had
occurred in the cue which did not require action. In about 13 cases, DOJ
found insufficient evidence to file suit. Frank E. Schwelb, Chief, Housing
and Credit Section, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice. letter to
Cynthia N. Orue, Assistant Staff Director for Federal Evaluation, U S.
Commotion on Civil Rights, Feb. 22, 19711.

Hubschman letter.
"" Title viii response. The may be, in part. attributable to delays in
complaint processing. By the time HUD is able to conciliate a complaint,
not only may the housing in question be occupied. but also the complainant
may have secured permanent housing.
'6. Kenneth Holbert. Director of Pair Housing and Contract Compliance,
HUD, telephone interview, Dec. 6. 1977.
." HUD reports that on fiscal yam- 1976, with 564 successful conciliations,
the total monetary cornpensatioiiii secured was f 192,1165 ,HUD response.

have greater potential for effecting fair housing than
does HUD.

HUD's central office is responsible for reviewing
and evaluating State and local laws to determine if
they have an agency which .qualifies for substantial
equivalency status."a If a State or local agency
qualifies, HUD will refer only those complaints that
appear to assert a violation of the State or local fair
housing law.'"

HUD regulations state that recognition of "sub-
stantial equivalency" will be conditioned upon the
Department's evaluation of the text of the jurisdic-
tion's housing law and its regulations pursuant to
that statute."' HUD is also to look at the organiza-
tion of the agency responsible for administering and
enforcing fair housing,, the amount of funds and
personnel made available to such agency for fair
housing purposes, and the agency's ability to
administer satisfactorily its law in accordance with
the Department's established performance stan-

dards.'"
"Substantial equivalency" status is to be based

upon the following criteria:
1. State or local law must provide for an
administrative enforcement body to receive and
process complaints;
2. The administrative enforcement body. must
have authority to investigate allegations of conic
plainants and have the power to conciliate
complaint matters;
3. State or local law may not place any excessive
burdens on the complainant which might discour-
age the filing of complaints;
4. The State or local law must be sufficiently
comprehensive in its prohibitions so as to be an

. effective instrument in carrying out the purposes
and intent of Title VIII;

.6 42 U.S.C., 3610(c)(1970).
The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, Nevi, York

Division of Human Rights, and California Fair Employment Practices
Commission. for example, have both these authorities.
"" 24 C.F.R. 1 115 (1977), Recognition of Substantially Equivalent Laws
Under Authority of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
Act of 1965. Section 115.8(s) state*:

The initial and continued recognition by the Secretary that a State or
local fair housing law provides rights and remedies substantially
equivalent to those provided in the Act will be dependent upon.
where applicable, an assessment of the State or local agency's
'administration of its fair housing law inure that the law is in fact
providing substantially equivalent rights and remedies.

24 C.F.R. 115.2(0(1977).
"' Id
1 A State or local law may be determined substantially equivalent if it
meets all of the criteria set forth for substantial equivalency but does not
contain adequate prohibitions with respect to one or more of the prohibited
acts based on discrimination because of sex. 24 C. F. 115.3 (1977)



5. The State or local law must not contain
exemptions that are substantially less than the
coverage of Title VIII."'

Title VIII states that the Secretary of HUD may
reimburse" State and local agencies "for services
rendered to assist him in carrying out" the require-
ments of that title."° The Department has provided
State and local agencies with technical assistance
through Title VIII training seminars, but does not
provide financial assistance. to State and local
agencies"'' to expedite a national enforceme t effort;

Prior to October 1977, HUD's determin ion of
substantial equivalency status had been only friAn
interim basis. In 1977 HUD withdrew its interim
determinations and, as a result of a review of all
State agencies, formally ccuiferred substantial equi-
valency status."'

There are 22 States and the District of Columbia
which HUD recognizes as having fair housing
statutes "substantially equivalent" to Title VIII."'
HUD expects to announce substantial equivalency
status for local jurisdictions in late 1978.2"

In fiscal, year 1977, only seven complaints were
referred to State agencies. In that year, complaint
referrals were curtailed pending the outcome, of the
HUD.review which led to the formal determinations
of substantial equivalency status in October 1977.2"

Statistics are available on complaint referrals from
earlier years as well. For example, in fiscal year
1976, a total of -694 Title VIII complaints were
referred to State and local agencies."' Sixty-one
percent (411) of these complaints were closed by the
'State or local agency."T Most of the closures were
not successful conciliations. Indeed, since fiscal year
1973, State and local agencies have been able to
conciliate successfully no more than 14 percent of all
complaints referred by HUD."'

According to HUD regulations, HUD must
routinely withdraw complaints from State and local

24 C.F.R. f 115.3 (1977).
vo 42 U.S.C. 3616 (1970).
". Holbert interview, Dec. 6. 1977.
"" Laura Spencer, Director, Fair Housing Enforcement, HUD, telephone
interview, Dec. 6, 1977.
0.0 42 Fed. Reg. 63424 (Dec. 16, 1977).
n Laura Spencer, Director, Fair Housing Enforcement, HUD, telephone
interview, Apr. 7. 1978. In late 1977 HUD estimated that 31 States, the
District of Columbia, and 450 local jurisdictions had fair housing laws.
HUD response.

Tide VIII response.
"I Ibid.
"" la fiscal year 1973, 59 percent of all complaints referred to local
agencies wnre closed; 57 percent were closed in fiscal year 1974 end 37
percent in fiscal year 1975. Title VIII response.
"I In fiscal year 1973, 18 percent of all complaints closed by State or local

agencies if the agencies have failed to commence an
investigation within 30 _days of receiving those
complaints."' Moreover, despite the fact that State
agencies have been more successful t an HUD in
achieving successful conciliations, on alance, prior
to 1977, the process of referring complaints more
frequently to State agencies only added to the
lengthy time it took the Department to make final
determinations on complaints."' In fiscal year 1976,
51 percent of all complaints referred by ,HUD were

,recalled from local agencies; in fiscal. year 1975, 52
percent were recalled."'

\ It is 'possible that HUD's . recent review of
subltantial equivalency status, resulting in referral to
only a few State agencies, may reduce the recall
rate. As of early 1978, however, it was too early to
determine how well the system 'was operating. HUD
did note, however, that in the first '10 .months of
fiscal year 1978, it had referred 174 complaints to
State. agencies.272

D. Compliance Reviews
Effective and affirmative enforcement of Title

VIII dictates that HUD provide for other activities
to supplement complaint handling. The Department
acknowledges that, heretofore, only "limited re-
sources" have been utilized for compliance reviews
under Title VIII.'" In some cases, it is apparent that
the regional offices have chosen not to make
compliance reviews a priority. As a consequence,
compliance reviews are not regularly conducted in
all HUI? regional offices. For example, during fiscal
year 1976, no reviews of conciliation agreements
were conducted by the Chicago Regional Office;'74
the Atlanta Regional Office failed to conduct any
onsite compliance reviews of executed conciliation
agreements."' In the same year, in the Seattle
region, HUD reports that no compliance reviews
were conducted within 'the jurisdiction of one HUD

agencies were successfully conciliated; in fiscal year 1975, the figurewas 19
percent. HUD could not provide data for fiscal year 1974. Title VIII
response.

24 C.F R. 4 105.20 (1974
Indeed, GAO found that HUD's efforts to take timely action in

processing complaints have been somewhat hindered because the Depart-
ment must refer complaints to substantially equivalent agencies. GAO
study,P. 24.
^ ' Title VIII response.

Hubechman letter.
"' BUD Justification for 1978 Estimate (March 1977).
"4 MUD On-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (Chicago):

MUD On-Site Operational Performance Evaluation (Atlanta). The
Atlanta office, in fiscal year 1976; also failed to conduct any onsite reviews,
of affirmative fair housing marketing plans.

0.0

48
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area office simply becau the area office bad made
no requests for the regit nal office to conduct any
reviews."'

In fiscal year 1977, HU regional offices conduct-
ed a total of 91 compli: ce reviews. Of the 91
conducted, HUD review d 28 conciliation agree-
ments and 63 affirthativ marketing plans"' The
total numBer of reviews onducted in fiscal year
1977 represented a sharp r duction since fiscal year
1976, when HUD region: offices conducted 326
compliance reviews."' Tw nty compliance reviews
were conducted in fiscal ye r 1973, 104 in fiscal year
1974, and 188 in fiscal year 1

E. Communitywide Patte and Practice
Reviews

This CoMmission has lo g recommended that
HUD undertake community ide investigations to
identify patterns of housing rimination. In '1974
the Commission recommende that in 1975 HUD
conduct at least 50 comprehen. ive, communitywide,
Title VIII compliance review of all major institu-
tions which affect the producticn, sale, and rental of
housing, 4pluding State and local governments,
housing authorities, builders d developers, real
estate brokers, managers, and le ders. The Commis-
sion also recommended that ubsequently HUD
should set yearly goals for th number Of such
reviews to be conducted by ea h HUD regional
office.'"

Although HUD acknowledge as early as July
1972 the necessity for Title VII communitywide
investigations to identify patterns tt f housing ,discri-
mination,"" the Department 6 year later had failed
to implement a policy of conductin such investiga-
tions."' HUD's Office of Fair Ho sing and Equal
Opportunity has failed to conduct .ommunitywide,
pattern and practice reviews excep of affirmatiiie
fair housing marketing plans or con illation agree-
ments." HUD has funded resear on housing.
discrimination, For example, with HU funding, the
American Bar Association Advisory -ommittee on

75.27P

HUD On-Site Operational Performance Evaluation
" Title VIII response. Reviews or affirmative
discussed above.
"" Title VIII response. Prior to fiscal year 1977,

compliance reviews of executed conciliatkm ag,reemen
fair housing Marketing plans were consolidated. Thus,
npt indicate bow many of the '1976 reviews were the r
marketing plans or conciliation agreements. Title VIII re.
I" Title VIII response.
"" To Pravda . . For Fair HOILIIII18, pp. 346-48.
"' HUD's 1972. position is discussed in U.S. Commiuion
The Federvi Civil Rights Estforstronent EffortA Reauessnut

Title VIII response.

tile).'
rketing plans are

HUD records or
and anirmativi

UD records did
ult of affirmative

34'

nee.

on Civil Rights,
t(1973), p 34.

Housing and Urban Growth conducted a study
entitled Housing For All Under Law, and the
National Committee Against Discrimination in

Housing conducted a housing market practices
survey.'" It has also conducted "administrative
meetings" to study or publicize housing discrimina-
tion."' However, HUD has not conducted reviews
that involve collective examination within a commu-
nity of such matters as coverage of State and local
fair housing laws, the type and quality of activity
conducted by fair housing agencies, zoning ordi-
nances, marketing activities of selected brokers and
builders, mortgage financing practices of a sample of
lenders, and data indicating the racial and ethnic
composition of neighborhoods throughout the ar-
ea.'"

HUD maintains that Title VIII does not provide a
legislative mandate to conduct communitywide
patterrr and practice reviews apart from investiga-
tion pursuant to a complaint.'" However, Section
808(e) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 mandates that
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
"shall. . .make studies with respect to the nature
and extent of discriminatory housing practices in
representative communities, urban, suburban, and
rural throughout the United States."'" Civil rights
organizations, such as the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, have maintained that Section 808(e)
gives HUD both the right and responsibility to
conduct communitywide pattern and practice com-
pliance reviews.'"

Even if one agrees with HUD's position with
regard to Title VIII, there are a number of other .

authorities which HUD could use collectively to
conduct such reviews. For example, .compliance
reviews of the operations of individual respondents
are appropriate when complaints have been filed or
with HUD. Thus, in the course of a communitywide..
pattern and practice review, HUD could clearly
investigate practices of all members of the local real
estate industry against whom complaints have been

Ibid.
Hubschman letter.

6" As discussed below, the meetings are informal and do not result in
negotiations for Title VIII compliance.
". Spencer interview, Dec. 6, 1977.

Holbert interview, Dec. 6, 1977.
6" 42 U.S.C. tS 3608 (dRI) (1970), HUD's failure to iuue substantive Title
VIII regulations may have fostered uncertainty about the meantng or
Section 808(e); the absence or regulations has fostered uncertainty as to
whether HUD can conduct investigations, absent a complaint, or entities
not receiving HUD assistance.

Glenda Sloane, Chairperson, Housing Task Lome, Leadership Confer-
ence on Civil Rights, telephone interview, Mar. 9, 1978



filed. In conjunction with )ts reNiew, HUD could
engage in an advertising campaign to invite all
persons with fair housing complaints against some
segment of the real estate industry in the community
to bring those complaints to HUD. The promise of
prompt complaint' investigations in connection with
the impending review might stimulate the filing of
more than the usual number of complaints, and this
could allow HUD to widen the scope of its review.

Additionally, within a community, HUD has
authority to include in a communitywide pattern and
practice review. investigation'of those members of
the real estate industry who participate in HUD
programs."' For example, within a community
HUD could conduct a single review which encom-
passed builders and developers who have received
HUD subdivision approval."' brokers who have
signed the joint HUD-VA broker certification and
are eligible to manage or sell HUD-acquired
property, and lenders who make HUD-insured

)mortgages. Moreover, where HUD believes that it
lacks any authority through its own programs for
investigating members of the real estate industry, it
could seek the assistance of other Federal agencies,
such as the Federal financial' regulatory agencies
which regulate lending institutions and VA and
FHA, which also pr vide assistance to builders,
developers, and brokdrs. HUD could request that
these agencies either delegate'authority to HUD for
conducting investigations or conduct investigations
themselves and share the results with HUD."'

Finally, to broaden the scope of the authority
HUD believes it possesseS, the Department could

jonduct compliance reviews of builders,.developers,
and brokers who participate in its. FHA programs as
well as any of the approximately 1,343 entitlement
Communities which are the recipients of community
deveillpment block grant funds. Pursuant to require-
ments under Sectior 104(aX5) of the act,"' a loctility,42 U.S.C. i MOS (1970).
"'. HUD notes that the Chicago Regional Office conductedan art iiwiiit
review of all affirmative Otir housing marketing plans in operation in
Chicago. Hubechnum letter.
8" See other chapters in this report for a discussion of these agencies'
authority to conduct compliance reviews and complaint investigations.
1". 42 U.S.C. y 5304(Supp. V 1975).

42 U.S.C. I MOR(d) (1970).
"6, U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Guideline, for
Applkente on Equal Opportunity Obligations for Community Development
Block Onuou (1977),
"" Ibid.
"" Local governments often have some leverage over the 'private housing
industry by virtue of their licensing, permit, or other regulatory authority
' 1' 24 C.F.R. tj 106.1 (1977). The regulations were issued under the
authority of Sections 11014e) and 109 of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1961.

must sign a certificate of assurance that it will
comply with Title VIII. HUD has the authority to
monitor compliance with this assurance by conduct-
ing compliance reviews of the locality's own
operations."' Moreover, pursuant to the Title VIII
certificate of assurance, recipient jurisdictions agree
"to 'take action to affirmatively further fair hous-
ing. . .in the sale or rental of housing, the financing
of housing and tilk provision of brokerage services
within the recipient's jurisdiction.''"6 Activities
pursued to further fair housing affirmatively need
not be limited to those funded under the community
development block grant program."' HUD could
make clear to recipient jurisdictions that one of the
affirmative steps expected of them is to secure for
HUD the cooperation of the local real estate
industry in HUD's communitywide compliance
review.'"

F. Administrative Meetings
In November 1972 HUD issued regulations

regarding "Fair Housing Administrative Meet-
ings."" The purpose of these public meetings is to
identify and publicize discriminatory housing prac-
tices and to "promote and assure" equal housing
opportunity."'

These meetings are an important element in
HUD's execution of its fair housing responsibilities.
Although administrative meetings are informal and
do not directly result in negotiations leading to
compliance with Title VIII, they can provide
itrlptttls for, formal HUD investigations and provide
public exposure to ,discriminatory housing condi-
tions.

Howntit, in 976 arid 1,97, HUD had only one
such mceting."° On l'ulitA,Ir6, the Office of Fair
Housing and Equal Cip#OtAtty sponsored an
administrative ineetipg:Oti4tiOsiltig and disinvist-
ment."' The mil.fOr.. 04000se 44141c mectirig was toi .

"6 24 C F.R. y 106141917)e
.

.

Earlier adminiitiatisir maeltittisrera
in off-base housing for m r
discrimination against Ibiteings on discrimination against
Hispanics were held in threc,SvpilMterlocations. Hubschman letter.

In HUD's summary of the meeting, HUD stated:
Redlining was defined by many of the individuals testifying. Almost
all these definitions reflected the opinion that redlining was a policy
on the part of lenders not to grant mortgage or home improvement
loans in certain geographic areas, regardless of the physical
condition of the home or the credit worthiness of the potential
buyer
Moreover, witnesses who also definedvdisinvestment in mortgage
lending seemed to make almost no distinction between the terms
redlining and disinvestment, except that the term disinvestment was

ucted on discrimination
minstion in financing, and
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obtain information on the _types of discrimination in
mortgage lending and remedies HUD and other
agencies regulating mortgage lenders could effect
under their present authorities to eradicate these
practices.'"

Participants'" in the meeting concluded that the
response of the Federal Government to the redlining
issue has been unimpressive and that HUD had
failed to respond to the issue of discrimination in
mortgage lending.'" To assault the problem of
redlining, participantsk, recommended the following:

HUD- should issue regulations or guidelines
which would inform lenders as to what practices
constitute redlining: An example of such regula-
tions would be a prohibition against consideration
of the racial composition of a neighborhood in
appraisals and underwriting.

HUD appraisal and underwriting standards
should contain affirmative statements and policies.
Language in the HUD/FHA Handbook' " which
has the effect of perpetuating discrimination
should be removed.

HUD should utilize data available through the
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 19753" to
monitor the practices of HUD-approved lenders.
Although the use of such data for purposes of
monitoring is not a requirement under the act,
HUD initiative in this respect is necessary to
assure equal opportunity in lending. practices."'
Another important subject which HUD could

address through the forum of the administrative
meeting is religious- discrimination in housing. In
fiscal year 1978 HUD received 46 complaints of
religious discrimination. Undoubtedly, the problem
of. religious discrimination is greater than the
number of complaints would indicate. As discussed
in chapter 2 of this report, the Department of Justice
has been active in litigating housing discrimination
cases based on religion. Use of administrative
meetings to discuss and deal with religious discrimi«
nation in housing appears especially appropriate
,

often used to describe. the withdrawal of resources other than
mortgage or home improvement loans. HUD, Administrative Meeting
on Redlining and Disinvestment as a Discriminatory Practice in
Residential Mortgage Loans (July 1976) (hereafter cited as Redlining
and Disinvestment).

Ibid. ,

Participants,,included (but were not limited to) the National Urban
League, the Housing Association of Delaware Valley, the Metropolitan
Washington Planning and Howling Amxnation. the National Committee
Against Discrimination in Housing. the Center for National Policy Review,
and the U S. Commission on Civil Rights Redlining and Disinvestment.
". Redlining and Disinvestment.

HUD Handbook instructions to FHA appraisers Indicate that the

3h

inasmuch as the comprehensive study HUD released
this year on the extent Of housing discrimination in
this country did not examine this type of discrimina-
tion.

1,)

G. Other Title VIII Efforts
In April 19784the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development announced two additional HUD
effods for eliminating housing discrimination:

First, we will award a $28,000 contract to the
National Committee Against Discrimination' in
Housing t'o prepare guidebooks and materials
on fair housing to be used by local agencies and
organizations. . . this further work will
strengthen local fair housing groups. . . .

Second, I am announcing today that HUD will
fund a $500,000 demonstration project to test
the feasibility of contracting with local private
human rights and fair housing agencies for the
performance of specified fair housing and equal
opportunity functions. We Will contract with a
national organization to conduct a test to
determine the extent to which HUD can extend
its enforcement of Title VIII and reduce
discrimination by contracting with local agen-
cies. . . .

Through this demonstration, we hope to learn
which efforts by local agencies are most
effective in combating and enforcing discrimi-
nation and how to carrysout an expanded Title
VIII program with minimal cost to the Govern-
ment. Our demonstration will seek to. build a
fair housing partnership with local groups-and
cities in metropolitan areas they serve.'

In August 1978, HUD ded:

The Department( is implementing the two
measures announced by the Secretary. The
$28,000 contract to NCDH has already been'
executed as an amendment to its existing
contract for the major study of discrimination in
housing. The other program announced is being
developed through the cooperation of the

income level cif the neighborhood is to be considered when estimating the
value of the property. HUD Handbook 4150.1, Valuation Analysis for Home
Mortgage Insurance, 9I-36(d). The Handbook also suggests to the appraiser
that. to obtain its maximum value. the property must conform to its
existing surroundings in size, age, condition and style and should attract an
occupant of similar economic status." Id. I-13(d).
"" Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975. # 301, 12 U S.C. # 2801 (1975).
Data required under 'this legislation are discussed in the chapter in this
report on the Federal financial regulatory agencies.
"' Redlining and Disinvestment.

Remarks by Patricia Harris. Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
meni. before the National Committee Apintit Discrimination in Housing,
Apr. 17, 1979.



EXHIBIT 1.6
Title VI Complaint Processing by Fiscal Year

1974
Fiscal Year

1975 1976* 1977
Number of complaints filed 235 265 142 87Number of findings of noncompliance 48- 42 16 6Ratio of findings of noncompliance to complaints filed 1/s .1/6 1/9.

1/4

*Includes the transition quarter.

Source: Computed from data in.exhibit .4.

Assistant Secretaries for PD&R. and FH&EO.
, A Request for Proposals has been issued;

proposals are to be submitted by August 28,
1978.3°9

V. Enforcement of TitleVI and
Section 109

In fiscal year 1977, HUD estimated that 24
percent of equal opportunity stall* time was. applied
to Title VP" and Section' 1093" enforcement
activity.'" This time was divided between complaint
investigations and complience reviews of the opera-
tions of HUD program recipients.

A. Complaint Processing
In fiscal year 1977, HUD received '(approximate-

ly" 87 Title VI complaints.'" As shown in exhibit
1.6, this was a substantial decrease fromWisc ;l year
1976, when 142 complaints were filed.'" It was an
even greater decrease from Meal year 1975, when
265 corp' plaints were filed."' Despite this decrease in
HUM Title VI complaint workload, as of Decem-
ber 1977, HUD maintained a backlog of 24 com-
plaintsQSixteen of the complaints in backlog status

Hubselmian letter.
"" Civil Rights Act of 1964. Pub: L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 232 (codified at
42 U.S.C. 1;000d-2000d-6 (1970)).
"' The HaWng and Community Development Act of 1974, PA. I,. No.
93-333. SI Stat. (codified at 42 U.Q.C. II 5309 (Supp. V 1973)).
"2 This comparei with 20 percent of staff time in fiscal year 1973.
0 Title V.1 response.

8" The National Committee Aren't Discrimination in Housing suggests
that the declining numper cif complaints filed is "usuitIlY-evidence of a loss
of faith of potential complainants in (the) possibility of justice through

were awaiting investigation, while the other 8 were
only paitially investigated."'

The number and percentage of Title VI violations'
HUD has foand has decreased in recent years. As
shown in Exhibit 1.5, in fiscal year 1977, HUD
found `violations in only 6 instancesabout I.
1olation for every 14 complaints filed. In contrast,

i fiscal year 1974, 48 complaints led to findings of
Title VI.violations--about 1 violation for. every 5
complaints filed."r

The Department of Justice has reported that
HUD's delays in complaint processing "may explain,
in part, why there has been a decrease in the number
of Title VI complaints filed with HUD. . ., .',31. The
General Accounting Office, too, reported that HUD
Title VI complaint inyestigations are not thorough
or completed in a timely manner.'" The General
Accounting Office reviewed 49 complaints received
by HUD' over a 3-year peridd, in three HUD
regions,32° and found that HUD took an average of
228 days to determine if a recipient had violated
Title VI, including an average of 83 days before
investigations were initiated. Moreover, even when
no investigation took place, HUD Title VI com-
timely remedies." Ernest Erber, Director, Research end Program Planning,
NCDH, telephone interview. June 23, 1978.
". Title VI response.
"' lbid
"* U.S , Department of justice; Civil Rights Division, Federal Programs
Section, Interagency Survey Report Evaluation of Title VI Enforcement at the

"US Department of /lousing and Urban Dewlopment (September 1977)
thereafter cited u DOJ Interagency Survey Report).
,' GAO study.
"v The GAO study took place between January 1973 and April 1976 in the
Chicago, Atlanta, and San Francisco regions.
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plaint processing has been protracted-, 16 complatnts
took an average of 202 days to resolve even though
HUD never investigated thein.

HUD's 'own estimate of. the average time for
processing Title VI complaints is similar. In Decem-
ber 1977 HUD stated that it takes an average of 200
days from the receipt of a Title VI complaint to its
resolution. "'

These delays in complaint handling appear per-
Missible tinder HUD's regulations, which do not
contain adequate guarantees of more rapid com-
plaint handling. While HUD regulations call for
"prompt" investigations of complaints,322 they do
not specify what is considered prompt.

Title VI investigations are to include'a review of
recipient policies and practices to determine wheth-
er the recipients are complying with Title VI.
Because HUD funds are involved, the Department
may investigate a complaint even though the
complainant may no longer wish to pursue the
matter. Indeed, HUD regulations require a com-
plaint investigation whenever there are indications
that program recipients are not complying.'" None-
theless, GAO discovered that HUD often failed to
investigate complaints simply because the complain-
ant withdrew the charges. 324

B. Compliance Reviews
Compliance reviews can be an effective and

systematic way of assuring nondiscriminatory opera-
tion of programs because they include all aspects of
the operation of a HUD-funded agency program.
Complaint investigations, on the other hand, often
address only that aspect of the program covered in
the complaint. In its fiscal. year 1978 budget, HUD
indicated that its goal is to make compliance reviews
the core of the Title VI program."6

As of late 1977, in any fiscal year, Titk,
compliance reviews had never reached as' manias 2'
percent of HUD's approximately 14,0(X) recipients;
i.e., communities, agencies, or -other organizational

"' fide VI response
"s 24C FR 4 I 7(0(1977)
"'' !Ind

(;AO study
HUDJustifIcarron for 1978 Errimarry

". Title VI response
"' !Ind
"' Dud

tl

INd HUD commented, It should he noted that reviews of Mock
grant rcclpwnts are generally much more tone consuming than reviews of
housing authorities flubechman letter
*". HUD, Handbook 11040 I I, Compliance and Enforcement Procedure, for
Tlrb V/ of rho (`toll RiSi111 Art of NM (June 1976) An administrative

1)4

entities which receive HUD funds. The Department
set a goal of 4 percent coverage (about 600 reviews)
for fiscal year 1977,, with a focus on block grant
recipients. In that year, HIDD' had completed '219
compliance reviewsmore than double the 108

conducted in fiscal year 1976.'26 However, these 219
review's represented only 1.6 percent of HUD's total
recipients.

HUD compliance reviews under Title VI have
focused principally on local housing authorities. In
fiscal year 1977, 56 percent of all compliance
reviews conducted were Of local housing authorities
representing only 3 percent of all housing authorities
receiving HUD assistance.'" In that same,,year, 21
percent of all compliance reviews conducted fo-
cused on private sponsors/owners of subsidized
housing, representing less than 1 percent of such
sponsors/owners.'26 The bulk of the remaining
reviews focused on block grant recipients."9

C. Corrective Action
In fiscal year 1977, HUD uncovered 51 cases of

noncompliance through its compliance reviews (see
exhibit 1.7). This representeda finding of noncom-
pliance in 21 percent Of all reviews Conducted by

to,HUD in that year.
When voluntary compliance efforts have not

succeeded within 60 days after notice of apparent
noncompliance, the assistant regional administrator
must refer the matter to the Washington office for
initiation of an administrative hearing.'" Nonethe-
less, HUD has not requiredprompt correction of the
noncompliance uncovered in its reviews. In 70 cases
in 1977, HUD had been unable to achieve voluntary

(compliance before the 60-day limitation and contin-
ued to carry out protracted negotiations beyond 'that
time."'

Although HUD deferred payments to recipients
in five cases duripg fiscal year 1977 tall of which
were local housing authorities), the Department has
only once terminated funding for a recipient.'" Until

hearing is formal procesa to determine whether recipient is in
compliance. If noncompliance is found, then Federal funding is terminated.
"' "title VI questionnaire. These cases of noncompliance are not limited to
those discovered in fiscal year 1977, as the protracted period of negotiation
overlaps fiscal years in 40MC

*** Moreover, /IUD notes that, 'this 'termination was reversed by the
Federal courts, which field that /IUD's determination wu not supported
by the evidence." flubschman letter. However, in 1974, !IUD did declare
the city of Cheyenne, Wyoming, ineligible to receive "MtMiri C11141" funds
under the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan 'Pevelopment Act of
1966 after the Department had found that city was ditcrinunating against
minorities in the administration of the program Pearl telephone interview

tly



EXHIBIT 1.7
Title VI Compliance Reviews Resulting in Findings of Noncompliance

Total number of compliance reviews
Number of reviews resulting in findings

of noncompliance
Percent of reviews resulting in findings

of noncompliance

1974

94 -*

29

31

1975

196

42

21

1976'

211

45

21

1977

238

51

21

*Includes the transition quarter.
r.

Sources: Laura Spencer, Director, Fair Housing Enforcement, HUD, memorandum to Michael Hatfield, U.S.Commission on Civil Rights, Dec. 14, 1977, and Henry A. Hubschman, Executive Assistant to the Secretary,letter to Louis Nuriez, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 17, 1978.

HUD is willing to terminate funds for violations of
Tit! VI, it is likely that in many of its programs
recipients will remain out of compliance while the
Department engages in protracted negotiations.

HUD records indicate that between October 1975
and June 1977, at least 16 instances of noncompli-
ance by public housing authorities were uncovered.
As of November 1977, none had been corrected. All
but two of these putflic housing authorities remained
out of compliance fdr a year or more. Moreover, as
of August 16, 1978, only eight of these cases were
resolved, including three that were dismissed for
insufficient evidence and five that were settled with
submission of acceptable affirmative action plans. Of
the eightunresolved cases, four were being prepared
for administrative hearings, two were in active,
negotiation, and two were still under review."'"

Siniilarly, the Department of Justice reported
that, in a survey conducted by the HUD Atlanta
Regional Office in 1974, 57 local housing authorities
had failed to adopte tenant selection and assignment
plans!" By the end of 1975, more than I year, 14 of
the local housing authorities still had not adopted
tenant selection and assignment plans.'"

Even where HUD does succeed in obtaining a
voluntary compliance agreement, it often does not
follow up to ensure that the agreements are
.6. Hubechman letter.

Dal Interopesey Surrey Report. HUD requires local housing authorities
to adopt tenant selection and assignment plans for offering units to eligible
applicants according to the time their applications are received, considering
the type and size of unit needed and factors affecting preference and
priority for housing. Preferrnot to be given to special groups of

executed. In fiscal year 1977, HUD monitored only
17 agreements, representineonly 1I percent of the
146 agreements negotiated since fiscal year 1974.'"

The inadequacy, of HUD's compliance reviews
and enforcement program is emphasized by the
findings in the General Accounting _Office study.
GAO examined data on the racial composition of
112 HUD-funded public housing projects adminis-
tered by six public housing authorities. It found that,
in 64 (58 percent) of the projects, 85 percent or more
of. the tenants were alone race.'" In fact, 40 of the
64 projects had no more than two tenants who were
not of the majority race in the project." HUD
observed:

The fact that project sites are racially identifi-
able is not, in and of itself, sufficient to support a
finding of a violation of Title VI, Further, the
Department does not rely solely upon a numeri-
cal occupancy figure or the racial identifiability
of projects for determining whether the tenant
selection and assignment plan of a public
housing authority is consistent with the objec-
tives of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
as provided in 24 CFR 1.4(bX2Xii). Any
discussion uf departmental policy involving the
use of minimum percentages of minority occu-
pants is inappropriate and any conclusion as to
the compliance of Housing Authorities with

applicants or those with housing needs that HUD wants to emphasize in
providing benefits.

Ibid
"" Title VI response.

OAO study.
'" Ibid.. p. 12.
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Title VI draikn from the application
policy is inaccurate "'

of the;,..Irams funded under the block grant program) in a
manner to affirmatively further fair housing in the
sale or rental of housing, the financing of housing,
and the provision of brokerage services within the
applicant's jurisdiction. "'

Applications for community development block
grants include assurances which pledge compliance

While this Commission concurs with HUD that
statistics indicating that project sites are' racially
identifiable do not necessarily imply violation or
civil rights laws, it believes that where there are
racially identifiable patterns in HUD-funded
projects, HUD should require its recipients to with Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title
demonstrate that these patterns are not the result of VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Executive
discrimination. Order 11,063.14' Through the assurance; the locality

In the Case of the six housing authorities reviewed commits itself to a housing assistance plan and a
by GAO, there was additional evidence that the community development program which will "pro-
authorities were not following procedures which
would result in equal opportunity. GAO reviewed mote maximum choice within the community's total

applicants' files at the six housing authorities to
determine if people: (1) were offered housing in the
order they applied, and (2) were offered houSin
according to the date they applied or becamei1/4
eligible. The review "showed that housing authori-
ties' were not following" their tenant selection plans"
and all six authorities exemintd "were offering units
to applicants out of turn, even among applicants
who had the same preference and need for hous-
ing."'"

VI. Community Development Block
Grant Program

A. HUD's Affirmative Mandate
The 1974/Housing and Community Development

Act requires that communities work toward "the
reduction of the isolation of income groups within
communities and geographical areas. . .through the
spatial deconcentration of housing' opportunities for
persons of lower income. . . ."'" HUD guidelines
require block grant recipients to further fair housing
affirmatively by taking actions to prevent discrimi-
nation or? the grounds of race, color, sex, or national
origin in the sale or rental of housing, the financing
of housing, awl the provision of brokerage services
within the recipient's jurisdiction!'" Aaditionally,
pursuant to Title VIII (Section 808(d)),'" HUD
requires communities receiving funds to "administer
all programs and activities relating to housing and
community development (not merely those pro-
"' Hubschntan letter.
"" OAO study, pp. 4 and 5.
u, 42 U.S.C. f 3301 (Supp. V 1975).

HOD, Guithtlines for Applicant, on &vial Opportunity Obligation! for
Community Demlopnutnt Block drams (1977) (hereafter cited as Guidelines).
ma 42 U.S.C. 3535 (Supp. V 1975).
" Hubschman letter. HUD commented: "In new and innovative

4(1'

housing supply, lessen racial and ethnic concentra-
tions, and facilitate desegregation And racially
inclusive patterns of occupancy. . . ."3" HUD
guidelines further reqilie grant recipients to take

-Mto consideration 'any special housing needs found
to exist among minorities and women within the
total group of lowecincome persons in the commu-
nity.'" Among the needs of minorities that may be
found to be more severe than the needs of the lower .
income population in general, suggests HUD, are:

(a) Effects of past discrimination in housing
which may have resulted in minority overconcen-
tration, overcrowding, a greater likelihood for
minorities to be living in substandard housing, and
increasing inaccessibility to new employment
centers.
(b) Effect's of past discrimination in which
minority neighborhoods are lacking in municipal 0
facilities and/or services commonly available in

i,
nonminority areas, including among others: health

(

care, educational facilities and recreational facili-
ties.'"

With respect to women, needs which are more
urgent than the needs of the lower income popula-
tion in general will be found predominautly among
female heads of households (who are dfsproportion-
ately _minority). Such needs include:

.(a) Discriminatio in housing; both rental and
' sales.

manner. HUD determined in 1974 that, due to the comprehensive character
or CI)13(1 /11AP Plan and Program requiremehts, it wu appropnate to
require the name of CDHG recipients u Title VIII requires of HUI)." Ibid.
" 43 Felt Reg. R469, Mar. I, 19711 (to be codified in 24 C F.R. 570.307).
" Guideline,

"' Ibid.
Ibid..



(b) Significantly lower income- earning poten-
tial."'
HUD has also provided guidelines to communities

indicating actions that may be affirmatively under-
taken to further fair housing. Actions include:

(a) Developing and enforcing a faihousing law
at least equivalent to the\Fecleial fair housing law:

4(b). Facilitating integrated housing in an area
previously not integrate&
(c) Informing members of minority, groups of

ti housing opportunities in nontraditional tneighbor-
hoods and providing services to familiarize them
with such neighborhoods.
(d) Providing escort services to brokers' offices
in nontraditional neighborhoods.
(e) Funding fair housing groups, human relations
bodies, and/or other groups interested in facilitat-
ing freedom of residence, and cooperating fully
with these organizations.
(f) Developing site selection policies for housing
and' community development activities which
promote, equal opportunityin housing.
(g) Examining land use policies and practices
(including zoning policies .and building and hous

-7ing codes) to determine if the application of these
policies and practices has a discriminatory effect
and, if' so, taking steps to remove and prevent

\ discriminatory effects."'

B. Fair Housing implications
Beyond the harrier of overt discrimination in the

sale, rental, and financing of housing, the policies
and practices of many communities with regard to
low- and moderate-income housing have been
primary obstacles to fair housing for minorities and
female-headed households. Many communities have
excluded low-income housing altogether," some-
times for the explicit purpose 9f keeping minorities
outside their boundaries."' Even when the purpose
," Ibid.
," Ibid.
0* The Potomac Institute, Equal Housing Opportunity: The Unfinished
Federal Agenda (December 1976) p. 52 (hereafter cited 10 Equal Housing
Opportunity).
" Ibid.
1.1 CAMAY data for 1976 indicate that 59 percent of the Nation's black
households have annual incomes of 510,000 or less as do 52 percent of all
Hispinic households and 73 percent of all fen:ilk-headed households. In
contrast, 39 pinkest of all households have Incomes of 510,000 or less. A'
family income of 510,00\11tcslightly lower than SO percent of the Nation's
median (sadly income, which was 512,6116 in 1976. U.S., Department of
Cosimerce, &rem of the Census, Current Population Reports. "Household
Money Income in .1976 and Selected Social and Pcopornic Characteristics
of Households." Series P-20, 'No. 109 (January 19710, p. 33. Note: Under
the Section 1 rent supplement program for, assisted housing, HUD

of such a policy cannot be traced to the intent to
exclude minorities, it nonetheless frequently has a
discriminatory effect: both minority and female:
headed households are disproportionately represent -
ed among those with low incomes,"' and 'thus
elusion of low- Income housing is a problem from
which they suffer disproportionately. Further, even
in.- those communities which do offer low- and`,

moderate-income housing, such housing is often
concentrated in one area. The effect can be that
many minorities are segregated from the rest of the
community"' and may be also removed from the full
benefit bf the municipal and social services the
community as a whole has to offer. Finally, because

tf the availability of low- and moderate-income houses
ing is inadequate and the quality of low- and
moderate-income housing which does exist is often
poor,'" minority and female-headed households are
frequently 'relegated to housing which is neither
decent nor suitable.

Those specific goals of the community develop-
ment block grant program directed toward the
eliinination of slums and blight, the deconcentration
of the ,lower income population, cons4vation and
expansion Of the Nation's housing stock, and the
expansion and improvement of community services,
are all directed toward upgrading the housing
conditions of principally those persons with low and
moderate incomes.'" Community development
funds may be ,expended for the rehabilitation of
single-family and multifamily housing by either
public or private entities, including public housing
modernization and rehabilitation financing for per-
sons of low and moderate income.'" Community
development funds cannot be utilized, however, for
the construction of new housing. The community
development block grant program requires all
communities receiving block grant funds to help
considen households' whose incomes are PO percent or less of the media:7T
income or their Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area to be low or
moderate income. 42 U.S.C. 1437f (Supp. V 1975).

Equal Housing Opportunity. pp. 51-52.
"I In 1975, 3 percent of all Americsuitouseholds resided In "substandard"
housing (defined as "lacking some or all plumbing"); the percentage. of
black households residing in such housing was 9 percent. U.S., Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, General Housing Chararteristkr,
"Annual Homing Survey: 1975," Series H-150-75A (April 1977), pp. 32
and 44. Other minority groups, including Hispanka, Asian Americans, and
Native Americans, r well as female-heeded households are also more
likely than nonminorlties to live in dwellings with incomplete racilitles. .
U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Social Indicators of Equality for
Minorities and Women (August 1978).
lot 42 U.S.C. $ 5301(c) (Sapp. V 1975).

43 Pal Reg. 1443 (1971) (to be codified in 24 C.P.R. 1 570.202).#

G"
t14

,
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meet the Nation's 1(4)011.11)11ns Its ptyivide housing
lot ix1,ton. of low and modriate income '"'

C. HUD Guldalinas'on CDBO Program
fill)ll) regulations state that the actis ities funded

tinder I hie I" -ati he Instilled only such activities
give "maximum feasible prrotity" to heneliting low
and moderate-income families "or aid in the 14 es en
tion or (-Intimation '1,11 shuns or blight "'"" With the
approval of 11111), however. 104:1111(1C% 11141\ also

expend (1111(1% Iti add EC'S% III gent nerds ")
tryi444 April 1477 441.tp's iequirements bit

.,Oig the use iil funds lot eligible activities had little
,practical meaning Iti essence. the Department's
'critcrion for determining ysliciliet ;ictivitis gas e
*maximum fratibl pilot its" to henajuing loss and

mosierate-incohie persons was NA healer the icipient
crttlijd to fit; I) that. iti tact. rt t% as cortipls iug st ith
this pros ision. Compliance with the obtectis es of the

1974 !housing and Communits 1)es clopment
anti till) regulations V1, as, In effect. dependent upon
the good faith of the conut[luu'S Additionally,
!IUD itself sta.. s'onlused as to V1.11:11 constitutes!
-1.1iaxirriuni feasible priorits niters less. conduct
eft with 20 HUD Mil office officials, the Generical
Accounting (Mice found that there were .c. en
different interpretations of -M3'1111111111 priot
Ity contlibuting to the wide range of actis me,
vsliith MI) ac..4'epted as being of benefit to loss and

inosierate-income person."'
On April 15. 1477, the ()flice of Commtunts

Planning and Des elsipment"' issued a memorandum
clarifying "maximum feasible priority" to loss- and
moderate-mcome persons "' 1-hr il-ienisirandum
ed that, in order to constitute maximum benefit to
lower income persons, artry)ties must he undertaken
prikespat* to benefit persons of that income
group lirOl'he MCIllOrallit UM, III part, 51,tted the

following

acnsities of general benefit. such as street and
park improvements, must serse areas the major-
Ity of ss hose residents are lower income
Actisitics which pros isle direct benefits to
individuals are those designed to meet identified

4 14414.) I tiupp S 1,1'i 1 his requitement u his h entails
Jeseliisineut df the tiousms A suntan.. e Plain is dm. umed fxlor

4: Se 41411 t Supp
." 4l feet Reg J4a) 114.111 t toile ....Mind in R 10 :1-
"' Id

. funeral A4counting CHTtse Hering 4cpr'ir awn .rid
RtvwTneolii /or Rioek I ;intr t ndc rule I k lune 14'01
ff. The Offs..e U.Immunits Planning and I4.rl.rpment Ti the tit I)
program . ifTI. e *his h administers the sommunrts des clopment Nos 1 giant
program
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!weds of loscl income pet Ons \dui ate ie
slimed to he the pints ipal bnelicial los I hese
timid Mt Itttle .1 plINIC set acts itl the
111,1pnitt t,l V, II( ale loss el Illt:0111e

pet s tit a 101,11)1111311On 10411 piogt:mi under

"shish the It1.1 It iiity ill OW P
11011%1111i 11% its he Ittlpt tit tt al C loss et Illk:01110

All "C(1/(1,111 Is Pet Untied It it 10 et
incom,5 population., s small and dispersed and thus
does not constitute the maionts of ant ticig,litior-
hood of area. I. en then, the :RAI\ its ma\ he

appios d mils it it (I) is located in of seises those,
arca> has mg the hugest proportion of,loss et income
residents, (2) is cleat IN .designated to meet idnfilid
needs s'41 loss el' income persons, and benefits

lik-iltrit pet *urns .11 least 111 MO1)0(11011 lo 111C110;:.

Of the population of the area
Nlaich I. I97S HUD issued nesv s'ottininnfty

doss-1,11111cm block giant r cgulat tow. to hes:lune
elks:use in fiscal self 10744 Fssentially. 1 hull\

adopted the principles or the April 15. 1477.

itiomoianduni Section 57(1 (W(I) of HI II) rCF,111,1

11011% Stales

A piotect 01 actis its 55111 he considered to
principalls benefit loss- and moderate-incotue
persons it it is designed to meet identified needs
of loss and model:its-income persons as de-
scribed in the applis ant's community-
ment plan and it meets one of the following
standard.

( 'Hie project has income eligibility require-
ments that limn the benefits of the project to
low and moderate-mcome persons

(2) I'hie project does not have income eligibili-
ty' _requirements but the majority of the beneli-
ctanes rare loss a,nd moderat -mcom per
sons

)3) Removal of architectural h arriers purst iant
to §570.201(k)

(4) A pro.) cc I wht c-h must he carried out prior
to or is an integral part of a protect which will
principally benefit loss- and moderate- income
persons. An example is the extension of water

l S Ilepartment it Housing and I. than Deselopment. OfTi..e.
Cmmumts Planning and ties el.Inment. Men). Urn at field staff,

Management of the i;ommunits Des elopment Ni.rr ld ti rant Program."
Apt I' 1,4" ihrreaRer referred to as Management of CI11( i Program
"" !hid

lhtst
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and sewer, lines to permit constincoon of low
rent hinmung.

(5) A project which IKIVeS an area with less
than a ma, city of low- and moderate-itcome
persona; w ere: (i) The .applicant bas 'no areas
Within its jurisdiction where low- antynoder-
ate-income persons constitute a mafbrity,
the applicant has so few suet arras that it is
inappropriate to limit the grant to projects in
those areas. . .1"

HUD has determined in its new regulatiefhs that a
block grant application is presumed principally ti)
benefit low- and moderate-theme persons -*lent
substantial evidence to the contrary" where at least
75 percent of ar community's program funds are
directed to benefit low.- and moderate-income
people as defined by Section 570.302(4)."' "Substan-
tial evidence" is not defined.

At, prior to April 1977, Racal communities took'
advantage of ambiguous language in HUD regula-
tions which stated that 'program funds could be
expended for activities directed at the "prevention
or elimination of slums or blight.""" Localities
received funding for the acquisition of land for park
development in high-income areas under the justifi-
cation that such land was On the fringe of an already

,,, deteriorated area and that the proposed develop-
ment would prevent the spread of blight."'

Similar ambiguity in HUI) regulations existed
concerning the option afforded communities to
expend funds on activities justified as an urgent.
need.'" Communities, for example, attempted to
receive funding under urgent need justification for
tennis courts and parkland in wealthy neighbor-
hoods because regulations stated that any "situation
requiring immediate action and attention" consti-
tuted urgent need.til

HUD's April 15.memorandum, however, further
des 'loped guidelines on what constitutes the pursuit
of activities which aid in the "preventign or
elimination of slums or blight" and what constitutes
"urgent need." The guidelines state that activities

s" 43 Fed Reg 14f..1 (19781 (to he vv.slified in 24 C F R #.570..1021d))
66. 43 Fed Reg 1461 (19711) (to be codified in 24 C F 46; 570.02(h111)1
These regulations do nts become effective until applications are received
foe fmsi year 19751 ',Abe tntenm. HUD has continued to administer. the
program according to 4:hinny:awns @doped in the April II, 1977,
memorandum
"" 24 C F R # 570 Vital (14771
"' See Central and Western Development Corp v Hills, No 76-6"-D
tS D 00 22, 19761. and Montgomery improvement Assn , inc v
U S. Department of Housing as Urban Development, No 7' -45 .N
(14 OPAL. filed Sept 16. 197')

See Central and Western Development Corp v Hills

which aid m trir prevention in (-140i:union of slums
or blight are those activities designed to Thillevutte of
eliminate specific conditions of physical
where they exist sr Where there are surrent
objectively determinable signs of deterioration."

,Utgriat.need activities, stmt." the memorandum, must
4*.be designed tii alleviate aserilCns threat.to 'health or

welfare for which otheNr`sources oflunding are, nor,
Subsequently, ftir-1977 Amendments to

the !lousing and Community Development Act of
l974 adopted the new definition of urgent need.
HUD observed that, "the net effect of the statutory
change, based on larlier- HUD gaidelmes, is to
substantially rediu the numb& of activities based
on urgent needs giouniks.'""

D. The Application Process
To receive connnimity development Hook grants,

a locality nmst_submit required information-to !IUD
on both an annual and triennial basis. Once evepa. 3
years, a community submits a "Housing Assiltance
Plan," and a "Community. Development and Hous-
ing Plan!' which essentially outline an overall
strategy to be pursued in addressing the housing and
conudunity development needs of the locality,
including an affirmative strategy to 'facilitate equal
opportunity."' On an annual basis, the locality.
submits an application for the receipt of funds'unde
the block grant program. Incorporated within the
annual application are the "Annual Housing Action
Program" and "Annual Community Development
Program." These documents represent the programs,
add activities to be implemented each year to.. ,,

facilitate the goals of the 3-year Housing Assistance
Plan and the Community Development and Housing
Plan, respectively.'"

I. Housing Assistance Plan (HAP) .04(
It is through the HAP that illOcality details 'its

plans to provide for low- and moderate-income
housing as mandated by the 1974 act. Com?nunifies

" Management of CDHC, Program Lven when funds are expended tn
low- and moderate-income areas, 10W-111C0elt families are often not the
benefit:lanes A 1976 liLID report indtcated that more than KO percent of
the funds spent in low- and modersteoncome arras are, in fait, spent culls in
moderate-income census tracts. S ; Department of Housing and t h ban
Development, oComenuntry Derelorrient BIA-k Grant Prorum. Second
Annual Report 1976). pp 12- It

!bid
6" Hutstchrnan letter
6" 41 Fed Reg 5464, 8468 (19781 (to he uodified in :4 C F R .#1 570 304
and 5'0 3061
." ld

4.
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must satisfy several HAP requirements to receive
Community development funds:

The HAP is to indicate the general locations of
proposed housing for lower income persons with
the objective of furthering the revitalization of the
community, promoting greater choice of housing
opportunities, and avoiding undue concentrations
of assisted persons in lower income . areas. The
HAP is also to provide a narrative statement
which summarizes any special housing conditions
in the community and special housing needs found
to exist within the locality affecting minority and
female-headed h (fuse ho I d s "'

The HAP is to specify a realistic goal for the
number of dwelling units for lower income
persons to be assisted, including the relative
proportion of new, rehabilitated, mid existing
dwelling units."'

The HAP is to survey accurately the condition
of the housing stock in the community (taking into

'Consideration elderly and handicapped, large
families, and..displacces), and assess the housing

once needs of low- and moderate-income
peons residing in or "expected to reside" in the
calm unit y
HAP requirements dictate that all communities

are expected to provide expanded housing opportu-
nities for lower income persons and therefore must
assess the housing assistance needs of lower income
households which could "reasonably be expected to
reside" in the community if there were a sufficient
amount of lower income housing resources available
to every locality."' HUD has interpreted the phrase
"reasonably be.expected to reside" as the number of
additional lower income households in any given
locality, if the localltY's percentage of lower income
households were to equal the proportion of lower
income -households in the Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area in which the community is locate
ed.S111111

" 3 Fed. Res 1465 (1971) (to be oaidifted in 2 C F R. 4 570 306)
"" Id

"" Id
Id In City of Hartford v Hills. the Federal district court concluded

that HUD had abused its authonty in grapeng community development
funds to seven suburban comentinmee in thbOartford. Connecticut. SMSA.
sat of who submitted air ',!expecteePto-resede figure" of zero. Sec ity of
Hartford v Hills. 40$ F Supp t89 (D. Conn. 1976) In an appeal by
three of the subsuban communitwadHUD subnutted an maracas
support of the ergenSent that the city of Hartford (and by implication, low-
income residents of theMty) had no standing in challenging the suburban
localities' receipt of community development funds from HUD. (See City
of Hartford v Town of Glastonbury. 561 F 2d 1032 (2d Cir 1976).
reversed on rehemiljpg IN Mar at 1041 (1977)) The Federal appeals court
held in favor of the plaint"
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In supplementing the expected-to-reside require-
ment, HUD makes clew that localities with very
substantial housing needs have a responsibility to
propose substantial housing goals.' Housing Assis-
tance Plans with only "minimal housing goals,"
directs a Hl11) memorandum, should not be ap-
proved.'"

A major criticism of the IIAP requirements is that
in attempting to determine what constitutes "mini-
mal goals" fur housing assistance, HUD regulations
state that communities him an obligation to propose
to Meet "at least 13^ spent" of their total low-
income housing need oVil, a 3-year period,'" which
is equivalent to only 5 percent of the total housing
need each year during the 3-year period. The
Housing Task Force of the Leadership Conffrence
on Civil Rights has argued that such a standard is
unnecessary," since HUD regulations already state
that "communities with very substantial housing
assistance needs hi117e.?a responsibility to propose
substantial goals" and that "goals should reflect the
desirability of meeting a significant percentage of
identified needs at an early date.""r The National
Committee Against Discrimination in Housing
(NCDH) has criticized such a standard' as well, .

suggesting that, in effect, communities will interpret
it as the maximum effort needed.to satisfy the HUD
requirement to provide for assisted housing.'" If
communities, in fact, choose to interpret the stan-
dard as NCDH suggests, they would not have to
meet their needs for assisted housing for 20 years.
Clearly, the standard of 15 percent over a 3-year
period is too low.

Additionally, HUD has not incorporated in its
housing assistance plan regulations adequate require-
ment for HAPs to be administered in an affirmative
manner toward meeting the needs of low-income
minority and female-headed households.'" Housing
assistance plans are to identify the special housing
needs of these households (e.g., among the total

"" 3 Fed Reg 84681'1 978) (to be codified in 24 C.F.R. 570 306(cX I )(w).
". Management of the C[)BG Program.
". 43 Fed Reg 8468 (1978) (to be codified in 2 C.F.R. 4 570.30601001.
"" Housing Taak Force of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.

:Comments on Proposed Regulations ton) Community Development
Block Grant," November 1977
"' 43 Fed. Reg. 11468 (1978) 4 be codified in 24 C.F.R.
570.30601(11(iu )

National Committee Against Ducnitunation M Houma. Inc.. Flask
Nov II, 1977

The National Committee Alpinist Ducrunmation in Housing had
commented that HUD "remains reluctant to make specific requirements-of
applicants to take affirmative actiol to factlaste spatial deconcentration by
broadening housing opportunities for minorities" Ibid.
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group of low-income persons, minorities may have a
particular need for large family rental units).
However, HUD regulations fail to reqbire that
where the housing needs of these households. have
been disproportionately disregatded, the community
must take special actions to meet the housing needs
of these households.

2. Annual Housing Arfion Program
The Annual Housing Action Program describes

the annual goal and the annual program of actions to
facilitate the goals of the 3-year 11AP. Such actions
may include:

Acquisition of sites by the locality and provision
of site improvements for the development of
assisted housing;

Issuance of appropriate zoning changes, building
permits, and utility connections;

Formation of a local housing authority or
execution of an agreement with a housing authori-
ty having powers to provide assisted housing
within the jurisdiction of the applicant:

Adoption or modification of local ordinances
and land use measures to facilitate the develop-
ment of assisted housing.'"

Actions to facilitate the goals of the 3 -year HAP
mist include those which address any special
housing needs of minority, handicapped, and female-
headed households. The Annual Housing Assistance
Plan is a statutory requirement, and localities must
establish timetables to meet the specified needs.

3. Community Development and HOusing Plan
Under the community development block -grant

program, a locality is required to submit every 3
years, as part of the entitlement application, a
"Community Development and Housing Plan."'
The plan includes a narrative sumriptry' of the
applicant's community development and housing
needs, "particularly those of low- and moderate-
income households and any special needs of minori-
ties and women (within the total group of lower
income persons)."1"

The Community Development and Housing Plan
also must contain "Comprehensive, Strategy"
stating how the locality proposes to meet its
identified community development and housing

43 Fed. Reg 640 (1978) (to he codified in 24 C F R §

570 50eXb1(1/(in»
41 Fed Reg 8468 (1978) (to be codified in 24 C F R § 570 30(4)
Id (to be codified to 24 C F R § 570 3041(211

.'" Id. (to be codified in 24 C F R § 570 30400

needs, particularly those of low- and moderate-
income households residing in or expected to reside
in the community, and any special needs of minorities
and women that may exist. The "Comprehensive
Strategy" is to incorporate the major objectives that
the applicant seeks to accomplish, the priorities
established for the use of block grant funds. and the
facts the locality has taken into account in selecting
areas to concentrate community development and
housing activities.'"

In proposing how identified community develop-
ment and housing needs are to he addressed, the
locality is to describe a strategy for maintaining and
upgrading neighborhoods affected by blight and
deterioration and specifically address the issue of
housing in the following manner:

'(a) describe a strategy for increasing the choice
of housing opportunities for low- and nuxlerate-
income persons (including members of minority
groups and female-headed households) and efforts
to achieve spatial deconcentration of such housing
opportunities (the promotion of economic integra-
tion) and actions to further fair housing affirma-
tively;"`
(h) discuss any regulatory and other actions
proposed to foster housing maintenance and
improvements. for exam Ile, actions undertaken to
eliminate redlining (w ch in the denial of home
improvement kiwis to particular areas could have
the effect of perpetuating neighborhood deteriora-
tion).'

4. Annual Community Development Program

Each locality, as part of its annual application for
funding, is to submit a Community Development
Program narrative describing the projects and
activities to be undertaken with program year funds.
Applicants are to indicate whether projects and
activities principally benefit low- and moderate-
income persons, aid in the prevention or elimination
of slums and blight, or meet a particular urgent need.
They must describe all activities comprising each
project,'" estimating costs and time of completion,
the location of projects/activities, and the amounts
.7.41 Fed Reg 8465 (1978). (to be codified in 24 C F R §
570 1044b)(21(iti0

43 Fed Reg 13464-65 (1978) (to be codified in 24. C F R
30411,)121010

' 43 Fed Reg 8465 ( 19781 (to be codified in 24 C F R § 570 30541(40

t
t
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and sources of other public funds and private
investments anticipated to be provided.'

A major criticism of the Annual C6ninitinity
Development Program is that there is no require-
ment for an affirmative plan to meet the needs of
low-income minorities and women even if their
needs are greater than those of the entire low-
income population. "' HUD has stated that: "The
statute, does not permit HUD to substitute its
judgement for the judgement of local authorities in
theselection of activities and target areas, so long as
the application meets statutory and regulatory
requirements.""

This Commission is not suggesting, however, that
HUD make the selection of activities and target
areas for local authorities, but rather that HUD
require that the local authorities plan "action to meet
low-income minority and female needs. Indeed, the
3-year Community Development anki, }lousing Plan
does require a narrative suitimary of any special
housing and community development needs of
minorities and women and a description of how the
applicant proposes to meet such needs.'" In that the
Annual Community Development Program require-
ment is a chief method by, which block grant
recipients outline the actions planned each year for
meeting the 3-year goals of the Community Devel-
opment and Housing Plan, it is essential that there be
a requirement in the Annual Community Develop-
ment Program indicating the annual actions planned
to meet the needs of minorities and women.

E. HUD Review of AppliCations
HUD bases its review. of a community's block

grant application upon the locality's certifications,
general statements of fact and data, and other
information contained in the application.

HUD's review of a community's application
includes, but need not be limited to, these substan-
tive concerns:

M (to be codified in 24 C.F R. 11 570.305(a1(4). (5). and (b))
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Housing Task Force. "Com-

menti on Proposed Regulations (on! Community Development Block
Grants," November 1977 HUD observed

The Apnl 197$ memo regimes that HUD's knowledge of the
apphr.ant's performaam mocutonng of activities. A-95 comments,
citizen esipplaints and other evidence shall be considered in
determmuig whether or not specific pro)ecui may be approved
Hubrchayn letter

Hubschman
43 Fed R4 464 (1978) (to be codified in 24 CF R 4 570.3)40X21)

'. Ito be 90,aed tn 24 C.F R. 570.311(bX?))

4t'
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Whether proposed programs and activities are
of principal benefit to low- and moderate-income
persons.

The extent of coordination of housing assistance
and community development activities.

The appropriateness of proposed plans and
programs to the applicant's stated' needs and
objectives, including those needs related to the
}lousing Assistance Plan.

Thr applicant's capacity to carry out the
program proposed as evidenced by its previous
performance record.

Compliance with othe applicable laws and
regulations."'

The Office of Community Planning and Develop-
ment, in an April 15, 197.7, memorandum to field
staff, indicated that HUD will concentrate its review
on the substantive content of block grant applica-
tions rather than simply "technical" concerns."'
The April 15 memorandum, in part, states, "applica-
tions should he subjected to a thorough and
meaningful review which goes beyond conformity
with eligibility and technical requirements to consid-
er the substance of what is proposed and how it
serves statutory objectives."'"

In the first 2 years of the block grant program,
prior to issuing the April 1977 directives, HUD
review of communities' applications focused primar-
ily on technical concerns, such as whether all
required documents were submitted, whether docu-
ments were submitted within the prescribed time
limitations, and whether forms were completed
properly. There was little emphasi% placed by HUD
Off localities' compliance with program or equal
opportunity standards. HUD had rOutinely accepted
certification by applicants that proposed programs
benefited low- and moderate-income persons. The
Department alsO approved HAPs which described
no plan to achieve housing goals and generally
focused merely on whether an activity was eligible

Management of CDBG Program
lbal



EXHIBIT 1.8
COmparison of the Number of Applications Receiving Conditional Approvid Before and

After the April 1977 Memorandum

No.

' prior to
memorandum

Percent of
all applications. No.

Subsequent to
memorandum

Percent of
all applications

Applications reviewed 75 100°0 790 100 "
Applications receiving conditional 4,wproval 16 9 .163 21

Reasons for conditional approval
Failure to comply with maximum feasible

priority requirement 2 1 93 12
Inadequate HAP performance 1 1 35 3
Inadequate equal opportunity performance 4 2 15 , 2

Source: U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Community Planning and Develop-
ment, memorandum to field offices, "Management of the Community Development Block Grant Program"
(undated).

Oder the actnot whether the activity as imple-
mented furthered the objectives of the act."'

A HUD survey comparing its own action on
applications prior and subsequent to issuance of the
new policy directive on substantive reviews indicat-
ed that a greater number of applications were being
conditioned"' and disapproved after the directive
was issued. Exhibit 1.8 shows that, purSuant to the
directive, and judging by the number of applications
conditioned and disapproved, area offices apparent-
ly paid greater attention to 4'maximum feasible
priority," housing assistance plan, and equal oppor-
tunity requirements.'" HUD commented:

The April 1977 memorandum to HUD field
staff his had a ignificant impact on the
applications appr v since then. In 1977,

Betty Adams, Chairpersn. Housing Task Force. leadership Confer-
ence on Civil Rights, statement before theSenste Committee on Banking,
Housing. and Urban Affairs. Aug. 23, 1976 (hereafter cited u Adams
testimony). Similar comments, indicative of HUD's failure to review the
applications substantively are incorporated in separate reports and
obeervationa,by the Potomac Institute, the Michigan Advisory Committee
to the U S. Commission on Civil Rights, the NAACP, the Southern
Reponal Council. the National Urban League. and the General Account-
ing Office. These were cited by the National Committee Against
Discrimination is Housing at training institute on the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974, Jan. 10, 1977.,
"' If community's performance has been inadequate. one action HUD
can take is to condition its approval of the community's application on the

thin funds will be used for certain activities. For example,
HUD could require a recipient to undertake a study to determine any
special housing needs of low- income minorities in the community.

flearly every urban county had to make signifi-
cant program adjustments; over 292 city and
comity applicants were approved conditionally
pending program changes, and over $70 million
was shifted to activities more directly benefit-
ting low- and moderate- income persons."'

In fiscal' year 1977, the third year of the block
grant program, HUD disapproved the entitlement
applications of nine communities`useight of these
disapprovals were stlbsequent to the April 1977
poliCy directive.'" In each case of disapproval,
action was taken by HUD because of an inadequate
Housing Assistance Plan." Primarily, inadequacies
included goals by "household type"; "tenure"; and
relative proportion of new, rehabilitated, existing
units to meet ,housing needs, and failure to .comply

S Department of Housing and Urban Development. Office of
Community Planning and Development, memorandum to field offices,
"Management of the Community Development Block Grant Program"
(undated) (hereafter cited as Undated Memorandum on Management of the
CDBG Program)

Hubschman letter
"'' Communities whose third year applications were disapproved include
East Hartford. Conn.. Hightstown, N.1.; NJ . Hempstead (town).
N Y . Staunton, Va., Livonia. Mich . St. Joseph, Mich Midland., Tex , and
Pomona. Calif Gordon McKay, Acting Deputy Director for Office of
Field Operations and Mcmitonng, Office of Community Planning and
Development, telephone interview. HUD, May I, 1978
"'' Undated Memorandum on Management of the CDBG Program

[bid
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with, the expected-to-reside requirement a the
housing assistance plan.

A major shortcoming, reflected in the new
regulations, of HUD's review of block 'rant
applications is the "75 percent standard." Re illa-
tions state that HUD will conduct a substa itive
review for program benefit to low- and mod( rate-
income persons"' of a community's application mly,
if the locality indicates that less than 75 perce it of
program funds are intended for activities princi ally
benefiting low- and moderate-income persoi
!IUD commented: "if over 50'7,-, but less than r 5%
of the program funds benefit low- and mode ate-
income persons, a thorough front-end revie v is

conducted to assure that the applications in fact
principally benefit low- and moderate-income per-
sons."'" HUD's regulations thus imply that con mu.-
nities which state in their applications tha 75

percent or more of their grant will he utilized fo the
principal benefit of low- and moderate-inc mie
persons will not receive suhstahtive review for
program benefit to low- and moderate - income
persons prior to funding.

F. Grantee Performance Reports
The Housing and Community Development Act

of 1974 mandates that HUD evaluate a commu ity's
compliance with all equal opportunity laws d firing
the duration of a program throu 7h the a multi
Grantee Performance Report (GPR . ... The valu-
ation permitted by the GPR is impOhant for a. ring
compliance with civil rights requirerbents. Pursuant
to Section 1040) of the act,"a HUD regul tions
provide that the GPR shall describe act vities
carried out under Title I and assess the relatii nship
of those activities both to the objectives of itle I

and to the needs and objectives identified n the
grantee's Community Development and H using
Plan.`ra Specifically, the following informa ion is

"" Further, other reviews are conducted As HUD has observed
Eligibility determinations must be made with respect
to prevention and elimination of slums and blight. d urgent
co tnmunity development needs. In addition, the tests of other
appropriate laws must be applied together with Bete tnation by
HUD as to whether or not activities proposed are plainly t appropri-
ate to identified needs Hubschman letter

41 Fed Reg 11461 (1978) (to be codified in 24 C F R. § 570.30 (b53))
Hubschman letter

"" 42 U S C § 5)04 HUD requires that each grant recipient submit the
Grantee Performance Report no later than the end of the 8th month of each
program year The report is to cover a I2-month period ending with the
6th month of the program year 41 Fed Reg 8471 (1978) (to becodified in
24C R § 570 90640
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required of the locality, pursuant to the thantee
Performance Report:

Progress achieved on planned community
development activities.

The number of households, including the
percentage of Minority and female-headed, low
income households that have benefited from
activities underway or completed.with.respect to
physical and capital improvements and public
services and assistance.

Relocation funded under the block grant
program in behalf of persons displaced from their
homes as a result of other community develop-
ment activities.

The extent to which statutory objectives under
the act have been met.

The extent to which houSing has been provided
to low-income persons; whether the units are new,
existing, or rehabilitated; whether the units are for
the benefit of the elderly, families, or large
families; and the number of minority and female-
headed households receiving assistance.

The location of low- and moderate-income units'
for which the community hips made a financial
commitment, indicating' the extent of geographical
dispersal.

The extent of equal opportunity in community
development block grant programs and activities;
this includes: (a) a sumrnaw of steps taken by the
locality to ideinify,low- and moderate-income
minority and female-headed lidOs, ehold needs, as

i,
they may be gre ei than the loyorund moJerate- ..
income populako -iri general, Ai actions taken to
correct conditions which mliy have limited minor-
ity participation or benefits in the past, and (c) a
summary of any Studies undertaken which have
recommendations for assuring equal opportunity.

Actions taken by the community to facilitate the
prevention of discrimination in the sale, cental,
and financing of housing.'"

(It
'' Pub L No 93-383, 88 Stat. 639 (codified at 42 U.S C § 5104(d)
(Supp Y 1975)).
"" 43 Fed Reg 8473 (1978) (to be codified in 24 C F R. § 570 906)
"" 14 C F R § 570 006 (1977) NQIC. The extensive nature of HUD's fair
housing and equal opportunity requirements pursuant to the Grantee
Performance Report are not reflected in the Department's GPR regulations
but are outlined on the prescnbed HUD form that localities submit
annually There are two additsonal important civil nghts elements that are
required in the GPR but are not for the specific purpose of providing fair
housing

A list giving the type, the 'dollar value, and the race and sex of the
contractor for each contract that was awarded by the city and. funded in
whole or in part by CDBG money
. A summary of the recipient's employment activity finng and
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An April 1978 memorandum, from the Office of
Community Planning and Development directed
that:

With regard to fair housing and equal opportu-
nity, it is especially important that the granter's
performance be assessed to determine whether
the assurances and the specific requirements of
the regulations are in fact being carried out.
Crucial to FH&E0 monitoring is the Grantee
Performance Report (GPR) which indicates
performance or lack of performance.'"

The Grantee Performance Report could potential-
ly be a major mechanism for evaluation and HUD

ihas stated, "T ._
1he 0 R is viewed by the CPD

program staff" as a tool for monitoring recipients'
performance. Progress on planned activities, as
reported in the GPR, provides indications of areas of
concern in local achievement of CDBG program
objectives."'" However, HUD frequently does not
investigate or otherwise verify the reports' contents
unless an interested person or group files a complaint
about thairff Even then there are no standards
publishfd II:'FY HUD foi judging the adequacy of the-

-. grantee's Performance. The Southern Regional
council"" has noted that even HUD's most stringent.
r ws of community development applications

T *primarily "on the statements of interested.
. parties,, namely the recipient governments."'" The
Housing Task Force on Civil Rights found that, in
essence, "performance, reports are for the most part

' 'self- serving docuMents :prepared by communities
seeking additional .community development funds

-baacevn their past performance."'"
..:

G. Sanctions
HUD has described wine. of 'the 'actions it may

take to insure comPlian,Ce with the Housing and
Community DeveloPMent Act of 1974:

A recipient is required to undertake:spe4c,
substantive actions each. year: Failure to 'shOw,'
appropriate action or progress is a basis for

trouninginvolving Section 3 ellgibks in Odle agencies funded in whole or
in pan with CDOO monies: This surntriary must be broken down by salarY
and by nor. sea and motional ongin. Hubsehrnan letter,
" U.S., Department of Housing and Urben Development. Notioe to
Regional Administrators and -Others, Review of Entitlerpten C3rant
Applications for Fieral Year 1971.. Apr 2t. l9713 (hereafter cited u CPD
Notice 78-9).
"" Hubschman letter. i= .

The Southern Regional CIMMCII is a private, nonprofit prganisation
working for equal opportunityrUrneSouth through research and civil
rights advocacy. Its V ia of, include hossing, education, sad
empSayinent. ,.

Stephen Sults. Ikrector. Southern Regional Council,. telephone
interview. May 311'19

.47.,1

corrective action. Such action includes:' (I)
requiring it specific assurance (rather than a.
certificate of assurance) which specifies perfor-
mance goals and a specific timetable calling for
quantifiable results within 6 months and/or (2)
conditioning approval Of specifications to be
undertaken prior to draw down on funds.
Conditioning may occur without priOr specific
assurances. If the above actions do not result in
corrective or remedial action, the Area Office
may recommend a grant reduction (for failure
to perform) or disapproval of the application.'"

When a community will not voluntarily correct
fair housing and equal opportunity violations, the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974
clearly gives_HUD the authority and responsibility
to disapprove some or all of a locality's block grant
application. Section 1(4(3)(5) of the act states that in
order to obtain funding, applicants must provide
satisfactory assurance that the program will he
conducted and administered in conformity with
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 And Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 424 if
community will not come into compliance with
these laws, the locality'S assurances that it is in
compliance cannot be regarded us satisfactory, and
HUD should not approve the community's applica-
tion. Beyond providing assurances, moreover, Sec-
tion 104(c) of the act states that HUD may
disapprove an application . for funding "if the
Secretary determines that the application does not
comply with the requirements of this title [Title I of
the 1974 act] or other applicable law. . ."425

Despite HUb's authority and responsibility to
disapprove funding where there are fair housing
violations, HUD regulations do not encourage
disapproval of block grant applications where there
is noncompliance with equal opportunity assurances.
Section 570.910 of HUD regulations, entitled ''Cor-
rective and Remedial Actions."'" states that if HUD
finds noncompliance, the locality will be advised,
that the standard assurance will not be acceptable

" Adams testimony
Hubschrnan letter See also 24 C.F.R. § 570.910 and CPD Notice 78-9

" Pub. L. No 43- 38 3, 88 Stat. bA (codified at 42 U.S C. § 5304(X5)
(Supp. V 1975))

Pub L. No. 93-383: 88 Stat. 639 (cddified at 42 U.S.C. § 5304(c)
(Supp. V 1975)3 Section 104(c) of the,1974,Housing and Community
Development Act provides two other Vechgapproval, a well

ThThe application's`descnpuon of corn and housing needs is plainly
inconsistent with significant facts and data which are generally available;

The proposed activities are plainly inaPpropnate to meeting the identified
needs and objectives. Hubschman letter.
9" 24 C.F.R. § 570.910(1977).
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and that additional information or assurances will he
required,'" These additional assurances are accept-
able to HUD despite4the fact that they are being
required only because the locality did not comply
with equal opportunity assurances III the prior year.

HUD has comMented:

The. assertion that HAI) should disapprove a
CD11,0 application from a community with a

known pattern of noncompliance ignores the
other remedies which may he applied by !IUD.
These other remedies can include contract
conditioning. reduction of the grant. technical
assistance and guidance. and warning, letters.
These remedies can -often ,result in improve-
ments in the facility's perforniauce on htle VI
and -Tide 'VIII without depriving persons of
low and moderate- Income of the benefits t)f the
CDI3G prt4,xram. Nearly 300 CDIIG applica-
tions (about 22';) were conditioned in the past
year to improve recipients' 'adherence to the
laws governing this program .

HUD management of the Cl IIG program is
aimed at targeting funds to 1g pad moderate-
income persons. Use of the disapproval sanction
in cases of VII&E0 noncompliance is rarely
needed given: the other remedies available.
Rather than disapproving a -grant. HUD be-
lieves it may he better, where possible. to
condition approvals in order to.deliver program
benefits to low and mderate-income families
while at the same time obtaining necessary
corrections.""

The problem has been, however. that there have
been major instances in which HUD's administration
of the block grant program has not resulted in
significant improvement in civil rights compliance.
Indeed, the major weakness of HUD's implementa-
tion of the -community development block grant
program is its lenient posture with respect to*
localities that fail to coMply with equal opportunity
and related program regulations. HUD's position
reflects its philosophy in dispensing community
development fundsof proving assistance "with
maximum certainty- d minim m delay."'"

,i, .24.s. It'd See also the Apri c 1q77, inemorividdin fioni the Office of
Comniunity Planning and Desch ent:statirtg that where a grantee
(applicant) has been previously advised t gilio(In compliance with
equal opportunity or affirMativc action requirem s and it has not taken
UrfTliem. action" to remedy the noncompliance, standard equal
IVpoilansty certification should not be accepted In this case, the applicant
must provide specific assurances. progress schlules, and other informa
non Management of the CDB6 Program
"" Hubschman letter

11 S . Department of Housing and Urban Development. Communitv
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Although IIUD's administration of equal opportu-
nity and program standards has improved in the
third block grant year. as evidenced by the new
emphasis on relews of a substantive nature and
clarifications of regulatory ambiguities.'" the De-
partment has continued to approve applications
which do not meet established equal opportunity
and program standards.

Since passage of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974, HUD has never disap-
proved a community development application for
failure to -comply with equal opportunity sta-
dards."' In fiscal year 1977, the third year of the
block grant program, the Department rejected nine
applications.'" as compared with eight imfiscal year
1976 and three in fiscal year 197:5Y" Bach disap
proval has been the result of an "inadequate !lousing
Assistance Plan" \; I.e.. failure to establish housing
goals to meet identified needs (particularly for low-
income (,;imilies) or failure to comply with "expect-

' ed-to-reside" requirements."' HUD has also stated
that where an application was "rejected because of
an inappropriate HAP. It was unnecessary to assert
additional grounds for rejection."'"

HUD's'position, however, does not reflect its full
equal opportunity responsibilities under the Housing
and Community Development Act' of 1974. in this
Commission's view, a finding of an inadequate HAP
should not negate HUD's determination of whether
there have' also been civil rights violations. If a
community has al nadequate HAP and also persis-
tently fails to pra tice fair housing in violation of
assurances which it has offered in earlier years. it is

important that the community be rejected for both
reasons. If it should be rejected only bei:ause of its
inadequate HAP. the only action the community
must take to he reinstated in the block grant
program is to revise its HAP. No corrections of the
fair housing violations and no affirmative steps to
ensure against future discrimination will be man-
dated.

HUD's failure, as 'of the fourth year of the
program. to reject any community development
Development Block Grunt Progeum Second .4nnua1 Report (December

7167h). p 15

Management of the CDB(.3 Program
"' McKay telephone interview, May I, IgT8

lhid
N.. 'bid

rabid

Hubsihntan letter The application in question was from Parma, Ohio
That application is discussed below
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applications based on failure to comply with fair
housing requirements and equal opportunity stan-
dards indicates that it has not firmly administered its
civil rights enforcement responsibilities. A signifi-
cant illustration is that of Parma, Ohio, In 1973
HUD recommended that the Department of Justice
file a Title VIII lawsuit against die city and its
officials. Subsequently, in reviewing Para's first

-year community development application, HUD's
Office of the General Counsel concluded that city
officials 'were still in violatiOn of Title VIII and
specifically that the community's rejection of subsi-
dized housing _ was done with "the purpose and
intent to exclude black people. . . ." HUD also
found that the community's Housing Assistance Plan
was inadequate because the city's goal for housing
assistance, which was zero, did not meet the
community's low-income housing need for 1,537
units."' Parma's first year application was rejected
by HUD. But the rejection was based only on an
inadequate Housing Assistance Plan, despite HUD's
finding that Parma was in violation of Title VIII."'

Similarly, in Lynn. Massach its, HUD's Boston
Area Office approved the city 'econd and third
year block grant applications de. ite serious fair
housing and equal opportunity deficiencies. The
Director. of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity in
the Boston Area Office found the followillgowiola-
tions in reviewing Lynn's second year application:

^ (I) the grantee did not document any actions
under4ken to further fair housing, as required by
the Ghntee Performance Report, (2) the locality did
not report minority household data for all activities
as required, and (3) the community did not demon-
strate the required affirmative action in minority and
female employment in areas funded by community
development block grant funds."' As a result of the
locality's failure to document any actions undertak-
en to further fair housing, the Director of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity commented that
the community's actions did not reflect that it had
6" David 0 Meeker. Jr Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development, HUD, letter to John Petruska, Mayor. Parma, Ohio, June
11, 1975

" The city of Parma did not apply for participation in the second and
third years of the block grant peogram,

James R. Turner, Jr Director of Fair Housing anliail Opportunity,
HUD Boston Area Office, memorandum to John C. gam Director,
Program Planning and Support Branch, Office of Community Planning and
Development. Beaton Area Office, HUD. -Fair Housing/Equal Opportu-
nity Review. re Lynn, Massachusetts," June 16. 1976" Ibid .

Ibid.
"' In this case. program staff were Boston Ara Office 1541R responsible for
sdnunntenng the block grant program

complied with the fair housing certifications of the
block grant program regulations."' He also recom-
mended that the second year application nor he
approved until the applicant submitted additional
information kith specific actions to be taken to
address noted deficiencies."O

In response to the recommendation of the Direc-
tor of Fair !lousing and Equal Opportunity, pro-
gram stair"' responded that, although the equal
opportunity review "indicates a degree of non-
compliance with certain rules and regulations, those
concerns are not sufficient to cause disapproval,
adjustment, or conditioning of the community's
second year grant."'" Program staff recommended
approval, which was granted. At that time, the only
action the area office took to secure compliance was
to require Lynn to submit within 20 days a list of
steps taken to comply with the equal opportunity
certification."' Although that request was made in

-July 1976, Lynn did not submit the required
information until June 1977, just prior to submission
of its third year application."' In the interim, HUD
took no action to enforce compliance by the
community excetu to issue a letter of warning to the
community relative to the Department's July 1976
request for equal opportunity information in May
1977-10 months after the request.'"

After reviewing Lynn's third year application, the
Director of Fair Housing aod Equal Opportunity
commented:

The applicant was notified of deficiencies last
year. We have now determined that the City
has not demonstrated adequate efforts during
the second program year to remedy these
deficiencies. . . . We [the Qffice of Fair Hous-
ing and Equal Opportunity) therefore recom-
mend. . .that . . .approval. . .include a warn-
ing which incorporates the recommended ac-
tions to be taken to remedy these deficien-
cies. . . .4"

James A. Feeley. Director. Community Planning and Development,
memorandum to William H. Hernandez. Director, Boston Area Office.
"Annual In-House RevieW, Recommendation of Approval. re. Lynn.
Massachusetts" (undated, sent between June 28 and June 30, 1976).
"" James A. Feeley. Director, Community Planning and Development.
Boston Area Office. HUD, memorandum to Antonio Marino. Mayor:
Lynn. Massachusetts, July 9, 1976. _

Admuustratree Complifrit regarding Lynn. Massachusetts (Bled by the
National Committee Against Discnmination in Housing). May 1976.

Ibid.
James R. Turner, Director, Office of Fair Housing and Equal

Opportunity, memorandum to Robert Paquin. Director, Office of Commu-
nity Planning and De'velopmeht. Boston Area Office. HUD, "Fair

5 1
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NonetKelesa, Lynn's ,third year application was
unconditionally approved by the Boston Area
Office, despite these comments."' As in the second
year;'program gaff acknowledged fair housing and
equal opportunity violations, but indicated that such
violations were not sufficient to warrant remediiier
corrective action.'" The Director of Community
Planning and Development at the Boston Area
Office commented that: "If corrective action [by the
recipient) does not occur within a reasonable time
period, We will consider imposing more serious
sanctions.""a The Area Office Manager con-
curred.'"

The Lynn case history is significant. It indicates
disregard for the April 1977 policy guidelines of the
Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development." This is particularly evident with
regard to Lynn's third year application, which was
approved with its equal opportunity deficiencies
despite instructions to field staff in the April 1977
memorandum to scrutinize grantees closely on %quid
opportunity performances.

The Lynn case also reveals confliO between
program and equal opportunity staffs over enforce-
ment of equal opportunity standards. In this case, the
recommendation by the Director of Fair Housing

4(and Equal Opportunity at the area office for
disapprov of the locality's second year block grant
application was overruled. Despite the fact that
deficiencies identified by HUD in the city's second
year application remained uncorrected, in the third,
year the Director of Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity simply recommended to the area
director that approval of Lynn's third year applica-
tion include a warning. Even that recommendation

c was not accepted."'
A program staff member at HUD's central office

has stated that equal opportunity and program staff
if the field office are in frequent conflict over the
recommendations equal opportunity staff make for
disapproving applicatiqqrbecause either: (I) their
recommendations have;* statutory basis, or (2)
although equal opportunity staff have evidence
Housing/Equal Opportunity Annual In-House Review re. Lynn. Mass.,"
June 17, 1977.

Risd.. lune 22. 1977
Robert Paqiun. Director. Office of Community Planning and Develop-

ment, memorandum to Marva' &flinger, Acting Director, Boston Area
Office, HUD. "Annual In-House RevieW, re: Lynn, Mass." (undated. sent
between June 17 and lune 20. 1977)." Ibd

Marvin Minter, Acting Director. Boston Area Office. HUD, letter to
Antonio Marino, Mayor. Lynn. Mass.. notification of decision to approve
application. lune 27, 1977
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which might warrant disapproval, they fail to
present the evidence in a manner that makes it clear
that a statutory violation exists.'" SimultaneOuSly,
however, there is also the view that the conflict is
caused, at least in part, because some program staff
in HUD's area offices have no regard for equal
opportunity requirements. -For example, in at' least
one On-site Operational Performance Evalu lion.
HUD found that "relationship problems arose
between FHEO and CPD."'" The HUD 'central
office found that "there is. . .a need for -a closer
working relationship and a more general awareness
of the FHEO requirements by HUD staff and
recipients,"'" The Department of Justice has com-
mented that "prograln personnel who view their
primary function as 'disbursingfunds are reluctant to
see this process disiupted, and civil rights enforce-
ment is viewed as a'.potential source of problems in

J,isregard."'" Arai office equal opportunity staff47:
sometimes perceive that both program staff and the
area director habitually reject equal 'opportunity
recommendations for the conditioning or disapprov-
al of block grant applications. This perception, in
turn, leadsequal opportunity personnel at t14 area
level sometimes to pursue a. policy of least resis-
tance.

Another example of HUD's leniency in approving
community development block grants with fair
housing and equal. opportunity deficiencies 'is the
approval \of the city of Philadelphia's third and
fourth year applications. In the third block grant
year, HUD's Office of Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity found that in the previous 2 years of the
program:

The city had failed to provide "reasonable
choices" for families in need of assisted housing.

'JAB .132 new and rehabilitated Section 8 family
housing units under, commitment or construction

IQ. were in minority areas; under the Section 8
existing program, administered by the Philadel-
phia Public Housing Authority, only 46 of 521
families participating in the programas of
Management of the CDBG Program.

"' lames R. Turner. Jr.. Director, Office of air Housing and Equal
opportunity. memorandum to Robert rectum. Director. Office of Commu-
nity Planning and Development, Boston Area Office. HUD. lune 22. 1977

Itonald Halpern, Desk Officer for San Francisco and Dallis HUD
regions, Office of Community Planning and Development. HUD, inter
view, Nov 25. 1977
"' HUD On-Sue Operational Performance Evaluation (New York).
""
"" DOtI Interagency Survey Report p 22.
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December 1976 had moved from minority . l'asinto nonminority areas. .4

The city had failed to make sufficient progress in
meeting the housing assistance Reeds of families.

it(Although the city met 69 percent of its goal for
± .. elderly housing units, only 32 percent of its total

1* ': . amily goal for rental housing was met; minorities
.4'. ILr. epresent 56 percent of the family need and only

...t, .,30 percent of Ilk:elderly need.)4 ' -....
ns I. The city had failed to take sufficient actioi to

prevent discrimination in the sale, rental and
'...

t z
financing of housing, given the segregated nature
of the loca )(using market.'
FHEO stitte4 that "evidence challenge[ill the

\tvalidity of/the "ity of Philadelphia's certificate of
assurance/ I,o T le VIII,"' -Pursuant to these
findings/andOtai of the Federal district court in
Resident Adtittiry Board v. Rizzo. 4 FHFO recom-
mended t'o HUD's Office of Community Planning
and Development (COD) it the Philadelphia Area
Office that the city be made to comply with certain
conditions -prior to expenditure of funds under the
third year block grant program, including:

The city must promote maximum choice in
assisted housing locations.. To ameliorate the
imbalance maintained because of minimal progress
in providing assisted family housinAunits, there
must be 200 family units of Section 8 New Or
Substantial Rehab or Public Housing under\,..._ .....

kmmitment in nonimpacted areas.
The city must accept full responsibility for

locating at least 50, percent of all new : and
rehabilitated family units in the coming program
year in areas in which minorities are not already
concentrated. Of these, at least one -half must be

Chester C. McGuire, Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity, memorandum to Robert C. Embry. Jr.. Antigen, Secretary
fot Community Planning and Development. HUD. "Fair Housing and
Equal Opportunity RequirenUnti, 1977 ,CDBO Program. Philadelpina,
Pennsylvania," Apr 29, 1977 (hereafter referred to as McGuire memoran-
dum) .

"" Ibid

In Resident Advisory Board v Rizzo. the 'Federal district court ruled
that the city of Philadelphia, the Redevelopment Authonty of the City of
Philadelphia. and the Philadelphia Housing Authority were in violation of
This VIII. lite court specifically concluded the following:
' in view of the pattern of racial segregation which prevail(il in both

private and public housing, the City of Philadelphia has not. .met
its duty of affirmatively implementing the national policy of fair
housing and has violated Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
196$ .

evidence. establishes that the City of Philadelphia acted with a
racially discriminatory purpose in halting the Whitman Park
Townhouse Project (a local subsidized housing project proposed to
be constructed in a nonminonty neighborhood). .

the City of Philadelphia maintains a racially segregated low-income
public housing system. Resident Advisory Board v. Rizzo, (D.C.,
E.D.. Pa.) CA No_ 71-1575, Decided Nov 5, 1976.

under commitment within 6 ninths of the
program year.

The city must ciintract with an independent and
experienced fair housing or civil rights organiza-
tion to further affirmatively fair housing in 04
sale and rental.of housing. within the city's housing
market and to exparid,i(eographic housing choices
of minority residents. Services to be performed by
the organization shall include but not be limited to

provision of comprehensive counseling to
certicate holders, outreach to owners, and affir-
mative marketing guidance to developers. The
city is also to pursue an aggressive 'program,. of
education, counseling, testing and/or litigation to
combat discrimination in the private housing
market."°
The Office of tlie-ltegional Counsel in Philadel'-

phia concurred with the recommendations of Fair
Housing/El4ual Opportunity and agreed that certain

'conditions should be addressed,by the city prior to
funding."' The Regional Counsel also concluded
that the city's community development block grant
activities did not, give "maximum feasible priority"
.to low- as well as moderate-income people. In fact,
the Counsel. acknowledged that Philadelphia's appli-
cation could be "legally disapproved" on that
basis."'

Nonetheless,. D conditionally approved
thir ar application prior to any commit-

ment fro city to comply with those conditions
attached to the approval."' In the leI.;er of cdndi-
tiOnal approval submitted to the city, HUD. incorpo-
rated only in summary form the recommendations of
the Office of Fair -Housing/Equal Opportunity and
deleted reference to that part of FHEO's recommen-

McGuire memorandum.
William F. Hall, Jr., Regional Counsel for Region III, Philadelphia. Pa.,

memorandum to Terry Clvautiii. Acting Director of Operations and
Monitoring. -Office oT Community Planning and Development. HUD, May
1978.

Ibid.
In responding to FHEO, and in declining to compel the city lb meet

certain fair hOUstng/equal opportunity conditions prior to approval of the
application, CPD stated

Unfortunately, since the issues giving rise to recommendations from
both your staff and the staff of the Philadelphia Area Office with
respect to the provision of expanded housing choke foi low- and
moderate-income persons have only recently been made known to
the city. we do not believe that it would be appropriate to withhold
all funds from the city pending appropriate action with respect to
housing production and affirmative marketing activities. Robert C.
Embry. Jr.. Assistant Secretary for Community Maiming and
Development, memorandum to Chester C. McGuire, Assistant
Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, HUD, re: "Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity Recommendations Regarding the
Third Year Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 'Block ,Grant Application."
Mry 16. 1977.
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dations which contained specific courses of tction
for the city to pursue and tin! schedules for
completing those ai.tions. Specifically, !IUD refused
to impose any numerical guidelines upon the city,
e.g., the approximate number and proportion (elder-
ly, family, or large family) of newly constructed
aRsisted housing to be available in racially nonim-
pacted areas"' HEO had recommended a time
period of 6 months for the city to have 2(X) family
units in ncinfrriptieted areas.)'" HIJD alsO refused to
impose timetableS upon the city in providing for
assisted housing- units M4 nonimpacted areas.'"
(FIll(r-had recommended a tirit period of (1

months, for the city to have 2(X) units tinder
Commitment."') Although 1:11F0 recommended
specific actions to be taken' by thetiy to facilitate an
affirmative fair housing marketing-program, HUD
deleted the specifics of what would constitute an
affirmatilie marketing program in its conditional
approval of the grant;' HUD required only that tfw
city develop a "marketing procedure to be relative
to outreach activities. . .(with] particular empha-
sis. . .placed. upon potential minority tenants.".`"
Although the FilE0 affirmative. fair housing mar-
keting plan eluded both the sale and rental ,of
dwelling .units," HUD's requirement for the city to
develop an affirmative plan incorporated only rental
untts.47)

One year after the imposition of fultding condi-
tions on the approval of Philadelphia's third year
block grant application, the city had not complied
with any Of those conditions."' However, Philadel-
phia's fourth year application was conditionally
:, Robert '1 Clement, 'Acting Area Dtrector, HUD Philadelphia office,
letter to Frank 1. Raho. Mayor, city of Philadelphia, May I. 1977
(hereafter cited as Clement letter)

McGuire,mernonuidum
Clement letter

' McGuire memorandum
Clement fetter,
INd
McGuiremimunuidum

'" Clement tenet"
Maurice Morgan, Director, Fait Mousing and Equal Opportunity,

HUD. Philadelphia Area Office, telephone interview, June b, 1978
"' HUD commented that

(The report should note that seven *conditions on the fourth year
CDBG grant were unposed -to ensure that the City would use
available housing subsidies in non - impacted areas. Among the
conditions was the requirement that the City submit an affirmative
fair housing plan for all agencies in the City pnor to drawing down
any fourth year funds. Other conditions are

identification and provision of non-impacted sites foe silindized,
non-elderly rented wilts, which, when combined with urnis:provided
by FY 17 funds, wilt bnng1the City into compliance with 'conditions
imposed in the Year III Block Grant Agreement;

upon committing sufficient number of units to meet the Year III
conehnbas, construction of aleast 50% of all subsequent family units
in non-impacted areas;
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approved by !IUD,'" imposing timetables for the
first time for the city to meet fair housing /equal
opportunity goals."'

Although through the third year of the block
'grant program the city had not evidenced compli-
ance with the assurances it had signed,. HUD also
provided funding °to- Philadelphia for the , Urban
DeVelopment Action Grunt Program on the
strength of an agreement by the city to comply with
Section 109 of the !lousing and t'ommunity Devel-
opment Act of 1974. HUD informed this Commis-
sion:-

After the Section 109 findings of apparent
noncompliance were putin final form, Assistant
Secretary Embry notified Mayor Rizzo, in a
letter dated May I, 1978, that the City would
not be eligible for UDAG until the City signed
a compliance agreement addressing the nine
areas raised by the findinp.

'
The Compliance Agreementowas signed by the
City on June I9,-and by 'Assistant Secretary
McGuire for !IUD on June 20, 1978."°

In approving the third and fourth year community
development block,grant applications of the -city of
Philadelphia, despite; the city's failure to comply
with 'ride VIII assurances and failure to comply
with previously. imposed conditions, HUE) failed to
comply with Section 104(c) of the act"' requiring
grantee compliance with civil rights laws. The
Philadelphia case also illustrates the conflict that
exists between HUD fair housing/equal opportunity
and program staff over the enforcement of equal

application for all subsidized units made. available for the City:
submission of a quarterly report on progress IR achievtng the HAP

goals for
--Community Development Rehabilitation
--Rehabilitation Giants,

Urban Homesteaders,
prohibition on spending funds on public services until the

Neighborhood Strategy ,Areas are revised to conform with HUD
requirements limiting public services to NSA'. of concentrated
thick Grant funded activities, and

in addition, should the City take actions that tinreasonahly prevent
the development and/or .construction of subsidized, non-elderly
rental Ural, ippropnate sanctitins regarding the FY '78 or FY '79
grant will be applied. Hubschman letter.

In May 1978 HUD completed Title V.1 compliance review of the city
of Philadelphia. The review uncovered several instances of "apparent
noncompliance" in die city's administratitin Of its housinj and urban,
development proonuns and community services. Chester C. McGuire,
Assistant Secretary fof Fair Housing and. Equal Opportunity, letter .to
Frank L. R1220, Mayor of Philadelphia, "Finding of Apparent Noncompti-
ance, HUD Civil Rights Compliance Review, City of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania," Case No 03:7707-025 (IQ), May 2, 1978. .

'' Hubschman letter.
42 U S.C. § 3101 (Stapp. V 1978).
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opportunity requirements. The city's continued
funding, despite numerous civil rights deficienCies
(effected in the manner in which the community
developmev ,blOck grant . program is administered,.
appears not to be a case of FlIEO's failure to
document those deficiencies or inability to point to
statutory violations,but HUD's repeated failure to
accept well-dgcumented findings r>J discrimination
and its hick of sensitivity toward civil rights
requirements.

VII. Voluntary Compliance
!'

The major fair housing activity of the Office of
Voluntary ComplianZ:e is to negotiate agreements

Aretween the housing indUstry, community groups,.
and the Government to facilitate fair housing. 11.1)11
negotiated one voluntary affirmative marketing
agreement with the National Association of Realtors
(N AR). All local real estate boards and S'tate
associationg affiliated with the NAR were then
urged to endorse.t hat agreement. As of August 1978,
439 local boards had signed the agreement voluntari-
ly, in addition to 23 ,`stateassociations."7

HUD mited, too:

One of the most significant programs consum-
mated by the Office of Voluntary Compliance is
a voluntary national agreement with the Na-
tional Association of Real Estate License Law
Officials (NARELLO).

The agreement provides for a strong affirmativ'e
fair housidg action program with those real
estate license commissions in the fifty States
that endorse. it. More6ver, the Office of Volun-
tary Compliance has negotiated National Affir-
mative Marketing Agreements with the Nation-
al Association of Home Builders and the
National Association of Real Estate' Brokers."'

, HUD views voluntary agreements as a device to
enable the real e$tat.v industry, the community, and
the Federal Government to -develop' collective'
strategy to support fair housing,law,s."'"
reports' that voluntary .agreernentt .promote
.vill bigween the housing industry and ininelty

- iski Q

"' Hubuthrnanitetter

U S DePartmest of Houljaik and Urban DevelopMent,,,'S'Ai,n444.
,4/fireidere Ailitlettng .4:Peewee:an (Itety 1677) t

!bid '
Hpuaane Tut LZ:stilt6F.TPtitikeietice. °A' . it Right; l3tlt t

'October 1974 '
Particulars re .HULA Equal PpriluniO.Pitirturt.1410.0tel f113

uon, In Housing 0,9COH1,1ft ,50cons1 A,ntrual fietisint Confetenceo
""' Robert e Wee'ver.

, ° ,

L

groups, and promote voluntary compliance tivith
civil rights laws, thereby enhancing awarenefts of
and respect' for these laws "" IIUD's view of the
effectiveness, of voluntary agreements is, not widely
shared by fair housing groups, however. For
example, the Housing Frisk Force of the leadership
Conference bn Civil Rights has stated:

Our major criticism [of voluntary agreements]
runs to the scope of dupe agreements which_ is
limited to the agreement by major members of
the housing, industry to obey the law. . Ave
view these voluntary agreements ss failing, to
meet even 11(11)'s own, requrrements-includirig
their regulations governing affirmative ac-.,
non,'"

The National Committee Against Discrimination
In Housing (NCI)I) found that voluntary ,agree-
ments may contain commitments to do even less
than what the laW requires. The president of NCDH
has commented:

In most of these (voluntary] plans and agree-
ments, there is confusion as to what HUD's role
is relative to the enforcement of Title VIII and
related legislation. This becomes particularly
ominous when. _what is agreed to is less than
wbat is provided for in law.'"

In a. study of 16 randomly selected' voluntary
plans. conducted by NCDH, that organization
found: 15 plans contained no declaration against
redlining; 14 plans failed to identify existing discrim-
inatory practices; II plans did not require signatories
to develop minority occupancy goals for each
project; 8 plans prgvided for no monitoring by
HUD; and $ plans rtquired no detailed recordkeep-
ing of sales and rentals by race.' This study
proVides impressive evidence that deficiencies in
vOluntary .plans are numerous and that such plans
are not effective instruments to :facilitate fair
housing:

.

Finally, the monitoring of voluntary agreements
has teen inadequate. The Office of Voluntary
Compliance Has no Mit of its own at. the regiOnal

-tot,pitspreti by 49CDH and the Southern RelpontiCounci4, Atlanta, Ga.,
'ertt 26, 1974 (hereafter cited as Weaveiltestimony) Mr Weaver restated
this position in testimony before the-Subcommittee on Civil and Constitii-
tiimiil Rights, House Committee on iheJudiciary, Mar. 9, 1976.
At Lean one, HUD regional office has been equally critical of the 0

Department's administration of voluntary agreements. HIV Chicago 4

Regional Office, An Eialuatton Report: The Impact and, Performance of
Virmattee FouIlotaing Macke:me in Region IV

Weaver testimony
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level"-although in fiscal year 1971 it requested, a
roimmtim of one staff member per region. Currently,
activities of this office at the regional level are
conducted by Field Support and Evaluation divi-
"" 'The regional operating negotiated oNetween the rele,ant ofri,e at
;41'1) central and the,Fteginal A. trator ser,es as a guideline f.ir tie
allocataon staff tune al the red orud

sions In the fiscal year 1979 regional operating
however. no staff hours were calculated for

those di mons for conducting voluntary compliance
actly ales



Chapter 2

p,EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Civil _Rights Division
Housing and Credit Section

Summary
The Department of Justii:e's fair. housing enforce-

ment authority emanates from a number of sources,
includitg Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
Title VI of the Civil !tights Act of 1964, the Equal
Credit Opportunity' Act (ECOA), the Housing and
Community Dekielopment Act of 1974, and Execu-
tive Older 11,063. Most of the Section's litigation in
its 10-year existence, however, has been brought
pursuant to Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1968.

The Housing and Credit Section has established
an impressive qualitative litigation record. It has
consistently been successful in its efforts to obtain
relief in fair hoiising cases, both by means of consent
decrees and through contested litigation. In the
entire course of its existence the Section has lost, on
the merits, only two cases. As a result, the Section
has helped establish a positive body.. of case law in a
number of subject matter areas =affecting fair hot's-
ing,,including a defendant's duty to take affirmative
action to correct die present effects of past discrimi-
nation, and an employer's liability for housing
discrimination practiced by his or her.employees.

The Housing and Credit Section is, .however,
impeded in accomplishing more for fair housing as a
result of a number of factorp First, the Section is, in
the Commission's view, far too small. Housing

-distrimiriation remains widespread in this country.
As the sole Federal entitylrpecifically assigned Title

VIII enforcement responsibility, the Section needs
to be able to bring considerably more litigation than
the slightly more than 300 oases it has brought to
date. This- requires a significant increase in legal and
paralegal staff. Nevertheless, the Department has
not been forceful in seeking more staff. Second, the
Section &ids not have a sufficiently comprehensive
strategy for identifying, and targeting major viola-
tions of Title VIII which warrant lawsuitAcy the
Government. While the Section makes diligent
efforts to keep in contact with potential sources of
complaints, including other Federal agencies and
civil rights organizations, it has made only limited
use of other reliable indicators of discrimination,
such as statistics and testing, to identify potential
defendants. Third, the Section is hampered in
bringing litigation by th Department's time-con-
suming internal procqures review and approval
of case; rec,ommendeeby Section s for litigation,
particularly in cases raising complex or politically
sensitive issues.

The Housing and Credit Section has. further
limited its overall effect by the types of cases which
it has selected for suit. Much of the Section's
litigation has been concentrated on discrimination if;
apartment rentals and racial steering Fewer cases
have been initiated involving issues such as mort-
gage and insurance redlining and exclusionary
zoning. Moreover, notwithstanding intensive efforts
to find housing discrimination complaints, from
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Hispanics. the Section continues to encounter'
difficulty in identifying strong cases for litigation.
The Sectidn's recently announced priorities, how-
ever, do strongly emphasize all of these areas for
increased future activity.

The Section's prograiri for monitoring compliance
with its consent decrees and court decisions repre-
sents a successful undertaking. The monitoring unit
within the Section could Nerve as% model for similar
efforts elsewhere in the Department of Justice anTh
the legal offices of other Federal agencies.

Within the Department, lAck of coordination and
consgtency of positions between the Housing and
Credit Section of the Civil Rights Division and the
Civil Division continues to present the potential for
conflict. The Department, moreover, persists in
having the Civil Division defend Federal agencies
and officials in cases raising fair housing issues,
although the Department's own regulations clearly
dictate that such actions are the province of the
Civil Rights Division.

I. Equal Housing Responsibilities of
the Department of Justice

The Department of Justice has responsibility for
the promotion of fair housing under several statutes
and an Executive order.' In the main, those
responsibilities have been delegated to the Housing
and Credit Section of the Civil Rights Division.'

A. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
The Department of Justice is the only unit of the

executive branch that is assigned enforcement

' In. responding hi a draft versnm of this chapter, the Chief of the 'lousing ;LI
and,credit Section observed

I have carefully read the most recent draft prepared by the staff of .

this Commisuon on Civil Rights about the work of our Section
reactioe to the draft is that it contains some useful material.

g a number of constructive suggestions from whit h we can
lean something I also appreciate the kind words that have been said
about Alik quality of our legal work Unkauftately, however. the
qualit71114 the draft is impaired. at km, in my view, by some
nnportant (actual errors. and by conclusions which I believe to he
premised on incterect facial assumptions
I also believe thin, as a wOote, the draft lacks appropriate balance, in
that it crafter a consistent pattern of emphasis on the Section's
perceived s/sortoonuags and deemphasis of its accomplishments ,V
There have been a Manlier of insUuwes, detaikd in the text in which
the views of perwms interviewed by the Ccintrossion staff have been
significantly truistatellbend converted fror~atroyifsnegative- As
a result.'the draft fails torrenect what I regard as the kbneral view In
the fair Inswing Ex-immunity-A view recognized by the Commission
in two previtouaogudwa, one publudiedirone unpublished that our
Section has been for many years an outstanding 'germ y in fair
housing enforcement in terms of the quantity and quality ()fits work
Prank P Schwelb, Chief, Housing and Credit Section. ('ideal Rights
Envision. Defoartmint of Justice. memorandum to Drew S

Assatam Attornty General, Civil Rights Invision,pepartrnent
r4s;

SK

.
authority under Title VIII-of the Civil Rights Act of
1968.3 Specifically, Title VIII provides:

Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable
cause to believe that any person or group of
persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of

,resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the
rights granted by this subchapter, or that any
group of persons has been denied any of the
rights granted by this subchapter and such
denial raises an issue of general public impor-
tance, he may bring a civil action in any
appropriate United States district court by filing
with it a, complaint setting forth the facts and
requesting such preventive relief. including an

-application for a permanent or temporary
injunction, restraining order, or other order
against the person or persons responsible for
such pattern or practice or denial of rights, as
he deems necessary to insure the full enjoyment
of the rights granted by this subchapter

The Attorney General may exercise this authority
on the basis of information provided by aggrieved
individuals or on the basis of independent investiga-
tions conducted by the Department of Justice.' Title
VIII has been the legal basis for most housing
discrimination cases filed by the Housing and Credit
Section and its predecessor, the Housing Section;"

B. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act
The Attorney General is authorized to institute a

civil action on the basis of referrals from other
of Justice, Oct 11, 1978. p I (hereafter cited as Schwelb
memorandum)

Every effort has heen made to present a balanced view of the Housing and
Credit Section The Commission has clearly reviewed the comments
prided by the See_toin Chief These comments contained a'numher of
statements about the Section's 'volitive achievements, and these have heen
added to this chapter The Commpunon has also correSted fa tual
inaccuracies. and where the Commit /non and the Housing and Credit
Section differ, the Commission his incorporated throughout the chapter
the positions expressed by the Department as well as due Commitaion's
own fa-rope, tive
' See section IV of this chapter for a div nation of other units within the
Liepartment that have fair housing related responiiibilitsey

42 I) S C 00 1601 1619, 1611 (1970) and (Sup' V 1971) For a discussion
of the responsibilitien (4 other Federal agencies under I itle VIII, see the
other c homers in this report
' 42U SC 1613(1970)

Drew S Days. III. Assistant Attorney tieneral. Civil Rights Division.
bepartmcnt it Justice. Statement ('.interning Fair Housing. II R 35054 and
II R 77517,1i-hire the Commit/cc on the Judi( lary, Subcommittee on Civil
and Constitutional Righto. Hnitsr of Representatives, Fish 9. 1978, p Ili
(hereafter coed as oys statement)

Frank F. Schwelb, tiler. Housing sad Credit See bon. ivit Rights
nvisiern, Department of Justice, interview. Jan 1(1, 19714 (hereafter c ited as

Jan 20. 19751.S, trwelb interview)
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Federal agencies with Equal Credit Opportunity
Act (ECOA)' enforcement responsibility and inde-
pendently to initiate a civil action for "pattern or
practice" violations by creditors. Specifically,
ECOA provides:

When a matter is referred to the Attorney
General pursuant to subsection (g) of this
section, or whenever he has reason to believe
that one or more creditors are engaged in a
pattern or practice in violation of this subchap-
ter, the Attorney General may bring a civil
action in any appropriate United-States district
court for such relief as may be-appropriate,
including injunctive relief.'

The Attorney General received this authority to
file suit under ECOA in Match 1976. It is not
dependent upon the receipt of complaints or refer-
rals from other Federal agencies.

C. Additional Fail' Housing Authorities
In addition to Title VIII and ECOA,'a number of

other authorities permit the Attorney General to
implement equal housing opportunity. These are
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964," the
Housing and Community Development Act of
1974," Exe ive .Order No. 11,063," and Section'
1982 of the i1 Rights Act of 1866."

I. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Although responsibility for enforcing Title VI of

ythe Civil ights Act of 1964 rests with the Federal
agencies which provide assistance to recipients,
Title VI provides that compliance may be effected
by the termination of assistance or "by any other
means authorized by law."" This phrase has been
interpreted to mean that the responsible agency
should consult with the Department of Justice
whenever court action appears necessary for the
enforcement of the Title 'VI provision against
discrimination. Where an agency providing. Title
VI assistance determines, after consultation with the
Department of Justice, that litigation is the appropri-
ate means of enforcement, it may refer the matter to
the Attorney General for the purpose of commenc-

II SC If 1691 1691f(1976)
15 U SC 1691e61119761
42U S C 2000d -21X10d- 6 (1970)

" 42 U SC 59)1 111 7 (Supp v 1971)
"-Exec Order No 11,061,3 C F ft 612 (1959-1%3 Compilation)
' 42 LI S C I 19%2(4970)
" 42 USC I 2000d 1 (1970)

See the Attorney General's "(luidelines for the Enforcement of Title VI,
Civil Rights jaict4if 1964," 2% C R ¶0 10:1(1977)

ing a civil action." However, unlike Title VIII and
ECOA, Title VI does not confer independent
authority for the Attorney General to initiate a civil
action.

2. The Housing and Community Development Act
of 1974

The Attorney General also has enforcement
'responsibilities under the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974. Although the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development (FWD) is the
major enforcer of the act," the Attorriey General
has authority to receive referrals of violations from
the Secretary of HUD and independently to initiate
a civil action in "pattern.,or practice" cases. Section
109(c) of the act states:

When a matter is referred to the Attorney
General pursuant to subsection (b), of this
section- or whenever he has reason to believe
that a State government or unit of general local
government is engaged in a pattern or practice
in violation of the provisions of this section, the

any
General may bring a civil action in

any appropriate United States district court for
such relief as may be appropriate, including
injunctive relief.".

3. Executive Order No. 11,063
Although the enforcement responsibilities under

Executive Order No. 11,063 are dispersed through-
out all departments and agencies in the executive
branch of the Federal Government," the Attorney

- General is given express power to act upon referrals:

In appropriate cases executive departments and
agencies shall refer to the Attdrney General
violations of any rules, regulaticins, or proce-
dures issued or adopted pursuant to.this order,
or violations of any nondiscrimination provi-
sions included in any agreement or contract, for
such civil or criminal action as he may deem
appropriate."

However, the Department of Justice views this
order as "more or less obsolete because of the far
broader coverage of Titlp VII I."1°

' See I1 S Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal CM Rights
Enforcement Efforr-4974. vol. VI. To Extend federal Financial Autstance
(1975), p 86 (hereafter cited as To Extend Federal financial A.r.attance ); tee
also. Ouvielines for the linforeement of Title VI
' 42 1,1 S C 115309(b)(Supp v 1975)
" 42 LI IRMO (Supp v 1975)
' Exec Order No 11.061,3C R 652 (1959.1963 Compilation)
. Id at 655
' Frank Schwelh. Chief, Housing and Credit Sectiort. Civil Rights -

A
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4. Sections of the Civil Rights Act of 1866
The Department of ustice filed an amicus curiae

(friend of the court) brief in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer
Co., in which the United States Supreme Court
decided that Section 1982 was a valid exercise of
congressional power, unde'r the 13th amendment to
eliminate "badges and incidents of slavery," includ-
ing all racial discrimination in private as well as
public housing." Unlike Title VIII, Section 1982
does not authorize the Attorney General to initiate
civil actions independently; the Department is

limited to participation in private actions brought
pursuant to the statute.

II. Staffing and Organization
The Housing and Credit Section is one of 10

litigating sections in the Civil Rights Division at the
Department of Justice. The other nine sections are
the Appellate Section, the Criminal Section, the
Education Section, the Employment-Section, the
Federal Programs Section. the Special Litigation
Section, the Voting Section, the Office of Indian
Rights, and the SeX Discrimination Task Force.

The original Housing Section of the Civil Rights
Division was formed in October 1969, as part of a
reorganization of the Division that repliked a

geographic organization of litigation units with one
composed of sections with designated subject matter
areas of expertise. In December 1977 the Section
was again reorganized_and was renamed the Hous-
ing and Credit Section to reflect its added responsi-
bilities under ECOA. Separate It ?using and Credit
subsections were established at tat time.

A. Staffing and Budget
As of December 1977. the Housing and Credit

Section had 38 employees. They were a Section
Chief and 2 deputies, all attorneys; 1 senior trial
attorney; 17 staff attorneys; 7 paralegal specialists;
and 10 clerical staff members. There was one vacant
attorney position." The Section's .budget for fiscal
year 1977 was S1,332,000. The estimates for fiscal
years 1978 and 1979 were $1,385,(X)0 and $1,(121,(XX),
respetrvel y

i)rvIsum, :1)ftiartrnent 'of Justice. memorandum 4,1 thew S thryt. III,
AlsistgadiAlliastry*Cretieral, (lvit Rights I v 1 )eria rtme nt of.1usttrr,
111-1rnsmittal to Ill'iward A (ill( kstein, Director, [ask lime On 4e,1
Nemo Reorganization. Jan 27, 147g, situ brines, p 2 (hereafter cite-iron
Vtiwelbttactiment)

IN US 14#IN

^ Depael4tary !moue, r reneral I rgal Aoirzities, Salaries apd
f pcniecell77_ ° *
P. rrtl hwtrit Chief, Housing and Cr,ht Sri lion, ( ivil Rights
Dlylluirti, Department of two r, letter ( ynthin N (;111111r, Assistant Stall
ss

64)

The small size of the Housing and Credit Section
is one of the principal impediments to more effective
enforcement of fair housing law in this country. As
is discussed in further detail in section III ofthis
chapter, the Housing and Credit Section has brought
only a limited number of- pattern and practice cases
in the 10 years of its existence. The Commission
believes that more staff is essential in order for the
Department to file enough pattern and practice cases
to convince the housing industry that the Depart-
ment will routinely enforce the law. Unlike the fair
employment arena, in which the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission shoulders a large measure
of the Title VII .enforcement burden along with the
Department of Justice, in the fair housing field the
Department stands as the sole agency assigned
enforcement authority by Title VIII. The limitations
created by this fact have been noted by the Supreme
Court. Justice Douglas, speaking for a' unanimous
Court, in the Trafficante case, stated:

Most of the fair housing litigation conducted by
the Attorney General is handled by the Housing.
Section of the Civil Rights Division, which has
less than two dozen lawyers. Since HUD has no
enforcement powers, and since the enormity of
the task of assuring fair housing makes the role
of the Attofir typ.General in the matter minimal,
the main generating force must be private
suits. 24

Inasmuch as Title VIII does not provide for
attorneys fees in private actions except upon a
showing of economic hardship, and since the
act makes no 'provision for the filing of third
party complaints, private litigation to enforce
Title VIII is not as prevaelen't as it might
otherwise he. In such circumstances increased
litigation by the Section becomes even more
important"

The view that the Section is too small to fulfill
adequately its mission is shared by former Depart-
ment employees and private fair housing advocacy
groups antivganizations."

Direr tor for Federal 11's nitration. I1 S ('ommimion on Civil Rights. Del
2M. 1477 (hrreaner rued as Dec 2M, 1977, Schwelb letter)

I refit ante v Metropo titian life Insurance Co . 409 (1 S 201, 211 (19721
" 11/1111,1thne shortr oinings in Idle VIII were addressed by Cortunission
Chairman Arthur S firming in his testimony before Ore ilimar on 14 P
t'Sti4 See. Arthur S Hemming. Chairman. 11% Commission on Civil
Rights. i estitnony Refine the Ifouse Judi, iary ( ornmittee, Sub( onimitler
tin and ( (institutional Rights, June 7, 1978, pp 4, 9 (hereafter ( Ord its
Hemming statement)

Warren Dennis, former rurrisor attorney, limiting and Credit Sec turn,
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The size of the Housing and Credit Section is, of
course, a matter of only limited control by the.;
Section or the Department. To illustrate, in spite of
the Section's new responsibilities under ECOA, the
Office of Management and Budget denied a 1977
request from the Department for an additional five .
attorneys, two research analysts, and two secretar-
ies. Thereafter, in an attempt to balance its staffing
needs, the Civil Rights Division reallocated some of
its existing resources, transferring positions for three
attorneys, dne paralegal specialist, and one secretary
from other sections to the Housing and Credit
Section." Nevertheless, the end result was a net loss
in legal staff to the A:lousing subsection, since
approximately half the legal :staff of the Section were
assigned to the Credit subsection,'" which deals not
only with mortgage lending, but all types of credit
extension covered by ECOA.N

The fact remains that the Civil Rights Division
has not been forceful in seeking the additional staff
that are so sorely needed for fait housing enforce-
ment." In early 1978, in connection with two major
fair housing bills, the Assistant Attorney General,
Civil Rights Division (hereafter referred to as the
Assistant Attorney General), indicated, in an other-
wise strong statement supporting increased erifor-ce-
ment powers, that even if the Department received
new fair housing-related enforcement responsibili-
ties, in his view, the Division would not need
additional staff resources.

Each of the two bills would increase the fair
housing role of the Department. Title II of H.R.
3504" would grant the Department of Housing and

O

nvil Rights Division, Department of Justice. and head of its Financial
Discommation Unit. interview, Jan 12. 1978 (hereafter cited as Dennis
interview). Avery Friedman, chief counsel. Housing Advocates. Inc.. and
adjunct professor of housing. Cleveland state University. telephone
interview, Jan 17. 1978 (hereafter coed as Friedman telephone interview),
Betty liveber, executive director, the Open Housing Center, interview in
Nevi York. N Y , Dec 19. 1977. and Wins Rovner. former Assistant U s
Attoyney. telephone interview. Jan 17. 1978 (hereafter cited as Rovner
mterview)
.4' Frank Schwells. Chief. !lousing and Credit Section, Civil Rights
Division, Department of Justice, interview, Dec 11, 1977 (hereafter cited
as Dee, 11, 1977, Schwelbjritervtew)
"
" Walter Gorman. Deputy Chief,.F fet sing and Ciedit Section. Civil
Rights Divnam.bepartment of Justice. telephone interview. Sept 20, 1978
()wrestler cited as Sept 20. 1978, (iorman telephone interview) As of Sept
20, 1978. the Credit subsecrkm had a staff of eight attorneys, including a
Section Deputy -It wu anticipated that ninth attorney position would be
filled shortly Attorneys in the Credit subsection work on both mortgage
credit I. Aell and other consumer credit anises No attorney is assigned to a
particular credit area on a permanent bun !bid
" An altefnative approach suggested by the Ses non Chief for increasing

fair housing resources would be to give selected U S Attorneys
specific cavil rights and fair housing related responsibilities this idea offer)
theyotential for having invratigative and litigative resources available hi

Urban Development administrative enforcement
authority with respect both to individual complaints
and complaints brought on the. Secretary's, own
initiative. These provisions would almost certainly
lead to an increase in litigation responsibilities at the
Department 'of Justice, since the Dep'artment of
Justice is directed by' H.R. 3504 to litigate on HUD's
behalf to enforce HUD subpenas," obtain compli-
ance with final HUD administrative orders," and ,
secure prompt preliminary judicial relief where
appropriate."

R. 7787,35 the other fair housing bill, would
ostensibly grant HUD litigationauthority. However,
inasniuch as the bill does not amend Section 811(g)
of .Title VIII: which requires the Department of
Justice to conduct all` litigation brought by or on
behalf of the Secretary of HUD, H.R. 7787 would in
effect establish the Department of Justice as the
Federal Goverrime4t's. fair housing enforcement
agency not only for selected pattern and practice
cases, but for individual complaints as well.

Nevertheless, the Assistant Attorney General has
stated:

We do not believe that the litigation which
would be filed under these proposals would
increase the number of suits brought in federal
courts. Conceivably, it could, over time, reduce
the number of complaints by increasing the
Secretary's credibility and effectiveness in
negotiation."

The Assistant Attorney General added:

the field on a permanent basis Frank Schwelb. Chief. Housing and Credit
Section. Civil Rights Division, D2partment of Justice. and Joel Selig.
Deputy Chief, Housing and Credit Section. Civil Rights Division.
Department of Justice, Interview, Sept. 7, 1978 (hereafter cited as Schwelb-
Selig interview) The Section Chief further noted

(Mlator United States Attorney's offices ought to have Lodi rights
units which affirmatively look for and develop cases in the same way
as our Section does. I would only object to system under
which our people would work up Lases but simerme4-Ise would try
them. for we could not then retain attorneys. The pmposal which I
favor would require United States Attorneys to tool civil rights

119cate a specific
ins Thu is, as you

cash high priority, for they would be retiuir
percentage of their budget for civil rights
know, a general view of mine rather than a fi nr,ipecific proposal.
and I know of. no CrVII Rights Div QII it St welh
memorandum, p.5 7,r ') '

Title of R 3504, commonly known an the Awiti..44-1)rinan hilt. was
introduced in early 1977 Title I of the bill addresdigtlaiisstie$ impfo
fair employment enforcement by granting adifillustrative enforceme
authority to the FAtual Employment Opportunit y ComirifssiOn. "..-
" tee sec. 810002(d) of the bill

See.sec 811(b) or the bill.
" Sec arc. 41 I(d)of the bill
" was introduced by Rep (ilrifysSpelltdsn h Jiffs* 11 1977
" Days statement. p

it '7) C

A.
l+ eft

a;

4

#r.
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can say that I believe we have the organiza-
tion and the capability in the Department of
Justice to handle'any court litigation ancillary
to administrative proceedings, and the increased
attorney strength necessary, while depending
on the volume of matter referred, would
probably be-slight. ";.

The view of,the Assistant' Attorney General that
additional staff reisouiceS,wthidlanvot,be required
even if new enforcement, authority were created by
the passage.of,either H.R. 3504 or H.R. 7787 is not
consistent with the findings oltithis Commission. His
position appear to be base. d on the assumptiOn that
knowledge of enforcement authority at HUD will,
in and oneself, prove'rove sufficient tci, motivate rap°. n-
dent's to come into compliance ugh conciliates).

-The Section Chisi has stated:

. .

It is my. view and, I`think, the DivNion's, that if
HUD is gra,nted enforcement authority, and if
that authority is used.to sue recalcitrant respon-
dents, such responk,es will have a greater
incentive to be reason'lle thr they do under
current law."

The e,orp .. 'ence, however, leads to a
contrary haveallbserved time mid
agar! that

f
nforcement authority alone,-i°without capability to make use of

such a much the same-result as no
enforce at all. With sit regular en-
forceMe nse of sec city iCcreated
among y conclude that whatever
the law c likelihood of being sued is
so low t in their interest tai make major
concessio r to come into c9inpliance.1110e
Section as observed that, 4the Commission.
may also bet red time, if the amendments are-

isnacted, and tia/e represent FJU and if a violater
Alen refuseS clod of suit will

not tibe lOW it all.:'"- In t %, flbas assurance,
however, the ComniissiOn d nbeful that

1514 increased litigation by the
without 0 concommitant inc ,

" Ibid.
" Schwelb memorandum, p 5
" See U.S . Comotasson
Enforrement Vast-11977,
Sequel (1977), p. 197 (her
Disrrinisinaiion: A Sequelp. Also,

B. Organization
The Section is divided into two subsectionS,.

Housing and, Credit. Althou'gh assighments can vary
according to workload, it has been projected that
both subsections will be about equally staffed with
attorneys." The Credit subsection is responsible for
housing cases involving discrimination in financing
brought under Title VIII and ECOA, as well as
other types of credit discrimination unrelated to fair
houLing. The Section also has an Enforcement- Unit,
which. is a separate unit established for the sole
purpose of monitoring court orders and consent
decrees for-compliance. It is usually staffed with one
to three attorneys working part time in this area, as
well as the majority of the Section's paralegal.
personnel."

Prior to the December 1977 reorganization the
Section had two other specialized units. Ogle was the
Financial Discrimination Unit, created in 1974 to
identify and. litigate credit discrimination cases-
which prior to that time had received inadequate
attention from the Section. The other unit was the
Sex Discrimination Unit, -created in 4974, in
anticipation of the erten en' of the Farr' Hoyiirig
A-ct to over sex. Both of these units wers;stafThd
with two or three lawyers on a full -tinge basis."As a
result of the Decenibee 1977 AiganizatiOn, these
two units have been dissolved. and ,their staff have

`ibeen .assigned :to the Housing 011.4:Credit subsec-
tions." t

III. Work of the HotAilng,anda Qredlt
Section

'A. Objectives
F.

The principal responsibility of theiSectian siaoe its
creation has been to enforce the mandatee-theFair
Housing Act for equal housing oppoitut40.4' ',The
Section's original aim was to establish a li6dy of
Titk VIII case law in the Federal courtatlefining
the.parameters of the ace. The strategy in pursuit of

Was to bring as many significant cases,
ovqring as wide a range of subject matter, in at,

Di, The Federal Civil Rights
Employment Discrimination.. A

picgd u To Eliminate', Employment
triarally the discussion of Federal

contract compluutce enidrcement effops tp U S.. Commission on Civil

To Elimi-
nate

(hereafter cited
t

asEliminate r
Rights, The federal Rights,i4orlement Effort-1974, vol. V, To

liminate Employment Di
Senploymeutt Discrimileation ohaervatums on`ritle VI enforce-

ment efforts in To feeteted Pasha" Financial Assistance.

h2

Schwelb memorandum. p. 6.
" Prank Schwelh. Chief, Housing, and Credit 'Section..Fed Rights
Division. Department of Justice, telephone' interview.. fkug.. 21, 1478
(hereafter cued as Aug.-21; 1978, Schwelb telephone inpriiew)-
" Michael Barrett. Attdrney, Housing -and Credit Sechort, Civil Rights
Division. Department of Justice, interview. fin. 4..1978 (herefrter cited its
Barrett interview).
K. Schwelb attachmegt. pp. 6 1.
"'Aug. 21, 1978, Schwelb telephone into ,View,
". Evert as otherwise indicated, the material In section111 of this
is derited from the Schwnlbsttachment.

for
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many geo hie. areas as possible. The Section
reports wring the first several years after Title
VIII w

4/0104'

te4. it developed litigation48 in almost
every aphic area and filed and concluded
actio .r,...nsiseitie of the largest real estate firms in
major '1114ropolitan areas throughout the United
States

Ac mg to the Section Chief, this litigation
ser develop a number of legal doctrines of
subs impOrtance. Notable among these doc-
trirrA (1) the existence of a duty on the part of
defer tints' to-taie afTita steps to correct the
e cts

lk

paatAiscrirrlidati " and (2) the standing
nite"..4 St' i s to sue several defendants

4 in. the sa
papr'n a

Aatot indiy uall
a ncaev
.00/1

princiiiks
discruninati-
individyal.
li,shing 0'01e/carious liability of principals for the
M4`4tory acts of their agents.49

.%11lhe participation of the Housing and
SeCtion in private. litigation (where the

ed 'States was not actually a party) has been
Wnificant in the develOpment of precedents con-

cerning.standing, standards of liability under the act,
rdansages, and counsel fees, all of which have made it

easier for private litigants to secure the rights
afforded them by the act.'".' A prirriary example of
the Section's involvement in private litigation. is

" Some mf the law' ills:he S(.01,1 hal 11( Ipt1 l tior and thr ..awS 1.10111
which these result, eittanated include. as lest Wird by the Department

United States s Hunter, 49 I 2ti zttS (4th Cir 19721, 4,1
dented 409 I 41 4141 19721 In this ase the iurt of appeals held clot
Title VIII suit, n it only against perS(41. Who plat
di, t rimulatory 41serivierrientv but also agasust the newspapers that
print them I he mitt 41%41 held that he, anise dirt riminatory
advertise:fatal, were -pure cornmer lal iondut t- rather than an
exchange of ideas. prohibition of such activity 11141 not VI(latr the
first nor the fifth amendment Schwelh anal hrnent

United Slates v American Institute 11" Real Estate Appraisers
(AIRF,A I. et , PEI f OH Rptr . pant 11.218 (N I) III 19771 This
cage, develi Ted by the.Section's Financing Ilnit, helped remedy the
practice of-liatirirninatory iippraisal standards whit h lead to racial
redlining. SChwelb attachment

Laufman v Oakley Building and Loan ( ompany, 408 f Supp
489 IS r) Ohl, i,ohi in this case 11.01,h t court adopted the
amumw.ptenition qLthi= Sedans when it helcl That racial redlining by a
lending institution NeolAtti. thr Fair flonsing At It onstiluti,
diacrumnation in rinancing 'haled, inn Fai e as it unities hiiiising
unasdable to in:donne', and it interferes with tht statutory right lu
equal Ipostrig impcirtimity Schwelti attachrnynl

Utfited Stairs v Prudential Saslow% and I tian,,( A No (
124 (t) I 'tahland I 'rifted State, v Jefferson Mortgage Cnrpinatii
( A Nn 76 11(.94 (1) N I 1 I he settlements obtained by the Si, 'm

eographic area as part of a
tice es en 'Where no defendant
ed in a pattern and practice

e defendants had not acted in
ally, the Section established
ing a pattern and practice of
ut evidence of large numbers of

ents of discrimination and for estah-

Trafficante Metropolitan LiJe Insurance Co.. " the
first case brought under the act to reach the United
States Supreme Court. In this case the Court upheld
the standing of incumbent black and white tenants to
sue a landlord for discrimination against nonwhite
applicants on the ground that the conduct of the
landlord interfered with their opportunities for
interracial association. This was the position ad-
vanced by the Section in its arnicus brief.

By early 1.97-1, however, the Section leadership
had determined that: "the tittle' had come for some
revision of our emphases and priorities. The goal of
creating a presence in most parts of the country had
largely been accomplished."" Efforts were then
made to address specifically the need for more
litigation in areas of housing discrimination previ-
ously underemphasized, including discrimination in
financing and sex discrimination." These areas of
concern were approached in part by the creation of
the special units for financing and sex discrimination
discussed in part II of this chapter.

B. Targeting and Case Selection

1. General

Complaints may he filed directly with the Depart-
ment by private citizens or may he referredvto the
Department by other Federal agencies, State and
local agencies, or private civil rights and fair
housillu groups." Investigations into possible pat-
terns of discrimination are in some cases difficult for
the Department to c ( v ct In'ce, prior to the1

initiation of a court pro ceding,the Department
lacks subpena power under Title VIII. The Section

in thew- faxes helped eradicate unlawful sex-based credit criteria not
only in the institutions charged. but also throughout the lending
industry the cases wet e% Joint effort of the Finance and Sex
Disc rimination Units, discussed supra Warren Denn)i, former
Ilriiiing A n A (.71-dit Section Senior Attorney, Finance Discrimina-
tion Unit, telephone interview, Aug 21, 1978

Uriiild States v West Peachtree I enth Corp , 417 f 2d 211 (5th Cu
1971)

" United States v f1obLawreni r Realty Co 474 F 2d:111 (5th Or 1971),
cert. denied, 414 U 1i 1426 (19711

" Iltuted States v Refit/0k h. P fl F. 0 H Rptr par. 11,167 (S I) 'Ala.
1974 affd, 467 f: 2d 1497 (1th Cir 1972) -

'° Seri, e g , Fair Housing Counc.11 of Bergen County v f:..aat Bergen
County Multiple Listing Service, 442 I. Supp 1(171 JD N J. 1976), Marr v
Rife. 101 F 2d 71110th ()I, 1974), arid Parker v Shonfeld, 409 F Supp 876
IN I) Calif 19760Z

409 V S 2O1 (177;
" Schwelb attac hment, p 6
" I he passage of the nal Cr eilitDprawt unity Act and the ffiiusinlk and
(Ornrhunity Develo -., I Act of 1974 were largely resporlaible for

the

using the Se, lion ,h)er.IIV e.I sidle 1974 SI. h we lh attachment
" Waller Dorman and Charles Iferwit, Deputy Section Chiefs, Housing
and ( reifit Set non, Civil Rights Division. Department of Justice,
interview, Nov 14, 1977

() 1



Chief has stated trim, "our lack of general subpoena
power has- not .been a major problem in housing
cases, except in racial redlining and other lending
discrimination cases.""

To maximize its outreach capability in uncovering
possible litigation targets,the Sectioi has relied
upon public and private sources of information
outside the Federal Government as well as upon
other Federal agencies in gathering sufficient evi-
dence to initiate litigation. The Section Chief noted,
that, "We have tried hard to obtain information from
HUD, the Department of Defense, and other
agencies, and have consistently urged HUD to be
more forthcoming."" To facilitate this information
gathering process, Section attorneys sometimes
travel to regions of the country that are assigned to
them geographically on a permanent basis. These
trips are specifically designed, to enable the Section
to conduct exploratory investigations into possible
discrimination, IA making contact with local public
and private fairs4housing and civil rights agencies,
groups, and organizations.51. Section attorneys also
deliver speeches throughout the country explaining
the rights protected by, fair housing legislation and in
the course of this educational effort often uncover
evidence of housing discrimination." Unfortunately,
these trips are often subject to the exigencies of-a
limited travel budget, particularly near the end of a
fiscal year."

2. Testing and Data Collection
It is especially important that the Section, ciperat-.

ing as it does with very 'United staff and budgetary

Schwelb memorandum, p 6
" Dad p 7 '
" Frank Schwelh, Chief, Housing and Credit Section, Civil Rights
Division, Departnient of Justice, interview, Feb 16, 1978 (hereafter cited as
Feb '16, 19711 Schwelb interview),
" Schwelh attachment, p 6 The Section Chief added

I would like to note that we have gone to great pains iii inform
the public about the meaning of the At The Prentice-Hall Equal
Housing Opportunity Reporter ---a necessity for all fair housing
practitioners contains detailed analysis of the Act which I
personally prepared PHFO If Rptr p 2151 My staff and I have
lectured with great frequency &twat the country to all varieties of
groups and agencies atiom the meaning o( the Act, the case law
under it, and related matters, a pant recognized by the Commission
staff m its draft. Finally, we see to it that all new decisions are
reported us Prentice Hall, and we have a wide Mailing list for our
press releaser- Schlott) memor sadum, pp. 16

" Judith Wolf, attorney, Appellate 'Section.' Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice, formerly assigned to She lionsino and Credit
Section, interview, Jan 3, 1978 (hereafter cited as J Wolf into/view) Jan
20, 1978, Schwelh interview. 1 /Th.

For example, a blpck utter and a white tester will each go to(a broker
and ask to see hornet in a particular price range Roth "clients" will indicate
the same incomes, family size, and type of house preferred If the broker
shows the white tester homes in predominantly white nrigehorhoods,

64

resources, maximize its investigative efforts where
they will be most likely to produce litigation. In
some respects, such as with the temporary creation
of the Sex and Finance discriminatiou units cited
earlier, the Section has demonstrated gobd irjanage-
ment and sound resource allocation. These effort
increased' litigation in the desired areas' However,
the Housing and Credit Secit,,ion has been unable to
make adequate use of two investigative tools that are
potentially of great value in uncovering systemic
housing discrimination. These tools are "testing"
and the collection and use of regularly reported
data. I

"Testing" or "checking" involves the gathering of
evidence by placing a majority-group and a minori-
ty- group representative, each with identical creden-
tialssuch as income, family size, and preferences.for housingin the same posture vis-a-vis a suspect-
broker, builder, or lender. If the treatment received
by the minority-group member differs from that .",..,

afforded the majority group member, housing dis-
crimination can often be established."

Although the Department of Justice has made use
of. evidence gathered by private testing organiza-
tions' its litigation°' and has defended th practice
when performed by outside testing,gr s," it has
not yet chosen to utilize its.own resources for this
investigative technique. Ina lengthy and detailed
memorandum the Chief of the Housing and Credit
'Section "argued that thiS practice is an appropriate
and badly needed tool in fair housing enfqrcement""
and does not constitute entrapment."

while directing the black tester to homes in predominantly black
neighborhotals, unlawful racial steering may hic attributed to the broker
"' See. United States v Youritan Construction Corp , 370 F Supp 643
(N D Cal 1973), modified on other grminds and affd. 504 F 2d 623 (9th Cu
197S)

" See, Northside Fealty Associates v Chapman, 411 F Supp 1195 (N D.
Oa 1976), United States v State of Wisconsin, 395 IF. Supp 742 (N D Wm
1971)

" Frank F. Schwelb, Chief, Housing and Credit ties ion, Civil Rights
Ihvision, Department of Justice, ..Fair Housing Testing -What Should the
Department dor chicussion paper. January 19711 (hereafter cited as
Schwelh paper)
" The Commission has studied the question Of testing and has also
concluded that it ts not entrapment:41w Commission found

It tiKlear from the relevant tau law that testing is not entrapment_
In Ter v United slaw. 37A.Llb 427 (1961) the court held that the...

J,,ondrict ofoi,oveininent informer cannot be entraPrnenr simply al
because he creates a favorahle opportunity for the defendant ..to

vivwlmeaite law 'rbc sAwSawn ew. to conclude that '
in &Types of raw antroirtnent, particularly with respect to

matters inrilying certInhyites of regulatory statutes, it is often
..difTicojt f u r the _river-nth t30 get evidence, and government agents.
may properly, artayothout vtolating the law. or their duty, take such
steps its make it possible to 71;l1CUre evidence even though such steps
involve their own participation, provided that their participation is



The Section Chief concluded that there are three
alternatives for using testing. The first rt to use
evidence gathered by private testers, which was the
Departme'nt's posture as of mid-1978. The second is
to actively encourage private testing and to direct
such activity toward, targets identified by the
Section. The third alternative is to use Federal
Government resources directly in testing. The
memorandum favors the last alternatiVe, noting that
the open use and defense of the practice by the
Department is preferable to encouraging private

since the practice often subjects private
organizations to litigation that they do not have the
resources to defend.°5 However, notwithstanding
the apparently favorable attitude prevailing in the.
Department since 1973, as of July 1978 the use of,
testing still had not been authorized as an investiga-
tive device to fie employed by Federal personnel."
The Section Chief responded as follows:

Testing is a Very complicated subject on Which
reasonable people may differ, and I respect the
Commission staffs right to a viewpoint differ-
ent from my own. The staffs basic criticism
appears to be that the Department has not
heretofore employdd testers to do investigative
work on its behalf. I agree that we should do so
if possible, and we have'devoted -some time to
making this proposal a reality. Perhaps we
should have done it faster and better, as the staff
suggests. Nevertheless, I do think that our
overall record in this important area is an
affirmative one."

The utility of regularly reported statistics in
discerning patterns of-discrimination has been well
demonstrated by the experience of the Equal

not a deliberate temptation to men of ordinary firmness, provnled
that they do not cause crime to be. conimitted to, someone who
does not haye the criminal disrxioution to commit that crime 171 U S
427. 41h Frederick D Dorsey. Assistant General Counsel, U S
Commusion on Civil Rights, memorandum to Louis Nunez, Acting
Staff Director, U 5 Communion on Civil Rights, July 7, 1978

the pontoon in dna memorandum WWI adopted by the Commis:61'm at ita
meeting on July 11, 1978

Schwelh paper, pp 9 11
" The importance of testing Pi further dm:waled in chapter I of this report

The Section ,Chief further noted
I believe that the Commiinum shOuld consider the following

lid We have eliminated nti-testing laws or ordinances in .the
State of Wm:0mm and in four cities (Upper Arlington; Ohio, San
Antonio, Texas. Milwaukee, WIll0,1111n; and Madison, Wiaclinsin) I

.

know of no such laws or ordinances anywhere elle
(13/ We have been in'th'e forefront of theitigation involving

testmg,have encouraged responsthlt use:of the pract(ce in our piddle
statements, and have guidad fair housing groups in effective
techniques through interviews in their publication' and through
exteninve contacti

le) We have encouraged private testing whine wr have been
muted this the testers art smiler of the posaihle consequent es

Employment Opportunity Commission in enforcing
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964." The
Housing and Credit Section has itself made use Of
statistical evidence in proving many of its major'
cases. However, whereas the Civil Rights Division's
Employment Section routinely has access to data in
developing its cases," the Housing and Credit
Section does not, since Title VIII makes no
provision for data collection. Nevertheless, although .
Department representatives have testified at sqme
length on proposals to amend Title VIII, to date
they have made no recommendation to add a data
collectprovisiOn to the Fair Housing Act." The
SectioAThief has observed:

°[H]owever, we suggested to HUD several years
ago that an appropriate regulation be consid-
ered by that agency. In connection with
proposed legislation, I suggest that one,.has to
consider both the feasibility of such a proposal
and its relative importance as, compared with
other suggested revisions gf present law,. In my
view, proposals to provide HUD with enforce-
ment power and to authorize the United States
to seek compensation for individuals, which
'the Attorney General] suppOrted in [his]
testimony, are more important than racial data
collection. Personally, I believe that a dispas-
sionate study should be made as to whether the
information gained by such a . requirement
would justify the burden to all concerned."

The Commission and the Sect continue't9 differ
on the advisability of data collection for identifying
housing discrimination. In June 1.978 Chairman
Arthur Flemming, testifying for the Commission--__ -,)

(d) We have sought assistance from the Department of Defense
a

to provide manpower for testing
(e) We have worked with HUD in connection with the

nationwide FIUDNCD11 audit and have inikated investigations of
the practices of more 'hall 100 subject,' as a result 4 that audit

(f) We have placed tprovisions for testing in number of our
Ilsrecent consent d .rees ''

(g) We have supported the standing of residents' of Municipal-
ities affected by rutal steering who have tented ;he practices of real
estate companies to sue them under the Act. Set, e g the Solicitor

'Zieneral's recent Supreme Courfarnicubnef in Glailtione Realtor! v
Village of Rellmxtd,'No 77- 1943, filed September 8, 1978 ,

It is not easy to find federal personnel to conduct tenting, hut, as I
have indicated. we are trying More important, we Have investigated
the results of hundreds of "tests"iand many of our *Les have heen
based upon them Schwelb memorandum, pp 8 9 -

" Title VII permits 1:1.:(X: to require 'employers subject to that title to,
submit data on the,numhers of minorities and women in theit,pork forces
42 I./ S C §2(110e 11(c)(SupP V 19751
" -fhe Employment Section, by agreement with FEOC, is provided access
to these rewords on request ,.
" Schwelh -Selig interview
" Schwelh memorandum. p 9



ikt lirbefore the House Judl C'ommittee on H.R.
3504, stated: l ;

In the course of the Commission's many years
of evaluating Federal civil rights investigative
efforts we have found time and again that the
existence of adequate data is essential if there is
to be an effective investigation into the root
causes ordiseriminatory r5attenig and practices:
We therefore urge most strongly that the bill be,
modified to include,- uthorization enabling
HUD to require recor. eping and record
retention and reporting by t 'ose subject to the
Act's prohibitions. HUD should be empowered
to establish specific standards acid reporting
provisions, by regulation, for builders, brokers,
sellers, lenders, and others affected by Title

1.-yiVII

The Department as, moreover, failed to make1;

sufficient use of su h data as is available, for
targeting fair housing ases. The Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act (HMDA), enacted ,in 1976, requires
certain regulated mortgage lending institutions to
collect and. maintain data on their mortgage loans by
census tract. The act specifies tlfat this inf rmation is
to be made available to the public." DA data
could be valuable to I& Section in tar ting lending
.institutions that appear to be redlining. The Section.
Chief commented:

data, we v.ere unable to develop proof of any
violations."

The Section coult ever, make greater use of
HMDA data for targeting if it used these data in
conjunction with other available racial;, ethnic, and
sex data, such as those required under ECOA." The:-
Federal Reserve Board, which was vested with
responsibility for issuing regulations to implement
ECOA, did so with the promulgation of "Regulation
B."1. Regulation B requires lenders subject to

.ECOA to request and maintain data on the race, sex,
national origin, age, and marital status., of ldan
applicants." Although the Department has in some
instances gaMed access to Regulation B data in
cooperaTion with the Federal financial regulatory t
agencies . for investigative purposes, and has, on
occasion, reviewed HMDA data after investigations
had been commenced, it has never utilized either
HMDA or Regulation B data for targeting purpos-
es." The Section Chief added the following observa-
tions:

While th e staff is correct in stating that HMDA
fecords are available to the public and, there-
fore, to us, the Regulation B materials are not.
In fict our efforts to obtain from agencies
specific facts covered by Regulation B have
largely been unsuccessful. Each of the agencies-' . asked has permitted us to inspect its examina-The Section uses HMDA information in focus- tion reports, bill these papers usually do noting itVattention on banking problems. However, have the detailed documentation ' needed . towe have so far relied on studies which analyze determine whether a lawsuit should be'brought.HMDA ata and we do not yet have a, Only the Federal Home Loan Bank Board staffprogram flpr systems ally gathering this infor- has actively assisted us irf securing specific facts.mation. 0 r reason for not _placing greater needed for our investigations, and that agency isemphasis on HMDA statistics is t these" the only one which has allowed Justice Depart-reports only disclose the locati where sans ment attorneys seeking evidence of violations tohave been made, but do not 1. requests for., /accompany its examiners."lOans for any particular a or for the

institution as a whole. I mig add that we 3. Areas Inadequately Targeted
expended a huge, amount f resou ces investii, A number of' types of cases require greatergating the practices of era in th ,,,

Washington, D.C. area is ere aftention by the,fousing and Credit Section.m
brought to our attentioil i ting trat very Included in this category are cases involving
few home loans were made i -C., especially .,. discriminatory zoning,. cases ill which riersons of
east of 'Rock Creek Park. Df the statistical Hispanic origin, are identified as the victimiz.ed class,

" Flemming statement t. / " Sept. 20, 1,978, tiorman telephone interview Mr Gorman expressed,. See 12 U S C iii 21103 and 1.111 (1476) I'm. more ontliMDA. see the view that seeking access to Regulation b dati frit targeting MI tchipter 1 of this ieport .

a
tionitituie "improper use" of the 1)epartment'l Investigative autho '''.i ." Schwelb memorandum,memorandum, p. 10 .. , o

" The Federal Deposit insurance Corporation, fyr esrple.:bas
its itaetlit 40 utilize these data in thti' fashion iit its retlentli
regulations.' See the chapter on the,FedetalfMantlial re,gulatttry,
for further discussion * ,, , , o '

. i iabsent information suggesting a violation of law !bid, ' c'trd . IThGSection Chief added, . ,
f.ished " Kt this unit the Regulation li 'data islsonty rivailittle if, we-hly

ties,' , alieady;focuied An institution as a "targd," and I agree that 't ii
moret&pmpita' til to use our limited stafT vo investigate the act'. 12 C.P.R. II 202 (1977}, as amendtnt by 42 Fed Reg 1.242 -12,63 (1977). . ti tifthrisk !enact io to whom we have At-me evidence of EC()

", 12 C P R. II 202 11 Set chapter 1 for more detailed discussion of F.CDA ,. 4 Fair Dousing Ac( problems. Schwelb memorandum, p 10
and Regulation fi . . $.triwelb memorandum, pp. 4-10. o

. .
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cases alleging sex discrimination, and fair housing
cases on any basis brought pursuant to ECOA or the
Housir% and COmmunityDevelopment Act of 1974.
In early 1978 the priorities of the Section were
delineated as encompassing three major areas:
exclusionary zoning, discrimination in the financing
of-housing, and sex discrimination in both housing
and credit." These Priorities are, a positive step
toward improving .the Section's targeting.

Through February 1978 the Section had filed suit
or intervened on behalf of the .plaintiffs in only a
small number of cases where exclusionary zoning
was at issue." The limited activity in this area has in
part been attributed to political restraints placed on
the Department during the early years of the Nixon

,administration." According to the Section Chief,
there was considerable controversy during the
Nixon administration as to what Federal policy
regarding exclusionary zoning cases should be.
President Nixon publicly expressed his opposition to
forced economic integration of the subufbs." Ad-
ministration resisflice delayed the filing of the Black
Jack case" for almost a year after the Section
proposed to file suit." Indeed, the suit was filed only
2 days prior to the testimony of the Attorney
General before the U.S. Commission on,Civil Rights
on the efforts of the Departdknt in enforcing Title
VIII" A delay also ensued regarding the' Section's
proposed suit against the city cfc-Parma, Ohio." The
Section Chief noted that other Toning cases devel-
oped by the Section were held updue to uncertain-'
ties as to.adintriiiiTaTion policy; by the time the
constraints mposed'. by the administration had been
removed, some of these cases had become' moot(
Moreover,lheSeetion's pjoposals for -anticus panic
"'Jan. 20, 1971, clIwelb interview,
" Frank E. 'Schwelb, Chief, Housing add Creiat Section, Civil Rights
Division. Department of Justice, letter to Cynthia N. Orme, Assistant Staff
Director for Fedrral Evaluation, U.S: Cominission on Civil Rights, Feb.
22..1978. p. 7 (hereafter cited ss Feb. 22, 1978, Schwelb letterV

Ibid. . .

See Statement by the President on Federal Policies Relative to Equal
Housing Opportunity, June II. 1971.
" United States City of Black rack. 508 Irld 117918th Cir. 1974), cert.
denied, 422 U.S. 1042 (1973). The DtPallnient of Justice described Buck
Jack ss follows,

to this famous case, which made its way to the Nut0u-Ehrlichman
44pes duringlhe period when the *kite House delayed its Ming for
several months, the Court of Appeisls held that St. Louis suburb'
had violated dm Pair Housing Act when it incorporated as city and
revised its ruing, laws to exclude furthir apartment construe-
awe *.The Court, in landmark decision, held thatdiscriminato-
ry aelinj actions are covered by the air Housing At in' that they
make housing unavailable because dir race and interfere with tl)e
eieziOie of rights protected by the Act., . .The Court considered
the nonracMlpistifIcations presented by Black Jack in support of its
actions and held that Black Jack had failed to drove that its.actions

s'

ipation in several major lawsuits were rejected by
then Solicitor General Bork." These impediments
were compounded by the fact that in January 1973,
HUD Placed a virtual moratorium on federally.-
supported, ,low- and moderate-income housing
construction programs. The Section Chie'N2oted:

The HUD "freeze", based as it was on the
former Administratidn's emphatically stated
views that the FHA-236 and related programs
were failures, also made it virtually impossible

`for this Department to attack as racially
discriminatory a municipality's opposition to
projects designed to be built under such
programs."

Similar prOcures no longer prevent the fili
zoning cases," and there are signs that Section
activity in this area is increasing. In mid-1978, the
Section was participating as amine in a major
zoning case involving HUD. The Section Chief has
stated:

Recently, however, things have-changed. Un-
der the new Administration, we filed a brief
amicus .eurieie supporting a decision below for
plaintiffs in.. Resident Advisory Board v. Rizzo,
$64: Fid 126 -(3rd Cir.. 1977), petition for cent ,

pending, even though ,HUD had been a defen-
dant in the case. This constituted an important
shift in policy. While I cannot be certain, I do
not anticipate the kinds of policy restrictions in
the new Adininistration which ;vete imposed by
Mr. Bark, and earlier by the White House."

As further evidenbe of recently increasing activity
in this area, the Section Chief-supplied the Vowing
tformation:

.reeved these asserted justifications. The*United States had previously
Ned an (infirm, brief in Pack Mew Height, v City of Black Jack' 467
Fa 1208 (8th Cir.'1973), in which the Court of Appeals upheld Our

ntMition that thckseparate suit against the City hroug,ht by the
n and prospecpve tenants of Park View Heights was

naticiis* and that the plaintiffs had standing tebring it, Schwelb
IV 30.

;" Feb. V. 1 . Schwelb letter, p. 6..
-Illoartag Before the United Slates Comnduionoi Gird Rights. Warningly',

D.C.J.I'die14-17, 1971, p. 968.
ilnitdiStates v. City of Parma, 374 F. Supp. 730 (N.D: Ohnsi1973), Feb.

12, 1971, Schwelb letter, p.
I' Feb. 22, 1978, Schweih letter, pp.. 5.7. Most notably. Section
participation Villtige of Arlington ,Freights v. Metropolitan . Housing
Development 'Corp.. 429 U.S.. 252 (1977), was denied within the'Depart-
ment.
"'Sch.* lb manoranchim,cfr II. The '11411:2367, twogram to which Mr.
Schw refers is 'authorized by the National Housing Act. ss amended in
1968, non 236; Pub. L 90-448, 12 U.S.C. II 1715.
. Feb 22, 1978, Schwelb letter, p. R.
'1bit,
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On April 18; 1978, the United States sued Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan, in connection with. the
blocking of a development to be occupied by
American Indians. In August, 1978, the virtual-
ly all-white Village of Milford, Ohl° reversed
its pOor refusal to allow an integrated develop-
ment to tie in to its sewer line after our Section,
armed with a ,signed complaint, advi'sed city
authorities of our intent 4o sue... . .We have
also devoted substantial manpower to similar
controversies in Raleigh, North Carolina;
Greenville, South CarOlina;, Arlingtbn, Massa-'
chusetts; Arvada, Colorado; Dayton, Ohio; St.
Bernard, Ohio: Henrico County, 'Virginia;
Waterbury, Connecticut; Dunk*, New York;
and elsewhere. In some of these cases (Raleigh,
Dayton, Arlington, Henrico County) our inves-
tigation showed no segregative impact; the
others 'remain active and of high priority."

The Section Chief hig', however, also stated that:

these cases do not grow on trees, and it is
unrealistic to anticipate dozens of them. More-
over, while we have done very well in court in
these cases, they seldom result in the housing
actually being built, for developers, put off by
the delays which a coutt fight engenders, tend
to:change their plans..

.. .

Indeed, the protracted and complex nature of
zoning litigation makes it extremely difficult for
peivate citizens' and private fair housing-. groups to
11,1114g such cases. Yet such suits offer long term ,

potential for opening more of the Nation's communi-
ties to integrated low- and moderate- income hous-
ing. Thud, there continues to be a great need for the
Federal Government, which haS the staying power,
te. prosecute such suits forcefully.

The Section's efforts to identify and Jitigate casei
involving housing discrimination against Hispanics
have been largely urouccarful in spite of eliTorts by
the Section to uncover such cases." In 1970 the
Section etas reViewed by the Civil Rights Division,
and it war; suggestedthat the Section should place
greater emphasis on complaint of discrimination
" Schwelb memorandum, pp. III. 12.

" Feb 22, 1971. Schwelb letter, p. 1.
" Noteithatanding the relative dearth of complidrits of liousingdiscomina-

'1 thin from persons of- Hispanic origin, s number of studies 10)
komnession indicate that this minority group do face serious liou'fig
problems: See U S . Commission on Civil Rights. Wary Years After Brasov
(1977), -pp 139-61, see sdso, U S Communion on Civil Rights, Scria/, i`
Indicaron of Eqsallay For MInoNUp and Women, (197$), pp 67-55
ie Dec 13,19'77, Sfhwelb interview
" 1 Wolf inKrview
°' Martin Hareliblat, forme4 tIoustlig and Credit Section attorney, CivEli
Rights' -Division, Department of 'Justice. telephone interview, Dec
1477
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against Hispanics.'° However, few Hispanic com-
plaints were filed with the Sectiion, and thus in 1973
the Civil Rights Division developed a task force.
which included an Hispanic attorney from the
Housing Section, to focus on. locating such comp-
laints." In 1975 a Section attorney spent several
Weeks-on an exploratory investigation in the South-.
west, but the few complaints uncovered could not be
substantiated."

.In addition to these efforts, the Section 'maintains
contact with more than 100 Hispanic civil rights
organizations in the country so that these organiza-
tions will refer complaints of discrimination to the
Section." One of these organizations, the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, has
referred some complaints to the Section. but. Title
VIII violations could not be substantiated." The net
result of all of these efforts has been that the Section
has only filed about a dozen. cases which have
charged housing discrimination against Hispanics or
which have- even benefited Hispanics'indirectly
including them in the class of persOns forrwhich
relief was °Stained.'"

In the ,hew of the Section Chief, an -explanation
for the low .number of Hispanic complaints may be
that the Hispanic community focuses more on issues
related to the criminal justice system than on
housing. 101 It es his impression that Hispanib civil
rights groups are not as' organized to identify and '

eliminate, housing discrimination as are black and
female civil rights grOups. 1-7:e speculates that

,

'individual; group members thus' may receive less
counsel and 'direction for filing housing discrimina-
tion`complaints.

It should be noted that in the course of its 10-year
history the Section has attempted td represent 11 ,.411t
minority groups. As the Section Chief notes, cases
have been brought to:

Contest discrimination against 'other non-black
minorities, including Jews, Asians,, American
Indians, Iranians, Pakistanis, South Americans,
and others. . .. Important recent developments

" ,Parrett interview, Ian. 4, 197$ "
"a Dec. 13, 1977, Schwelb interview.
011 Ito of the cased' referred to discrimination against Pueito Rican by
New York' landlords controlling tens of liciusarith of apartment until.
Schwelb atiachment, pp .13714.
'" Prank EJSChwelb, cinfritioSsing ABA, Credit Sectione Civil Rights° ,

Cepartment ItoliCe.Artephfne interilew, Sept. '12, 1971. It
should anoted thit the Siphon Chief imptussiged that these views were
essentially subjective impressions, deriy,pd from his own obserVatiess in 10
Yet,as Sechem Chief and from personal contacq with colleagues, friends
in ilispanic community, and Hisphnicorpnixasjons.



involving non -black minorities which have
;Occurred since the iconimission, -.,staff ap-
proached us include Uniied StateiV.Apa,rtnient
Computerized Pinders. Inc., C.A. 116...78.0222-
D,,(W.D., Okla. 1978) .-(discrimination against,
Arabs and Iranians. . -.and an important investi-
gation in Colorado which present,s an interest-
ing of Espinoza v. Farcz)i Mfg. Co:,
414.N.S. 86 (1973) to discrimination ',against

including Iranians, Arabs,- and Latin-
Ainericans.10f `

As of early 1978 the Housing and Credit Section
hid not initiated any cases- pUrsuant to the Housing
andv.-cpMinurfity Development Act of 1974.2°3
Similarly,;. although the Section had. brought mort -'

.

gage credit litigation pursuant to Title it was
nor. until 197 that.- it filed any housing finance
discriminatior? cases .pursuant toCOA. The See-
tion Chief informed the CommisiOn:

We have so far brought three additional .Suits
involving alleged discrimination in credit dur-
ing 197 (vivo of them-- involVed., reSidential

and will probably file a fourth this week
consent, decree), and a fifth Within a feW

.' weeks .4.',Sixth, based on a referral. from FTC, oaf
expec in the very. near future: We. are'.alio
heavily tO insurance redlining problems.'°'

It appears thatlitigation . by _the Section cou14 be
increased under both of these statutes if coordinationC

. efforts between. the.the Department of Justice, on the'
one-hand, and HUPP" °and the Federal financial
regulatory' agencies,' on the other, were improved,
particularly with respect to .the, referral of cases.

It' should be hoted, hoWevet,-that: the Section is
not dependent on referrals froM these agencies in
order to litigate under these two statutes. Each law.

k
5,chwelb memorandum p. 12. incing the curlier cases. identified by the

Section involving other minorty:groupare .

-Squat v. Tilden Oens. (3.17'e) acooPerative
apartment allegedly excluded Jews). .

United Stales v. Patin Beach Listing Service AD. "Fla.) (Ipluple
hating service allegedly excluded Jews)

, United States v. Household Finance Corp. P.H417.3.H. Rpti. pars.
18,001 (N.D. Ill. 1972) (lendirig discrimination against. Atherican
I ndiana relief for sheen and rot Hispanics) ..
'United Stater v. Barrows t Walt= (D. Conn.)4multidettmchMt suit

.

Vatted States'v. Colony Deir,elopers..Inc, (ED. Va./ (diAinheasin
against Aistanwon acceitint'of "appearance"; monetary relict)

,,'United States v. Ditmai (clacrindnatimi against .variops nationalities.
including Liman. and Psraguayan*).
Wald States 0'.'Wes4side Building GO, 312 F.-Supp, 148 (C.D:

.

.04975) (9111144'Aiirrnmeasinon Wheat Japanese Anieripai, Schwelb
latartmen< p. 14.

Musing and Community Developinene Act of 1974, Pub. 1...,43,3113,
Aug 22.1974, 633 (codified in 21nattered seetkms of 42 U.S.C.):
'"' Seethe discussion of these cams earlier in this chapter.

Schwelb memorandum, p. 14.'.11'e Section Chief identified the

I9ans),
(with

involved Puerto RicansaitWellma

providts the Attorney General with independent
litigation authority in pattern and practice cases."

With regard to the issue of interagency coordina-r
tion, the Section Chief stated:

.
It 'remains true today that our Section has not
brought any eases under the Hotising and
Community Development Act of 1974: The fact
is hOWever, that we have made efforts through
discussions with HUD officials to secure HUD
referrals, of such cases but have been advised
that HUD prefers to proceed administrative-
ly.""

The Section has, hoWever, made significant efforts
in recent :years to assist the four Federal financial
regulatory agencies in- understanding, and. discover-
ing inortgage glisefimination in their, examination of
regulated institutions.' The Section Chief obsetved:

[A Deputy Segall Chief]. . .and others devot-
ed a great deal of time and effort to training. and
Sensitizing employees af the financial rgulatory
agenciesIo civil rights problems, with the result
that .prior to 1976, examiners ftom the Federal
Home. Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)liad noted
no discrepancies suggesting civil ilbts law'
violations' during their regular examinations of-'
Savings -and Loan AssociationS. From January
I, 1976 to March -.31.- 1977, following the
commencement' of the training sessions and
interggency activities,. FHL,BB. noted 581 dii-

' -crimination;connected irregularities.'°'
.

The Section has unquestionably moved. with
reasonable speed in bripging cases involving sex
bias"° since the.,creation of a 'special unit for. this
purpose in 1974.1" There is, however, some-opinion
fioni -former Section staff tliat7 particularly ',in.'. tile

riov

follovri as being. among , more recent Section activity' in the
mortga t area Franklin- Quincy Corp. 'v. Public Service Mutual Ins..
Co., C. t5. 76C,1543 (E.t3. N.Y. 1976); United. States v. Sumer
Adverting* -.Agency. et al.. C.A. No. SA-78--CA-199; United States V.

Western Resort 'Rrcpenies, et al., 'C.A. No 3778-0456-G; and United
4. St*" v. CitizenaMortgage Co., C.A. No. 78-699-A (E.D. Va.)..

''"' .Schwell attachment. p. 2. . ' . . .
'" 15 U.S.C..¢ 1691e(h)(1976)'and 42.U.S.Cr. 5039(c) (9upp. V. 1475).

. . Schwelb memorandum, p, 13 . -.

' '4 Ibid., pp. 14,15. The Section:Chief added:
Senator Willis,,, Proxmire, -Chairman of the Senate BankingttCommittee, has repea expressed . his appreciation to our

....Division for- its Work Int add, which hO hi, contrasted with what
he has heaved to be fondragging by other faddral agencies. Feb. ''
22.1978, Schwelb letters,. 1-3., . . ..,.

. Coordination is diicussed in' detail in the chit:her in this rel;?re On '
interagency coordination. iv , , . ,.-
'" The Section has.'according to the Section Chief, brought in excess of,25
eftlIc4, ItIV<IIVIT1i silegstioits iif sea discrjtnirtstio, in re het yearAtig. 21. '

411111

1978 Sch well; telephorte:interview
.

"' Seredrscussion of this mitt in 1ectIon II of this

".82,
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CPI Is' Nears after the Section obtained sex int isdi,
tion. the Section and I)eratlulenl katieisittit s% as not
as sensitise to what constituted set discininnation as
It %4:1,1 to tither tIV't of tlist ninuntion." and
sometimes required a ',Molise! e% 0(.11(1411s base lot
initiatinfriSCX ClISCh thall was true' tot cases Ills
other pr tected classes IR The Section stated

It is also significant that out or su yes
dlscrtrtunahon cases slnc e 19/4 constitute a till
largr percent4ge of our docket than is nue of

. theXckel of vs otg`aintation of whith ant
ass. As a maTter of 1'110', I know of only one
reported pm ate case of %CIL thht:11111111athIll
housing ifOrehead s I.'u.:. 4i; 1 Supp 674
(N I) Ill 1977). Finally. ,;11 the question of
sensitis its to this Issue"; I think it worth noting
that about halt of our attorneys me women "4

A restew of the cases filed by the Section les rids
that. a substantial nubri of its fair housing cases
continue' to challenge basic__Q_ntal pidicies I Ire
Section Chief has explained alit pattein on the
ground that most of the fair housing
feCCIVett,hy the Section insolse apartments Ihe

'4easAin advanced tier the pt (-dominance of these
...complaints is that single-family homes are expensis

and many members of minority. groups are unable to
4fford then) ''' The Section Chief has stated:

Many more blacks, Hispanics and others also
apply for apartments, than, say, for home loam
Or for membership in a multiple listing service.
Since we can only sue where we have evidencr:,
and since so much of our evidenv' involves
apartments, we bring m lot of rental clycs. In
this respect, we are meeting the needs of many
victims of discrimination, which is one of our
principal functions."

However, it is entirely possible that one reason so
many min4tty ,aid female-headed households live in
rental apartments is discruLation in mortgage

Omni Croldatem. attorney. S Attorney's Offices.' tis Angeles. Cater
former ttouautg and Credit Set tron attorney. telephone Inters ley. Dec tit.
197-7 Ms Cintristein 'mph/slued that she believed that the Net tion
leadership wtarke.f veyv hard and with an open attitude to oyercome these
problems. adding that, in her iess. the Section has sine become leader fn
dealing with set -hamenshousing duanmination

.hus 1.` 197a, Dennis inters:iew
Schwelb memorandum, p

". Feb 19711 Schwelb letter, pp 3

"' A parallel might ,be drawn with 'We employment field. wtere
knowledge of pan..Jdnicntrunabon has been presumed by Federal cyruelllito
be the reason that minorities (ailed to apply for employment
defeadans See, for etample, teas Cone Mills Corp Supp.
(1141 Q N C 1%91. Cypress s Newport News ileneral and Sionsectanan
Ha-tar Assn, 175 F :a MS (4th Ci' 196'1

70

f.1

linalli r ill at Hi es, of rs en the pei, eption,o1 mint,'
ties and ss oulen, based on past expet t'ite'r, that it is

hilidess to appls tot mortgage t 1 Cali, 111h r in all
likelihood it will be tit flied 111 I liC " It is also
pASible that Ore deal th tit dist iiiiispation complaints
nl suctimikroils a mot tgage linninve and the sale it

housintj t it db. I oat lack of ays:lieness b the

voila
the,

114',

C. Res
of the work pethiimed his the
rdit Section has generally. been

iisoustost
ansie-c" inn";

111.11 Ihrn I heitti. :

their Is no was to prose
isstnimination "

"2.rcttona has consistently been fhotough
(71,ienists: nt i rig its piestut invsti

gnitions ame legal iesrak.h It has been equally
pnifeirional in its actual litigation and settlement
efforts The sub(tantis e results obtained hy the
Section reflect the high quality of the work done ""

The Housing and Cridit Section (and its predeces
sot. the lousing Section) has been mils els pursuing
Housing dist:mum:mon cases for neatly 10 Nears.
since its creation 111 IOW) As of and 1975, the
Section had initiated, intervened, or filed as irrucus
over 3(X) lawsuits ins olvmg in excess' of 8(X)

defendants Of this total, mans have been resolved
by means of consent decrees l'"

rh quality of the relief obtained by the Section
through consent decrees tra'S generally been high
The Section Chief stated

One rmixirtant remedy. for which we have
battled vtprously, is the securing of monetary.
relief for individual victims of discrimination. In
United States v. Fogelman. Rptt.

18,(108 (WI/ Tenn. 1976), for example,
we secured offers of more than $1. ,TXX) in free
rent for more than 3(X) sactithe discrimma-
tion ui

.
-11

.. ilk Section Chief stated
One may speculate aboZit anything, but it is a matter of common
kr.liwiedge that single Ninth homes are now pmhibitlYely expensa,t
for a large part of the population, especially for the poor and for the
substantial number of blacks, Hispanics and otRers embraced in that
et-onoenh daze Anyone familiar with the housing market knows
that the greatest demand among minonoes is for rental housing I
wen, hOwnser, that this does not negate our dub to loos for a.,
sitafinancial thscnmination That It why I assigned some of ms best
attorneys to do so, a moye praised by the Commission staff St hwelb
memorandum, pp I s In

". Martin Slope, General Counsel, National Committee Against Discern
tnation to tiotaang, interview. Jan IF 19'8 (hereafter cited as Sloane
interview I Friedman telephonenteaste1a, Rosner interwv.

Schwelb letters, Dec :A, 19", p 2. and Feb 2:. 19'8, rt 1

Schwelb oveartoranalum, p

&3 y#44,'



ohc decrees gcncially piolubit any future milaw
flit diwruumaltns at. lion% and also Irwin(' 41111 iii(1
(1,,kr %Up% lo coltret (lie effects pas( clnclnnnin
(loll it" Vtli c sanlhlr, ,ono of I C that
wailing lists 14' composed on a "fun conic, lust
set-% eel- basis, to ensure that the defendant does not
exclude applicants on tile haws of !ace, colot, sex;

of tuitional tigit Sonic have required the
tirlendant to ad% isc applieAtits in writing witti 15

days - `after trript of a 1.0111111ribkt ahplicatitIn
whether they are eligible for liotisit,-atid, if so. the
sire of the unit WI w Inch they ale eligible and then
sipprOximatr place on the waiting list If .applicants
are not eligible for hottiting.. information iitist he

given in writing of the erne they faded t
Anodic! affirmatiye levied); Ili consent

requires Al new apidlciltits to he offered III st
of all appropriately sited 111111S

16(6CI

I ACC%

it tic'c'

i the
proiect locations in which 01(4' tace does not
predominate If the only ay ailobles unit is in anothet
proieel. the applicant may refuse the unit and wait
1111111 an appropriately sued unit beionievvadable
a Orruect in which her or hat race- does not
predominate 113

Anorher consent decree clause requires that each'
defendant give nonce of a nondiscrmunatory hous-
ing policy to the public'generally` and all lessors.
lessees. and prospective lessors and lessees specifi-
cally Fhe'defendant must. (I) display in each office
where housuig is offered for sale or rent a fair
housing sign in the form. site. and prominence
required, by HUD regplations,'" (2) notify each
referralservice orapartmern locating service, with
which thy' ilefendant has had more than three

a transactions in the preceding 12 months, of his
nondiscriminatory poky:, (3) include in all of the
defendant's realty listing contracts a statement, of
conspicuous size, that all properties shown for rental
or sale will he made available to all persons without
regard to race. color, religion, sex. or national
origin: a (4) place in all rental applications.
promotion writings, telephone listings, and news-
paper and Vagazine adytrusements a prominent

display of 14, "Equal Housir4 Olifoort unity" logo-
type and slogan.

Feb 22, 19-78. Schwelb letter. p
Ten consent decrees were selected at random from the Department of
AMY/ files and exammed by Commission staff

Decrying Provid4 that an applicant who chooses to wall until an
appropriately sued unit becomes available in a location in which her or his
race does not predominate will not lose her or has place or pnority on the
waning list by doing so. HoWmer, if an applicant n offered amt in a

1'

HI Section's Use of consrnl Itell CT% 11110S tIffi
COVatlin able flexibility in c 'eating Iciliedles In %owe
t-.1%% wow chef 1.111 he negotiated thillligh comrnl
dell CC% I hall by ling,41110n A defendant c':ui as old Ihe
Inns ;Wit cipnse 11% Ino(1.1C(d litigation
and can also as old an. ads ei se iudgmnt I hat l'111141

,lead to bad 110111.01y and set e as :1 basis to, a

private lawsuit 115
total. amount of litigation in yy hiLli the

Section' has pat ticipated Is soniess hat Itisappointing,
from the standpoint of seeking a mote aggiesso. (6
11(IllIng (tiltItCellent 114110t1Whic Is en ni

those cases resolved by consent decice, the
Section 11as only avci aged appioximatcls cases
pc! ye ar "pli' Section Chief

%kink r !Nast- no piCise comit,-1 belies e t hat
we has e :ned idiom 8C10 850 defendants, often
many in the same suit Illehe include cases
against large defendants who control tens of

other transactions Wethousands of units 0,
has e sued one or more of the largest lea( estate
companies in many, if not of the major
metropolitan aieas of the countiv We have
takcji 011 a State and more than fifteen MlItlICI-
palincs and public housing authontuis In the
"Appraiser- case. we have laden on four large
nationwide organuanons

I know. of Ills other Section in this Division.,
or of any other entity anywhere. that has
brought so many cases. many of them very
significaimp involving patterns and practices of
discrimination. Who else has sued more than
8(X) defend/kits? It is frankly disillusioning to
have such a record, based on very aggressive
outreach, summartly; dismissed as "diS'appoint-
mg" without any fratne of reference being
provided or any constructive comparison being
offered."a

The Commission recognizes, and believes thatAhis
chapter accurately reflects, the significant contribu-
tions whivh the Section has made to 'fair h.Ousing.
We are aware that the more than,300 cases in whtCh
the Section has participated is not an inconsiderable
number. Nevertheless, we continue to believe that
more 'imensive .litigRion is needed. to overcome
continiking widespread housing discrimination in this

prt,,,e6slocation in which her or has rico-does not predominate and she or
he declines the offer for reasons other thad for goad cause, the or he shall
lobe her or his place ctn. and be placed at the end of, the wilting hat
"" 24CFR 110 (1975

It is the stew of the Section Chief that this is true in moat :aces Feb Ls,
19'8, tirhweib inter. less'
`. Schwelb memorandum. p 15
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country. the extent of that discrimination has

recenily been documented as a text)' of a 11111101131
survey )01110y spinisored by the I )cpartment of
Housing and Urban 1)evelopment and the National
t'onimittee Against Ihscrinimatiou In Housing lir
Cominentingo%in the Iesnits of the survey, HIT
Sec rdtary Patricia liarris noted:

Our national survey ,confirmed the appalling
fact that black people' still encounter 'uncon-
scionable racial discrimination Alerr is
cleat probability that discrimination is even
more prevalent, especially in view of the fact
that the. forms 11 takes have become more
extensive and more sophisticated in recent
years "5

Certainly the small sue of the Section is a major
contributing factor to the Section's caseload. How-
ever, Stir A101111 cannot explain the rate of Mite
activity The overly strict internal standards that the
Section maintains for 1114 3 suit, and ih 1111111efOUS
levels of review through which a case file must pass
befog; it is deemed litigable by the Department also
are likely contributing factors.

The standard tied within the Section to evaluate a
proposed case is "whether a fait-minded court could
reasonably he expected to rule in favor of the United
States on the basis of available evidence."'" As the
Section is sometimes involved..in precedent-setting
litigation, the Chief believes that it is imperative to
weesI out the weaker cases in an attempt to avoid
developing a body of adverse cake law that would
burden future private and government lawyers,'"

The application of this strict internal standard,
however, is necessarily a two-edged sword. The
standard probably haS contriputed to the strong
professional reputation of the Housing Seletion, since
it has led to an impressive success ratio in the
courts."' It has also enhanced the Section's ability to
negotiate conciliations when suits are filed: Never-

.^ This survey is discussed m greater. letall in National Committee Agativit
thocrirmtutuon m Housing. TrY/447aV Issue 1977. vol 21. no 1. and May
Issue 1971, vol. 21. no 5
.5° Pima R Harris, Secretary' of .1Iouswg and Urban Development,
remarks before the Niitunutl Comnliltee Against Discrimination -in
Housing, Apr 17. 1978
tti Jan 20. 1978, Schwelb interview

The Section indicates that It has Ion may two cases on the menu since
its creation tn, 1969 fn a third, caw, on on the substantive issues,' the
Federal court of 'appeals reversed that onion of district court-opinion
permitting the Department to seek and recover monetary damages bir a
victimized claw United States v long, S17 F 2d 1111 (4th Cir 1970. ceer.
dented 29 U S 871 (1976), PHFOH Rptr para 11637 (D S C
1974) Die Long decision has recently been followed by the Fifth Circuit in
United States v Mitchell. F 2d -- (5t6 Car 1978) Prior to the Long'

7'

theiess, some concern has been expressed that oyrilv
iestuctoe inteinal standaids*uniustiliably Inuit the
number and type of cases in which the Housing
Section can paincipate."'

It seems likely that the Section could ease its
standards somewhat without jeopardizing its escel
lent record in the courts. It would then he mote
likely to be further in the vanguard in developing
impoitant precedents in areas such as redlining, .seK
discinnination, and exclusionary zoning The uniAr:
lance of developing such precedents IS eniphired
by the fact that the resources' to conduct_iiWestiga-
him, and formal discovery available to,t/A41.)epart-
mem :KC 11113V3Ilithle private litidiniqlx I lie'
Section Chief stated

-0% .
Turning, to the difficulty supposeary. OCC2I-

stoned by our "too strict" standards, the
Coniniission. staff has been made aware, in a
number of our subthissions that we have been in
the vanguard in all three areas 1116itioned. See,
e.g., I'mted States v. Black Jack, 508 F. 2d 1179
(8th Cir. 1974), cert. den. 422 U.S. 1042 (1975)
(exclusionary zoning); -United States v. AIRE..1.
442 F. Supp. .1022 (N.D. Ill. 1978) and Laujman
v. Oa 408 F. Stipp.. 489 (S.1). Ohio 19761
(successful arruho brief) (redlining); ,'.'acted
States v. Builders Institute of Westchester and
Putnam (counties, No. 76-CIV-4228 (S.D. N.N'.
1976) and United States v. Reece. P.H.F..0.14.
Rptr. para. 15.260 (D. Mont: 1978).1'4 In my
opinion, if we used looser standards, we would
risk being in the vanguard of developing losing
precedents, which we arc fortunate enough to
have been largely able to avoid to date."a

Similarly, the multiple levels of terutiny to which
potential cases are subjected before they can-be filed

decision ilie Department had 'been suer
damages in all district court casesowhere tt
Utnte.1 States v West Suburban Retard of Re
13,641 (N Ill. 1974)1 Schwelh attachment,

1rthur A 51 olf, former Housing a

teleplSone intemiev.i. Feb 14, 1978 (bereafte
and Joseph Tafelski. 4:tenets' Counsel, Fat

reiovenng monetary
ght this relief (see. e g

H 0 H RStr para

milt SeeUOp attorney,
is A Wolf interview),

liking Center of Toledo,
Ohio, telephone interview, Jan 17, 1978

A Wolf interview. Friedman telephone
interview
'" The Section Chief stated

tlivs recent case held for the first time that rcfusal to consider
alimony and child support payments in dcteAtrung elsgthility to rent
constitutes sex discnirunation uncitegie Ant hwelh memorandum.
p. 20

nne. pp -20.21 w

ftS

I VG

'interview, and Sloane

tw



may reduce tic capacity of the Dtpartmem to
litigate."a hi "'suite instances the tune pi ocess
attendant to such internal review ages cases
considerably, making them more ilifficult to present
or even moot. Ube justification procesy Mtn, can
and has taken "an inordinate length of time
there is evidence, howe'Yer, that the speed of this
review process is impiovirit. The Section Chief
noted

While w have had isolated cases of long delays
in approval of our cases at higher levels, most of
them are long in the past. A major contribution
towards expedited review under the current
administration has been the Attorney General's
authorization to (the Assistant Attorney Geller-
all to sign complaints on his behalf. As you
know. I am strongly in favor of such delegation
of authority and perhaps more of it.'"

D. Monitoring
From 1.969 to 1a7 3, II enforcement proceedings

were initiated by the Section. Since the creation 'of
the Enforcement Unit in 1974, 25 motions for civil
contempt and/or supplemental relief have been filed.
But for a few pending cases, all have been success-
fully concluded tlyough litigation or further negoti-
ation."° Three of 'Their more significant cases, as
described by the Department, include:

--: 'United Stares v. West Suburban Board of
Realtors. '4' a civil contempt case which provided
relief for victims of racial steering;

Ellis and Uniled States v. Zicka. "3.a contempt
citation agam7:t one of the major rental companies
in Cincinnati which included counsel fees, for the
Government; and

United States v. Northside Realty Associates. m3 a
civil contempt case which resulted in a condition-
al order of imprisonment and fines against the
largest realtor and two of its officers in Georgia.

."" Slosh. interview
'I' Da I I, t.977. and Jan 20. 1971., Schuaelb Interviews Ifa prospective
case twelves approxaf front the Stilton Chief, .tt then is sent to -the
Assistant Attorney General for revte.V. After rex-co/mg his approval.
snit* cases, involving. for example, discnmination in the rental of
apartments or traders. are fstrwarded to the Attorney General for
information. More complex or more controversial cases involving issues
such as zoning are forwarded to the Attorney General for his approval

Sloane interview The Section Chief responderli
The draft cites Martin Sloane for 'the proposition that' cases
sometimes take yeAr I contacted [Mr Sloane] and he has no
recollection of saying thia and knows of no use in which it
occurred. He recalls referring to political inhibitions on the tilikk
Jack case. We had a lengthy de, ay several years ago over case with
which former DeputyIsAiatitant Attorney General ,did not agree.
but it is misleading to suggest that long delays, are typical 'Schwelb
meniorandusn. p 21

Commission staff contacted Mr Sloane again on October 13, 1978. to vtnfy

In addition. an alio illative piogranl was.oidered
,anti the defendants wet e leilimed to pay.the costs
and counsel tees of the Govei
the capacity of the Department to ensure that the

relief which it oblams, either in court or through
consent decrees, is actually forilicoing has been
tonsiderably improved by the creation of this Unit.
Where appropriate. 'it is a device 10-he 1c:commended
10 other sections of the Civil Rights l)ivision."

IV. Internal Coordination

A. TO. Civil Division
Die Civil Division of the Deparrment of Justice is

generally charged with the responsibility of defend-
ing Federal agencies and Federal officers nr actions

-seeking, civil damage.. the Government: through
the Civil Division, has taken positions in suits
inconsistent with those .taken h' the Housing and
Credit Section in the same or similar actions.'" This,
dichotomy 'continueA in spite of the fact tat existing`
Depart mem of Justice regulations appear clearly to
direct the Civil Rights Division, rather than the
Civil Division, to defend Government officials in
cases involving civil rights issues."r

Perhaps the most glaring example of this internal
lack of consistency is the Gautreaux case.' In this
case the Civil Division defended the INpartmenCof
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) against
charges that it had failed to fulfill its responsibility to
ensure that public housing supported with PUD
funds was built throughout a metropolitan area on a
nonsegregated basis. The Section Chief observed:

The problem in Gautreaux was that4Solicitor
General Bork adopted a position contrary to the
one favored by our Division. We were consult-
ed but overruled.

the accuracy of in atinhution Mr Sloane confirmed Mil earlier expressed
view that lengthy delays are not atvpic-al within the Department of Justice
In the course of this telephone Interview, he stated his view that these
delays are occasioned both by 'internal review processes and political
considerations.

mid
'+ Schwelh attachment. p. 12. .

P.H E.0 H. Rpir . para. 13.64105i D III. 19741 -

P.H.E O H Rpir. pares 13.759-13,701 (S.D Ohio 1976)
PHEOH Rpm, para. 15:232 (N D Ga. 1977.)
No actual imprisonment occurred since the defendants thereafter

purged themselves of contempt Schwelh memorandum. p 22
See, for example.. the discussion of the momtonng efforts of the

Employment Section in To Eliminate Employment Discraninarion. .4 Sequel
pp 280-81
'" A Wolf interview,
'" 28CFR §0 50(1) 0977).
" Hills v Gautreaux. 425 U.S 284 0970.

111.
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Thanks to [Assistant Attorney General
Days't arrangement with Assistant Attorney

.;
. 'General Barbara Babcock, there is now excel-

lent coordination with the Civil bivision, anti
we are consulted on everycase.involving,equal
housing opportunity .'"

4kinnsulration alone. however, way of ensure that
0.1140 Department takes the appropriate position in
ure fair housing cases. As the fiection Chief notes.

the Civil Rights Division wits consulted said then
overruled m Gautreaux. Moreover. the new arrange-
ment does nothing to address the fact that the
Department isjgnoring its own regultnions when the

-"Civil Division defends the Government in fair
housing cases.

With regard t6 the case itself, the Section Chief
hatAilited: .

fr

Sacitorit peneral itork, over` the vehement
opposition of our Division, approved IIUD's
recommemtvion to take theGautreaux case to
the SupOnt Court. The Government's brief m

a the casislontained arguments which Ewe] found
unfortunate as well as unpersuasive. The
preme COurt also found them unpersuasive. and

10. directed
upheld the deAsion below, which

directed !IUD to devise a metrdpolitan plan to
correct discrimination in housing in the City, of
Chicago. Hills v. Gautreaux, .425 U.S. 284
(1976). The position taken by the United States
in Gautreaux was highly 'tUblicized and Was not
helpful in persuad1ng people that we were truly
interdted in promoting equal opportunity. It is
my firm expectation that the United. States will
henceforth speak more progressively and forth-
rightly for fair-housing-than it did in Gautreaux.
I hope that signs of that'will be&tme evident as
we develop or participate in More exclusionary
zoning casql."°

'" Schwtlb memorandum, p U.
" Feb 22. 1978, Schwelb letter. p 9 This COmmission. also strongly
opposed the position taken by the Government on &sutra's'. In January

,1975 the commussim wrote to Solicitor General Bork ,expressing
disappointment with the Department's decision to appeal the lower courts
decision in the case. The Commission stated

We believe that an appeal an Oleic/me would be inconsistent with the
need for [metropolitan demartgatitml The Government's response

' to the lc urt's decision in *in Mat will make clear to the Naomi its
policy metropolitan dentgkegatum. If the Government endorses
the Court's decision tt will encourage mettopolttanwide solations to

igiNE,lion problems thripauhout the country. John A
B or, U S. Communion on Cii;i1 Rights, letter to
a Solicitor General. Reparunent of Justice. Jan 20,
1973,p. 3.

"' C.A. No 76-7111(D DCA
18° A Wolf interview. The suit against the Board was dammed in May
1978 on procedural ground& For more detailed discussion of this cne, see
the charnel* of this report on the Federal financial regulatory agencies.
The Sectiom Ctitatated: .
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Whsther or not the iovernment will ...henceforth
speak more .forthrightly for fair hou'sing," how-
ever, 1s subject to some uncertainty For example, in
Natrna/ f Whin League v. ( :omptroller c'urren.

'" an action ),vas filed by fair housing'orgamrn-
tions irgamst du- four Federal financial regulatory
agencies. The purpose of the suit was to force the
agencies to adopt procedures and practices that the
Housing and Credit Section had previously rococo
mended to the agencies to help them tirk'e a mitre

aggressive role in carrying out their equal opportu-
nity responsibilities. All but thel'ederal RCSCINC
Board settled. I lowever. the Civil Division defended

the Federal Reserve Board against this civil rights

it would appear that, at a minimum, what is
needed to rectify' internal differences between the
C+vtl .Division and the Civil Rights Division is. a
dear statement from the Attorney ieneral establish-
ing department -wink policy in relation to fair
housing. In August 1977 the Attorney General
issued such a memorandum in order to resolve
outstanding differences between the Civil Division
and the Civil Rights Division regarding fair employ-
ment law."'

B. The Appellate Section
The Appellate Section of the Civil Rights Divi-

sion i responsible for appellate litigation involving
any section within the Civil Rights Division. Usually
the Appellate Section handles all cases in ''which the
Government has not 'been successful on the moots at
the trial level and the Government appeals the
decision. When the Government has won a decision
at the lower court level and the defendant appeal's':

(,
Judge Gesell dismissed that action as against the Federal Reserve
Board on the bans of lack of standing I believe that the civil
Division's "amnion of that defense was'entirely appropriate and not
inconsistent with our policies, although I would have preferred to
see the Board settle the case Schwelbtnemorandum, p. 22.

GnMn B. Bell.. United States Attorney General, memorandum to
Ltted States Attorneys and Agency General Counsels, Re Title VII
It &anon. Aug Jl. 1977 The memorandum stated, in part

The polsc'y set forth above does not reflect, and should not be
interpreted as retlekting, any unwillingness 'on the part of the
department tOvtgorOusly defend. on the merits, claims of ducnmins-
turn against Federal agencies where appropriate. It reflects only a
concern that enforcement of the equal opportunity laws be

uniform and consistent. . .the Department of Justice is now
undertakink "review of the consistency of other legal pdattson
advanced by the Civil Division an defending Title VII cases with
those advocated by the Civil Rights Division in prosecuting Title
VII canes, The objective of this review is to ensure that. insofar as
possible, they Will be consistent, trrespecttve of the Department's
role as either plaintiff or defendant under Title VII



often the Housing Section will' iontinue to handle
the case." The 'Section Chief has, however, .
ttescribed the relationship between the two Sections
as roles:

4

The underStamittig between the Appellate and
Alp.ousling 'and Credit Section is basically that the

r. Section .premptively handles housing.
it appeals, but thartyr Section handles

proportion of them by agree-
etn the Appellate Section Chief) and'inc

scs

C. Fodaral
The Federal

Division is reap ott
of the Civil
"ben Cook. At

Departtabelat
'" Schwelb atercheranat

SeOtion.,
tron inxthe 'Civil Rights
nigation'onder Title VI

,104,.4cli prohibits

,

discrinunation in all programs. that recrive.Federal
assistance."' Although there has been infOrmation
exchanged between the !lousing and Credit and
Federal Programs Sections, neither Section has
made a formal referral to the other."'

S

'D. Office of Indian Rights
The Office of Indian Rights of the Civil Rights

Division, is responsible for all litigation involving
violations of the civil rights of Native Americans. In

I478, after consultation with the Housing and
''.(.7rodit Section, the Orrice' of Indian Rights filed a

. suit against Sanit Ste. Marie, Michigan, alleging that
municipiil officers were blocking avelopment of
proposed housing t'',9r American Indiana.' ""

147. lett% p ,

'" ibk1
hVitib InFmoi sal" p., 21.

1).
' )42.

0 nt21/1"'

a ,
.4

K. . .
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Chapttai4t3
1.1

TIFfE,FAEDERAL FINANCIAL 1:71f GULATORY AGENCIES
'

Boar 'Governors of the. Federal Resirvelystern
Federq Depotilt Insurance

.*Office,of the Ciimpitoller
Heithe Loan Biurik

sum - *
ta Sync 741 the civil, rights resix)nsibili f thq
11,11four rat Ofinancial regulatory age have

inereasecl signilicantlih4n4iddition 'to Title .111 of
the Civil Right/ Act611' 1968, 'the four agencies are
now c ged with duty¢ pursuant toAhe. Equal
-Credi portunity AC COA); the Horne Mont-

e Dire Act ( DA), and the Community
1,n-VesMent Ailtlif 7.

As a iertt of ew statutory requirements,
intensiveacconmesival scrutiny, private litigation,
andown inaependent efforts, the agencies' fair
housingri postuithadinpraved. *particular, each of
the agenciei has Sher issudiii"or proposed rules
regulations, indict clines clarifyi he fair
housing duties Olothe ders thex reguOne of
the most ,significant roVisions of this body of
regulations is the requirement thatIeeated institu-
tions collect and maintain deli: race, etleicity,
sex,,,tharital status, and age olk gage application.
forms.

4t.

Each agency has set up a separate unit or divisiorr
to carry out its fair housing respongbillties. More-

- 76

bprporatiop.
of the durrency,,

.4

Board
r.

,

uo tetvageney hs,rstablished a fair housing
co rent in its batik examination process. Each of,

iq has Au:), improved its, fair housing
trafriing of examine*" and other staff and has
provided written internal guidance for evaluating
coMpliancAvit15 fair housing laws.

Since the adoption of improved examination
preiteduits, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
qieLBB), the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System (FRB), and the Federal Deposit
Insuraive eD,rporation (FDIC) have detected nu-
mcrous,vialations by their regulatets of fair housing
requirements. The Office f the Comptroller of the
turret y (COC), in contrast, although it regulates
over .,500 national banks, hai discovered possible
violations at only three institutions.,
. 'are numerical data provided to this commission'
on the types of violations the agencies have
uncovered in their examinations reveal only a very
limited range of fair housing violation's. Tbese
violations were generally technical rather than
substantive, and included, for example, failure to
display the equal housing Alder Poster, give the



required notice of nondiscrimination in advertise-
:: IP'ments, or collect the racial, ethnic, sex, marital

Status, and age data required for compliance with
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. In most oases in
which violations have. been detected, the agencies,
have insufficiently monitored promised corrective
action.

None of the Federal financial regulatory agencies
has demonstrated sufficient use of ECOA data or of
the census tract data required by HMDA. These
data are essential for detecting patterns .or practices
of discrimination by mortgage lenders. Until the
financial regulatory agencies make proper use of the
data, their ability to uncover tubstantial fair housing
violations will not measurably improve:

COC, FDIC, and FHLBB have received a

considerable number of fair housing complaints
since 1974. FRB has reported only two such
complaints. As of May 1978, Federal financial
regulatory agency investigation of these complaints
had resulted in no corrective action; as of that time.
none of the agencies had ever determined that a
complaint was valid. This Commission's review of a
sample of complaint files indicated that the absence
of such a finding, however, may be the result of
inadequate complaint investigations and failure to
properly characterize as violations the problems
uncovered in those investigations.

' 11 U S.C. IR 1-215. 111$ (1976). sus adinuustrator of national banks,. COC
is impossible for the execution of laws relating to these banki and
promulgates rides and . regulations governing their operations COC's
approval is required foe the organization of new national beaks, conversion
of State-chartered banks into national banks, consolidations or mergers of
banks where the surviving institutioa is a national bank. and the
establishment of branches by national banks. National banks automatically
receive the benefit of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation deposit
Insurance, they are members of the Federal Reserve System; and they are
protected by Federal statute from °edam

11forms of State 1.10011.
12 41 221-522 (1976)- The Federal Reserve System is composed of

the Booed of Governors, wlar-h is its policynialung body; the Open Market
Costanittes, which sets regulations for the Reserve Banks' purchase and .
sale of securities in the open mutat, the 12 Federal Reserve Banks and
thou 24 branches situated in the different sections of the country: the
Federal Advisory Council, illicit advises the Board of Governors on
general business conditioas antrother matters within FRB's jurisdiction; the
Consumer Advisory Council, which advises the Board on a broad range of
consumer and civil rights roues and tbe,member banks, which include all
national Osaka in the United States and such State hanks and trust
companies as. have volunuifily applied to the Board of Governors for
membership and have been admitted to the system. One of the FRB's most
important tasks is to regulate its member banks. The FRB deter*
general moaetary, credit, and operating policies for the system u a is
It abo sets the:square:oasts for reserves to be maintained by member
against deposits-end limits the interest rates which may be paid by
bomb on their saving deposits.

12 11111-11132 (1976). FDIC automatically insures. deposits of
member banks of the Federal Reserve System. It skio insUres State-
chartered, *on-Federal Reserve member commercial banks and mutmil-

fp

As of May 1978, 11011t Of the agencies had eve'
initiated formal enforcement action, such as adinims
trative'proceedings against a regulate( or fekt cal to
the Department of Justice. They have, however,
allowed fair housing violations to remain 1111COffeCI-.
ed. For example, the fair housing exainination
reports submitted to this Commission by one of the
agencies indicated that, in the one case in which the
same violations were -noted m three consecutive
annual examinatiops, the agency, was unable to
obtain voluntary compliance. Furthermore, at the
time of the most recent examiner report, it had
achieved no firm commitment that the Institution
would correct She violations. Another one -of the
agencies indicated to this Commission that correc-
tion of past violations would not he effected until
proposed enforcement guidelines were adopted in
final form.

I. General Responsibilities
corm and mutualFederal supervision over

savings banks is'carried out by the Comptroller of.
the Currency,' the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System,' and the Federal .Deposit
Insurance Corporation.' Federal supervision of
savings and loan associations' is carried out tltrough
the Federal Home Loan Bank System, which
consists of,the Federal Home Loan Bank BOard, the

savings hanks which voluntarily ply for and are granted the benefits of
FDIC insurance
' 12 USA:. *ft 1421-144*(1976) tire U S. Commission on Civil Rights, Pie
Federal ,civil Rights Ertforremertt 1.4-16rt 1 V74. vol 11. ro P.v.kke. . I1,r
Pagr Housing (WO. PP 144-45 (hereafter cited as To Preitie. Por Fair
Haulms)

S
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I

tiome Loan banks. and OA. Federal Savings
and Atokn Insurance Corporation.%

The exisimbi regulatdOructure has heen.charac
tented aet.:onfusing. Members of Congress, along
with other groups and knowledgeable individuals,
haveReritxlically recommended consolidation mid
restAFturing of what have been considered overlap-
ping functions carried out by these agencies.'

.rach of the 'four agencies. throso'h.thr iniPortant
process of hank examination, is expected to maintain
close supervisioh over the banks within its examina-

In August 19111. the Commission submitted a Mail of this hewer to ca, h
of the Fes kith financial regulatory agencies for comment In iestsitlft to
the shaft, (AK' stated

We ate pleased to respond to vino August I, 1978 letter requesting
our comments on the Commission's draft I e; tit ft, be presented to
the President's Ream gaturation I ask For e Thr dr an report has
been rev wwed with great interest bra stall. of the Oline eel the

- Comptroller of the Cut ren, y (Ol'C) We lectignize that and

enforcement efforts to the past Were not entire!) land actor), but we
are not aware of any regulatory .4 administrative agency who has a
more aggressive enforc.ament ',ingrain at the present time Their
Tote. one of our (1111datilen1111 coin isms of the report is that the ,tall
appears to ignore much of the significant elToiti and resourt-es the
OCC has taken to ensure strong and rffectise 11117 housing
enforcement program within the last two years The report fails to
recognise (XVI current programs in the area of Ian housing
exammatams and :Usis plans for future derelopment in fair housing
enforcement
The report does not ity.,e,,sufficienf 0111,1f11111011 to additional

iopositive actions the (Al is taking to sttengthen its enforcement
progount
We recommend that the Commission [es if.' our 'Moil- detailed!
comments, which serve to illustrate winter of the more OtWIOUS
problems in the report Additionally 'we request that thetMaterial
accompanying this letter also he reviewed as part of qui comments
Thomas W Taylor, Associate Deputy Ciimptroller, Comptroller of
the Currency, letter wi Nunes, Acting Staff Lhrectoi, US
Communion on Civil Rights, Aug 18. 1978. p 1 (hereafter cited as
('i.X cornmeuts)

FDIC commented
We are pleased 10' t the, dra report gives appropriate
tecognition to this Cog:sire 's recent abets to develop programs
for monitoring cAmplumit by insured State nonmember banks with
the Fair Housing Act Lalt cutlet laws designed to assure access to
credit by all quahftesl.lsrrdwen without regard 'to race,

Isex, national origin any other factor unrelated to credit

Ii' worthiness The draft report also recsignises the increased examiner
nuts in fair housing lending and other civil rights and consumer

the proMulgist4on, of instructions for investigating fair housing
g comphunts and changes in organization providing for the
of Consetner Affairs and Civil Rights. We believe that these

developments have enhaiAed the ability of FDIC to provide more
effective enforcement of the venous civil rights laws, particularly as
they perikan to bank lending. We, otcourse, recognize that this effort
is and must beam ongoing effort and imprOvement of examination
and enforcernEttlt techniques in these areas will he a constant end. r

Roger A Hood. Assistant General Counsel. FDIC. letter to Louis
Nunez, Acting Staff Director. U S Commission on Coil Rights,
Aug. 16, 1.978, p I (hereafter ated as FDIC comments)

The comments and accompanying material from all four regulatory
agencies have been reviewed. As a result, factual' inaccuracies have been
corrected and new information has been added. In addition, the report has
been revised to, reflect the agency's position, as, well as that of the
Commission, in those instances in which an agency and this Commission
differ

See U.S General Accounting Office. The Debate on the Structure of
Federal Regulation of BankJ (Apr 14. 1977).

Ibid. FDIC commented s

a
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non authority.' National hanks Art' c uunuud hr the
Comptroller of the Cpurency. State-chat teird Fed
eral Reseryr System member banks are examined by
iliac ',timid of ( iovernois of the IRS, and State-
chartered nontnembOr r1)1C-insmi'd hailks are

.rxwinned by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp°-
.

Fxamination of saiings and Ion associations
'is 4.'4trnt3.1 out by .

('he 'Federal financial regulatory ag,niirs regulate
institutions which control neatly SO per ant of thi
Nation's mortgage lmirket." Therefore. they have

we belies e that it ,would he mote a, cithte to char acierize .tne
'lions if the banking regulators agencies as "parallel functions"

rather than osethipping In the sail 1111110111% of CANCS, the regulations
and Jurisdiction din , omplunice and ridotcrillf111 ate rather Motu, th
this Med among the irgulatolv agflIC.r. ...nil rests-NI hi Mum,
Classes of hryks 1DIC lllllll ems, Pr

in r eslamse io a titan vervoo of this t (-port, CDC ,'oininented
the dial) irport does not Alreal to 111111 take into in, t.1111t that as

one of thiPagencies iesponsible,lor enforcement of tau housing lay,
the along with the other financial orgulaton agencies.
occupies unique pOSIII011 to C01111,111111Cf With lheSe laws
through On site examinations We belies e that the repent does not
flprrOpllattll reflect the alS1111'11011 het Wffl\andagfIlk W/116. h has an

ongoing runnination program which IfijulailS IfSleW cwmpliancr.
and an agency which moo iris on .omplaints or other indici to

Its mint rgaion lirweduies As the regillatory agency with
enforcement authority °set national banks the DC( has 114,0-0%1
muely 2.0100 CS/1111111ff% III the field Who ,viaduct rontuiusl examine
lions these riaminations are COIldliClett In OnfOrTiliiN with %Mien
procedures which represent how the &genes enforces substantive
movisiiins of laws and rte well miderstissi hs national banks t.'0C
comments, p 1

The Commission behest's, how-es-e, that, to the contrary, it has from the
outset atterupted to emphasize the important inechanism which the
examination process provides the financial regulatory agencies in enforcing
compliance with equal lending laws Indeed, the Commission has des oted
an (-noir section of this chapter to that process That section discusses the
number of examiner' engaged in the fair landing component id the
examination, the schedule of examination. the procedures which the
examiners follow, and the outcome of Mote examine See sec 111th

of this chapter
A uthonsamin for (1 XThr examinat1011 of national banks is outlined in I:

t} off (1476) Authorization of Federal Reserve Hoard examination
`of State member hanks in their districts is outlined in 12 U S C § 325 (1976)
FDR receives authorization for culmination of State nonmember banks of
the s'ystem in 12 U S C § 18200) (1976)
' The authority for Fell H11 examinations Is found at 12 US C § 1464(a)
(1976) for federally-chartered savings and loan Institutions and at 12 U S C
§ 172(50011976) for State-chartered savings and loan institutions
ii &sings and loan associations COntr011esi 51,1 percent of the market in
IWO ctimmerial banks, 19.3 percent. and' mutual savings banks. 6.2
peroeui. Mortgage Hankers Association of America. Economics and
Research Department. "Mortgage Banking 1976," Trends Report, no 21
(October 1977). FRB has stated, however, that while the 19 3 percent s

figure is accurate, it, is.in the Board's view. nusleadins, since it represents
mortgage originations, and nut the total sionat tithie of residential
mortgage loins retained by commercial banks FRB places that figure at
under, 2 percent for State member banks as of Timer 30, 1977 Federal
Reserve Board Staff Comments on Chapter 3 of the U S. Civil Rights
Commission's Draft Report; p. 1, trarisnutted as an attachment" to letter
from Janet Hart. Director, Division of Consumer Affairs, FRB. to Louis
Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission op Civil Rights, Aug 16,
1978 (hereafter referred to as FRB comments). Thse Commission, hoWever,

does not believe that the 19 3 perCent figure ts misleading Discrimination is
most likely tek occur in the mortgage onginalion process. and the fact that
commercial hanks may not retain the majority of such loans in their

piirtfolios in no way changes what transpires during the origination
process
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much l'o do with s'hrthrt minorities and women
halve exillaropriOlITLIBIII1 to Vircellitse tlyitts
country I twit tole and netts ides in fan housiu
feneling arc qiscus,ed in the following sections It

.

H. Fair Housing Responsibilities

A. Statutes,.
In conjunction With their other responsibilities,

the Federal` financial regulatory agencies are iespon.

rr

further the puiposes of this title," and' to "coopei
%stilt (he Secs etars to (indict such put poses '''"

.1

2. hile .11
I it the es(ent that tegulated financial institutions'

are recipients of reiletal limincia) assistance by
i)t grant, loan, ti( contract tither 011111 a COIlltfaCt ofp.
HIS111:1114,'t Of WA:1131111f they are .ugliest to 310

uucd to illt11111V with rule VI of the Civil Rights
I of 14/64%Able for ensuriny, that the ttistituth'ms tho.
All Federal ag,encies which piovide financialme in compliance with applicable including

issistance are directed by Section f4) the act tofair housing laws. .1 ill February 1978,, there ss
five, principa) statutes Which iniposed- fait ,housing 1S511e "1111es, legillat ions:, or or &is of general T-;

applicability which shall be consistent with achieveand related' requirements on financial institutions.
went of the obiectives of the statute authorisingand which created specific responsibilities for one or
litimiCial assistance in connection with whichniore of the four Federal financil regulators

agencies. :rhese statutes are rule VII of the CiSil
Rights Act of 1%8," Fitly VI of the CiVil Rights
Act of Itki4'," the Fqual Credit Opportunity Ac't
(FC0A)," the [Ionic Mortgage Dist-1(1;01e Act
(IIMI)A)," and the Commumts Rein estnient Act
of 1477 (('RA)

I. Title 1111

Beypnd the general respOnsibility f the,.le
to ensure c'ompliance with all applicable laws, air
four Federal financial regulathry agencies are
charged with an affirmative duty to ensure compli-
ance with hale VIII by the institutions they
regulate. Set:0km. 808(d) requires all executive
departments and agencies to administer "their
programs and activities relating Ito housing and
urban development:in a manner affirmatively to

_ r .

" See to Pro.nde For Fate ilouting for more detailed discussion 01 the
fair housing luso me. of these agencies hefore1975 and 101 more mdepth
Macussion of their general responsibilities

424! S 44 1615,, 4,1i (1970 and Supp V 19's
i 42 U S C 44 :Mkt 2(XXlid 6149701 .

15 U SC 441641 1641(09761
12 Si 2mot Irkw (106)

. A 41) 2401 -2401 (Wet Stipp 19'111
," 42 S 1M N") 115711) One "tithe four Feder'al financial. regulatory-
agencies, fie Federal Reserve:Board. deputes the issertion'that Section
808101 applies to its programs (t wrote to this Commission

Although the Federal ese'rve examines State member; hanks to
ensure compliance with the Fair Housing Act. it is not an 'executive.
department or agency' within the purview of AOS(d) gf that act, nin
does it administer any "programs and activities relating to housing
and urban development within the meaning or that sect
FRH comments, NI

This Commission, tuiWrever, corisys with the Department of ustice.is hich
has stated-

-

This (Sectscit 808011 indicates to us that federal regulatifry agencir
have tu-do more than make sure that they themselves do not yissialke
the Jaw, they must take affirmative steps 16 make sure that their
pfogfams and acttsitte1 relating to housing are such as promote the
purposes and policies oriale V ill

action is taken "" Ihc sectiim also states
CO1111.111311Ce with the aCt mat' he effectuated

by the termination of or refusal to grant or to
continue assistance under such program or
activity to any recipient as to whom there has
been an express finding on the record. after
opportunity for hearing, of a failure to comply
with such ft1/441.11fenlent.

It has been argued that advances made by the
Federal Reserve Banks and the Federal IloWe I roan
Hanks to member institutions , constitute Federal
assistance by way of loan, and recipient institutions
are thus subject to the statute's prohibitions." As of
February 1478. only I:11LBR had acknowledged a

Title VI responibility by issuing implementing
regulations

In addition, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
.Atlairs. citng the Federal Home loan Bank Board's iesponsibilittes under
Section 8081,11, has stted, "There is no doubt that the same nandate
exteuds to the other three hank regulatory agencies, which supervise and
examine lending Institutions that hold in excess of f l25 billion in one-to.
four family home mortgage loans- U S Congress, Senate Committee in
lianlung. Housing and Urban Affairs, Report on Fair 1.endoss .:1.1iireensent
ly the tour iederul Financial Regulatory .4geseiet -94th Cong

, 2s1 Seas .
June 1, 1976, S Rpt 94 -910,p 2 thereafter cited as Senate Report No 44-
101

V. 41 U S C 14;00111d-er 2i100.1-6 (19701
"'. 42 U S C § 2000d.1 (19701 0

hi
6 ,..

" tier D A keanng, "Discrimination in Home Finance," 48 Notre Dame '.tat. II t 1(1'1711 The FRB obiervesi
The Federal Rrserve does not interpret its discount window
operations as constituting "Federal financial assistance'" within the
mea itrig of Title VI of the Cool Rights Act of 1964 ,;:
Sint: the Federal Reserve' believes that its discount %widow
Quer do not my'olve."Federal financial assistance," it does Out
babe e that it is ' der to issue regulatums goN)erning such
asertance FRH comr4W p 1

. 12 C f- R 44 5251 5214,12, re'47f7) These,.regUlations are discussed later
in this lectiin '')
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Ishe responsibilities of four Fe'dei al financial
regulatory agencies under the FC0A" are specified
in great detail in the act l'he Board of ( iovernors of
the Federal Reserve :System is cl)n-get] under
Section 703 with the responsibility for:

Prescnbing"overall 11.0:datums tor carrying out
the purpows of the all," and

Establishing Consumer advisory council to
consult with' the ,Hoard on the exercise of its

. functions under the Consuiner Credit Protection
Act."
All Nur financial regulatory agencies are also

charged with enforcement responsibilities.' The
Comptroller of the Currency enforces ECOA with
respect to national banks; the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System covers all other FRS
member institutions; the Board of Diremors of
FDIC enforces the act, fin- all FDIC-insured banks
which are not FRS members; and 'FHLBB enforces
F.COA with regard to savings and loan institutions."
Finally, notwithstanding Section 703's delegation of
prirtiary responsibility for promulgating regu,lations,
to the Federal Reserve Board, Section 7044d clearly
states that the authority of the FRB to issue
regulations "does not impair the authority of any
other agency" With ECOA enforcement responxibil-

ist1sc itono11b)(19761
" FRB complied with this reoutrement with the issuance of Regulation
42 Fed Reg 12111-1261y1911) to be codified in 12 C R 4202), which
became effective 41 Mar 21, 1911. The regulation is discussed hate!, m this
11000111

UCX)A III part of the Consumer Credit Protection Act L 94-219. k)
Stu 211 (1976) COC, FRB. and FDIC are directed to secure cOmpliance
by means of enforcement provisions found in Section I of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Act (12 11 yiC § 111211). FHLBB is directed to utilize the
enforcement machinery contained in sections of the Home Owners Loan
Act of 1931 (12 U.S.0 0 1464(d)). the National /Nosing Act (12 U.S.C.
17271, and the Federal Home lcian Bank Act (12 11 SC. F4 1426, 1417)
Each of the fine agencies is also empowered hy Section 704 to utilize "any
other authority conferred tin it by law" in order to secure compliance with
ECOA 'These whom constitute the major 141/1011041 powers of the
agencies, including their respective authority to issue cease and desist
orders, remove ot impend oqicers or directors of finant4a1 institutions,
ternunste deposit insaluice, revoke membership, appoint receivers, and
deny applications for new deposit factbttes FRB has observed, however,

'14 that

Under. II U S.C. 11 Mack' the banking agencies can remove an
oeicer or director only if three conditions are met (1) the officer or
director has vitiated law. engaged in' unsafe or unsound practices,
or breeched kfldullegy duty; (.2) the hank or its depositors will suffer
d/malle. sad (3) tht complained 'of action resulted from the
or director's "Nesbitt' dishonesty " The last condition 1y

could Ad be satisfied in ECOA or HMI:NA enforcement proceed-
111/11. The banking agencies repeatedly have asked for expanded
removal powers, and legislation, providing for that authority is
currently pending in the Congress. FRB comments, p. 2.

" 15 U.S.C. ff 1691b(a)(b)(1976).
" It U.S.C. 1 1691c(d) (1976). Consaissint with this provision, proposed
corrective action guidelines 0uive been de'vekiged to,correc iolations of
Regulation B. This has been cooperative effort of the Federal Reserve
Board. the FDIC the FHLHB, and the Naticniel Credit Union Adnimustra-
bon. The guidelines are disclaimed mfrs. ,

4%.

80 a

a

flies "to make I ides tespecting it ow n pi ocedui es
(-inking compliance" w IA is

4. 110111, .tiOrtgaKe h .c !dm IY

Since mid-1x)70, 11MI)A" has imposed require-
ments on certain depository institutions, specifically.

any commercial bank, saving's bank, sayings and
loan association; building and loan association.
hsmicstcad assoodition. (including cooperative
banks) or credit union which [mikes federally
telatcd mortgage loans," which .Ions a home
office or branch office located Within a standard
metropolitan statistical area, and which has
more than $10 million in assets.

...
11MDA .requires those institutions. to disclos

.annually, by census tracts` or III' code, the total
number and aggregatt dollar amount of them
mortgage loans." The disctosure statement's are to
be made available for public inspection and copy-
inii3 The act states:

The purpose. of tai '[act) A to provide the
citizens and public °Mond% of the United States
with sufficient information to enable them to
determine whether depository institutions are
filling their obligations to serve the housing

'needs of the'commUnities and neighborhoods in
which they are located and to assist public

C. I i (1'i; C ft 2sol 2809 (1976) the ac t took "effect on the one hundred
and eightieth day beginning after December It 1171 Wit Die
uthority granted tinder the act is to "eipire lout years after its effective

date "11. 21409

FRB's regulation pursuant to HMDA, commonly referred to as

Regulation C (12 CF I 201 2(d) (19771, defines 'lederal,ly related
mortgage loan" &I

(A)ny loan (other than temporary financing such as construc-
tion loan) which (rb is secured by first hen on' residential real
iiroperty (including individual units of condomim611 and coopera-
tives) that is designed pnricipally for the occupancy,of from one to
four (undies and is located in a State; and (n) (A) is made in whole or
in part by a depository Institution the deposits or accounts of which
are masted by any agency of the Federal Governlment or is made in
whole or tri'part by a depository institution which is regulated by
any agency of the Federal ( hivernment or (H) is made in whole or
m parts or insured, guaranteed, supplemented, or assisted in any way,
by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development or any other
officer or agency of the Federal Government or under or ip
connection with a housing or urban developMent program adminis-
tered by any other such officer or agency; or (tit) is tntended to be
sold by the depository institution that originates the loan to the
Federal National Mongage Association, the Government National
Mortgage Association, the'Fedtgal Home Loan Mortgage Corpora-

.
hat or x financial institution, from which it is to be purchased by the

,,Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 12 C.F.B: § 203.2.
" '12 U S.C. §21108 (1976).
" 12 US:C. 2803 (1976). The impetus behind the enactment of HMDA
can be found m the act itself. It stales. "The Congress finch that some
depository mitnunons have sometimes contnbuied to the decline of certain
geographic areas by thetr failure pursuant 'to their chartenng responsibilti
zees to provide adequate home financing to qualified applicants on
'reasonable terms and colsiltions."Irt at 4 21101(s).
" 12 U.S.0 4 2803(1976) ,



officials in their determination of the distribu-
tion of public sector ittVe/dttettts in a manner
designed to improve the private) investment
environment." ,

HMUiA imposes enforcement requirements on
each of the Federal financial regulatory agencies and
chaise. FRB with prescribing implementing .regtita:
tioks." FRB has resp6nsibilityfor enfaircing the act
and the regulationik,with t'espect to member banks of
the Federal. Reserve System which are not national
banks; COC is to enforce the act and the regulations
with respect to national banks; FDIC is todenforce
the act and the regulations with respect to banks that
are FDIC-insured but ate not 'members .of the_
Federal Reserve System; and 'El HAW is to enforce
the'act with respect to savings and loan institutions
that are members of the Federal Home 1.ban.11ank
Board' System." The agencies' are to utilize, their
usual enforcement measures, such as' cease arid
desist, termination of chatters, and -rentikal of
directors to ensure compliance.with 1-1MDA'-.3.1"-

HMDA prescribes that FHLBB.."with the assis-
tance of the Secretary of HUD, the Director'of the
Bureau of the Census, COC, FRB, l*DIC, and such
persons as F1-11..BB deems approPriate. shall develqii -
or assist in the improvement bf,ntethods of matching,:
addresses and census tracts to facilitate comoltance
by depository institutions in a" conomical a manner .

as possible with 'HMDA requirements. HMDA
also states:

' The Federal Home Loan Bank Board stt,11).,.
.recommend to the CoMmittee on Banking,
Currency, and Housing of the House of Repre=
aentatives and. the Committee on Banking. ' .

12 U S.C. 4 2101(6) (19763 Suheeement to the enactment of HMDA, the
Seams Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs recommended
that ales Federal financial regulatory agencies utilize statistics required by
the act "to look for 'possible redlining" donne 'the' "regular bank
'esanumuson process" Senate Report No 94-910; and Representattve
Henry Reusa.letter to Arthur Burma. Chairman, Board of Clovernon of the
Federal Reserve Systent, June 11, 1976.
" 12 U.Q.C. 4 2504(b) (1976). FRB. did so with the publication of
Itemdmion C, 12 C.F R. 4 203 11?7'7t, which became effective Ju4 29,
1976.

o
l2 1J.S.C.11 2504(b) (1976),
fiffm HMDA, 12 U.S.C. 42104(b) (iV4). FRB. CDC. and FDIC are I'

=forte HMDA through ineesures.mven Mem in 12 U.S.C. 4 ISM FliL811
is to enforce the act through measures available to it under 12 U.S.C70
1464(d), 1730. 14260. and 1437 (1976).. The enforcement manures
available to the ageaciel are discred. in connection with the section on
ECOA.
" 12 U.S. C. 42106(0 1) (2976).

12 U S C> 4 2106(b) (1976). FRB is' to determine the fessibtlity.
requiring 'institutions outside SNISA1 to comply with the act anJ of
report an thilidetermination to Congress el December 19711.4 2107. FR
informed this Commission that the .study .is "underway" and
"'bathed to Congress by the required date. FRB comnients,p, 2.

The Conetimuuty 'Reinvestment Act is Section I of theHoMihg and
4.

a `T

.1

Housing, and I(rban Affairs of the Senate such
additional legislation as the Federal llome Loan
Bank Board deems appropriate to carry out the

. purposes of this title."

S. Community .Reinvestment .441

CRA, which was enacted October 12, 1977,

states congressional findings that regulated financial
institutions are required by law to ','denionstrate that
their deposit facilities serve the convenience and
needs of the conintunities to which they are
chartered to to business." The act further specific's
the congressional finding that "convenience and
needs" should include credit needS." CH,A doy not
delineate the steps by which the institutions covered
by the act arc to demonstrate that they are meeting
these nerds.

The aCt directs. cacti Federal financial regulatory
agency, in connection with its examination of a

financial institution within its jurisdiction, to assess
the institution's record of meeting the credit needs of
its entire community, including and moderate-
income neighborhoods, The agency is to take this
record into account in evaluating all institution's
"application for a deposit facility.". .

CRA also charges each of the Federal financial
regulattny agencies', with wrItkg implementing
teguiations.for its enforcement. The regulations are
tube in foace not later than November 6, 1978." The.

agencies issued a proposed version of the required
regulations in July 1978."

- ,

COmmultity Development Act of 1977, C L No 99-121. 91 Suit 111 1

0977)r
" 12 U.S.CA. 4 2901(a)(2) (West Stipp. 1970-
" 12 U S C.A. 4 290213) (West Sapp 1971) "Deposit (rutty" is defined
the act as (A) a charter-for a national bank or Federal savings and.km,
association; (BLdeposit SAC! t11 CtIfif14:boirk with a newly. .charierad

'Stair feint, say gs bank, savings and loan association or simi)ar insittiMm;
-(Q-the establishment of a domestic branch or of facility with the ability
to accept deposits of a regulated financial institutiok(D) the relocation of.
the home office or branch office of.a regulated financial instnutiott; (E)
the merger or consolidation with, or the acquisition of the Meta, or the
assumfoon of the liabilities of a regulated financial Institution requiring
approval under ction 11(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act or .!
under regulations owed under the as..ihority 'of Title IV of the National!'
Housing Act: or, (F) the acquisition of shanis in. or the math of, a resisted'
financial institution requiring approval ender Section 3 or the anal,
`Holding Company Act of 1956 or Section 40103 of the Nadonal.4414ung

L ,
" 12 U.9IC.A.' 4 2905 (West Suer. 1971). '9he agencles are to *hide in
their annual report to Congress s.section outlining the actions they have
takento,carry out their responsibilities under the act. 12- U.S.C.A. 4 2904
(5% est Supp. 1971):
" 43 Fed. Reg 29,918 (1978)
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8. lotions

1. .Ektoing- Regu}anoriN urn/ lOinie/Ito.N

As of Mal Ig7S, Olive of (li lout financial
r.egulaiory agencress,..had issnd 'reiztilations artecling
fair housing. puisuant to one or mote 01 the sliittitcs
which ,gave theist tuft housing isponsibilikies FRB
had promulgated Regulation II. ut response to the
statutory direeti(e in the FC0A. an& Regulation
C,40 in order to -comply with, the Illatitialt* of

FRII haddlot, ,however, Issued I itl \'I of
Title -VIll regulations

,F111.IIII has issued iegulations pursuant ni lItie
VI 47 Moieover, since Fill 1111 hs iiig
regulations Imrsitant to I ult. \ill 4* In ,19 7S, tine In
part to a suit broughton 14170 by se( eral,co it tights
organizations; including the National Urban I cague
and the National Committee Against l)isct minimum

lionsik.;, which charged that- the ye..gtilala,t)'
agencies hail tailed to take action to end.
tory mortgage- lending practices it y their tegula
tees, F111 1311 issued a tgulation combining in-
structions on title VIII, F('(),A. and ('RA A final
(ersion, which amends and revises I:M.11W\ hilt'
VIII regulation, as issued in Mat I97S

H)IC. as the result of the Vonoria/ / eat.,.
suit. has also issued a regulation combining iyst rue.-
tions on Title VIII and FC0A." Although 'FDIC.
has priiiosed andhyonsidered I itle; VIII regidations
for well over 5 years," this regulation as finalized'

.wilFbo FDIC's first regulatory interpretation.9f fair

. housing law.

I tI kV, 11,111,1C1 Issued 1101 1)11110%t`11411N_ tali
housing iegulanlnis ( Y)L' has staled

LI13t. l olllpltollet sit lilt' 4.'01 I t'lls'N

s.tf to issue t tsgtilattons 113.e, an cnrolci
tncnt tItott on %(Iit' fan houstng I egulations

'oidei itoos statutoi( ,..entoiceitient
against national liaQks poct of

sentolcontent *vested in' lilts 4 )11.1ct-lare ititirSt1 rat

S of tit -Ft.tict IlepoNtt insurinwi Art,
gs is anientleilli% the Ftnancitc,l'histitiitiOis Suilet

%tot Act of 19(lo I I S t. Section ISIS 1,1
A,cokiingk. the cominrolter inAv issue a cease

..end desist oidei \11t'IC thele t. n rasonahltr cause
to Itches that a national hank lus violated, is

oi is. shout to violate Any lass, rule of
regulation Flivieftn-e, this ()dice could issue
such an based simpl('upon a violation of
Fine VIII of tle: Civil RiOits Act of 19tiS since
it ,would be a viplaniqi or

''''. Although this statement may rept esenr,an accii-
late ilesctipiiem of 0/l.'s' authority, if does not
.constittue a rationale, tot, C()(''s failure to. issue
tegulatioils... Die issuance. 'oh substantive and, Or
pioceelural logulations is a affil CNCIVISC of adnunla-
IratnC.,pt,.ver vested in the agmcies,"4 and the

fe.gulatorN agencies haVe a ICS11011sIblilly tit

use that authority effectivgly Regulatiplis and
g,todelines serve as the ptincipal means by which
ag,envies interpret and .clarif(.substantive"provisrons
of la((, ((title at the saute time. advising regplateet
and the general. public as, to how the.. law will he
procedurally enforced."

..114

12 C F R § 2n2 amended tit 12 1 est Reg 1 : 1 2 I :6 (19,1")
12 C R § 203 (10'71
I2CFIt

"^ 12C.F R §524(19/i
National Urban league, er (tot', et dl., ('A No 0,19, tliDC
The proptiied regulation appears in 1: Fed Reg 8.1142 (1,177) The final

servos of the regulation IA at 11 fed Reg 21,312 (1)478)
In risponse to a draft version of this report, FI41 1114 remarked that in
addition "the Federal Register Dos umenk for 1:CFR 528 refers to the
chase relauomihm between the Fair Housmg Act and the Conftuunitt
Reinvestment Act CRA will he implemented in a separate regulation

7t l ucy Griffin, Director, Consumer Ihtision, ()Bice of 'Cornmunitt.'
Investment. FlILBH, letter iii Ctnthia N Cirsae, Assistant Staff L./Hector
for Federal. Evaluations Li S COmmission cie Civil Rights. Aug 15. 147.
hertatter referred to u Fill.BEI comments)

.41 Fed Reg 11,561 MANI (1,081iiii he codified in 12 C Part.1184
ra 11 Fed. Rieg 19.111'.3-1V,3116 Mr:). See to isvride for lair Htloung
pp 151 5* for a discussion of past FDIC regulator!. prSposals '
" John (I Heimann. Comptroller of the j:urrenct, truer to Arthur S.
Flemming, Chairman. U S Commission on Civil Rights. .Nos 8, 1,147. p II
(hereafter cited u fleirruum letter)

See, for example, the discussion, of this point ip.daufman s Oaley
Building and Loan, 108 F Supp 449 IS D Ohio I tre). Federal Crop Ins
Corp v Memil, 332 U S. 340. 31 1144:1, and lingga,., Duke PON t'o
iv LI S. 121. 433-344107i)

A 11Ctl11 VIII 1..W. as the deport Iille to -un'erpret and slant's
iitittntive otos iwils of the low. , hi at the same. time advising
irgulairc and the genetal piallis A in hots the law will he
piseduraHs ,entqrced [h. Comnitsm. 'should re Aware 01.lhe
rif .it/sic ads rise impact of gc'S mitten( egulations 'sin the :oat ot
IsRuting I he (VC has taken nies.sin shim h, tn effmt, protale .

guideline. for i onionskin c toi national hanks Indeed this OfTice has
net ei issued regulations lot the sake of regulation, particrilai Is ut the
instant .`.a... ,..hr,e, their is nothing sulvdntive which could lie IMarlt
III additnin to the imitisions of Regulation it The Federal Ri-sert e
has nor ilsuol I Me 5. III regulations The referenced ilSIC
regult4, are limited to hastcallysddreming the data collection and
amilt mentalism As noted also. e, the (14'cwill soon be adopting our
otsii sus)i- system The 111 I lilt ha., IXIMENt itibtiakitiVe Title 'XIII
regulations. but the main element the.. contain shush goes heSond
Regulition Ii awn], CI interpretation of the -efleits tent The
-e liras test: V h11. h anise from .curt de...boons; is a sera l'omplicat.
ed area It as the l'iCC' present belief that until. the 'courts hate
addresSed the matter in further dtvistons relating to credit, it should
.f (111.111. a judicial do. trine, rather than adminfstratrss, We have
addressed this issue in our elimination .procedures an tnstrIVons
1.:ornesietta..-hedl. and are considering addips,inal i.:,itys f addressing
this prOhletn The -ot cry. helming- hod v of optniZtn t t (stores] the
Issuance, of Title 7.111 rt,gulatnint did so before the issuance of
Regulation Ii -and its attendant enforcement prOs:edures' CPC

W CPC has state' 4 continents. pp : and
, We agree withlhe cs'sitegilythat reguiations and guideline+ s an serte Citnutiosion hehes es that the .1alairrectkon refefenves in FDIC's

.,



.\fl (' C! \tlCIuhIitjt hl' of &iu!ioi! lii' Li's ti
i'iilUtIlcC .01 I itt 'lII i Cliti0li' Ii

ttnanial !Cf.11tttlfV iigeii.ir'. A' riil .i

11111) uggr'ted iii the enses ikit hey lc elp
regihaition 0! Iflt! llCtM!i liiiihifig ott the iiitit itt ioit
ttte\ tegtUtitr Sitnifat i)ttittli1atIClII ' (.1 e
tua&1c ty the L )eptirt nient of' I stiue in I') 7 Iui tug
equal' Icitliit & hcatitig before t tic Sitt.iti (ilitti%t tee
'n Ibuiktng, I loii'.itig, attil t.i,h.iii , .\f'tais Ihe
.?S.13t8flt Ati ii tir ( ;ri;rrl ft ii (i ii Ii Ighit .

St8nlcy t'ottjiiger, iiialr t he tIltt iii st.itetiietlt
before. thr ('onhrnhltc "I hehtr e that ( (iil1,IeSs
siectfita.lIv totirettiphited ' igot tU' ritfiti Ciiittt
at,'ti%itv by tte luri'k tegttlatoi .lgenles hen
coflside! lUg pa.eage oh the Ian Iloiistiig Act iittè
V Ill Mr Pctttinger rcnijt kd that entteetntttI

tt under the lr housing Aet by the i
ry age iIS bhoUld he dtirted iittt five til ice
areas. iie'i+.._.hieh was the rotiiiilg.itii of
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states the general suttutory language granting
administrative enforcement iespotisibility to specific
agencies."

In 1975, ClninnentS on two proposed versions of
Regulation H, this Commission stated that the
omission Of alb. ClIfORT VI51011 seas "the most
serious deficiency in the regulation. and could ISIlk
in failure of creditors to carry out fully the mandate
of the Act The Commission suggested that the
enrol-4:1.911cm provision cover such matters as stan-
dards for complaint handling, including time limits
and instructions for the scope- of investigations,
procedure's and time Initittor achieving voluntary
compliance after any findings of discrimination haVe
been made, time limits for notification of noncompli-
ance, and salletinliS " 'It B conrented that

Regulation B does not provide "guidance on
how Federal agencies should proceed with
enforcement actions. since enforcement
authority (except regarding State member
banks) is expressly reserved to other '*genies
by 7(.9(d) of Ow FC0A, IS 1691(c)`
The Federal financial supervisor* agencies
have issued for comment proposed uniform,
guidelines for enforcing FCOA and the Fair
Housing Act (43 1'. K. 29,256 (July 6. 1978))."

However, the need for such enforcement procedures
remains unmet, as the regulatory agencies' proposed
uniform guidelines do not contain adequate enforce-

r prolsions.
A further shortcoming of Regulation B. which

this Commission has noted previously." is its failure
_ .

" 12 U S C § I691c (19701. 42 Fed Reg 1242, 12S1 (19771 (to be ,odified
in 12 C F R §§ 202 1(h1t11-(bi (211 The adnumstrative enforcement section
of the regulation reads

dal Aset forth more fully in Section 704 of the Act. administrative
enfor%;ernent of the Act and this Part with respect to certain
creditors is assigned to the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of

fr11011 of the Federal Reserve System, Board of 1)ireitors of the
Home loan Bank Hoard acting directly or through the Federal'
Saving, anal loan Insurance Corporationinumstrator of the
National Credit Union Administration, Interstate Commerce Corn-
11111111011, Civil Aeronautics Board, Secretary of Agriculture, Farm
Credit Administration. SeCuntit-s and Exchange Commission and the
Small Business Administration lb) Except to the etkent that
administrative enforcement i specifically ciiiitmitted to other

riauthoties. Section '04 of the Act assigns enfo cement of the A:t
and this. Part to the Federal Trade Commission. 12 C F R 33
202 12(a) and (bi

" Arthur S Flemming, Chairman. U S Commission on Cool Rights, letter
to Theodore E Allison, Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. June 26. I 5 (hereafter cited as Flemming letter to
Allison). and Arthur S Fl- ming. Chairman, U S....Commission on Civil
Rights, letter to Arthur urns, Chairman. Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve Syst Sept 29, 1975

FRB comments. 2 and )
' Arthur S Fle mg, Chairman, U S Commission on Cod Rights, letter
to Arthur Bu Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Jul' 1 1977
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to include adequate g,inchuice Lou applying the
"effects test" definition of discrimination to the field

7

of credit as Congtoss intended " "effects test"
dictates that the impact of. not the motivation
behind: a paincular practice' is to he the threshold
consideration in determining, whether that practice
establishes a prima facie case of discrimination
Although FR 113 acknowledges that Congress intend-
ed the effects test" to he applied to credit
practices." FRB does not go far enough in the
regulation to meet its responsibility to define clearly
the 'effects test" for its regulatees. Nowhere in the
text of Regulation 113 does FR 13 clearly state what is
required by the "effects test," or that this doctrine is
to govern the Judgments of enforcement agencies
applying the regulation.

Regulation H does provide a sample of criteria
which have been used by lenders to Judge credit-
worthiness" but have the effect of discriminating
and are therefore prohibited by Y.COA.

include likelihood of childbearidg, having
a telephone in one's own name, and discounting of
part-time income sources." However, the examples
are too few and appear to he criteria which
primarily would adversely affect women. It is

important that practices which adversely affect
minority groups also be clearly identified. An
exarile of such a practice (which is not mentioned)
is redlining.

FRB's Regulation B does mention in a footnote
that:

The legislative history of FCtl A states
The prohibitions agantst discrimination on the basis of race, color.
religion or national orwin are unittialified In the Committee's views
these characteristics are totally unrelated to creditISOrthiness and
cannot he considered by any creditor In determining the existence
of discrimination on these grounds courts or agencies are free to
look at the effects of a creditor's practices as well as the creditors
motives or conduct in individual transactions j19761 U S Code
Cong and Ad News 403, 406

" Regulation B notes in a footnote
The legislative history of the [Equal Credit Opportunity[ Act
indicates that the Congress intended an -effects test- ,concept, as
outlined in the employment field by the Supreme Court in the cases
of Gnggr s Duke Power Co. , 401 U S 424 (1971), and Albemarle
Puper Co v Moody. 422 U S 405- (1975), to be applicable to a
creditor's determination o( creditworthiness. 42 Fed Reg 1242,
1255 n 7 (1977) (to he codified in 12 C F R 3 202 6(a). fn. 7

" A creditworthiness criterion is a measure used by a lender to determine
whether an applicant is likely to repay the loan for which he or she has
applied
" 42 Fed Reg 1242. 1255-125611977) (to be codified in 12 C F R §
202_6(b1(3)-(b105) The failure of Regulation B to provide adequate
guidance on types of credit practices which are either absolutely prohibited
or which may be-prohibited if they create an adverse effect on a protected
class, leaves Federal enforcement officials with no guidance in determining
whether or not a lender's Justification for such criteria constitutes valid
defense to a charge of discrimination
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a creditor may not discriminate against an
applicant because of the characteristics of
persons to whom the extension.of credit relates
(e.g., the prospective tenants in an apartment
complex to be constructed with the proceeds of
the credit requested), or because of the charac-
teristics of other individuals residing in the
neighborhood where the property offered as
collateral is located."

FRB suggests defining redlining as "the arbitrary
refusal to make loans relating to property located in
certain geographic areas." However, thisdefinition
seems too narrow." In contrast, EIII.1118 regulations
point out that refusal to lend solely b\cause of the
age of the home or the income level in the area may
have a discriminatory effect on minorities."

Regulation B doss not make clear that creditors
are responsible for knowing whether a creditworth-
iness criterion is having an adverse ''effect on
minorities or women and a) eliminating any criterion
with an adverse effect or h) demonstrating that such
a criterion is a valid predictor of creditworthiness
and no other equally valid criterion with a lesser
adverse impact, suitable for lenders needs, exists.
Although Section 202.2(p) of Regulation B does
raise the concept of validation of criteria used in
determining creditworthiness, the principle is dis-
-cussed only in the most general terms and no
instructions for validation are offered."

An article prepared by the Federal Reserve
Board's Division of Consumer Affairs. explaining"
why FRB did not fully describe the effects test in
the regulation, noted that although "Congress
intended the effects test to be applied to cases under
the [Equal Credit Opportunity Act].

. .the test is a
" 12 C.F.R. # 202.2(z), fn. 3
" Redlining as defined and discussed .m the chapter of this report on the
Department of Housing and erben Development. In connection with
HUD's administrative meeting on redlining.
" The FHLBB guidelines give other examples of potentially effective
discrnnuration which would affect nunonties, such as denyiris credit
because of an isolated credit expenence in the past and favoring applicants
who have previously owned homes. 43 Fed. Reg. 22.338 (1978) (to be
codified in 12 C.F R. # 531).

42 Fed. Reg. 1242. 1203 (1977) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. # 202.(p)). In
the field of equal employment opportunity, the need for employers to.
validate employee selection criteria has long been recognized. Since 1970
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commusion's Guidelineson Employ-
ee Selection Procedures (29 C.F.R. 1607 (1977)) have provider/ both
conceptual framework for substantive guidance in validation requirements
sad techniques in the area of employment. The EEOC guidelines not only
document specific validation methodologist-4mi also contain requirement
that selection cntena be tested for "fairness": that is, be differentially
validated for the minority groups or sex which are adversely affected. The

Commnsion believes that EEOC's guidelines could provide a useful model
for the FRB in developing validation requirements pursuant to ECOA.
" Federal Reserve Baena. "Equal Credit Opportunity" (Febnsary 1977),
p. 107. J

Judicial khictrie and that as such it is subject to re-
interpretation and modification by the courts. ""

The rationale, however, does-not appear to justify
the inadequate treatment of the effects test in
Regulation B. Courts have heavily relied on regula-
tions and guidelines of Federal agencies in defining
the scope of discrimination under various
civil rights statutes. In Griggs v. Duke Power GL, a"

for example, the. United States Supreme Court gave
great weight to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's Guidelines on Employment 'resting
Procedures. Thus it would'appear that the likelihood
of the "effects test" surviving in the field of credit
would he enhanced if FRB were more vigorous in
including it in Regulation B."

F111,141-1 Regulations,

Prior to March 1978, F111.1313 was the only one of
the four Feral financial regulatory agencies to
have ever promulgated fair housing regulations or
guidelines. FHEBB first issued Title VIII regula-
tions in 1972," and in 1973 published a guideline
interpreting the regulation." The 1972 regulation
contained a number of very positive features:

It applied to discriminatiov by member institu-
tions in all credit transactions which affect
housing, not just mortgage lending."

It extended to discrimination resulting from the
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin of both
applicants, such as relatives, prospective tenants,
or residents in the surrounding geographic area."

r
" 401 U 5, 424, 433-34 (1971).
" Once more, FHLBB's eapenence in this area appears illgigficant. In
Lauftpan v. Oakley Building and Loan, 408 F. Supp. 489 (SD tuo 1976),
the district coun upheld FHLBB's authority to issue "effects test"
guidelines, as well as upholding the opinion of the agency's General
Counkel that the guideltnes extend to redlining. The court stated, INiqe
find that the regulstlind guidelines isaued,by the FHLBB in this
instance were issued in valid exercise of the FHLBB's authority." It also
observed

This coun is 'mindful of the well established dogma thit agency
interpretations of this nature are generally entitled to great
deference. . And this deference is particularly appropriate where,
as here, the administrative practice in question involves a contempo-
rary construction of the statute by the officers charged with the
mponsibility of setting its machmtry in motion and of making its
parts. work 'smoothly and efficiently.

" 12 C.F.R. 528 (1972). S
" C.F.R. § 531 (1973).
s 12 C.F R. 528.2(a) (1972).
" 12 C.F.R. If 528.2(0)-(4)(1972).
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-I:he regulation instructed that complaints of
discrimination in lending be forwarded to the

In addition, "he 1973 guideline lent considerably
more strength to the Board's regutation the
guideline!

Stated that the effects of a practice, rather than
the motivation behind its use, will he the ethical
factor in establishing a prima facie case of
discrimination.
. Identified a number of relevant examples of
discriminatory or potentially discriminatory crite-
ria, including refusing to consider or discounting
the income of female spouses and refusing to lend
in neighboilux)ds solely due to thy;' age of the
dwellings in the area or the \incOme levels of
residents."

Declared racial redlining uillawfitil."
Discouraged favoring prior hOmeowners, or

overly weighting the impact of isolated negative
prior loan histories.
In 1977, FIII-B13 proposed a new regulation and

guideline for the purpose of "monitoring compliance
With the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA),
Title VIII of !he Civil Rights Act of 1968, and other
civil rights' statutes which the Board 'eriforees.""
The regulation and guideline were finalized in 1978
and are appilicable to Title Ykl1.-SCOA, and CRA."

The final versions of both the regulation and
guideline are stronger than the earlier versions
overall. How,ever, the new guideline has omitted a
provision of the 1973 versio, which is essential if
Title VIII is to be enforced in the fullest sense. The
guideline no longer includes the provision that a
practice which is discriminatory in effect may be .a
violation of law even thoiigh there may have been
no discriminatory intent. The provisions in the 1978

12 C.F R. 1 528.8 (1972). Poor to the Regulation, the equal housing
lending logo had directed thft complaints he filed with HUD.

12 C. F. R. 531 8(b) (1973)
12 C.F.R. f 531.8(ch3). 12 C.F R f 531 8(c)(6) (1973).

** 12 C.F R. 4 S3148(c)(6) (1972).
12 C.F. R. 531 84001(1972).

"' 42 Fed. Reg. 58,182 (1977).
" 43 Fed. Reg. 22,332 (1978).

This requirement will facilitate regulatory agency monitoring of equal
mortgage lending and will provide the public with an awareness of credit
standards lenders use. 43 Fed Reg. 22,333 (V178), (1978).

43 Fed. Reg. 22,336, 22.337 (1478).
1 Id This provision u pertnazt. It was originally propOsed as a
Itemporary measure. 42 Fed. Reg 58,182 (1977).

43 Fed. Reg. 22,335 (19713) This provision, which was not included in
the proposed regulation, is especially important in combatting redlining. It
has been alleged that appraisal and underwriting practices are the primary
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regulation which strengthen the 1972 regulation

include
Requiring written loan underWriting standards

of alkmember instuutions.s.'
Prohibiting redlining due to the age acid location

of a dwelling,"
Requiring a loan application register which

denotes the race, sex, marital status, and age of the
applicant and co-applicant; the census tract of the
property; loan terms; and final disposition of the
application."

Provision for the lending institution to designate
the race and/or sex of applicants on application
forms where applicants fail to do so."

Prohibiting reliance on appraisals which the
institution knows, "or reasonably should know, is
discriminatory on the basis of age or locution of
the dwelling, or is discriminatory per.* se or in
effect" under Title VIII or ECOA."
The amended guiekline also reqUires that. lenders

not only refrain from discriminating in their own
lending practices, but also avoid doing business with
developers and real estate brokers who discrimi-
nate." The Commission has long advocated such a
stance by the financial regulatory. agencies." The
positive guideline changes also includc>.

Discouraging lenders from requirin that per-
sons to whom they extend loans have "done
business" with the institution in the past.'"

Prohibiting' inquiries into the childbearing
intentions Of applicantsl°1

Advising institutior to review their advertising
and marketing practices to ensure "that their
services are available without discrimination to
the community they SerVe."1"
' Prohibiting "use of unfouridedor unsubstantiat-
ed assumptions regarding effect 'upo. loan risk

devices by which redlining is accomplished. See. Orr example, National
Clearinghouse for Legal Services, Clearinghouse Review. vol. 10. no. 7,
October 1976, p. 514. Regulations issued by the California State Depart-
ment of Savings and Loim to 1976. however, go further. Guidelines
pursuant to the regulations list several criteria for "properly" appraising the
value of a home. For example. they direct that where, appraisals are
significantly less than the selling price of the property, the appraisal should
be supported by reporting mote than three "comparable" sales. The basis
for determining that another hale is "comparable," moreover, is alsO subject
to criteria provided in the guidelines. See 10 Cal. Admen. Code. Subchapter

246 (1976).
43 Fed. Reg. 22,339 (1978).

" See To Provide. . for Fair Housing, p 14
'" 43 Fed. Reg. 22,338 (1978). This ion was not in the proposed
guideline, which was published in 42 Fed. Reg. 58.955 (1978).

43 Fed Reg 22.339 (1978).
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of. ...the physical or economic characteristics of
an area."'"
Despite these positive features, the regulatiwi and

guideline are not as strong as their proposed versions
in a few significant areas. The loan register which is
required by the. regulation'" dors not require
notation of creditworthiness iblormation conjunc-
tion with rata, sex, marital status, and age data as
required 'by the I977 proposed version;'" the final
regulation does not require reporting to 1111.1111 the
number of loan applications received, approved, or
denied (or Otherwise adversely acted upon) by race,
sex, and marital status, as required in the i977
proposed regulation.'" A major rii_e_ciency of the
FHLBB regulation and guideline, is that, like
Regulation B, they provide no instructions as to how
and within what time frames enforcement actions
are to take place.

FDIC% Fair Housing Regulation

1.iaddition to exceptionally positive data collec-
tion requirements,'" FDIC's regulation10" contains a

number of other features which deserve favorable
commentss:

Coverage of all types of lending (home improve-
ment, added constructions related to housing, not
merely mortgages.

Incorporation of FDIC's nondiscrimination
poster and advertising requirements.

Modification of FDIC's fair -housing poster to
inform complainants that they may file complaints
with FDIC, as well as with HUD.

Inclusion of individuals making preappJication
inquiries under the protections of the regula-'
tions.'
The introduction to the proposed regulationO°

stated that when investigations undertaken as 'a
result of data collectio& indicated discrimination, the
FDIC would "take necessary corrective action, such

Ibid.
43, Fed. Reg. 22.336, 22,117 (1978)
42 Fed. Reg. 58,185 (1477)

Fed. Reg. 58,1115 (1977) California State's Department of Savings j...))
and Loan's Fair Lending Regulations include a reporting requirement. 110
Cal Admin. Code Subchapter 24, 246 (1976)). The provision requires that
State mvuip and loan institutions report monthly to the State Commission-
er of Savings and Loan information on each real estate and home
improvement loan made, mcludmg characteristics of the loan, property,
and applicant:sod whether thelloan were approved. The information LS alsp
to be made available to the public except when deemed by the
Coninuasioner to abridge the rights of privacy of individual borrowers or
applicant". 10 Cal. Admin. Code,. Subchapter 20, § 242.2(0(1976). FHLBB
reported to this Conmussion,

Although the current regulation does not require, as did the
proposed regulatiork(repornng to the Bank Board by all institutions.

as issuance of a cease and desist order pursuant to
Section 8(h) of the. Federal Deposit Insurance Act"
if voluntary correction could not lie achieved.
However, us with Regulation B and _FIILBIt's
regulation, a major 3hortconung of F'DIC's final
regulation is that it 'contains no instruction or
guidance on how investigations or other compliance
ac twit y conducted.

This Commission believes that such .sadditions
could he helpful; for example. they could serve to
inform the public of the procedures agencies will use
in collecting data and the time frames they will
follow in conducting investigations and enforcement
proceedings. FDIC, however, has written to the
Corimussion:

The eeport cites, as ..major shortcoming of
FDIC:s Fair Housing Lending Regulations, the
omission of any instruction or guidance or how
investigations or other' compliance activity will
be conducted. We view a regulation to be an
inappropriate Vehicle for matters of this kind
and, cover them when necessary in instructions
to examiners or in policy statements. Our
procedures are supervisory and, corrective and
do not create machinery for adjudicatbry
prOceedings."'

FIB` Regulation C Pursuant to IIMDA
egulation C"i Prescribes the data collection and

disclosure, requirements imposed pursuant to the
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) on
certain lenders "'' 'who make "federally related
mortgage loans."'" No Federal financial regillatory
agency has issued procedures for action in the event
that it discovers a lender has failed to maintain the
data' required by HMDA in the manner prescribed
by the regulation. No agency ,has issued procedures
'for private citizens to follow when a lender does not
make HMDA data publicly available as required by
law and Regulation C.

the Bank Board made clear during the Board meeting that dal/
reporting and analysis project on smaller scale would be conducted
during the coming year Ind full scale data project would line
implemented on the basis of findings of that study. Section 528.6(e)
authorizes the Bank Board to collect monitoring information data as
it sees fit FHLBB comments, p. 2.

"" These requirements are discussed in section 111
43 Fed. Reg. 11,153 (1978).
43 Fed. Reg. 11,563-11,56T, 978) (to be codified in 12 C.F R. §§ 338.1-

338.3).
u 42 Fed. Reg. 54,567(1977).
"' FDIC comments, p. 2.

12 C.F.R. § 203 (1977).
See discusaiod on the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act for description

of those lenders subject to,,HMDA disclosure requirements.
"' 12 .F.R. § 203.2(00977).
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The agencies are divaled as to where responsibili-
ties for promulgating such regulations lie. FDIC has
written to this Commission. **Section 305(a) of the
Act (12 U.S.C. 280401). directs the Board of
Governors to prescribe regulations to carry out the
purposes of the Act. Nowhere dos the Act
authorize or direct FDIC to promulgate regulations
relating to. HMDA. """ In contrast, FRB has stated:
"Since the Federal Reserve does not exercise

enforcement jurisdiction over all depository insiitu-
tions subject to IllvIDA, including enforcement
procedures in Regulation C would have been
inappropriate."'"

FIlLfifi's Title VI Regulations

The FHLBB is the only Federal' financial regula-,
tory agency which has acknowledged Title VI
responsibilities by issuing Title VI regulations.'"
These regulations are similar, to the Title VI
regulations of other agencies, such as HEW and
USDA. Like other Title VI regulations. they

.
,.include specific procedural instructions on how
enforcement proceedings should be carried out.'" In
this regard they are clearly distinguishable from
FHLBB's existing fair housing regulation, as well as
from egulations B and C and FDIC's regulation.
The fa t that FHLBB has issued detailed procedural
enforcement provisions in its regulations pursuant to
Title .VI serves to call attention to the failure of the
four financial regulatory agencies to do so in their
other regulations.

" FDIC comments, p.
"5 FRB comments, p.
" 12 C.F.R. 14529.i-09 10 (1977).
"' 12 C.F.R. 44 529.7-529 10 (1977). This Commission has made three
pnncipal cntiosins of Federal agency Title VI regulations: I) They provide
an inadequate definition Of prohibited duscriminaticst 2) they lack detailed
provisions for investigatiorui and racial and ethnic data collection; and 3)
they provide inadequate instruction with regard to remedial action for past
dircrumniinon. U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights
Enforcemerit Efflwt. VoL VI. To Este Federal Financial A.Eustancr (1476)
p. 704.

See To Provide . .For Fair Hostartg, 188-90.
HMDA. 12 U.S.C. 34 280-2309 (297 . HMDA requires data collection

by covered It:tiding instnutiook Regulation B. issued pursuant to ECOA,
also cequires lenders to collect certain data FRB has noted that

The monitoring information provision of Regulation B (12
C.F.Q. 1 202.13) and the substitute monitonng programs of the
FHLBB and FDIC are not dictated by ECOA, they represent dos
agencies' independent Judgments regarding the most appropriate
enforcement mechanisms*FRB comments, p. 3.

,188

III. Compliance and Enforcement
Mechanisms

A. Data Collection and Use
This Commission has advocated that the four

Federal financial regulatory agencies collect and
analyze relevant, data as part of their fair housing
enforcement efforts.'" Since 1974, each of the four
agencies has initiated some data _cdlection and
analysis. At least, in part, this has been a result of
nEw statutory directives as well as private

I. Early Data Collection and Analysis Efforts
(1974 -75)

In to Provide. . For Fair Housing, thc Commis-
sion noted that all four of the agencies had recently
laun-ched a pilot data collection project."1 Each of
the agencies undertook to gather data for 6 months
in certain standard metropolitan statistical areas

(SMSAW23 on the race, ethnic origin, acid /or lex of
mortgage borrowers and the census tracts for which
mortgage loans were made. Using- three separate
forms, designated forms A, B. and C. each of the
regulatory, agencies conducted surveys designed to
identify disparate treatment of protected classes in
mortgage financing.

The surveys were carried out between June and
November of 1974, and involved three separate
approaches. The' Form A survey was designed and
conducted by FHLBB; the Form B survey by the
FRB and FDIC; and the Form C survey by COC.
Only the* Form A survey collected information on
the sex and marital status of applicants and only the
Form C survey collected creditworthiness informa-

See the settlements in National Urban League v. FHLBB, No 76-0718
(D D.C. Mar. 22. 1977) (Settlement agreement); Nations.] Urban League v.
FDIC. No 76-0718 (D.D.C. May 13. 1977) (Settlement agreement);
National Urban League v. OCC. No. 76-0718 (D. D.C. Nov. 30, 1977)
(Settlement agreement)
12" See To Provide. . For Fair Housing. pp. 188-89, for a more detailed
discussion.
'" An SMSA consists of a county or group of counties containing at least
one city with population of 50.080 or more and adjacent counties which
are economically and socially integrated with the central city. U.S..

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Public Use Samples of
Basic Records from the 1970 Census: Description and Technical Documenta-
non (197I). p. 135.
" These forms appeared as part of FHLBB's 1974 fair housing regula-
tions. 12 C.F.R. § 528.6 (1977). These forms have been discontinued and the

, loan application register, discussed later in this chapter, will be used
instead.
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tion. Thus the survey deaignI limited their useful-
ness.'" Since 'To Provide.or fair Housing was
published, the agencies have completed the surveys
and have provided the Commission with information
on the results.

' Despite the limitations of the surveys, the results
of each indicated deviant lending patterns. For
example, on all three surveys the proportion of
minority applications which were tejedted was
greater than for nonminorities. This was true for all
minority groups. Foym A indicated that the rejec-
tion rate was higher for women than me:and higher
for. single than married per;ons. Form C indicated
that higher rejection rates for minorities, women,
and single persons occurred even when other factors
were held constant. For example, the higher
rejection rate of minorities occurred even when
years in present position, level of debt, total assets,
or size of request was held constant."a
Nonetheless, the surveys resulted in little corrective
action being taken with respect, to the affected
lending institutions.'"

COC observed.
At the outset we must recognize that the surveys were designed to
Provide the agencies with some initial experience in data collection.
and the surveys were hot intended to make a conclusion that
particular banks were discruninating or for specific enforcement
actions. Also, the surveys were conducted at a period of very low
mortgage activity. For these reasons it is difficult to state that the
surveys proysded meaningful or useful data on the ectual prevalence
of dicnnunation, especially that each indicated deviant lending
patterns. COC comments, p. 3.

'" Board of Oovernors of the Federal Reserve System, "Fair Housint
Survey" (ForneB approach), May 2, 1973; Comptroller of the Currency,
"Fair Housing Lending Practices Pilot Project, Survey C Approach" (July
14. 1973); and Federal Home Loan Bank Board, "Fair Housing Information
Survey, Form A Approach" (Aug. 19, 1973).
'" Thirteen State member banks participated in the Form B savey. FRB
asserted that it **analyzed the statistical significance of the different
rejection and approval rates for minority applicants as compared with all
applicants or nonminority applicants in the several cases where swill
differences were revealed." Nov. 1977 Burns letter.
his response to plaintiff intenoptoties in the National Urban League suit,
FRB reported that based on its analysis of the data, examiners conducted
further studies at two of the banks involved. Response to Plaintiffs
Secondary Interrogatories No. 2, National Urban League, et id v. OCC, et
id An examiner visited only one of the two banks. The plaintiff observed
that, once at the institution, however, the examiner "reviewed no loan filet
or honk records." The plaintiff also noted that, relying tolelf on
information contained in t letter from the institution, FRB concluded that
no remedial action was necessary. With respect to the second institution,
the plaintiff observed that some bank records were reviewed by an
examiner although no visit of the bank was made; the examiner determined
that there was no evidence in the records reviewed that disparate credit
standards were being applied to minority applicants. The plaintiff again
observed, however, that FRB did not indicate how thorough a record
review had actually been conducted. For example, FRB did not state
whets, a review had been conducted to ensure that property appraisals

2. Regulatory Data Collection and Analysis
Provisions

Regulation II

Regulation B requires that creditors subject to
ECOA retain all applications of credit,, including
mortgages, along with the creditor's notice of
actions taken for a period of 25 months following the
credit, decison. Moreover, creditors under investigif6,
lion fora violation of ECOA or liegulation B must
retain these records "until final disposition of the
matter."'"

RegulatiOn B also imposes a number of significant
new data collection reqtf). renientS on mortgage
lending institutions regulates by all four Federal
financial regulatory agencies. For example, Regula-
tion B requires that, with respect to written
applications for mortgage financing to acquire a one-
to-four-family residence, creditors Must request
applicanta to provide information as to their 'race or
national origin, sex, marital status, and age. Appli-
cants are to be informed that the information is
requested "for the purpose of monitoring compli-
ance with Federal anti-discrimination statutes" and
that they are not required to provide it.", With these
data any y of the Federaltlfinancial 'regulatory agencies
could make a prima facie determination as to
were being made on a nondiscriminatory basis or Mai rejected minority
applications had been compared with approved applications of whites.
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Mono; for a Partial Summitry .:
Judgment filed in the National Urban League suit. At we noted earlier, the
suit against FRB was disMiesed without a decision on the merits due to the
determinatio t the plaintiffs lacked standing to sue.
Analysis of urveys which FHLBB and the COC conducted revealed
similar proble iii the scrutiny Of potentially. discriminatory trends. For
example, although Form C revealed that some minorities were denied loans
although they had the same level oe'creditworthiness as whites who
received loans, COC concluded that discrimination could not be proven
because of the low mortgage sefivity at the time the survey was conducted.
Robert S. Warwick, Acting 'Director, Office of Housing and Urban Affairs,
FHLBB, interview, Oct. 27, 1977, and Heimann letter.
With respect to these surveys. COC further stated:

Nonetheless, we did bubsequently conduct special fair housing
examinations in two of the banks where the datadid suggest possible
deviations. One of these was conducted with representatives of the
Department of Justice as observers. After thorough investigation no
discriminatory lending practices were discovered in eitherbank. . . It is also worth noting that since the 1974 survey, formal
fair housing examinations and complaint handling procedures have
been implemented. COC comments, p. 3.

FHLBI3 has also observed:
The Bank Board did evaluate the meaning of the data to the extent
possible, however, at the individual institution level, the only level
effectiye for enforcement purposes, there was not sufficient data to
so analyze. The Bank Board did investigate every example where the
denial on any prohibihnd basis deviated from the norm. This
investigative exercise by examiners was partly responsible for the
development of the examiner training program which has since
resulted in a significant number of violations being reported. FHLBB
comments, p. 2.

"s 42 Fed. Reg. 1242. 1261 (1977) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. I 202.12(b)-
(bX3)).
is, 42 Fed. Reg. 1242, 1261 (1977)'(to be coddled in 12 C.F.R. f 202.13.
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whether a lender is discriminatorily denying muo
gage loans to minorities or women, selectively
imposing credit standards hy race or sex, or
imposing terms and conditions for minorities or
women which differ front those for white males.

The data collection requirement in Regulation B
applies to "the purchase of residential real Proper:
ty,"'" tRB's official staff interpretation makes clear
that this requirement extends not only to mortgage
financing but also to residential construction loans
where such loan appkicaiions are part of or are in
addition to an application for a."permanent mort-
gage loan!"'" Regulation B does not, howeyer;
eitend its data collection requirements to applica-
tions for herme improvement loans, as do the
regulations of FHLBB and FDIC. Moreover,
although Regulation B stato that the data are to he
used for monitoring compliance with ECOA and
other fair housing, laws. `the regulation is silent on
how this monitoring is to be conducted. For
example, Regulation B does not piovide for the
routine submission of these data to Federal agencies
or for periodic review. rt does not describe the typeS

of analyses' which should he made for deteiting
ECOA. violations.

0.0°'

FHLBB's _Regulation
FHLBB's regulation'" requires that al FHLRB-

regulated lending institutions provide for cifica-
tion of race, national origin, sex, marital status, and,
age on all Fusing- related loan applications,--incliid-
ing those for construction and improvements. 'It also
requires tiat lenders keep. a "loan application
register" so that examiners may readily identify and
pull specific application files for review.'" The
regulation also requires that lenders visually observe

). Is
"" See FRB "Staff Inirpretation," EC-50005. Apr 8, 1977
"6 43 Fed. Reg. 22.332 (1978).
... 43 Fed. Reg. 22.336, 22.337 (1978) lifformagtion to bi collected on the
resister includes the race, sex, age, and marital -status of the applicant as
well as the census Tract of the property. However. the register does not call
for creditworthiness information; the most the register will reveal is the
comparative rejection rates for minorities and noliminonties, female and
Males, single and married persons. applicants of various ages, and.perhips
give an indication of redlined areas. It will not, teveal disparities among
various groups in the terms and conditions of loani or the reasons for
rejection of applications.
w 43 Fed. Reg. 22'.435 (1978). Such a provisten, adopted permanently.
would greatly enhance the use of data collection and maintenance.
According to representatives of the financial regulatory agencies, appl;-
Fants have often failed to supply such data, makitig it difficult to develops
"statistically significant" base from which to determine ding trends:
Warwick interview. and John Shockeys Chief Cou Thomas P.
Vartaman. Staff Attorney; Roberta Boylan, Asantart tor, Legal
Advisory Services Division; ThOrns W Taylor, Associate Deputy
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and record the race and'sex of applicants 'who refuse
to provide the information.'"

HE(' Regidation
The 1:1)1C regulation!" contains for FDIC' -regu-

lated lenders what are by tar the most Comprehen-
sive and useful data collection provisions, thus far
proposed by any of the four financial regulatory
agenCies. Like the new FIIII313 regulation. FDIC's
regulation subjects all types of housing-related loans
to its data collection rttquittlnents, 'requires the
Maintenance of loan application "log sheets" to he
made available to FDIC examiners, and requires
lender's designation of an applicant's race and sex if
'tie applicant chooses not to provide this informa-'
Lion.

FDIC's regulation is also strong in that it calls for
data collection on the race, sex, and national origiq
of formal applicanfk, as well as for a notation as to
the census tract of each pieCe of real property which
itdthe subject of a credit transaction.

One of the unique features of-FDIC's regulation is,
this census notation requirement. By combining
Census tract data collection requirements with data
on the raCe, sex, national origin, marital status, and
age of borrowers, the regulation potentially enables
FDIC to 'determine. whether mortgage. loans are
being made to minorities outside alt-minority areas
and ta whites outside all-white areas. Another
unique feature of the regulation is its requirement for
collection of credit information such as income, the
characteristics of the property involved: and the
nature of .the loan sought in conjunction with
race/ethnic and sex data of banks located- within,
SMSAs and having .assets exceeding $10 million."n
Such information will make it possible for FDIC to
determine whether credit .standards are being ap-

Comptniller for Consumer Affairs and Electronic Funds Transfer System,
and James T. Keefe, Special 'Assistant to the Comptroller; all of COC.
interview, Nov. 3, 19.77 (herelfter cited as Shockey and others interview)
Lender designation of applicants sex and race could help to remedy this,
problem..thw temporary study is a part of FHLBB's settlement in the
National Urban League suit.

43 Fed. Reg. 11.563-11.568 (1978) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. § 338).
" 43 Fed. Reg. 11,563. 11.566 (1978) (to he codified in 12 C.F.R. § 338.4).
The data collection requiremehts apply not only to pMons who make
written application, but to those who make "oral in-person" inquiries. 41
Fed. Reg. 11,564, 11,566 (1978) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. §§ 338.1, 331 4).
Thus, although the requirement! should serve to reduce discriminatory
prescreening of applicants, the exclusion of telephone inquiries erodes its
overall effectiveness.
," 43' Fed. Reg. 11,566 (1978) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R.- § 338.4).
Although suCh banks represent only 30 percent of FDIC regulatees, they
account for approximately -74 percent of FDIC-regulated mortgage
activity. Gus Johnson. Chief Statistician, FDIC. telephone interview, Apr.
24, 1978.
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plied in a -nondiscriminatory fIshion. The FDIC
regulation, like the FHLBB regulation and Regula-
tion B, requi/es lenders to retain their records for 25
months.

Regulation C

Regulation C,'" issued pursuant to Home Mort-
gage Disclosure Act by FRB, is solely a data
collection-related instrument. In essence, Regulation
C requii-es certain lending institutions which rnake,
"federally related mortgage li-ians". to- record, by
census tract or zip codelwhere applicable), the total
number and dollar value of mortgage loans on
properties within each relevant SMSA each fiscal
year.'" The record retention period is 5 years."°'lf
these records are used in conjunction with the data
required by Regulation B and the propokd FHLBB
regulation, it could enable the regulatory agencies to
improve significantly their ability to identify pat,
terns of discrimination.

3. Use
The data collection requirements discussed in the

preceding section are, on the whole, quite comPre:
hensive. The ultimate value of all such data,
however, is dependent on the use to which it is put
by the four financial regulatory agencies.

FHLBB and FDIC have agreed, by settlements in
the National Urban League to adopt and
develop a national racial, ethnic, and sex data
collection and analysis system."' COC, in its
settlement of that case., also agreed to instituta a data
collection end analysis program,"" but no plans have
yet been developed. COC has indi.cated, however,
that:

a computer based data collection and analysis
system which will be established in early 1979

f 203.
"". 12 C.F.R. 204.2(d). Regulation C/steads to lending institutions
covhted by HMDA: a) with deposits which are federally insured, b) which
make loans wholly or partially secured by a Federal agency. c) which sell

Government National Mortgage Amociation, or the
mortgage loam to the Federal hiational the

Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation.

12 C.F.R. f 203.3(.)(3). This period is to run from the end of the fiscal
year upon which the data are booed.
" The Dew project will differ from the one conducted by the agencies in
1974 in that it will show tly individual isafitution. rather than by aggregate,
lending practices over an ongoing period. The agencies-consider that
major problem of the 1974 survey was that it was for a 6-month duration
onlyt long enough to establish trends. FHLBB, at least, intsnaii16--
conduct the present study isationaide/It believes this will allow it to make
regional comparisons as well as trace changing trendsover
interview. FHLBB added:

The project will collect experimentally the long form of the Loan
Application Register (appnitithately 48 columns) and from that

will permit examiners to focus attention on
those banks and particular loan files therein,
where discriminatory patterns and practices are
more likely to be found. . .Since our last
communication we have hired a consultant who
has 'developed a plan which we will he
dfscdssing with plaintiffs in the National Urban
League suit in the very near future.'"

FRB is the only one of the four regulatory agencies
-which hie not acknowledged the need to collect and
analyze data systematically.'" Although the distrii}t
court has 'dismissed the suit against FRII on
proCedural grounds, FRB- notes that it is "consider -
ing, in connection with a comprehensive review of
the Federal Reserve's consumer and civil rights
enforcement program, ways in which monitoring
information ,might be used more -effectively by
examiners.""a

Although ,FHLB11 and FDIC have agreed to
institute a data collection and analysis system, it
would appear that the use which the twO-agencies
intend to make of data collected by their regulatees
is not wholly satisfactory. The FDIC-proposed
regulation indicated that data would be used to flag
institutions for a more thorough review. FHLBB,.in
its March 22, 1977, agreement with plaintiffs in the
National Urban League suit, gave similar indication:*

The Board. . .agrees that any [data collection
and analysis] system devised by it. . .will. be
structured so as to enable the Board, at a.-
minimum, to discover areas and institutions,
where deviant adverse action or rejection 1-ates
are occurring, to identify patterns of rejections
and adverse actions that warrant further study,
to flag individual institutions for indepth stud-
ies, and to measure changes in rejection or
adverse ac ion fates over time."a 1'
longer Register tract two shorter ones to determine which if more,
useful for both e inatiansand data analysis. The major problem of
the 1974 survey as not that the six month period was not long-
enough to estab rah trends but that the particular period was an
unusually slow lending period and there were numerous problems in
the design and collection of data itself. The present proposed study
will be conducted using data from three SMSAs while examiners use
the Loan Application Register in all Savings and loans associations
thrcfghout the country and evaluate its usefulness as an eiuunination
toot FHLBB comments, pp. 2, 3.

," National Urban League v. OCC, No. 76-0718 (D.D.C. Nov. 30, 1977)
( Settl4ent agreement) pp. 3-3.'
1" comments, pp. 1 and 3.
." Roger Kuhn. Co- rector, 'Center for National Policy ReView,
interview, Oct 13, 1977.)
'" FRB comments, p. A'
," National Urban League v. FHLBB, No. 76-0718 (DYD.C. Mar. 22,
1977) (Settlement agreement).
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While it is significant that FH1.1313 and FDIC will
make use of the data in setting priorities for indepth
investigation, their regulations should also make

'clear the lenders' reiirxiniibility for using tho data to
,' determine if their lending practices have an adverse

impact upon minorities or women. If data indicate,
for examples that minorities, women, or single
persons have apparently been subjected to higher
credit standards than whites, males, or married
persons' or that nonvalidated credit standards have
resulted in an unequal effect on protected- classes,'"
the burden would shift, to the creditor to show that
discrimination has,' in fact, not occnrred"a or to take
affirmative action to correct the past discrimination

ensure against discriminatory practice in the
future. Creditors who fail to take such corrective

Action voluntarily would be subjected to enforce-
ment proceedings leading to the imposition of
appropriate sanctions.

FHLBB regulatiotts appear to permit, but mit
require, such use of data. FHLBB wrote to this
Commission.:

tins for charging disaiminatory, practices, if
such bt found. Because of the many variables
comfected with credit evaluation, we do not,
believe that the data collection system, standing
alone, will be capable of providing sufficiently
substantial evidence to support a charge of
discriminatory lending practices, except in the
most flagrant cases.' "O

B. Thp Fair Housing Examination Process
I. Conduct uj Examination

All of the financial regulatory agencies regularly
examine the institutions they supervise. These.,
examinations ate the agencies' tool for ensuring that
these institutions are in compliance with applicable
laws.

Since 1974 the agencies have instituted consumer
affairs examinations with fair housing components.
FDIC's consumer affairs examination is conducted
on a differCnt schedule than its regular commercial
examination.'" This is true for some of FRB's and
COC's regions as well. The remainder of the regions
of the two agencies conduct the consumer affairs
examination concurrently with the regular commer-

.

The Bank Board intentionally incorporated the cial examination. "' FHLBB reviews compliance
doctrine of discrimination in effect in both the with fair housing statutes as a component of itsregulations, Part 528, and the Guidelines, Part

regularized commerciiirexamination of savings and531.8, to 'convey to member institutions- the,,
importance of their ability to meet their biirden loan institutions.
of proof.'"

FDIC, howtever, has taken a different position. ft
wro to the Commission:

, [The CoMmission't] view fails to recognize the
purposes and advantages of the present bank
examination; framework. To shift the burden of
pioof to the creditor would require some form
of legal or administrative proceeding. This is
neither practical nor necessary with ?espect to
the correction of,, most unsafe or unsound
banking practices or -violations of laws by
regulated banks. It is expected that an examiner.
would conduct a' thorough examination of
investigation of a bank in which the collected
data indicated possible discriminatory patterns.
The examiner's report would provide a firmer

v" See discussion otthe "effects test- death= of disciimination above.
". The principle that =explained statistical disparities between protected
chases and the toijority may create prima facie case of discrimination is
well established, in Federal caw law. See International Brotherhood of
Teamsters v. United States: 43 US. 324, 339 (1977); Kinsey v. First Reg.

\ Securities, Inc., 577 F.2d 830, 839 (D.C. Cir. 1977) Parham v. Southwest-
Ni ern Bell Tel. Co., 433 F.2d 42I.426 (8th Cu. 1970), sword, EEOC v. Local

14 Intl. Union ofOpetatlag Eng., 415 F,Supp. 1.I.55 1170 (S.D. it Y. 1976).
FHLBB comments, p. 3 .

'" FDIC comments, p. 3.
Peter 'Kravitz, Attorney, Office of Bank' Customer Affairs, FDIC,

telephone interview, Mar. 11, 1978.
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`,FRB'
FRB has examination responsibility for approxi-

mately 1,000 State member banks. Between April
1977, when FRB instituted its consumer affairs
exdfnination, and the end of 1977, approximately 500
State membEr banks had undergone FRB's 'fail
housing examination. By Mach 31, 1978, FRB
expects that roughly 85 to 90 percent of the 1,0000,
institutions will have reCeivId the special examina-
tion. Ultimately, all 1,000 institutions will undergo
the examination on an annual asis."4

FDIC ti

By March 1978 approximately 50 percent of the
9,035 institutions which FDIC supervises were
"r Lynn Barr, Staff Attorney, Division of Consumer Affairs, FRB.
telephone interview, Mas. 31, 1978, and William Remit. Manager of Bank
Compliance, Consumer Affairs Division, COC, telephone interview, Mar.
31, 1978. COC is moAng toward concurrent examiottions for all its
regions.
'" Lucy Griffin, Director, Consumer Affairs Unit, Office of Community
Investment. FHLBB, telephone inkrview, Feb. 21, 1978.
". Rene Lacoste, Chief, Compliance Unit. Division of Consuriier Affairs,
FRB. telephone interview, Feb. .21, '1978: The special examinations have

"-ire= stepped pp in 1978 owing to an ilICIVII8C in regional personnel.
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expected to have received the special consumer
. affairs examination review. The review was institut-

ed June I, 1977. Once all institutions' have been
reviewe these fair housing reviews will continue

, on an on omg basis.'" \I
(IX'.

.COC has examination responsibility for the
Nation's 4,658 national banks. As of December 1977,
3,1945 of these institutions (about 69 percent) hard
received the special consumer affairs review. -COC
estimated that between 75 to 80 percent of all
national banks had undergone, the review as of
March 1978. Once all institutions have been review-
ed, these fair housing reviews will continue on an
ongoing basis.'"

./
ElIERR

FHIL11113 examines each of the roughly 4.100
savings and loan institutions which are members of
the Federal ,Home Loan Bank gysterl approximately
once every 14 months. Since 1975 this examination
has included a review of compliance with fair
housing statutes.'" Approximately 3,800 titutions

lhad undergone examinations between that ime and
March 1978.1" ie
2. Written' Fair Housing Procedures

.

FRB examiners receive written instruction for the
conduct. of !fair housing examinations from three
separate documents: "Examiner Instructions."'"
which applies to tticj 5eview of compliance with all
consumer tut for shich FRti is responsible; an
"Examiner Checklist,"'" which -a series of yes/no
questions to be filled in by the ex miners thetnselves
during the consumer examination; nd, finally, a set

Pat White, Consumer Protection Analyst, Consumer 'Affsirs Unit,
Division of Batik SupervIsa6n, FDIC, telephone interview, Mar. 13, 1118.
" Royal B. Dunham. Jr., Manager, Examination Analysis, Con mer
Affairs Division, COC, telephone interviex. Mar. 13. 1978.
'" FHLBB noted that

final class of examiner training m Fair Housing and Equal
Credit, ixaalucted" during the wuSter and spring of 1976-77, was
completed[ in early May A number of tunes the Bank Board has
refe§reel to the examination, cycle which has been completed since
that last training course to May This cycle used the same fost
which had :beady been in use for two .years. and resulted min
substantially mere reported violations. FHLBB comments, p. 3.

Griffm interview, Feb. 21. 1978, and Robert Moore. Deputy Director.
Office of Examination ant] Suffrvlion, FHLBB, telephone interview. Mar.
13, 1978.

"6 FRB "Examiner Instructions" (March 1977).
` FRB. "Exinuner Checklist. Consumer Affairs Compliance Examina-
tion" (March 1977).

FRB, "Fair Housing Examination" (Redraft, Oct. 29, 1976).
John .1. Early, Director, Division of Bank Supervision. FDIC.

memorandum to Examiners and Assistant Examiners, "Fair Housing
Compliance Report Form 6500/68," Aug. 29, 1977. FDIC's instructions to

of procedures Specific to fair housing entitled, "Fair
Housing /Lamination."'"

FDICN written fair housing examiner procedures
are contained in jt memorandum to examiners and
assistant examiners from the Director of FDIC's
Division of pank Supervision."' COC first issued its
"Comptroller's Handbook for Consumer Examina-
tions" in 1976, and has revised and updated it several
times since.'" Hi LIM examiners utilize instructions
which first became part of the FIII.BB examiners'
manual in 1975.'"

.3. Examinations and Arlysis of Examiner
Reports
ERR

Of the first 550 State member banks of the Federal
Reserve *stem to receive the Board's new consum-
er examination, approximately 73 percent (401) were
found to be in less than full compliance with
Regulation B. FRB found that the majority of
Regulation .13 violations related to the use of
outdated credit applications and form. Most other
detected violations involved: (I) the unlawful
request for the signature of a nonapplicant spouse,
(2) 'the failure to fulfill the notificakion requirainents
of Regulation B,',"or (3) the failure to adhere to the
requirement to request information for monitoring
purposes.'""

Approximately 97 percent of the 550 banks
examined were in violation of Title VIII two
technical areas. Some banks either- had not p ed.
the equal housing lending poster in the bank and its
branches or had not' included the equal housing
lender logo'" in advertisements. According to Flt,
in each case in which violations were found, the
bank promised correction. FRB also reported that

examiners with respeCt to the Home Mortgage Dficlosure Act also
appeared m memorandum form. John J Easly, Director. Division of Bank
Supervision, FDIC, Memorandum to Examiners and Assistant Examiners,
"Home Mortgage Disclosure Compliance deport Form 61500/69," June
1977.

CDC, "Comptroller's Handbook for Consumer Examinations" (1976).
'" FHLBB, EOP-123, "Examiners Manual" (July 1. 1976). FHLBB also
commented, "As the pertinent civil rights laws and regulations are revised,
out examination procedures are revised Just as the current Fair Housing.,
portion is currently under revision to reflect changes in the new
regulation." FHLBB comments, p. 3.

Regulation B requires notification of adverse Acta". Fed. Reg. 1242,
1257-1260 (1977) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. § 202.9). Regulation B also
requires retention in records of specific reasons for adverse action taken on
an application. 42 Fed. Reg. 1242. 1261 (1977) (to be codified in 12 C.F.R. §
202.12). 1 ft

Regulation B requires that such information be requested of applicants.
42 Fed. Reg. 1242, 1261 (1977) to be codified in 12 C.F.R. § 202.13).
'^ The logo ts a graphic depiction of a house accompanied by a bold
typeface assertion that the institution is an "Equal Housing Lender" and
does business "In Accordance With the Federal Fair Housing 'Law." See
12 C.F.R. §528.5(b) (1977) for the logo.
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no pattern of discrimination in real estate lending
had been discovered by examiners.'

FRB made completed fair housing examiner
reports of three institutions available to the Coms-
sion. The types of violatiom detected in these Orree
cases, perhaps because of the use of the standardized
kims with yesinovuestions, tended to be the four
most common violgions found for all FRB-regulat-
ed institutions. FRB informed the Commission that
each institution which was founeto be in less than
full compliance with fair housing requirements had
promised correction. lhjwever, although the files
indicate that FRB recommended that outdated
forms requesting prohibited information be abol-
ished, no remedies appear to have been proposed for
the three other types Zif violations. Moreover, the
three fair housing examination files do not include
records of any remedial action which may have been
initiated by the three institutions. Thus it was not
possible for Commission staff to evaluate whether
violations were adequately addressed.

FDIC
. In response to a Commission request t at FDIC
providethe number of violations detected as a result
of that agency's piir housing examinations, the
FDIC reported meily at no "substantive" viola-
tions of Title VIII d 'been reported and that,
"while it is not clear that the failure to collect
monitoring information under Regulation B tepre-
sents a fair.housing .problem or violation, this

ciarticular violation noted with some frequen-
cy."'" 4

FDIC did indicate that institutions frequently
0, violated the agency's policy statement by failing to

display the equal lending poster or by failing to give
the required notice of nondiscrimination in adver-
tisements for fair housing loans. The agency noted:
"Moral suasion has generally been effective in
bringing about correction in Pthese areas." It also
indicated that when it was aiscovered that an
institution had failed to collect monitoring informa-
tion required by Regulation B, the regional office
staff "routinely': followed up to assure compli-
ance.'"

Rene W. Lacoste. Manager, Compliance Section. Division of Consumer
Affairs, FRB. letter to Nancy Langworthy, Equal Opportunity Specialist,
U.S. Communion on Civil Rights, Mar. 23, 1978.

William A. Longbrake, Special Assistant to the Chairman, FDIC, letter
to Arthur S. Flemming. Chairman, U.S. Commission' n Civil Rights, Mar.
2& 1978 (hereafter referred, to as Mar. 28, 1978, Longbrake letter).
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FDIC sent tins Commissionethree ex,unination
ides. As is the case with 1 RI1, it _appears from an
analysis of these files that the use of reporting forms
in fair housing, examinations which require a yes of
no response limits the type in' fair housing findings
made by. 11)10 examiners.4)ne examination report

-revealed that an institution failed to collect racial
and ethnic and sex data bill Wati at the smile time
judged to have policies and piocedurcs which we lc
"nondiscriminatory with respect to the receipt,
evaluation and subsequent action on mortgage and
home improvement loan applications.""' Such a
determination has Ilt (IC meaning, when made in the
absence of relevant data.

The three fair housing examination files revealed
the following four violations in one or more,
instances:.

Failure to display the eq
Failure of mortgage I an advertisements to

contain required (air housing statement.
Failure to notify applicants adverse actions.
Failure to request racial, ethnic, and sex data on

housing loan application forms.
In all instances, the bank in question promised to

correct the violations.

ending poster.

COC
COC indicated to this Commission that as of April

3, 1978, its examiners had, as a result of the agency's
fair housing examinations, uncovered possible.iiir
housing violations at only three institutions."' COC
proviOecithe Commission with the relevant exami-
nation report files. The three examination files
indicate that examiners who conducted the fair
husing reviews of the three institutions had good
knowledge of fair housing requirements. Houiever, a
number of violations which were detected through
the examination process did notOappear to have been
corrected.

-COC noted:
4.

.

ithis fact should be placed in proper perspec-
tive. In all 'cases discoveredb violations have.
been corrected prospectively, Correction of
past violations will not be effected until Repla-
tion'H.enforcemeii guidelines, currently out fOr
public comment, have been adopted in final

6
(bid
Eshi E4ttachment to Mar 28, 1978. Lon brake letter
Thomas %. Taylor. Associate Deputy Oanptroller. COC. letter to

Cynthia N GrMe. Assistant Staff Di for or Federal Evaluation. U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Apr. 3.

I



form. At that time all past violations will be
addressed. We believe this to be preferable to
requiring un- standardised corrective action
while the issues are under further study.'"

As a result,' dibC has taken no .Abetions for the
purpose of providing relief to victims of discrimina-
tory practices it has uncovered. For example, in ono.
case COC found that inquiries had been made on
appraisal forms as to the racial and ethnic composi-

.4ion of the neighborhood wherethe loan was to be
made. COC ordered a special examination, and, as a
result, a new appraisal form- was adopted by the
institution. No action appears' to have been takelf:-.
however, to rectify the discriminatory effect which
the use of this form may have had prior to its
discontinuation. In another car, evidence was
uncovered that minority applicants had been reject-
ed for loans without any apparent reason. Although
the COC examiner brought these findings to the
attention of,bank management and, in fact, obtained
an admission from the institution that the applicant
had not received adequate consideration, no action
appears to have been taken to provide relief to the.
past victims of this practice. Other violations and
subsequent actions on the part of the institutions are
included in exhibit 3.1.'74

FHLBB
In calendar year 1977 FHLBB examiners detected

2,804 "possible or actual" fair housing violations as a
result of the examination process."' In calendar year
1977, 1,849 supervisory letters advising FHLBB
regulatees of "possible or actual" fair housing

'" COC comments. p. 4,
'" COC hal supplemented the information contained in exhibit 3 I as
follows:

We would like to apprise you of action which has occurred since
February 1978. The first two violations occurred in bank. A
follow-up rumination was conducted June 28. 1978. The prescreen.
Mg violation cited in the exaeunation report was predicated upon the
fact that no declined applications were found in connection with
portfolio of loans generated by a broker. The report of rumination
did indicate that the bank was develloPing procedures to eliminate
potable prescreening, but this wukpparently not included in the
material provided your office. The second examination did discover
some rejected applications that had been overlooked at the tint
examination and....bened on his review of the matter, the examiner
concluded that no discriminatory practiceexisted., The problem
with required spouse signature was not related to homing loans, but
was included to the material forwarded to your staff on fair housing
violations. During the examination the bank did. commit to take
prospective corrective action by revising its loan policy to comply
with the signature provisions of Regulation B. (OC comments. p. 6.

"s Of the approximately 4,100 institutions to -beeismined. approximately
3,800 had undergone the fair housing examination between May 1977 and
March 19711.. This Commission does not know how many institutions had
undergone the fair housing examination in calendar year 1977.

Lacy &On. Office of Community Investment, FHLBB. letter to
Roger Kuhn, Co-Director. Center for National Policy Review, Mar. 9,
1978 (hereafter cited as Griffin letter).

violations wc"ce sent, and 52 pprcial examinations
following up on possible violations were conducted
for the same period.""-

In' the three exiunination reports 1:111.1111 made
available to this agency, CA111111111CfS exhibited famil-
iarity with.fair housing requirements and conscien-
housnks in determining compliance with those
requirements. Moreover, the examiners in some
cases displayed persistence in seeking correction of
violations. However, in the one case in" which
FHLBB found violations which remained uncor-
rected through three annual examinations, HILDB
could not obtain compliance through voluntary
means. Nonetheless, FHLIIII did not initiate formal
enforcement proceedings against the institution. In
that case, FHLBB examiners noted prescreening of
applicants and lack of records on rejected applica-
tions in the 1975, 1976, and 1977 examinations of the
institution_ At the time of the 1977 examiner report,
FHLBB had achieved no.firm commitment from the
institution that it would correct these violations.m, A
sample of other violations and tile subsequent action
is shown in exhibit 3.2.

It is not known whether FHLBB was successful in
each attempt to correct violations at the two other
institutions, since the records of the those examina-
tions indicate that FHLBB was awaiting responses
to supervisory letteGs. The records doindicate that
FHLBB, as a matter of course, did look beyond the
rationalizations and excuses offered by the institu-
tions for "possible and actual" illegal practices. This
compares favorably with the situation as it existed 4
years ago, when FHLBB and the other regulatory

Following the December 1975 examination. the Institution promised in
the future to notify, rejected applicants of why they had been rejected. No
monitoring of this promise was apparent from the records sent to this
Commission. In the November 1976 examinaton, the examiner found that
the paucity of records on Zan rejections was in large part due to
prescreening. The institution was informed that prescreening and the
failure to notify prescreened applicants of adverse action was in violation of

r Regulation B. Subsequently. s supervisory letter was written to the
(. institution directing it to: adopt formal loan application procedures which

assure equal access to credit extensions to all qualified persons, document
adequately reasons for deniil of each rejected application, and develop an
education procedures. implementation of the formal application proce-
dures. The institution responded only with promise to Improve fair
housing education of employees and to provide equal housing in lending
logos in all loan advertising. In the December 1977 examination. the
examiner observed. "Our review of association policies and practices
indicates that essentially the same procedures as were evident at the
previous examinations are used to screen potential applicants prior to
completion of s written application.- A supervisory letter directing
correction was sent to the institution. Records indicate FHLBB was
awaiting, response. Francis M. Fastiarelli, Associate Director. Office of
Examinations and Supervision, FHLBB, attachment to memorandum to
Lucy Griffin. Office of Community Investment, FHLBB, Apr 17, 1978
Jher eafter'reterrecl to as Passarelli memorandum)
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EXHIBIT 3.1

Fair Housing Deficiencies and fieniedies iriCOC Examinati4n Reports

Deficiencies

Prescreening in contravention of 19egula ion B.

Requirement for spouse's \kgnature in cases in
which applicants applied for loans in their own
names.

Failure to collect racial, ethnic, and sex data as
required by Degulation B.

Failure to include the equal housing lending logo
in loan advelsements.

Possible discriminatory policy -which cannot be
proved," the effect of which is to limit mortgage
loans in the bank's predominantly black service
area.

4 202.4(a) of Regulation B prohibits prescreening
on a discriminatory basis. Prescreening is the dis-

\ couragement of individuals from applying for loans
before they actually fill out written applications. It is
a practice specifically forbidden by FDIC's Title
VIII/ECOA regulation and by FHLBB's proposed
regulation as well as by Regulation B.

f 202.1300 of Regulation B prostribes that lend-
ing institutions request such informatidn on loan
applications.

Source: Thomas W. Taylor, Associate Depiity
Comptroller, COC, attachment to letter to Nancy
Langworthy, equal opportunity specialist, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Feb. 28, 1978.

Remedy

No remedial action was indicated.

No remedial action wA indicated.

Indication that a revised formpioviding for such
information was being "contemplated" by the ih-
stitution.

Agreement that the bank will include the logo.

Special examination into the matter ordered.
Among other actions the location of rejected and
accepted loan applications were to be plotted on
census tract maps, a review of bank policy to see
whether it was discriminatory in effect was to be
conducted, and a review of rejected and accepted
loan applications by race was to be undertaken. The
result of the special examination was not indicated
in the records sent this Commission.

1 t,



EXHIBIT 3.2
-1

Fair Housing Deficiencies and Renedies in FHLBB Examination Reports

Deficiencies

Failure to maintain records used in arriving at.
lecisicIA to deny loan applications.

Use of sex and marital statusdescriptive terms
on loan applications inviolation of Regulation B.

composition and/or geographic location
appeart to have been used as a loan up,derwnting
standard.

Rgmedy

Savings and loan institution provided FHLBB with a
written assurance that it would, in the future, main-
tain adequite records of "all'reasons for actions
taken in.connection with each loan application."

Existing forms corrected manually to conform to the
requirements of Regulation B and a new stock of
applications ordered which. conformed to the re-
quirements of Regulation B.

FHLBB notified institution that it was intending to
conduct a special review into the matter. The institu-
tion responded with an expination of the alleged
activities which FHLBB said was unacceptable. A
special investigation was then conducted in which
FHLBB determined that the institution was taking
corrective action because of the number of loans
originating in the previously redlined areas,., in-
creased substantially.

Source: Francis M. Passarelli, Associate Director, Office of Examinations arid Supervision, FHLBB, attach-
ment to memorandum to Lucy Griffin, Office of Community Investment, FHLBB, Apr. 17, 1978.

1'
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agencies often relied solely on the justifications
supplied by banks for suspect practices uncovered in
the examination process.'"

4. Examiner Training

examination procedures relating to ECOA, HMDA,
4440. and Title VIII. A representative of the Civil Rights

Divison, Department of Justice, takes part in the
civil rights traintng. Approximately 200 FRB exam-

liners and other professional staff pdrticipated in five
sessions held between August 1976 and November
1977. In addition to the consumer affairs training,
instruction , on civil rights laws continues to be
included in the curriculum, of the senior examiner
and assistant examiner school's.'"

Since 1974-the fair hotsing training of examiners
at.the agencies Ii.as improved. Most of this improve-
iipent\ was initiated independently by th5 agencies.
There has; in'addition, been some external impetus
for improved training. For example, the National
T-Trtn League suit settlements entered into(' by
FHLBB, FDIC, and COC required better training
programs.'' The Department' of Justice and HUD,
in testimony before the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs during hear-_
ings on the fair housing practices of the 'agencies,
urged improved training of examiners. The Commit-
tee issued a report pursuant to the hearings which
included imprQved examiner training in its list of
recommendations for the four Igencies.'" In addi-
tion, pursuant to the recommendation of the Assis-
tant Attorney General for Civil Rights, an intera-
gency task force on fair housing was created, in part
to improve fair housing training of examiners and
develop joint agency examination procedures."'
The task force used a training program which
FHLBB had developed independently as a model
for the agencies.

In addition, as of late 1977, two training sessions
had been held by ;the interagency consumer affairs
training schools. These sessions, con ucted by staff
of FRB, COC, and FDIC, provid an overview of
the requirements of the fair hous. g laws. Another 2-
week interagency session was planned for spring
1978.'62

FRB
FRB conducts 2-week consumer affairs training

on a regular basis as part of a new consumer affairs
education program. Three and a half days of class
time are devoted to lectures, case studies, and

'" sax fn hair /Immix, pp I711 80
National Urban League v 1'111 1111 No 76 0718 (1) Mar 22, 1977)

(Settlement agreement). pp 7 6, National Ilrhan league v I'DIC No 76
(1718 (I) I) (' May II, 1917), (Settlement agreement), pp 1 4, and National
Crtuin league v OCC No 76 0718 C Nov O. 1977) (Settlement
agreement), pp 1 7 As of Jul y 19714 TRH had not willed III this case

US Congress, Senate Committer iffanking, Housing, rid Urban
Affairs, /(rime an Pair Lending Enforcent by the Four Fribrul hinam la/
Resulawry Affnelei. 94th Cong 2d seem June 1, 1976
'" Po statement
'" %hockey and other* interview
"" Arthur Rums. Chairman, Board of (iovernors of the Federal Reserve
System, letter to Arthur S Flemming, Chairmen, 11S Conimisaum on
( lull Rights, Nov 7, 1971

I
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FDIC
ap

FDIC's fair housing training, which was instituted
in October 1976, consists of lectures and seminars on
"legal, theory and policy matters" pertaining to
Title VIII, ECOA, End HMDA.2"Aily the end of
1977, nearly 400 of FDIC's roughly' 2,000 examiners
had received fair housing trainirig.1" FDIctalso
presented a 1-week fair housing workshop in May
1977, in which 44 staff members participated. At this
workshop, speakers included reptesentatives from ;
DOJ and FHLBB and covered such topics as: FDIC
fair housing responsibilities, applicable legislation,
redlining, patterns of discrimination, procedures for
investigating and r solving complaints, examination
procedures, recor keeping requirements, use of
sampling techniques --in investigation, evidence of
noncompliance, and compliance report preparation.
Participants included examiners and other regional
office staff.'"

FDIC will continue its fair, housing training of
examiners through A78. All examiners, are sched-
uled to receive the trainipg. Regional offices are also
holding workshops to train examiners in consumer
protection laws, including fair housing.

COC
As of November 1977, approximately 400 of

COC's 2,523 examiners had attended COC's 2-week
training in consumer laws and examination \proce-
dures. Approximately one-third of t* instructio_9, is

" William A Longinake, Special Astuslant ati the Chanma FDIC, letter
to Arthur S Flemming, Chairman, 11 S Commission on CO, Rights, Nov
4, 1977 (hereafter referred to u Nov 4, 1977, Lon brake letter)
Attachment, LxhiNt IV, "FDIC's Farr Housing 'Training for Eta/rimers."
FDIC has separate examiner training eesaions for "newly hoed" wistani
examiners, assistant examiners with from I to 2 years of field examination
experience, and assistant examiners with 21/2 in more years of field
examination experience Each or titter groups receives fair housing
training 11

Carolyn Aldrich, Consumer Affairs Specialiat, Office of Consumer
Affairs and Civil Rights, FDIC, telephone interview, Mar 211, 1978 For
fluid year 1978, 2,006 easminer positions were allocated to FDIC Not all
those positions have been filled DM
'" Attachment, Exhibit IV, to Nov 4, 1977, I Anighrake letter



devoted to fair housing, including the. Equal Credit
Opportunity Act and the Hornet Mortgage Disclo-

--. Sun Act. Case studies are used to teach detection of
discriminatory devices and evaluation of potentia. lly
discrimirry practices. Lectures are presented by
DOJ and FRB staff. COC intends to train all
national bank examiners in the fair housing proce-
dures.'"

In 1976 staff of the Housi9g Section, Civil Rights
Division, D01, accompanied COC examiners An
their consumer affairs examination of six national
banks. This was the result of COC's acceptance of
an invitation by D0.(, to the four agenCiNfor the
purpose of providing them with advice on how to
improve their fair housing examination programs.

,COC was the only one of the four agencies to accept
D(.11, offer. Following these joint examinatns,
DOJ staff made a number of recommendations to

1:11LBB J
Between fall 1976 and spring 1977, FHLBB

conducted extensive training in nondiscrimination
enforcement, for its .examining staff of 746. Thi.
program provided 2 1/2 days of training for every
FHLBB examiner. Lectures_ were given on applica-
ble laws and regidations, investigation techniques,
and enforcement mechanisms. %'hese training ses-
sions made use of case studies and loan Files.'"

The examiners are trained to look for practices
which may be discriminatory) in dffect,as well as for
deliberate discrimination. Jtaminers)are also in-
structed to utilize census tract haps to dejertnine
where loans have been granted, rejected, and "made
on leli favrableiterms than requested" to determine
whether redlining is taking place.'"

FHLBB has provided similar programs for re-
gional supervisory agents, who review examiner
reports and often corilav institutions when problems
nave been detected. fci addition, a special 1-day
ondiscrimination course was presented to the 12

Federal Home Loan Bank presidents in July 1977."

.... Heimann letter . '7

'" Among DO.I's recommendations were that coic expand the sample of
appliCations it reviewed fort innpluince with fair housing laws so as to
represent adequately minority and female applications. that loin officers
provide. where psathle. racial/ethnic and w data not provided by the
applicant, and that COC examiners review an institution's employment
policies to ensure that discriminatory employment practices were not
effecting services to women Walter thiamin, Acting
Deputy t Housinghwf. Houng Section, vii !tights Division, D)2, interview,
Nov 14, 1977 COC has noted that "a inapa purpose of the planned data
collection and analysis system, as noted previously,,is to permit examiners

C. GonVitint Procedures
I. FRB

FRB has a regulation pertaining to consume
complaints in general, but does not have separate
instructions for handling fair housing complaints."
The 1einsurner complaint regulation, comrhonly
referred to as Regulation AA,'" states where and
how complaints are to-rbe4led. It sets forth the
period Within which FRB or Reserve Bank staff
should respond to a complainant: -

Within 15 businds day of receipt of a written
by the Boadq' or a Federal Reserve

Bank, a substantive response or an acknowl-
edgement setting, a reasonable time for a
substantive response will be sent to the individ-
ual making the complaint.'"

But the regulation is silent on how long a "reason-
able time" may be and fails to set. requirements for
the investigation or disposition of complaints.

FRB notes that:

Under present procedures, Reserve Banks
operate under general instructions regarding the
invetigation and handling of consumer com-
plaint's. FRB staff is in the process of issuing, as
part of FRB's expanded compliance and en='

vpforcement program, comprehensive and de-
tailed ipstructions regarding investigation
procedures. "'

Complaints are investigate bye miners at the
12 Federal Reserve Banks. t are initially
lodged with the Federal Reserve oard in Washing-
tOn, D.C., they are forwarded to r e appropriate
Federal- Reserve Bank for action. e Reserve
Banks, in turn, send status reports of complaint
investigations to the Consumer Affair Division at
FRB. Those reports include the bases on which the
complainant is alleging a violation (for example,
marital status or sex) a very brief account of the
complaint,. and the explanation of the respondent
institution.

The reports do not contain a description of the
investigation or an explanatioa of the decisions. This

to more effectively select a houaing sample from the loan files (20
comments, p 6
'" Robert S Warwtck, Acting Dirktor, Office of Housing and Urban
Affairs, 1111,11H, letter to Arthur S Flemming, Chairman, U S Commis-
sion on Civil Rights, Nov 4, 1977 (hereafter cited ali Warwick letter)
'" F111 lift. "Nondiscrimination in Lending and Employment At Hand-
book on Civil Rights !Awe and Enforcement" (September 1977)

Warwick letter
'" 12 C I' ft ?77(1977)
. 12 C I R 77 lthi (1977)
'" Fklitomments, p
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is especially unfortunate because FRB stores the
information from these reports on computer'" and
thus has the potential for doing a number., of
statistical analyses of the complaints it receives. If

-the reports were expanded, FRB would' be able to
monitor the adequacy of FRB complaint resolutions'
more closely."

2. FDIC
Prior to 1'916, frmc had nowritten Pair housing

complairlt procedures. In fall 1976, FDIC adopted
"Procedures for Investigating Fair Housing Com-
plaints," which are applicable to complaints filed
pursuant to Title VIII, ECOAand HMDA.'"

The procedures, which were adapted from guide-
lines preplred by DOJ, are comprehensive and
provide excellent instructions for examiner investi-
gationof complaints. They state that the purpoSe of
the fair housing complaint investigation is not only .

to determine the validity of the individual complaint,
but also to "document the practice or act tflat caused
the complain,, and determine whether the practice
or act represented an isolated case or a general
policy that must be corrected.';

The investigative procedures direct the examiner
to interview the complainant following review of
the written ,complaint and to visit the respondent
institution. While there, the examiner is to determine
the institution's general loan policies; application
procedures; underwriting policies, including credit
scoring devices; lending patterns, by examining the
locations in which loans have been made by census \
tractor zip code; 1" and "a representative sample of
accepted and rejected mortgage applications for the
period of time during which the complainant's
application. was submitted." The examiner is in-

'" FRB, Conaunier Complaint Control Procedures (Jan I, 1977).
'" Rene Lacoste, Chief, Compliance Section, Consumer Affairs Davison,
FRB, telephone interview, Feb. 24, 1978.
''" FDIC, "Procedures for Investigation of Fair HOusing Complaints"
(undated). In October 1976 FDIC issued additional written instructions for
the handling of Title /111 complaints. See also memorandum from John I.
Early, Director, Division of Bank Supervision, FDIC, iProecidures for
Processing Complaints Under Title viii, Civil Rights Act of 1968," on
standardized investigation reporting form Memo. No. R/D- 101-76, (kt.
22, 1976.
'" Ibid.. pp 7-12. .
'" Ibd., p. 13
"' !bid , pp. 15, 17)
"' Nov 4, 1977, Langbrake letter

COC, -Procedures for Processing Complaints Involving Title /111
(Fair Homing) of the Civil Rights Act of lima (42 U.S.C. 3605),"
Examining Circular No 158, to all Regkinal Administrators and Examining
Personnel. Aug. 8, 1977

COC stated:
We simply do not have the resources to do field investigation of all
ECOA complaints, u we do for fair housing complaints, although,
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structed to review appraisal forms; w)Tksheets, and
"any documents that list the amount of the loan
made, interest rate, duration, points and date of
approval" of those applications.'" Examiners are
also instructed to contact appraisers and real estate
brokers ,who had cdriducted business with the
respondent institution at the time of the complain-
aneslapplication to determine whether the institution
had reflected' any discriminatory policies or prac-
tic appraisers or real e ate broker4.2"

The regional office, fter determining if the
complaint is valid, ?orwards 'the complaint and an
explanation of thetdetermination to tke Washington
office."'

3. COC
COC has written procedures for processing Title

VIII complaints,'" bUt as of March1978, it had not
developed such_procedures for ECOA complaints,,

.and, indeed, had' not allocated the resources for
proper handling of ECOA complaints."' Although ;
all fair housing complaints are ultimately reviewed.
in Washington, they may be received, initially
reviewed, and investigated by the regional offices
prior to submission to the Washington Office for .

final review.'"
The procedures direct that the respondent institu-

tion be notified of the complaint and be given 10
days to respond to the charges. Following that, the .

complainant is to be interviewed anct the complain-
ant's and institution's accounts compared. Subse-
quently, bank personnel who were involved in the
activities recounted in the complaint are to be
Utterviewed at the institution. While at the institu-
tion, tke examiner is to assess: I) the bank's
explanation for,. the incident, including the reasons

we do seek to resolve all complaints. If we cannot adequately
respond to the ,cOmplanunt on the basis of his/her letter, we
correspond with the bank to receive its explanation of the situation
and then make determination based on the facts presented by both
parties. We are considerinti modifying this procedure in order that
we may have more infarmation upon which to make such
determinations. First. we would have examiners conduct follow-up
review of all complaints and their resolution at the next subsequent
consumer examination. For instance, this should enable the examiner
to determine if credit wu denied on prohibited basis because
lending officer wu not adhering to bank policies. Second, in
connection with ECOA complaints we may uk the bank for more
documentation and an explanation of its lending policy concerning
the type ofloan usocuted with the denied credit. We are confident
that our present proccdures are reasonable, but at the ume time we
realize the state of the art is still evolving and our procedures are not
static. COC comments, p. 4.

COC:, "PuLedures for 'Processing Complaints Involving Title /111
(Fair Housing) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 3605)" Examing
Circular No 158, to all Regional Administrators and Examining Personnel,
Aug. 11, 1977. '
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for denial of the loan or forthe imposAtiOn of\
particular terms and conditions on the loan; 2) the
bank's policy with regard to the making of loans,
"including all factors taken into account i5Kletermin-
ing whether a given applicant,is eljible for a loan or
other financial assistance, including consideration of
the neighhkorhood"; 3) whether any of those factors
take into account "directly or indirectly, the
applicant's race, color, eligion, national ciriAin, sex,
or marital .stattts'c; and 4) the ;umber of loans to
applicants who Crept' the same race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, or marital stars s as the com-
plainant, and the time the loans wer made.

The examiner is also to "review the .name and
residence-of persons receiving such loans to deter-
minemine whether the bank may have a policy of
granting such loans only in certaineighborhooda.".
In determining the bank's policy, M examiner is to
obtain copies of any available writings or documents
pertaining to the bank's standards for making loans,
and, in order to verify the lender's policy, other
mortgage applications (both accepted .and rejected)
are to be reviewed. If the respondent institution has
undergone a consumer examination, which would.
include an examination of fair housing compli ace,
the examiner is also to review the examination
reports.

Within 10 business days of the'conclusion of the .'
investigation, the examiner is to submit a report to'
the Regional Administrator containing the examin-
er's recommendation for a decision. Within an
'additional 10 business days, the Regional Adrninis-

\ .trator is to review and comment upon the report ad
forward it to headquarters in Washington. Within 30
days, if the Regional Administrator and Washington
staff approve the examiner's recomMendation, the
Washington staff is to inform the complainant and .,

respondent institution of ths,decision.'" COC is the
only one of the four aancies to impose time
limitations on complaint resolution.

ibid., pp. 4-3. The time limitation imposed on the various stages of
complaint processing may be extended if deemed necessary by the regional
office. Jbid., p. 1. The Consumer Affairs Division is the Washington office
dealing with fair housing compliance.

William Sprague. Director, Office of Examinatkms and Supervision,
FHLBB, memorandum to Supervisory Agents and District Directors,
"Procedures for Handling Consumer and Nondiscrimination Complaints,"
Memo. No. SP-12, June 28, 1971.
1^ Regulation AA (12 C.F.R. 227(1977)) is discussed above.
oto One complaint wits lodged in August 1977 and the second was lodged in
January 1978. FRB's equal housing lender poster, which State-chartered
member banks are required to display in their lobbies. refers complainants

1

4. FHLBB 7.t

ELIAB's written instructions for handling fair
housing complaints have been combined with its
procedures for handling consumer complaints.'"
FHLBB procedures call only for filing;and process-
ing complaints;, they do not include instructions for
actual complaint investigation. As with the 164

-regulatory agencies, all complaints, ether
ceived in Washingtop or the regional offic ,are to
be inveitigat by fegional personnel/. As is also true
for the oche three age-ncies, FHLBB's regional
personnel are file status -reports of the eQmplitints
with Washington.
r The Washington office codes all complaints
according to a number of facts,Includini the status
of their disposition, the basis of tEe alleged violation,
and the nature of their resolution. FHLBB has
maintained these records of complaints against the
saving and loan institutions it supervises only since
July 1, 1977, when its new Complaint procedures
became effective.

2. Complaint Receipt an,d Handling
Complaint Statistics

Since the promulgation of Regulation AA'" in
976- and through ,.14/tarch 1978, FRB recorded the

receipt of only two fair housing complaints.'" Both
were designated Title VIII complaints by FRB staff
and rreither was deemed legitimate by the Reserve
Banks which investigated them.'"
. FRB may have received additional complaints
alleging discrimination in mortgage finance as well,
if these complaints specifically alleged ECOA and
not Title VIII violations. As FRB wrote, to this
Commission:

An explanation for the small number of com-
plaints categorized as fair housing complaints is
that consumer complaints alleging unlawful
discrimination and citing ECOA and Regula-
tion B have routinely been categorized as
ECOA and not as Fair Housing Act violations.
FRB is in the process, however, of changing its

who wish to allege discrimination under Title 1.1111 to HUD. lr refers those
wishing to allege discrimination under ECOA to its own Division of
Consumer Affairs.

Rene W. Lacoste. Manager, Compliance Section, Consumer Affairs
Division, FRB, letter to Nancy Lan worthy, Equal Opportunity Specialist,
U.S. Commisekm on Civil Rights, Mar. 23, 1978; and Allen L. Raiken,
Acting General Counsel, FRB, letter to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff
Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Apr. 7, 1978. Prior to 1976, the
Federal Reserve Banks, which process fair housing complaints for the
Board, were not required to report the number of complaints they had
received or the results of their complaint investigations to the Baud.

112
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J
1 consumer complaint recording procedures; as

part of thin process, fair housing complaints will
be more specifically encoded.21°

FDIC has fair housing complaint records from
1975. As Or March 1978, F'D had recorded 67
such complaints.'" In none o its complaint investi-
gations did FDIC conclu 4vely determine that
discrimination had occurred.2'

CQC has no record of ha ing received a fair
hOuging coefiplaint prior to 1975. s ofJanuary1978,
it. had 'received 43 fair housing c plaints. "' COC
asserted that none of the octimplai s was a violation

law.214

FHLBB has records of fair housing complaints as
of July 1977 when' it instituted its new complaint
handling pi-ocedures. As of March 31, 1978, it had
recei \ed 86 complaints alleging sex, marital status,
race/dational origin, or religious discrimination in
credit transactions.'" Of these, FHLBB is unable to
provide' the precise number of complaints involving

"" FRB comments, p. 5.
8" Of these, 6 were received in 1975, 21 in 1976, 36 in 1977, and 4 in 1978.
"' The status of the 'FDIC complaint; is u follows:

7 complains "Advertising corrected"; 4 complainta--"Pouible
discrimination- consumer advised of nghts"; I complaint "No proof
of discrimination-co/taunter dropped complaint"; 44 complaints
"No evidence of discrunination"; 2 complaints"Complaint res-
cinded"; 2 complaints"No discrimination-possible Reg. B. viola-
tion"; I complaint "referred to correct enforcement agency."

Two of the complaints lodged in 1977 and four lodged in 1978 have not yet
been closed. Mar. 2L 1978, Longbrake letter. A review of complaint files
sent to this Conunission by FDIC indicates that when "possible diicrimina-
bon" was detected in complaint investigation, FDIC actively sought
corrective action. which included requiring banks which had failed to
fulfill tits fair housing advertising requirements to do so and monitoring the
banks AZ 'assure compliance; requiring banks which had discriminated on
the basis of sex in regard to mortgage loans to revise their policies and
practices to conform to the requirements of Regulation B and following up
the action with an write review within 30 days to ascertain compliance.
For relief, the complainant was referred to HUD or advised to seek an
attorney.
. Of the 43 complaints received. 3 were received in 1975, 16 in 1976, and
24 in 1977_ Mar. 28. 1978 Longbrake letter.

Thomas W. Taylor, Associate Deputy Comptroller, COC, letter to
Nancy Langworthy, Equal Opportunity Specialist, U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, Feb. 23. 1978. The investigation of the 43 complaints resulted
in the following dispositions:

16 complains COC determined that the bank was legally correct;
16 complaints COC determined that there; were no violations of
law, but directed the banks to respond to information requests from
complainants who questioned specific practices; 3 complaints--COC
found bank .errors which it determined were "not violations of the
Fair Housing Acts"; 1 complaintthe parties involved settled the
case by mutual averment -COC found "no violation"; I complaint

,ZICOC stated that the bank determined that it was not necessary to
`t r to the complainant since the complaint "was for information

onlifs..)coasplittnts--COC determined that there had been a "factual
digitate; and the complainant we referred to an attorney; 3

had not resolved these complaints as of January
28.1 I.

COC stated further:
. we realize detectipn of discrimination is difficult because most
forms of prohibited discrimination are very subtle rather than overt.
Esperience will illefeller or ability to discover prohibited patterns
and practices. COC cements. p. 5.
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mortgage lending, but the Director of the Consumer
Division, Office, of Community Investment,

, FHLBB, estimates that "only two or three" allege
in other types- of credit transac-discrimination

Lions."

Observations

The four regufatory agencies provided the Corn-
missioa' with a total of 12 complaint files. Whileitfis
obviRusly not possibl7 to draw definitive conclu-
sionsabout each agency's complaint handling based
on such a small sample, the Commission's review did
note certain significant elements, some negative and
some positive.--

Among the positive features identified with
respect to some of the complaint investigations in
the sample were:

Interviewing was thorough.""
Time limitations were imposed.'"
Pattern and practice reviews were ordered."

". Sixty-nine of the complaints were received in 1977 and 17 ,were
received in 1978.

Lucy Griffin, Director, Consumer Affairs Division, Offic.e of Commu-
nity Investment, FHLBB, telephone interview, Apr. 25. 1978. Twenty-
three of the complaints alleged discrimination based on race or national
origin; 13 complaints alleged sex discrunination; 3 complaints alleged
discnmination bawd On race or national origin and sex; 5 complaints
alleged. discrimination based on marital status; 10 alleged discrimination
bawd on sex and marital status; 1 complaint alleged discrimination based on
marital status and religion; 28 complaints alleged redlining; I complaint
alleged redlining and discrimination based on race or national origin; 1

complaint alleged redlining and discrimination based on sex and marital
status; and I complaint alleged redlining and distemination in the appraisal
of property.
Disposition of the complaints is u follows:

42 complaints"Associatioh Position SubstantiatedNo Superviso-
ry Action Indicated"; 2 complaintsInterpretive Dispute-Referred
Complainant to Attorney or Suggested Alternative Course of
Redress"; ;1 complaint"No Reply Necessary-To Files"; I corn -
plaint "Referred to Other Responsible Party for Handling and
Response"; I complaint"Association Position Substantiated-No
Supervisory Action Indicated/Communication Prob-
lem/Misunderstanding-Action Taken to Resolve"; 25 complaints
Open (Unresolved); 12 complaints "Other."

Seven of the unresolved complaints were lodged in August 1977 but had
not been resolved as of Mar. 31, 1971 Each of these complaints alleged
redlining. Ibid.
"' FDIC examiners tended to 'interview all persons who were connected
with the complaints. For example. in a complaint in which the appraisal
value was deemed too low to make the Iosn, the investigator interviewed
the complainant, the hank management, the loan officer, the bank's
appraiser, the owner of the property, the listing broker, and the real estate
broker. The examiner also attempted to interview neighbors who allegedly
did not want blacks moving into the all-white neighbor who
allegedly had put pressure on the seller not to sell plantain

Time limitations were imposed at various sta es bp FDIC and
an FDIC complaint in which that agency deter eina that the res
appeared to have violated Title VIII, FDIC informed the respondent that, t
expected specific corrective action and that an examiner would be sent 'to
review progress" in those areas within 30 days. COC gave responded
bank 10 dap in which to answer complaint charges.
"" An FDIC review of policy statements and blank application forms led
to a finding by FDIC that information had been Illegally requested. FDIC
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Rejected and accepted applications were noted,
on census tract maps."°

Correction of "technical violations" was
sought."'
On the negative side, the complaint file samples as

a whole indicated a tendency by ency complaint
investigators to conduct insuffici t investigation
into the underlying issue of credi worthiness. An
analysis of the sample complaint files 'revealed the
follgwing shortcomings with respect to investigation
and resolution;

Insufficient attempts were made to valida51e the
objectivity of appriiisals which were used is the
basis for loan denial.2

Complainants were not interviewed or contact-
ed for furAekinformation.'"

Not all allegations in the complaint were
investigated."'
COC indicates that its procedures for investigat-

ing complaints have been improved:

In August 1977 we issued Examining Circular
No. 158, discussed elsewhere in the draft report,
which clearly stated investigative procedures to
be followed in order to remecIy the problems
referred to in footnote 206. Moteover, we have
taken stronger measures involving appraisals.
For example, since that time we have investi--

then directed the examiner in charge of the complaint investigation to
review all applications of minority grohps persons who might possibly have
been adversely affected by the policy and forms used h9 the bank.

FDIC and COC did this m one out of three of the complaint
investigations which each sent the Commission. The significance of
plotting on census tract maps is discussed in section III.
'"" The agencies view some fair housing problems of the institutions they
supervise as "technical violations." Examples of these have been failure to
notify an applicant of adverse action as required by Regulation B, failure to
note the reason or reasons for adverse action in institution records (also
required by Regulation B), and failure to display the fair housing logo.
Correction of technical violations were sought by FDIC, COC, and
FHLBB with respect to a number of the complaints they forwarded to the

One FDIC complaint and one COC complaint alleged that lending
institutions rejected loan applications because the appraised value of the
properties sought did not equal the selling price. In both cases, the
appraisers were employed by the respondent banks. In the COC complaint,
the bank's appraisal was merely 52,000 less than the selling price and a real
estate agent whose services were used by the complainant stated, in
contrast to the bank's appraiser, that the selling price was "a very good
offer" for the properly in question. The complaint investigator did not
thoroughly investigate either the \possibility that the appraisal itself was
discriminatory or that the required appraisal to-Gelling price ',natio wits
higher than institution policy required. In the FDIC complaint, the lower
appraisal was based on "functional obsolescence" of the property
Commendably, the complaint investigator plotted the location of applica-
tions rejected on the basis of "functional obsolescence" on census tract
maps. However, tkapSte the examiner's finding that all applications which
had been rejected on this basis appeared in "racially mixed" neighborhoods
and his observation' that the respondent's appraisal forms called for notation
of "stable" or "changing" neighborhoods, which he interpreted as referring
to the racial makeup of the neighborhood, the complaint was found invalid.
There was nci indication that the examiner reviewed the appraisal-to-selling
price ratio of loans to whites in white neighborhoods to see whether there
were large discrepancies between the asking prices and the appraisals.

gated one situation where the appraisal was
inadequate and we required the bank to have a
new appraisal made by an independent apprais-
er Afillo was acceptable to us.'"

D.' Remddlal ACtivity

The four Federal finanCial regulatory a ncies
have twoprincipal means of addressing viol Eons of
fair housing law hey nif utilize adm. inistraiive
sanctionsx'a or they may re-forviolations to the
espartrneKt of Justice."'
The complete absence of formal legal proceedings .

by the regulatory agencies was noted by the Senate
Committee on Banking, HNsing, andUrban Affairs
following its March 1976 heei-ing on the fair lending
enforcement efforts of the four agencies. Among the
Committee's finding's were:

No agency, including the Bank Board, has ever
made a formal finding of discrimination in an
institution it supervises despite evidence that
discrimination is widespread. No agency has
issued a cease and desist order or other form pf
sanction against an ending lender.
-Nd agency has re red cases to the Department
of Justice.

.* This was the case in 5 of the 12 complaints, 2 FRB complaints, 2 COC
complaints, and I FHLBB complaint. In these cases, complainants were not
contacted until determinations with respect to the complaints were
reached. Moreover, explanations of the respondent institution were
patently accepted without further investigation. For example, in response,.
to four cortiplainants' allegations, the respondent institutions stated that
internal policies prevented them from making the loans. Neither the
policies themselves nor their potentially discriminatory effect was ques-
tioned by the agencies. The respondent institutions were not visited and
thus no review of written policies or loan files was conducted.
°' In the case of a complaint lodged against an FHLBB-supervised savings
and loan institution, FHLBB made determination of absence of
discrimination based on a review of only one allegation contained in the
complaint. The complainant alleged that he had been denied loans for three
properties an three different neighborhoods and charged that there
neighborhoods had been redlined by the respondent institution. Based on
the discovery that seven loans had been made by the respondent institution
in one of the three neighborhoods, FHLBB upheld the institution's denial
of discnminatory action. This occurred despite the investigator's observa-
tion that the bank had no record of whiten applications in the other two
neighborhoods "for the past two years," and that there was reason to
believe that the institylipn did not keep accurate records of rejected
applications.

COC comments, p. 5.
6" The sanctions which are available to the agencies include cease and
desist authority, termination of charters, termination of insurance, removal
of directors and/or officers, tied suspension from the use of credit facilities
provided by the Government. 12 U.S.C. 1426(0, 1437, 1464(d), 1730, 1818
(1976).

Referral of violations of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
although not specifically provided for in that act:sis an option open to the
agencies and would be consonant with Dal's authority to bring pattern
and practice suits independently (42 U.S.C. 11 3613 (1970)). F.COA
specifically provides for referrals to D03 (15 U.S.C. 111691e(g) (1976))).
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No agency has ever required a lender to adopt
an ,af4rmative program to redress a past patternof
discrimination."

rough February 1978, none of these devices
had d'er beer' invoked because none of the regulato-,
ry agencies hid ever,maile a formal finding of a fair
housing violation.'" Since that time, however,
FHLBB has engaged in some enforcement activity.
In August 1978, FHLBB wrote to this Commission:

ThViFeileral Home Loan Bank .Board made a
number of findings of discrimination and [has
taken] appropriate supervisory action. At this
time, the Agency has issued a cease and desist
order against one association for failure to lend
in an urban area. . The Bank Board has on
several occasions required_alender to adopt an
affirmative action program and reverse a prior
practice of discrimination, even though the
actual dispute was voluntarily resolved by the
lender and the complainants.'"

All four regulatory agencies, along with the
National Credit Union Administration, have recent-
ly issued proposed unifOrm guidelines for adminis-
trative enforcement of Regulation B, the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, and the Fair Housing
Act."' The proposed guidelines indicate what type

_of corrective action creditors will be required to
take when certain kifids of substantive violations are
uncovered by the agencies. The enumerated violk
tions include: prescreening of credit applicants, use
of discriminatory criteria in determintng credit-
worthigess, imposition of unequal terms and condi-
tions in making loans, and failure to collect monitor-
ing information required by Regulation B. The
enumerated remedies include: affirmative advertis-
ing directed at "the discouraged class," when
evidence of prescreening has been discovered;
soliciting n w applications from former applicants,
who may have been subjected to discriminatory
credit evaluations; reimbursement of fees paid
previously; by applicants found to have been discri-
glinatorily rejected; and soliciting Regulation B-

Cosgress. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, Rifkin OR Fair Lending Enforcement by Me Four Federal Financial
RegellatorpAgenrieS. 94th Cong., 2d sew, lune 1, 1976.

Janet *Um Director; lerauld .C. Kluclinun, Associate Director; Neil
Butler, Associate Director; Al filbert, Review Examiner; and Anne Cleary,
Chief, Equal Credit Opportunity Sectionfrell of Consumer Affairs Division,
FRB, inSerview, Oct. 26, 1977; Shockey "end others interview; William
Longbrilite, Special Assistant to the &airman, and Jerry Langley,
Attorney, Legal DIviskm, Operating Banks Semen, FDIC, interview, Oct.
21, 1977; and Warwick interview
COC has stated:

The reason that we have not issued cease desist orders or other
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required monitoring data for applications submitted
since the effective date of -Regulation B, if an
institution had previously failed to collect such data.

The proposea\ guidelines, therefore, constitute a
positive step in the direction of more aggressive
regulatory agency enforcement. Howeve,r.'as is true
of the agencies' fair houSing regulation's, the guide-
lines do not outline uniform 'enforcement proce-
dures, such as time frames, for compliance activity
or provision for reviewidg, as part of the examina-
tion process, data on race, ethnicity, sex, marital
status, and age to identify possiVe discriminatory
practiCes. - '

IV. Organization and Staffing
Since 1977 assignment of fair housing responsibili-

ties within the agencies has been in a state of flux.
With respect to FHLBB, FDIC, and COC, a major
factor in the reorganization of fair housing responsi-
bilities has been the National Urban League suit and
the plaintiffs' settlements with the agencies. One of
the conditions in the settlements was the appoint-
ment of staff to specific fair housing responsibilities.
Unless otherwise indicated, the information in this
section reflects the status of fair housing organiza-
tion and staffing within the agencies as of November
1977.

A. FRB
Within the FRB, responsibility for enforcement of

fair housing and equal credit laws is shared by the
Consumer Affairs, Legal, Banking, and Supervision
and Regulation Divisions. In 1974 FRB established
the Office of Saver and Consume Affairs, in 1976
redesignating it the Division of Consumer Affairs.
The Division has primary responsibility for adminis-
tering the FRB's functions under Title VIII and
other credit nondiscrimination laws affecting fair
housing.

In November 1977 there were an estimated 43 to
49 positions allocated to the Consumer Affairs
Division, and all but two were filled. None of the

formal sanctions is that to date we have received voluntary
compliance, u in the instance of the appraisal, noted shove. We have
not referred cues to the Department of Justice because we have not
yet found violations that we hilve been unable to conciliate. When,
upon adoption or the Regulation enforcement guidelines, we begin
taking action upon past violations, we will make referrals to Justice
when our own enforcement procedures have been exhausted, Again,
upon adoption of the guidelines, in appropriate cues we will impare
national banks to fmpletnent afTirmative programs to redress past
petunia of discriminatem COC oommenU, p. 5

'0* Flf1.1111 comments, p. 4.
". 41 Fed Reg. 29,256(197N



staff, however, spends all Of his or' tier time on fair
housing matters."' The Director of the Division
estimated she spends one-third of her time on fir
housing.'"

The Consumer Affairs Division drafts regulations
pursuant to ECOA, administers the Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act, participates in interagency talk
forces related to fair housing, and monitors the
efforts of Reserve Banks to educate State member
banks and enforce compliance with laws prohibiting
discrimination in credit transactions. The staff
participates from time to time in onsite examinations'
of State member banks. The staff also drafts
examiners' manuals and checklists for use, in exami-
nations, and is in charge of the consumer affairs
schools which provide training in identifying dis-

19criminatory practices that are in violation of the
equal credit and fair housing laws. Finally, the
Diviion handles and refers complaints for investiga-
tion by the Reserve Banks and other Federal
enforcement agencies.

Within the 12 Reserve Banks there is an FRB
examiner force that monitors compliance by State
member banks and investigates alleged discrimina-
tion. This examiner force is under the immediate
control of senior examination personnel in each
Reserve Bank. All of the Reserve Banks have either
established or will soon establish a separate consum-
er unit under the direction of a senior officer in
charge of examinations.'"

B. FDIC
On October 25, 1977, the FDIC reorganized its

Office of Bank Customer Affairs and created an
Office of Consumer Affairs and Civil Rights. There
is to be a civil rights division within that office to be
headed by a newly appointed civil rights special-
ist.'" This individual, who will have the title
Director of the Civil Rights Branch, will have
responsibility for all matters relating to fair housing.
When that position is filled, the staffing level for the
Civil Rights Branch will be decided."a

The FDIC also plans to reorganize fair housing
responsibilities in .the regional offices. As of Novem-

o The staff of the Consumer Affairs Divisim also has responsibilities
pertaining to the Nan Credit Reporting Act, the Real Palate Settlement
Procedures Act, the Truth in Lending. Fan, Credit Billing. and Consumer
Leasing Acts. national flood insurance, and reviewing interest on deposits.
1 Hart and others interview.
6 Burns letter.
I. Nov 4, 1977, Longbrake letter.
". Ibid. As of March 1978 the Director had not yet been selected and
staff assignments m fair housing had not been finalized. William Longbrake,

ber 1977, the details of the regional reorganization
had not been developed and will be deferred until
the new Office of Consumer Affairs and Civil Rights
is fully staffed."'

C. COC
The Consumer Affairs Division within the Office

of' the COC handles most of the agency's fair
housing responsibilities. The Division was created in
September 1974,23' and employs seven persons. As
of November 1977; the Division had one vacancy.

Recently there has been a reorganization of the
Consunier 'Affair Division designed to provide
substantial additional resources for civil rights
enforcement. COC has created:

a Civil Rights Division which will be opera-
tional in September, 1978. Another component
of the reorganization is the establishment of a
Community Development Office which will
have the objective of achieving the aims of the
Community Reinvestment Act through no-
nregulatory means, in addition to our regulato-
ry enforcement of that Act.

COC notes that the Civil Rights Division will
assume most of the responsibility for fair housing
matters.239

The Consumer Affairs Division handles all con-
sumer complaints including those relating to fair
housing, and reviews and analyzes all consumer
examinations of national banks. The Director of the
Division, who is an Associate Deputy Comptroller,
reports directly to the Comptroller and spends
approximately 25 percent of the time on fair housing
matters.°

At any given time there are approximately 140
specially trained consumer examiners in the field
conducting consumer examinations. Moreover,
COC's Economic Research Departinent has devoted
a significant amount of time to ensuring that data are
collected and analyzed and that reports are written
based on that analysis."'

In addition to the Washington office's consumer
affairs staff, each of the 14 national bank regions has
an examiner designated as a regional consumer

Special Asaistant 61 the Chairman, FDIC, telephone interview, Mar. 31,
1978

"' Nov 4, 1977, Longbrake letter.
Heimann letter.
COC comments. pp 2 and 6.

.* The bulk of his time is normally spent on other consumer affairs matters.
Recently, however, a considerable amount of his time has been devoted to
fair housing Shockey and others interview.
.' Heimann letter.
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specialfit, who is responsible fore coordinating and
reviewing the consumer compliance examination
inChiding the housing review. These regional
conSurtsgepecialists also receive support from
regional trukel and regional administrators."'

1
;

D. FHLBB
FHLBB abolished its Office of Housing and

Urban- Affairs which' traditionally handled the bulk
orfatr housing activities at the national level.'" In its

stead, EtiLBB created, an Office of Community
Investment which will deal with fair housing
complaints as well as with other consumer issues.
One attorney, who hal previous experience in the
area of fair housing, has already been assigned to this
office and a director has been selected, although as
of November 1977 the number and specific responsi-
bilities of staff had not yet been determined.'" All of

lbsd
Warwick telephone Interview

44 Warwick letter
". As of Mar 16, 1978. Ffil.fifi had still not finalized its reorganizatton of
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FHLBB's Ari-ipers now have fair housing responsi-
,

During 1977 the Office of Examination and
Supervision designated a civil rights specialist in
each of its 12 districts. FHLBB has stated that, "The
Civil Rights Specialists have been committed to
devote at least 50 percent of their time to civil rights
matters; many devote all of their time." They will
review the fair. housing component, including
ECOA and HMDA, of the examiner reports and
serve as 'advisors in fair housing. FHLBB has also
created the position of, Special Assistant to the
Director'of, the Office of Examination and Supervi-
sion fo> civil rights matters."s That position was
filled in January 1978 and is full time. The specialist .

will have responsibility for monitoring examiner
reports at the Washington level ith respect to fair
housing.

fair Mousing activities 1.141-7Y Griffin. Director. Consumer Division. Office
i,f-Community Investment, 1111.BEI. telephone interview, Mar 16, 1978 42
Fed. Reg 1242, 126111977) (t() be codified in 12 C R § 202 11)
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Chapter 4

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Loan Guaranty. Service

Summary
The Loan Guaranty Service (LGS).in the Depart-

ment of Veterans Benefits administers programs to
assist veterans in buying homes. In these programs,
the Veterans Administration (VA) has fesponsibili-
ties under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Executive Order No.
11,063. The combined effect of.these authorities is to
obligati VA to ensure that minority and female
veterans are given an equal opportunity to partici-
pate in VA housing programs and that all parties
involved in VA housing programssellers, builders,
developers, lenders, brokers,'and other representa-
tives of the real estate industrydeal with minority
and female buyers on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Responsibility for implementing VA's fair housing
policies lies with program staff located in 49 regional
field stations. In addition to their primary functions
of processing loan applications and guarantees and
overseeing management of VA-acquired properties,
the regional staff also process discrimination com-
plaints and ensure that participants in VA programs
sign certifications of nondiscrimination.

Day-to-day oversight of VA's fair housing pro-
gram is left to a staff of only three full-time
professionals, a decrease of one staff position since
1974. Moreover, this staff lacks a full-time director
with sufficient authority to ensure execution of VA's
fair housing program.

VA relies primarily upon signed nondiscrimina-
tion certifications and affirmative marketing certifi-
cations to ensure that participants in VA programs
will not discriminate on the basis of race, color,

4

4.

religion, national origin, and sex. This certification
process, however, is weak in the following ways:

Certifications do not prohibit lenders from
engaging in discriminatory activity with regard to
nonveterans even though such activity might
,discourage minority or female veterans from
seeking credit with the lender.

The certification does not require builders to set
goals for the number of houses they sell \ to
minorities or women.

VA does not regularly monitor compliance with
its nondiscrimination and affirmative marketing
certifications and has reported that it sees no need
to do so in the absence of complaints.
VA's fair housing complaint handling procedures

have been inadequate. However, draft revised
complaint procedures issued in July 1978, if adopted,
may resolve some of the present inadequacies, such
as VA's failure to encourage complainants to
contact VA and to inform complainants that their
complaints are under investigation.

Nonetheless, these proposed revisions fail to
remedy major deficiencies. For example, rather than
conduct substantial investigations, VA may still
accept lenders' rationalizations for the alleged
discriminatory act. Moreover, the procedures con-
tain no standards for complaint resolution.

There is considerable evidence that VA itself
discriminates against minorities in its loan program.

The participation rate of black and Hispanic
veterans is considerably lower than the percent-
age of eligible black and Hispanic veterans.

VA data indicate that VA is less likely to make
loans to minority loan applicants than to equally
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or less qualified nonminority veterans, and that
when it does make loans to minorities it gives
them less favorable terms and conditions.

VA's own. investigations of complaints against
its regional dffices reveal that some of these
offices have been guilty of discrimination. How-
ever, when VA has found discriminatory prac-
tices in its own regional offices: it has not
instituted procedures to correct those practice/s,
The data VA collects on participdtion Pfn its

programs are compiled by race and ethnic origin,
but not by sex or marital status. VA does not
tabulate data on rejected applications alttiqugh these
data would enable VA to assess minority particiliia-
tion rates. Further, the data that VA has collected
are not used to assist VA regional okflices to improve

itheir.performance..
.

Although VA regulations permit sanctions againt
participants in VA programs who practice illegal
discrimination which is not corrected voluntarily,
VA has no procedures for applyingenctions for fair
housing violations. Moreover, VA 'appears never to
have used its power to impose sanctions such as
suspension from program participation or to enforce
compliance with fair housing law, although there is
clear evidence that some participants in VA pro-
grams have engaged in discriminatory housing
practices that they would not correct voluntarily.
To illustrate, VA permits members of the real estate
industry who.. are respondents in -Department of
Justice enforcement actions to continue to partici-
pate in VA programs. VA does.ttot even investigate
these participants to determ c whether the fair
housing violations fo the Pepattment of
Justice result in discnmi A programs.

Since its inception in 1944 thro her 1977, the VA guaranteed
9 6 million home loans totilint y 5139 billion. Max Cleland.
Administrator of Veterans A Veerans Administration. letter to
Arthur S. Flemming. Chan-mans U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Nov
1 I, 1977, attachment (hereafterciteol as Cleland letter) After reviewing this
report in draft form. VA wrote to this Commission, "The enclosed
comments incorporate the latest developments in the Loan Guaranty
program and our fair housing program." Max Cleland, Administrator of
Viterans Affairs, Veteran* Administration, Jencks!) LAniis Nunez, Acting
Staff Director, U S. Commission on Civd Rights,./A Comments on Draft
Housing Update," Aug. 29, 19711 (hereafter cited u VA, comments). the
information VA ha* supplied about these developments has been added to
this report.

Direct i0111111 are very small part of tbe VAs overall Joan program.
From 1950 though September 1977, approximately 329.(1X) direct loans
were made. Cleland letter (.)nly about 9,000 of these loans syere made since

iJune 1974, when the research for th (2onimissions previods review of the
Lose Guaranty Service was conducied. U.S., Commission on Civil Rights,
The Federal (led fight, Enforcement f./jort-.- 1974, vol. 11, To lane
ride. For fair !loafing 11974), p 219 (hereafter cited as To Provide . tor
Fair 'Iowans)
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LProgram and Civil-Rights
Responsibilities

A. Program Responsibilities
The Loan Guaranty Service (LGS), in the

Department of Veterans Benefits, provides loan
guarantees or insurance of veterans' mortgages." It
also makes direct loans to veterans who are unable
to obtain mortgages in some ruratakeas2 and engages
in the sale of property .acquired through mortgage
foreclosierer3

The primary role. of the Loan Guaranty Service is
to assist veterans in becoming hornoXwners and
ensure That they remain so. In addition to veterans,
however, theit ark % number of others who benefit
from the programs of VA's Loan Guaranty Service,
including:

Lenders; If, with VA's approval -a lender
makes a home mortgage or hove improvement
loan to a qualified veteran, VA will guarantee the
loan, minimizing the _,risk to the lender. The
guarantee provides that, if the veteran does not
repay the loan, VA will repay it or some portion,
depending upon the terms of the giiarantee.5 Some
lenders receive advance permission from 'VA to
make home mortgages to veterans. In these cases,
VA ,will automatically .guarantee any mortgage
loan the lender makes tic, a qualified veteran
without specific VA approval in each instance.
This authority provides a competitive advantage
since it enables lenders to make loans to veterans
more promptly than lenders without the automat-
ic approval authority."

Builders and developers: The VA issues subdivi-
sion feasibility letters to builders who apply for
them if VA determines' that there is a need for the

' From January through '11,1 ovember 1.977, VA sold 15,359 acquired
properties for total of 5355;620,755, an average price of about S23,(XX) per
property. Information provided by U.S. Veterans Administration. Loan
Guaranty Service, Jan..12, 197g.
' As of October 1977, there were about 5,000 lender offices participating to
the VA program. Max Cleland, Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
Veterans Administration. letter to Gregory Ahart, Director, Human
Resource Division, General Accounting Office, Oct 17, 1977 More than
75 percent of the Mon VA guarantees are made by mortgage banker's; i.e ,

institutions which make mortgages but do not accept deposits from
customers. Mortgage Hankers Assoc:moot of America, Morwre Ranking
(1976). Mortgage bankers serve v.+ an intermediary between local real estate
',woken and investors in real esta .

VA guarantees loans for up to 60 percent of the loan amount or T17,500,
whichever is the lesser During fiscal year 1977. 74 percent of all VA loan
guarantees were for 1(0 percent of the loan amount. Cleland "letter

All federallysupervised birders are entitled to 'automatic approval
authority In addition, of the approximately X(X) mortgage bankers in the
country, about 2(X) have been granted automatic. approval authority
George Moerman, Assistant Director for Policy, loan Guaranty Service,
Veterans Administration, interview, Jan 16, 1978
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proposed housing and that the construction plans
are feasible. These letters are oftentimes iised by
the builders when they ajFempt to obtain financing
for construction. In addition, VA will assign a fee
alif,reser to estimate the current reasonable value
of a h . For this apQraisal the requester will be
chars a fee by the appraiser according tout fee

IS schedule established by VA. The maximum loan
VA will guarantee on the house is the reasonable
value establisged by VA.°

Individual kozne se&rs: For a fee, VA will
approve the appraisal of an indiyidual's llo e to
determine the current market value. This Ap sal
is necessary for the seller to sell the house a
creditWorthy veteran.° , r

Appraisers: Approved appraisofs are placed on a
roster in eaeg VA regional loan guaranty office.
For each appraisal, VA designates an appraiser
from that roster.",

Real estate brokers: VA pays real estate brokers
to manage property acqnred by VA through
foreclosure of guaranteed and direct loans. VA
also approves as eligible real estate brokers who
sell these homes on the open market- on a
commission basis."

Purchasers of VA-acquired properties:, VA will
often acquire properties through foreclosures. VA
I., charged with the responsibility of marketing
and selling these properties. As. stewdrds of
Government assets, VA is obligated to liquidate
propel-firs at the best price and terms available.
Acquired properties are repaired as appropriate to
enhance salability and to place them in condition
to compare favorably with competitive properties.
VA sales prices are in line with current market
values and downpayment requiremenbi are mod-
est in order 'to attract homeowner occupants." In
most instances, VA assumes mortgages on the
properties it sells rather than requiring the
purchaser to pay cash."

Mobile home park operators: VA must approve
the site for any mobile home purchased with a

I

' In making these determinations. VA examines such matten as the
existence of water and sewer facilities. 311 U.S C 4 1804(a) (Supp V 1975)

VA comments.
Dunng 1977 VA received 712,681 requests for appraisals of individual

homes. VA continents. 4

. As of November 1977, the VA 'dealt with approximately 5.500 fee
appraisers annually. Cleland letter.
" As of 1977, VA dadt with approximately 2,6(10managetnt brokers and
42,000 sales brokers. Cleland letter
0 V A comments.
'0 Of VA property sales from January 1977, only 1,679
were cash sales. Information supplied by Administration, Loan

guaranteed loan. VA sets requirements foil such
sites, including access to water and sewer/facili-
ties, absence of hazardous conditions, and assur-

ce that the site ,will not adversely affect the
scenic" -conditions." Unless mobile home park

operators adhere to VA regulations, . their sites
will not receive VA approval,"

Mobile home dealers: The VA administrator will
not approve the purchase of a m ile hoine from a
dealer if VA finds that the dtal has been unfair
or prejudicial to veteran purctias s.1

Condominium associations: In April 1975 VA
implemented a program permittingo,eterans to
obtain loan guarantees for the purchase of cbn,-

rdominiums."

B. Civil Rights Responsibilities
VA is chargedl° by law and Executive order to-

administer its housing programs for veterans with-
out discrimination cm the basis of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin. The major civil
rights requirements affecting VA's housing program
ar

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.1°
Title VIII requires all Federal agencies, including
VA, to administer their programs and activities
relating to housing and urban development affif-
matively to further fair housing.'° Thus, VA is
obligated to ensure that not only its own practicei;-
but also those of the, participants in its direct and
guaranteed home mcirtgage programs are consis-
tent with the fair houitng goals of Title VIII.

Executive Order No. 11,063. This order requires
all Federal agencies, including VA, to "take all
action necessary and appropriate to prevent
disdrimination because of race, color, creed, or
national origin" in the sale of housing assisted or
guaranteed through VA programs." It thus

onfair housing enfor ement responsibility on VA
and reqdires nond scri ation by the partici-
pants, including len ers, 1 VA programs. _

Gusganty Service, to Office of Ureteral Civil Rights Evaluation, U.S
Commission on Civil Rights, Jan. 12, 1978.
" 38 C.F.R. * 36.4208 (1977).
" 38 C.F.R. fi 36.4235 (1977). In calendar year 1977, VA guaranteed 1,566
loans to veterans purchasing mobile homes Cleland letter.
" 38 C.F.R. * 4235 (1977)
" R.C. Coon, Director, Loin Guaranty Service, Veterans Administra-
tion, letter to John A. Ruggs, Staff Director. U.S. Commissvm on Civil
Rights, Apr 22, 1976.
' 42 U.S.0 *1604 (Supp. V. 1975)
" 42 U.S C. 0 3408(c) (Supp V. 1975)
" Exec Order No 11,063, 3 C.I' R. 651(1959 -63 (' ompilation)
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The Equal Credit Opportunity At (IVO.A)."
Since VA makes bothshrect loans to veterans and
sets standards of creditworthiness" for veterans
applying for guaranteed loans, VA's foremost nil('
under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act is that of
a creditor." and it may not practice discrimination
prohibited by the act." In addition, VA has the
res ponsibility to ensure that It does not do business
with lenders who fall to comply with FC01*. VA
apparently disagrees, however, and wrote tNthis
Commis lion:
It should be noted that Section 70 of air Fqual
Credit Opportunity Act, U.S.C., Title M, Sec.

.1691 et seq. specifically designates 12 Federal
agencies as having enforcement .' responsibilities
under the act. VA is not included in that list, and
no discretionary authority is contained within the
act or Regulation B to -allow the designation of
additional enforcement ageocies."
However, although ECOA does not assign VA
any specific role for enforcement." VA is autho-
rized to ensure that the lenders with whom it deals
compty with'Federgl raw and do not deal unfairly
with 'eterapp," VA, itself has written to this
Comniissi4. "VA has the power to suspend
lenders # rpxsn to be in violation of ECOA."2 If
VA doetnot exercise its authority to ensure that
the lendeil with whom it does .business are in
complianoe with the Equal Credit Opportunity

" 1311 SC. I 1691-1641(1)(197(0
DVB Circular. 26.75-28. June 3, 1975, Change 1, Nov 24, 1971, Change

2, Nov. 22. 1974, and Change I, July 21, 1977
" The Equal Credit Opportunity Act defines "creditor" as any person who
regularly estenes, renews. or continues credst, any person who regularly
arranges for the extension, renewal, or continuation of credit, or any
assignee of an ongulal creditor who participates in the decision to extend,
renew. or continue credit. 11 U.S.C. § 169 la(e) (19761. The VA circular on
the Equal Credit Opportrity Act notes that VA is responsible, as a
creditor, for comphancs vrh the act, to the extent of its role in the credit
transaction. 'DVB Cucillfar 26-75-28, June 3. 1975.
" The Federal agen0 that administers compliance with this law concern-_
Inc VA ZS a creditor is the Federal Trade Commission, VA Form FL 26-
513 (April 1977).
" VA comments. Regulation B. discussed in the chapter in this report on
the Federal financial regulatory agencies, is issued by the Federal Reserve
Board pursuant to ECOA It applies to all creditors covered by ECOA.
" 15 U.S.C. I691c(c)(1976).
" VA is authorized to ensure that the lenders with whom it deals
demonstrate the proper ability to service loans adequately, exercise proper
credit judgment, and have not engaged in practices which are detrimental
to the interests of veterans or the Government 18 U.SC. § 1804(d) (SuPP.
V 1975)
" V A comments

It should-be noted. moreover, that Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
NW. in an tafonnal mason, held that VA is authorised to impose
requirements upon lenders to retain applicant information for monitoring
purposes. In that opinion. FTC staff stated.

The staff of the Division of Special Statutes concurs with the
cow/Simon of the VA General Counsel that the VA lea an
enforcement agency as contemplated by Section 202.501(2) That
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Act, it may find itself abetting illegal discrinuna-
bon against veterans."

Isitle \'l of the Civil Rights Act of P404.2"
Programs of ill
from Title VI,2!
nit extend to
loans. However,
tance liaS been

sum or guaranty are exempt
and t nis Title VI probably does
lender making VA-guaranteed
the to m Federal financial assis-
interp etc..d broadly" and may

extend to builders and developers by way of the
,benefit received (milk*/ A subdivision approval,,
'there are, however, no VA regulations to alit

'effect.

II. Organization and Staffing
The Director of the Loan Guaranty Servi& is

responsible for implementing nondiscrimination
requirements in all applicable segments of VA's
housing .programs. However, the primary function
of this official is the general administration of VA

.

housing programs. The day-to-day oversight of
LGS equal housing opportunity functions is assigned
to a srnall staff within the Office of the Director.
This Equal Housing Opportunity Staff (EHOS)
performs an advisory role within LGS with minimal
authority or enforcement powers. As the Commis-
sion observed in 1974, EHOS lacks a full-time
director with sufficient authority to ensure execution
of VA's fair housing program."

section permits creditors to obtain any information which may be
required by an enforcement agency to monitor compliance with the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act or any other Federal or State statute
or regulation To the extent that the VA has the authority, under its
enabling law or any other Federal statute, to require creditoNlo
retain applicant information, it may impose such reqduements
notwithstanding Regulation B and the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act. Lewis A. Goldfarb. Acttng Assistant Director for Special
Statutes, Federal Trade Commission, letter to A.J. Bochicchio,
Acting Chief Benefits Director. Veterans Administration, July 25.
1977.

Section 202.5(bX21 states:
Nottjinding any other provision of this section; a creditor shall
req applicant's race/national origin, sex, and marital status as
required in section 202.13 (information for monitoring purposes). In
addition, a creditor may obtain such information as may be required
by regulation, order, or agreement issued by, or entered into with.
a court or an enforcement agency (including the Attorney General
or a similar State official) to monitor or enforce compliance with the
Act, this Part, or other Federal or State statute or regulation. 12
C.F R. §202.8(b)(2).

This Communion believes that authorization to require compliance
information from lenders implies authorization to use that information to
secure compliance.
" 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (1970).
" 42 U S.C. § 2000d- I (1970).
" See U.S.. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights
Enforcement Effort-1974. vol. VI, To Extend Federal Financial Assistance
(1976).

" The Leadership Conference on Civil Rights has also commented on
VA's inadequate staffing. It stated, "The Veterans Administration has done
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As of January 1978, there were three full time
professionals among the EHOS," a decrease of one
position since ,1974'" Between December 1975 and
February one of these three staff members was
absent from LGS," leaving only two full-time Equal
Housing Opportuuity Staff in LGS for more than I

year:No additional staff were assigned or detailed to
the EllOS during his absence

rhe FHOS performs a variety of tasks within
LGS. For example, during 1977 one senior staff
member spent nearly 50 percent of his tune in the
field"; the remainder of his tulle was devoted to
such activities as liaison with advocacy groups, ad
hoc projects for the Director, and contacts with
complainants: The other senior staff member pre-
pares internal reports, testimony, responses to
congressional Inquiries, and comments on housing
regulations proposed by other Federal agencies."
The third staff member is responsible for data
analysis and complaint handling. There is little
coordination of the activities of EHOS members by
the Director of the LGS.. The two senior staff each
receive tasks and instructions from the Director."
As a result, they Jo not work closely together and
are often unaware of each other's activities.

In its Washington office, LGS has five major
operating dtyisions, each headed by an Assistant
Director: Liquidation, Construction and Valuation,
Property Management, Loan Policy, and Adminis-
tration (see exhibit 4.1).

The offices managed by these five Assistant
Directors have responsibility for carrying on VA
fair housing -policy in area LGS programs. For
example, the Office of Loan Policy was chiefly
responsible for writing VA procedures under the
EqUal Credit Opportunity Act" and monitoring VA
performance under these procedures.

Regional program staff have responsibility for
implementing fair housing policy on a day-to-day

nothing to establish an Office of Equal Housing Opportunity with adequate
staff resources and authonty Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,
"The Carter Administration and Civil Rights; An Assessment of the First
Year" (January 1978). p 12.
" All three members were classified as equal opportunity specialists. There
were two GS-14s and one GS-13

EHOS staffing in 1974 is discussed in To Provide. For Fair Housing
The position which was eliminated was for a GS-7 equal opportunity,
specialist Fleenor Harmon, Special Assistant to the Director, LGS, VAcisi
interview, Jan 12. 1978 (hereafter cited as Harmon interview, Jan. 12,

1978)
" Dunng this period, one GS-14 served as special assistant to the mayor of
Nashville, Tenn . under an exchange program of the intergovernmental
Personnel Act of 19,13 42 U S C. § 4701 (1970)
" Leon Cox. Special Assistant to the Director, Loan Guaranty Service.
VA, interview, Nov. 29.1977 (hereafter cited as Cox interview), and U
Cilsigresa, Hearings on Equal Opportunity in Veterans Administration

t

basis As shown in exhibit 4.2, they are located in 49
regional offices or field stations. Their primary role
is processing applications for loans and Ithan guaran-
tees and overseeing the management and sale of
properties repossessed by VA through mortgage
foreclosure. However, they also process discrimina-
tion complaints and ensure that participants in -VA
programs sign certifications of nondiscrimination."

III. Certifications

A. Veterans and Purchasers of Acquired
Property

VA continues to rely upon certification of
nondiscrimination as one of its chief enforcement
tools. As it did in 1974, it requires that veterans and
purchasers of VA-acquired property certify they
will not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
religion, and national origin in the resale of proper-
ties they purchase. through VA programs. More-
over, k'A has amended these certifications to
conform to the 1974 Title VIIi amendment by
requiring certification that there will be no discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex."

B. Appraisers
VA continues to require appraisers to certify that

they will not "be influenced" by the race, color,
religion, or national origin of occupants or neighbors
in estimating the value of a dwelling. This certifica-
tion was also amended to add 'sex of occupants or
neighbors as a factor which may not be considered
in making appraisals."

C. Brokers
VA also continues to require that brokers partici-

pating in the sale or management of VA-acquired
properties sign nondiscrimination certifications. By
signing these certifications, brokers promise that:

Housing Programs Before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional
Rights. House Committee on the Judiciary. 94th Cong.. 2d sew, 1976, p. 15
(hereafter cited as 1976 Hearings).
" This staff member also reviews wntten complaints and the adequacy of
efforts taken by VA field stations to resolve such problems. Complaint
reviews. however, account for only 10 percent of this staff member's time
Harmon intemew. Jan. 12,1978.
" The third staff member receives instructions from one of the senior staff
members and the Director of the Loan Guaranty Service. Ibid.
" 15 U. S C. § 1691 emit (1976).
' Harmon interview, Jan. 12.1978
" See, for example. VA Form 26-1802a (application for home loan
guarantee) (June 1977); VA Form 26-8641 (application for mobile home
loan guarantee) (April 1975); and VA Form 26-6705 (application to
purchase saquired property) (December 1975).
" VA Form 26-1801 (residential appraisal report) (November 1977).
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Neither they nor anyone acting in their behalf
will vjolate Title VIII or Executive Order No.
11,063. This commitment extends not only to the
sale or rental of VA-owned property, but also. to
all properties they handle.

They will instruct staff in nondiscrimination
policies.

They, will display fair housing posters promi-
nently where sales or rentals take place.

They will include notice of equal housing
opportunity policies in all advertising.

They will utilize minority media to advertise
properties located in predominantly white areas.

They will affirmatively recruit staff from both
minority and majority groups."
A positive feature of this certification is that it

extends to the sale and rental of all property a broker
handles, making maximum use of VA's leverage to
further Title VIII fair housing goals. However, the
certification could be'improved. It could be revised
to make clear to those who sign that Title VIII
prohibits housing discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, and national origin: Currently,
the certificate does not state what is prohibited by
Title VIII. The certification could also be expanded
to require affirmative recruitment of both sexes." In
addition, the certification could be improved if it
were expanded to require brokers who share listings
with other brokers to take affirmative steps to
exchange listings with both minority and nonnsinori-
t y brokers."

The broker certificati n is required jointly by
HUD and VA. Unless br sign a certification,
they will not be permitted to e as management

" VA Form 26-318 (August 1975).
" in contrast, the Farmers Home Administration requires brokers to
recruit sales or rental staff from both sews. 42 Fed. Reg. 45,894 (1977) (to
be codified in 7 C.F.R. 1901.20340(03.
" Real estate information is shared among broken on a fortsl and
informal basis. In the last 10 years, number of private enterprises have
developed systems to facilitate the sharing of such information. They have
become known as multiple fisting services (MIS). However, these services-
have been used as vehicles of discrimination through restrictive member-
ship practices which may exclude minority brokers, the fisting of property
only in nonminocity areas, the withholding of nonminority listings from an
MIS until a nonminority buyer is available, and tbe restrictionof minority
agents through the discriminatory employment practices of real estate
brokers.
" VA Form 26-8138 (August 1975). The form states "debarment by either
HUD or VA will be honored by both."
" Cleland letter.
" This certifications discussed in To Provide. .For Fair Housing, p. 250.
" 37 Fed. Reg.'17.217 (1972).
" DVII Circular 26-77-I.}, May 18, 1977.
" in response, VA offered the comment that:

Contrary to the statement that VA operations were at variance with
VA regulations, from and 1972 through mid 1477 VA required a
nondiscrimination certification "in the form prescribed by the

or sales brokers by either the Department of
Housing and Urban Development or VA. Further,
the two agencies have agreed that a violation by one
agency will he treated as .a violation by the other
agency as well." In 1974 this Commission observed
that the certifications were not being required of
brokers participating in HUD or VA programs.
However, in 1977, VA reported that it requires all of
its participating real estate brokers to sign the joint
HUD-VA certificates. VA informed this Commis-
sion, "Now a duly signed nondiscrimination certifi-
cation must be on file at the VA regional offices or a
prospective purchaser's offer tendered by a broker
who has not signed a certification will he returned
without action.""

D. Builders and Developers Affirmative
Marketing
I. Backgmund

In mid-1972 VA
req g
bu
ap

discontinued its practice of
mrdiscrimination certifications from

developers who requested subdivision
Instead, VA proposed to replace the

discontinued certifications with a requirement that
builders and developers submit a written plan
describing the procedures they would follow to
market their properties affirmatively to further fair
housing goals." However, affirmative marketing
requirements were not adopted until July 1977.3'
Thus, from mid-1972 until mid-1977, VA provided
subdivision approvals without requiring certificates
of nondiscriminatfon." During this time, VA's
operations contradicted its regulations, which state
that:

Administrator". The form was the Equal Opportunity in Housing
Notice, which is prominently placed on the Request for Determina-
tion of Reasonable Value, VA Form 26-1805. This notice states:

Federal laws and regulations prohibit discrimination because of
race, color, religion or national origin in the sale or. rental oiw
financing of residential property. Numerous state statutes and local
ordinances also prohibit such discrimination.

Noncompliance with applicable antidiscrimination laws and
regulations in respect to any property included in this request shall
be proper basis for refusal by the VA to do business with the violator
and for refusal to appraise properties with which the violator is
identified. Denial of participation in any program administered by
the Fedekial Housing Administration because of such violation shall
constitute basis for similar action by the VA.
Since a determination of reasonable value by VA is requisite for any
application for a direct or guaranteed loan, all parties including
lenders, builders and brokers, seeking to sell housing to a veteran
have to request a VA appraisal. The party requesting a VA appraisal
is required to sign and date the appraisal request form and thereby
acknowledge their fair housing responsibilities and the sanctions that
will be imposed for violations thereof. VA comments.

The COmmission notes that VA's comments pertain to request by a
builder for I determination of reasonable value, a procedure which occurs
subsequent to the subdivision approval process discussed in the text.
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Each builder, sponsor o ther r requesting
approval of site and su ivision planning shall
be required to furnish a certification, in the form
prescribed by the Administrator, that neither it
nor anyone authorized to act for it will decline
to sell any property included in such request to
a prospective purchaser because of his or her
race, color, religion or national origin. Site and
subdivision analysis will not be commenced by
the Veterans Administration prior to receipt of
such certification."

As noted in 1974, VA offered a number of excuses
for the lack of certification during that 5-year
period." VA justifies its inaction from 1974 through
1976 by stating that it "cooperated" with HUD
while HUD developed voluntary marketing agree-
ments with builders." However, the extent of VA's
'cooperation was to issue a circular to its field
stations, admonishing them to "note" any HUD-
negotiated voluntary plans in their areas and to
apprise the Washington office of "any new develop-
ments," including any HUD request.? for VA
endorsement of agreements."

In March 1974 the HUD Assistant Secretary for
Equal. Opportunity wrote to the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs explaining that in fiscal year 1975
HUD hoped to obtain voluntary, areawide, affirma-
tive marketing agreements with the housing and
home finance industries in 60 communities through-
out the country. The. Assistant Secretary also asked
VA to sign an agreement that had been developed in
Sacramento, California." The VA Adininistrator
responded that he believed VA could make signifi-
cant contributions to the development of agree-
ments. However, he did not State that VA was
willing to sign the plan in SacraMento" and, indeed,
VA never formally endorsed any voluntary agree-
ments which HUD negotiated."

Fair housing groups report that they believe the
absence of a VA affirmative marketing requirement

" 38 C.F.E. f 36.4363(c) (1975). No changes in this section of the VA
regulatioms were made from July 13, 1971, until August 1975, when the
section was amended to include sea as a prohibited basis of discrimination
to be included m the certification. 40 Fed. Reg. 14,595 (1975).
" For example, in 1973 VA stated that it was waiting for the President to
issue a s'aw's'' cm fair housing. Prendent Nixon issued a fair housing
statement in September 1973, but clearly the statement had no bearing on
VA proemial. VA than stated that it we waiting to issue new
requirements mtil it had perfected its data collection system. To Pro -
skis ..For Pair Housing pp. 231 -52. See also R. C. Coon, Director, Loan
Gusnaty Service, Veterans Administration, letter to Cynthia N. Gram,
Ands'' sear Director for Federal Evalisation, U.S. Commission on Civil

Der. 9, isn, aid Donald E. Johnson. Ailminietrator of Veterans
Affairs; Veterans Administration, later to Janes Harvey, Chairman.
Housing Task Faroe; Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. July 17,
1,73.

undermined the value of the HUD requirement.
They believe that some builders may have sought
subdivision approval from VA rather than HUD in
an effort to avoid compliance with HUD require-
ments. VA stated that it was not until VA deter-
mined that HUD's policy of voluntary. agreements
"appeared to be making headway" that "VA once
again turned its attention to an overall VA affirma-
tive marketing program.""

2. New .4ffirmative Marketing Requirements

In May 1977 VA issued a circular to all builders
and developers who participated in VA programs"
requiring them to sign an affirmative marketing
certification by July 11, 1977," as a condition 4for
receiving any future subdivision approvals or ap-
praisals. By signing the certification; a builder
agrees: ,

That neither the builder nor any agent of the
builder will decline to show or sell any property
to a prospective veteran purchaser because of his
or her race, color, sea, religion, or national origin
if the property was included in a VA appraisal or
subdivision approval requested by the builder on
or after July 11, 1977;

To apprise minority and female veteran home-
buyers of the availability of the housing offered by
the applicant by conforming all advertising toVA
Advertising Guidelines for Fair Housing";

To maintain a nondiscriminatory hiring policy
and provide all marketing staff with written
instructions on and training in affirmative market-
ing techniques;

To display prominently the equal housing
opportunity poster in.each place of business where
MA-appraised or approved housing is offered for
sale by the applicant;

" Coon letter, Dec. 9, 1977,
" DVB Circular 26-74-13. Mar. 29, 1974.
" Gloria E. A. Toole, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity,
Department of Housing and Urban Development, letter to Donald E.
Johnson. Administrator, Veterans Administration, Mar. 13, 1974.
" Donald E. Johnson. Administrator, Veterans Administration, letter to
Gloria E. A. Toole. Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development. Apr. 1, 1974.
" As of fiscal year 1977. HUD had negotiated 488 voluntary affirmative
marketing agreements. See the chapter in this report on the Department of
Housing and Urban Development for a discussion of HUD's voluntary
affirmative marketing program.

Coon letter.
" DVB Circular 26-77-13, May 18, 1977.

VA Form 26-8791 (April 1977).
Appendix to DVB Circular 26-77-13, May 19, 1977.
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To incorporate the equal housing opportunity
logo," slogan, or statement as outlined in the VA
Advertising Guidelines for Fair Housing in all
advertising, including outdoor signs, radio, televi-
sion, newspapers, and other printed materials;

That noncompliance with the foregoing require-
ments or comparable HUD requirements may
constitute a basis for the Administrator to refuse
to appraise properties with which the applicant is
identified.
The certification is weakened by the fact that it

prohibits discrimination against applicants only if
they are veterans," even though subdivision approv-
al benefits builders with regard to all housing
encompassed by the approval and not merely
housing which is sold to veterans." This certifica-
tion is considerably weaker than the HUD affirma-
tive marketing requirement" because it:

Does not require builders to prepare a written
plan detailing the affirmative marketing proce-
dures they Will follow.

Does not require builders to engage in any
outreach activities to ensure that minorities and
nonminorities will" have an equal opportunity to
purchase available housing;

Does not require builders to identify target
groupsi.e., racial or ethnic groups or women
who are tiot expected to apply for the housing
becauSe of historical patterns of discrimination or
existing neighborhood segregation";

Does not require builders to report on their
progress in complying with VA affirmative
marketing or the result of their efforts, including
racial, ethnic, and sex data on the persons to
whom they have sold or rented properties.

Does not require builders to set goals for the
number of houses they sell or rent to minorities or
women where there is an indication in the vicinity
of thenew housing of past housing discrimination
against minorities and women."

" The logo is the trademark often used to symbolize equal housing
opportunity. It is included in the fair housing poster.

VA Form 26-8791 (April 1977).
" The benefits to bidders of subdivision approval are discussed in section
I, Program and Civil Rights Responsibilities.
" It is also weaker than the VA proposed requirement. This requirement is
discussed in To Provide. . For Fair Housing, pp. 250-56? See also the
chapters in this report on the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the Farmers Home Administration, and Interagency Coordi-
nation for r discussion of affirmative marketing requirements.
" This analysis might be based on s4Kh factors as the racial and ethnic
composition of the area surrounding the location of the housing. income
levels, and patterns of homeownership.
" This Commission's position on the minimum elements of an effective
affumstive marketing requirement is outlined 'in To Provide. . . For Fair
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Before publishing its affirmative marketing circu-
lar in May 1977, VA did not issue the circular for
public comment. Thus, there was little, if any,
opportunity for comments from outside groups
which might have helped VA improve the circu-
lar."

In response to criticism of VA's affirmative
marketing requirements, VA maintained that its
affirmative marketing certification "requires imple-
mentation of basic affirmative marketing proce-
dures."-Specifically, VA stated:

.Title VIII accorded HUD the authority and
responsibility for administering the fair housing
law and directed other executive departments.
and agencies to affirmatively administer their
housing programs and to cooperate with HUD.
HUD introduced the concept of affirmative
marketing in 1972 with publication of its
affirmative marketing regulations. These regula-
tions require builders to submit written plans
outlining how housing will be affirmatively
marketed, which includes outreach activities to
minority homebuyers, identification of target
groups, as well as submission of progress
reports. The VA affirmative marketing pro-
gram for builders was specifically designed to
complement, npt duplicate, HUD affirmative
marketing requirements, the HUD-NAHB and
the HUD-NAR voluntary marketing agree-
ments, and local voluntary areawide affirmative
marketing agreements as they e developed by
HUD. Consequently, the A affirmative mar-
keting certification r res implementation of
basic affirmative marketing procedures."

' VA's observations overlook the valuable- gains
which could be made. if VA and HUD had
identically strong affirmative marketing require-
ments. Because VA's requirements, in their present
form, are weaker than HUD's, they therefore may
be confusing to participants and may undermine
HUD's stronger efforts. Moreover, although VA

Housing, pp. 71-90, and letter from John A. Buggy, Staff Director, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, to Administrator of Veterans Affairs, Oct 3,
1972.

" In contrast. VA has, in the past on other matters, kept the Commisaion
informed u to its activities and has also actively sought Commission advice
about proposed new requirements. See, for example, Dorothy L Starbuck.
Chief Benefits Director, Veterans Administration, letter to John A. Buggy,
Staff Director. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. July 20,1977, and Aug.
24, 1977, transmitting Department of Veterans Benefits quarterly civil
rights reports; R. C. Coon, Director, Loan Guaranty Service, Veterans
Administration, letter to John A. Bugg% Staff Director, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, Apr. 26, 1976, Wing for comments on proposed
regulations on condominium title requirements.
" VA comment'.
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states that its plan is intended to "complement"
HUD's, builders who deal exclusively with VA
would not be affected by HUD's more comprehen-
sive requirements. Thus, they may encourage build-
ers to participate only in VA's program in order to
avoid HUD's stricter requirements for compliance.

E. Other Participants in VA Programs
Given VA's heavy reliance on 'certification, a

ma)or deficiency in VA's equal housing opportunity
efforts is that VA did not require certification of
nondiscrimination from lenders until December
1977." Despite the fact that discrimination in
mortgage finance continues to be a problem, VA has
not required lenders to make the same type of equal
opportunity commitment that it requires of most
other program participants. Under the certification,
lenders are required to agree that:

They will not deny a VA loan to a veteran or
discriminate in the terms or conditions of such a
loan because of the veteran's race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.

They will practice equal opportunity if they
advertise financing.

Any models they use in advertising must
indicate that financing is offered without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin."
Although the affirmative advertising requirements

apply to all advertising concerning the availability of
residential financing, the certification is weak. First,
the lender's agreement not to discriminate on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin
applies only to loans to veterans and not to all of a
lender's mortgage transactions." Thus, it does not
make maximum use of VA's leverage to further fair
housing goals, and it ddes not protect against a
lender's discritninatory activity unless a minority or
female veteran seeks a VA-guaranteed mortgage
" This deficiency was noted in To Provide. . For Fair Housing. p. 233.
" VA Form 26-812 (December 1977).
" VA wrote to this Commission:

VA interprets residential financing as encompassing an forms of
financing a home, and this includes extension of consumer credit for
the purchase of a mobile home; extension of residential credit on
conventional terms; and extension of residential credit secured by a
second or other subordinate mortgage lien. VA comments.

" Although this Conunimion believes that VA can require that the lenders
with whom it deals comply with ECOA, VA apparently has not included
such a statement on the certification because it is not specifically named in
ECOA as iinimforcement agent. This issue is discussed above.
7 Discrimination on any of these bases is likely to have an adverse effect
on women. For example, married worn" have frequently been denied
credit in their own names. Women are disproportionately represented
among the elderly and those receiving public assistance.
" In passing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Congers made clear that
not only acts of intentional discrimination but also acts which had the effect

from that lender. If a lender is known to discriminate
against minorities or women, however, minority and
female veterans may not even seek credit with the
lender. Second, the certification does not inform
leiiders that they are required to comply with the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act." Indeed, several of
the bases of prohibited credit discrimination listed in

gc0k-ark not even mentioned in the certification:.

namely, discrimination on the basis of marital status,
age, and deriving income from public assistance."
Third, the tertificate does not make clear that
lenders are prohibited from engaging in practices
which, although not intentionally discriminatory,
have the effect of excluding classes protected under
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act."

VA does not require any certifications in connec-
tion with its programs for guaranteeing loans for
mobile homes or condominiums. Thus, for example,
although VA must approve the park in which a
mobile home will be located," the VA does not
require the operator of the park to certify that the
park practices fair holiAng." Similarly; the VA does
not require that veterans purchasing condominiums
purchase them only when condominium associations
certify thit they will practice fair housing."

Stich associations often buy the members' units
when they are offered for sale and may subsequently
sell or lease them. Discrimination by members of the
association or the association itself in the sale or
resale of condominium units might lead to costly
lawsuits under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 or other applicable civil rights laws, which
could have an effect on the value of the veteran's
investment."

of discriminating were prohibited. Such an act might include the formerly
common practice of giving adverse consideration to applicants who fail to
have telephones listed in their own names. Since few married women have
telephones listed in their own names, this practice adversely affects married
women as group. 42 Fed. Reg. 1.255 (1977).
" 38 C.F.R. § 36.4208 (1977).
" VA rules for financing mobile homes and mobile home lots are codified
in 38 C.F.R. II 36.4207, 36.4208, and 36.4231-36.4287 (1977).
" VA requirements for financing condominium units are codified in 38
C.F.R. 36.4358 (1977).
" Commission staff in letter to the Director of the Loan Guaranty
Service noted previously that veterans owning condominium units in a
building in which discriMination has been found by the courts may
themselves become tainted with the stigma of lawsuits or even be assessed
for share of the costs of defending the condominium association against
the lawsuit. John A. Buggs, Staff Director, Commission on Civil
Rights, letter to R. C. Coots. Director, Loan Guaranty Service, VA, May
10, 1977.
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F. Monitoring
The most serious deficiency in VA's fair housing

program continues to he that VA does not monitor
compliance with 'the certifications it requires" and
has no plans for remedy." Taken by themselves,
Certifications are inherently weak instruments for
assuring compliance. Unless VA requires regular
teportin and conducts periodic reviews cif its
program participants, these participants may view
the certificates as nothing more than paper promises
not to exclude intentionally rninority or female
veterans solely on the groulids of their race or sex.

Each field station is visited every 18 months by a
quality review team from the central office. An
integral part of the 'quality review procos is

(mplementation of equal- opportunity policies and
procedures. When a field station isi found to he at
variance with *central office policy or procedure,
the team brings this to the attention of the loan
guaranty officer and the particular operating ele-
ment. The central office team explains the nature of
the variance and trains field staff in the proper
interpretation and implementation. In conjunction
with the survey team visit, policy staff members at
the central office review a random sample of field
station loan files to determine if field station findings
can be validated. The central office reviess., also
includes an examination of randomly selected loan
files which were not previously reviewed by the
field station. Thus the central office validates case
file reviews conducted by field stations.atid indepen-
dently reviews other case files to ensure that field
stations are properly and uniformly applying _VA
policies and procedures: The central office checks to

" This deficiency is discussed in To Provide. . For Fair Rousing, pp. 233-
33 It 13 also noted by the Housing Task Force of the Leadership
Confer Civil Rethts in 1976 Hearings.
" R. ir; Cgtin, Director. Loan Guaranty Service, veterans Administra-
tion. iif, Nov. 2, 1977 (hereafter cited as Coon interview).
" V A cortriftrilts.
" Coon tnterviewr As of August 1978. there was some evidence that VA's
attitude towiud monitoring may,shave changed. VA noted that some civil
rights review Was included in itixoutine review of program participants.
Specifically. VIA stated:

VA field station personnel routinely review the operations, Including
compliance with Civil rights laws, of fee basis personnel and program'
participants. VA staff appraiser are required to perform a minimum
of 5 percent on-site reviews of all appraisals made by fee appraisers
to ensure that fee appraisers are coriforming to VA's policies and
procedures, usclliding the valuation of property without regard to
race. color. religion. se: or national origin. Builder compliance with
the affirmative marketing certification requirements is assured
through continuing on-site review by compliance inspectors Field
station staffare also required to frequently and regularly visit lenders
which affords them the opportunity to assure that they are in
compliance with VA policies and standards, including compliance
with the lender fair housing certification requirements. On a routine
basis field stations. pursuant to an established statistical sampling
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ensure that participation in the program is encour-
aged by timely service, that application of credit
underwriting standards is consistent, and that each
application is considered individually, based on the
particular circumstances and characteristics of the
purc haser and the pro pert y."

However, in November 1978, VA stated that
monitoring is not necessary." VA believes that
because it receives few discrimination complaints, it
has good evidence, that there are no widespread
violations of its fair housing requirements. VA also
notes that it relies On the results of HUD monitoring
and that, if VA were to review the activities of
builders, developers, brokers, and appthisers, it
would duplicate HUD's work."

VA's explanation of its failure to conduct moni-
toring is inadequate. There is increasing evidence
that lack Of complaints is not an indicator of absence
of discrimination," especially in the area of h2us-
ing." Moreover, VA has not. sufficiently cclordfnat-
.ed its program with HUD to be sure that it can rely
on HUD monitoring. It does not know which of its
programs are monitored by HUD because not all
participants in VA..programs are also participants in
HUD's. VA also does not know to what extent
IIUD conducts any mon4ritig.

.It is, of course, true that 'duplicative VA and HUD
monitoring could have a detrimental effect one the
Government's efforts to ensure fair housing. Two
consecutive or concurrent reviews of a builder or
broker, each by a differeht Federal agency, could be
perceived as harassment and might damage interest
in cooperating with the Government. However,
elimination of duplication should be accomplished

technique, review loan files. both approved and rejected. for
conformity with VA program and Civil rights requirements. VA
comments.

" This problem is discussed in U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, To Know
or Not to Know. Collection and Use of Racial and Ethnic Data in Federal
Assistance Programs (1973). p. 61, and David Copus, "Long-Term Problems
in Title VII Enforcement" .(1976) (unpublished paper). Mr. Copus was
formerly Director of the Specal Inveitigation and Conciliation Division,
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
" A recent nationwide study by the National Committee Against
Discrimination in Housing (NCDH) emphasizes this point. One of the
findings of that study was that "Quite often the black homeseeker is
unaware that discrimination has occurred."For example. the NCDH noted
that:

In Oklahoma City, the black auditor was very impressed with the
kindness and courtesy of the agent. -She seemed unbothered about
showing me houses where no blacks apparently live." the auditor
reported. However, the auditor didn't realize that vloluingh the
downpaytnent mentioned to her f.st a particular house was .'C't

percent of the purchase pnce, the white auditor was told it was
percent. National Committee Against Discrimination it Housing.
Trehdx vol. 21. no. 3 (Fall 1977).

To Provide.. .For Fair Housing. pp. 234-35
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through a coordinated effort to ensure fair housing
enforcement in both HUD and VA programs.
Abdication of responsibility by VA is not all
effective substitution for coordination.

VA has not always been so vigorous in its
opposition to a monitoring program. In April 1974
LGS vas studying the feasibility of conducting a
demonstration project to monitor the activities of
sellers and -brokers, in .selected locations." LGS
hoped that if the project were successful, it would be
able to install a nationwide monitoring program in
fiscal year 1975. However, the demonstration
project was never undertaken and no nationwide
monitoring was instituted. VA canceled its plans
when it concluded that nationwide monitoring
would cost approximately SI million per year." VA
did not attempt to design a monitoring project that
might have been accomplished on a smaller budget.

IV. Compliance Mechanisms

A. 'Data Collection
As of late 1977, VA .compiled almost no data on

the 'sex or marital status of participants in its
programs and had not cross-tabulated racial and
ethnic data by sex in order to identify the distinctive
problems encountered by minority women." VA
did know that women were 1.9 percent of the
veteran population but in fiscal year 1977 received
only 0.7 percent of VA-guaranteed loans." How-
ever, it had not compiled data to determine the cause
of the discrepancy or to discover if similar discre-
pancies occurred in other Loan Guaranty Service
programs.

VA also does not tabulate data on ';Tejected
applications. In 1974 VA indicated that it could
expand its data system to include racial information
on all applicants so that VA could assess minority
participation rates in its programs." This Commis-
sion described the expanded system as "a significant
improvement." However, as of late 1977 it had not
yet been implemented. Thus, in order to assess

Cleland letter.
A black female applying for loan may face double discrimination

because of both her race and her sex.
" Cleland letter
" Jltiia ifincrepasscy could be the result of any number of factors, either
alone or in combination. The following are only few possibilities:
disproportionately more female veterans than male veterans may prefer
renting to homeownership; significant proportion of married female
veterans may live in homes for which the husband u the mortgagor; female
veteran may have more difficulty than male veterans in obtaining loans.

This is discussed in To Provide. . . For Fair Housing, pp. 246-47.
" Cleland letter and VA comments.

VA comments.

minority participation, VA had to rely on decennial
census data from 1970, the only source of racial and
ethnic data on the veteran population,"' which was
more than 7 years old. VA has stated that:

The Central Office quality review team whose
function is discussed above, is provided data on
minority fee personnel and minority veteran
participation at the field station scheduled for
review when the participation level is particu-
larly low in relation to either the program
volume or potentially eligible minority veteran
population."

However, on the whole, VA has made poor use of
its data to understand the reasons behind discrepan-
cies. It has not used the data to target field stations
for review on the basis of their perforniance. In
recent years," VA has not provided the result's of its
analyses to its field stations with an admonition that
they accelerate their efforts to assure equal opportu-
nity in the programs they operate, although the
Washington LGS regularly communicates with the
field offices through bulletins which comment on
field office performance in other areas. The official
in charge of data analysis has stated that he sea the
data to determine if there are "irregularities," hich
he would then call to the attention of the Director of
the Loan Guaranty Service. However, as of mid-
January 1978, that official had never made any
reports Of irregularities to the Director."

Despite these deficiencies, there are some obser-
vations that can be made about the operation of both
VA's acquired property and guaranteed loan pro-
grams.

I. Acquired Property
The VA continues to keep racial and ethnic data

in its acquired property programs, including data on
property locations and race and ethnic origin of
purchasers. There has been an increase in both
minority and nonminority purchases in mixed
neighborhoods. In 1.977, 55 percent of white pur-
- In November 1973. VA issued a letter toll field stations urging
recruitment of minorities for fee personnel positions (LTR 26-73-4. Nov.
20. 1973 ) The letter did not impose goals or timetables nor did it contain
reporting requirements. A February 1974 issuance reminded field stations
to record the racial or ethnic characteristics of veterans receiving disect
loans (DVB Circular 26-74-9. Feb. 28. 1974). and circular issued in
September 1974, reported data on minority participation in the guaranteed'
loan program for each field station (DVB Circular 26-74-38; Sept. 10,

1974). No circulars concerning equal opportunity have been issued to field
stations since then. VA comments.
" Bruce Smith, Loan .Guaranty Service, Veterans- Administration, tele-
phone interview. Jan. 19. 1978.
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chasers, 65 percent of black purchasers, and 89
perqrnt of Hispanic purchasers purchased VA-ac-
quired properties in racially mixed neighborhoods.
It Is VA's view that "comparing this 1977 data with
[earlier data) indicates a considerable shift in the
neighborhoods where buyers are purchasing VA
acquired properties."

However, the more salient result of VA's acquired
property prograMs is that few minorities buy
properties in all-white areas and few whites buy'
properties in all-minority areas. In calendar year
1976, for example, only 3.7 percent of black
purohasers.and 5.9 percent of Hispanic purchasers
bought homes in white neighborhoods.'" Similarly,
only 4.6 percent of white purchasers bought homes
in Minority neighborhoods."' ,

The fact that these percentages are exceptionally
low is emphasized by a compaiison with data on
neighborhoods in which minority veterans purcpase
homes with VA-guaranteed loans. In the loan
guaranty program in 1976, 8.9 percent of all blacks'
and 18.6 percent of all Hispanics bought homes in
all-white neighborhoods.!°'

2. Direct and Guaranteed Loans

In the direct loan program VA regional officials
determine which eligible veterans qualify for the
direct loans for which.they are applying. It appears
that VA officials do not treat minority applicants as
favorably as they treat nonminority applicants.
Indeed, it would seem tha. t VA applies higher
standards for minorities than nonminorities. For
example, in the direct loan program, minority
participation is inadequate! Minorities represent only
3.9 i*rcalit of the borrowers alth-Ough they represent

Cleland letter, In 1972 not more than 36 percent of white purchasers
bought VA-acquired property in misted neighborhoods:: 0 percent of all
black purclumers and 72 percent of all Hispanic purchasers bought VA-
acquired properties in mixed neighborhoods. VA defines a mixed
Neighborhood as "A street between intersections where the occupants on
both sides of dr street include whites and one or more minonty families."
To Provide . For Fair Houstrig. p. 245.

Cleland letter
111i

' In 1972, 5 percent of black purchasers and 17.5 percent of Hispanic
purchasers bought homes in all-white neighborhoods. To Provide. . . For
Few Housing, p. 245

Cleland letter
mid
VA comments.

` VA his stated:
This observation on average minonty veteran's income versus.
average nonnunonty v s mcome should be balanced with data
on shelter expense as perc of income. Shelter expense as percent
of income a measure of ss veterans opt to spend their income
(shelter. other necessary qi or luxury items) and an indication
of whether veterans are ly over extending themselves to
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5.6 percent Of the population potentially eligible for
direct loans.'" Exhibit 4.3 shows:

The average size loan to minorities is smaller
than that for nonminorities.

--Ihe average minority borrower's income,
including spouse's income, is somewhat higher
than that of nonminorities.10'

The average assets of minority borrowers are
considerably larger than those of nonthinorities.

The average maturity (i.e., length of time for
repayment is shorter for minorities than for
nonminorities.'
The extent to which there is a discrepancy

between treatment of minoritiei and nonminorities in
VA's direct loan program is accentyated by a
comparison with the results in the loan guaranty
program. In this program, where private lenders
also play an imwrtant role in&ciding who will
receive loans, ViCstatistics

minorities
no major discre-

pancies in the treatment of minorities and nonminor-
ities on a nationwide basis" (see exhibit 4.4.). In the
loan guaranty program, minoritie§ receive 16.2
percent of the loans.'" In the guaranteed loan..
program there is little difference between the length
of time provided for minorities and nonminorities to
repay the loans. There is no major discrepancy in
the average downpayment for "minorities and nofirni-
norities. As in thedirect loan program, guaranteed
loans to minorities are, on the average, smaller than
loans to nonminorities. However, this is balanced by
the fact that the average incomes and assets of
minority borrowers are also smaller than nonminori-
ty borrowers.

secure housing. Data provided to the Commission in the Administra:
toes letter of November II and reiteratsel below indicates that
milsonty, veterans elect to spend less on housing than nonminority
veterans. VA comments.

Based on data which NA provided to this Commission, a comparison of the
percentage of income spent by minority and nonnunority veterans on
shelter expense during calendar year 1976 shows that whites spent 32.4
percent of their income on shelter; blacks spent 29.7 percent Hispanics 27.0
percent; Native Americans, 31.2 percent. and Asians, 15.2 percent. Ibid.

According to the Vie
[The data on average loan terms reflect the loan repayment period
actually obtained. not necessarily one =poised by VA. Short
economic life as established by an appraiser for an existing home or
preference of a buyer for 25 year rather than 30 year mortgage

. could account for the shorter average maturities for minority home
purchasers using VA direct loans. VA comments.

' The Commission's analysis did not attempt to ascertain 'if there were
discrepancies in individual banks or even within any State or local arm.

VA has offered the comparison that data from the.1970 census showed
that 11.0 percent of the veteran population is minority Cleland letter.



EXHIBIT 4,3 ;.
Comparison of Black, Hispanic, and Nonminority Participation in VA's Direct Loan

Programs, Calendar Year 1976

...-

AverageNumber of Percent of Average Average Average Average Average number ofdirect total direct down- loan veteran borrower's borrower's months forGroup* loans loans** payment size income income assets repayment
Black 45 1.8% $3,594 $18,230 $9,032 $ 9,942 $6,273 280Hispanic 24 1.0 2,88 16,969 9,577 10,004, 4,016 2 ' 270White 2,364 96.1 1,27O 19,709 9,219 9,319 2,573 290

*VA also collects data for American Indian/Alaskan Native and Asian /Pacific Islander veterans. These data arenot included in this exhibit. The Commission believes that, due to the small size of the direct loan program, valid'conclusions could not be drawn concerning these groups' participation in VA programs.
"In calendar year 1976, VA made 2,460 direcaoans.

Source: Max.drela nd , Administrator of Veterans Affairs, Veterans Administration, letter to, Arthur S. 'Flemming,
Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Nov. 11, 1977.
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EXHIBIT 4.4
Comparison of Black, Hispanic, and Nonminority Participation in VA's Guaranteed Loan

Programs, Calendar Year 1976

. Average
Number of Percent of total Average Average Average Average number of
guaranteed guaranteed down- loan , borrower's borrower's months forGroup' loans loans' payment size 'income assets repayment

Black 34,147 10.6% $447 $28,732 $11,271 $2,469 351Hispanic 13,718 r' 4.3 708 29,649 10,869 '-7.,760 355'Nonminority 269,511 . 83.8 761 32,309 11,739 3,796 . 354
,

*VA also collectsdata for American Indiarf/Alaskan Native and Asian/Pacific-Islander veterans. These data arenot inclOed in this exhibit. The Commission believes that due to the small size of theglirect loan program, forthe purposes of this report, valid conclusions could not be drawn concerning.these gribups' participation inVAprograms.

"In calendar year 1976,'there were 321,676 guaranteed loans made. .

Source: Max Cleland, Administrator f Veterans Affairs, Veterans Administration, letter to Arthur S. Flemming,
Chairman,,UrS. Commission on Ci it Rights, Nov. 11, 1977.
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B. Complaints
In August 1978 the VA sent this Commission a

July 10, 1978, draft of revised housing discrimination
complaint procedures. which VA states will "update
policies and procedures for o-7the processing and
disposition of discrimination cSinplaints."1

VA's current complaint procedules were written
in 196510* and revisions are long overdue. The
current procedures make no mention of processing
complaints alleging discrimination on the basis of
sex, marital status, age, or public assistance as a
source of income. Moreover, since they are written
pustsuant 'to the Executive Order No. 11,063, they
need even more updating than VA announced to
this Commission. Almost 10 years after the passage
of Title yin, they have not been updated to reflect
the paiiiagasif that title."'

The Ltit4i-id procedures require that any com-
plaint aJleging discrimination in VA programs he
submitted in writing to the local VA office. This
requirement is so stringent"' that it may exclude
complaints from persons who cannot express them-
selves wel-hin writing. Many complainants may first
call and be refused assistance unless the written
complaint. is submitted. Thus, VA procedures can
also effectively discourage complainants.'"

Once VA receives a complaint, the stepidt follows
arc not conducive to corroborating and correcting
the discrimination which has been reported: If a
complaint is filed with local VA office, the office is
then directed to reqUest a reply from the person or
entity agairkst whom the complaint has been filed.
The complainant is not contacted pond no data or
documents arc requested from the lender. If the
response is not statisfactory, the local VA office or
central office may investigate the matter.'"

The draft revised housing discrimination com-
plaint procedures arc a definite improvement over
totie current ones They prohibit sex discrimination,
allow telephone complaints" they arc subsequently

-.-
menlieVeleraris

AdinlIblatraliccn Draft Interim Issue 26- IN
ilig,VA cltillgilhe Art cued iu fir ft Interim. Issue)

L'ir- ..,s".,ilikin. Admhitels;von. Prri. me dttre for PITNeuing hoarrimonuison
( omplarl 'S) thereafter 4. wed as PA ( 'ornplaint Procedurril
" PM ,,'W,learsor Illarmon, Special Asaistant to the Dort lot. I Aran

( /*moan' y 'Ice. VA, telephone inter v Lew, Can 19, )97A
"' in 6,,,pi1etAlle Department of Housing and Urban Devrlt,Onbent has
ouialled a "hotline- for telephone rer.eipt of fair tamping .timplainto
" In t omplaim alleging- racial ( Onaldrr 'twilit in an appraisal, Ilse

tAimplainants alleged that they attempted il I wnplaan by telephone and
that VA refused to handle the', telephone "4710111111i without lnlorrning
them of poi...lures Go' filing written i 0114111111111 Sotherquently. will, the
aredanir of an attorney, titer omplaiturits filed fottrial vontrn t 011'4161W
Mt VA hound no dims titinination, losing the equiplaird without i.onta4 ling
the omplainanti !IP IetImm, 1111,11w fat is of the . au After intrivrntitm

submitted in writing, and require that the complain-
ant be contacted. Although the draft procedures
inform the field stations, "The application of these
policies and procedures requires a thorough knowl-
edge of. . the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and
Regulation B, as amended," the procedures do not
list marital status, age, or receipt of public assistance
as prohibited bases of discrimination."' Neither
VA's current procedures nor its draft procedures
contain standards for determining whether a lender's
responses to complaints arc mere excuses or rational-
izations. VA field stations are left to their own
devices to assess their adequacy.

If discrimination is found and the complaint
cannot be resolved informally, VA officials are
directed to make an adjustment satisfactory to the
complainant. This may involve finding another
source of lending or alternative housing. The
solution obtained for the complainant need not
involve the person or institution which created the
problem. For example, VA officials could assist the
complainant In buying a similar property in a

location satisfactory to the complainant."' VA has
observed:

VA's first priority in resolving proven discritni-
nation is, to assist the complainant in securing
that which he or she was seeking when the
discrimination occurred. This may be a loan or
a particular property, ,a particular location or a
particular type of house. Having assisted the
complainant in overcoming the effects of
discrimination and thereby remedied the prob-
lem, VA then pursues positive action against
the guilty party. Thus VA considers rectifying
the situtitiort the first order of business, and
punishing the guilty party the second."

However, when fair housing violations arc found,
VA's current procedures have no absolute require-
ment that they be corrected if the complainant can
be appeased through some other means. VA's,

by the National Committee Against Discommatum tn !lousing, the
wimplaint was reopened and the complainants were interviewed After VA
made another finding of no discriminatton, the complainants filed lull
against VA alleging that the VA had "failed and refused to take the
minimum steps netesaary, moIuding the fair syirl full invrangsotm a lair
housing t omplaints Io auto., that VA designate appraisers and employees
If VA do not base ppoosals and deiermipatunts of reasonable value upon
facts rInlIng to rime, color, or milk mil origin in the administrtion Of the
Iran guaranty program Amy and Willlarn Hanson and the WesI

Prolec livr ASV M. tenon v the Veterans Administration. No If
711 09 (i I) I , filed Jan 4, 197N)

LA C ompluiht Prwirdurrs
" Draft Interim Issue" l'rwrgiurry
" VA .ornments
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current procedures merely state, "Efforts will be
made to obtain satisfactory assurances that the
discrimination will be eliminated in the future."'"
VA's draft procedures also provide no standards for
complaint resolution since this responsibility will be
transferred to the central office and VA's draft
procedures are addressed only to the field staff."'

VA does not encourage the filing of complaints
with VA. For example, its fair housing poster makes
clear how to file a housing discrimination complaint
with HUD. In small print at the bottom of the
poster, it also states that "If you are a VETERAN
or your "complaint concerns a property offered for
sale with VA FINANCING file your complaint.
with the closest VA Regional Office.''''' No
information is provided as to how to determine the
location of that office.

In response, VA has stated:

HUD has the pnmary and broadest responsibili-
ty_ for enforcing fair housing. VA's responsibili-
ty for enforci9g fair housing is limited to
veterans, the Of xration of the Loan Guaranty
program. And participants in that program. The
VA fair housing poster reflects this delineation
of authority by advising all persons of HUD's
role and subsequently advising veterans, and
persons seeking to purchase VA acquired
properties of VA's role and interest. VA
follows this same procedure with the lender
certification poster requirements by providing
flexibility to federally-regulated lenders. To wit,
the VA fair housing poster had to be prominent-
ly displayed, however, if the financial regulato-
ry agency required prominent display of its own
fair housing poster the VA poster need not be
posted as well. Thus VA subordinated VA's fair
housing requirements to those imposed by the
agency with the primary responsibility for
supervising the lender."°

VA's observations have merit and could provide
the basis for a Government-Wide approach to
complaint procedures which would avoid duplica-
tive investigation. However, no interagency mecha-
.., VA Campion', Proceduret
"' Draft Interim Issue
"' The poster stare', ''An aggrieved person may file complaint or a
housing discnmination act with the, US Department of Housing and
Urban Devekmment, Assistant Secretary of flair Housing and Equal
Opportunity, Washington, D C 20410 "
t,* VA cxmonerna
"" Mod See also "Housing Unscrimination Complaints rettiodod by VA
Unless otherwise indicated, the informalitm in the remainder of this se cum
on complaints is Worn from the VA complaint log (hereafter cited as VA
complaint log) Not all of these complaints alleged doscrUnination on the
bean of race. ethnic origin, or sea For example, one comelsmt alleged age

nism for complaint handling exists. There is no
system for informing VA or other appropriate
agencies of complaints filed opyvith HUD or. the
financial regulatory agencies. [For a number of
reasons, it is important that Vtie know about such
complaints. If VA'is to ensure, that lenders partici-
pating in the guaranteed loan program do not
practice discrimination, it is essential that VA know
about complaints against these lenders. In addition,
because HUD 'has no enforcement power, if VA is
inforMed of discrimination complaints against lend-
ers with which it does business, VA could utilize its
leverage to eliminate discrimination by those lend-
ers. Moreover, VA helpoveterans to seek alternative
sources of funding if thley are discriminatorily denied
loans,-.but it can only provide such assistance if it is
aware of the veteran's complaint.

VA's complaint log lists only 48 complaints which
came to the attention of the Loan Guaranty Service
Equal Housing Opportunity Staff from January 1975
through mid-November 1977.12' More than half of
the complaints concerned, 'at least in part, the
actions and policiesiof VA." As of November 1977,
only about 10 complaints in the log appeared to
allege discrimination on the basis of race, sex, or
national origin by lenders, brokers, or other partici-
pants in VA programs.'"

Two complaints, both alleging racial consider-
ations in an appraisal, appear" to have been mishan-
dled. In one case, the complainant alleged that the
appraiser had taken the racial composition of the
neighborhood into account and that, therefore, the
appraisal was too low. VA reviewed the appraisal
and raised it by $1,700.

In response to these observations, VA made the
comment that:

(one] out of 7 appraised values are appealed.
Appraisals arc appealed because they are lower
than the selling price. Upon review of an
appealed appraisal, the VA field station may
increase the appraised value if the property
merits it or it would be in the best interest of the

dtscrimination and another alleged discrimmatum against veterans as
clam

VA complaint log
Where complaints alleged denial of loans, VA's complaint log did not

always make clear whether the dental was due to decisions by the lender or
by VA' regional offices VA has staked

The complain'( log is not complete history of complaint This
observiklion should be Militated by the purpose of the log, winch is
an internal VA record for keeping track of peiuling complaints

--'under investigation as well as an historical account of complaints
The log was never inttrided as anything other than tickler listing of
complaints for inhouse lot Mum of the complaint Me VA comments

1
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veteran. Whether an appraisal is increased and
how much it is increased depends upon the
particular circumstances of each case. Inasmuch
as appraisals are estimates of market value VA
does not reprimand an appraiser because an
appraisal is appealed or an estimate is raised.'"

It is also imperative that VA take appropriate action
to ensure that racial considerations do not influence
the appraiser's estimates."

In the other case, the appraiser was alleged to
have made racial inquiries while making an apprais-
al. The VA field station reminded the appraiser of
the "VA policy in this matter" and issueolt release
to lCll appraisers listed with the field station.
However, there was no indication that VA deter-
mined whether the racial considerations had an
effect on the appraisal. VA's explanation was that.
"In [this] complaint, there was no appeal of the
appraised value, rather the appraiser's behavior was
challenged and VA responded accordingly.""' This
explanation does not reflect adequate investigatidn
of the complaint. Because VA did not ascertain
whether race had been taken into account in making
the appraisal, it did not determine whether it was
necessary to take corrective action to ensure against
future, racially biased appraisals or if, after racial
considerations were eliminated, the appraisal should
have been increased.

VA's record with regard to complaints against its
own offices revealed that, in some cases, discrimina-
tory practices had been followed by those offices.
For example, in one instance as late as 1975, the
regional office had permitted a lender to request a
woman to state her childbearing intentions, a request
prohibited by Equal Credit Opportunity Act regula-
tions." In another case, in 1977, the regional office
did not approve a loan because "there was not
enough income in the area where the house is being
purchased."" In both cases, the VA complaint log
reveals that the regional office was operating
conlrary to VA policy. However, the log contains
no indication that any procedures, such as regular
reporting, were instituted to ensure that staff in the
regional offices revised their practices to comply
with VA policy.

w VA coniamnts
1 Although the exact nature of the a corrective action might
depend upon the circuminances of thePcPi7rninghiets violation, such actknu
alight Include informing the apprelser of VA's standards and requiting the
appreiser to sign an seautrusce thtit those standards will be followed;
impending the appraiser (ions VA's programa; or denying the appraiser the
opportunity to participate in those programs.
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It also appears that VA did not always investigate
adequately complaints filed against its own field
stations. For example, on two occasions complain-
ants alleged that their offers to purchase VA-
acquired property were refused because of their
race. The VA regional offices involved, however,
denied the allegations, and the complaint log notes
that the regional offices "had gotten confused" with
their advertising. Although this is a typical excuse
realtors make when refusing to sell to minorities, the
Washington office apparently did not investigate the
cases further.

C. Sanctions
VA regulations permit action against most partici-

pants in VA programs who discriminate against
veterans on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. Specificillly, VA procedures provide
that: I

As part of a certificate of nondiscrimination,
veterans receiving VA loans or guaranteed loans
and purchasers of VA-acquired property must
certify that they understand that "Civil action for
preventive relief may be brought by the Attorney
General of the United States in any appropriate
U.S. District Court against any person" responsi-
ble for a violation.'"

The Administrator may suspend an appraiser
from doing appraisals authorized by VA if the
appraiser has "engaged in any practice detrimen-
tal to the interests of the veteran, the lender or the
Government."'" or has been influenced "in any
manner whatsoever by the race, color, religion,
national origin, or sex of any person residing in the
property or in the neighborhood wherein [the
property] is located. "171

The Administrator may,,suspend a lender from
obtaining guaranty of loans to veterans if the
administration finds that the lender has engaged in
practices unfair to veterans or' has declined to
make a guaranteed home or mobile home loan to
"an eligible veteran because of the applicant's
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin or has
willfully or negligently engaged in practices

." VA comments.
," 12 C.f, R.11 202.5(h)(1977).

VA complaint los.
38 C.fi.R 36.4363(d) (1977); VA Forms 26-6921 (June 1977); 26-

1502(x) (June 1977); and 26-6705 (December 1973).
JR C H.R. 11 16.4141 (1977)

". VA Form 26 160) (November 1977).
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otherwise detrimental to the interests of veterans
or of the Government."'" While this provision
does not specifically reflect the passage of the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act, VA has written to
this.C,ommission that ". . .VA considers that the
latter part of the citation is sufficiently broad to
encompass violatiOns of ECOA as well as all other
recent consumer protection laws. Thus VA has
the power to suspend lenders proven to be in
violation of ECOA.""

Brokers may be barred from selling, renting, or
managing VA.owned property because either VA
or HUD has found failure to comply with fair
housing laws or the joint HUD-VA certification
of nondiscrimination.'"

The Administrator may refuse to appraise a
dwelling for a builder or seller if the Administra-
tortor finds that the part may be involved in the
construction or sale f the dwelling and has
engaged in practices unfair to veterans or has
"declined to sell a residential property to an
eligible veteran because of race, color, religion,
sex, onatioruil origin."'"

The VA can refuse to do site or subdivision
analysis for any bliilder or developer requesting
approval of sites unless the builder or developer
certifies "that neither it nor anyone authorized to
act for it will decline to sell any property included
[in the analysis] to a prospective purchaser
because of Iti or her race, color, religion, sex or
national origin."'"

The Administrator may suspend a mobile home
park operator from VA programs if the Adminis-
trator determines that the operator has engaged in
practices which are unfair or prejudicial to
veterans.'" VA notes that it "considers that any
form of discrimination would definitely be a

"o 3$ C.P.A. 11# 36.4216 and 4331 (1977)
"*: VA coemeems.
". VA Pore 26-8138 (Auguet 1975).
us 3$ # 36.4361(a)(3X1977).
"6 31 C.P.A. 36A363(c) (1977).
" 38 C.P.A. 36.4235(a) (1977).
"6 VA comeents.
"' Tb. list HUD provides to VA contains no statement of the reason for
seapaseims from HUD program. HUD officials were unaware of any
saimensicae for civil rights violations. George Pluto, Director of the
Records and Inionnation Divielos, Office of the Impactor General,
Deportment of Mooing and Urban Development, telephone interview,
Feb. 9, 1978.
ta VA soak however, that it has procedures "for notification and
hearings" in its provems to insure equal employment opportunity in
federally-sedated conaniction °maraca. VA comments.
" la Amon 19711 VA officals estimated , that about 25 of VA's
moirosimeiely 5.000 fee appraises had heed suspended since l971. VA
comments. The most COMMON Noma that these appraisers were suspended
wee for "failure to *bow professional competence." George Moorman,

'practice' which would be unfair and prejudicial
to the veteran.""
VA regularly receives a list of participants in

Department of Housing and Urban Development
programs who were suspended for various reasons.
Few if any of these suspensions concern fair housing
violations.'" With no further investigation, VA is
also likely to suspend these participants from VA

.programs.
VA has no procedures for applying sanctions and

no procedures which detail the steps the Administra
tor and other VA officials must take when partici-
pants in VA programs will not voluntarily correct
fair housing violations or comply with the nondiscri-
mination certifications which they have signed in the
loan guaranty prosigram."° VA procedures neither
require suspensi8n under such circumstances nor
dictate correction of the violations which have been
found.

Although VA frequently suspends program par-
ticipants for other than civil rights reasons, it does
not appear that VA has ever suspended a participant
for violation of a civil rights requirement. VA's
system of recordkeeping makes it difficult to be
certain, however. VA does not tabulate the number
of persons or organizations that have been suspend-
ed from its program, and it does not have a list of
participants suspended for civil 'rights reasons."'

There have been instances in which participants in
VA programs have not been suspended when there
has been clear evidence that they engage in
discriminatory housing activities which they will not
correct voluntarily. In 1976 the Department of
Justice had lawsuits pending against five realty
companies which were participants in VA's ac-
quired property programs."' Although this was
called to the attention of VA, VA took no action.
Assistant Director for Loan Policy, Loan Guaranty Service, and Lyman
Miller, Assistant Director for Construction and Valuation. Loan Guaranty
Service, Veterans Administration, telephone interviews, Jan. 12, 1978. VA
estimates that it impends about 20 to 40 of its approanudely 40,000
management and sales broken each year. The most frequent reasons for
sus/tenni" brokers are for "failure to fill commitments" and fraud. In one
instance in 1977, VA refused 'to comply with a broker's request for
property appralul. VA officials estimate that 14 lenders were suspended
between 1972 and 1977. The most common reason for suspending lenders .
was failure to follow procedures, such u failure to complete the required
forma. VA officials also estimate that each year about 40 to 60 builden are
suspended from VA programs because of the quality of their construction
or their failure to fulfill contractual obligations. Moerman and Miller
telephone interviews.
"6 1976 Hearings, p. 7. Among the violations found by the Department of
Justice were: ". .starring," makiiig statements indicating racial preference
and discrimination re the sale of homes, assigning sales personnel to deal
wJth mains of their own race and to show homes inhabited by residents Of
&en own race." Ibid.
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Moreover, as of late 1977, VA had not instituted any
procedures to ensure that it would learn of the suits
the Department of histice files.

VA informed this Commission that it has not
independently initiated an administrative action
against the five realty companies'. because "VA
accords a presumption of innocence until proven
guilty. Hence VA takes appropriate administrative
action against a program participant when the
participant has been proven or adjudged guilty."

There is precedence in closely related areas of
civil rights law, however, for temporarily suspend-
ing from Federal programs those participants who
prima facie have failed to comply with civil rights
requirements during the pendency of administrative
proceedings.143.A Department of-Justice lawsuit is
indicative of a prima facie ease of discrimination.'"

I Moreover, even if VA is unwilling to accept the
Department of Justice's findings, it could initiate an
investigation independently to determine whether or
not it should initiate administrative action against a
participant.

V. VA Services

A. Application Forms and Rejection Notices
VA has not taken adequate precaution to ensure

that the, forms it uses are in compliance with the
requirements of Regulation Bthe regulation of the
Federal Reserve Board which explains to creditors
how to comply with Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
In setting requirements for loan application forms,
Regulation B states that, "only the terms 'married,'
'unmarried,' and 'separated' shall be used. . . ."145

This provision of Regulation B went into effect
October 28, 1975.1"

As of January, 1978, however, more than 2 years
after the effective date of Regulation B, VA was still
using some forms which made detailed, prohibited
inquiries as to marital status. For example, the VA

These five companies had been identified as participants in VA programs
by a cursory review of Department of Justice lawsuits. No exhaustive
review of all VA program participants wu conducted.
" Under Titk VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Federal agencies can
defer funding on the basis of pinta facie finding of a Title 1/1 violation.
This issue is discussed in U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal
Clrl!Rights6gfore rment. /Won / 974. vol. VI, To Emend Federal Financial
Assistonce (1975), pp. 376-77.
" The Housing and Credit Section of the Department of Justice requires
that fair housing are be practically airtight before it will litigate that
came. In the 10 years of Its existence that Section hat filed more than 300
lawsuits and lost only I case on the merits. For (umbel discussion of the
Department of 'Justice's efforts, are the chapter in this report on that
agency. ,
"' 12 C.P.R. 3 202.5(dX1)(1977).
" 12 C. F. R. 33 202.4(0(2) and 202.14 (1976). This provision is superceded
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home counseling analysis asks veterans to indicate if
they are divorced.".7 The VA application for a loan
guaranty to purchase a mobile home asks veterans to
indicate if they are widowed or divorced.'" The VA
Washington office has informe4 its field stations that
the forms must be individually altered before they
are used,'" but this requirement is not monitored
and, as of December 1977, the uncorrected mobile
home loan form was still in circulation.'" In August
1978, VA informed this Commission that, ''A
revised mobile 'home loan application form was
released March 19711 Tlie time lag was due to major
revisions in the format of the application form, of
which the ECOA changes were but a minor part."'"
VA' did not, however, state that it had revised its
home cougeseling form.

VA's notices of denial of loan applications isgtied
in March 1977 also do not appear to comply with
Regulation B. Regulation B directs creditors to
explain to rejected applicants the reasons for the
rejection. Regulation B states that:

A statement of reasons for adverse action shall
be sufficient if it is specific and indicates the
principal reason(s) for adverse action. A credi-
tor may formulate its own statement of rea-
sons. or may use all or a portion of the
sample form printed below. . .152

VA's disapproval notice for guaranteed low
permits VA to state merely that "the information
available to us does not establish the veteran as a
satisfactory credit risk," without explanation, and
informs the veteran of the credit bureau whidli
prepared the report. 152

VA has commented:

VA's authorizing statute provides only two
bases for the denial of loan benefits for credit-
related reasons. This Section, 1810(0 of Title
38, U.S. Code, stipulates "No loan may be
guaranteed [or made by VA]. . .unless. . .the

by 1202.5(d)(1) in Regulation B which also provides that the creditor may
use the term "unmarried" to include single, divorced, and widovied
persons.
'" VA Form 26-8170 (July 1974).
'" VA Form 26-8641 (April 1975).
'" DVB Circular 26-77-7, Apr. 15, 1977.
." VA Form 26-8641 (uncorrected) wu obtained from VA In Deckmber
1977.

". VA comments.
'" 12 C.F.R. y 202.9(bX2) (1977)
." VA Form FL 26-599 (March 1977). *Similarly, the disapproval notice
for a direct loan allows the VA to state merely that "information developed
during the processing of your application prevents us from making
determination that you are satisfactory credit risk:" VA Form FL 26-506
(March 1977).
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contemplated terms of payment required in any
mortgage to be given in part payment of the
purchase price or the construction' cost bear a
proper relation to the veteran's present and
anticipated income and expenses [and] the
veteran is a satisfactory credit risk. . . ." The
notices of disapproval used by VA spettfy
reasons for denial which correspond closely to
the statutory cases. VA therefore believes that
the notices comply with Regulation B in' -that_
they indicate the only "principal reasons) for
adverse action" permitted under Title 38.'"

However, in the view of this Commission, VA's
disapproval notices for guaranteed and direct loans
fail to provide sufficiently specific reasons for the
disapproval. For example, although VA may deny a
loan to an applicant because it cannot establish tnt
the applicant is a satisfactory credit risk, there may
be any number of factors which conttibute to such a
determination. For example, the VA might be,.
unable to verify the applicant's residence or income
or it might find that the applicant had no credit file.
It might also discover that the person had insuffi-
cient income or delinquent credit obligations. In
contrast to VA's rejection forms, the sample
rejection form in Regulation B lists all of these
factors among many others as possible explanations
to be given for credit denials.'"-

The model statement of credit denial in Regula-
tion B also provides space for credit s,to provide
the name of any outside source of inf ation upon
which they relied in making their dete nation ,or
creditworthiness.'" VA does not inform the appli-
cant whether it is possible tri request' from the VA
reasons for rejection as specific as those suggested ih
Regulation B. Without such inforthation, however,
it may be difficult for an applicant to determine if
any discrimination has occurred in violation of the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act. Thus, the effect of
these forms could be to insulate VA, inappropriate-
ly, from challenges to field station action where the

VA comments.
" 12 C.F.R. f 202,9 (1977).

M
" Two 'Horner at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the compli-
ance agency for the VA under ECOA, examined these forms. They stated
that, in their view, the explasurtions VA offers for rejecting loan
applications are not sufficiently specific to mbet the requirements of
Regulation B. Jean Noonan and Meryl Randal, attorneys, Special Statute
Section, Federal, Trade Commission, interview, Dec. 5, 1977,
VA responded:

VA records Indicate that copies of these forma were provided to Mc
Jean Noonan of that agency on January 4, 1978, in response to
request by Mr. Lewis Goldfarb, Director, Division of Special
Statutes, Bureau of Consumer Protection, FTC. FTC his specific

stations have discriminatorily denied loans to minor-
ities or women.'e

B. Adverth,ng in Minority Media
VA continues to require field stations to advertise

the sale of acquired properties in the
media.'"- Brokers participating in such VA pro
management activities are also required to use
minority media when advertising these properties in
predominantly nonminority areas.'" According to
the VA:

The goal of field station advertising in the
minority media is to ensure that minority
persons are advised of acquired properties in
predominantly white alas in order to afford
them the fullest possible opportunity for submit-
ting offers on all housing offered for sale.'"

To assist field stations in identifying minority
media and to initiate an advertising program, in 1973
the VA compiled and published a Minority Media
Directory. VA has directed its field stations to keep
the initial listing of minority media within their
jurisdictions updated (see paragraphs 4 and 5). Thus
field stations, which are responsible for advertising
in the minority media, are responsible for maintain-
ing a current directory of minority media within
their jurisdictions.'"

During fiscal year 1977, field stations spent
$168,115 on minority media advertising." In the
quarterly .reporting, period ending in September
1977, field stations reported spending $38,00() o_ n
such advertising.'

C. VA Use of Minority Brokers, Appraisers,
and inspectors

Minority participation as sales brokers in VA's
acquired property program is substantial (see exhibit
4.5). In fiscal year 1977, minorities, who constituted
2;.2 percent of the sales brokers in that program,

enforcement authority under ECOA with regard to the Veterans
Administration. VA has received no formal response from the FTC
that the VA disapproval notice is not in compliance with ECOA or
Regulation B. VA comments.

However, an FTC attorney stated that FTC his notified VA or its staff
opinion by telephone. Jean 'Noonan, FTC, telephone interview, Sept. 19,
1978.

'" DVB Circular 26-73-32 (Aug. 24, 1973).
'" Ibid.
," Ibid.
"' VA cmments.
'0 Cleland letter.
'" Eleanor Harmon, Special Assistant to the Director, Loan Guaranty
Service, VA, telephone nterview, Dec. 15, 1977.
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received $3.6 million in sales commissions paid by
VA to all sales brokers.'"

The amount of business given to minority manage-
ment brokers nationwide is appreciable. As shown in
exhibit 4.5, minority management brokers received
24.2 percent of the management fees paid to all VA
management brokers in 1977. However, minority
representation as VA management brokers remained
low, increasing from 3.3 percent in 1974 to only 4.7
percent in 1977. In some, States the lack of minority
management brokers is especially apparent. For
example, Arkansas, Delaware, and Mississippi were
among the 19 States with no minority management
brokers in 1976. Arizona, Illinois, and New York
were States with large Hispanic populations which
had no Hispanic management brokers in 1976.1°"

Minority participation as appraisers and compli-
ance inspectors'" is generally low (see exhibit 4.5).
In 1977 only 4.0 percent of all VA fee appraisers and
2.3 percent of all VA inspectors were minorities, a
modest increase since 1974."7 In 1976 there were 19
States with no minority appraisers or inspectors.'"
Few of the 12,068 brokers, appraisers, or inspectors
in VA programs were Native American or Asian
American. In 1976 only 3-1 were Asian American
and only 19 were Native American.'"

.1n January 1977, VA began collecting data on the
sex of brokers, appraisers, and inspectors in its loan
guaranty program. For calen. dar year 1977, females
were 2.0 percent of all appraisers, 0.4 percent of all
inspectors, and 4.5 percent of all management
brokers.'"

D. CounsolIng.
The VA continues to offer a counseling service to

veteran home titixers.' According to VA:
This represents an increase since 1974. In June of that year only 20.6

percent of VA's 1,912 sales broken were minorities. R. C. Coon, Director,
Loan Guaranty Service. VA, memorandum to David Pales, equal
opportunity specialist, Jan. 16, 1978.
." 1976 Hearing, pp. 91-102. The'VA referred this Commission to these
herring as a source of information on management brokers. Cleland letter.
The other 16 States were Alaska, Hawaii, /diva, Maine, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, NpV Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming.
"" Compliance inspecton are used by VA to assure that construction is in
sishebintial compliance with VA-approved plans.

Cleland letter. In 1974 only 2.9 percent of all fee appraisers and 1.4
percent of all inspecton were minority. To Provide. . .For Fair Housing, p.
257.

These States were Alabama. Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware,
Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Montane, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota. Utah,J/ernsont, and
Wyoming. 1976 Hearing.
.4. 1976 Heath's', pp. 91-102.

VA comments. VA provided this information in its August 1978
response. It is, therefore, not included lathe tables found in this report.
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The objectives of counseling are to improve the
opportunities for minority persons to become
homeowners and to increase -the probabihri
That such persons, after obtaining VA guaran-
teed or portfolio loans, will discharge their
responsibilities as mortgagers and homeowners.
The attainment of the objectives will be
undertaken by affording minority persons the
chance to meet and discuss their needs and
plans to buy or build homes with qualified VA
officials and staff personnel, to learn about
properties for sale, to have assessments made
respect to their capabilities of acquiring homes,
to receive direct assistance in locating homes
and negotiating loans, and to be informed of the
responsibilities associated with homeownership
and mortgage debt.'"

Field stations are instructed to provide counseling
services in cities with "concentrations of minori-
ties. . .amounting to 25,090 or more persons."'"
The counseling program is directed toward minori-
ties who:

Are buying homes for the first time;
Are unaware of responsibilities inherent in

homewnership;
Need financial planning assistance; or
May be in low- income categories,'"

Commendably, the program is open to both
minorities and nonminorities. Indeed, in the first
quarter of 1977, almost half of the 1,593 persons
counseled were not minorities.'" Although women
often face special difficulties in becoming home-
owners, and thus might have an interest in the
counseling VA offers, VA did not report the sex of
those counseled. c

As of March 19, 1977, counseling services were
available at 22 cities throughout the United States,'
but there were no veterans counseled in some of
'" See To Provide.. For Fair. Housing. pp. 263-65, for discussion of the
program..
'" DVB Circular 26,.73-19 (June 27, 1973) and attached guidelines.
129 Ibid.

"4 Ibid. .

During that quarter. there were 747 whites counseled; 720 blacks; 119
Hispanics; 4 Native Aniericans; and 3 Asian Americans. U.S., Veterans
Administration, VA Home Counseling Report RCS 26-81 (Mar. 31, 1977)
(hereafter cited as VA Home Counseling Report).
." Counseling services were available at the following cities: Phoenix,
Ariz.; Los Angeles, Calif.; San Francisco, Calif.; St. Petersburg. Fla.;
Atlanta, Ga.; Chicago, Ill.; Indianapolis, Ind.; New Orleans, La.; Boston,
Mass.; Baltimore Md.; Detroit, Mich.; St. Louis, Mo.; Winstop-Salem,

, N.C.; Newark. Del.; Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, Ohio; Philadelphia, Pa;

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Nashville, Tenn.; Houston. Tex.; Waco, Tex.; and
Milwaukee, Wis. These of/Ir.-es spent varying amounts of time with each
counselee. While an average of 30 minutes per veteran was spent by all 22
counseling centers, three centers reported spending less than 15 minutes per
person during this period. VA Home COunseling Report.
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EXHIBIT 4.5
Minority Participation as Brokers, Appraisers, and Inspectors, Fiscal Year 1977

Minorities as
a percent

, Total of total
participants participants

Blacks as
a percent
of total

participants

Hispanics as
a percent
of total

participants

Fees received
by minorities
(in thousands

of dollars)

Fees received
by minorities
as a percent
of total fees

Management
brokers

Sales brokers
Fee appraisers
Inspectors

2,230
2,203
5,600
1,700

4.7%
22.2

4.0
2.3

3.8%
18.0
2.5
1.0

0.8%
3.1 s'
1.2
0.8

969
3,600

2,500

24.2
19.4

6.0

Source: Max Cleland, Administrator of Veterans Affairs, Veterans Administration, letter to Arthur S. Flemming,Chairman, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Nov. 11, 1977.
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those cities. For example, in the first quarter of 1977,
no persons were counseled at the Atlanta, Chicago,
Nashville, and Waco field stations.'" VA prepares a
quarterly report on the counseling program, but this
report is not sufficiently detailed to indicate the
reasons for low participation in these areas"' or the
extent to which the counseling program has been
helpful to those who do participate.

'" Ibid. VA observed that "Low veteran and participation in the
coumehng program is difficult to explain since participation is entirely
voluntary and must be sought by the veteran." VA comments.
"" VA noted that:

One measure of the effectiveness of counseling is the number of
approved loans resulting. In CY 1977. 6,666 veterans were counseled
at 22 field stations and of those counseled, 442 loans were approved
during the same period, or approximately 7 percent of all veterans
counseled were able to qualify for VA guaranteed loans. The only
measure missing is the number of counselees who will apply for and

130
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Although minority and female veterans may Often
benefit from guidance as to how to identify illegal
discrimination and what steps to take if they believe
it has occurred, the topic of discrimination was
covered in only 57 of the 1,593 counseling sessions
held during the first quarter of 1977.'"

secure VA guaranteed loans in 1978 or 1979. when their income is
sufficient or their creel, t history is established or improved. VA
cornmetits.

However, this does not appear to be an- adequate measure of the
effectiveness of the counseling program since it is not compared with
information on the success of veterans in obtaining loans in the absence of a
gounieling program.
1" Ibid. Other Components of counseling sessions may include location
i yid neighborhood, price range, and monthly payments.
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Chaptior 5

'DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Farmers Home Administration

Summary
The Farmers Home Administration (FinHA) in

the Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides
loans and grants for rural development activities. In
fiscal year .1977, more than 40 percent of its funds
were spent- oitioans to assist single families to
purchase or rehabilitate homes and on loans to assist
builders in the "construction of low- and moderate-
income, multiple-family housing. Housing discrimi-
nation against applicants and participants on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or
marital status is prohibited in all FmHA loan
programs.

However, several deficiencies in FmHA's fair
housing program prevent its fully effective opera-
tion. FmHA has allocated too few staff to the
enforcement of prohibitions against housing discrim-
ination in FmHA programs. Fair housing enforce-
ment is the responsibility or two permanent employ-
ees, referred to as the Administrative Staff for Equal
Opportunity, in the Office of the FmHA Adminis-
trator, and neither spends more than halftime on fair
housing activities.

FMHA has initiated a ata collection system for
measuring minority pa fcipation in its housing
programs, but FmHA not collect data on the
sex of its program pa icipants. Moreover, FmHA
does not collect data b race and national origin on
the terms under which FmHA loans are offered, nor
does it determine the racial and ethnic composition
of the neighborhoods in which borrowers purchase
homes.

The proportion of FmHA housing loans to blacks
has decreased from 19.6 percent of all loans in 1972

to 9.5 percent in 1976. During this period, the rate of
loan rejections has increased for whites, blacks, and
Hispanics, but the greatest increase in rate of
rejection has been for blacks. FmHA has not
conducted a study to determine why the dispropor-
tionate decline in loans to blacks has occurred.

USDA has a targeting system to promote equal
opportunity in its programs, but this system needs
improvement. USDA requires FmHA, as well as all
other USDA. agencies, to set targets for minority
participation in its programs, but there is no
requirement for setting targets for female participa-
tion. The targeting procedure has been ineffective
because targets have sometimes been set below
performance levels as well as below those targets set
for the preceding year. Moreover, FmHA has no
adequate procedures to evaluate the targets or, to
assess compliance with the targets.

FmHA requires most developers, builders, and
real estate brokers participating in its pr/Igrams to
develop affirmative marketing plans that commit the
signers to practice equal opporttinity affirmatively in
the sale and rental of housing covered by the plans.
However, FmHA does not monitor compliance with
this reqmrement.

Inde FmHA does not have an adequate
program for conducting reviews of its programs to
determine compliance with civil rights requiremtnts.
In the more than 2,000 reviews that have been
conducted since 1976, only one fair housing viola-
tion has been found, although there is substantial
independent evidence that.: many FmHA-funded
projects are segregated" by race. FmHA staff who
carry out the day-to-day operations of the FmHA
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housing programs are often responsible for conduct-
ing compliance reviews, but these staff have re-
ceived little or no training in conducting compliance
reviews. The reviews are generally too cursory.

This Commission is pleased to note, however, that
FmHA hopes to correct many of these problems. In

,,,,---August 1978, the Administrator of FmHA comment-
ed:

FmHA will acknowledge at the outset that
there are varying degrees of justification for the
majority of comments contained in the report.

FmHA appreciates the Commission's efforts
and comments and will use the report as a guide
in correcting, to the degree possible, the
criticisms and program deficiencies noted.'

I. Program and Civil Rights
Responsibilities

A. Program Responsibilities
The Farmers Home Administration in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture is responsible for providing
loans and grants for a vatietY' of tural development
activities, including soil and water conservation,
recreation, flood prevention, community facilities,
and rural industrialization.' Housing assistance pro-
grams comprised nearly half of FmHA's total
expenditures for fiscal year 1977.3 Of the amount
spent on housing assistance, 99 percent of the funds
were spent for two programs: rural housing loans,
which enable single families to purchase or rehabili-
tate homes, and rural rental housing, which enables
' Gordon Cavanaugh, Administrator, FmHA, USDA, comments concern-
ing the report of the Commission on Civil Rights, Aug.-618, 1978,
attachment to Wallace letter (hereafter cited u Cavanaugh comments).
USDA wrote to this Commismon:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft report on
Fair Housing. The Farmers Home Administration and our Office of
Equal Opportunity have reviewed the material. The comments of
each are containtx1 in the two enclosures to this letter.
The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) has commenced a
major overhaul °L, ail iits regulations in order to provide for fan
housing and to comply with equal credit opportunity -requirements.
The Office of Equal Opportunity has already completed detailed
analysis of FmHA' regulations for this purpose. Joan S Wallace,
Assistant Secretary for Adminstratiop, USDA, letter to Louis
Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Aug. 22, 1978 (hereafter cited u Wallace letter).

Further, USDA's Office of Equal Opportunity wrote to this Commission,
"Overall, the draft report fairly reflects the rural housing programs
sponsored by the Dipartment of Agriculture. Our comments will be related
to material on specified pages of the draft Richard J. Peer, Chief,
Compliance and Enforcement Diviskm, comments on the fair housing
report draft of USCCR, Aug. 21, 1978, attachment to Wallace letter
(hereafter cited u Peer comments)
Specific comments from FmHA and the Office of Equal Opportunity are
Included throughout this report

U S , Office of Management and Budget, tatalog4r of Federal Domenic
Assistance, 1977 and 1977 Update, .10.404-10 425
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builders ii() construct multiple-family housing for
low- and doderate-income families.3'

I. Rural Housing Loans, (Section 502)
This "single-family" program under Section 502'

provides loans for low- and moderate-income
families without adequate housing to buy or build
housing or to repair or rehabilitate existing dwell-
ings.' In fiscal year 1977, 60 percent of rural housing
funds were used to buy new housing.° Loans are
made direct4 to homeowners or home buyers, but
homebuilders or others may be instrumental in
aiding potential homeowners to apply for loans. In
fiscal year 1977, FpnHA made 118,632 rural housing
loans.°

2. Rural Rental Housing (SectiOns 515 and 521)
Under these "multiple-family programs," loans

are available to individuals, nonprofit or limited
profit organizations (Section 515), or cooperatives
(Section' 521) to build or rehabilitate rental housing
for low- and moderate-income families or senior
citizens.'° Loans are made for up to 40 years (50
years for housing for senior citizens)." The ultimate
beneficiaries of these loans are the tenants them-
selves.

A number of entities, including segments of the
real estate industry, participate in FmHA's housing
assistance programs. They include:

Builders or developers. Persons who build
housing for sale to eligible FmHA buyers,
including subdivision developers, benefit from
FmHA progrims by having a ready market for

' Total FmHA expenditures for fiscal year 1977 were $7.2 billion, of which
$3.1 billion (43.5 percent) were for housing uaistance. James Bryan, Chief,
Reports Management Division, FmHA, telephone interview, Feb. 1, 1978

Bryan telephone interview,(hereafter cited as Feb. 1, 1978)
A third progrem with potential significance is the rent subsidy program,

which subsidizes rents of low-income persons. Beneficiaries Orli& Papgram
pay no more than 25 percent of 'their income for housing, 'gild 'EanHA
makes up the difference between this and actual market rentg;'Althotigh
this program wu authorized in 1974 (42 U.S.C. y 1490 (aX2XA)'(Supp. V
1975), its implementation was at the discretion of the Secretary of
Agriculture, and it wu not put into effect until late 1977 42 Fed Reg.
59052 er,ore.,(Nov. 15, 1977) IFmHA Instruction 44 51 In 1976 F HA
signed' memorandum of understanding with the Department of imams
sod Urban Development by which HUD would provide rent sus *Mies
under Section 8 of the Housing Act of 1937 to eligible tenants in .ertain
FmlIAfinanced projects (41 Fed. Reg 51.5114 (1976)) (U, be codi ) in 7
C.F.R. 4 1822, Subpart D, Exhibit P)

ABryan telephone interview, Feb 1, 19M
' Section numbers refer to sections of the National lousing Act of 1949
and amendments.
' 42 U.S C H 1471-1472, 1474(1970)
' Bryan telephone interview; Feb. I, 1978
' !bid
t* 42 LI S C. $4 1485, 1490a (1970)

7C F R. 1111(22 87 (1977)



their homes. Such developers may, prior to
construction of homes, obtain commitments from
the Farmers Home Administration that a specified
amount of money will be. available to eligible
buyers at the time of completion. While FmHA
must honor those commitments, the developer
may sell the homes .to any buyers, regardless of
FmHA eligibility. The commitments are often
used as a selling point to obtain mortgage money
from conventional sources.13

Individuals or nonprofit organizations. These
people may obtain FmHA loans to build or
-sponsor the building of rural rental housing for
eligible low- and moderate-income renters.4

Packagers. Packagers are developers, technical
assistance groups, or others who help eligible
applicants apply for FmHA loans.
* Real estabtagents. Real estate agents are used by
FmHA to resell the properties'it acquires through
mortgage foreclosures when the loans it makes are
not repaid. While FmHA field staff may handle
these sales entirely, they usually place them on a
multiple listing service or turn them over to a real
estate company to sell."

B. Civil Rights Responsibilities
All programs operated by FmHA are subject to

civil rights requirements which bar discrimination.
Specifically, under Department or Agriculture
regulations, no FmHA employee may discriminate
against housing assistance applicants on the basis of
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or marital
status." Furthermore, these regulations state that no
recipient of FmHA assistance, such 'as a builder or
developer, may discriminate on the basis of race,
color, or national origin in the services provided
with FmHA funds." The specific laws and Execu-
tive orders which apply are:

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. Title
VIII prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,

" James Wiseman, Rural Housing Loan Specialist, Single Family Loan
Divi ion. FmHA, interview, Dec 12, 1977 (hereafter cited as Wiseman
interview)

R.M. Yates, Director, Property Management Staff, Fnr111A, interview,
Dec. 7, 1977 (hereafter cited u Yates interview).

7 C.F R. * 1901.202(b) 09772
. 7 C.F.R.4 %got 20241(1977).
" 42 U.S.C. 5604 (Sapp V 1975) The coverage of 'title viii s discussed
in detail in the chapters in this report on the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the Department of Justice.
" Executive Order No. 11.063, 3 C.F R. 652 (1959 -63 Comp.)
" 15 U.S.C.1 1691-1691,(1976)
. 15 U.S.C. 169100(1976)
- 42 U.S C. 12000d (1976)

7 C F R. * 1901.204(8)(1977).

color, religion, sex, or national origin in the sale,
rent&, or financing of most housing." FmHA staff
and loan recipients are covered by Title VIII.

Executive Order No. 11,064 This order requires
Federal agencies to "take all action necessary and
appropriate to prevent discrimination" on the
basis of race, color, creed, or national origin in the
sale of federally-assisted housing."

Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). No
creditor may discriminate against an applicant on
the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
sex, marital status, age, or because the applicant
receives public assistance income." As the direct
loan maker, FmHA itself is a creditor and may not.
practice discrimination."

Title krof the Civil Rights Act of 1964. title VI
prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color,
or national origin in the operation of any program
receiving Federal financial assistance." All.
FmHA loans which are not made directly to
homeowners are covered by Title VI, including
rural rental housing loans and rural cooperative
housing loans."

11. Organization and Staffing

A. Program AssiAments
The FmHA Washington office develops policies

and /procedures for and monitors the operation of
FmHA programs. OvFrall responsibility for FmHA
programs rests with the Administrator." However,
the Assistant Administrator for Rural Housing" is
responsible for developing policies to carry out the
FmHA 'lousing programs." Reporting to the Assis-
tant Administrator are the Single Family and
Multiple Family Housing' Loan Divisions, which
develop and recommend operating plans and proce:
dures for . rural housing loans and oversee the
administration of those loans." An Operations
Review Staff, responsible directly to the Deputy

7 Cy R. 1111100(s)(1977)

. Responsibilities of this position are set forth in 7 C.F.R. § 1500.2(0
(1977).
" According to USDA regulations, "The Assistant Admilliixtrstor pro-
vides leadership, formulites and coordinates policies 'in carrying out the
Single and Multiple Family Housing Loans assigned to the Agency. He
evaluates program effectiveness and analyzes needs and trends." 7 C.F.R. I
1500.2(c)(1) (1977).

According to, USDA regulations, "The Single Family Housing Loan
Division develops and recommends operating plans and procedures for
rural housing loans to individixals and conditional commitments to
builders and sellers for single family dwellings. This division is responsible
for overseeing the administration of these loans. It inspects and evaluates
the administration of Agency programs executed by LimllA State and
County Offices." 7 C fi.R. 3 15(X) 2(h)(1) (1977). Similarly, the regulations
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Administrator, monitors the execution of all Fm1-1A
programs by FmHA staff at the State and local
levels." However, the OperatiQus. Review Stan' dQCs
not evaluate the execution of civil rights require-
ments in FmHA programs:

The Property Management Staff, who also reports
to the Deputy Administrator for Program Opera-
tions, i$ responsible Tor acquiring, either by foreclo-
sure or voluntary conveyanceoperty of borrow-
ers who default. on their loan repayments." Once the
property has been acquired, the Property Manage-
ment Staff is also responsible for managing and
reselling it to eligible buyers through FmHA county
staff."

Implernentation of FmHA pr rams is the respon-
siblity of FmHA field staff in 4'2 State offices" and
about 1,750 county offices." State offices typically
have about 30 employees distributed in four major
program divisions, one of which is Housing Pro-
grams."

County offices are directed by a county supervi-
sor and are staffed with up to eight assistant county
supervisors who receive applications for loans,
service loans," and generally carry out the program-
matic functions of the agency." They report to the
State office through district directors, who are
responsible for 7 to 10 counties." It is the county
supervisois who are the Federal employees most
directly involved with loanmaking. They habye final
responsibility for approving most loans, appraising
the property to be bought under the rural rental
housing programs, checking the eligibility of recipi-
ents for FmHA loans, and ensuring compliance with
all Federal laws.

state, "The Multiple Family Housing Loan Division develops and
recommends operating plans and procedures for rental and cooperative
houaini-loans land (Shen" It inspects and evaluates the administration of
such -"par% as executed by FmtiA State and County Offices 7 C

111100 2(hX21(1977)
" According fo USDA regulations. 'This staff will monitor the field
execution of prograrns to ensure that programs are tieing administered as
designed, to identify potential and emerging problems. and to determine
opportunitiep for more productive utilization of field personnel. To this
end, Operas Review will- (a) develop an overall program for
stonitonng ro ram execution; (b) coordinate all agencywide efforts
involved in in( and auditing the field activities; (c) aunt in the
preparation of work meuurement standards; (d) analyze the results of
monitoring effortC and (e) identify action need! to the Assistant Adminis
trators." Partners Home Administration. "Functional Organfration of the
Farmers Home Administration," Procedure Notice, Issue No Special (Ian.
1, 1975) Assignment of functions to this staff is iscluded in FmtiA
Instruction 010 I, Exhibit fl, p. 1

Yates interview
Ibid
Sons State offices serve more than one State 7 C 1' R. 118(X) I (1977)
7 C F R C11100 1 (1977) Some county offices serve more than one

county 7CFR 11800.4 (1977)
" William Tippms, Director, Equal Opportunity, FmtiA, interview, Dec
9, 1977 (hereafter cited u

I
Tippins interview, Dec. 9, 1977)

B. Civil Rights AssignmentsFmHA
FmHA has a small administrative staff for Equal

Opportunity in_th.e. Office of the Administrator in
the FmHA Washington office. The Equal Opportu,-
nity Staff consists of three full-time professional
employees: the director, an assistant, and a housing
specialist hired on a temporary basis." All of these
officiaK have some FinHA fair housing responsibili-
ties.

County offices are also responsible for carrying
out the civil rights responsibilities of the agency,
including its fair housirig responsibilities, with
guidance from the Equal Opportunity Staff in the
Washington office.

FmHA reported that out Of a total of 7,205
employees, approximately 1,200 FmHA staff mem-
bers work on fair housing 'part time." However, im
fiscal year 1977, their combined fair houSing efforN
totaled only 8 work years; which averages less than
I percent of each person's time. Moreover, no career
employee spends more than:50 percent of his or her
time on fair housing matters." FmHA estimates that
15 and 16 work:years will be spent on fair housing in
fiscal years 1978 and 1979.3e According to USDA
staff, so little staff time is devoted to fair housing
activities that there have been inadequate compli-
ance reviews and compliance investigations."

In fiscal year 1977, $176,000 was spent on fair
housing Compliance and monitoring efforts. The
estimated figures for fiscal year 1978 and fiscal year
1979 are $342,000 and $340,000, respectively,"
Which is approximately 0.01 percent of the FmHA
housing assistance budget.

FmHA wrote to this Com'inission:

FmllA county staff are responsible for ensuring that monthly payments
are- made.-taxes and insurance fermium* are paid, and any other lender
functions are performed.
" FmliA regulations state- "The Local County Office is the normal
channel through which the public is expected to seek information, make
`application for assistance, and conduct business with the Farmers Home
Administration." 7 C F R. §11(X).4 (1977) rT
" Wiseman interview
" William Tipples, Director. Equal Opportunity, FmliA, Interview, Dec
2, 1977 (hereafter cited is Tipping intefview., Dec. 2, 1977)
" Farmers Home Administration. A -I I hudget submission to the Office of
Management and nudge! (undated) (hereafter referred to u A 11 hudgei
submission)
' Response from (Jordon Cavanaugh,. Administrator, Fm/fA, to U.S
Commission on Civil Rights questionnaire, Dec. 12, 1977 (hereafter cited iu
FmtiA response).
" A -1 I hudget subMission
" -Pippins interviews, Dec. 2 and Dec 9, 1977, and It ichard,.1. Peer, Chief,
Compliantie and Enforcement Division, ()Mee of Equal Opportunity,
Department of Agriculture, interview, Dec 12, 1977 Compliance reviews
and complaint investigations are discussed below
" A 11 hudget suhmissym



It has become painfully clear that the staffing
level of the FmHA Equal Opportunity office
has to be increased in order to effectively' and
strongly carry out its mandate of equal opportu-
nity for all FmHA programs. The Administra-
tor is currently meeting with his staff to
determine an organizational structure and a
realistic staffing pattern that fit the constraints
of budget and personnel ceiling."

C. Office of Equal Opportunity Departmentof AgricultUre .

Within the Office of the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture is an Office of Equal Opportuni-
ty (OEO) which has some duty to oversee and
evaluate the FmHA fair housing effort. OEO has
responsibility ,for overseeing civil rights efforts of
the entire Department and developing procedures
for Various agencies within the Department to
Monitor compliance with civil rights laWs.'2 This
office, whiCh is under the supervision of the
Assistant Secretary for Adniinistration, is directed to
develop and administer "a comprehensive program
to assure equal cTportunity for all persons in all
aspects of USDA programs without regard to race,
color,'national origin, sex or religion. . . ."42

To carry out this task, the office has a staff of 48,"
including 16 Tull -time professionals who have some
FmHA -fair housing assignments. Two of these, one
Of whom is temporary, are assigned full time to
oversight and evaluation of FmHA activities; only
one aspect of their assignments is fair housing. In
addition, 2 of the 16 professionals are also assigned
full time to investigate Farmers Home Administra-
tion (FmHA) complaints, a substantial number of
which involve housing. USDA observed" "Thus,
total staff time spent on limHA would exceed S -
person years.""

OEO outlays for FmHA faii housing activities for
fiscal year 1977 were only $925; for fiscal years 1978
and 1979, outlays are estimated to be only $2,500 and
$3,000, respectively."

" Cavanaugh comments.
" See generally Department of Agriculture, Title IX, Administrative
Regulations (hereafter cited as 9 A.R.)
" 9 A.R. 2. Equal empkrYinent opportunity within t Department of
Agriculture is assigned to the Office of Personnel.
" William .C. Payne. Deputy Chief, program Planning and !Evaluation

Office of Equal Opportunity. Department of Agriculture,
interview, Dec. 6, 1977
" Peer comments.
" Richard.), Peer, Chief, Compliance ancl Enforcement Division, Office or
Equal Opportunity, Department of Agriculture, response to U.S. Commis-- non on Civiitights questionnaire, Dec 12, 1977 ,

" Timms Interview, Dec 9, 1977

D. Training of FmHA .Staff and Outreach
Civil rights training of FniHA county personnel is

extremely critical since these staff are, in frequent
contact with the public in the aiministration of
FmHA programs. Contact with the public, particu-
larly with minorities and women; is important in
publicizing the availability. of loans and FmHA
equalopportunity practiCes;

In terms of outreach, the FmHA Rrepares ,bro-,
chures both in English and in. Spanish, whiCh, are
available to- prospective borrowers." OEO has
prepared a list of local minority organizations*' with
whom county Offices should work. to ensure that
minorities are familiar with USDA progranis,
including those operated by FmHA.

According to the FmHA Equal Opportunity`
Directotisoutreach efforts are spOradic. He observed
that the county offices have such a wide variety of
time-consuming talks to peiform that little time.
remains kir outreach. "With current staff levels," he)
said, "an adequate outreach program would prbba-
bly have to be contracted out.""

to
rights awarenesstraining has been provided.,

to 6,300 .field employees and 48 %national office
employees. It consist of 8 hours of group training on
a -variety of topics, such as "cultural -differences,
education variances, hiitortical achievements [and]
myths."'" The training was-not directed exclusiVely
to fair 'housing.

The FmHA Equal Opportunity Director also
attends State meetings of all employees in the State
and is given time on the program (1/ 1 -1/2
hours) to discuss changes in requirements and new

.laws affecting equal-opportunity and responsibilities
.of Federal employees in equal opportunity matters."

' Training in conducting compliance reviews has been
given to only a fraction of. all FmHA employees
responsible for conducting or analyzing compliance
reviews, including'district directors, county supervi-
sors, and State program. chiefs or specialists." This
training has been given four times a year to about 25
" -Department of Agriculture, Office of Equal Opportunity, Gran
Roots Organisations: A Directory foe Reaching Minority Com manlike
(February 1976)
" Tippins interview, Dec:. 9, 1977.
" FmHA response
" Tippina intervieec. 2. 1977. Since 1972 about 725 employees have
received training. Eveln if none of those trained had left the agency; they
represent only a portionof staff who conduct compliance reviews. There
are, for example. 1,750 county supervisors who may conduct reviews of
FinflA X multifamily projects funded by Em A loans made to Individual
builders or developers.
" Ibid
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employees each time. It lasts for about 20 hours and
covers a broad range of civil rights responsibilities,
including fair housing:

Thus, personnel who are responsible for the day-
today operation of programs have very limited
formal taaining with regard to fair housing. Further-
more,' according to the FinHA Equal -Opportunity
Director, the quality of the training itself is question-
able." It also appears to be out of date. for example,
the curriculum outline for compliance review
training is dated May 1972, and the study guide
entitled 'Civil Rights Compliance Review Course"
is dated November 1971, Neither of these documents
contains references to the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act nor to the 1974 amendments to '(Tile VIII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 prohibiting discrunination
on the basis of sex.

III. Certifications
Prior to receiving 1:m11A loans, borrowers are

required to sign certifications of nondiscnnunation
and may be required to take affirmative steps to
ensure that minorities and women participate in such
programs. The Farmers Home Administration uses
three forms dealing with fair housing which borrow-
ers must sign when they receive loans.

1. Form FrnH.4 444-45
Form Fm,H A 440-45" is to be Signed by4dividu-

al borrowers for the purchase; construction, or
repair of a home. Part A of the form is a certitifition
that the, borrower has not been the object of
discrimination. Part A states:

(1) 1 certify to the best of my knowledge-
(a) The decision to buy he jsarticular hou4
and lot ,to be financed, with the loan was mine.
and no person has coerced dr unduly influenced

, me to buy tlus particular property;
(b) , The stile; has not declirilld to show me any
other house or lot because of my race, color,
religion, sex, aite, *marital status, or national
origin; and

" Tippsas usternew, Dec, Q. 1977
U S , Department of Agriculture. Fanners Home Administration.

"Nondsernannation Certificate (individual Housing)" (Rey June 11, 1971)
(beventase cited se Form FinHA 440-45)

Rod
A recent nationwide study by the National Commtnee Against

Dssarenamboss en Homing (TICDfil emphasizes this point One of the
moor lindino of that study was that "(Muite ones the black homeareker is
mewsre that dincnenmatioa has occurred National Committee Against
DINCr110111111bON in Housing,. Throb. vol 21. no. 3 (Fail Ian

Pan A(3) of tlw kern states "I anderstand that if I know or should learn
that t have actually been incruntaated wan m oonsecUon with dm
trsometion. I Amid inform the County Supervisor of the Farmers Home
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(c) I have not been disci unmated against in
the selectain of this douse or lot because of my
race, color, religion, sex, age, marital status, 0:
national origin."

Form VinliA 440 -45 thus places a liras y burden
on the borrower by requiring certification that no
discrimination has taken place even though he or she
may not have all theMhirmation necessary to make
such a judgment. One effect of the form could thus
be the exoneration of Finli A officials or members of
the real estate industry who participate in FinH A
pirograms for discrimination they may have caused

exacerbated. The certification does not inform
borrowers how to tell if discrimination has occurred,
41hough it doeSrell the borrower what to do if he or
she trlieves llisi:rintinat ion has occurred." Part II of
the Point certifies that Ow borrower v. llf not vwhite
Till(' VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 in the

future resale or rental of the property."

2. fOrm FHA 400-4
Rural rental housing loan borrowers must sign

Form FlIA164(X) 4 ", an agreement promising not to
discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national
origin in the rental of the multifamily dwellings
which they construct or rehabilitate. Tie form has
not been revised since 1964 and thus does not reflect
the emendment,io Title VIII prohibiting disctimina-

, non based on sex. The borrower is required to keep
records, submit reports upon request, and allow
access to the property by FmHA employees to
inspect any records"' A violation of the agreement
may result in such sanctions as the termination of
financial assistance, acceleration of the loan repay-
ment, or appointment of a receiver or third party to
mac If property.

Affiruiative Fair Housing Marketing Agreement
To imOlement Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1968, in September 1977 the Farmers Home
Administration issued regulations requiring affirma-
tive fair housing marketing plans of .subdivision

Admintstration whose address is or the State Director of the Farmers
Home Administration whoweaddress is Form FmHA 440-4s

" I hod
" In its earlier years rniHA had the acronym -FHA However, more
recently it has adopted- the acrimym "FmHA" to distinguish it from the
Federal Housing Administration

S. Department of Agriculture. Fannen Home Administration.
-Nondiscrtmosation Agreement (Under Title VI. C111 Righti Act of
19641- (Dec 29, 1964)
" !bid As discussed in this chapter in the section on data collection.
USDA does not require rural rental housing loan borrowers to collect data
on the race, national origin, or set of renters



developers of five or more units, builders of
multiple family projects with five or more units, and
real estate brokers listing five or more FmHA-
acquired properties." Essentially the same its those,
issued by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development." the regulations require these partici-
pants in FmHA programs to he signatories to
voluntary affirmative marketing plans appro41 by
HUD or to file HUD Form 935.2."

Specifically, the regulations require covered
participants to

Reach those prospective buyers or tenants.
regardless of sex, of majority and minority groups
in the marketing area who traditionally would not
be expccted to apply for such housing without
sycciaributreach because of existing racial or
t2clocconomic-patterns."
jIndertake and/or maintain a nondiscriminatory

hiring policy in recruiting from both majority and
minority groups, including both sexes, for staff
engaged in the sale or rental of properties."

Train and instruct employees engaged in the sale
or rental of pnyerties in the policy and applica
tion of nondiscrimination and fair housing."

Display in all sales and rental offices the "Fair
Housing" poster."

Post in a conspicuous position on each property
and FmHA construction site a sign displaying the
equal opportunity logo" or the following state-
ment: "We are pledged to the letter and spirit of
U.S. policy for the achievement of equal housing
opportunity throughout the nation. We encourage
and support an affirmative advertising and mar-
keting program in which there are no barriers to
obtaining housing because of race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.""

Undertake efforts to publicize the availability of
howling opportunities to minority persons through
the tyPe of media customarily used by the

" 42 Fed Ref 4,311 (1977) (ta coddled in 7 C F g 4 1901 203(c))
Proposed mks were published for review and comment on Mar 9, 1977, 42
Fed, Res 13.116 (1977)

24 C F R. 200.030 (1977)
" 42 Fed Res 45,194 (1977) (to be coddled in 7 C F R 4 1901 203(c)(3)
(1977))
"" Id at 41.594 (1977) (to be codified in 7 C F R 4 1901 2030.10k0
(1977))
" Id at 45.194 (1977) (to be coddled in 7 CFR 4 1901 203(c)(3101)
(197711

" Id at 45.594 (197-) (to be codified in 7 C F R 4 1901 203(0(3)(u)
09'7»
" Id at 45.1144 (1977) (to be codified in 7 C F R 4 1901 23(c)(3)(tv )1
" The logo is frequently used trsdemark symboluans that the more
adhered to nondiscruninatory bosoms practioes It is used, for example. in
fair homing poster shown in the chapter of this report on the Veterans
Adnuantration

1

applicant (it participant, including minority publi-
cations and other minority outlets available in the
housing market area. As Part of these eftorts, all-
advertisinginust include either the equal housing
opportunity logo or statement. WhenilliAstrations
or persons are included, they shall depict persons.'"
of both sexes and of majority and minority
groups."
The plans are limited in scope. They ap ply only to

housing which is ultimately purchased with loans
jnade by FmHA and do not apply to homes not .
financed by FinliA.even if those homes sere t for
sold by persons who have signed° affirmative
marketing plans. The regulations are thus weaker
than the joint broker certification' requirements of
the Veterans Administration and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development." Moreover, they
fail to take into account the 'fact that builders and
sells also benefit by virdie of the fact that a
property hes been approved by FniHA."

Farmers Home Administration staff place a great
deal of confidence in the affirmative fair housing
marketing plan as a tool for ensuring compliance
with fair housing laws." The agency also reports
that the affirmative marketing plan "is an important
tool to insure equal opportunity in the housing
programs administered by this Agency."'

As of December 1977, however, compliance with
these plans was not being monitored by FmHA.
There was also confusion regarding responsibility
for monitoring affirmative action plans. Some
program staff believe that responsibility lies solely
with FmHA's-Equal Opportunity Staff." A careful
examination of the affirmative marketing agreement
and of relevant operating instructions" makes clear
that neither the program staff nor the Equal
Opportunity Stall have specific respdnsibilities to
perform. As a result of this failure to delineate
responsibilities, FmHA officials were unable to state
" 42 Fed Res 45,394 (1977) (to be coddled in 7 C.F.R.
1901 203(0(3100) ,
" Id at 45,594 (1977) (to be codified an 7 C F R 111901 2030Xvill
^ See, for example. the discussion conoenuns VA Form 26-Ill in the
chapter in this report on the Veterans Administration.
" For example, builders and developers receive MAIM' for all of the
houses in a subdivision receiving FmHA subdivision approval, not merely
those sold with FutHA loans. It is often tbsFmHA approvalwhich enables
the builders to obtain a loan from a MAE Similarly, 'real estate broken
benefit from the male of all FmHA- acquired property. it merely that sold
with FmHA loans
" Yates interview; Paul R Conn, Director, Multiple Family Housing,
Fumes Home Administration. Mt en, le . Dec S. 1977 (brusher cited r
Coy interview); Wiseman interview

filinFIA response
" Conn interview
" 7CFR 41901203(c)(1977)
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atsl

how affirmativo fair marketing housing agreeifients
would be monitored

14111A wrote to this Commission:
itr

FetIA regulations concerning this section well
tr be reviewed with the Office of General Counsel

with Q. intention 1)1' etipanding them to reflect
this joint broker certification requirements of
the Veterans Administration and the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development.

Compliance with these plans will he highlighted
in the Compliance Review Training Program
conductel by the FmlIA Equal Opportunity
Staff. "Pir monitoring of these affirmative fail
honsing plans will be achieved by on -site
compliance reviews conducted by the EnillA
Cqynty Offices, by selected compliance reviews
performed throughout the program year by the
FmlIA Equal Opportunity Staff, and through
renewed efforts with the Operations Review
ream, 7.

,IV. Fair Housing Enforcement
Mechanisms

A. Data Collection and Use
1. Oota Collection

The Department of Agriculture's administrative
regulations require the collection of data that can he
used .to monitor compliance with fair housing
requirements in FnillA programs. These regulations
hold the Farmers Home Administration, in conjunc-
tion with the Department's Offi'e of Equal Oppor-
tunity, 'responsible for "collecting and evaluating
progfarti participation data and for setting targets fo
the delivery of program benefitt tf) minorities."'

Steps to be taken by FmHA include:
I. Measuring the number4ininorities eligible to
participate in each program,1.1
2Nat tablishing and maintaining a "system for
colr ecting and reporting data on minority partici-
pation-;"
,3. reviewing programs to assess minority group
participation and compliance with equaropportu-
nity objectives;"

^ Yates, Conn. and Wiseman inters tews
"'Cavanaugh comments

9 A R 21
" VAR 21 A I
" 9 A R 21 A I b
" 9AR 21A1 c
" 9 A R 21 A Id

Tippms interview. Dec 1, It"
" 12 CFR y 412 110111977) a

Regulation 0 is dnicw;med in detail lit the chapter of this
Federal financial regulatory agencies

t

report on

1 5,j

4. submitting an annual report to the Depart,
meat's Office of Fqual Opportunity' compai mg
participation in programs with elihiMluy "
One of the most. serious inadequacies of these

regulations is that they do not require the collection
of data on sex for -Fn111A housing programs,
although sex discrimination is prohibited in those
programs by F.COA and rule VIII. As a result,
information was not collected by sex for any type of
borrowers in the single-family programs or for

tenants in the multiple-family programs as of
December 1977."Tadure to collect data on Finl IA
moitgage loans appears to be in violation of the
Federal Reserve Board's Regulation H implementing
ECOA." Regulation' H (which became effective in
1976) requires all creditors, including FmlIA, to

/keep certain information concerning applicants for
mortgage loans; the applicant's race or national
origin, sex, marital status, and age."
, Despite the fact that USDA instruotions for data

collection were originally issued in July 1970," as of'
,,I..eLeTlwr 1977 FmlIA data collection and report-
* were not adequate. Racial and ethnic data were
kept on borrowers in the single-family (rural
hOutfig) loan programs." but no mformation was
obtained on the race or national origin of tenants in
rural rental (multiple-family) housing.

There have been some efforts towards remedying
these, deficiencies, but as of early 1978 these efforts
had not resulted in any new data collections. On
NoVember 2, 1976, the Office of Equal Opportunity

, requested FmHA to collect information by sex for
rural housing borrowers and by race and ethnicity
for occupants of rural rental housing facilities." It
did not, however, ask for collection of data on the
sex of renters in the rurul rental housing program.

On November 15, 1976, the FmHA Administrator
responded that the agency planned to revise its

forms for the rural housing loan program in order to
ask loan applicants, to identify their sex." The
Administrattir also responded that collection of
racial and ethnic data on tenants in rural rental
facilities presented a more difficult problem because

Issued as Supplement I of Secretary 4,Agnculture's Memorandum No
1642, July 21. IV70

on the Sams of visual observation by county FmHA staff Apple data
" The race or ethnicity of applicants for single-family housing

are maintained at the countt, lesel If the applicant recesses a loan.
information is maintained in a central computer system James Bryan,
Chief. Reports Management Divtnon. Fmtl.k. telephone interview, Feb
14, 1978
" James Frazier. Director, OFO. Department of Agriculture, memoran
dum to Frank H Elliott, Administrator. FmIIA. Nov 2, 1976
' Frank H Elliott, memorandum to James Frazier. No 15, 1976



it would be necessary to develop a new form which
would have to be approved by ,the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB)." Rather than
requesting OMB approval, the Administrator antici-
pated that. "To obtain this clearance may present a
problem as OMB is currently on a very positive
drive to reduce the number of Public Use Forms and
also the num of hours required to complete the
forms and ri ' is.,"" The Administrator did not,
however, seem to be taking into account that
collection of data on race and ethnic origic is
essential for evaluating whether the rural rental
housing program is reaching the intended beneficiar-
ies and that OMB procedures permit the collection
of data for evaluating the extent to which program
goals are being achieved."

_.

More than a year after the Administrator's
response to 0E0, no data on sex of borrowers in the
rural housing program or on the race, national
origin, or sex of tenants in the rural rental hotising
program were being collected. According to FmHA
staff, a proposal to have 'applicants for single-family
home loans (rural housing) indicate their race, sex,
age, and veteran status had been sent to the Federal

'Trade Commission" for a determination that it
complies with Regulation B."

FmHA proposes to collect data on the race,
national origin, and sex of tenants in multiple-family
housing -eitherby adopting a form already used by
the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment or by converting an existing FmHA tenant
certification form. In either case, FmHA would
require the owners of multiunit properties to
designate tenants by race or ethnic groups on the
basis of visual inspection. However, these data
would not be collected for 12 to 18 monthsafter
FmHA implements a new computer systen.. Ac-
cording to FmHA staff, current computer capacity
cannot handle the new data FmHA proposes to
collect.

Beyond these deficiencies, it should also be noted
that.FmHA's data system is not nearly as comprc-

U S.. Office of Management and Budget", Carculai A-40, "Guidelines for
Reducing Public Reporting to Federal Agencies" (revised May ). 1973):
Attachment A (revised Feb 10, 1976) One purpose of OMB Circular A-40
n to reduce the number of reports being collected from recipients of
Federal money
" OMB Circular A-40 state*

Reporting and data collection required for program evaluation must
directly ixiatnbute to the averment of the degree to which program
goals have been achieved or to the assessment of the elYects of
program' or their processes or management. (Part 11 13

" The Federal Trade Comma/cm adatuusters compliance with ECOA by
FinHA as a creditor

<7:1)

hensive as that of similar programs operated by the
Veterans Administration. FinlIA does not tabulate
data by race and national origin on the terms under
which FmtlA loans are offered such as tune, for
repayment and interest rate or the mond and ethnic
composition of the neighborhoods in which borrow-
ers purchase homes.",

In August 1978 FinIIA observed:

FluilA acknowledges shortcomings accompa-
nied by difficulties in the area of data collection.
The rapidly changing data requirements have
outpaced the agency's current computer capa-
bility to maintain the expanded data base
needed. The computer "overload" level was
reached approximately 36 months ago, and
efforts to update the computer capability have
been underway since the overload was detect-
ed. The Unified Manag ent nformation
Systeth (UMIS) scheduled r mipletion be-
fore the end of calendar y. I'78 will provide
the capability for the tonal computer
elements needed. A time lag of one year
following completion of UMIS has been prN-
jected before all the kinds of data required will
be computer based. Because the data needs and
the recommended methods of collecting such
data sometimes conflict or present unique
problems, FmHA is currently making plans for
a meeting involving representatives of the
Commission, the Federal Reserve Board, the
Office of Management and Budget, the Depart-
ment of Justice, the Congressional Civil Rights
Oversight SubCommittee and the Department's
Office of Equal Opportunity in an effort to
reach a feasible working solution to the ever-
expanding needs for data."

2. ,Minority Participation Rates
In 1965 blacks received 9.3 percent of rural.

housing loans;" in 1972 blacks received 19.6 percent
of all such loans (22,357). As shown in exhibit 5.1,
since 1972 the proportion and number of loans to
blacks has steadily decreased, with only 10,823 loans
" James Bryan. Chief, Reriorts Management Dist:Lion, FimHA, telephone
interview. Feb ta, .1978.
" James Bryan. Chief. Reports Management Division, FmHA, intersten,
Dec. 7, 1977

James Bryan. Chief, Reports Management Division. FmHA, telephone
interview. Mar. 13. 1978.
" Cavanaugh comments.
" In 1965 the FmHA loan program was comparatively small Blacks
received 1,430 loans and whites received 15,365. William C. Payne. Deputy
Chief. Program Planning and Evaluation Division. Office of Equal
Opportunity, Department of Agnculture, interview. Feb. 28. 1978.
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(9.5 perCent of all rural housing loans) made to
blacks in 1976."° The situation for Hispanics has
been somewhat similar: in 1972 FmUA made 4,150
loans (3.6 percent) to Hispanics. The number fell to
2,665 (2.7 percent) in 1974. Since then, loans to
Hispanics have increased slightly, but have still not
reached their 1973 level.'°' The experience of white
borrowers has been markedly different: since 1972
the percentage of rural housing loans going to
whites has steadily risen.'°° In 1976 a greater number
of loans were made to whites than ever before.

The number of epplications and the rate of
rejection has increased for all groups in the past 4
years (see exhibits '&2 and 5.3). Hut the increased
rejection rave for blacks has been the most dramatic.

One problem which may have contributed to the
decline in loans to.minorities is that FmHA does not
have standardized criteria for approving loans. As a
recent GAO report observed:

FmHA lacks specific criteria for approving
loans; consequently, decisions made by local
FmHA county supervisors are somewhat sub-
jective and result in applicants not being treated
fairly and consistently. This, lack of criteria
offers the potential for discrimination, which if
it occurs, would violate provisions of Title

FmHA wrote to this Commission:

FmHA reports that even while the Commission
was collecting data for their report, agency
efforts were underway to establish, to the
degree possible, a uniform criteria for loan
making processes. Those efforts have been
supplemented by prohibitions such as those
contained in the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
that adverse credit reports over three years old
will not be considered when processing applica-
tions for a loan. However, FmHA feels very
strongly that attempts to establish rigid loan
making criteria would result in the denial of
loans to many applicants who might otherwise
qualify, and for this reason some judgmental
responsibility will be left for the Joan making
official.'"

William C. Payne, -...Amplenienting Federal Nondiscommation Policies
an the Department, of Agriculture. 1964-1976,- p 10 and table I.
"« U.S.. Department of Agriculture, Fernier' Home Admuustration,
FiTIMSOC Office, -Distribution offi-oens Made by Six Specified Types by
Rice or Ethnic Group." Finial Years 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976.

Payne. -Impeemesiting Federal Nondocnnuastion Policies," figure le p.

." Comptroller General of the United States, Stronger Federal ErVoroe-
menu Needed n Uphold Few Housing Laws (Feb. 2. 1978). p. 30 (hereafter
cited as Stronger Enforcement* Needed). GAO staff reviewed, more than 200
resorted and approved loan files in 15 county offices.
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As Of early 1978 FinI4A lacked the data to
evaluate whether its lack of credit standards was
contributing to the decrease in loans to minorities.
USDA officials do not know the reason for the
decline in loans to minorities."' Although this
decline began in 1972, it was not until 1977 that
FmHA initiated a study to determine the reasons for
the decline. In May 1977, as a preliminary to an
onsite survey, 1:m11A sent a memorandum to
selected counties seeking answers to the following
questions:

Why, in your estimation, has there been a
decrease in the number of blacks applying for
Section 502 loans that receive income within the
required eligibility ranges?

Why is there a maiked increase in the percent-
age of black applicant rejects in the last 2 years?

What changes are needed in order that the
agency can reach snore eligible bricks and other
minorities?'"
The results of this questionnaire were not put into

any usable format. FmUA Equal Opportunity Staff
felt that the results were not helpful in determining
why there had been a decline in loans to minorities,
and thus they did not thofoughly analyze the
information collected.'"

The subsequent onsite survey was to be conducted
by the Equal Opportunity Staff of FmHA in
cooperation with the Department's- 0E0. Some
assistance was also to be provided y FmHA
program staff in Washington and the State offices.'"
But the onsite survey was interrupted before it was
completed. The reason FmHA gave for interrupting
the study was that it was faced with other pressing
matters. In FmHA's words.

current staffing shortages have made it neces-,.
sary for us to redirect our priorities at the
present time:However, we are not abandoning
the survey and propose to continue it as soon as
our personnel resources will permit.'"

In January 1978, as a result of pressuie from a
variety of srlolirces, including the General Account-

Cavanaugh comments.
Tippets Interview, Dec. 2, 1977; L D. Elwell. Arustant Admimstrator

for Rural Housing, FmHA. Interview, Dec. 12, 1977, Wiseman interview
r Denton E. Sprague. Acting Administrator. Farmers Home Adminutra-
non, mentorandigli to State Directors, District Directors. and Selected
County Supervtiors, ErnHA. May 3, 1977.
' Tiepins tote w, Dec. 9, 1977.

Ibid
William 4t ippms, Equal Opportunity Officer, Farmers Home

Administration memorandum to lames Frazier, Director, Office of Equal
rtOppouruty, 'pertinent of Agnculture, No 29, 1977.



EXHIBIT 5.1
Number and Percentage Distribution of FmHA Rural Housing Loans, by Race and Ethnic

Group

Fiscal Year
White

No. %
Black

No. %
Hispanic

No. %
Native American

No. %
- Other

No. c%)

1972 87,216 76.3 22,357 19.6 4,150 3.6 417 0.4 141 0.11973 91,369 .78.2 20,963 17.9 3,987 3.4 485 0.4 142 0.11974 78,614 82.7 13,089 13.8 2,665 2.7 441 0.5 239 0.31975 87,869 85.3 11,670 11.3 2,801 2.7 427 0.4'''' 238 0.31976 99,142 87.1 10,823 9.5 3,197 2.8 486 0.4 257 0.21977 102,568 87.7 10,893 9.3 2,838 2:4 459 0.4 .278 0.2

Source: U.S., Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration, Finance Office, "Distributions ofLoans made by Six Specific Types by Race or Ethnic Group," fiscal years 1972-77.

EXHIBIT 5.2
Percentage of Applications for Rural Housing Loans Which Were Rejected, by Race and

Ethnic Group

NativeFiscal Year White Black Hispanic American Other
1974 :.54.6 56.0 53.9 63.0 7.01975 61.4 62.7 56.2 73.2 41.11976 57.8 67.6 57.0 78.8 48.01977 ,

59.7 71.3 60.2 64.6 56.0

Source: U.S., Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration, Finance Office, "Distributions ofLoans made by Six Specific Types by Race or Ethnic Group," fiscal years 1972-77.
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EXHIBIT 5.3

Number of Applications for Rural Housing Loans, by Race and Ethnic Group

Fiscal Year

(7\---111K?
1976
1977

White Black Hispanic
Native

American Other

173,031 29,724 5,779 1,200 257

227,642 31,269 6,390 1,594 404

234,926 33,359 7,436 2,294 494

254,684 38,005 7.130 1,298 632

)Sour Ce: U.S., Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration, -Applications for Initial Loans Re-

ceived From Individuals By Type of Loan and by Race or Ethnic Group," fiscal years 1972-77.

'ing Office,.the Department of Justice, and the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, the survey was

resumed and is in effect."' As of June 1977, FmHA

had no written report of the survey results, although

the field work had been completed.

"0 Tippets interview. Mar. 6. 1978.
'" Regsietiose for targeting were . issued on May IS. 1972. They state:

The systematic Melanins oe minority considerations in formal
planning efforts series two purposes: (1) to promote panty of
participation by svisoritaa and vittenen in the benefits of USDA

142
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3. Targe+sg a d Lending
To iniprove minority participation in USDA

programi, USDA administrative regulations require
that its agencies, including FmHA, set targets for
minority .ikarticipation in all programs."' There is no
comparable requirement for setting targets for

female participation. Under the targeting procedure,

157

programs and (2) to provide approved targets against which
performance can be measured. 9 A.R. 21.B.
This instruction was first issued as Memorandum 1662, Supplement
5. May IS. 1972 (hereafter cited as Memorandum 1662, Supplement

5).



FmHA is supposed to identify "parity" of participa-
tion for minorities by developing specific targets for
their participation in each of its progranis annually.
USDA administrative regulation's firovide little
guidance for computing parity or evaluating compli,,
ance with the targets. '

For several reasons,' the targeting procedure has
not been an effective tool for enforcing fair housing.
First. State directors generally develop targets
without participation from the Fm HA Equal Oppor-
tunity Staff in Washington."" Targets have some-
times been set below performance levels. and targets

\for the preceding year.'" Second, targets are neither
developed nor measured for the number of eligible
participants, ae'required by the administrative
regulations."' Therefore, it is inkpo ssible to deter-
mine whether the targets have any relationship to
needs. Third, targets are' established and perfor-
mance is reported Only by State, so that county
needs are not considered individually. Equal Oppor-
tunity Staff note that State- totals might look
reasonable, but individual counties may fall far stiort
of expected performance levels."' Fourth, although
USDA regulations do not exempt multiple-family
housing loans from the targetOprocedures, FmtlA
does not set targets for beneficiaries of those
piograms because they lack the data to do so.

There are no adequate procedures for ensuring
that targets are meaningful and that compliance with
those targets is achieved. The FmHA Equal Oppor-
tunity Staff receives the State targets and sends
them, without evahiation, to the departmental
OEO." OEO then evaluates the targets and reports
its findings, to FmHA. However, FmHA approves
targets even when OEO has found them inade-
quate."' Further, no corrective action is taken when
State offices fail 'to meet their targets."'

Recently, FmHA has taken some preliminary
steps to evaluate targeting procedures. On Decem-
koer 6, 1977, FmHA sent a memorandum to State
atrectors asking them to explain how the targets for
fiscal year 1977 and 1978 were determined, the
reasons targets were not reached or exceeded, why

Tippuis interview, Dec 9, 1977
U S.. Department of Agriculture, Office of Equal Opportunity,

"Participation by Ethnic Groups in the Farmers Home Administration
-Rural Housing Loan Program, Fiscal Year 1976" (March 1977).
no Tippins usservww, Dec. 9, 1977

ibid.. lbw
'" Percy Coney. Chief, Program Planning and Evaluation Divnion, Office
of Equal Opportunity, Department of Agriculture, interview. Dec. 6. 1977
t" "Participation by Ethnic Groups in the Farmers Home Adminntration
Rural Haulms Loan Program. Fiscal Year 1976- (April 1977), "Fiscal
Year 1975" (June 1r6)

future targets ought to he higher or lower, and
descriptions of the problems in particular counties."e

The Fiat A Equal Opportunity t)irector opposes
the concept of targeting. The procedures, he noted,
began in 1973 and coincided with the decline in
housing loans to blacks and other minorities.
Furthermore, he said, it' monitoring of the EmlIA
program were really effective, targets would be
unnecessary. County supervisors, he said, simply do
not have the time to engage in such monitoring. 120

The view of the Equal Opportunity Director
ignores the fact that, if USDA's targeting system
were operativ effectively, it would constitute a
means ftir monitoring USDA programs to determine
if they were serving minorities fairly. At a minimum,
an adequate monitoring system must include a means
for determining and evaluating minority and female
participation in FnillA programs. A targeting
system such as the one USDA has drafted would
have to be a key element in any effective monitoring
system. -4;

O. Compliance Reviews

'11.4 Reviews

FmtlA compliance reviews include examination
of records," including operating regulations,'" a

review of the effectiveness of .advertising,'" particu-
larly for minorities; and interviews with organiza-
tion officials and community leaders, including

-rninNY leaders, to determine whether the opera-
tion of the facility is 'nondiscriminatory."' However,
FmHA regulations donot describe what information
is to be obtained, how to,evaluine and interprtet the
information, or what, constitntes noncompliance.
Re'iew reports are sent to the State director, 'along
with a finding of discrimination where applicablt."s
State directors are supposed to ensure that he
reports Are complete, and to send them immediately
to the FmRA Equal OppqrtunitY Director in
Washington when discrimination is found)"

'" Tipples interview, Dec 9, 1977.
. !bid
" 7 C F R § L9QI N)4(02)(M) and (0(2/01(1977).
'" 7 CF R §1901,104(cX2)0) (1971)

7C F R § 1901
'" 7 C.F R 1901 20401(2)(ivi), 77).

7.0 F c, 1901 20,0dX3X19,11977) Reviews are recorded on FmHA
Form 403-8.

7 C.F R § I9pt.204(d)(5)(1977).,.
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Initial compliance reviews of rural rental housing
are supposed to ()cc& within I year after the loan is
made or after Form FmIIA 4(X)-4 is signed.'"
Subsequent reviews are to take place at intervals of
froM 90 days to 3 years.'"

Compliance reviews have often, hen conducted
by field staff who have close ties to the communities
in which they operate." In conducting compliance
reviews of multiple-family housing loans to individu
als, the county supervisor is not required to visit the
facility, but conducts the review based on knowl-
edge of the borrower's facilities from .other visits.
Reviewers often fail to look at records and interview
officials or community leaders:10 Indeed, OE() has
found that the quality and frequency of compliance
and followup depend a great deal upon the expertise
and interest of the county supervisors.'"

The FmIlA Equal Opportunity Director esti-
mates that it would take about 8 hours, including
travel time, to conduct an effective compliance
review.'" In contrast, a senior OE() official esti-
mates that an effective compliance review for
Farmers Home Administration programs would take
approximately 20 hours of 'staff time, including
travel time.'" However, often the reviews are
carried out more quickly than either official believes
to be adequate. One district director on 4 different
days condUcted nine, six, five, and three reviews,
respectively. Two or three reviews per day are
apparently quite common.'"

A report on FmHA compliance reviews done by
the departmental OEO showed that the State
director often fails to review the reports as required
but assigns this task to State staff who, in the absence
''of clear instruction, do not know what the reviews
should contain. As the OEO report stated:

C F R 4 1901 204(e)(2)(v) (1977)
''" 7 C F R .1901204(e)(3)(1977)

Gordon Cavanaugh, Admintstrator, Farmers Home Aralgaistration.
interview. Dec la. 1977

U S.. Department of Agnculture. Office of V..qual Opportunity,
Compliance and Enforcement Division. -Compliance Review Evaluation
Report. Farmers Home Admuustration" (Fiscal Year 1977) (hereafter cited
as "Compliance Review Evaluation Report-)

Ibid
Tippins Interview. Dec. 2. 1977
Richard Peer. Chief. Compliance and Enforcement Division. Office of

Equal Opportunity. Department of Agriculture, interview, Dec b. 1977
(hereafter cited u Peer interview)
." "Compliance Review Evaluation Report," p 2b.
'" lbsd p 9

!bid p 29
'" FmHA response
"' "Compliance Review Evaluation Report." p 29 FmHA reported that
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In all States monitored, FinlIA personnel other
than the State Director Weft' reviewing compli-
ance review reports. MO IA State personnel
were not sure what they were looking for in
their review of the compliance reports other
than the form bring signed by the appropriate
reviewing official and whether the recipient
was shown to he in compliance."'

' The 0E0 review indicates that its "general
impression. . .was that FinlIA officials considered
these reviews a waste of time. . . ."'" As evidence,
the report indicates that, of 3,028 reviews conducted
by FtullA in fiscal year 1975, no instances of
noncompliance were reported.

The failure to find fair housing violations haS
continued. In fiscal year 1976, 522 reviews were
conducted and only 1. rural rental housing borrower
was reported in noncompliance.'" In fiscal year
1977, 932 reviews were conducted, revealing only 1
possible fair housing violation.'" From October I,
1977 (the outset of fiscal year 1978) through mid--
December 1977, 761 reviews were conducted, and
no fair housing violations were found.'"

There.s evidence from a variety of sources that
most FmHA-financed projects homeownership
and rentalare segregated by race.'" In a study of
137 rural -rental 'housing -projects, the General
Accounting Office found that 89 of 116 projects for
which data were available served one race only.'"
The report states:

. . .FmHA. .does not view such projects to
he in violation of Title VI, and does not require
any affirmative action to desegregate pro-
jects.'

It appears that there is a tendency among FmHA
officials,to accept such findings without determining
whether action could be taken to remedy the
the borrower promised to undertake affirmative marketing procedures,
which are being monitored by FmHA, after it was discovered that the
borrower had denied an apartment to Mack 'applicant who planned to
share the apartment with white friend.

FmHA response. This possible %molest) was observed at a nursing
home funded by FmHA of rtud-Decem er 1977. the problem had not
yet been resolved .0

Peer interview, Conn rote iew, Wiseman IntervTew; Escambia County
Compliance Review, Compliance rcernent t)4viaion, Office of Equal
Opportunity. Department of Agncultu Complianse
Reviet .of Ashley County, Arkansas" (June 9751; "Civil Rights

"ice Review. Clarke County. Alabama" (Sept. 1975), p. 11. See

Urban Systems Research and Enipneenng. Inc., Discrimination in
Rural Housing: Case Studies and Analysis SeSelected Markets (Cam-
bndge, Mass.). vol. 1. Anatvsmand Findings. pp 15. 25-31.

ISbttd.ronger Diforrements Nernied. p 13.
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situation. For example. one FinlIA official indicated
that rural ,rental housing is generally built in the
"best" area of the town (usually the white area), and
that blacks might feel uncomfortable applying for a

rental unit in that area. He further stated that once a

project took on a racial or ethnic "makeup" people
from other other-racial or ethnic groups tended to
shy away.'" Another official indicated that it would
not be appropriate for FmHA to try to ,decrease
racial segregation in rural rental housing in that such
an action would be "forcing the people to live in
certain areas."'" The GAO report states that
"FmHA does not believe that alistorical pattern of
racial separation necessarily constitutes discrimina-
tion per se."'"

Another example of USDA's implicit approval of
segregated housing tomes from its guidance to
auditors. Exhibit I) of the Audit Guide, entitled
"Quality of Housing in FHA-Financed Minority
Subdivisions."'" calls for comparisons between the
quality of housing built for minorities and similarly
priced housing for whites. The reason is that:

is concerned about reports it is
receiving of inadequate waste disposal and
water facilities, poor construction and improper
site selection or developments in subdivisions
financed by FHA and occupied primarily by
minority families.'

This instruction encourages auditors to accept the
existence of segregated subdivisions. It does not state
that an FmHA-financed subdivision occupied pri-
marily by families of one race could itself be an
indication of a serious violation of both Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and FnIHA's own
regulations regarding site selection, which state:

to the extent passible, the location of an RRH
[rural rental housing] project should provide
housing opportunities for minority families
outside areas of minority concentration and
areas which are already substantially
mixed. . . The location of housing should also
promote an equal opportunity for inclusion of

" Conn intennew
Warn= interview.
Stronger Enforretnents Needed p 11.

'" U S., Department of Agriculture, Office of the Inspector General.
Inspector General Bulletin No. 107, April 1972 (hereafter cited as Bulletin
No. 107).
'" p. 2

7 C.F 1522.88(t0 (1977). There are only two exceptions to this rule
Housing may be built in areas of minority concentration when

(1) Comparable housing opportunities ex outside the minority
area for minority families in the income ran to be served by the
pf0JeCt, or

all groups regardless of race, color, kieed, sex,
national origin, or marital status, thereby
opening up nonsegregated housing opportuni-
ies for minorities and helping to overcome the

effects of any past discrimination.'

The Office of Equal Opportunity conimented:

In our view, FinlIA Regulation 7 CFR
1822.88(q) Location of Housing cited in the
report on page 5-28 can operate to the
detriment of minorities as well as to their
advantage. The intent of the regulation is to
promote equal opportunity in housing by
prohibiting the FinlIA financing of rental
housing projects in areas of minority concentra-
tion. In effect, the regulation also could be used
to redline the minority community and prevent
FmlIA from increasing rental housing,, in such
areas.

Since all EnitIA financed housing projects,
regardless of site selection open up integrated
housing opportunities, the rental of the units is
critical with integration working both ways.
Whites should have the same opportunity to
move into minority communities as minorities
to move into white co unities. The FmHA
regulation does not profit indeed it encour-
ages, the location of ru rental housing
projects in predominantly white communities,
thus upgrading the available housing and
providing financing in these commtIffilies with
very little follow-up to assure and promote
integrated housing."a

OEO has expressed concern that the FmHA
regulation will result in improvements to predomi-
nantly white communities rather than in any benefit
to minorities. The regulation, however, has consid-
erable merit. Absence. of low-income housing from
the more affluent sections of a community has been a

major obstacle to fair housing for minorities and
female-headed households.'" If properly applied,
the FmHA regulation could help alleviate this
problem. The regulation is similar to the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development's require-
ment that public housing authorities participating in

(2) The applicant provides written documentation whichiadequate-
ly demonstrates that there are no other acceptable sites available
outside the area of` minonty concentration and housing on the
proposed site is necessary to meet an overnth housing need in the
market area.

Peer comments.

The Potomac Institute, Equal Housing Opportunity: The Unfinished
Agenda (December 1976), p 52 This problem is also discussed in the
chapter in this report on the Department of and Urban
Development.

1G0
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HUD's rent subsidy piograin must ensure that
housing of eligible limilhes can be found '" in areas
outside lowinconte and .minority concentra-
tions . .where possible."'" It would then appear
that what is required is USDA monitoring of
compliance With the regulation, to ensure that it is
not misinterpreted or misused.

2. OH) Reviews

In addition to compliance reviews by FnillA field
staff. the departmental OF0 may conduct militia.-
gency compliance reviews,"' of which the Farmers
Home Administration' is only one part.'" however.
no multiagency compliance reviews were made by
0E0 in fiscal 'year r977 and only 2 were conducted"
in 1976,'" both in Alabama.

In both of the .1976 reviews, the data gathered
indicated the possibility of substantial civil rights
violations. however, the investigations were inade-
quate, and the reviewers ignored these possible
violations in reporting their findings and recommen-
dations.

In one of the 1976 reviews, reviewer's
principal findings concerning FrialA 'ere that it

"did not always include the nondiscrimination
statement in articles concerning program availabili-
ty," and that -FmlIA employees had not received,
adequate civil rights training.- But data contained in
the review revealed segregated housing. In that
review, there were three 1:n1NA-funded rural rental
housing projects, a duplex serving two white
families and two apartment 'complexes serving only
blacks.'" The reviewer did not appear to have
investigated whether FmHA regulations on selec-
tiortcriteria'" had been violated.

The Office of Equal Opportunity wrote to this
Commission:

[S]everal white families in the past had resided
-in rental units in the projects which had only
black occupants at the time of the review. Also
the two projects were built by private individu-
als who selected the sites and leased them to the
housing authority. Regardless of whether or not

"` 24 C F R 4 882 204th) 11977)
'" The administrative regulations of the Department of Agriculture give
the Compliance and Enforcement Division of the Department', Office of
Equal. Opportunity the following suthonty

Coordinates civil rights compliance activities for USDA programs.
Evaluates agency compliance twerations to determine if the
applicable laws, policies, rules and regulations of the Federsi
Government and the Department are being fully implemented
Conducts civil nghts compliance reviews Assists agencies to
develop and implement compliance procedures. Prooesa complaints
alleging program discrimination. 9 A R. I, p 4
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the rental protects were located in areas of''
minvrity concentation, the two apartment
complexes till!, open up integrated
housing opportunities.'

Since the rental projects were occupied only by
persons of one race at the time of the review, there
appears to he no basis for 0E0's assertion that the
apartment complexes "did open up integrated
housing opportunities.- Moreover, OF0 neglected
to m ention that the projects built by private
individuals were financed by FmHA loans. Thus, an
investigation of compliahce with FinlIA's site
selection criteria should have been conducted.

The investigative report stowed no assessment of
the location of the housing to determine if It was
located outside an area of minority concentration
and in'one which 'would open up integrated housing
opportunitieS. The investigation also did not report
whether there were nonhlacks who were eligible to
live in the 1:n111A-funded !cousins and, if So, what ,.t'<:

factors operated to keep them from living iki the
housing...The report contained no recommendations
pertaining io the finding of segregated "housing, but
rather its only recommendation was that the housing
authority should be advised "to advertise .future
vacancies in local papers and ugt. a statement of

47(nondiscri nation"'" and that the county supervisor
be given ompliance review training.'

The Office of Equal Opportunity wrote to this
Commission:

The analysis is critical of the review report for
failure to include recommendations related to
the finding of segregated housing, but the
Commission fails to state 'what additional
recommendations should be made to promote
the movement of white families into the
projects. In the view of the reviewers, the
proper corrective action, for the situation as
'found was a stroncoutreach program to attractV
renters regardlessof race, and training of
personnel to see tlyttthis was done"!

'" Peer inter. iew
" Richard J Peer, Chief. Compliance and Enforcement Division, Office
of Equal Opportunity, Department of Agriculture, response to U S
Unnmassion on Civil Rights questionnaire, Dec 12, 1977 .

'" Rights Compliance Reviews of Escambia County, Alabama, May
12, 1976, p 6 (hereafter cited as Escambia County Review)
'' 7 C F R *1822 88(q) (1977).

Peer comments
Escambia County, review'
!bid
Peer comments,

le

lee
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This Commission agrees that a strong outreach
program would be appropriate,' combined with a
continued monitoring of that program by 0E0.
However, an affirmative outreach program should
extend beyond advertising in local nespipers-

%other potential sourcesof tenant referral, su
local 'welfare offices and social service nen
Moceover, improved tenant selection procedtifts

-may alf.he called for. If the review had determined.
t causes of the existing h iusing patterns, tht.
Commission could have made i lore specific recom-
mendations.

In the other review in Alab m eviewer did
not make any findings or recd m ndations concern-

.

ing deficiencies in the county 'hillA pi-1)gram. The
Jo review described activity with regard to rural .

housing (single-family). loans. It reported that loans-
to blacks and whites were determined by need and
repayment ability." but did notsshow any -vatistical
analysis to document this assertion."'

Although the review did not find any deficiencies,
the information contained in the review -Provided
clear evidence, of civil rights violations in the county
and failure of FAH A to make any effort to eliminate
those violations. The' review stated:

also gave no indication whether the refusal t white
landowners to sell individual lots to blacks t been
reported to the Department or Justice for investiga-
tion and civil action. hirtherF Ilafre appehred to
have been no investigation by 0E0 to determine if
the "land parcels" being 'made available by white
andowners to the black self-help housing project

1,, ere contiguous and thus furthering. segregation or
, scattered thghout the community helping to

foster integration.. It would appear that the'Vepart-
°bent of Agriculture has a responsibility, which it is
Pdu exercising, to advise its borrowers of their rights
to equal oppottunity and of steps to protect those
rights.

Most of the black borrowers who received
FmHA financing were members of a sel -help
housing project. The. county supervisor st ed
that, for the most part, White landowne
would not sell individual housing lots to Blacks.
Con3equently, Blacks usually could not obtain
new housing unless a housing organization
bought the land in parcels and made, it available
to Black families.'"

It should not' have been necessary for blacks to
join together to buy parcels of land as their Only
means of purchasing land from whites. In this
Commission's view, the Department of Agriculture
has a responsibility, to ensure tha borrowers have
not been discriminated against i heir selection of
lots for housing.i"

The review gave no indication that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture had tried to assist the black

--applicants in combating discrimination. The review
Lowndes County, Alabama. MultiAgency Review. Mar 30, 1976. pp

5-6
'" (bid
'" Indeed. FmHA requires its borrowers to so certify (See the section of
this chapter on certtfications.)
'" Peer interview. Payne interview Prior .to 1977 the Office of Investiga
tam of the Department of Agriculture was responsible for investigating all
complaint, arising from program operations, including those of FaiHA

. .

C. Complikift Investigations
ry

Since it ne 15, 1977, the total responsibility fOr
investigating civil rights complaints has been with
the Office of Equal Opportunity.'" Title VI com-
plaints'regarding FmHA programs may be filed with
any FmUA office or with the Secretary of Agricul-
ture within 18Vdays of the alleged incident.'" They
are then forwarded to the Equal Opportunity
Director of FmHA with any supporting informa-
tion.'" Title VIII complaints against FmHA em-
ployees or borrowers also are muted through
FmHA's Equal Opportunity Director.'" Within 5
days, FmHA must send copies of the complaint to
OEO, which determines whether an investigation is
Otecessary. Upon determining whether a complaint
should be investigated, OEO may ask FmHA to
make a preliminary inquiry, developing, Specific
information. This report must be returned to OEO
within 30 days. OEO then decides whether a full
investigation is necessary to resolve the, complaint.
At .the insistence . of OEO, the FmHA- Equal
Opportunity Officer now provides a brief analysis
along with the preliminary inquiry report.'"

According 'to an -OEO official, FmHA has not
been very thorough in its in*estigation of comp-
laints.'" Often it investigates' only part. of the
complaint. Furthermore, it does not do any analysis4

of the information, it acquires in its investigations,
but merely 'passes it on to OEO. OEO has to return
'" 7 C.F.R. 1 1901 202(hX1)(1977),
'"7 C.F.R. 1 1901 202(hX2) (1977).' C.F R 4 1901.203(d)(11 (1977). Complaints against packageri,
contractors, or others eventually, go to the Department. of Housing and
Urban Development. 7 C.F.R 1 1901 2030)(2) (1977).
''" Peer comments.
'" Peer interview.

1 6
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EXHIBIT 5.4
Fair Housing Complaints Receivid by FmHA

Fiscal
v Year

1978
1977
1978
Total

Slick
40
67

7
114

HIspenic

5
9
1,

15

Native
American

2
4
1

7

Asian
American

1

Non-
minority

1

8
3

10

Sx/Marital
Status

23
54

9
86

Total '

71
143

21
235

. 4

Source: U. S., Department of Agriculre,'response to U. S. Commission on Civil Rights questionnaire, Dec. 12,
1977. , .

many complaints to FmHA because the preliMinary
inquiry is incompleie.'"

Moat fair housing complaints concern allegations
of discrimination Itgstinst blacks or on the basis of sex
or marital statue (see exhibit 5,4). Of 235 housing
complaints received (luring fiscal years 1976, 1977,
and 1978 (through mid-Deceiliber 1977), 222 in-
volved single-family housing." As of December 6,
1977, there were only 64 unresolved complaints"'
and 8 investigations were in process. As of March
1978, two findings of discriminitibn were reported
by FmHA and were pending investigation.'" As of
mid-December.,1977, there had been no fair housing
violations found as a Tesult of complaints:

V. Internal Reviews
There are at least two types of re ews concerned

with the internal operations of Farmers Home
Administrationprogram operations reviews and
audits. Both include evaluiltion ref FmHA activities
to ensure fair housing compliance. Program opera-
tions reviews may be conducted by a national team
comprised of FtHA staff outside the State to be
reviewed," a team comprised of a variety of staff"'

ibsd.

napcmas.
"" Pea interview.
'^ Dana Pros, SupervisoreCompleinta. Compliance and Enforcement
DiV114011. MO, Department of Agriculture. interview, Mar 13, 1971.
'" 7 C.F.R. 2006.601(a) (1977).
'" 7 C.P.R. 2006.601(b) (1977).
", 7 C.F.R. 2006.601(c) (1977).
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from within the State to be reviewed, or district,
directors."' The purposes of these reviews incliide:

determining compliance with basic loan making
and servicing policies; "'

indicating current or potential program deficien-
cies or islegularities;174

. determining training needs;"' and
indicating counties or programs requiring

Special attention."'
The regulations for these reviews do not specifi-

cally discuss review of compliance with civil rights
laws. As part of the reviews conducted by State
review teams; the reviewers use a questionnaire"
which provides little help in uncovering fair houSing
violations. Only four questions are related to fair
housing:

Are applications by race or ethnic grou in

approximate propdrtion to that of the community
populationitatistics?"

Arip'civil rights requirements being met in the
use of organization loan facilities?"

V.

" 7 C.F.R. 2006.6020) (1977).
7 C.F.R. 2006.602(6) (1977).

." 7 C.F.R. 2006.601(c) (1977).

. 7 C.F.R. 1 2006.602(d) (1977). ;

FmHA Form 401-1 -.implied by Mark Neale, Difiictor, Program
Evaluation Staff. .

'" Part 1: Application. Question 2. . .
PAJtT 111: Supervision and Security Servicing. Question 43.

16'3



Are agency and building facilities available
without regard to race, religion, 6)10r, or national
origin?'"

Does each employee have a copy of the "USDA
Employee Handbook" and appendices I and II,
"Employee' Responsibilities and Conduct" and
"Equal Employment Opportunity." respective-
ly?'"
The questions require "yes" or "no" answers and

allow the reviewer tip make remarks. There are no
-guidelines .as to what constitutes a negative answer
or how the information neeelleary for answellig the
questions should be obtained. Moreover, FmHA
procedures 'do not state that, where there are
negative responses to the questionnaire, corrective
action must follow. They state only:

The State Director will insure that. . .(5)
Necessary corrective actions are taken prompt-
ly on 'operational weakness disclosed by the
operations reviews.'"

District Directors will. . .(2) Report serious
problems immediately to the State Director."r

The Director of the Program Evaluation Office
indicates that "any usual civil rights problems"
uncovered by the operations reviews would be

'reported to_ the Administrator and to the FmHA
Equal Opportunity Staff.'"

An examination of 38 reports of reviews conduct-
ed in 1976 by national. review teams indicates that
these reviews are not satisfactory for spotlighting
possible civil rights violations. National reviews of
statewide operations are normally conducted in. S
days, and the review team can visit only oa small
sampk of local FmHA fafilities.'4 Of the 38 reports,
only 1 cited a civil rights problem in the rural,
housing.Program. equal opportunity sign were 'not
found at comaria6tion visitediby\review team
members, a. relativety -rinnor infraction.'"

The second type of-infernal review of Farmers
Home Administration ilaiities is the audits con-
ducted by the Department'Vfekgriculture's Office of,Hk
i" Part VI: Dusaser Servioes. Qumtioi rk4 -
'r' Part VII; Personnel. "Employee Managinnent Relations," Question 22.
.1* 7 C.P.R. # 2006.603(1) (19771.
0. 7 C.P.R. f 2006.603(c) (1977).

. .

i" Mark Nen/is, Director. Program tvaluatitie6Stiff. FmHA. interview.
Dec. 12,1977.
`61 Gordon Cavaaaugh. FaHA AdMinastrato Memorandum to Thomas
R. Watsoa. equal, opportunity specialist. U-S. Cottudission on-Civil Rights,
J. 6.1971. with. 1976 program operation reviews &niched; Jan. it. 197t.M hied.
.** The Dotterel ACcountmg Office also has responsibility for oondoctingaudit .7 C.F.It. f 2012_9(1477).

Audit."' The purposes of these audits are to:
determine whether program policies and procedures
are adequate and conform to applicable laws and

provide objective reviews of effec-
tiveness of operations,'" and determine reliability of
data and reports.1

Guidelines for conducting county office audits
contain a few relatively 'comprehensive sections
pertaining to fair housing and civil rights, enforce-
ment." For example, the part of the Audit Guide
covering investigation of program -irregularities
instructs the auditor #Q:

Visit the local welfare office and/or locally-
funded Office of Econgmic Opportunity (0F0)
officeCommunity Action organizationsMid
interview officials to determine:

(c) The general reputation of [FmHA) in the
area including its reputation with respect to
providing loan assistance to loW income and
minority families. . .'"

In the "Audit of an Processing and Applicant
Eligibility" section,, auditors are told: "Be alert 'for
indications of discrimination. Interview selected
applicants to resolve questionable' case.""r In the
section of the credit guidelines concerning rural
housing program manageMent. auditors are told to
analyze files to determine whether the office is
reaching a "commensurate proportion" ot minority
families.t" They are also instructed to review,
rejected applications, including those of minorities,
to determine whether those rejected because of
insufficient income might Olive been eligible for an
interest Credit.""

In the section of the guidelines pertaining to loan
servicing and supe,rvision, auditors are directed to
ensure' "nondiscrimination agreements were
obtained, "'". and that "on-site compliance reviews
were timely performed and reported.""' Auditors
'are also.tOld to compare loan servicing, including .

management aseiStance, for minority and white,
borrowers, being 'alert for indicationi of diacrimina7;

.4,

7 C.F.R.11112.3(aX1) (1977).
.0 7 C.F C2012.3(aX2) (1977).

7 C.11 iti2OlS.3(a)(3) (1477).

"Inspector General Anti Guido 7rBftl: FHA County OffIceltnv/A
'" U.S.. Deportment of Agri:olive. Office of the: Inspector

1972).. 8. ,

'" # 1.1e(21.* .

.r° tbid. y 9
'"

;. " b;
11,41(1 ). .

NW.. I I .4C(2).



non in the. kind and quality "cal servicing activities
and management activities provided minority bor-
rowers," and of unequal treatment of delinquent
cases '"

The audit Instructions also direct that haiSOn
efforts with the public, including minorities. are to
be reviewed to determine the ex-tent of efforts tO
inform the public of program aflab
hiss are also told to look at efforts made to ads ise
minorities. of the requirements for nondiscrimination,
"prominently display the nlifidiscrirmnation post-
ers". inform minorities of.np,s programs or changes.
''publicize Civil Rights success stories", and ensure
that all public material indiptes that programs will
he (irx-rated on a nondiscriminatory basis

Elie Audit Guide is deficient in several ways
Although the guide advises auditors io

alert" for discrimination, it dues not provide arts
instruction as to what constitutes discrimination
-r he Audit Guide dues not direct auditors to
examine the reavins for reiection of applications

USDA has not taken advantage of audit
workpapers as a potential tool for evaluating
compliance by the county office with lair housing
requirements Audit work papers are prepared for
every application the auditors review They
contain detailed information about the arm iunt and
type of each loan However, 'USDA has not
required that they include information on the race,
ethnicity. or sex of the borrower

The guidelines were last revised in 1972 and do
not contain any information regarding implemen-
tation of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act or -the
1 tile VIII amendment They do not mention
reviewing loans and applications by the sex of the
applicant
EmflA wrote to this Commission

With reg1 to comments m the report related'
to agency deficiencies with respect to the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, the following actions
have been or are being taken

(a) The Office of General Counsel has idenk
fled agency programs which are classified' aa;
"special purpose credit program's

"" IMd f 1 1 4 1(

11,141.1 I)4
., Ihul, f I: 41

I vrtaugh wrirrrents
r II.. 1'17,

'tia) An FrnHA task force, chaired by the
Deputy Administrator for Program Operations
with an attorney from the U S Department of
Justice Task Force on Sex Discrimination
providing technical guidance. IS currently pre-
paring and rewriting all FmHA instructions,
guidelines, forms, written policies, pamphlets,
brochures. etc , which contain sexist terminolo-
gy and nuances that could conceivably lead to
discrimination.

lc) FinfLA has made av al able for public
consumption its field offices approximalely.
40.000 otwies of Equal Credit Opportunity Act
guidelines and prohibitions. These same guide-
lines. written in the Spanish language. are being
made available in areas with significant numbers
of Spanish-speaking residents. Too, FrnHA is in
the final stages of preparation of an Equal
Credit Oppqrturity Act training package, and
each employee will receive uch training with
the least possible delay when the training
pa,..kag,e is delivered

(d) Appropriate changes have been made to
applicable loan application form' to assure that
data elements necessary to monitor program
information, as required by the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act, will he collected.'"

Although the Office of Audit is supposed to
coordinate its efforts with EmlIA's Equal Opportu-
nity Director, the latter official stated that the Office
of Audit has not asked him to review audit .

guidelines for coverage of fair housing issues in 2 or-
3 years It has not independently undertaken such
a reviCW Any finding of possible discrimination is to
be reported to the FmIIA Equal Opportunity
Director and tt) OLO The Office of Audit is

supposed to use subsequent audits to determine
whether FrrillA has taken appropriate corrective
action "" According to the FinHA Equal Opportu-
nity Director, the Office of Audit has 'reported no
more than three'civil rights violation.; in the last 2
years These have generally involved technical
requirements, such as failing to make a report prior
to a deadline date''" According to 0E0, the Office
of Audit has nut reported any possible discrimina-
tion in FmliA programs since February 1976 "'

cirri, r .1 Audit. Dportnirnt of Ark, ulturr, trIrrytitmr
1111, view, hill V), IP.

odium I wpm', irlrplon Miff virs., Mar 4, l',71.1
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Chapter 6

DEPARTMEI1T OF DEFENSE

Summary
Under the auspices of the:Department of Defense

(DOD) housing program, all major military service
instgllations operate housing referral offices (FIR0s),
which assist eligible military personnel and their
families in finding off -base housing. DOD.'Directke
11(X).15 describes the obligation of the military
services to ensure that off-base housing available to
military personnel is offeredron a nondiscriminatory
basis. Although the directive requires -she four
military servicesthe Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marine. Corps---to issue implementing instructions,
these -Instructions are 'not required to be issued
pro° mptly.

Almost 1,000 people in DOD and the four service
branches have Some fair housing duties, but most of
these are staff of the housing referral offices. Very
few are-.engaged full time in fair housing work and
there is,no formal fair 'housing training program for
HRO staff. The four services' budgets are not
correlated with the need for fair housing services, as

measured by the number of personl using-off -base
housing services or the number of housing units
listed by the HROs.

For housing units to be listed with an HRO, the
owner or manager must agree to an assurance of
nondiscrimination. Although .DOD anti the service
branches place heavy reliance on this proyOure, the
assurances suffer from a nillinber of serious short-
Comings, including:

They are not retiu.ired to be in wrtg, and only
one of the servicctihe Air Force, even expresses
a preference for written assurances.

Discriminatory conducttoward civilians is not a
violation of the assurance, although such conduct
might discourage military personyel from apply-
ing for housing.

Although, where no assurance is provided, the
housing unit cannot be included in the referral
listings, it isJnot off limits to military' personnel.

Compliance with fair housing assurances is not
monitored sysietnatically. The services rely pt.,-
rhardy on individual complaints to
.discrimination

etermine if ,

tit.discrimination is occurring, notwi tanding the
fact that complaints are not reliable indicators of
discrimination in h4using.

. DOCr-protedures for complaint investigation are,
on the sLhole, quite thorough in that they permit
"testing" to determine if discrimination has occurred
and require a detailed roterview with the complain-
ant. However, the DOD complaint investigation
procedures fail to adequately instruct compliance
officerras to how toinvestigate problems other than
outright den'ial of housing as, for example, harass-
ment or unequal terms and conditions in rental
agreements.

If, 'Ater a complaint his been investigated, a base
commander determines that discrimination has
occurred, all housing owned and/or operated by the
agent found to he discriminating is placed under a
restrictive sanction, that is, placed off limits to
military personnel for a minimum of 180 days. The
effect of the restrictive sanction, however, is limited
because it does not apply to military personnel
already residing in housing maintained by the
discriminatory agent, housing contracts entered into
prior to the finding .of discrimination,.or to civilian
employees of the military. Moreover,' the fact that
the sanction can only be lifted. for "exceptional
circumstances" during the 180-day Period does not
encourage compliance before the end of that period.
After 180 days, the lifting of the sanction is
conditioned merely on the- -discriminatory agent
signing another nondiscrimination assurance. There
are no requirements for sircific diction% such as

1 fjG
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adopOot of procedures affirmative marketing oE
ddeliings to both sexes and all racial and ethnic

uroups. There are no requirem. ents for an indepen-
dent coapliance review of pe agent's facilities.

DOD and,the service branches do not collect
sufficient informatipn to evaluate their fair housing
programs. Armyded Marine Corps headquarters
staff responsible for fair housing conduct only
infrequent onsite visits to various bases to evaluate
fair housiRg program' and the Navy and Air Force
conduct none. .There are no data on: I) the
percentage of military personnel living in all
minority, nonminority, or integrated neighborhoods;
2) the number of agents who refuse to sign
assurances of nondiScrimination; 3) the types of

. complaints received; 4) the average processing time
for complaints; 5j the extent of complaint backlogs;
or 6) themethods used for allocating fair housing
resources.

1. Housing Services
The Department of Defense (I.)OD) has the

responsibility for providing or assisting military
personnel in acquiring suitable housing for them-,
selves and their families.' To accomplish this task,
DOD has developed a family housing program that
services primarily militafy personnel and, under
certain circumatancesccivilitm personnel of DOD as
wet*

Under this -program, designed primarily to aid
military personnel and their families to secure
suitable housing, DOD's policy is to rely to the
' 40.1S C 1 1X11 (1670) A copy of this report was provided in draft form
to Department of Defense officials in August I978 In respmse, fX:11)
wrote to this Commotion

We greatly appreciate both the opportunity to comment on our
portion or the draft and the challenge Kommiasion) staff accepted in
updating the 1974 report Their Ilesearch foe the rxir) chapter
involved reams of directives, inatructiona, stunts. and report,
plea numerous perennid interviews Wt are p with their effort
The comments at the attachments have been provided either to
clarify item of nusenformatem or misunderstanding font] research
Matenals or to provide additional mformatxm on the operatxm and
scope oll the DOD housing referral program M Kathleen Carpen-
ter, Daptity Assistant Secretary., Department or Defense, letter tri
Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Dilteux, U S Commispon im Civil
Rights, Aug 23. 1978 (hereafter cited Ns Carpenter letter)

This Conmusesoe notes that these comments are reflected throughout the
report
' Housing INTVIC44 aft PrOVICIed to 001-) civilian employees who are
trauferred from now place of residence, to another because or yib
requirements, recruited for rib opportunities away from thou current place
of nisidesee in the United States, toe employed outside the United States
sad are Utilised States Wimps ?XX) Isieructmm 1100 16, Equal Opportuni-
ry in Offaaae Ho man& niclosure 2, p I. lune 2, 1977 (hereafter cited aa
D0f) Instruction 1100 16)

Department rif Defense In 4165 43, Determination ear Family
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maximum extent possible on the local housing
markets near military bases or installations.' '

Thus, off -base housing is the major focus of the
fainily housing program, and an off -base housing'
program was established to "assure that military
personnel authorized to reside off -base are quickly,
adequately, suitably, and economically housed in
quarters within reasonable proximity of their duty
stations."' The off -base housing program also
provides assistance to single personnel whenade-
quate on-base housing is unavailab)e.

Under the off -base housing program each major
installation' must establish a housing referral office
anti-maintain listings of available rental and for sale
property within commuting distance. At smaller
installations, housing referral services are provided
to the extent needed, often using the housing referral
office at a larger installation in the area, or assigning
a military person to provide the services in the
absence of an HRO. Additionally, in areas with
several installations, a single joint housing office
may be established to serve all installations.'

The 'housing referral office is responsible for
surveying the market within commuting distance of
the base to determine the availability of housing,"
particularly rental housing. Available units are listed
along with pertinent information such as number of
bedrooms, distance frotn the base, parking facilities,
and whether children or pets are permitted.' These
listings are maintained by the housing referral office
and arc used as referrals for personnel authorized to
live Oft-base.'° They, are to be checked by HRO staff.

Housing Requirements. Jan 19, 1972. p. 2 (hereafter cited u 1)0/1
Instructxm 4165 41) The words "base" and "installation" are ustc#
iiriterchangeably throughout this chapter

12 C.F.R 11239a 1 (1976)
'."6114q6Aestallations are those military facilities to which more than 500
militii4personnel are assigned

32 C.F R 1 239a 1(10 and h Snit I) (1976) toimmuting distance is defined
u the distance measured from the administrative area of the installatom
that can ',traversed byprivately-owned -vehtples in I hour or less during
rush houn DOI) Instruction 4165 43. enclosure 2. p I

' Where a single office is not appropriate, emir ofric..e may be designated u
the coordiruiting office for. itie area 12 C F= R § 219a and (b). 19h NO
and (b)(1976)

The housing referral office concentrates on rental housing, since mant
military personnel otherfor 0140101TIIC or personal reasons prefer to rehr
dwell?ngs tether than purchase them However. assistance is also provided
to those interested in puiikhasing housing gre

IX)) Form 1667, I3etilleid Sales/Rental Listing Card, tiov I, 1971
" All 1)017 military personnel am instructed on their orders to report and
be processed through "the appropriate hopping referral ofTwe prior to the
e secutum sir it cdfnmitment for obtaiNing private housing"
Inarruttum 1161 51, p 1, end(aure 2, p I If the inlivklual does not want
assistance from the housing referral office, documented statigneilt to this
effect is obtained If assistance is desired, the applii ant «impletes In Off
Hue 'lousing A polka's* IK/11 form I 64,1t, Nov I. 1971



periodically for accuracy and currency and removed
when the facilities are no longer available.",_

Where there is a question of fitness, the hOusing is
also inspected to determine its environmental suit-
ability, including health and safety conditions. If the
property is found to be substandard, it is classified as
nonreferrable and cannot be listed at the housing
referral office."

Further services are often available from the off -

base housing offices upon request. For example, a
person in search of housing is assisted "as necessary
in locating, mapping, and marketing the listings he
has chosen." The individual is provided with
information on the neighborhood in which he or she
wigtres to reside, including its school systeM,
available transportation, churches, and recreational
facilities." All military personnel are also counseled
on the standards of conduct expected when they
reside off base, and they are advised that the housing
referral office can provide a mediation service in the
event of any agent/tenant dispute."

The housing referral office is also responsible fdr
maintaining liaison with the community, including
the real estate industrY and community officials and
organizations involved in housing:is The community
is to be kept informed of military housing needs and
io be encouraged to provide open housing for all
military personnel." This liaison provides the
housing referral office with information on commu-
nity housing and services available to interested
military personnel.

Ibid Military peramnel are to report to the housing referral office
when they rent or purchase housing or when they fail to locate suitable
housing DOI) Form 1670, Nov I, 1973 Similarly, real estate agents 'Fe
requested to advise the housing referral office when a unit listed with in
HRO is no longer available for rent or sale

DOI) Instruction 4165 51. Housing Referral ()trice. and Services, Nov
29, 1073, p 3 (hereaftet cited as DOD Instruction 4165 51)
" IX)f) Instruction 4165 51, enclosure 2, pp 2 4 A representative of the,
base commander, such as a unit sponsor, is available to assist newly
assigned personnel in then scarab for housing Housing referral office
personnel are generally not assigned this duty

IX)f) Instruction 4165 51, enclosure 2, p 4 All personnel are provided
with a pamphlet entitled -The Military Tenant" that outlines the standard
of conduct

Dt)r) Instruction 4161 11, enclosure 2. p 1 The instruction states that
"contacts should include, but riot be limited to local government officials,

Y
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II. Fair Housing Responsibilities

A. Statutory Responsibilities
The Department of Defense is obligated to ensure

equal housing opportunity for those who obtain
housing through the off -base housing referral servic-
es." There are a number of sources of authority for
this respon,sibility. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968 prohibits discrimination because of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin in the sale or
rental of housing." Title IX of the same act prohibits
the intimidation_of or interference with any person
because of their activities in support of fair hous-
ing.". The Civil .Rights Act of 1866 provides that all
citizens shall have the same rights enjoyed by white
citizens in purchasing, leasing, selling, and convey-
ing real and personal property." Although none of
these laws give DOD any direct responsibility for
enforcement, Title VIII does require that all
executive departments and agencies of the Federal
Government, including the Department of Defense,
operate their programs and activities relating to
housing and urban development in a manner that
affirmatively supports and enhances equal housing
opportunity.si

An additnal mandate for ensuring equal oppor-
tUnity in di. off -base housing program stems from
DOD's own policy as articulated in DOD Directive
1100.15, "The Department of Defense Equal Oppor-
tunity Program." This directive states that the
D4artment of Defense "actively opposes arbitrary
discrimin tion based on race, color, religion, sex,
age, or ational origin."" It also requires all DOD
components to,enforce the equal opportunity provi-
sions of the directive in all policies, programs, and at
all levels of activity, including housing."

real estate boards, fair housing Nord*, and representatives of the Federal
Housing Administration and Veterans Administration

Ibid.
" As discussed in chapter one, the scope of this report does not extend to
equal opportunity in housing provided by Federal agencies for military
personnel or civilian employees.

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, 42 USC 4 3601 (ries
. 1 tale IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1%8,42 U S C I 3617
" 42 U S C 1982 On June 17, 1%8, the Supreme Court held in Jones v
Mayer and Co S that this provision of the 1866 civil ogling law "bars all
retrial discommatuiii, private as well as public, in the sale or rental of
property 392 U S 409 (1%43

Sec 606(d) of the Civil Rights Au of 1968, 42 IJ S C 4 1601(d)
- Doti Ihrective 1100 15, Department of Ikfense Equal Opportunity
Program, June 3, 1976. p 2

I 53



8. The DOD Fair Housing Program
Pursuant to these authorities, DOD operates a

program for equal opportunity in off -base housing."
The essence of the program is that in order for
housing to be listed with an off-base housing referral
service, the agent" for the housing must give an
assurance that the facility is available to all military
personnel' without regard to race, color, religion,
national origin, or sex. DOD Instruction 1100.16,
'Equal Opportunity in Off -Base Housing," outlines
tile specific requirements of the fair housing pro-
earn.'

The instruction states that DOD has responsibility
to ensure equal treatment, and opportunity for its
personnel and that where discrimination has been
observed," commanders must impose "restrictive
sanctions," that is, order Military personnel not to
enter into a new contract to reside in the facility.
Complaint processing, including evaluation and
investigation, is prescribed in the instruction as the
basic method of determining that discrimination has
occurred. It is notoriously unreliable as an indicator
of discrimination." Although Instruction 1100.16
requires an approved update of listings, it does not
provide for systernatic reviews of fair housing
policies and practices with regarOo the dwellings
listed.

Upon reporting to the4housing referral office as
instructed on Military orders, all military service
persons are to be. informed of the military's fair
housing program. The service person is also to be
counseled as to various methods that may be used by
agents to discriminate against minorities and women,

, such as arbitrarily refusing to consider the applicant
as a tenant or falsely stating that the unit was just
reseed to another applicant." Service personnel are

Indeed, prsor to the passage of Ale VIII, DOD had made provision for
equal housing opportunity tn the off-hue housing program pursuant to its
policy of nondiscrimination [lie fair boring program was Fast established
in 1967 Col Dale Epping r, DepUty Director for Policy, Analysis, and
Requirements, interview at the Pentagon, Dec 1,1977 (hereafter tiled as
Eppinger interview) The mnial gwdehne for the program was II DOD
memorandum, F.qual Opportunity for Military Personnel in Rental of OfT
Base Housing, Apr 11, 1%7. In 1969 these Adeline* were formalized as an
"instruction,- carrying more weight than -memorandum
DOD's fair housing program as it was first establisland is evaluated in U S
Commission qn Civil Rights, The federal Ord kightr Nnfiorentent Effort
(1970). pp 172-71

The agent a the real estate agency, manager, landlord, or owner of a
beaming facility DOD Instruction 11o0 16, em haure 2, p I

" DOD Instruction 4161 51, enclosure 1, p I

" DOD Itutru,ston I MO 16
" DOD InstrUctiem 11(X) 16, enc.losure 7, p 7

The unrehabtitty fof complaint as an indir of discrimination is
docuastad in the chapter of this report on the Veteran Administration

. 1 S4
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also advimrtorteport to the housing referral office
immediately any suspected act of discrimination.''

C. Service Regulations
All military service components of DODthe

Departments of the Army, Air Force, and Navy.
and the Marine Corps"are bound by the general
policies set out in DOD directives and instructions.
According to established operating procedures, each
of the military services issues instructions reiterating
DOD policies and describing how these are to be
implemented at the service level. Thus, DOD's
Instruction 1100.16 is backed by service instructions
that essentially restate the goal of eliminating
discrimination against DOD military and civilian
personnel in off-base housing." These instructions
describe procedures to be used by the services for
obtaining voluntary nondiscrimination assurances,
handling discrimination complaints (inJudinginves-
tigations and informal hearings), imposing restrictive
sanctions, and submitting semiannual progress re-
ports."

Separate service instructions are often not issued
in a timely manner. Instruction 11(X).16 was first
issued in February 1973, with an effective date of
September of that year." The Marine Corps, Army,
Air Force, and Navy instructions were not issued
until October 1973, November 1973, January 1974,
and May 1974, respectively.

However, Instruction 11(10.16 was revised in June
1977 in order to provide alleged discriminatory
agents with an opportunity for an itormal hearing."
The purpose of the revision w to standardize
procedures for implementing the 1973 version of
Instruction 1100.16, which required that due process
be offered to alleged discriminatory agents. None-
theless, regardless of the 180-day period, the effect is

IX)[) Instruction 1100 I. enclosure 4, p I

" 'hid
" the military departments are the Air Force, Army, and Navy The -

Marine Corps is under the Jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Navy but it,
operates its own housing program
" Au Farce Regulation 10 N, Equal Opportunity in OfT-Base'llousing,
Jan M, 1974, Army Regulation 600.1g, Equal Opportunity in OfT-Post
flousinisdNpv 19, 1973, Navy Instruction 5354 I, Equal Opportunity in
Off lianalousing, May .29;1974, and Marine Corp % Order 1.5154 I, Equal

.Opportunity Off-Base !lousing. Nov X, 1976 jhrreafter cited is Air
4. Fork,- If.11t4, Army Regulation 010 IN, Navy. Instruction 5354,1,

ancliilarine Corps Order 1'1114

1)01)Instruvrion 1100 16, Lona] Opportunity in rxr Base !fowling. Feb
la, 197.1
. 1 N )f) uctillejotk) 16 In addition. the revision updated reporting

helow) and emphasited I mi in with other Federal,
Stair. rid I,x 1111 agrnd ors



to delay implementation. To illustrate, as of mid-
December 1977, only two of the servicesthe Air
Force and Navyhad prepared separate instruc-
tions pursuant to the revised Instruction 1100.16 and
then .only in draft form.37 The Marine Corps was in
the process of reviewing their instruction to deter-.
mine if changes were necessary, and the Army had
not yet begun to change its instructions." Thus, as of
mid - December 1977, the service' instructions were
again out of date.

Lack of timeliness in service instructions to
implement this policy was countenanced by Instruc-
tion 1100.16 itself. Instruction 1100.16 merely directs
the service to issue their instructions within 180 days
after its effective date," which was September 1977.
This means that 9 months elapsed from (lune 1977,
the date the revised Instruction 1100.16 as issued;
before formal. directiOn regarding the implementa-
tion of the new provisions was required from the
services.

DOD has observed:

Regardless of when a directive is issued, the
DOD instruction is effective on the effective
date or on receipt. It becomes the governing
policy at that time regardless of when services
publish instructions. . .Further, the 180 day
period to revise service instructions is not
peculiar to 1100.16 but is the procedure in effect
within [the Office of the Secretary of Defense].
The time frame is not one used to ignore the
directive. . but rather a period to develop
service unique procedures to implement this
policy.",

The services are encouraged to _issue less formal
"interim changes" covering those aspects of the
revised instruction that are new or different from the
1973 instruction." However, it appears that, as of
" Air Force response to U S Commission on Civil Rights questionnaire,
Dec I. 1977 (hereafter cited as Air Force response) Navy response to
U S COMM1111110111 on Civil Rights questionnaire, 1)ec 23, 1,977 (hereafter
cited as Navy response)

Charles T Carter, Housing Management Officer, U S Army interview
at the Pentagon, Dec 20, 1977 (hereafter cited u Car-ter interview)

DOD Instruction 1100 16. p. 4
"'Carpenter letter,

Memoranda containing "intenm changes" to departmental and service
enuallations may be issued by the services to provide guidance and
direction to polsonnel until revised service instructions are =tied Colonel
Dale Eppinger, Deputy Director for Policy, Analysis, and Requirements,
telephone interview, Jan 26, Ara
" The Army indicated that some.intenm ctiinges" were aimed, but these
did not include implementation of the informal hearing procedures Carter

interview Because the Air Force has concentrated. on revising in
inatruotson and because it had emphasized most of the new provisions of
1100.16 all alng, it did not cendllkler issuance a "interim changes"
essenual Captain 'Derrell Ikrkovsky, U S Air Force, Chief, Off -Base
Housing Polley Setum, telephone interview, Jan ), 1978 (hereafter cited
as Betkovsky telephone interview)

early 1978, not all of the services had done so."

III. Organization, Staffing, and Budget

A. Organization
Overall responsibility for the formulation of DOD

policy relating to equal opportunity in off -base
housing rests with the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Manpower Reserve Affairs and Logis-
tics." Fair housing policy applicable to all DOD
components is set forth in instructions and directives
issued by the Department of Defense."

Major responsibility .for the implementation of
equal opportunity in off-base housing policy rests
with each of the military departments. The Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Equal Opportuni-
ty is to provide guidance for and coordinate fair
housing activities among the military services.
Nevertheless, the Deputy Assistant Secretary has no
supervisory responsibility to implement. for
the military departments.

Within the military services, several levels .of
responsibility exist for the equal opportunity in off -
base housing program. These are at headquarters in
all services," with the major commands" in the Air
Force, Army, and Navy and at installations in all
services.

The service headquarters are responsible for
developing regulations to implement the policy set
by the Deputy Assistant Secretary, monitoring the
operations of the program at bases, and coordinating
with DOD and the other services as appropriate. In
addition, sgrvice headquarters consolidate base-level
information into semiannual reports, maintain files of
substantiated discrimination complaints, and per-
form other recordkeeping functions."

Carpenter letter The Office cif the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
/Defense for Equal Opportunity reports to the Office of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Manpower Reserve Affair and Logistics), which an.
turn reports to the Secretary of Defense

Lppinger interview
"

Headquarters are the Offices of the Secretaries of the Air Force, Army,
and Navy, and the Office of therCamandant of the Marine Corp.
" Commands are organized on a task basis within the United States and on
an area basis overse-as. They are responsible for organizing. administering,
equipping, and naming their subordinate elements for the accomplishment
of assigned missions.
" Lt Marcia A Fulham, U.S Navy, Equal Opportunity Officer, Lt.
Commander C F Reeves, U S Navy, F.qual Opportunity F3flicer; IA.
,Daniel 1 Rowe, U S. Navy, Navy Housing Referral Officer, W L.
Howird, U S Navy, Housing Management Officer; Virginia Hillsmeler.
U S Army, Housing Management Officer; it Colonel Edward Weber,

o U S Manne Corps, Head, Equal Opportunity Office, Capt. Edward Maker,
U S Marine Corp( FAival Opportunity in Off-Base Housing Officer, Capt
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The major commands are essentially a second
level of oversight for installation activities. They can
be joesponsible for such activities as receiving fair
housing reports from the bases, monitoring the fair
housing program at the base level, and coordinating
fair housing activities among the installations within
their jurisdiction. Their specific assignments vary
among the services."

At the.base level, the,equal opportunity in off -base
housing Program is the- responsibility of base
commanders." In this regard, DOD Instruction
1100.16 lists five 'responsibilities of commanding
officers: I) ensuring nondiscrimination in referring
DOD personnel to off-bate housing, 2) identifying
and soliciting nondiscrimination assurances for
housing facilities within the.commuting area of the
base, 3) ensuring that an office and staff are available
to advise DOD personnelof the existence of the
equal opportunity in off -base housing policy and
program, 4) reviewing periodically the installation's
off -base housing procedures and policies' to ensure
effectiveness and compliance, and 5) cooperating
fully with other Government agencies investigating
housing discrimination complaints filed by DOD

...personnel." .

However, DOD observes that the above responsi-
bilities are not all inclusive and that the full range of
the responsibilities are further detailed in the
implementing instructions -issued; by the military
services.'2 Thus, additional base cortander respon-
sibilities include, but are not limited to, maintaining
liaison with and seeking the cooperation aijd support
of local leaders in theimplementatioh of the equal
opportunity in off -base housing program, imposing
restrictive sanctions, monitoring compliance by
Jeffrey Zimmerman, I.! 'i Marine Corps, Family Housing Operations
Officer, interview at Nitwit Annex, Dec 16, 1977 thereaftrOcited ..4.
Fulham and others inirrviewi Capt Terrell Berliovsky, CMef, Ofr-Base '',.1
ficiusing ...Policy Becton. and 1,1 Col Bruce Band, (chief, Facilities 1*.
Utilization Branch, interview at the Pentagiui. Dec 19, 1977 (hereafter
cited a fierkoysky and Band 14,7e, Only awn of the military ser VIL CS

;, actually specify qx, then im titiregulatems what headquarters
responsibilities art and under Whirile,dir ion they will he carried out lair
Force Regulation 10 $ (p PI) The !lousing Utilization Branch has...
responsittility for policy and hruad staff supervision of the program withit0
the Air Force, coordination with other staff agencies. major comniands,
military departments, and',IFfederal agencies. forwarding reports' and
diaCrimMatkin, vimplamt suminanes to !Xi!) nd stbrilffiting semiannual
Vporta"rmitarly, Navy frrstriaNatin 5S4.1 Ip Indicateiti that theiChief of

'', `Nayal Optimums wilrpro idr Werlill rook:Vs lance antrreview program
. toirnplemenidell In add' the Woe( of Nistel Materiel, in the program

adminiistrallitaf the /I
iipportunity in ofr.base

efeirTylc gni. ensure that the equal
PfPfi IS effect ly =Oa-mewed within ,,

'his areal5f responsitn/dy i,,,t,
w For exoimpleAir Uri

Iv
egulation U. 4 (ph 3) truhkeItit that major

commands sre responti the follow,ang ;4.,

'...5
11 tuirntIng Irs raolioies and Mt_ edural guitlant r

I f)

121 Of Ming and sup, ing tfai operatiou, fulniinistratum, 'arid
effecnvene41144 the twig . p

it 1
'

* ,

military personnel, and preparing and submitting
semiannual housing reports." Although command-
ers have been assigned these major responsibilities at
the base revel, it is the HROs which are in charge of
the day-tb-day administration of the program."

B. Staffin6
15As shown in sxhibit.t6.1. alriost 1, people

within the Departm6ht of Defens* fi ding the
military departments, hatie some fair housing re-
sponsibility. Most of these pee le are attached to the
base housing referral offices.'

I. Office of the Depute Assistant Secretary of- Defense
for Equal OpportanityiwidServicetleadqudrters

In the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretarf
'Defense and in the Navy and Marine Corps,
development of fair housing (policy for the off-base
housing program is the responsibility of equal
opportunity staff whose duties extend to other civil
rights matters,: such as arlymative action and equal
employment opportunity Programs, but who haVe
no direct role in the oversig t or Management of the
off-base ho program.' On the other hand, at
the Air Fo%.kr1:4.";;?,.t' eadqiierters, developmentr,etoi.'1of policy rg: . rtuniR'Hrs. housing is ate
retoponsibilit .,t who also have duties for
imple other aspects of the off -base

,
housin

Office of tipe Secretary of
Defense nsibility for equ4oppOrtu-
nity in ng." This is. the Deputy
Directo , Plans, and Analyses, who
reports t ty Assistant Secretary for Equal
Opportu e ineumbnt devote; approximalibly

contrAs, as required, 0 i awe that implementatihn
of fait him "Iiitlicy by astallations reiersaleis accomplished with
due regard to ;Ric provisiims of any inte7 ()nal agreement or local
law orate (foreign country Eidlrcrn
(4) IOewaleng reports nil ci sumtparies received (tomtiinstallations of the cianniand

Navy Instruction 5154 I (pp 2 ,t.)
comnsandants4and area commanders
responsltdo for coordinating installiii
military sereices and monitoring th acri

A commander is "I he military or Cl
organization,Qg agency of DOD ,),,ho is assigned
base housing program DOD '
" DOD Instruk Iiron41 MO 16

Air Foreeitegulation 1(,) ir 2 IArmy Regulation VOX/ 18, pp, I .2.

t

.40 truse: Naval district
omdinatots are

11 with ott

ststlattOgit.,
sibility for the of!'

thin 1100 IA, encleialsre 2

Carpenter letter :
Navyslostniction 1154 Is'im 2 ifttataririe Corps Order P5114 I, pp 4
14

IS it) instr imuni 4165 It 4)01s1r.lit ,n 11(X) IA, enclosure 4
Expingrr interview, ad*flthers interview

" fOrkoYsky'ind Balhf intpryirw;f artrt.mtrrvirw
" F.ppingrr intrryirs4



EXHIBIT 6.1

Number of Staff and Percentage of Staff T1401ocated to Fair Housing

Office of
Percentage the Secretary Air
of staff time of Defense Force.

Headquarters
100% 0
More than 50% 0
10-50% 1

Less than 10% -- 0
Total

Below
headqtgirters
100%
More than 50%
10-50%

less than, 10%
Total

.NA

0
1

0
1

2

226
53
80
28

387 .0

Navy
Marine Total staff
Corps headquarters

NA = Not appliletts .

Spiryces: QOD, Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marine Corps r
Auestionngire, lii77, and M. Kathleen Carpenter, Deputy'

/.- Acting Stptf Dirdtor, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,.
.,..1

. !I,

s.

r

ti
1 r,

1 70

0
0
0
3
3 8

Total staff
below

headquarters
0
0

24
3

27 912

e to U.S.. Commission on Civil Rights
ecretary of Defense, letter to Louis Nunez,
78.

I57



20 to 25 percent of his time to'413% fair hou244-sig
,1_4program." The Air Forc5 gliv persons at

headquarters assigned responsibilit for equal oppor-
tunity in off-base housing.'" The'" iiPNA.',7, and
Marine Corps each haVe one."

In the Air Force, the C -Osrikl Off-Base
Housing Policy Section is assigned tiZsponsibility for
fair housing." The Chief devotes more than 50
percent but leSs than 100 percent of her time to t1§,5
equal opportunity in off -base housing program.42
The Chiefs immediate supervisor, the Chief of
Facilities Utilization Branch, devotes from 10 to 50
percent of his time to fair housing as well.

The Army's fair housing duties are the responsibil-
ity of the Housing Management Officer in the Office
of the Director for Human Resources Development.
This Army officer has responsibility for all family
housing services and devotes more than 10 percent
but less than 50 percent of his time Co the equal
opportunity in off-base housing program."

At Navy headquarters, an action offices in the
Equal Opportunity Division, under the overall
supervision of the Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Human Resources Development, is
responsible for the equal opportunity in off-base
housing program." The fair housing responsibilities
constitute approximately 20 Oarcent of the action
officer's workload."

At Marine Corps Headquarters, an action officer
in the equal opportunity section, under the overall
supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Manpower, is responsible for equal opportunity in
off-base housing. Other aspects of housing fall uilder
the purview of the Housing 'Management Officer.
Less than 10 percent of this officer's time is devoted
to fair housing."

.0, 1)(2D response to U S Commission on Civil Rights questionnaire. Dec
16, 1977 (hereafter cited ao DAD response)

Air Force resptmse
" Carpenter letter
" Air Force response
" Bud
" Depsirtment of the Army. response to the U S Commission on Coil]
Rights questionnture. Dec 21. I977 (hereafter cited as Army respons*)
" Navy response A total of I I officers in the Equilippportunity. Division
are asaigried vantnts equal opportunity responsibilities. ,

" Lt Marcia A Fulham. Action Officer. Equal opporninity
Bureau of Nays1 Personnel, telephone interview, Jan 5, 197$ Responsibili-
ty for the oft -but housing program rests with the Chief of Naval Materiel
" Carpenter letter Responsibility for the off -hue housing program rests
with the.Flousing Manigernent Sedum, (Mice of rife 1)eputy Chief of Staff
tot fturtellattoru and Logrsttes Cut vdw.ard Baker, U S Marine Corps,
Fniral Opportunity In orr. Basellousing Officer. telephone Interview, t:apt
Jeffrey Zimmerman, Family /lousing ()Perations Officer, I) S Marine
Corps, telephone interview, Jan. 5. 19711
" Fppinger interview

158
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2. Commands and Bases

Below headquarters the staffing patterns, are
similar for`eachrof the four military services. On all
major installations, the housing referral office staff is
responsible for carrying out the functions of the off-
base housing prograni including equal opportunity."
On most major installatioiv one or t'-o
persons are assigned housing responsibilities with
other persons assigned part-time duties." The equal
opportunity in off -base housing program is one of
the responsibilities of the housing referral officer
who reports to the housing manager.'°

The Army has a total of 130 installations in the
continental United States with 80 full-time housing
referral offices." As of June 30, 1977, the Army's
major commands" and installations had a total of
342 persons assigned to fair housing duties that
occupied from 10 to 50 percent of their time." There
were 24 vacancies."

The Air Fore has a total of 175 major installa-
tions," including 156 with full-time housing referral
offices." As of June 30, 1977, the Air Force major
commands" had a total of 21 persons assigned fair
housing responsibility:'2 spent more°,than 50 percent
but less than 100 percent of their time on fair
housing; 10, more than 10 percent but less than 50
percent; and 9, less than 10 percent."

At the Air Force installations, 4a total of 387
personS were-assigned to .fair housing activities. Of
these, 226 were assigned full-time; 53 were assigned
more than.50 percent of their tirne'but less than 100
percent; 80, between 1.0 and 50 percent; aid 28, less
than 10 percent?' There were 24 vacant posilions.".

The Navy has a total of 133 installations, includ-
ing 58 With full-time housing referral offices." A
total of 176 persons at the base level spend
" [bid
" Depending upon the size of the installation, the duties of the housing
referral officer and the housing manager may he performed by one person.
'° Army response
" There sre 10 matfir commands in the U S. Army Each major command
his counterpart to the Army headquarters' housing management officer

Army response

" id" Major installations, in this insiance, are those with 1(X) or more assigned
military personnel Berkovsky and Ballif interview

There are 13 major commands in the U S. Air Force, each Air Force
major command has a housing division and boosing referral officer
" Air Force response
" Bud
" Dud
" An additional 50 installations have s person alisigned responet telny for
housing William 1, Howard, Housing Management Officei Neva]
Facilities Lngineermg Command, telephone interview, Jan t, 197$

.1*



approximately 10 percent of their time on equal
opportunity in off-base housing.'4

The Marine Corps has a total of 10 installations
with full-time housing referral offices." They
employ a total of 27 persons, 24 full time ,and three
part time." The 24 full-time persons spend between
10 Ind 50 percent of their time on fair, housing
duties; th.9 corresponding figure for the part-time
staff is less than 10 percent."

These data demonstrate that the amount of time
spent on fair housing is significantly different for
each service. The Air Force has the greatest number
of staff with fair housing duties. The Air Force and
Marines are the qnly services with headquarters staff
personnel who devote more than 50 percent of their
time to fair housing." The Air Force is the only one
with any staff persons assigned full time to fair
housing."

The base housing referral offices are frequently
staffed with GS 7 to 9 level Civil service personnel"
The Army Housing Management Officer stated that
at times these low ranks negatively affected the
program, because housing referral personnel in
lower grade"levels were intimidated by the educa-
tional background and business knowledge of those
people they were required to investigate.'"

C. Training
There is no established formal program tostrain

HRO staff 'in housing, and particularly in equal
opportunity, at DOD or in the military services."
The training that is provided is informal -and less
than comprehensive. Where it exists, it consists
basically of housing workshops or conferences
sponsored jointly or separately by the military
services." The workshops have included presenta-
tions and discussions on the equal opportunity in off-

., Carpenter letter
" Baker telephone interview
" Navy response. Marine Corps response to L.% Comninision on Civil
Rights questionnaire. Dec 21. 1977 (hereafter cited as Marine Corps
rest", MSC )

" !hid
" Carpenter lectter
" Comparison of information provided by the various services in thelY
responses to the fl.S Commission on 0,A Rights questionnaire
" Carter interview and Carpenter letter."
"lend
" The Army has plant ;io institute a formal course of instructaen to begin
during fiscal yeari979 at Fort Ler, Virginia. Army response

These crmlerr Wan ace hold in both the continental United States and in
1.tiri;ipt-4 ;s1though their frequency and duration varies: .the .military
tilitinsrtinent: estimate that they take place two times per year..and last l to 5
days 'N4) data on the number of staff members trained were sevailahle from
theservier% Air Force, Army. Navy, and Maine Corps lasponses
" DOD headquarters and ri VIC/. lierderuarters personnel having fair

base housing policy and program, covering such
topics as discrimination complaints, investigations
procedures, semiannual report requirements,uand fair
housing compliance and enforcement."
"'In response to this Commission's inquiries'vas to
the extent of fair housing training, only the Army
and Air Farce stated that additional training
opportunities were also provided. The Army:for
example, sponsors a 3-week housing course that is
open to housing referral program personnel from the
various military services." However, this course

--clasrtites only 1 day to- fait housing training. The Air
Force stated that it offers a 2-week family'housing
management applications course, sends housing staff
to participate...in HUD fair housing conferehces
around the country, and holds local Housing
Referral Officers' Associations meetings 1 day every
quarter." HoWever..neither the Army nor the Air
Force indicated the extent to which these activities
covered fair housing issues.

D. Budget
No precise data appeiar to exist on the Govern-

ment's expenditures to assure the rights of military
personnel to nondiscriminatory off-base' housing.
Some data are available, but they are based on
estimates by the military components" and are not
an accurate accounting of expenditures.

One estimate is printed in the Special Analyses of
the Budget. According to the most recent Special
Analyses, the Government will spend $2.5 million for
military fair housing is fiscal year 1979. However,
when staff from this Commission contacted the
component services for the purposes of obtaining
separate data for each, it was unable to xconfirm the

housing responsibilities. and representatives from HUD and DO1 make
these presentations. -Air Force-Army-Milky Marine Corps -Coaat Guard
Housing Referral Workshop" agenda, Philadelphia. Pa., Sept. 27-29,1977
See also. Department of 'the Air Force. "Joint Service Housing Referral
Workship" agenda. Garmisch. Germany, Nov 7-9,1977
" There are seven of these courses per year, each having 40 students. Navy
HRO staff have Wendt-AI this course. Navy response
" Air Force response.

.

Budget of Ike United .States, .Special Analyser bf the' Budget. Pixal Year
/979 Special Analysis N. Federal Civil Rights Activities, p. 283 It should
he noted that in previous years. the Special Analyser have estimated much '
larger r%pendrtures for military fair housing The figures were $6.1.million ,
and S6 5 million for fiscal years 1977 and 1978, respectively. Budget of the
United Staler. !Special Analyser of elk Budget. 11w-al Yet /977. p. 237, and
Fiscal Year 1078. t, 248 However, these figures were apparently in error
-fhe Drpattrnent of the Army had been reporting its entire riff -hase housing
program as a fair housing ex/yenditure Adrienne Ouenneville, Bydget
Examiner. fon, of ManagemenYand Budget, telephone interview, Feh.g.
197M

174'
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$2.5 million figure. The Air Force indicated that it
would spend $1.4 million" and the Navy, S0.3
million." The Army was not yet able to estimate its
1979 bUdget," and the Marine Corps could only
state that it would spend between 541,800 and
S209,000."

As shown in exhibit 6:2, budget estimates for all
services were available for fiscal years 1977 and
1978. For these years the fair housing budgets of the

Air Force and the Army were each about Si million,
considerably larger than the budgets of .the Navy
and the Marines, which were under 5300,000.

As shown irf.exhibit 6.3, the service budgets are
not well correlated with the need for fair housing
services, measured as the number of persons'ilsing
the off -base housing services or the number of
facilities from which assurances ust be gathered.
The extent of the budg t discrep ncies are most
evident when compa the amount spent on fair
hpusing-with: the numbe military persons served
by the programs. Estimlites of the expenditures per
person ranged from 52.27 in the Navy to almost
three times that amountS6.67Lin the Air Force.

IV. Compliance Mechanisms

A. Assurances
One of the..primary elements of the fair hdusing

program is that housing referral office employees are
required to obtain assurances of nondiscrimination

"from agents." These assurances; given verbal' y'" or
in writing, are very narrow as they are limited to a
promise not to discriminate against military person-
nel only. They state: "All housing units listed by me
with the Housing Referral Office at [instillation] are
open to all military personnel with-out regard to
racer`color, Sex, religion, or national origin."'°'

DOD observes:

For [Departtnent of Defense] purposes, the
assurances. are not narrow since the housing
program is Cor military personnel of that
installation. . .The base. Commander's author-. ity in this area lies in the health, morale, and
welfare interests of the military personnel
assigned. our) has the responsibility for fair

" Air Force response
" Navy response
' Army re-von
" Marine Cm sponse

0" .DOD I nstruetwiri. I 1(1616
IX)I) Instruc-t;in QM 51, inclosure 2, p ^I Verbal assurinces'are to he

documented by statement signed by a houstrig referral employee that an
riiiplicit oral assurance of nondiscrimination hasbeen provided by the agent

160

housing practice
public 1°2

licy of the general

,,
However, any racial, ethnic, or sex discrimination

practiced in a facility where military personnel
might potentially live could serve to foster discrimi-
nation against` minority or female military personnel
by discouraging them from even applying for
housing. The narrow scope of the 1)OD assurances
does not communicate to agents the need for
eliminating all discriminatfemkagainst minorities and
women from all rental or salnliaractices in housing
eligible for military occupancy. Instead, the assur-
ances reflect DOD's policy to limit1ts concerns to
specific acts of discrimination against military

, personnel. As a result of this narrow interpretation,
DOD has riot established procedures to. receive listg,
of housing facilities hich it approves- for military
off-base housing in which .other Federal agencies
have found uncorrected discriminatiOnt-Thus,,it does
not routinely determine if the discrimination in these ,.

facilities in any way affects military personnel.
'All four of the services leave serious loopholesin

this voluntary nondiscriminaPonr procedure. The .

Army regulation explicitly states /that n agent Cart
"'refuse" to provide a written ru,.! iscrimination.
assurance and still Rive his'or her housing facilities
listed if a verbal assurance is given.'" The regula-
tions of the Air Force,' Navy, and Marine Corps are
stronger on this point, in that they do not explicitly -
permit listing where agents' "refuse" to Sign assur-
ances. However,. the regulations are still vague.
They indicate that if written .nondiscrimination
assurances art( "unobtainable" when owners verbal-
ly espouse a) policy of nondisc,.1 ination, thei?
facilities can be listed.'" They

*-
do define the term.,

"unobtainable." Of the fout se
4,-

, only the Air
Force prefers written nondiscrimi ativ assurances
and discourages verbal ones.'"

The power of DOD's a likroceduresIlti°
very limited. When agents to' gjk anti'
'assurance, their dwellings wil n e liste,l-with.,the .,.

HROs. However, military perso are not restrict--
ed in- their choice of dwellings only those lilted
with the 111120s. Thus, dwellihgs of agents who

is
, l'he reverse ode of WI) Form 160, Detailed &es / tal Lilting,

provider a siandard`certification for nondiscritionation .
" Carpenter leiter . .

'" ,krrey Regulation 600 IFS, p 2- I'' . ,. i
'" Air Vince Regulation .10-ft, r S' tJ'avy litistruc,tivin Ft (01.1re:Ne4
Ifoining Referral Service. Jul}, 1977, enclbsure 2, p 2 '''
'' Berkovsky telephone interview

c.



EXHIBIT.6.2

Military Budgets for Off-Base Housing and Fair Housing,.Fiscal Years 1977 and 1978

1977
Fiscal Year

1978
Air Face

Off-base housing $3,649,000. $ 4;723,000
Fair housing, $ 944,000 $' 1,212,000

Percent for fair housing . 25.9 . 25.7

Army
Off-base housing
Fair pc:using

Peroont for fair housing

Navy
Off-base housing
Fair housing

$ 3,948;000
$ 1,184,460

3Q.0

$ 2,366,376
$ 189,310

Percent for fair housing

Marine Corps

7'9

Off-base housing $ 378,000 °-
. Fair housing $ 37:800

Percent for fair housing 10.0

Total
Off-baimthousiag $10,341,376
Fair housing $ j2;355,510

Percent fqr,lair housing 22.8

$' 189,000

r50.0

$ 4,025,000
$ 1,207,500

30.0

$ 3,450,000
$ 276,000

1
8.0

394,000
39,400 $ 197,000

10.0 50.0

cs
- $12,592,000

$2,506,710 $ 2,734,900 - $2,892,500

21.7 23.0.24.2

SoUrces4 Air Force, Army, NaVy, and Marine Corps responses to 1.1!-.S. Commission on CivilRights question-
naire, 1977.

;Si
t.



EXHIBIT 6.3

Per Person Expenditures for Fair Housing, Departments of the Air Force, Army, and
Navy,* Rical Year 1977

1.4 -

Air Force
Army
Navy

Fpir housing
budget

fiscal year 1977
(full year)

. $ 944,000.
1,184,40(J

189,310

Number of rental
facilities surveyed
July 1, 1976, to
June 30, 1977

(full year)

39,711 '

20,637
21,843

Number of military
personnel serviced
Jan. 1, 1977, to ,
June 30, 1977
(six months)

70,711
106,184
4'1,752

Estimated fair
housing expendi-
ogres per military

personnel serviced

$6.67
5.58
2°.27

*Compar e data were re not available for the Marine Corps.
6....._

Sourc Air Force, Army, and Navy responses, and Air Force, Army, and Navy Housing Referral Reports, July
1,197 , to Dec. 31, 1976, and Jan. 1, 1977, to June 30, 1977.

refuse to sign assurances do not byome off limits to
military service personnel.
. DOD explains the reasons-for this limitation:.

The power of DOD's assurance procedure is
necessarity limited to this refusal (to list dwell-
ings of agents who refuse to hive assurances]
since no further 'adverse action can be taken
against an agent 10 the housing office withoul

.

just cause (a complaint 'or other information,
indicating discrimination). Military personnel' are not restricted in their choice of dwellings to
'monly those, listed with the 1-IRO's. To do so
.would bea, conflict of interest, the HRO as a

sole house/ source, and an abridgment of the
military iiiember's personal freedom. It is
therefore possible for military personnel to deaf
with agents who have refused to §ign assurances
since no cause for restriction .pre-existed. A
subsequent .complaint discrimination by
Military Personnel seeking hoUsing provides the
cause, for"inveitigation and possible restriction
of the facility by the installation commander.'"

.
B. Invesilgations,,

DOD Instruttion 1100.16 require.? that investiga,
(ions be conducted in response :frutWo situations. "67!,
first, suspected disciimit)atory acts,..*" Such as

Carpenter ktter
."' DOD Inatructron IVY) 16, p /

162

statements made to FIROtstaff by agents that they /
will .'not rent to minoriiieg, 'acts reported by local
agencies, and discriminatory actions publicized in
local .media are to be considered a valid basis for
investigation. These investigations carFbe conducted
in the absence of fOrmal housing discrimination

However, 'they are nonetheless ad
Irv. Even though they are initiated by HRO staff,
they appear not to be conducted in a periodic, or.
systematic way, but only initiated the need arises.
They cannot be cipstrUedag regularly scheduled
compliance reViews.encompas'sing an evaluation.:of
all aspects of the '.equal opportunity in. off -base
housing prOgram.

DOD has commenter*

Regular compliance inspections are neither
feasible nor within the scope of the, DQD
charter for fa4, housing. ,1Ws meetioned 'earlier,_
the HRO 'can' only investigate when just cause
exists. Even without the(, proiUsion for just
Cause., a major aspect of the initallittio* corn-,
mander's responsibility is thiipaintenance of .a
relationship with the local c munity that will,
assure a continued isupply, of suitable off1ba.44,
hdusing for military pakionnel 'at affordable .

Ihid
P., ""' M

* ,
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prices. It would be impossible {or this-key DOD
manager, tasked With the,,rnorale,:welfare, and
health responsibility4s4 base personnel, to on
the one hand manage a systematic housing

,r .co pliance inspectiOn program off the ins ha
do in the local area, and on the eltheririncl,..
wo with community leaders7,to expand locai.
hour g markets for military families. It is for
this anon that enforcement beyond -HRO
complaint proceising is rightfully the responsi-
bility of HUD. .
. .Strong assurance procedures or a DOD-run
compliance program would be damaging. to
other aspects of the installation commander's

. duties, particularly . community The
local commander's authority as 'a gu,s or for
assurances or for enforcement impose
sanctions, etc. . .) is. not provided b law but
comes from his/her position as guardian of
health, morale, and welfare Of assigned person-
nel. It is deemed appropriate, therefore, to use
this atithority only whemthcKe situations slipu-
lated in 1100.16 are evident."°

rounding the alleged discriminatory' act: 2) verify,,
the existence of a vacancy . by telephoning or

.

personally visiting the tacility'br agent concerned : "'
4413) request approval from tile base commander for.
';the use of verifiers 'who will .again visit the facility

and atteriiPt it) identify the basis-for the discrimina:
tion:"5 4) counsel the .complainant of the right 'to

.r -

pursue further. action through local, State, or. o$her
Federal7afiencies&uch as the Department of HOusing
and Urban Development (HUD) or the Department
of Justice (D0J);"6 5), provide information to
personnel Seeking off-base housing regarding agents
or facilities. under investigation; and 6) write and
submittrfpreliminarY report to the base commander
on the restiltslof the preliminary inquiry indicating
the actionstakken.".

,These fair 'hO,u.singeomplaint prstc,edure.s are more
. thorough thap those Of-some, othevederalagenCies

with fair housing 'responsibilities, including,: the
Veterans rstdrninistration and the General Servibes
Administration."4e-;The complaint `procedures: also.

Thus compliance reviews are not conducted as a
routine matter by the military services," although
they can often be an effective tool for uncovering
discriminatory practices that would otherwise go
unnoticed:, _ .

Second, oral or written complaints reported. 'to
HRO staff by mill ry tenants or prosPective tenants
are tolr investig ed promptlx.!!';Upon receipt of
such acomplaint, ROs ire dfr ted.itfinediatelY. to
notify the base co mandir .o 114cceiplailt and,
within 3. working days 'a preliminary
inquiry that is informal bikaniati it sufficient
detail to*ndickte whether diktimination has oc-
curred.'' The procedures to he followed in the

' conduct of an inquiry are: 1) interview the complain-.
ant regarding the details and circumstances sur-

"* Carpenter letter
"' Air Force, AnnyNavy, and-Manne Corps response...

In the event housing disentrunation coMplaints are initially filed 1711111
. base agertmeil or representatives such as the equal opportunity officer, unit

commander, or supervisor, they must be referred immediately to the HR(h
(pr appropriate ',Coon DOD Instruction 1 100. r6, enclosure 4, pp 1 -2
"' DOD Instnicoon 1100 16, enclosure 4,p, 2 (A

Venfication. is to be made in came where fte completed is 'received
shortly after the alleged discnnunatory act took place and when the
complaint involves dental of the eminence of a vacancy 1X/E) Instruction
1100.16, enckieure 4. p. 2 IC. . .

Volenteer venfters ire in ge used for! delermining, the existence of .

- vscarulke' and whether 9r not rernra.nlnation NM occurred is
Specifk:ally, they ire Allied to isolate the beets of the duivrimination --race,
color, religton;sex, or 1111111t101111 origin' Ideally, two verifiers skould be used.
one possessing chankyenstics samileito those of the complainant Verifiers ,

- are to be.inatructed by HR() personnel on the provisions of IN/Lr. equal

represent ari.improVement over DOD procedures
several 'years-aarliet, when the use of independent
verifie'rs- was. egohilykted.'" The required. interview'
with the complainant and independent investigation;
of the agent-ace bottry,ery pcasitiVe features..

The proedure fqr handlipg discrimination cam-
plaints. described in the services' implementing $
instruclions'appears,to be limited. to investigations of

.

discriminatory practices that result in the denial of
rent/lease Or. for saleproperty,td DOD personnel.'2°
No emphasis is placed on ,investigating other types
of discriminatory .practices, such "as. harassment, or
differing requirements in the terms and conditions of
rental, agreements, terms of sales ..contracts, and
tenant assignments. Many? of these other practices ,..

. - , ..' ,..
.. .. .-.

opportunity in of -hose housing program, on th spec ific housing require. .
rams of the ,complainant, amel on _the- information, to he detained' rorri
ownen or agents rev:aiding thnr rental procediires. Arlhegnore, t y are
to be insfructed on how -to wnte their reports Venfien are not to m e any
verb/A or written oommitments for the rental of the facility involved. DOD
Instruction I ICE 16, enclosure 4, pp. 3-4', .

'" Chrimlinnts to HOD are to be filed on HUD, Forne903. If .necessexY,
IiiRrh are to provide Matatancelo,,coftmlainanti in otimpletsng tipt.l'inr,
Whethetr'elr not a coMplainant decides to file t c.omPlaint With a u 6.1The
/-12.0 must thoreSughty investigate the matter. DOD Instruction A 100 16, 1
encloihne 4, p 2. .

..1 lind
'" See ithapters on these agent:tea in this repor . is
"'14tlrir riot) policies. Ire discumece in The tederal ,Ci,ve Rohr)
knfiorenwrri Efforf, pp 172-74 , ^ .
"" Air'"Foree Refulations 30-8. Army 'ReiRibation 600 18, Navy Instruc-
tion 3.154 I, and Marine Corps Order P81.54 I , '' '

. i

1
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.may Aiclred petted he di., usu.,' in the
111111(41% s'ill1liiii11111 IM O% CS)illip, lit ist'Cti111t-% "'

, 1/Q1) 111%1llt Will I WO lb icqinies that complete
Ides he maintained on' siitstanitated as well as
unsubstantiated , omplaints Ifirse tiles air to coil
tam all peitinent' data suc11 n% Ihr Qi1111111111111111.%

%Ink-11C111, y CI dirt 's telatrt, preliminit y 111(11111)

suunina of an'y intoirnal hrnrulgs, statpicrit
of legal review ," t'ttntiunndri s decision, cunt lOilir%
of /tilt In% NI the parties In cases w here
allegations of discrimination ale not substantiated.
these files ;tie lo he kept at the base her .4 months I"
When allegations are toUltd to he the coin
plaint tile. along with a inetnor'andiniv,tioni the
cot lllll anklet,'" is to he forw aided thioulich the
set% icc- licadquattes to the Offa.e of the Depulk
Assistant Secretary of l)elense.1,n 01111,111nm

Investigation tiles on 'substantiated ,-,Itnillaints
ploy Ord to this t'onitnission by each of the set% ices
apOcal to be complete tA IC% 1CW of these tiles
indicates that the complaint handling. procedines
outlined in the set% ice instructions were goner:111Y
followed, the allegations NA etc well documented. and
all the (ry:int' documents peitaming to the coin
plaint and investigation note included 1

Since tiles on unsubstantiated comislaints*are not
maintained in Washington. ;tummy:slot' staff were..
for the most part. unable to assess the.adequacy of
the iris estigation and findings where base coninrand-
ers had detertnitird that no discrimination occurred
One of the ser% ices. however. did forward to the
commissieln three svinplaints of disclimmation that
II helleyetf it had heen Nruthle' to substantiate.'"
These files also showed that the complaint handling
procediarcs outlined in the service instructions were
generally fa llowetl. and that relevant documents

aliment independent ins eatigation. sets. e persona are unlikely to
periesse suqi problems
'. A. teas( Pk. sew is to 4 .olutusie.1 following the inquits and inftrrnal
heartits4Min praii to the "outlander rendering a ile% *mon The record is
reviewed her content and enpieieneas Instruction' I IC,10 IA.
eft:kW*, 4. p

F prisaes mitts less l'rusubstantiated ,miplaint fliesi mas he forwarded
jai sit rs and In it at the complkonant's request Un)(11 Inatrui tam 1141 IA..
In. losaire 4. p

the iimunarlerit memorandum u supposed 10 outline the efforts made
to obtain housing for she complainant, the impact of the restrictive 11411C310I1 .

On the equal orportunits ql off'hue housing program. and on Dtin
pnrsonnel ands their f and any other Information deemed tele. ant
ISCII) loans. non emlosure p
'. [had p Com e insestigitive 'reports din suissannated complaints
are it be ;Omitting] to the Assistant Secretars from ees h military
department_ so later than 4' dais after the vase is forwarded to the
dopartnient fr.sn the base
'" it should he noted that ttnI tmeesegstors ales on -substantiated

Its-1

%%etc indinled Nonetheless, a levicyv of the tiles
indicated sonic rhissible pi oblems

t het 'chance tin the alActice of oilier ,omplainis
against the alleged disci intinatots wtth 1111) tic
k het agencies

ALVeptiliiCe of t he statements of the alleged
discimunators it ithtlut evidence to corroborate
I belt excuses

A tendency to equate the -friendliness
"h1t.'eflty" of the alleged disctiinator toward
the investigator with absence of discrimination
gik4st the conylainant

Ali 'three of the complainants subsequently tutneit
to 11111) Gir assistance In two of the cases
found discrimination, confirming the view that ttteiy,*,:..
military investigations of These two comphunts

rice ,mailetplate IIoweSer, 111/t) not effect systemic
changes in the prajliccs of the agents found to he
discriminating 18° In the light of the "inability of
Ml. I)gto force action in these two cases." 1)()I) has
obserVe'd that "it appears Tritlttatement that the
milli:11-s investigations were inadequate is unfair and
incorrect ' However. this ('ointilission stands by
its eoua' hisions about the two military. investigations.
IX )1)1's asseirtion appears to he based upon the
incorrect asNumption that tillIYs failure to obtain
compliance demonstrates that 111111's itivestigatmns
were of no better quality than those of the military.
However. as discussed in the chapter in this report
on thic Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment. 1-1111) lacks enforcement power under Title
VIII and thus cannot require Corrective action,
regardless of the quality of its investigations.
Moreover. 111111)'s laCk'of enforcement power makes
tt especiallyimportant that Federal agencies such as
DOD: which can take sanctions, exercise that power
appropriately to ensure that the Title VIII violations

omplaints were res sweat riles on unsubstantiated oxnplaints were not
available frfgi Min or from three of Ihr services because these remain at
hue level

Because the other aervit`el did not' provide ursubstantustad complaints
to this Commission, no companion of the quality of the complaint handling
f the four services can be made Therefore, in the interest of fairness to the
one service ahoch ciimplied with this Commisuonl requasi for unsubstan
tuted complaints. its %felicity is not resealed in this publication
'" in one instinct.. the complaint was successfully concihated, but'the
complaint involvest only S380 in damages to the complainant The agent
was not rervired to take an* affirmative action to ensure against
discrimination in the future In the other case. HUD was unsucivlsattil in
reaching conciliation The complairutnt was informed of his right to bring
suit ur..Federal court' rheodore Sinuncep. Director of Corn and
Marla Selcedi.% equal Opportunity Clerk, San Francisco Rev.:multi
Department of Housing and Urhui Development, teleEhone mieessews.
Feb 1/.19'8

Carpenter letter
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they uncover arc promptly' coriecltd
because the military did not linddiscrimmation in its
own investigations ,of these two cases, the facilities
involved were not placed on istrioive sanctions.
Thus, the military continued to allow its persOnnli
to live in housing facilities ii which discrimination
against military personnel had been demonstrated

C. Informal Hearings
It is the responsibility of the base conunaniler to

review the investigative file and. based on the facts
uncovered during the preliminary inquiry, make a
determination as to whether or not discrimination
occurred. Priiir toll making a determination that
discnmination occurred, however, the commander
is instructed to convene and preside at an informal
hearing, at which time the alleged discriminatory
owners or agents and/or their legal representatives
are afforded an opportunity to present evidence on
their own behalf."° The commander may also
determine that n*ire informatiop is required. It so,.
an officer outside the HRO maS' be appointed to
conduct a further inquiry. "'

4.1f,. at any point, the commandet determines `that
the alleged disCriminatory act is not substantiated.
the case is closed a d the complainant is so informed
in writing.'" This d s not preclude the complainant
from pursuing the latter further by submitting a
complaint to HUD tir [X)J or by bringing a private
civil suit in anState or Federal court.'" If an informal
hearing subStinhates the colamander's finding of
discrimination, the owner or agent is notified
through command«irresponden$x of the command-
er's decision and is once again advised of DOD's
policy and requirements of equal opportunity in off-
base housing.'M

Wntten notification a to he given to the alleged discnnonatory owner
or agent, specifying the rehire of the complaint and advising him or her of
the nglit to rapier an itifcrenal heanng within S working days after the
notification In the event three Ifno such request within the specified Ulna-
frame, the lack of teapot* is cvmaidered a waiver of the right to such a
hearing If there's a hearing, the owner or agent, his or her attorney, the
ornpirmant. has of het attorrry. the equel opportunry 'inter, the HRO
representative, or ether designated persona may attend. Don isairucis.
t100 16, enclosure 4, p 4
"'' Thu officer, if not an attorney, will be provided legal arustance by the
ridge advocate, who r counsel for the base Ibld p 5

Itsid
Ibri , p 6
Ibd

.56 A civil sum minim/ an agent's right to contest i<eirnmander's
"" Carpenter letter,

Clemson tclitmpose noinctive sanctions was filed against the Army in a
district cowl a Texarbi I0'74 In Connell Y Shoemaker, a Team landlord
filed suit after the Fon Hood commander had imposed restrictive sanctions
based on a finding of chscrinunation One of his allegations was that the

, . .

IMO

1.14

I'll )1) has informed this Commission that "com-.
plamants Call appeal thiough the 111111181y chain of
command timing', the Inmse,..1,11 i;eneral -.so I low
ever, DOI/ nista nctionS (1(1 not outline any appeal
pttocedutr Ito ill, tit. 401111111a1114111s

Within the MlittaIN Novice in cases whine they
disagree with a commandei's finding of nondiscrinn-
nation Similarly. no procedure is described which
alloys agents to appeal a OMIllantiet's

D. Restrictive Slinctions
4'0

Housing becomes off linnts to military' personnel
in those instances whet(' the base commander
determines that the agent lot that housing has
practiced disrumnatiiin based upon r color,
national origin, religion. or sex In those all
facilities owned and/or pperated by the a (-lit are
placed on a restricts sc sanction list for a mini mum of
1211.) days'" and ate also removed from the IIRO
listing of available housing. All military personnel
are prohibited from entering in a new contract
with the agent.'"

All personnel who are assisted by the housing
referral office are provided with a copy of the
restrictive sanction list and advised not to rent, lease,
purchase, or reside in any of the listed facilities.'"
The restrictive sanction list is also disseminated by
means of . housing referral office briefings, base
newspapers, daily bulletins, commander calls, and
social action programs.'" Furthermore, other milt-
tary installations within the same commuting area
are advised when restrictive sanctions are imposed
on a facility.'

Nonetheless, as with assurances, the power of the
restrictive sanction is also somewhat limited. First,
the restrictive sanction does not apply to military
personnel residing in a facility at the time the
Army's refusal to provide him with the opportunity for a formal heating
violated his due process rights Itocause the suit was filed aftet expiration of
the 1110day sanction, the distinct cotat ruled that the complaint was moot
and dammed the Case (in appeal, the court of appeals reversed the district
court rule holding that. "a Live' controversy as to the due process
question su between the parties and thus warrants consideration of the
meats CAW was remanded to the district court for further
consadertoon Mnell v Sboentaker, 555 F 2d 483 (1677)

DOD Inatrection 1100 lb, enclosure 4, p
Itnd p a,

'" Itsid The re/notary person is to sign an acknoVvledgment of receipt of
the restrictive sanction list DOD Form 1668 If a military person
"intentionally" takes residency in a restricted facility, the base commander
as to take appropnate disciplinary action However, this action is not
specified in DOD Instruction moo is

. Air Force response, Army response, Navy response, Marine Corpi
response Listings of restrictive facilities are to he disseminated whenever
facility is added to the list
'' I/OD Instruction 1100 Is, enclosure 4, pp. 6-7

1u0
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sanction is imposed or to the extension 01 of
a contract einem! into prior to the imposition of the
sanction "' DOD observes that this is because it
believes -it-sould be tallith to "Nun r families to
move and resettle dining the period of the sank-
tion Tile purpose of the sanction is to penalize
the -agent or the miner, not the military families
already (iccupying the facility ..'" Second, the
restrictive sanction is not binding on any civilian
employees. who may purchase of lent a dwelling
regardless of its presence on the restrictive sanction
list When a base ommandei imposes restrictive
sanctions, the agent is notified of the action. and that
the sanction will be removed in ISO days if he or she
provides A written nondiScrimmation assurance '"

While the imposition of sanctions for a full 1S11

days seems to be a reasonable penalty for violating
an earlier commitment not to discriminate. 'it
provides no incentive to agents to correct their
discriminatory practices prior to the expiration of
that.. time In the 'alternative, DOI) could, for
example, offer to shorten that time where the agent
could demonstrate a sustained absence of discrimina-
tion. It could also provide incentive for agents to
adopt more substantial steps to guard against the
recurrence of discrimination, such as the adoption of
procedures for the affirmative mai keting of dwell-
ings to both sexes and all racial and ethnic groups.'"

IX)D does not agree. It wrote to this Commis-
sion

s.
We do not concur with the suggestion of
reduced sanctions. While no incentive for an
agent's rapid change of policy is offered, the
180 -day sanction precludes situations from
ansing where promises and assurances are given
and then broken oriignored.'

As discussed later in this report. the 180-day period
does noi preclude broken or ignored promises. After
180 days, the agent found to have discriminated is

lbsci p However. relocatmn of the mAkary tenant to a new unit
within the etiatncted ricibtv without the written approval of the base
oommander a prohibited..
''' Carpenter letter

DOD Instruction 11W.16, enclosure 4, p
'" Affirmative marketing procedures include. as a minimum. such stele as

advertising in minorltY media, displaying posters announcing a fair housing
policy, and recruiting sales staff from,arnong both sexes and all racial and
ethnic grAups. Affirmative marketing procedures are discussed in the
chapters in this report on the Department Of Housing and Urban
Development. the Veterans Administration. and the Fertril!rs Home
Adintasstrstson
''' Carpenter letter
" DOD instruction 110016, enclosure 4, p V However, DOD Instruc.,
non 1100 16 fails to specify how or by whotA waiver request is initiated

"

1 fits

trquited to do nothing moi e than sign a nes%

111\sItallal, M1111111 tO the our litr% Iowa 1.11tCgatiirtt
I ills l.f01111111,0.1011 Is not suggesting that D(II) lilt

sanctions pilot to I SO days on the basis of nes%

pi onuses 01 1usu1unrrs Kat het , ss hat ss (Mid he
apt) 1.011 nit( e ss Dolt) he ( hr Itfltrtg sit \ ahl:(10(0% \% hen
I he iigeii I il(rtionstrates that the discrimination has
been corrected find that methods of pies ruling
discrimination in the 1111111C ate 1-111111 III place

According to 1)01) hist! uction 110'0 Ili, tc'stilc
fist 'U111(11011\ can hr 1C1110k ed prim to the ,esplialion
of the IS() days iii -exceptional circumstances In
such casts, all approval can he obtained by
the !IRO horn the head of the 1)01.1 component
llotsevcr, nothing in Instruction 1100 In indicates
that this phis ISIOI1 can be routulel used to encour-
age prompt correction of discrimmatoi y practices
anal affirmatise commitment to fair housing Indeed.
the instruction ,gtves no indications of %%hat coesh
lutes the "exceptional cii-iinistatices- under which
such a W111% er is to be granted '"

E. Fpilowup and Monitoring
Once restrictive sanctions have been imposed,

commanders are reqUired to take the following
actions: I) cooperate with other Federal, State, or
Meal agencies during their investigattons. 2) niain
ram liaison with. chose agencies to determine the
status orcornplaints. 3) ensure_that the complniant
is informed of actions taken on the complaint. and 4)
ensure that military personnel comply With the
restrictive sanctions.'"

To monitor compliance with restrictive sanctions
by Military personnel, HRO staff are required to
determine where military members locate hous-
ing.'" At minimum, HRO star .must closely screen
information provided by personnel on the required
"Notification of Housing Selection" form.'"

There are, however, no requirements or proce-
dures for regular monitoring of agents'- compliance

the term, had of the DOD comisOnete, idea to the Secretaries of the
Army, Air l'oive, and Navy
'" !hid
' This includes developing and implementing procedure through which
personnel are counseled concerning restrictive sanction% penodii.ally
publishing a list of facilities under restrictive sanctions, and !liking
appropriate disciplinary action agatiVit,personnel who knowingly violate
the sanctions Do D.Instruction 1100 16. enclosure 4, pp It 4 Appropriate
disciplinary action is determined by base commanders At the Air I't.n-ce.
for esarriple. appropriate disciplinary action can range from couns!Iling
sessions, to withholding pay, to attempts to have personnel move fromlhe
facility to court martial Fierkovsky and Ballif interview

non Instruction 1100 16, enclosure 4, p
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With assurances, even those assurances that has r
been signed when testnctive sanctions ale lifted
Agents arc presumed to he compliance witlithese
assurances unless the services have IntOt minion to
the contrary.'" Any monitoring, is only done on an
informal basis.'"

Assurances arc to be checked annutilly for
"adequacy."'" This annual check part of the
housing referral office's responsibility to 'keep
hstniss up to date. In the process of checking on the
cirrcncy if EIROs ask the agents whose
dwellings arc listed. if the assurance of nondiscrimi-
4ialion continues to be in effect. Flowevei, inquiries

not include independent reviews of the agents'
s11:4.pOlicies and practices. beeause DOD believes such

,P".r.m.''
s are beyond the authority ill' its program

I he failure to monitor compliance with assur-
ances by agents who were once on the restrictive

t .-sanction list is particularly inappropriate, since the
agent need only sign the same assurance he.or she
had previously-notated in order to be rernoved from
the list. Given the agent's proven disregard for the
assurances' signed earlier, the mere Signing of
another assurance seems little guarantee of fair
housing practices m the future..

V. Program Evaluation

A. Reporting Systems
DOD Instruction 11(X).16 requires each of the

military departments to submit semiannual reports to
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Reserve .Affairs, and Logistics) for the 6-month
periods .ending on June 30 and December 3l.'"
However, these reports require only such informa-
tion as the followings

The number of housing facilities surveyed
during the reporting period.

The number of housing facilities listed during
the reporting period.
- The number of housing facilities placed under
restrictive .Sanctions during the reporting period.

The total number of facilities under restrictive
sanctions-as of the reporting date.

The Wumber,of complaints processed during the
reporting period.

The Air Fokit 111Chelltal that, absent information to the contrary. an
agent is presumed to be adhering to dhe assurance of nondiscrimination
Inquiries are conducted only when there are reasons to suspect otherwise
Air Force response The Nsyy states that it his no specific policy relating
to motutortag of .agests who have signed nondtscrunination assurances
Like the Air Force, the Navy also presumes that an agent is complying
with DOD policy until a (incrimination complaint 111 filed Navy response

I.

In addition, the set vita-. atorrequited tit drscob any
significant etorl' housig achy 'ors, problems, 01
experiences lhe services pass these [tanning
iequtreents on to the bases.

the June 1977 recision to, Instruction/1160.16 also
Imputes a report of the number of restochs e
sanctions lifted prior to' the I80-day minimum ainc
the number of complaints referred to the Depart
molts of liouig and Urban Dexelopment and
Justice.'"

From past relents, t can be seen that the Air
F,Irce has the most active fair housing program. As
shown in exhibit 6.4, from the period between :tidy.
1, 1976, and June 30, 1977, the Air Force listed 'Wore
than 40.(XX) new facilities. which involved obtaining
assurances of nondiscrumnatiOn from each of them.
Ihe Air Force processed mote than half of the total
number of complaints handled by all the military
services and was resposible for almost two-thirds of
all restrictive santhons impiised

As shown in exhibit 6.5, the Air Force was also
more active than the.' other services in removing
agents from the restrictive sanction list. As of
December 31,' 1976, 176 facilities were on the Air
Force's restrictive. sanction list, and during the next
6 months 31 new facilities were added. However, as
of June 30. 1977, only 151 facilities remained on the
list; 56 had been removedmore than one quarter of
the facilities on the list at some time during the`
reporting period.

This contrasts with the Department of the Army,
which had 23Qfacilities on its,restriytivd sanction list
as of December 31, 1976, and added ,19 new
sanctions during the next 6 months. As. of June 30,
1977, the Army had a list of 213 facilities under
restrictive.sanctions, Since it had removed only 36
sanctions -less than 15 percent of those- on the
restrictive-sanction list 'during this reporting peri-.
or!. The fact that so may agents remain on the

'restrictive list (or more than'ittO days indicates that
restrictive sanctions may nett be effective as a tool to
influence agents to eliminate discriminatory policies.

In the absence of mote comprehensive reporting
requirements, the headquarters of the- services and
the Department of DefenSe dollinol have adequate

Berkovsky and Mkt Atli:yew
"` DOD Instruction 4165 51, enclosure 2, p 2

DOD Instruction k endplate 4, p 10
p I I For the pure es of this Instruction. DOD detnes

-facilities" as single-family dwelling units.
'5' [hid p 10
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EXHIBIT 6.4
Fair Housing Activities of the Military Seevices, July 1, 1976-June 39, 1977

New rental
facilities listed

(Assurances
obtained)

Coninis'
proc

Number of
facilities restricted
during reporting

period

1b011 number of
, facilities under
restrtctive sanctions

- Altos of June,30, 1977
Air Force 40,101 103Ot 129 151
Army

( 18.174 108 43 4 213'
Navy 20.073. 13 , 6 12
Marine Corps 1,655 8 0 1

Total. 80,003 272 178 377

Sources: Equal Opportunity in Off-Base Hdusing Reports, July f to Dec. 31, 1976, and Jan. f to Juno 30, 1977,
table 320. Air Force Housing Referral Reports, July,1 to Dec, 31, 1976, and Jan, 1 to June 30,,1977.

.1

4

ti

EXAIBIT 6.5
) ...)

Removal of iiistriative Sa Istions
.., * h

-r

M
'Restrictive I

sanctRIns
4mposed as of e-

a

Dec. 31,19M

ip)ew anctions
Imposed
Jan. 1-

June 30, 1977

(3)
Sanctions
removed'

. Jan. 1-
June 30, 1977'

4)
. Restrictive

sanctions
Imposed as of
June 30, 1977 -

Air Force 176 31 56 151
Army -1230 19 36 21
Navy 15 3 12
Marine Corps 1 0 0 1

Total 4 422 53 98 377
"I II

this figure is the difference between column (4) and the sum of columns (1) and12).

Source: Equal Opportinity in Oft -Base Housing Reports, July 1 to Dec.v31, 1976, and Jan. 1 to June 30. 1977,
table 320. .

quantitative information about the operation of the
off-base fair housing programs. For example, they
do not have such information as'

168

0.1

The percent of service persons who locate in all-
minority, all-white, or integrated neighborhoods.



The number ohigents refusing to sign asSuram'es
of nondiscrimination.

The extent to which housing itferral offices
receive and follow up on information other than
complaints that may indicate discrimination,

The types of complaints receivedeither the
basis of the alleged discrimination or the type of
discrimination alleged.

The average processinkttime fOr complaints.
The extent of any backlogs in comrsilaint

processing.
The reasons for failure to till any .restrictive

sanctions that rennin in effect after NO days.
The ,frequency and type of coOrdn ion with.

other Federal, State, or local ageni...ies.
The niethods used for allocating resour

Indeed, DOD and the military services a

maintain less information at headquarters lib(
operation 'of their 'program than other I-
agenciesiattli major, fair housing reSponsibilitiss.

prograth.'" The haws are usually selected at
randoln.

Army and Marine Corps headquarters staff with
fair hIS'using rrirstbilities also visit bases occasion
ally for the purpose Of,reviewing the implementation
of t quid opportmilky in off-base housing prO-
gra r Marine 'ctirps and the Army were
unable veroo provide data' on the frequency
of the c Army indicated that its visits,
were, t but have'become ad hoc and
Ififrel, lent.

The Inspect ran and' specialized cisoll
engineering and Inspection teams of most
service headquart f 'the major commands
routinely conduct' bons q4 'Cry I to 3

years: These ,i sig.00 rcyiew
many aspects _of )(4) oh4erves

N \that also:

The comma' ',and .'P
--,compliance b()P

. .

O. Inter$1 Motiltoring
()nsite thonitoring of the fair housing einnixin

of the iitt-brie -housing' program appears to
. , .inadequatz,aad ad hoc. The only writteq-tiklt,,,r,t4c4(... Wre:/evalin4ion...nt etiniStion.for evaluating the program is a "Cheiiklict 'Service_ Perilohnel sitisfactIon*tb,:h045114Vi40.

Commaiiders"- provided by DOD hOdquarters treated nt '

base commanders to assist them,,tp monitOring Lad in'. the Ivcal,....corntrupiitV.,/flys 'LnjOrmnpon is
C011ected through I.X).11Wai4Seivii:e' personnel

cz.:/j1t4tril for

the ultimate reicasuxport

operation of, the fair houSinii' rirogram.' T*
checklist is for an inform eNiction..,It does not

itt. be ;;:e .1fecrequire any inforrnatio, I l ted or any
reports to.be prepared. T cetf*eai the

.k

..injividnal .... ,...
.'..* ..in charge of fair' housing Within q Office of.the *..thlikever, almostopo in orrnatipn .was. available 69,

. Deputy Assistant Secretary 'kir ii ptiortnnitY. '':tthe degree....t.6 .whi7h .,theteqda(9ppqrturtity in off -
visits a number of bases to rev,ie*th using.. '-: has housing prograiiVis.mottito .116.,.., . ' "...c ...-!.-.

:surveys, 10 .qiiestionnaiks administered during
. -inApeOions and visits, and personal counseling

sOlkillm4.111110: Pepitsentatives .,

"6 See. for cajun*: the c
Houdritand Urban DeVek
'" DOD Init./whoa I I

that checklist
I Are all,samipied
Rase Housing Proviso

2 Is there an
information
I Are community

4' *in the Dep., ta ; Art EA* Vt1.- ItOTAht:0.041.-."
Fiithe Veit A.tinnotiltrf don., : sulminted ace tely anti on nmc? I .

ure 3,, rftklt>llt;itfirtg kreythe iteMakirn , '" On OCCIIWOM ripmentitiv 'visits Mt. area for othef- thin fan '...' '. ; - :: 4, ' Mousing Masons, ''sfus oppeirtUtuty ho ttivkv, tIr -aual-71ppoii!unity )c -

"Inned or themitabla oppoitiuuty in O. in 'off -babe housing gram at baies.nritlith that sailIM.snographical arm
prior to Inns housmig off-Mac? Epptnger intervww. . . /t4t, i. e...,, . 4Opport in Off-Bose Housing ''', 'ter and Carte; unerviews

'-at, ' P IEwives beutS Itsod t:0 support the Nut' '" Cartri, interViro specific infoiMuitartn, aitrrvalletherOpportunity in OM.. liousing infotanation prolamin" 01 14 or runs' sundar v 'itreMade by "kir ro Ord Nr)$.14pcloarter fair4 Arc homes% cs4iimaton complausi being prozeasectsn ist housing penonnel
the required tune'
5 Are complaiants beans informed in " wiring of the rMiults of . '," llrehnfartne Cortalndiite; that,..iiif at, iiired.thir'ough such- housing dmcnminancia inquuy/invesogation actions? i -Inapecti6ns u;(for offiajil use and: ' Manne Corps6. Are honsing surveys being conducted pinta:Really to obtain) now response. The Air Force indicates tha pet.-tor Gemtalhump' . conduct, An ..inapecort9 every 3 to-4 ,:rhiainacton. ,,7 Are restrictive sanctions being uripoak4. immediately for a Omierd ever,/ 2' py . lc adclinc4V,' Civil Ealimieert4 h( Bement li.muumuus tif 180 days' on agents found to be practicinS chacrimum- . evaluation teams rev HROs every 2 9esrs and tnaerSke Landlords as

ter letter.

non"
. well as persons y the HRO Berkovaky,and Saab w. Thei5. Are the services of command representatives provided to must Navy indict/1a ilia are monitored by its rispector al's Officeapplicants in their search for fair housing" :' ' ..; every 3 years. The Marine Conn indicates jbat biennial

Ind sensitive to housing problems encountered by DOD perthonner Commanding Generals' ions review

9. Are HRO penonnel and Equal .Opporturuty personnel aware of inspections by inspec:erteral okthek Mena/Corps arid annual
twos. s,
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VI. Internal Coordination

1. headquarters .

The equal opportunity in offbase housing pro- E
gram is coordinated among the military seri/wet:1,
both at headquarters and at the base level. Seryica
headquarters personnel having fair housing resplmsi*
bilities communicate with each 'other and meet
periodically to discuss their respective programit0",
Further, they sponsor housing workshops or cotifei
ences. jointly or separately, that are open to-all
DOD housing personnel.'" However, c(xirdinatgin
between 000 headquarters and service, hcadolar- , 116

. .tors' visits to installations is apparently lacking. ;
4..... ._ ___... . _ .. ',. .

4 .
v

''' l'primger rak 4 rev.
Army and Command Inapr.tot tieneral 'nape:tams monitor the equal 1" Doi) 4o,swuction 4.16k ) I. pp 4.6

.. '" 1)01) ittilnkliktp I too in, ent hwure.4. pofport nity tp MT bag( housing program Cartel interview
'" nee %Ay and NM interview '7., Ixp,) Ifftlniclhin 4161 t I, p .%

V

2. )taseY"ye!"
At baSe level. jointly operated or coordinated

Offiees are responsible for ensuring that housing
Altus and other information arc exchanged by the
biases *yr installations within the aura.'" In addition.
bdse Aininuinders are required to inform other bases
within ths, same 'commuting area of the imposition of
ralltrictive sanctions,' For reporting purposes, the

It Jointi.iflite or the central coordinator of coordinated SI

oftict.s will consolidate data from the various hi'. s

into a shigIctepo,rt for the arra.1"

Mantic Corps response At the Army. it in not known 44 hether. m fact.

to

.1)

'Or
1 5, tilt

41/

1 C. r
.
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Chapter 7

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Summary k
The General Services Administration is responsi-

ble for acquiring space for Federal facilities through
construction, pu,rchase, or lease. As the Federal
Government's real estate agent, GSA has a unique
opportunity to influence fair housing practices in
communities to which Federal agencies relocate.
Executive Order No. 12,072, which sets forth
Federal space/ acquisition policies, was issued in
August 1978 to replace Executive Order No. 11,512
on the same topic. It states that GSA must, when
acquiring space, consider the availability of adequate
low- and moderate-income housing on a nondiscri-
minatory .basis for Federal employees. This new
Order is an improvement over Executive Order No.
11,512 which also required consideration of low-
and moderate-income housing, but made no mention
of nondiscrimination. However,. the new order
could be further strengthened if it required consider-
ation of equal housing opportunity. for Federal
employees of all income. levels.

In accordance with Eratcative Order No. 11,512
and Title VIll'of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, GSA
and H ed a.Memortindum of Understanding
in 197 hick GSA agreed to solicit HUD's
advice the availability of housing without
discrimination based on race or national origin in
communities under consideration for location of a
Federal agency. However, the agreement has not
been revised since its inception and thus does not
reflect the :1974 amendment to Title VIII prohibiting
set discrimination in the financing, Sale, and rental of
housing .

GSA and HUD have issued procedures which
define the responsibilities of the two agencies
pursuant to the Meniorandum of Understanding\
The major effect of the iinplementirp-procedures,

however, is to greatly restrict the activities to which
the agreement will apply.

The agreement does not apply to an agency
relocation to a building currently owned of leased
by the Federal Government.

The agreement applies only if the relocation of
1(X) or more low- or moderate-income employees
is involved, and thus provides no assistance to
employees of smaller installations which relocate.

The agreement does not apply if a major lease
action is divided into a number of small ones; a
practice frequently followed by agencies about to
negotiate a lease.
Although the HUD-GSA Memorandum states

that it will be reviewed at the end of I year and
modified to incorporate provisions necessary. to
improve its effectiveness, no such review has ever
taken place. GSA states that there is no need for
review because its regional offices have expressed no
general dissatisfaction with the implementation of
the agreement. Moreover, GSA has no central
recordkeeping procedures at headquarters to moni-
tor the agreement's implementation.

There has been improvement in the past 4 years in
GSA's requests to HUD pursuant to the Memoran-
dum of Understanding. However, on occasion, GSA
has neglected to ask HUD to identify discrimination
in the sale and renal of houaing in the vicinity of
sites under consideration for Federal facilities.

The HUDGSA Memorandum of Understanding
requires that prior to the announcement of a site
selected contrary to the recommendation of H
an affirmative action plan must be developed
Federal, agency- involved,. GSA, HUD, andl.the
community in which the facility will be located.
However, no affirmative action plan pas ever been
put into effect, although there is considerahle
evidence that such plans have beedylbeessary. In
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addition to the fact that 111.11) has dilutive.' sites
Where housing is inadequate, in at least two casei
relocation has plot:ceded In a 10C1111(111 where II!,
did not laid. an adequate supply of tow- fine

moderate -income housing or IttlIttlISC't1111111011(317151

the sale and rental of housing, L'ircumventing the
purposes of the MellIOr anthill) of Understanding and
htle VIII oft he Civil. Rights Act of 1408

cI,SA reports that it annually spends $1.2 million
to implement the 11U1) 'USA Memorandum of
Understanding. Nonetheless, this t'ommission was
unable to find any. evidence that GSA's activities
purSuant to that memorandum have had any impact
upon the fair housing practices in communities to
which Federal agencies relocate.

I. Background
Communities surrounding Federal agencies le-

Celt, e significant benefit from the Federal presence,
especially from large installations.' A major new
Federal installation brings :about dramatic physical,
economic,' and demographic. changes. The Govern-
ment brings with it lobs. The needs of Federal
personnel kr such services as . housing, schools,
stores, and hanks create more jobs and investment
opportunities The Federal presence, often attracts
other industry. As this Commission noted in a 19$

r
' In response to the ,opportunely to review this chapter in draft form, t ;SA
wrote to this Commission

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on your
updated 1974 report entitled. "To Provide For yair If in In
response, we have prepared the attached staff paper whir( tiscusses
our views on the material chntamed in your report W'e'encourage
your staff to give our response full cttniuderation prior to
issuance of the final report Paul 1' Aioulding. allirector of

Tows Nuner, Acting Staff Director, U s Comlapassoll On CI
l'ongresuonal Affairs, General Services Administration, letter

Rights. Supt I I, 1014 (hereafter cite' a as Goulding
OSA also stated

We have found instances throughout the report in which (ISA staff
has been quoted out of tomes( and informatuTh- provided by GSA
has been misconstrued Nonetheless. we find that the draft report
indicates that wer,live been at least partially Succesaful in placing
GSA's ability to pro mote fair housing into proper perspei live We
provide below in bullet-type format our comments on the draft
report Attachment to Goulding letter

This Comrnisatosi has rev w4ved GSA's comments carefullyiand found them
helpful in editing secticlis of the report which- --;say not hive been
sufficiently) clear and in bunging the chapter's account of GSA s efforts up-
to-date In three instances. in which GSA's viewpoint differed from that of
this COmmusion, the chapter was revised to reflect USA's views as well as
thane of this Conimusion

U S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Thew F:nforrernent

as To Provide For Fair Housing)
,G,goet_ vol II, To Provide For err p 2' Ithereafter cited

' See, for example, testimony by real estate grOups, loci, public School
representatives, county supervisors, colleges, and local home builders
MISOillit KIM at 1 public hearing to air views relative to the proposed
relocation of the Nayal Oceanognthic Center in Missustppi As one
representative of the real estate industry Jestilled
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roOnt, sik-ii benefits make the Uedei al presence a
significant ai;et to mo.eimmunities.1 ,

PublOollicials, politicians, local civic VISSOC111'

11011S. real estate groups, and builders have` frequent-

ly en in favor olplans to move iederal agencies tolt,itiit .comminiitics.3.Whea
facility' in their commu-

nity is likely to he cloed or relocated, thi'te ishIllen,
.4torons opilosition. Such (intention was void
w ben a large number of nulitarYinises was closed in
1q7.1,4 Similarly, the proposed plans to relocate 2,4tX1
employees of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
from a number of Montgomery County, Maryland,
Offices to downtown, Washington, D.(' , were

protested by Maryland officials." .

One important reason for the interest in Federal
-144110' moves is the effect on the Federal work
force. People who C11111101 or thl, not wish to relocate
with their agency inay lo,s their lobs, and th6ugh
attrition and the creation of new,' Jobs, there.would
likely tie openings for elylplOyIlle111 81 the new
location.

Agency reloc,-ations are espetnally likely to have 1.
.

an adverse effect on minority and female employees
who are dispropaTtlonately represented among
lower urcome Federal employees. I ower income
employees tend not to reliicate with their agencies if
the move requires 1111 Increase in transportation time'
or necessitates residential fellIC811011 for those who

.a

I bring you ;some greetings frony'the real estate profession in
PICIIN lino and reit-141v County EYom the hrokers. from the sales
associates, from she tM4klers, contlictors, mortgage bankers and
other people in ihthiria *e think ina7town has much to'offer your
people in available Jibing Mid potential housing

See also "Trident kawsnd Challenges the Navy's Billion-Dollar Baby,
t)ience Magazine. viol 11c$ (Sept LI. 1974), p 9214 The article notes "The
ecision to open an air base or other defense facility near particular town

has uall'y been the occasion for celebration down at the chamber of
i.,am' e and ell), 411." See also el' S Department of the Navy.
Frivr filial In0o,r Srarenwnr (June 1973), vol lit. p 36

..f In ton.on. MasaliZ:husetta for essunple, officials are quoted as estimating
that for every dollar in payroll lost by military base closures, three other
dollars are lost to the community in the form of reduced sales and other
business receipts Gets nun When Military Rases Shut Down.- U.S

New. and World' parr (June 3, 1974), p 613 The Govern:1r of Rhsxle
Island was also quoted as shying that the Navy's closure of bases% that,
State caused -tremendous and traumatic economic impact - The transfer of
Federal ctvil,and military personnel eventually cost the State 18,000 yobs'
end S250 million a year in salaries
. An account of the testimony of Maryland, "'officials was printed in the ,
Washington Rut Apr 8, 1978 1.`



wish to keep their li"ibe. MoreoveN even if the move
creates positions at the new location. unless there is
low-incOnie housing in the vicinity, minorities and
women who are heads of households may he
effectively excluded from consideration for the
future vacancies.'

It is this Commission's view that.the Ciovernment
must not be in a position of denying jobs to
minorities or women, by locating where they cannot

11-
finct or

the
hous,ing or locating iihs in areas

where the housing is' ivailahle to minorities only on
a diacriminitory basis. Federal agencies should nett
be' permitted to relocate in cdinniunities without
low-incoine ht4sing or in which housing discrimina-
tion is prevalent unless the communities agree to a
plan to mcrease the amount of low-income housiag,
eliminate discrimination, and affirmatively assure
equal housing opportunity by all segments of the
real estate industry in that Community. The Govern-
ment should require correction of past inequities anti
vigorous affirmative action to ensure against future
discrimination before moving employees to any
location which does not offer fair housing.

The Government can esert, a positive influence to
stimulate'fair housing efforts throughout the Nation
by locating, when possible, in communities which
make an affirmative effort 'to comply with Title
VIII. If a community needs and wants the services
that the Federal presence will bring through a
proposed relocation, it 'should be expected to make
efforts to comply with Federal demands for fair '
housing.
, GSA has stated that if the Government curtails a

Federal agency relocation because a community will c
See. for example. responses in ''OSA Agency Questionnaire," Nov 17, e

1977 The queetamistes responses indicate that Government oft0uils
innovated that the relocation of a Federal facility to 1 astute Niguel,
Califtienia, would result ni a millet' pekentage of moves for employees in
grades 1-5 Misi those of any other grade level. (tithe OS 1-5 employees.
only 24 penmen ware expected to make the move.. Intti ntrast. nearly all the
OS- Ds and above (95 pendent) were expected to make the move. As of

1977. 61 percent of all minority Federal employees were employed
ad the OS-6 le...1,mM below, 611 -percent of sit (male employees were
employed st'the OS-6 level and below. U S Civtl Service Commission;
Bureau of Manpower Infoemation- Systems, Csntral Personnel Data File,
1977.

' For example, when the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) opened a (licility
in Brookhaven, New Yost ("wares with slalom no low-income housing), it
had vacancies' foe a large number' of positions for people to process tax
returns a )ob which required lints advance training. It. was IRS' unention
to fill the pounces with *housewivearfecien the middle Class area net the
flMhty Low-income persons Mme virtuallyexcluded from etriplont st
the tactility hemente oftbi Meence of housing they could afford

lay Solomon. Administrator of General ServiCes Administration. letter to
Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman. U.S. COminission on Civil Rights. Jan 24,

. 19711 (hereafter cited as Solomon letter) The Ml text of,this letter, which
discuses OSA's accomplishments is detail, n included m its entirety as
section VI in MU chapter

Make 110 C11011 to k.011.e1.1 1.11.;121.1111111.110101011sing
pritCtIces, Ibis could result in' a situation "W Inch
works at odds" with the elnumation.of disci inuna
lion by denying vital services where (M.N. :ne most
needed. 'File argument Gyx raises is similar to one
that has been raised with regard to the (.4(1'1.1.'111CM
Of Title VI 'of the Civil fights Act of 1964°. that
terminating fund; would Burt' the intended benefi- '.
(Anne% of those pro'grains', Vederal funding'was

s'designed to help."' Vvidert'ce sh'ows, howevo. that'
4

the mere thread of sanctiOns, when the Government
has evidenced wilImitness to use them, has been
sufficient tO stimulate corrections of a great many
civil rights. violations." This Coninusion anticipates .i
that many communities, when faced with this
possibility that it Federal facility will he located
within then boundaries, would be willing to make
affirmatiVe fair housing efforts if required to do so as
a condition for the location of that faith' N'

If an agency' making a move believeS that there
are essential reasons for locating within a 4:.ommuni-
ty '' that will not correct fair ho.using violations."
the burden of demonstrating these reasons should
rest with the agency. When the agency's reasons ail.
valid, the Government should, take appropriate
enforcement action to ensure that the discriminato6
practices are corrected before allowing relocation
plans to proceed "

II. Program and Civil Rights
Responsibilities'

GSA is responsilile for acquiring and assigning
space for many Federal facilities." It provides space

42 U S C (2t Xk1
See Brief fur the United States as Ceekur 41-88, Pliyer v State of

Aiabima Department ok Pensions and Secunty, (lt No lull fh iht lyfiled No. 17. 1922) .
" This issue is discussed in U S Commission on Civil Rights, the Festemel
Civil Rtghb Eifortement Itlfort---1874. vol VI: To 1;:treid h4t1eral Fina+..sal
.4xurrosce 11975) pp 154 NI
" For example, sortie agencies' masons are heal to certain' areas, such its
the Tennessee Valley Authority or the Appalachian Bestows) Commission

We recognise that the I- dent presence is not universally desired.
especially if it will entail new lowMcome eisidents tn,an affluent iuburban
community For example. in 1976; citizens and public olTkials opposed the
proposed move of the Defense Mapping Agency. in Montgomery county,
Maryland Washleetos Post Nov °18, 1977. p 81, and Apt;12. 1978, p C6
Similarly, in suburban Orange County, California. the proposed influx of
tow-income Federal 'Personnel met resistance Residents and county
"olds were etas wintry; to socept low 'income workers- a& subsidized
housing. Rudy DelaerCiteseanch Assistant to Representative' Charlesil
Wilson. telephone interview, Jan 21, 1978 The proposed move of Festeval
employees mOrange County is discussed below. ,

HUD, for example could determine if 1111614.110oi should be taken' under
the community development tkick grant program or if the matter shoilld
tie referred to the Department'of Justice for CO,11111cIK111.
. 40 U S.C. § 490(et (1970).
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A..144ral agency use through the conshuchon and
modification of Federal buildings. If sullicient.
federally- owned .space is unavailable, GSA may
purchase or lease privately-owned slice.

title VIII of the Civil Rights Ac) of 1%8 regimes
all Federal agencies, including GSA, to administer
their prilgrams and activities affirmatively to further
fair housing." When agencies whose space is

handled by the General Services Administration are
planning a relocation, this Commission believes that
GSA is in a pt.isition to exert contuderabk influence
on the extent to which the Government uses its site
selectionlactivity to further fair hiMsing."

A. Exsiejiivre Order 12,072
Executive Order 12,072, signed on August thy-

1978, sets`forth the Federal policies which the GSA-
Administrator should follow in providing space for
Federal agenwes.'' The Executive order replaces
Executive order No. 1012" and focuses special
attention on the effect of Federal facilities oprban
areas. It states: . '

I -101. Federal facilities and Federal use of space
in urban , areas shall serve to strengthon the
Nation's shies and to make them attractive places
to live, and work. Such Federal space shall
conserve existing urban resources and encourage
the developinent and redevelopment of cities.
1-102. Procedures for meeting space needs in
urban areas shall give serious consideration to the
impact a site, sislection will have on iniprovini the
social, economic, environnientt, and cultural
conditions orthe communities in the urban area..
1-103. ExCept.where such selection is otherwise
prohibited, the Process for meeting Federal space
needs in urban areas shall give first consideration
to a centralized togimunity business area and
adjacent areas cif: similar cha(acter, including

'4 GSA operates about 226 million square feet of space in pproximately
10,000 federally-owned and leased buildings U S 'Genera) Services
Administration. 1977 Anew/ Raton. pp 7 -44 Most Federal agencies lack

Certain agencie such as the meet Tof the reasury 'an460the Postal
au sooty to acquire sp..: Ives and must oh inn (hrough GSA

s;

Service, Nave authority to acquire their dun spoor but may, request that
GSA acquire land for Ouddings and contract and- 'supervise their
constructs,* development, and equipment 'See 4950 Reorganuation Plan
No .11. 15 Fed. Reg 1,177, 64 Suit 1270, 40 U S C 490 note (19701 USA
has also delegated to the Departments of Agnculture, Commerce, and'
Defieme the authority to lease their own space outside urban centers 41
CAF 101-111 104(a) (P476) .

" 42 U S,C 5606(d)
' It appeagf that mute 1974. there have been fewer relocations of major
Federal agency uistallaticins than in the late 1960s and early 1970s GSA
dita on recent agency relocations are presented in the section of this report
entitled. -Execution of the Agreement and Implementing 'Procedures

/
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other specific tIrellS May ho lecommende0
by local officials."
Among the factors which GSA must consider m

locating Federal facilities me:,
Availability of adequate ,low- and moderate-

income housing for Fed0ahemployeesand their
families on a nondiscriminatory basis."

Impact' on ecoilunic,,development and employ-
ment opportmuties in the urban area, including the
utilization of hun\an, natural, cultural, and cow-
nuniity resources." .

Availability of adequate public transportatio,
and ifarking and accessibility to the public."
GSA is required to "consult with appropriate

Federal. State, regional, and local government
officials" concerning their recomniendations for
proposed locations Other factors which must he
considered include efficient performance- of execu-
tive agencies, eilstence of federally-controlled facili-
ties, prevailing, rental rates, need for consolidating
agencies in a common or adjacent space. and
compatibility with State, regional, ,l)r local objec-
tives."

, Executive Order No. 12,072 is an improvement
over Executive Order Nu 11,512 in two major
ways. First, 'although Executive Order No. 11,512
required Federal agencies to consider the availabili-
ty of low- and moderate-income hOusing, unlike the
new Executive order it made no mention of assuring
ttiai such housing is nondiscriminatory_ Sq,cond.
there was sonic question as to whether Executive.,
Order 11,512 set policy for all Federal agencies, and
the revised Executive Order No. 12,072 clarifies this
point by stating;

--Executive agencies which acquire or utilize
\-1 Federally owned or 'leased space under authori-

ty other than the Federal Property tend
istrative Srvices Act of 1949, as amended, shall

.

Nevertheless; as discussed bel....,major agency relocations continue to be
made
GSA end this Commotion do not agree on the extent of OSA'i capa.:ity to
exel-t a positive sociossignomic influence on the communities in which
GSA locates Federal fdpittes when major Move is made. GSA has set
forth ifs views in letter,of Jan 24. 1978, which is printed in its entirety ohs,
the concluding section of this chapter, entitled ''OSA's Fair Housing
Role This Commission's response to those views is also given in that
section
" Elec. Order No 12.072, 14 PresircentuJ Documents 1430-1432 (Aug
21. 1978)
' Exec Order No 11,512. 3 C,F R 1513 (L966- 1970 Compilation)
' Exec Order No 1.2,072
" Id.. at 4) I -104(d)

Id. at 1-104(c)
" Id. at § I -104(e).

/dakt)¢ 1-104, 1-05, 1-20I, and 1-W3

'1`' gS.9
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.

conform to the piovisions of dm 0:idri to the
extent they have tho authority to do so'"

This clarificatio4 is important because, as of 1977,
GSA was rcspomdble for spiice for only-about one-
third of all Federal employees."

Nonetheless, Executive Order No 11.512 could
be hirther strengthened to reflect the Nation's fair
housing goals. a provision could be added requiring
GSA to coosider t.l 1e extent to which all heitising, not
merely ., low- Ad moderate-income housing. is
available on a nonitiscriminatiiry basis in the vicinity
of the proposed locipion of the Federal agencv.
Such a provision .is:rkillitial because the Federal
conunktMent Ai practice'euptal emplcryntent opportu-
nity" necessitates,that Minorities and women of all
income levels 'he penninted access to Federal jobs.

_he locatioh of Federal robs Where fair housing
opportunity is not a reality can adversely affect the
employment opportu ties of many minorities and

hailwomen who l hot wholds..

B. The HUDGSA memorandum of
Understanding I J

In 1971 HUD and G itsigned II Memorandum of
Understandin which elaborates on the require-
ment of ExecUtive Order No. 11.5N and recognizes
the affirmative responsibilities of both agencies
under Fide VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 to
administer their programs relating to housing and
urban development to further ,fair housing.'r The
memorandum makes clear that important factors to
he considered in the relocation of Federal agencies
are the adequacy of the supply of low- and
moderate-inoome housing and the availability of
housing withde4t discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, and national origin.

The purpose of the memorandum is to define the
=roles of GSA and HUD in considering those factors.
Sped-wally. HUD agrees tharupon,GSA's regyest,
it will investigate, determine,. and report to GSA on
" al I I -302

Accorthsti to the 4ppendts to the Budget of the limited Staten Goreenrnint
Fiscal ea 19701. OSA Was responsible for space housing 844,700 of the
approannately 2.4 million Federal employees Authority for space acquits'
non by &decal agencies other thanOSA w discussedrabove
" Exec ,Order, No I 1,478g$: F R 133 (1 9693 and the oy
ment Opywirtunity Act of 1r W42 USC I 2.000et1b) I n prohibit t
Federal Government from chacnininating clg the goo s of race, color,
religion, natural ongin, or seitmi employment practices
" Memorandum of Understanding Between the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the ,General Services Admoustration
'Concerning tow- and Moderate-Inctre 'Homing. signed by Robert 1.
Kunz's. Admuustrator. GSA, lune 11, 1971, and George Romney,
Secretary, HUD, June 12, 1971 thereafter cited as HUD-GSA Memoran
dum of Unclean/Ming)

I-

the avallatulitv;of low- and +11°dt-tato income rous
ing and the !iv:1,11810o; of housing, On d ttOntfiss'lltIll
nature' NISI% GSA agleis to adhere to
advice, but roams the authority to mak final
decisions concerning the locatum of Literal ag,t-H

ves HUD also agrees to advise (15A on ihie
ifilirmative sic is it shouldiakr if adequate housing is
unavailable in the vicinity of a site that has been
selected. Both agencies agice. to develop an affirma
ti%e action plan to ensure an adequate supply of low
and Model-Me-income housing of a site Is selected In
which the supply Is maidfyuatc ,

l'he agreement between the two agencies has not
been revised siuce it was issued in IQ 7 I, and thus, as
of March 100. it dad not reflect the fell scor of
Title VIII of the Civil Rights,Act of 1968.
was amended in 104 to prohibit sex discririnnation
in the financing, sale, and .rental of liousgig Sex'
discrimination continues tti he a serious bsVicle for
women in securing housing." It is incumbent upon
GSA and the agencies which are relocating to assure
that sea discrinunatton is nota factor that coittriti
utes to women's.decisions not to relocate with their
agencies. GSA has inform:id this Commission.

InasinUch as Fit.le V111 of the Civil Ri.ghts Act
of 1%8 was amended prohibit sex discrimina-
ion,- we believe; that HUD analysis should

automatically include appropriate evaluations in.
[its1 reports, We will include tlfe Agreements
coverage to sex in any future revision."

in 1975 HUD drafted for discussion proposed.
changes to the agreement. These proposed change
included extending the agreement too cover "ski."
Among the other additions to the agreement which
'HUD suggested were:

GSA will 'communicate with local officials in
order to give them early notice, of its plans sp that
an' involved community fluty make provisidif- for
needed housing.

" 42 U S C ¢ 16041,.:1 01 t197(11
. 4: US C I.§ 3604- 3605 (Supp v, I'173) ,.
" Among the common forms of ihscrunination against women are refusal
to rent to women, refusal to rent.to separates' or divorced women, refusalk. to rent to female roommates who are sidgle. failure to count of
woman's earnings, including part-tima earnings, to esislusiting her abt toy to
repay A, kisn, and conditioning triortga-ge loans on a woman's childtic ng
or chilareanng Intentions N1`outen .4Na wish to 'buy homes ole
negative Idnitwies of real estate brokers who aasume that air) wi
unable to obtain financing For further discussion we l' S Dept

,. 'lousing and t'rbgn Development, Women and liounni 4-Report onSet
DrientninatiOn In Fire rnenean Cates (16,116 1975) and U S. Comrlusinoi on
Civil Rights. hioetgage Monev Who tiett It' (h.the In74)
" Attachment to Goulding letter .!
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USA shall accept.'inefluNdology anti procedmes
used! hy HUD in the..militia of the market sueVey
and Analysis and shIll regard the findings of .111111.)
as expert findings

If an 'affirpative action plan providing, for the
needed housing units cannot he developed within
the specified time which is acceptahlt to bOth
HUD and GSA. then the decision to utilia the
site will be reversed by GSA."
GSA was willing to Meet with HUD to discuss

proposed changes." However, the discussions were ,

stalled. because of disagreements over the nred dice
low- and moderate-income housing in Baltimore
County in the vicinity a proposed.SocCal Security._.
q,AministratiOn building. Indeed, GSA has indicat-
ed that until August 1978 it had not seen the specific
changes which !IUD proposed "- As of' that time,
the two agencies had not agreed upon any promised
changes.

Q. Implomnting Procsdurss
GSA and /I1/ I) have issued procedures i

which
define the responsibilities of the two agencies
pursuant to the Memorandum of ..p nd e r s t ai i d in g . "
They provide for such matters asainformation which
GSA 'must give to /IUD about each space action,
specification's fqr 11.1.11)'s reports to `0(ISA, and
requirements for affirmative action plans when
01111D finds ar['inadequate supply of Ia.- and
moderate-income housing or observes discriminato-
ry houSing conditions in the vicinity of the proposed ..

facility. f .

The inajokellect,of the implemititing procedures,
however, is to restrict grfatly the.*oiivities to. which

..the atgreernent;will apply. Spechically; the prose-
.durei,limit the applicability of the agreement to al facilities' are currently locateti."

A..,_____,.

.... The changes toast inemorandurn were in a paper entitled "Draft new proOct within a delineated area of a partnular commuting and to
For' Descusaion 'Pri Orem .1 IUD-GSA 'Memorandum of present. as an end product, three sites ranked in order of dietu4bility for the
i!ndeem.wates"twidis

. proposed protect.
' :, Arthur I Ssimpion.' UltatIltOr of General Services. letter to Carla A .,. 'A lease ist`son is Inns of space by GSA for which there is no ousting
Huila, Secretary. dirperaitient of Housing:and Urbatilieveknenknt,; July 2\, o,'' lease (new lease), a kart t,y which oi.cuparicy is continued aftbr expiration

.1975 ^ , . ...
. of an earlier lean (successful teasel, or lease that cancels or replaces an '

The intuition ilistOsed below . ,
. .

.

' c laming lease prior to its expiration (supepeding leave).
" Attachnsail to Goislding letter ., . 1. " Major lease actions also include thine that will result in 20 pen.-ent
..SI C. F,R. II I 0 F,115. 11976). Construct:ill's .4.. Alteration of Public increase in travel time if ithlready exceeds 45 nannies .

..

IttulttuzipICIeneral Services AdmuttstratxitiDrMlf PBS 7,,CGO 117:"Avait ..,.`" OSA retains authority by the regulations to determine what lease actions
ability oclow- and Moderate-Income Haitian, 4-DHUD/pSA Mensorami- might be of 4stiecuil importance

.
.

dum '01' Uniteenandulg'of June,. 12., 101." 37 Fed. Reg 11.371 (June 7, " Solomon letter
' 19721; snit Department of Homan and !Ohm Development. "New and " GSA wrote to this Commission. ,

.

illiciturit' Federal' FriemetZgriProceduie. s for Assuring Availability of
on Nombre

The (Contanisuon) suggests by inference that the Hl'D/GSA i
wsrrtg Agreement should include agency "moves in iettich emphgemi will11r, kir 1-.OW, and Moderate-liwome

mplpyttele7 17 Red. Reg. I 1.367 (Rine 7. 1972):.
. .' retain thew former housing " Such a concept is developed out of a

'f A propel' development levesuipbon is field, study resulting in a misunderstanding of plics.ronston The role; of monitoring load's
iamiprehentsve planning dtkuittent t.milainanj the data and information

, ,
housing premed is t,b,,.., and practically placed with HUD The '

insected to Justify Federal or Jere construction. purchase of a budding, or a 4 . result of (3SA app) ..sUch a concept would be to dupli?aie or ,,,,

major 41Senitim Pit".10.1 for:lmunng Federal activities. i usurp the responaibiiiiiiesNf HIJD. Attachment to Goulding letter'
' ". A Mi. nvesnisation is field study to con del all poteittsil:Aocanons for's For the Federal Croveynnient so" use proposed new fat-Maim as leverage to

.. 4.;.. *. la .

Proleirt development investigations," site mvestiga-
nines, and mitioi lease artions " ,

Maim lease actions air those wlie,te (1 ) MO
wore low- and moderate-incom employers are
expected to be employed in the space to hr leased, ,

and (2) thc lease involves residential relotiation of a
martini y of the low- and moderate-mcome work
force, or a significant increase in transportation,
vrirking costs, or travel time to the new location in
excess of d1 numnes.". [he agreement' may also be
aPplied.to any tithet action of special importance.."
The present trend is to provide. space by lease."

The agreement does not apply to the relocation'.
ii Federal agency to a inalt11111( currently owned or
leased by .the Federid GOvernmeni or to at large'

,of agency moves in which employees will
retain then former housing. I his Ilmttati iii the
agreement is seemingly practical because' it ohyitatesz.L.
a 'review of situations in which most Federal
employees are not seeking nett' housing. The
outcome, however, is to curtail greatly the impact Of
the Memorandum of Understanding. The result is
that the memorandum is rarely applicable to GSA's
space acquisition activities.

.1e limitations which RUD and GS/. have
placed on the memorandum through their' implef
mentiv aprof have a number of undo
effects. First, the limitations disregard the possibility
that -employees are currently forced to .live in
segregated housing or housing beyond their budget.

, To Obtain -the greatest leverage, the agreement
should be used to require the development and
execution 'of' affirmative action plans Ito correct
housing deficiencies in communities in which Feder"
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lions to which the Memorandmh of Understanding
should have been applied. 'I-he central office does
pot routinely maintain records on the locations for
which it has requested HUD's assistance under the
merborandum or even the number of times HUD's
assistance was reqtest ed ."

In response to an inquiry by this Commission,"
GSA's central' office determined that during fiscal

..years 1975, 197t), and 1977, GSA requested HUD's
advice 31 times." GSA stated, "These statistics were
hurriedly gathered by telephone survey and cannot
be exactly verified until a more comprehensive
survey has been concluded."' These data did not
always agree 'with information obtained by Commis-
sion staff from HUD or GSA regional officec. It
would appear that GSA had probably requested
HUD's advice fewer than 31 times in three fiscal
years, a considerable decrease in frequency Nr(irn
fiscal years' 1971 and 1972 when GSA requested
HUD's advice 1,20 times."

B. Information sent from GSA to HUD t
Under the implementing procedures of the HUD-

GSA Memorandum of Understanding, GSA is.
directed to inform HUD promptly of the pending
action and supply the following information:

the number of low- and moderate:income jobs
anticipated at new ode relocated facilities when
fully staffed.

the delineated area within which the specific site
will be. considered or the lease action is antici-
pated.

copies of the prospectus and site directives for
the project.

" Edward W Geiser, Chief. Operational Planning. PBS. Chicago, HI..
GSA, and Hilary Richards, Chief, Space Management Division, PBS.
Wmfungton, D C GSA, telephone interviews, Jan 3, 1978
"'Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, letter
to Jay Solomon, Administrator, General Services Adtrnmstration. Oct 26.
1977
" These data were provided by year and region as follows Region '11
(Boston Maas ). 1976-2, 1977-1: Region 2 (New York, N Y ), 1975-2,
Region 3 (Washington D C ), 1975-1, Region 4(Athuna, Ga.). 1975-5.
1976-1, 1977-4. Region 5 (Chicago, III ), 1975-2, 1977-2, Region
(Kansas City. Mo.), 1975-2. 1976-2, Region 9 (San Francisco, Calif ).
1975-4, 1976-2, and Region 10 (Auburn. .w.Ash ). 1975-1 GSA,
"Record of Incidence of GSA Request for HUD Advice Under the
GSA/HUD Agreaneat." factsheet supplied by James Herbert. Realty
Specsahat, Office of Space Planning and Management, PBS. GSA, Nov 17.
1977
de 110d.

" For example. in Regions I and 2 HUD said there ram,' no requests
during the period 1974-77. and GSA said there were UM° requests for
Region 1 and two requests for Region 2. In Region 4 HUD indicated that.)
Its sesostasscs was requested only. once and GSA said there were410 requests
during that period. Not only were there differences between HUD and
GSA but also between GSA regalia rd central offices. -For example. in
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A review of (.;SA correspondence"' with HUD
indicates that GSA now regularly provides this
information when requesting 11111) advice."

C. GSA Requests for Information
,In 1974 this Commission observed that GSA's

requests for information from HUD were often
deficient, because they were general requests for
"socio-economic information" and failed to ask. Son a
determination of the extent of discrimination Mille
sale and rental of housing." Since that lime, OSA
has improved upon its requests for information from
HUD. For example, in April 1975, GSA wrote to
HUD requesting the following information on a
Federal space site in Vicksburg, Mississippi, in
accordance with the 11111) -GSA Memoyndum of
Understanding:

I. Summary information on general type,
non, .cost and vacancy rates for all housing in the
survey area. .
2. , ,A listing,. in cartographic and tabular form, of
all /IUD Subsidized housing in the survey area.
The racial occupancy of such housing and its
vacancy rate should be included.
3. An estimate, by location, of all other low and
moderate-income housing in the survey area

which would meet the standards for relocation
housing contained in the HUD- Relocation Hand-
book (1371.1), Chap. 3 and 4. The rental occupan-
cy of such housing or the neighborhood in which
it is located, should be included, as well as
vacancy rates.
4. A listing .by location,of all subsidized housing
planned within the survey area for the .one-year
period following the survey.

Region 9 HUD indicated ffiat GSA requested HUD's assistance three
times; the GSA Region 9 Office indicated three times, and the GSA central
office indicated six times. Interviews with HUD and GSA Regional Offices
and "Record of Incidence of GSA Requests for HUD Advice Under the
GSA/HUD Agreement," submitted by Jim Herbert. Realty Specialist.
Office of Space Planning and Management. PBS. Dec. 21. 1977

GSA's efforts in 1971 and 1972 are discussed in To Provide. .For Fair
Housing. pp. 289-290. The majority of projects authorized in 1972 have
been completed.

Commission staff reviewed GSA correspondence with HUD in
connection with the following locations. Birmingham. Ala.; Phoenix. Ariz.;
San Francisco and San Jose. Calif., Washington, D C., Chicago and
Springfield, III.; Annapolis, Montgomery County. and Baltimore County,
Md.; Springfield and Boston. Mass.; Philadelphia and Mechanicsburg. Pa.;
Providence, R.I.; Charlottesville and Norfolk, Va.; and Martinsburg and
Huntington, W.Va.
" In 1974 din COMI1111000 observed that, although GSA generally
provided HUD information about the location of the proposed site of the
Federal facility, it had not been as consistent in supplying HUD. with the
required employee information. To Provide. For Fair Housing. pp 290-
91

_
To Provide. For Fair Housing, pp. 296-300;



5. A listing of competing displacement ni.eds for
the subsidized housing planned Itl 4
6. A delineation of the geographic boundaries of
all urban renewal, neighborhood development
project. code enforcement, and model cities areas.
7. A delineation. in map form,. of those subareas
within the survey area which appear OTessible to
a supply of low and moderate-income housing on
a nondiscriminatory basis, and those which do not
so appear.
8. A determination' of the extent 'of discrimma-
tion in the sale and rental of housing."
in some cases GSA failed to mention the need. for

information on the extent of discrimination in the
sale or rental of housing, unnecessarily limiting its
recluest to information about low- and moderiii-e-
incorne housing. Such an omission occurred as
recently as July .1977 with regard td an internal
Revenue Service Center in Chamblee, Georgia. in
that case, GSA merely requested HUD to "deter-
mine' the adequacy and availability of low to-
moderate-income housing within this general survey
area.'1".:

D. HUD Reports to GSA
In 1974' this Commiion recommended that GSA

and HUD procedures implementing the Memoran-'
dum of Understanding be revised to s te how
nondiscrimination should be measured." S 'cal-
ly, the Commission urged that HUD's ipves!igation
include a. compliance review of fair housing in the
community in question, with the following compo-
nents:

Testing" of new and exisiing rental and sale
housing at all income levels by appropriately
trained personnel. Since HUD suffers from a
shortage of equal opportunity staff, it may be

" I E. Smith, Regional Commissioner, PBS. GSA, Atlanta G.. !titer to
E Lamar Seals, Regional Administrator, HUD, Atlanta Ga.. Apr. 16.
1975; 1 E. Smith, letter to E. Lamar Seals, Feb 4, 1976.

," 1 E. Smith, letter to M Bruce Nestlehutt, Acting Regional Administra-
tor, HUD, Atlanta, Ga.. July 18. 1977 Similarly, with regard to potential
Lease agreement with the University of Virginia for the expansion of

Federal training center, GSA merely wrote to HUD, "PA* request youc_
advice concerning the availability of low and moderate income housing on
a tionchacnminatory basis." GSA dal not request information concerning
the extent of discrimination in the sale and rental of housing in all price
ranges. John F Galuat1/41i, Acting Regional Adminattator, GSA, Philadel-
phia, Pa., letter to Theodore R. Robb, Regional Administrator, Department
of Housing and Urban Development, Philadelphia, Pa., Mar 25. 1975.
" To Novae. .For Fair Holism& p. 359.
'I Testing, a method of determining whether discrantnatory.practices exist
in the tale or rental of housing by comparing experiences of minonty and
nonnunonty "hotneseekeri," is discussed in the chapters in this report on
the Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban Development.
" See the chapter in this report on the Department oftHousing and Urban

necessary to contract this responsibility to local
fair housing groups imirorganizations with experi-
ence in testing,. File funds for these contracts
could be furnished either by lit I) or GSA.

A. comprehensive compliance review of the
operation of all HUD programs in the proposed
site selection Area to determine if the locality is
complying with litID equal opportunity require-
ments. l'his should include a review 4 the
linplententat ion of all major affirmative marketing
plans in the areas."

Consultation with local community groups
actively engaged in bringing about fair housing in
the proposed site area.

A public hearing held by HOD at whiCh the
residents of the metropolitan area or region may
testify as to their 4,perience in obtaining bowing'
on a nondiscriminatory basis in the proposed site
area." .

GSA and 'HUD procedures implementing the
Memorandum' of Understanding have not been
revised since they were issued in 1972, and they
continue to omit adequate specifications for .HUD
reports. HUD notes, however, that, "HUD recom-
mended changes to GSA several years ago, but was
finable to reach an agreement.'"° ,

Some HUD reporbr reviewed by Commission
staff, such as those concerning proposed Federal
sites in Vicksburg, ,Mississippi, and in Birmingham,
provided information on the subareas which were
accessible to low- and moderateinCiime housing on
nondiscriminatory basis and those which were not.

They also mentioned the extent of discrimination in
the site and rental of housing." -'\ --s, -.

However, in a number of instances HUD's reports
were deficient. In one 1977 case, HUD responded to
a GSA request by saying only that it. had reviewed

Development for discussion of HUD's affirmative marketing require-
ments. It' HUD had an ongoing program of compliance reviews, it could
draw on recent reviews in order to provide the necessary information to
GSA.
" HUD has Issued regulations for holding administrative meetings, i.e.,
public meetings to identify and publicize discriminatory housing practices
within locality and to "promote and assure" equal housing opportunity.
24 C.F.R. 0 106(1977)
" Henry A. Hubsctunm Executive Assistant to the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, letter to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (hereafter referred to as Hubschman -
letter). .
" I.E. Smith, RegionarCommissioner. PBS. GSA, Atlanta Ga., letter to
E. Lamar Seals, Regional Administrator. HUD, Atlanta, Ga., Apr. 16,
1976. E. Lamar Seals, Regional Administrator, HUD, Ajlanta. Ga.. letter
and attachment to I.E. Smith, Regional Commissioner, PBS, GSA, Atlanta,

1 Ga., May 20, 1975 See also J.E. Smith, lettei and attachment to E. Lamar
Seals, Feb. 3, 1976.
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the materials, provided' by GSA and had "deter-
mined thatthe adequacy and availability of low- to
moderate-income housing within the general survey
area is good., Our review, indicates that employees
involved in such a proposed action would he able to
secure suitable housing."7' In another 1977, case,'
HUD approved the location GSA proposed based
on ',,survey materials submitted to [HUM} from a
previous [1975] reqiiest aid the knowledge that
there have been no ide tillable changes in the
delineated area:Y" HUD did not conduct a new
review of the delineated area. In a 1975 case, HUD
concluded that there a peared to be an adequate
s4ipply of low-rent housing. HUD based its conclu-
sion primarily on the large number of Vacancies in

public housing operated by the local 'housing
commission, but. it neglected to mention that much
of the housing operated by that Commission was

' .segregated.74
In at least two:cases.. HUD has Pound evidence of

discriminationand an inadequate sUpply of low- And
moderate-income'housing, but has approved GSA's
plans for relation: 4":o illustrate, with regard to
Fort Lauderdale, HUD's report 'stated:

First, the vacancy rte for subs ousing in
the are,a is less than one (1) perce . In out'

M Bruce Nestlehutt. Acting Regional A dill , FWD, Atlanta.
Ga . letter to J E. Smith: Regional Commissioner, PBS, GSA, Atlanta. Ga.,

Aug \s. 1977 See also Joe U: Tucker. Evaluation and SuOtton (hvision.
Hl/D, Atlanta, Ga.. memorandum to David Bibb, GSA, Atlanta, Ga. Aug.
5, 1977 HUD wrote to this Commission:

the facility involVed was an I R.S. service center which was to
be relocated from one location to another 'within the suburban
AtlantacomMunity of Chamblee, Georgia. , .Since the proposed
relocAtion would not have required any employees to change the,tr
residences, there was no need to conduct extensive reviews of the

availability or housilig. Hubachman letter
As discussed above, if lease action does not involve the residential
relocation of the triijonty of *low- or moderate-income work force which
equals or exceeds IGO employees, the HUD-GSA agreement does not
apply However, tn the correspondence through Aug. 5, 1977, between
HUD and GSA concerning the Internal Revenue Service Center, neither

agency asserted that the agreement was not applicable. Indeed, GSA had

spesstficiilly wntten to HUD. "In compliance with the GSA -HUD
Memorandum of Understanding, we ask that you determine the adequacy

,,and availability of loto-moderate income housing within the general
survey area." J.E. Smith? Regional Commissioner, Public Buildings

Service, GSA, letter to M. Bruce Nestlehutt Acting Regional Administra-

tor, HUD. July IS, 1977.
"1 M. Bruce Nestlehutt. letter to J.E. Smith, Mar. 16, 1977. HUD wrote to

this Comnuaston,
The GSA request to the HUD Rigional Office in Atlanta indicated
that it planned to lease new office space in Athuita, and that thy
employees Who would be relocated currently worked at another
Atlanta location. GSA stated that no residential relocation would
take place as s result of this intr.-city move. Again, there was no
need to conduct new, in-depth studies of Atlanta since no:housing
changes were involved. Hubwhman letter.

apowever. the correspondence between HUD and GSA indicated that both
agencies were attempting to apply the HUD -GSA. Memorandum of
Understanding. GSA requested information pursuant to that memorandum.
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VIM, if a Federal agency were moving to Fort
LaVlerdale from another city, there would he a,.
question of an adequate supply of housing for
low- and moderate-income employees. Second-
ly; we have found that the extent of racial
discrimination in the sale and rental of housing
is apparently quite pervasive."

Nevertheless, HUD approved the. sites based of its.
belief that "the local governments in the area have

Moved ahead to mitigate this probrem."7".
Similarly, in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, HUD

found an inadequate supply of low- and moderate-
income housing in the town. Iralso.stated that the
lack of minorities in Mechanicsburg, even though
significant number of minority individuals were
employed there, was the "major index'of the extent
Of housing dscrimination." The HUD review found

that:
There were 1,951 owner occupied 'and 1,160

renter occupied ,units in Mechanicsburg, 'with
vacancy rates of 0.4 percent and 1.4 percent
respectively. . . The vacancy rates are so low
that relocation', witflout adding new units to the
low and moderate income housing supply,, would
be infeasible.

As to accessibility on a nondiscriminatoryebasis,
there are. a number of indications to the contrary.

1 E. `Smith, letter to M. Bru'ce Nestlehutt, Mar 9, 1977 ;IUD asserted that
It was responding to GSA's request. M. Bruce Nestlehutt. letter to J.E.

Smith, Mar 1*, 1977.
" Analysts by U.S. Commission on Civil Rights staff of statistics included

in-the HUD report showed that, although 11 percent of the occupants of
approximately 10.000 units in public housing managed by the localhousing

commission were white, 54 Percent of whites were concentrated in 5

,projects. About half of the 25 projects it managed were 99 to 100 percent

black occupledt Elmer C. Burford, Detroit Area Office, memoranduni to
George J. Vavoulis, Regional Administrator, HUD, Chicago, III., Apr. d,

1975. HUD wrote to this Commission.
The matter referred to m the text was the proposed construction of
correctional facility in the Ambassador Bridge Area, connecting the
cities of Windsor and Detroit. The report states that HUD had not
mentioned that much of the housing in the area wilts segregated. The
report supports this statement by noting that public housing projects

an the arm were segregated.' .

However, si should be pointed out that the report's analysis looks
only at a few public housing projects. Federal employees generally
do not lirie in public housing. The HUD report, and certain
subset uent correspondence not mentioned by the Commission draft'
repOrt,lave a general picture of the availability of private and public
hotising, The Commission draft report focusses on miaow portion
,oftite HUD report that does not reveal the true housing sitution that
newly located federal employees would face. Hu letter.

This Comnission's analysis covered about 10,000 housing is managed by

the locid public housing commission. The HUD. report identify about
4,000 additional units, but these units were not included in this Commis-
sion's analysis because HUD's report to GSA failed to provide information
On the number Os dissilbution of minority tenants in those units.

E. Lamar Seals, Resiotial Admimstrator, HUD, Atlanta, Ga., letter 10
J.E. Smith, Regional' Cbmmissioner, PBS, GSA, Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 17,

1974.

A



'
Theminority population of Mechanicsburg is only
45 .persons, of which 14 are black."

HUD approved GSA's site selection; no affirmative,
action plan was developed;" and GSA allowed the
'Department of the Navy to relocate 145 employees
from Great Lakes, Illinois, to the Naval facility in
Mechanicsburg.

IV. Affirmative Action Plans
If GSA selects a location which IWO reported as

inadequate, GSA must only provide a' written
explanation to HUD of its reasons for selection.
There is no requirement that this explanation he
made public, for example, by printing it in the
Federal Register. The implementing procedures do
not require GSA to give preference to locations in
which open housing for all racial and ethnic groups
prevails and in which the supply of low- and
moderate-income housing is at lea,st adequate to
meet the community needs."'

The HUD-GSA Memorandum of Understanding
requires that, prior to the announcement of a site
contrary to the recommendation of HUD, an
affirmatitie action plan must be developed. The plan
is to be developed by the Federal agency involved,
GSA, HUD,- and the :Community in which the
facility will be located." The affirmative action plan
must contain provision for:

An adequate supply of low- and moderate-
income housing available on a nondiscriminatory
basis.

Affirmatively furthering nondiscrimination in
the sale. and rental of housing on the basis of race,
color, religion or national origin.

Implementation of the corrective action speci-
fied by HUD in its report to GSA.

Douglas E.. Chaffin, Acting Area Director. HUD. Philadelphia. Pa.,
memorandum to Theodore R. Robb, Regional Administrator. GSA,
Philadelphia. Pa., Jail. 4, 1974.
" Affirmatiye action plans are discussed below.
" 41 C.F.R. *101-17 (1976).
" HUD--GSA Memorandum of Understanding.
" Both of these weakneasei were noted in To Provide.. .For Fair Housing,
p. 316.
" Arlene Names, Equal Opportunity Specialist, HUD, Region IX, San
Francisco, Calif., telephone interview, Jan. 26, 1978 (hereafter cited-as
Karnes telephone interview.)

' . Transportation for low= and modeAte-nrcome
employees between the old facility and the new
facility until stillicient new. housing isbuilt.
There are two major weaknesses in the affirmative

action requirements:"
'A The responsibilities4of HUD, OSAthe agency
involved, and the community have. not been
clearly defined and mechanisms for remedying
inadequacies have 1101 been 01111110.1.

An adequate supply of housing need not he
available until t month After occupation of the
building. This substantially undermines the poten-
tial effectiveness of the requirement
employees affected by the, unavailability of ade-
quate housing might he unable to rtc .with
their agencies, thus losing most bemetits', they
might derive from the affirmative action plan,
Then, of course, if the community fiiijs to carry
out the affirmative action plan, but the agency has
already rehicated, the Federal GoVermnent has
lost significant leverage which might haye been
used to require its implementation.
A discussion of these weaknesses, however, is

largely theoretical.. As of [Seceirber 1977, no
iiffirmative action plan had ever been' developed
under the memorandum, and only one, at Laguna
Niguel, California, was in the draft ,stages.

The facility at Laguna Niguel can 'accommodate
more than 3,000 employees," but there is a shortage
of low- and moderate-income level homes fore sale or
rent within a reasonable commuting distance from
the facility." Public transportation HUD.
informed GSA that '"adequate housing to satisfy
lower income employees' needs is not available" in
the Laguna Niguel area. ""

GSA and HOD, in conjunction with State and
local ,officials and agencies, agreed to develop an
affirmative action plan, which, as of December 1977,

7.

..
,

" GSA-HUD Orange County Affirmative Action Plan (undated draft)
" Haymes telephone interview
" See Roland E. Camfield, Jr.. Area Director. HUD', Region IX, Los
Angeles. Calif, general area survey in.letter Clifton R. Jeffers, Area
Regional Administrator for Equal Opportunit . GSA, San Francisco,
Calif. Apr 2, 1976. The median sales price of ew housing in Orange
County was $93,500. itental units in the area averaged from 5210 per month
for a one-bedroom apartment to $340 per month for a three- bedroom
apartment.,
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was in draft form. The. 1i11111 is a reasonably sound

one." However.
) as of April 108, the building in

Laguna Niguel was virtually unoccupied; the lair,.
mative action plan had not been signed; and HUD

officials seriously lioubted whether Drudge Comity
officials woullii ever agree-to It.V Hill) stated:

further progress has been difficult bcoluse it has

not been clear ,how many persons are to he
moved. We understand that Federal agencis
.apparently are unwilling to occupy the budding
due to problems with its location and the lack of
access to it. Thus. the building is still mostly
unoccupied by Fekleral employees."

GSA believes that the fact that only one ;Minna-

tive action plan has:treen 'developed is evidence that

its locational deerskins haye'been ercord with the
reoirements of Executive, Order 1 f:512" and the
Memorandum of Understanding." There is, how-

ever, considerable evidence that GSA and IIUD, by

not developing affirmative action plans, have failed

to carry out the purposes of the Memorandum of
Understanding. GSA wrote to this Commission:

We disagree with the Comnrissfores conclifsion
that the AgreeMent is ineffective. because _no
affirmative .actions have resulted. We contend
that .the fact that only one affirmative action
,plan has been required supports our earlier
point that major QSA space actions are rarely
the result. of the geOgraphical relocation of
Federal activities. Furthermore, we feel that the
very limited need for affirmative action plans
indicates that our locational -decisiOr.are being
made in accord with the letter and spirit of the
Executive Order."

" GSA HUD Orange County Affirmative 'Action Plan (undated drafti

Undet the plan, HILL) would agree tom.pitor the housing production in

the area to assure that all units are available on a nondiscriminatory basis. It

would also agree to fund the production of 2(X) low:and Moderate-income
level housing units per year for 5 years in reasonable proximity to the

Laguna Niguel facility Such low- and. moderate-income hbusing would

compose a combination of rental and purchase units HUD would assist in

the development and implementatioM.of the counseling and referral system

for Federal employees being relocated 411 the Laguna Niguel area. The draft

affirmative action plan would require OSA to assume the role of primary

liaison between Federal agencies moving into this Laguna Federal building

and other parties to the affirmative action plan and the community. GSA

week' act as lead agqpcy In development and implementation of the

counseling and referral program for relocating employees and in develop-

orient of a community Onentation. program for those employees. It would

alsecoorchnate matters of public transportation with the county Vnder the
plan. Orange County officials would facilitate administrative clearances

required for the production of the low- and moderatedncome level housing

units for which HUD had agreed to provide assistance The county would
also agree to construct at least 200 houting units per yeid that would be

funded through HUD block grant programs The county would agree to

continue to publicize information on the shortage of low- and moderate-

inoome housing
Hurtles telephone interview
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However, this Commission has found that in some

cases affirnptive action plans have not been (level:

oiled where there is evidence of discrimination pries

1111 inadequate supply of low- and model:kw-income

South Carolina, in connection with :I

general area survey (a study of potential sites for

Federal facilities). hill() found racially )(knoll:ile
housing patterns, and no .local or State fair housing

law. The real estate industry as a whole did not
voluntarily adhere to IIUD's advertising guidelines"

nor did it display HUD's fair housing posters '111.11)

concluded that there was prima filcie evidence of, a

pattern or practice of 'housing discrimination in

Columbia."
As this.Commission observed in 104. GSA wrote

to HUD- requesting ,cooperation and the develop-
ment of an affirmative action plan for Columbia.
HUD. however, did not agree to GSA's request. Iii

1978 it wrote to this Commission, "It should he
noted that the planned facility was designed to

consolidate -scattered Federal operations, i'ederal
employees were 110I to he relocated. The site was

approved on this basis."" This, rationale differs
slightly from that which HUD had earlier provided

to GSA when HUD asserted that a finding of
housing discrimination in a general area survey

where there were no plans for construction was not

sufficient basis for the development of an affirmative
agreement." In any case, HUD was not willing to
exercise its full authority under Title VIII to seek
correction of the fair housing deficiencies' without

reference to GSA's plans." GSA subsequently
constructed a building in Columbill, South. Carolina,

IlutnchInan letter
C F R K91( ( 19bn- 1970 Compilation)

Solomon letter and attachment to Goulding letter .

' Attachment to Goulding letter
" T M Alexander, Jr , Acting Regional Xdministrator, HUD, Atlanta,

G , letter 'to J E Smith, Regional Commissioner, Public Buildings Service,

GSA, Atlanta, Ga., Feb 22, 1973
" For a discussion of 11120's advertising guidelines see chapter one.

Department of Hodsing and Urtian Development, section Is', A

To Provide.. . For Fair Musing. p 319
Hubschman letter -

^ HUD stated that such plan should be devil' ed only where residential
relocation is involviecl and OSA has approved a final site for the building or

leasing over the negative recommendationof HUD. EILID also stated that,

although it had concluded that housing discneunatiOn existed in certain

areas, it had not given negative recommendation on any general area

" At a minimum, HUD could have Ought the voluntary cooperation of
the local government and real estate industry for the voluntary adoption of

a comprehensive affirmative plan to4remedy housing discrimination and

ensure against such discrimination in the future In the event that
cooperation could not be obtained, HUD Could have informed those

segments of the real estate industry found to haVe discriminated that they
would be terminated from any HUD. programs in which they participated

rJ "7



and no affirmative action pt in was developed'.
Officials in.GSA's central oflic were unaware that
HUD had found llisctimmato y housing in that
city "

the affirmative action reqnirement was,
circumvented ,wheii-the Social Scent-0y Administra--
tam proposed to expand its facilily by constructing a
new building in Woodlawn, lialtimore County,
Maryland. In May' 1973 GSA ;requested HUD to
conduct a survey of the availability of low- and
moderaterincome housing on II nondiscriminatory.
basis for persons who would be employed at the new

Sicility. From investigations, 11U1) found the Woe d-
lawn site to have an insufficient supply of housing on
a nondiscriminatory basis and determined that an
affirmative action plait v:.as necessary. Specifically,
HUD found that approximately 592 units of low-
and nioderate-mcom, housing weld be needed to
accommodate the estimated number of new low-
and moderate-income employees who would work
at the proposed facility."

( ;SA challenged 1-111D's 'finding and proceeded
with construction on the site.'" GSA indicated that
there were new plans for( stalling the proposed
facility, which would result in fewer new employ-
ees, and it requested that HUI) provide a new
market analysis.of the area,'"

HUD characterized the "new" staffing plan as one
which merely hired new employees, assigned them
to an e.xistinkt Social Security Administration facili-
ty, and subsequently transferred them to the new
facility.'" GSA'S viewpOint prevailed, nonetheless,
and nojiffirmative marketing plan was developed.
GSA officials told Commission staff, "What really
happened [was that there was] no way Baltimore
County would have agreed to an affirmative action
plan" because the county did not want the new
facility.'" HUD, in contrast, wrote to this Commis,

,sion:

The discussion of the disagreement between
HUD and GSA in regard to the Woodlawn
facility is generally accurate, but does not focus

unless they took appropriate con-cc ye and affirmative oftion, including
participation in an areawide plan

Shipp and others interview
Glom E. A Toote, Assistant Sect Lary for Equal Opport*v. HUD.

letter to Arthur P SOmpoon. Admirust tor, GSA, Nov 11. 19, hereafter
cited as Toote letter. Nov. II, 19741 t c chronology of events is detailed
in memorandum from William Kelly. Ex -wive Assistant to the Secretary.
HUD, to F Lynn May. Associate Direct r. Domestic Council, the White
House. Dec 21 1976
' Arthur P Sampson; Administrator, GSA, letter to Gloria E A. Tcxite.
Assistant Secretary for,EquAl Opportunity, HUD, Feb 10, 1975'.

I E Fnedlander, Acting Commxssioner. PBS, letter to*Olona E.A
Toon, Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity. HUD. Oct. 25. 1974

adequately On 11111)'s efforts -to prevent GSA
limn disregarding itslindings. 11111) pecognized
that 51SA was attempting to circumvent the

,Mo 6 irandum and that the Meniorandum did
/not require GSA to accept HUD's findings.on
housing availability and, discrimination. HUD
repeatedly requested meetings with GSA to
revise the Memorandum so that HUD's recom
mndatnnis could not be ignored by GSA. The
desired revisions would have eliminated the
types of problems raised: by the Woodlawn
situation. Sonic meetings were held with'GSA,
but no changes in the Memorandum resulted.
because GSA refused to agree to *ID's
suggested revisions.'"

-V. Organization, Staffing, and Budget
Day-to-day responsibilities for implementing the

111.113-GSA agreernejit at GSA -is assigned tit the
regional staff. The person who oversees the agree-
ment at the regional level is the Regional Dim:-
tor,1" Public Buildings Service7(111S),'" at GSA.
The regional Public Buildings Service is one of a
number of units within the regional office of GSA,
and its director. is responsible to the GSA. Regional
Administrator. Withip the regional PBS, two divi-
sions have primary responsibility for iniplementation
of the HUD-GSA Memorandum of Understanding:
(1) Planning and (21 Space Management.

The Planning staff handle the initial determination
of and planning for Federal space needs. They
conduct project development investigations and
prepare project development reports based on these
investigations. _The. Space Management staff are
responsible for handling site investigations of specif-
ic proposed sites for construction and lease actions
after GSA has determined that a new Federal
facility will be developed and Congress has ap-
proved the plan.

Recommendations for specific sites are made to
the Regional Director, PBS, by a team of Planning,
and Space Management staff, based on its investiga-
tions and on the advice of the relocation agencies'
and other Federal agencies, such as HUD, which
'9' route letter, Nov 11, 19/4.
"9,,Shipp and others interview.
"arHubschman letter
"9 GSA has regional offices in Boston, Mau., New York, N.Y..
WashiAgton, D.C., Atlanta Ga., Chicago, Ill., Kansa City. Mo., Ft. Worth,
Tex , Denver. Colo.. San Francisco., Calif., and,Auburn, Wash
'' The Public Buildings Service employes 111,441 people and is the largest
of die GSA services. It is responsible (Or the design, building or leasing,
operation, protectioh, and maintenance of moat of the federally-controlled
buildings in the Nation.



" were cons9ed pursuant to the FxrClItiVe order.
GSA's central office makes the final decision on site

selections based on these recommendations.
The' overall direction and coordination of the

HUD-GSA agreements is thes.responsiblity. of the

.
central offiCe Public Itu,dilings Service located in

Washington This office hits responsibility, for
making »II final decisions on site' selection. As a ride,

however, the PRS entralf office almost never

,interferes with the site decision made by the

Regional Adminstrator. do practice, only the most
controversial relocations are sent to the central
office for decision, "T

According to information -which GSA provided

to the Office of Management and Budget'"" and
subsequently reflected in the Special Analyses of the

Budget, t" in fiscal year 1978, ( iSiA will allocate $1.2

million to assure that federally-constructed or leased

space is located where there is an adequate supply of
low- and moderate- income housing available, on a
nondiscrinunatiiry basis. The estimated $1.2 million
for fair housing will he for 43 full-time fair housing

positions."° One GSA official stated that this figure
represents about one -teeth of the time G$A spends

on site selections and covers USA's efforts to

convince agencies to locate in central business

districts.'He stated, however, that this figure goes
well beyond the amount of' time GSA spends
administering the Memorandum of Understanding
and that GSA dbe's not keep records on time spent

implementing that memorandum' He rioted, too, that

GSA interprets the term "Fair housing" broadly."'
tarlier,another, GSA Public Buildings Service staff
member stated that the $.1.2 million figure is wrong

and that GSA budget staff "did not knqw what they

were talking about.""3 'Indeed, GSA has no fair
housing staff to'implement the HUD-GSA Memo-
randum AUnderstanding, and fair housing activities
clearly comprise only a small fraction of the duties

of those staff who have responsibilities relative to

the memorandum.
In 1974 this Commission observed that there was a

"need for full-time fair housing staff and..a director

by Shipp, Jr. Assistant Ckammissioner. Offk.e ofSpace Planning-and

Management. Darell Swayne, Deputy Director, Planning Disision. and

James Iferbert. Realty Specialist. Public Buildings Serstce, interview,

GSA. Nov 27,_1977 ,
'" I Michael Daniel, Office of Budget, GSA, memorandum to Anne
Hammitt. Budget Analyst, Office of Management and Budget, "Federal

CivilRights Acttvities.- No 23,1977

'" Budget of the United StatesGovernment.. Special 4nuivses.,Fiscal Year

(979, p 283 -
S. General Services Administration. submission to the Office of

1 5.k

;
who would he ispliiisibl,a1r rim housing inattets
throughout the agency,and iepot t to the Ailmituti a
tor."3 This perwil would .pr ()vide housing

training,'guidatice, and oversight to staff whit 1111N.r.s.

responsibilities under the incinorill1M1111 1)CSISIle

strong evidence to .tlie cowl:try, GSA 'believes that
it does not tired such assistance "4

VI. GSA's Fair Housing ROle
On October 26, v177, this commission wrote, to

OSA stating that, at the request of the otric' cif
Management and Budget, this ConinussiOn s is
gathering up-to-date information for a report on
Federal agencies' fair housing ,ictivities. (ISA's:
response to that request was to send this Commissnut±%.

an evaluation of the extent to which GSA can use
the site selection process to further tale housing. This

response, received January 24. 1978, is read Most
effectively in its entirety, and therefore it IS repro-

duced in this chapter, followed til" the Commussion'S"

reply to GSA.

Honorable Arthur S. FICIIII1111Ig
Chairman
U S . C'pninlision on Civil Rights
Washington, DC 20425

Dear Mr. Chairman: \

As we indicated in our previous response to your
October 26, 1977, letter requesting a reevaluation of

the Commission's 1974 report collided "To Pro-
vide. . For Fair Housing," we have worked i'2IoSely

with your staff to update information and reassess

the report's ciuitents.
Since your req&st, we have had numerous contacts
with your staff: both in meetings and telephone

conversations'. We believe that- the information

developed presents an accurate picture of our
operatiOns under Executive Order 11.51.2 and the

Memorandum, of Understanding between the De-
partment of Housing..and Urban cevelopmeq.1 and

the General Services Administratibn (GSA). WhO
time consuming, this 'project has given us the

. .
Management and Budget 'pursuant to °Mg' Circular A- 1 I. from 1 Michael

Daniel, Director of Budget, GSA. to Anne Hammitt. Budget 1.4aminer,

Office of Managemert and Budget, Nov 23, N77
Statements.byLoy Shipp in Shipp and llerbetti inters ley.

'" lames Hubert,' Realty. Specialist. Office of Space Planning and
.Management. Public Buildings Ser%iv,'GSA. telephone interOews, Jan. 5

and 6. 1Q78.

". To Prisruftr, For Fair Housing, p 326

"' Shipp and others interview



opportunity to evaluate, realistically, GSA's role in in the late It)t0's GSA came to realize that, as the
promoting fair housing. This effort is particularly ....., "landlord" to the Federal ( lovernment, we were in
timety in view of the fact that the,Admitostisatnin is a unique position to impi.:( local economic develop
curfently developing an urban policy. went in certain way's. In conjunction with this.
As the final step of Our joint effort, we are awareness was the realization that through the
submitting the enclosed staff taper. Because the adryinistration of our various real estate mana-g,e-
1974 report is based on assumptions with which we mem activows'we could exert positive influences in
cannot agree, we urge your full consideration of the support of the administration\ socioeconomic goals
contents of this staff papei. If there is additIonal Of pal-twill:it 'significance was the impact A dec-
information which we can provide, please l..t us stuns concermq, the locantlin of Federal activities
know. Within this conceptual 'framework, GSA drafted

-

Sincerely, Exeytive, Order 11512 .to incorporate into our
prog,rans considerations which would, to the great-,

Jay SAnnonl .est extent pticticable4 support sircioeConoinic objec-

Administrator tives such 1 s: the" rebuilding of the central city area
.and development of new aiseas:. improving' the

4 accessibility and visibility Of Federal facilitiZ-s by
Enclosure maximizing, ,kthe use of existing facilities; reducing
STAFF ANALYSIS OF' U.S. COMMISSION ON imeinfiloyment by creating, job oiloirtunities, espe-
CIVIL .RIGHTS' 1974 REPORT "1'0 PRO- :laity in the construction trades; and, encouraging
VIDE. . .FOR FAIR HOUSING" 'the provision of low- and moderat-income'housing

'General Overview . on a non-discriminatory basis. This new ENCLIIIVCV,1 he thrust of the Commission's report was that Order was signed by l'resideinINixop in February.
GSA could do much more to promoto fair housing 1970, supeasedug, the previous Executive Orkter
objeftiyes in communities where Federal activities 11035. The new Executive Order included three
are located. A thorough research of GSA's records new, provisions setting forth out policies regarding
related to our involvement and input to the the location ot Federal facilities. --.
preparation ofthe original report indicates that we (1) In selecting sites GSA will consider the
supported many of the contentions of the report. development, redetelopment of areas, the need

'The discussion provided below is written wit the fol. new communities, and 'the impact of selection
'benefit of the experience of 'some six years of on improving social and economic conditions.
operation under Executive Order 11512 and the Such consideration will he accomplished ill
HUD/OSA Memorandurp'of Understanding, and is consultation with Department of .Housing and
based on an objective analysis of GSA's programs Urban Development,' Department of 'Health,
and our actual ability to encourage local communi- EdUcation, atad Welfare, and the Department of
ties to take steps io eliminate discrimination in the Commerce, as appropriate;

aprovision of mjdential housing for low- and (2)- We will consider the availability of low- and
moderate - income persons. . moderate-inCome housing for employees to be
In general, the report, while citing factual infOrma- housed' and the adequacy of access and/or
tion accurately has drawn conclus;ons which distort parking; and,
the actual potential of GSA to effect any......peoitiVe (3) To the greatest extent practicable, our plans
.accomplislynents in the are,, In this regard, we s will be consistent witOstate, regional and local
believe that ,the ommission misunderstands( our plans and objectives.
programs and,responskyties. We hope that this ... On the issue , of the availability of low- and
report and the recent r search for and discussions moderate-income housing, GSA acknowledged., its
with the' Commission's aff will "clear the air" of lack of expertise in making the appropriate deterini-
misconceptiOns and enable GSA, the Commission nation ue4'ssary toirlement the Executive Order.
and other Federal agencies to identify and contrib- Consequently, we negOtiated an agreement with the
ute to solving the various socioeconomic problems Department, of HoUsing and Urban Development
of the nation. (HUD) wherein, at 4 our request, HUD would

1

7

Historical Perspective provide GSA with the expert advice needed to

(.-
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include the availability oflow- and moderate- income
housing as a consideration in the location of I4deial
facilities. That agreement deafly acknowledges the
fact that.an inadequate supply of low- and moderate
Income housing for employees to he housed may not,
provide sufficient justification for the non-selection
of a particular community fo? a Federal facility'.
That acknowledgement resulted in the provision in
the agreement that affirmative action plans be
developed pintly by !RFD, the agencies to be'
housed, tote ,local community and GSA when a
locational decision is made contrary to the advice of
Hui).
The Nalure (, S.4 Programs and as Experience
In assessing (iSA's accomplishments in the area of
promotmg fair housing, there are several limiting
factors which must he considered. First, with the'
exception of th'e construct ton of a limited number of
residential units which have been built to provide
housing fa employees at remote border station
facilities, GSA deals exclusively in the commer-
cial/industrial real estate markets. We have no direct
program authority f4tir the implementation of nation-
al policy with regard to fair houstng. 'We administer
neither grant nor Mortgage insufance nor housing
subsidy programs thrOught'which we could exert
leverage to encourage local housing industries to
either develop low- and moderate-income housing,
or eradicate discriminatory practices in the provi-
sion of such housing' Critical to this limitation 11 the
fact that along with the lack of program responsibili-
ty,ty, we lack any enforcement atii' thorny.
)Secondly, as acknowledged in the Commission's
report, agency location decisidns are made jointly
by the agency and GSA. in ?iractical application, the
agency deterMines the general area fot loci on of
their activities ,brisea on their mission requir ents.
After this determination is made, GSA, in consulta-

) tion with the agency being housed. identifies the
specific assignment location within the general' area.
This determination is based on the availability of
spice within our inventory to satts57'the agency's
needs, and, if no space is available, leitsed space is
acquired within an agreed upon delineated area.
Thus. GSA is not in a position to. favor a given city
or .community at the expense or "boycott" of
another. Our ability to influence site selections is
limited to areas within a given community where

,our client agencies have determined that facilities
must be made available for delivery orativernment
services to citizens in that area. As will be discussed

2

later, we believe it would he inappropriate. and in
violation of the spirit of the NM Rights, Act,
for its to adopt any other proceduio, with iespect to
the foe:mini of Federal activitats.
Thirdly, it is important to note that GSA's space
acquisition activities, whether througd leasing or
new construct'on, seldom involve the regional
relocation of Federal agencies. Our leasing activities
normally involve the contractiiig ftn space to
achieve short trin housing needs or to s.iVplemnt
the inventory of federally owned properhesvtInn
community_ ritc construction of new Federal
buildings is nOt justified ou a speculative basis as in
the private real estate market, hut, rather; is based on
demonstrated long tern Federal housing needs of
agencies already located in the community. Thus,
new construction almost always involves the consol-
idation of scattered leased and obsolete Federal
locations within a community' into modern, first-
clasS federally owned or leased space.

It is important to keep these limited factors in mind
when reviewing GSA's operations under F.O. 11512
and the Memorandum of Understanding. We Believe
that appropriitte attention has been devoted by GSA
to tare identitAcation of low- and moderate-income

'housing for Federal employees. Further, it is our
belief that our regit'inal organizations kavecontinued
to reline their proceduFes to make certain that the
analysis of the availability of such hou4g is
comprehensive.- For example, the 1974 /report
point6d. out that many of our requests to HUD for
advice were vague and, in some cases, did not refer
to the HUD/GSA AKeement. A random sampling
of regional requests, since the'issuance of the report,
reveals that our requtsts have improved in terms of
specificity to the piiint that there is no doubt as to
the informatio1Prequired. -I . .
Generally speaking, thr--scope of ,GSA's space
actions are small, involving the relocation of limited,
numbers of employees to' small am unts of space
located short distances from their forcer locations.
Durihg 'FY 1977, for instance, 5,716 (97.4 percent)
out of a total of 543f36' space assignment actions
involved 25,000 sq. ft., or less. Furthermore, sinceg
the 1974 report 31 proposed GS* actions required
consultationAvith HUD, only one of which resulted
in the dev-elopment of an affirmative action plan for.
the development of low- and moderate-income
housing.. That plan was developed in conjunction
with'a 5-year phased occupancy plan for the Laguna
Niguel, California, Federal Building. This particular



located ()Lange County outside the I os,
Angeles arra, was a . privately' owned stiucluie
acquired hy, OSA in exci ,lange lot federally ov
properties Hie fact that the eichange was for an
existing building obviously negated ( iSA's ability to
determine its locatilim, and, theiefore,cn:ated a very
unique situation With the exception of the atypical
case of I aguna Niguel, none of GSA's locational
decisions, since I' O 11512 and the HUD: tis.,.
Agreement, haYi. required the des elopment of
aft-Intuitive aVtion plans This leads its to the
conclusion that our locational decisions have been
made in accord with both this teeter and spirit of

11512 and the IllIFLOSA Agreement with,
regard to the availability of low - and moderate-
income housing.
!he foregoing should not be construed as all
abrogation by GSA of responsibility for considering
socioeconomic factors. On the contrary, we ac-
knowledge the value of fully analyring such factors
and have recently incorporated into our prosPect us
development process 'analyses of a cominunny's
socioeconomic status. T hese analyses ai'e provided
as a supplement to. the prospectus when it is

submitted to the Officif Management and Budget
prior to submission to the Congress. It is our belief
that this information will serve as an aid to more
fully' nlentify the relative merits of our project
proposals.' Ancillary to these considerations will be
the increased awareness by (nit operating,' officials of

,the need to properly es aluate all factors in develop-
'Yng major project proposals.
lt is pertinent at this point to review GSA's recent
history with:respect to facility construction and to
project the scope of our public buildings construe,
tion pro r for the foreteeable future in order to
place in rspeetive G3. A's actual, tit) 'al for
promoting air housing on a nondiscriminator asis.
In June 197-2,411e Congress passed, and the President
signed into Labe, the Public Btfildings Amendments
of 1972 (P.L. 92-313) whith, in part,.gave GSA
special authority to provide financing for its backlog
ot construction projects. Under this ,l-year authori-
ty, known as the purchase contract program: GSA
constructed over 60 Federal projects across
the cohhtry. The 'ma4oritY of these projects are now
completed and oecuriied. Although this has resulted
in a large influx of new federally owned space into
our inventory, most of these buildings' either
replaced obsolete Federal properties or leased space.
T4 present trend is to providing space by `lease,

avoiding1m g,e capital expentlitin es ;SA's consti (IC
ion Ines have been curtailed sk 197s
construction appropriations equalling 1,20 5 million
foi the construcwn :acquisition of there border
station facilities, flimsier of three existing I S Postal
tiers ice properties; and the construction Of a palling
and vehicle maintenance facility
GSA believes that, as a general rule, many of the
nation's urban problems are the result of what has
come to he known as the -flight to ro
*assist in the abatement of shifts from central city
areas, especially by commercial activities, (iSA has
made concentrated efforts !locate Federal activi-
ties m downtown business areas in au attempt to
revitahre such areas. Under the authority of Secttym
201)(2) of Executive Order 11512: our policy has
been to fotus our attention on locating, central
business districts or urban renewal acoas whenever
an agefecy's mission will be deleteriously
impacted by a downtown location.' The buildings
constructed wider the purchase contract program,
mentioned previously,provided an excellent eAan1;.
pie of our success in carrying out our policy. Sixty
of the (13 projects built under the authority are sited
either in urban renewal areas or central business
districts or the fringes thereof. Sundarly, our leasing
activities have been directed to downtown areas as
opposed to subur locations.
Recently we hay pubLjohed two neN an4nerments
to the Federal rorierty Management Regulatiogs
wl)ich' will further promote our policy and thly,
objectives of E.O. 11512. First, we amend §tibpart
101-1.8.1 ,to require -that all delineated areas for
leasing;aetions he restricted to e central business
district, or fringes thereof, unle.s there is insufficient
competition or such location has a negative impact
on t4 agency's..Ussion. The second amendment
creates subpart" 101-17,104w which establishes
proceeltirt; for agencies to tappeal regional spa
asstmnents through GSA to the Administrator
prior to appealing to the Office of Management and
Budget. We view these new regulations as important
steps toward encouraging agencies to accept down-
town locations because they are now required to
"bear the burden of prex)f" that downtown locations
will seriously impair their ability to \effectively carry
out their missions.
GSA's Analysis of the 1974 Report
The basic assumption upon which the report is based

'is the contention that in carrying out its program
responsibilities of housing Federal agencies, GSA
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wields a great deal -of "leverage" to force local
Government and the! local real estate industry to
actively pursue him housing objectives The simple
fact of the matter is that the extent of our influence is
grossly overstated. Ihis is true for a number of
reasons. First, as pointed out ealher, GSA has
neither progtam charter not enforcemet authority
through which we could force local communities to
work to, assure cm hauswii. 'Ent, from the
standpoint of encouraging fair housing through our
program authorities, our effoits would at best he in
the form of suggestion. Further, the report fails to
recognize that there are distinct differences in the
practices, financing, and ownership of commercia(
and resiilential properties, especially within the local
real estate industry of larger urban areas. Generally
speaking, the owners and agents nOresidential real
estate markets are smaller, more lucidly oriented
business persons; whereas, the commercial industry
is more frequently involved with non local, larger
investment concerns., Thus, the subtre pressures
which' GSA coiild exert within local real estate
markets and their financial institutions would not
necessarily he directed at thosi individuals or groups
on which the leverage would be effe'ctiVe. In reality,
we believe the only effeilive leverage to bring ,.
contmunities into cOmphance rests in those areas
which include housing assistance/grant programs;
mortgage insurance; and, investigation/enforcement
activities.
'Finally, the report presumes that'Ithe siting of
Federal activities in a community is 'of great benefit
because Federal eitployees have assured and stable
income )evels, often higher than average f4r- the
community. In addition, the 'Federal presence
attracts further developnient andsignals to the
private sector that the 'community is pfspering.r
While- these presumptions are generally 'true, local
community leaders do, not always accept GSA's
space activities without reservation. As discussed
earlier, our construction projects seldom result i4
substantial increases in employipent in the affected
'areas, bilt? rather create shifts of activities 'from
leased space to federally owned Jiroperties. tom'
the- standpoint of the local governent, increased

iNfederal ownership,pecially for yaluable oommer-
A,cial properties, means reductions in local real estate,
( his revenues. Similarly, from the ,standpoint of the
. local real estate industry, such thifts result in an

increased vacancy rate for commercial-properties, as
well as tbeqoss of very desirable Federal tenancy.
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Furthermore, in those rate Cases When itiA'% space
acquisition liCtIVItles tcsult in substantial NICICASCS 111
Federal employment a commiuty, local interests
must temper then enthusiasm over tlie actions with a
realization that the influx of Fedcni employees and
further spi -off development will 'likely create costly
demands for increased governmental services, such
as public schools, roads, sewer and' sanitation
systems police. and fire protection, and public
utilities. Therefore, we must use caution in making
the presumption that increased Ftderal presence to a

community is universal viewed 'its a tugply
desirable Situation through which GSA may exert
pressure.
From 'its basic assumption of GSA's leverage, the
ripop develops an argument.for the "boycotting" of
comemnetties which practice discrimination in hous-
ing. The report then draws from this argument to
recommend that such communities not only be
boycotted but that F.0.4 151.2. be revised to require
agencies to relocate from those communities-. Even
though we do not have expertise in these matter's,
we find it 'difficult to believe that there is any
community in the country which is completely free'
from discrimination in its housing practices. We find
this pattern of logic naive, at best. To reyrire
agencies to refrain. from locating in, or relocating
from a given community, is not only impractical but,
tantamount., td denying citizens the right of easy
access to vital governmental services, such as the
courts and. law enforcement- activities!' social ser-
vices, various forms of technical assistance, veterans
assistance and postal services. Further, this recom-
mendation is in direct conflict with the Civil RightS
Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000d), which specifically
states that it was not the Congress' intent to require
then wholesale cutoff of all Federal programs, but
ratiler'that Federal aid be withheld only in particufax\
areas in which the discrimination exists,
Conclusion
We believe that throu0 the .administration of
GSA's programs, we have made valuable contribu-
tion to a solution of the, problems facing the central
areas of our citiesur policies for locating Federal
activities to fosier the redevelopment of blighted
urban areas have and will continue to be developed
in a manner that will support the )dministration's
objectives. As this report has pointed out, our
greatest impact and'influence is within the commer-
cial real estate sector. By locating our facilities in
central business, districts and urban renewal areas,



we attract polite cotn inercial concerns to co locate
in these areas. Out presence encourages the im-
provement of loc d public transporation systems.
Increased employn nt, whether' from the Federal or
private sector, attracts increased retail businesses
during normal usmess hours. New authoritiestl
granted GSA MIL er;thr-Public Buildings Coopera-
tive tile Art of 19)6 (P 1 . 94- 541) make it possible
for us to extend the use.of Federal facilities to non.
Federal activities fot commerctik cultural. educa
tional, recreational and retail uses, both during and
beyond normal business hours. The law also allowi
us to acquire, by lease or purchase, properties of
lustohc,significance. By preserving structures which
are symbolic of the/haracter si' a city and mcreasn
the attraction of the center city'4, we will phi 'atal
role in,. rebuilding the nation's cities, iysically,
economically and socially. 0

In the area of residential housing, our influence is
severelj, restricted, as discussed above. We believe
that the consideration of a community's fair housing
practices is an important factor in our program
decisions, however, we believe it is equally impor-
tant to recognize the limitations of our influence in
this area To revise o "policies as recommended in
the Comm . ut would ultimately deprive
those areas with the greatest need of Federal
assistance and guidanceia situation which works at
odds with the elimination of all forms of discrimina-
tion.

General Services Administration
Public Buildings Service
Office of Space Planning and Management
January 16, 1978

Respqnse of the U.S. Commission on CiviF
'Flights to the General Services
Administration

After reviewing GSA's letter carefully, this
Commission stands by the conclusions in its 1974
report, To Provide. . .For Fair Housing. We continue
to believe that when the Government locates a
Federal facility, this activity should further the goals
of fair housing. We also adhere to our position that
the General Services Administration must 04' a
central role in ensuring that fair housing goals are an
integral art of 'the process of locating Federal
agencies.

It is our view that absent some compelling reason,
the Government should not relocate jobs where

mummies or women cannot find Or arf0Ed housing. It
should not . place its facilities where housing is
segregated Behire moving employees to any lo

which &es not offer fair housing, the 'Federal
Government must require a firm commitment by,the
local government and all segments of the real estate
indufiry, to'.'correct past inequities and to take
vigorous affirmative action to ensuic against future
discrumnatiou, In his letter, the mAtInimistrator of
General Scrvic'es has raised at number of moblems
with the implementation of such a policy. In this
chapter, in conjunction with our discussions of such
topics as the impact of new Federal
F cUtive OrdeiNti. 12072, the Ill/D --GSA ,Memo-
andum tif Under.tanding, and affirmative action

requirements, we- 1 We tried to respond to those
problems.

One issue which-GSA raises is given separate
attention in this section -the issue. of GSA's role to
ensure that site selection and relocation activities are
used to further the goal of fair housing. In its letter
GSA asserts that the basic assumption upon which
this Commission's- 1974 report is based is the
contention that "GSA wields a great deal of
'leverage' to force local Government and the real
estate industry to actively pursue fair housing
objectives." GSA further asserts that the Commis-
sion has "grossly overstated" the extent of GSA's
Influence.

The Commission agrees that the underlying
premise of its 1974 report, and, indeed, its current
report on GSA's fair housing efforts, is that GSA
can and should utilize its influence over the Federal

_site selection 'process to further fair housing. We do
not believe, however, that either the 1974 report or
the present drift Overstates the extent of this
influence or its potential for affecting, positive
change in the housing field.

GSA's space acquisition activities provide it with
a unique opportunity to ensure that when Federal
agencies choose sites for new physical facilities, or
relocate, these activities are used to further fair
housing. GSA's policies of locating Federal facilities
in downtown business areas and fostering the
redevelopment of blighted and urban areas demCin-
strate that GSA clearly does have the capacity. to
exert positive socioeconomic influence. The fact that
GSA views its role in rebuilding the Nation's cities
as a vital one is to be commended. However, GSA
can do 'much more to ensure that decisions affecting
the location of .Federal agencies are used as an
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.
affirmative tool in the' Government's effort to

.

combathousirrg discrimination. As the F (t(le;Hal
agency At.nth the central role : in acquiring' and
assigning space for other Federal agencies, the most

ieffective approach to fair hou. 'rig for GSA is that of
ebleader and coornalbr throughout the site selection

and relocation procegFrAmong the specific' func-
tions which We believe GSA Could actively imple-
;rl'errt ire: 1

Ensuring that GSA relocation policies, includ-
. ' ing its regulating procedures And interagency

agreernents,- folly reflect the goals of fair housing,
as articulated in Title VIII of the...Civil Rights Act
of 1968.

Ensuring that with each relocation, Federal
agencies are held accountable for cooperating
with GSA-pursuant to Executive 01-der No. 12072
in the consideration of fair housing.

Ensuring that HUD collefair housing'
information necessary for decisnins about a)

where Federal agencies shquld relocate and hi
what affirmative steps communities should take
before they are selected as the location for a
Federal facility.

Ensuring that no relocation decisions to which
the HUD -GSA Memorandum of Understanding
applies are made :-until agencies have considered
the fair housing' information which HUD has

AttaL hment to Goulding letter
(iSA wrote itt INS CoMMItlaum

In itur rapervence in developing the affirmative an non plan for the
Laguna Niguel Federal Budding, OSA took the lead to itt
development in cooperation with !IUD and the tail de< red
tifrk 'all of Orange County More rn ently. we have initiated a
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colleCteTh'SA has stated that it cannot "fo4ce
-agencies to HUD data but "will make
such infOrmation available."'"

Soliciting the.support of local public and private
groups for implementing ably remedial actions
which have beein identified by HUD as' necessary
for achieving equal housing opportunity."'

Ehsuring that where there are fair housing
violations which communities will ,not correZt
through an affirmative action plan or other
voluntary steps, ho relr4ition decisions to which
the HUD-GSA Memorandum of Understanding
applies are made until Federal agencies with
enforcement power are alerted to the-violations."'
The, CommissAn is cognizant that GSA does-not

::ompletely control the site sele&tiOil 'process,/fnit
rather shares . its decisions with the relocating
agencies. We are also aware of GSA's lack of
enforcement capability. However, GSA's. fair hous-
ing role is not isolated from that of other Federal
agencies, such as the Departments of Justice and
Housing and Urban Development and the agencies
which are being relocated. We helieve that under
GSA's leadership and with th'e help of these
agencies; 'the federal site selection anc1-slocation
processes can contrihute to the realiAtion of the
Nation's fair housing goals:,

program i;eCilk ding the early advice rtf mayor and other lug al
'fill tali as to he optimum h. thou 1,1 l'ederI at tivitiel to promote
the devrlopm mf if the < ororrainity -Alt/L(11,7volt to
(;oulding letter

At chit iivied in the c tiapter m Ittn report on the Department of iffallinit
and t 'than I >evelopment. I f I D Ian k v rid, i r i ement p o i lunder Idle VIII

a
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Chapter p

OTHER AGENCIES

Summary
Based on a survey of 55 executive agencia not

covered in the first seven chapters of this region, this
chapter identifies a number of leverages which the
Federal Government possesses for ensuring fair
housing in this country.

Section 808(d) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
requires all executive departments and agencies to
administer their. programs and activities relating to
housing and urban development in a manner, to
further affirmatively the purPCises of Title VIII.
Consistent with this Title VIII mandate, Federal
agencies are responsible for ensuring that jurisdic,
irons receiving Federal funds .for community devel-
opment take positive steps to practice fair housing.
However, in the absence of regulations by the
Department of Housing and' Urban' Development,
(HUD) to explain Section 808(d), Federal agencies
differ widely in theiracceptance4of fair housing
duties. Some agencies, ittch$ding" the Department of
Commerce. and the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy which administer community development pro-
grams/ have concluded that their programs do not
fall within the meaning of the Section 808(d) phrase,
"programs Misting to housing and urban develop-
ment." They have not acknowledged any duty to
impose Title VIII fair housing standards on their
recipients. Funds from these programs may be used
for the same kinds of activities which the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development lumina
througlvits community development block grant
program, and they thus offer alternative sources of
financing to communities that do not wish to comply
with HUD'$ fair housing requirements. As a result,

. the absence of fair housing requirements in these
other community development programs may serve
to undermine the fair housing provisions which

HUD has required under. the Housing and Commu-
nity Development Act of.1974, as amended.

Under the Uniform Relocation Assistance' and
Real Property Acquisitibn Policies Act of1970, all
Federal agencies whose activities result in the
residential displacefnent of Persons titust ensure that
replacement housing is zvailable or a basis consis-
tent with Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.
However, GSA guidelines to Federal agencies
pursuant to the Relocation Assistance Act provide
no instruction for carrying out this responsibility.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) interprets Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to require employers to take action to
overcome or compensate for an adverse effects
which housing discrimination may have on the
composition of their work forces. Suc ction might
Include, for example, choosing sit . n close proximi-
ty, or with convenient. transportation, to,an adequate
supply of low- and moderate-income housing and
nondiscriminatory housing. The Office of Federal
Contract compliance Programs (OFCCP), which
shares with EEOC the responsibility for eradicating
employment discrimination in the private sector, has
also adopted a similar policy in its regulations, but as
of December 1977, had remained silent on whether
corporate relocations which adversely affect the
employment opportunities of minorities violated,
Executive order 11,246. MoreoVer, the Federal
Government does not fully recognize a fair housing
responsibility for its own employees. Although GSA
and HUD must consider the availability of adequate
row- and moderate-income housing on a nondiscri-
minatory basis in the acquisition or assignment of
Federal space, as discussed in chaptei 7, few Federal
agencies provide fair housing services to employees
and prospective employees in order to ensure that
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housing discrimination does not serve as a barrier to
employment.

Federal surplus real property offers a potential
resource to help some localities meet their need forte

low- and. moderate-income housing. Despite this
potential, HUD Was taken a passive role in securing
Federal surplus property for low-income housing
and, is a result, less than I percerit of the Federal
real property that becomes surpluS isvused for low-
and moderate-income housing. No Federal ageticy
surveyed by this Commission has policies pr proce-
dur'es to facilitate such usage.

The Federal Goverispent has 'a number of
responsibilities to ensure that lending institutions
practice equal opportunity in their mortgage lending
ptvgrhins. As regulators of financial institutions,
many if which piake home .mortgages, .the Farm
Credit ARrministratiOn end the National Credit
Union Administration,must ensure that these institu-
tions do not violate Title VIII of the Civil Rights

0 Act of 1968 and;the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
As depositors q Federal funds, agencies such as the
Department of thi? Treasury have responsibility to
ensure that the depository institutions they select do
not dis6riminate in mortgage finance.

I. Introduction
In addition to the 10 agencies discussed in the first

sexcn chapters of this report, there are a number of
other Federal agencies with fair housing responsibil-'
ities. These responsibilities and the agencies which
have them were identified by this Commission
through a, fair housing questionnaire sent to 55
' In January 19711 this Commuiion surveyed 15 executive departments and
agerkAes, not cmvered in the first seven chapters. to obtain a comprehensive
view of the Federal effort to end discrimination in housing rhe Federal

executive departments and agencies surveyed were Department, of
Commerce, Vnergy, Health, /Aix shim, and Welfare, Interior, I.apor,
States :rransportation, and I reasury, At,CI ION, American Battle Monuinrents 0 mission, Appalachian Regional Commission, Board for Interns-,
hone lir tackasting. Civil Aeronautics hoard, Commission of Fine Arts./
Lommunity Services Administration, Commodity, Futures I rading Com-
Simon, Linewstbmental Protection Agency, FAiiir r mployment Oman
nay Commtsaam Export-Import Hank of the Unitsul Staten, Farm Credit
Admirustration, Federal Communications Comtruasion, Federal Election
Commission, Federal Maritime Cominission, Federal Medistion and
Conciliation Service, l'exleral Trade ommitunon, Foreign 'Anima Settle-
ment Commissarm of the United States, Indian Clairni Commission, Inter-
American Foundation, Interstate Commerce Commmion, National Aero
nautics and Space Administration, National Credit Union Admonatiation,
National Foundation on the Arts and the Iluiromilips: National labor

.Relatins Board, National Mertiatu mi. Bard, National Science Fourulation,
Netomal I rensportation Safe* Board, Nuclear Regulatory COmrnission, -
Occupational Safety and Width Review Commission, Overseas Private
Investment Corporatkm, Panama Canal Company, Pennsylvania Avenue
Development Cosporatirm, Pension Benefit (luaranty Corporation, Postal
Kate Commissum, Railroad Retirement !hard. Renew diatItin Board,
Set Mules and ItAchangr Commission, Selective Service System, Small .
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.Federal departments and agencies,' interviews. and
agettcysdocuments.

This chapter illustrates the myriad 'ways the
Federal Government has to pursue the purposes of
Title VIIL Sectioti II discusses the Federal Govern-
ment's respolity to assure nondiscrimination ih
housing in communities that receive Federal funds
for community development; Section III, the Gov-
ernment's responsibility to assist in finding replace-
ment housing on a nondiscriminatory basis; Section
IV, its responsibility'. to ensure that housing discrimi-
nation is not a harrier to equal_ employment opportu-
nity; Section 'V, its responsibility to utilize Fedt1/441
surplus property to meet needs for low- and
moderate-income housing;' Section VI, its responsi-
bility to ensure that financial institutions with which
it does business pro'Vide equal opportunity in their
mortgage lending activities; and Section VII, the
resources the Government allocates to4implementing
these-responsibilities.

Section 808(1) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
gives the Government broad authority to ensure
equal housing opportunity byrequiring all executive
departments end agencies to administer their pro-
grams and activities relating- to housing and urban
development in a manner affirmatively to further,the
purposes of Title VIII.] However, no regulations
have been promulgated: by HUD, the principal
agency for administering Title VIII, or by any other
agenCy to 'explain the meaning of this section or the
procedural steps executive agencies with diverse
missions should take to define. heirtraffirmative
duties. )
Business Administration, 1 ennessee Valley Authority,Cnited States Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, United States (`ivil Service Conimis
non. United State) Irifvrmittion IV4enc y, United States International 'Trade

Commission, and finites§Staten Postal Service
Mach of the 53 agencies was sent thr same questionnaire. which asked the
agency to identify its participation in certain programs and activities. the
organiration and staffing for carrying out its fair housing responsthilitea,
the implementanqn of the responsibilities. and interagency coordination
on fair housing rhis(itiestiiinnaire in separate from the individually tailored
it of (pies on, sent to each of the major housing agencies discussed in this

report
[he rail ionship between fair housing and the provision of low-income

housing discussed In the chapter on the Department of Housing and
Urban Development

42 U.S C § 1608 (1970) Although Section 1408(d) of 'Title VIII provides
broad authority for executive agencies to pursue the purposes of I nit! V41
Ihrough the ildminixtration of their programa

ma
activities. there arc also

/tither equal housing opportunit y authorities I he or ones are Title VI of ..

the Civil Right, Art of 1964 (42 U S C §§ 2(0001) 2000d-6 (1920), the
Unifiirm Relocation Assistance and Real Property Actitiontion Polmex Act
of 1970 (42 1.1 S C. 44 1411, 2471, 1107, 4601, 4402, 4611 4418, 4611 4653,
49 U S (' Q 1606 (1970)), Lsec Ordrr No 11,061(1C It 617 (1919 1961
Corripilation)), I:sec Order No 11,112 (I CA R 1491( (1966 1970 Cornpla
him)), and the FAlual Credit Opportunity./ t (11 U S(' GI 1691 1691(
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In the absence of regulations, Federal agencies
differ widely in ttiir acceplance of fair housing
duties. The progratts of the Commodity Future
Trading Cornission (CFTC) and the National
Labor Relations Board (NLR,B), for example, are
not related to housing and urban development. Both
recognize that, under Title VIII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1968, they are responsible for ensuring fair
housing for their employees. When asked to describe
the nature of the agency's Title VIII responsibilit",
CFN wrote,'-"Our responsibility is to ensure that
equal and fair housing oppxteunities Are afforded to
our emplbyees especially n government, rnpftics
are used for their relocation".4 In a similar vein,
NLRB stated:

In addition to issuing special notices to Agency
employees concerning equal housing opportuni-
ty laws and activities, the NLRB\ has been
providing counseling and referral .sevices,
maintaining supplies of program literature, and
advising employees on thesiling of complaints
with HUD.°

In -contrast, a number of other agencies whose
programs were ,unrelated to housing and urban
development did not recognize their fair housing
responsibility. For example, the National Transpor-
tation Safety Board (NTSB) and the National
Mediation Board (NMB) denied that they had any

/' fair housing duties.° The National Transportation
Safety Board stated: .

The mission of the National Transportation
Safety Board is almost totally involved in the

\-...
Coinmodity Futures (ratting Commission. response to the U.S. Commis-

no on Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaire, Jan 21, 197I1 The
Co modify Futures Trading Commission exists to strengthen the regula-
tor of futures trading and to hnng under regulation all aoricultural and
of r commodities traded on commodity exchanges. Established in 1975, it
currently has permanent work force of 441

National Labor (elation., Board, responne to the LIS Commission on
Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaire, lap/ fl,f), 1978 The IesSfsmal LAbor
Relations Board investiptes and settles !shin disputes, safeguards employ-
ees' rights to orgamie, and prevent( unfair 1 bor practices.
' Other. agencies dull denied they had ny fair housing responsibiloy
included U S Department of the Treasu y. U S f)epartment of Energy.
Appalachian Regional Commissin; Securities and Exchange Commission,
and U S Civil Service Commission Responses to U S' Comrrfisaion on
Civil Rights Fair Housing (juestionnaire

NOt1011111 Transportation and Safety Board, response to the U 5
Ccminnasum on Civil Fair Housing Questfennwre, Jan 19, 1978
' Natiotial Mediatum & d, response In the U S Commission on Civil
Rights Fur Housing Questionnaire, Jan 10, 1978 "I he Board is charged
with mediating disputes between mil and air carriers and employee
organixatilms (Amcerning pay, rules, and working conditions
' The Federal Equal Housing Opportunity Council is located within the
(Once (if Voluntary Compliance under the Assistant Secretary for I.;qual
Opportunity .Member agencies on the Council are chosen by Ill/f) The
Council wu undertaken by HUD to fulfill part of ill technical assistance
and edUcittnistal onsiMlities under Section BOW) of I rile VIII of the
Civil Rio)xts of 19411 'rho purpose of die Council is

Investigation of traAsportation araidarps, and
development of safety recommendations which
will improve unsafe conditions. We have no
activity in the housing area.'

Similarly, the I4affonal Mediation Board wrote, "We
wish to advise that the National Mediation Board is.
a small Government agency, and does not 'currently
engage in any fair housing activities."'

Softie Federal agencies did not acknovAedge
having fair housIug responsibilities which they.Were,
in fact, executing. When agencies were asked irthey,
were members of the .Federal Equal Housing,
Opportunity Council, a 52- member interagency
body sponsOred by the Department of Jibusing and
Urban Development,° 8 vi,ho are members did not
acknowledge that they were members of the
council.'° The Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion signed an Interagency Fair Housing Agreement
with HUD,!'_12J.It made no mention of this activity in
their response to this Commission's question on
interagency coordination.'2

II. Community 'Development

A. Statutory Responsibilities
Because the Federal Government provides assis-

tance for community development, it has responsi-
bility under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
to make certain that its recipients operate federally-
assisted programs on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Federal agencies must ensure that for the programs
they fund:

to assist Federal Government agencies xis they administer
programs arid activities related to housing and community develop
ment in a manner that affirmatively furthersJair housing opportuni-
ties for all Americans tend to assure that this mission was accom-
plished in each of the offices and installations of these departments
and agencies nationwide U.S Department of Housing and -Urban
Development, the Federal Government rat,' Housing. 1976

. The eight agencies are the Department of State, health. Education, and
Welfare; and the Treasury, the Farm Credit Ardministration. Renegotiation
Board. Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.' Consumer Product
Safety Commission, and National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities
" One of the Federal Equal Housing Opportunily Coiincirs kmaior
oturctives is to obtain an Interagency Fair Housing Agreemeni wit' each
member agency The agreement details the obligations of each signatory
agency and 111.11) in order to implement the Cotinc ifs Objectives in setting
up a 'housing locator service, pursuing fair housing in agency site selection
activities, and using program funds to further fair housing

May 17, 1976, the ll S Consumer Proxlucl Safety Commission signed
theJtiteragent y Pair Housing Agreement with HUD In its response to this
Commission's Fair Housing Questionnaire, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission misted, the Consumer Product Safety C(minnionon is riot
Conducting any activities related ail fair housing issues, and the Commis
eon's response to ra( h question is negative or not applu able S

Consumer hoduct Safety Commission, response to the 11 S Commission
on Civil Rights Fair Housing-Questionnaire, Feb 1, 1978

2
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. . person in the United States shall, oni'el
grounds of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Feder-
al financial assistance."

If minorities are barred from a community because
of Overt discriminatory hpusing practices or prac-
tices which effectively exclude their presence,.."' they
ale also excluded from tarticipating in or from
.receiving the benefits of any Federal assistance
which only accrues to residents of that criniunity.
This Commission believes that such exclu4Dire would

4:.e. a violation of Title VI.'s
Title VIII of .the Civil Rights( Act pof 196/F

prohibits discrimination in hpiising. If min iies are
barred from a commu y because of housing
discrimination or excl sionary ztuf,i0.1g practices,
Title VIII or its inte is violated. Corisistirt with
the Title VIM m date to further fair housing
affirmatively thr gh the administration of their
programs and ctivities, Federal agencies have a
responsibility o assure that jurisdictions receiving
Federal fu i is for community development take
positive st ps to practice fair housing.

To e sure that minorities are not 'effectively
exclu from federally-assisted 'programs, conimu-
niti receiving Federal assistance for community
de lopment could be required to:

End any exclusionary zoning practices or land
use policierwhich are discriminatory in effect.

Provide their fair share of housing for persons of
low and moderate income.

Promote equal opportunity in the sale and rental
of housing and in mortgage lending.

" 42 U.S.C. 12000d (1970).
. For example, a community in which real ciliate agents practice

,"steenng," i.e.. directing minonta clients to predonsinantly minority areas
and white clients only to white areas, denies minorities the choice of
locations in that community. "Steering' also takes Pisce in legions/ areas
where the effect of the practice results in "white towns" and "minority
towns." A community that does not have a sufficient supPly of low- and
nioderste-infome housing, in effect. excludpi Cod moderate-income
persons, many of whom are minonties, by the fact.that such persons cannot
And housing they can afford.
" The Federal Oovernnient may administratively enforce compliance with
Title VI by terminating or denying program funds to these communities
after a hearing bnd a finding of noncompliance or by any other means
authorised by law. including referring the matter to the Department of
Justice for judicial action. 42 U.S.C. I 2000d- I 0970). See U.S
Condition°. on Civil Rights. The Fight/VI 0141 Rights Enforcement J./fors-
1974. vol. VI. To Extend Federal Financial Assistance (hereafter cited as To
Extend Federal Financial AISLIganCE) (November 1975), p. 14.
. HUD's community. development programs are discussed in the chapter
on HUD.
" EDA provides major assiatasioe for Improving the economies of
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B. Commuelopment Agencies
In addition%to the .Department of ousing and

Urban Development's the other Tajo!. Federal
agencies that provide community development
.assistances are: the Departments of Commerce, the
Interior, Transportation, and the TreaSury; the
Appalachian Regional Commission': Commfnity
Services Administration; the Environmelital Protec-
tion Agen4; and the Tennessee Valley Authority.,

While the agency or program missions vary, these
agencies provide:funds fora variety of activitiespv
help to develop corknyrities and urban areas. The
'Economic Development. Administration (EDA) in
the Department of Commerce" provides loans and
grants for public works and development .facilities
that are needed to attract or revive industrial
opportunities and encourage business expansion.
Eligible EDA projects include water arid sewer
facilities, streets, and access roads for c ercial or
industrial users, shopping centers, an regional
airports.

The Department of the Interior (USDI) funds
small reclathation projects such as municipal water
supplies, recreation development, flood control, or
single purpose irrigation or drainage. It also pro-
vides funds for the acquisition of land for antr----
development of picnic. areas, outdoor swimming
pools, inner-city parks, and open space." The
Department of ,Transportation (DOT) providet
grants to communities for highways, roads, urban
and regional mass transit systems, and airports."

Through the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS),
the Treasury Department provides entitlement funds

4

communities and area, burdened by high unemployment or low income.
EDA also assists area, that have or are expected to experience a sudden rise
in unemployment because of the closing of a major source of income, or
areas espenencing a substantial loss of population due to lack of job
opportunities. EDA programs are designed to help create jobs or to avert
job losses. For example, f.DA's "Public Works Impact Program" is
designed to create immediaterbs for construction workers in areas of high
unemployment.
" Major USD! community development, luminance is provided by the
Bureau of Otitdoor Recreation's Land and Water Omservation Fund and
the Bureau of Reclamation's water resources progsams.

Major DOT community development programs are the Faders/
Highway Administration's FederalAid Highway Program. which Pro-
vides assistance to States for building or reconstructing intestate highways.
other roads, including urban streets. and related structures such as bridges,
bikeways, pedestrian walkways, perking facilities, and rest wen; the Urban
Masa Transit Administration's programs for constructing, improving,
acquiring facilities and equipment for .metropolitan and local bus systems
and rapid transit systems; .and the Federal Aviation Administration's
program for constructing, improving, and maintaining area and municipal
airports.
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c)to loca ties that can choose to spend it on comm.uni-

ty development activities." The Appalachian Re-
gional C9mmissign (ARC) is a joint Federal-State
partnership concerned with the economic, physicalr
atid social developinent -of thee13-tate Appalachian
region. It assists the States in obtaining Federal

-funds` for a broad spectrue of economic develop-
ment programs, including the construction of a
highway system and access roads, construction and
operas n of multicounty health projects, construc-
tion pf se ge treatment faCilities, and the provision
oNchnical istaace ary loans for planning low-
and moderate ncome housing construction."

The Community Services Adm)nistration (CSA)
pr\ovides assistance for industrial parks, improved
hotiNiag,ttand job traini4 in. order to strengthen the
economic bise..cfpovert? areas through the creation
of new business and jobs." The Environmental
Protection, Agency (EPA) provides assistance to
State and local governments for sewage treatment
facilities." With the enactment a the' 1977 amend-
ments to the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972,
EPA will also engage in the construction of sewage
collection lines." The Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA) provides electric power, flood control, and
recreation improvement for the Tennessee Valley
region.

C. Recbgnitionof Fair Housing.
Responsibilities

Although all of the community development
agencies surveyed recognize that they have Title VI

" The Office of Reveriue Sharing dispenses revenue sharing funds on an
entitlement basis to localities. based on their population.

Project proposals originate in Suites. When the Appalachian Regional
Communion- determines that 'a proposer is consistent with ARC's general
plan for regional development, the proposal is passed to a Federal agency
which funds that type of program.
" The Community Services Administration assists low-income farnillesind
individuals in attaining economic efficiency. CSA provides community
development assistance through its Community Economic Development
Program.
" EPA's major program is the Wute Water Treatment Construction
Program.
" The Clean Water Act of 1977, P.I.. 95-217, 91 Stet. 1566 (to be codified
in JJ U.S.0 11251).
" The Departments of Commerce; Energy, the Interior, and Transporta-
tion; the Appalachian Regional Commisason; Community Services Admin
istratkm; Environtnemel Protection Agency, Pennsylvania Avenue Devel
opment Corporation; and Tennessee valley Authority, responses to the
U S Commessum on C'ivil _Rights ['sir Housing Questionnaire. The
Department of Energy and the Appalachian Regional Commission made
no recognition of any 'fide viii responsibility. The Department of
Commerce recognized its Title viii responsibility primarily with respect
to providing equal housing opportunity for its employees and relocation
assistance, the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation, only with
respect to rekwation assistance Although the Interior, Transportation,
C$A, EPA, and TVA responded that they hod 'T itle vIII responsibility,
their interpretation of it did not include the responsihlity to ensure that
recipient communities practice fair housing

responsibilities, none responded affirmatively when-
asked if tkey had .responsibility for ensuring that
recipient ccienynunities practice fair housing." There
are at least two factors which have contributed to
these agencies' failure to recognize their responsibili-
ties for ensuring that recipient communities practice
fair housing. First, some agenqies disagree that their
community development progr ms all within the
meaning of the Section 808(d) P rase "programs
relating to housing and -urban dev lopment" which
must be administered affirmative to further fair
housing. The Departinent of Comm ce, fcfr exam-
ple, hat stated that . "EDA does not provide
assistance for housing. EDA ,assistance s provided

'to improvethe.ec'onomy of an areal'3 milarly, the
Environmental Prptection Agency wro e:

The main thrust of EPA's major grant program
is to assist in construction of necesssary sewage
treatment facilities by communities. We do not
Jimit assistance only to communities which

1e-nracticelair housing.

We are looking at the interrelation of our
Wastewater Treatment Municipal Construction
Grant Program and fair *hdusing but do not
consider the grant program to be fundamentally
a community development or housing program.
We do think we should cooperate with HUD in
carrying out purposes of Title VIIIFair
Housing Act of 1968."

Botti the. Department of Commerce" and EPA"
fail to 'recognize how closely their programs are

U.S., Department of Commerce, response to U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights Fair Housing questionnaire, Jan. 20, 1978.
" U.S., Environmentel Protection' Agency, responie to the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civ4 Rightsfair [lousing Questionnaire, Mar. 6, 1978.
" In August 1978, This Commission sent the Department of Commerce
draft section of this report pertaining to Commerce for comment. The
Department of Commerce wrote the following in response to this
Commission's request

Secretary Kreps has asked me to respond to your lett& of August I,
$57711 in which you requested comments on your draft report on Fair

_ Housing. We have reviewed the draft report and dam-it-wish to offer
comments. We do, however, want to thank you for the opportunity

. to comment I an certain your report will assist in fathering fair
housing goals and I wish you every success m these endeavon.
Calvin Brooks, Director, Office of Civil Rights, U.S Department of
Commerce, letter' to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Aug 11, 1978.

4,e In August 1971, this Commission sent the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency a draft section of this report pertaining to EPA for comment.
EPA wrote the follovAng comments.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your prospective
updating on your 974 report, To provide For Fair Housing",
The portions of the 'prospective report which you furnished for our
review are accurate and correct insofar u they describe EPA's past
activities pond positions respecting the Agency's fair, housing

`resjxmlihilities. We presently are re-examining our position in this
area stn light of the changes worked in our Construction Grant
Program by the 1977 Amendments to the Federal Water Pollution

2 jo
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related to botIc hobsing and urban development. For
example, increasing an area's sewage treatment
capacity can facilitate the expansion of new sewer
connection lines, which in..turn can foster develop-
ment and the provision of housing." Similarly, other
Federal community'development activities, such as
land acquisition for conservation of open space, the
provision of` recreational, opportunities, senior cen-
ters, parks, playgrounds, neighborhood facilities,
street improvement projects such as lights, econom-
ic development activities, and fire protection facili-
ties and equipment are clearly related to the
development of urban areas and also contribute to
the quality of-booing."

Second, HUD has failed to exercise leadership in
providing needed' fair !lousing standards for commu-

-nities-ihat receive funds for development. HUD,
under Title VIII, bas major leadership responsibility

' lin housing for all executive 'agencies." Jn the
absence of HUD guidance in the fain; of, regula:
tions, the community develoPment agencies dis-
cussed in this section have not acknowledged ,their
authority to impose Title VIII fair housing standards
on., recipients of Federal community development
programs."

In the absence of Government-wide standards for
the application of Title VIII to community develop-
ment programs, Federal agencies have ruled incon-
sistently on Title,VI avid Title VIII matters. For

Control Act
We agree with your conclusion that the-atrience of Government -
wide gtodehnes foe affirmatively administering fair housing require-
ments does minim activities of the disparate assistance programs
discussed in your report Dorts C Tliompsoas Director, Office of

t Civil Rights, U S Environmental Protection Agency. letter to Louis
Nunez, Acting taft Dirixftor, U S Commission on Civil Rights,
Aug 26, 1978

" The following cue illustrates this relationship Ln 197(4 the State of
Maryland banned new sewer connections in the Maryland counties making.
'up the suhurban areas near Washington, DC The him was imposed

"because of actual and threatened overloads on the area's sewage treatment
capacity, the result of eapid suhurhan growth in the postwar seirs" Die
ban on Sewage hAes has severely limited development and construction tar'

housing in nearby MontgoMery nd'Prince George's Counties, Maryland
On May la, 1978, this han was lifted because of expanded sewer capahilities
in the area
EPA's positum in 1978 (in the inclusion of sewage treatment programs
within the meaning of Title VIII has not changed substantively from its
position in 1974 In 1974 EPA contended that its major grant program, the
municipal wastewater treatment works construction grant progrifin, was
not '4/musing and community .development program" within the strictest
inlerpretatum of the term To Extend federal financial Assiliance! p 589.
" For example, busing that as near parks and recreational opportunities.
and in ameighbotiNxid serviced by modern fire protection facilities, is likely
to be more. deanatile than housing that does not have these advantages
" 4,2 11 S C 16108(1970)
" Departments of Commerce, the Interior, and ransportation, the

Appalachian Regumal Commission, EPA, and TVA, responses to 1.1 S

Commissum on Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaires,
" ro Extend federal Financial Auirrance p 199 yy

" In August 1978, this Commission sent the Department of the Interior
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example, in 1973 EPA ruled that Title VI was no bar.
to providing assistance to two Connecticut jurisdic-
tions that had zoning ordinances whichieffectively
excluded low-income jiousing. In April 1974. EPA
awarded $2.2 million to Avon and $3.3 million to
Glastonbury." USDI," on the other hand, took the
action of temporarily withholding the approval of
grant apt:Ai-Cations . of Redding: Connecticut, and

three other surrounding Connecticut jurisdictions."
In 1975 USDI ruled that Redding #nd the Sate -A-

95 review agency,for civil rights must resolute their
disagreement over the A-95 agencys' allegation that
Redding _violated civil rights statutes. The Connecti-
cut Commission on Human Rights and Opportuni-
ties charged that Redding- violated Title VI of the

civil Rights-Act of 1%4 beluse of discriminatory
residency policies for papcs and open space4 Title
VII of the Civ,t; Ribls Act of 1964: becauseof
discriminatory emp oym nt prattines, and Title VIII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 because of exclusion-
ary zoning prtctices." Redding disagreed.

Finally, the absence of Goverment-wide guide-
lineS on administering community development
programs affirmatively to further Title VIII may
offer a loophole to communities that do not wish to
comply with the. fair housing requirements of the

draft section of this report pertaining to USDI for comment In response,
USD! wrote "I want to thank you for permitting us to review the

'segments of your research, pertaining to the Department of the Interior,
'prior to putting it into final form." Edward E. Shelton, Director, Office for
Equal Opportunity, U.S. Department of the Interior, letter to Lows Nunez,
Acting Staff Director, U.S Clunmission on Civil Rights, Aug. 15, 1978.
" In 1974 the town of Redding, Connecticut, applied for Federal assistance
under the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program, administered hy

the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR). Redding requested S459,900 in

Federal funds for the acquisition of four pieces of property, totaling 325 9
&skies, for open space purposes. The projects placed on "temporary hold"
were the Gibson Property, 45 acres, Greene Property, 60 *ern, Fahisca

Property, 72 9 acres, and the Minks Property, 148 acres 1

" Tina Calvert. Title VI Compliance Officer, memorandum to Assistant
Director, Title VI Compliance, Title VI Lhvisum, office of Equal
OppOrtunity. USDI, "Preaward Review, Connecticut." Apr 28, 1977
The Connecticut State Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities is
the State A -95 review agency for civil rights in Connecticut. The State
commission routinely makes civil rights reviews for all Federal applications
suhject to the A-95 review. The findings in the Redding case were made
through a routine review of Redding's grant application. Following the
State yommission's findings, in Fehruary 1976, a citizen of Redding filed
complaint with the Department of Justice, charging that the town of
Redding had not resolved Its conditions of noncompliance The complain-
ant alleged that through intense political pressure induced hy the Governor

and other elected representatives, the director of the Connecticut
Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities was bring coerced into
retracing his original compliance findings. Such a retraction would clear
the way for grants to Redding which. the complainant alleged, his nisi
resolved its noncompliance 1)01, Office of Fclual Opportunity, "Summary,
Redding, Connecticut, Alleged Conditions of Noncompliance with 'Title
VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act" (undated)
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Housing and Community -Development , Act of
1977." Since many Federal programs fund similar
community developinent activities, communities can
apply for a desired community deoAlopment activity

her than, HUD. The fact that
of funding for community devel-

ot require. liance with
4o weaken the it holising

p visions in the Housing and Communit Develop-
m nt Act of 1977.

It is porible for/municipalities to forego HUD's
community development block grant assistance
altogetIr rather than'comply with its fair. hous
requirements, Indeed, communities that have been
rejected from the community block grant program
because of inadequate Housing 'Assistance Plans are
presently able to obtain other Federal 'assistance for
community development.

In its effort to resolve the Redding, Connecticut,
case, USDI was the only agency that, as cif January
1978, was drafting guidelines on the issue of the
relationship between Title VI and other civil rights
statutes." The Redding case .also' demonstrates
USDI's uncertainty over its Title VIII authority. In
April 1977, its Office of Equal Opportunity conduct-
ed a Title VI preaward review but failed toseach a
conclusion because of its uncertainty over its Title
VIII authority." It instead sought advice on this
issue from within the Department.

With an age.,ncy
alternative sourc
opment programs_ dd
fair housing may stry

D. Potential Government -Wide" Compliance
Mechanisms

If there were a Government-wide standard for fair
housing in communities receiving Federal assistance

° The implementation of this law is discussed in the chapter on the
Department of Housing and Velem Development.

For example, (pr fiscal year 1977. HUD rejected the application of the
city of Livonia. Michigan, for the Community Development Block Grant ,
proirun. Gordon McKay, Acting Deputy Director for Office of Field
Operations and Monitoring. Office of Community Planning and Develop-
men!, HUD, telephone interview, May I, 1978. In fiscal year 1977, Livonia,
however, received s4,140.000 in grant funds from the Economic Develop-
ment Agency's Local Public Works Program. 51,056,000 from the Office of
Revenue Sharing's revenue sharing entitlement funds, and 81,000 from the
Tennessee Valley Authority fund. Community Services Administration.
Federal Outlays (1977), State of Michigan. City Summaries. p. 29
° Sharon White, Assistant Solicitor for Equal Opportunity Compliance,
and Louis Milford, Attorney, Office of the Solicitor, Department of the
Interior, interview, Jan. 20, 197$. ,,,

" Tina Calvert, Compliance Officer. Title VI Division, Office of Equal
Opportunity, Department of the Interior, interview, Jan. 25, 1978 a
0 OMB Circular No X-95, issued outward to the Intergovernmental
Cooperation Act of 1961, furnishes guidance to Federal agencies for
cooperation with State and local governments in the evaluation, review,
and coordination of Federal and federally-assisted programs and projects.
Part I provides an opportunity for State and'Iocal governMents to comment
on the proposed project's effect on the community and Its relation to other
programs. The three other parts are Part II, "Direct Federal Develop-

for dlopment .activities, it would be essential to
have a centralized mechanism for gathering and
disseminating information on the compliance status
of those communities. ,Such a mechanism ,could
minimize duplication of effort, reduce costs, and
ensure that the Fe&erarstandard was being uniform-
ly implemented. Two mechanisms exist which
Potentially could serve this function.

1. A-95 Review r
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

-Circular A-95 review process" can serve to provide
Title VI agencies with an evaluation of a communi-
ty'k. compliance status with_aciplicable civil rights
laws. Pursuant Co hart I .of Circular A-45, public
agencies charged with enforcing or furthering the
objectives of State and local civil rights laWs are,,
provided an opportunity \o review and cornment on
the civil rights aspects, of the projects for which
Federal assistance is sought. Following the-receipt
of comments from the clearinghouses, Federal
agencies, jn turn, are required, to notify the. State 'or
area clearinghour of any major actions on grant .
applications." In cases where the clearinghouse has
recommended against approval, or recommended
approval pending stipulated changes, the funding
agency must provide the clearinghouse an explana-
tion of its actions." Since comments from the
clearinghouse are advisory only, responsibilty for
approving or - disapproving a grant application rests
with the Federal agency.

The A-95 civil rights review can potentially serve
as a Government-wide compliance mechanism in
two ways,. First, State and local civil rights agencies

ment," which provides for consultation by Federal agencies with State and
local governments. on direct Federal development, Part III, "State Pfau
and Multuource Programs." which requires gubernatorial review of
federally.reqtired State plans and clearinghouse review of plans for
activities being funded from several program sources, and Part IV.
"Coordination of Planning in Multqunsdictionai Areas," which promotes
intergovermental,coordinanon of federallymuted planning at the State
and local level. See also U.S Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort-1974, vol VII, To Preserve, Protect, and Defend
the Constitution (June 1977) (hereafter cited u 7b Preserve, Protect, and
Defend the Constitution) for a more detailed discussion of the A-95 revier
° There are two types of A-95 cleannghousrn State and areswide A SLte
cleannghouse is a coordinating agency of the State government designated
by the Governor or State law to participate in the A95 review procesa An
areawide cleannghouse comprehensive planning agency. It is often
recipient of HUD assistance under Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954,
as amended (40 U.S C y 461 (1970)) ,Clearinghouses can be designated in
two ways by Governors for those in nonmetropolitan areas and by OMB,
with the Governor's concurrence, for thou in metropolitan area To

, Preserve, Protect, and Defend the Constitution. r; 116

OMB Circular No. A-95 (Revised), "Evaluation, Review and Coordins
min of Federal and Federally-Assisted Programs and Projects" (Jan. 11,
1974 Attachment A, d'art 1(b)(d), p

6
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could play an important role in alerting 'Federal
agenCies of poysible noncompliance and potential
civil rights prgblems of any applicant community.
By virtue of their participation inkthe A-95 process,
they should be aware of most Feder?' funds for
which a community his applied. The process can be
used-to influence agenjiesstp re_yiew indepth the
compliance status of a municipality or town.
Second, the process potentially entourages Federal
agencies: to 'ensure compliance with civil rights

%requirements before funding applications which
ciearinghouses have recommended not, be funded for
civil rights reasons. According to A-95 procedure.
Federal agencies must provide an explanation to the
A-95 agency for fimding a community against its
recommendation. je

The Redding, 'Connecticut, case, for example:
illustrates the effectiveness_of the A-95 civil rights
review in bringing attention to the status of a town's
or municipality's .compliance with civil rights

statutes. It also demonstrates the responsible role
played by Interior in responding "to the .A-95
comments.

However, the A-95 review has oftera not been
effectiSe. Lcx.;afpublic civil rights agencies' partici-
pation in the review process is voluntary. If they do
not choose to participate. this precludes comments
from other civil rights groups, since public civil
rights organizations are the only designated bodies
that can formally provide comment. In addition'
OMB does not require clearinghouses to include
civil rights comments as part of the A=95 reviews.
Consequently, many clearinghouses have not always
notified State and local civi*ights agencies of
project applications."

Federal agencies have been accused of failing to
comply with the "feedback requirement," which
." Public agencie, often have neither the fund% nor the staff to devote full
participation in.the A 95 process Many feel that their activity ni not useful
because their t omments appear to he ignored by the clearinghouses Civil
rights agents also fet1 they are not provided sufficient data in the
application% to make adequate civil rightlassesurients In Preterse. Protect.
and Defend the Cony:fusion. p 117
" !hut, pp 117 II

!hid , p 111 See also Comptroller (ieneral of dissknited Staten, Report
Contrervir. Improved Cooperation and Coordination Needea- mong

Leef.h.of Government -.4)ffire n /,Management and Budget Ci vial' A -41
Opel I I, (975), no 42, pp Pi 41 In reference to FWD', ar offices'
compliance with this requirement. See U 5 Department of lbw ing and
Urban Development, Community Planning and Development, Office of
Evaluation, kru/surton Sorter A- 95 Protect Notification ,and Review Syttym
An Evaluation Related ( 'ommunity Derelopment Entitlement Block (imam
(November 1976), p II
" Christopher I. Rissett111,,01Tii.c of Regional ('.*inset, Region V,.
l'nvironmental Profirctittn Arm,. y. memorandum to Robert It Shaefer,

Kevin.' Counsel. Region V. and Alvin I. Alm, Asoinuistil Administratin
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directs agencies to provide the clearinghouse an
explanittion for approving an application over the
clearinghouse's objection.47 Funding agencies have
often failed to solicit A-95 review. comments on civil
rights. In 1975 EPA's Region V office, for example.
received a complaint alleging that it failed to follo'w
the A-95 review process properly in the review of
an Oregon, Ohio, grant application. The complain-
ant claimed that by failing to solicit comments
regarding the civil rights aspects of-the application.
the application was not properly, reviewed so as to
ensure that the city of Oregon was furthering the
national policy of 'fair- housing and. national and
regional policies and plans relating to the dispersal
of low-income housing." EXclusionary zoning was'
the underlying issue-EPA found no violations and
the case was dropped."

2. HeaReviews
If HUD operatethan effeCtive compliance pm-

gram under Title VIII, it could he an ideal choice Its':
a clearinghoutit for comprehensive community far
housing compliance reviews for other community
development agencies! LIVED is mandated by Title
VIII to he a leader in equal housing opportunity and
-to provide tech assistance to other executive
agencies. .

Because HUD itself funds the largest community
development program" in the Federal Government,
it could set standards for a uniform Federal response
to ending housing discrimination. For example, if
HUD conducted cornmunitywide pattern and prac-
tice fait housing reviews," agencies pperating
community development programs could rely on the
results of those assessments. As of early 1978, HUD
did not conduct such reviews." However, in April
1978, the Secretafy of Housing and Urban Develop-

-
for Manning and Management; fl'A, 'Administrative Complaint, City of
Dolton, Ohio,Consauction ('19)64801," Aug h, 1975 The
complaint was indirniticif by the. Adviscatrii for flaw legal Vquality on
June 27:1971. ,iointly to Russell Irain, Administrator, rPA. and Carla
!fills, Secretary, Department of !lousing and Urban Development
" U:dgar Jenkins, Acting Director, Office of Rights.CPA, interview,
Jan

the Cnmmuntly f)evelopment !thick Omni Program is described in the
chapter on the Department of flousing and lfrhan Development

"this Commission has rrt ommended that in commund y wide pattern and
practice review% IRA) should esartnne the t overage of State and local fair
housing laws, the type( and quality of activAty conducted by fair housing
agencies, zoning orchrutuces, marketing lICtIVItlel of selected brokers'and
budder, mortgage financing practice% of a sample of lenders, and data
showing the rac ial and calm, composition of neighlwirlitaxls throughout
the writ See I1 S Commission on Civil Rights, the Federal Ow/ flighty

1974, vol II. /0 Provide For fair Housing (November 1975), p
51 thereafter curd as lo Prpride for Fair Flouting)
" Although !IUD has engaged In i ortiniunity wide pattern and prim: Inc



ment annoui4ed lans to establish "systematic
dis.criminattio; units" to develop pattern and practice
cases on a demonstraticin basis." -

Another possible HUD activity which could be
valuable in gathering information on community
compliance with fair housing laws is its reviews in
connection with the GSA-HUD Memorandum of
Understanding pursuant to Executive Order N.
11,512." In this review, HUD determines the exert
of discrimination in the saleand rental of housing.
The review also notes those stIbiteas that appeal'
accessible to low- and moderate-income housing on
a nondiscriminatory basis and those that do not.
However, HUD's reports to GSA under the
Executive order have been inadequate

HI. pelocatiort Ass
The Federal Government'''. gages in numerous

activities which result in the displacement of people
from their residences. These activities include the
acquisition of land for open space, the construction
of highways or mass transit systems, and urban
renewal. ..The Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970" (hereafter
cited as the Relocation Assistance Act) requires
Federal agencies to pay displacees for movin- and
searching for a replacement dwelling and for the
cost of replacement housing for homeowners and
tenants." The act also requires Federal agencies to
help displacees find comparable replacement hous-
ing by setting up a relocation assistance advisory
program to:

Determine the need, if any, of displaced persons
for relocation assistance;

Provide current and continuing information on
, the availability, prices, and rentals, of comparable

decent, safe, and sanitary sales and rental housing;
.Assure that, within a reasonable period of time,

prior to displacement there will be, available in
areas not generally less desirable in regard to

reviews in the past, it feels that it has no authority to conduct them unless
there o poor evidence that a community ls discriminating in housing. See
discussion of this point in the chapter on the Department of Housing and
Urban Development
" Henry A Flubechrrum, Executive Asaitlalld to the Secretary, U S
Department of Housing and Urban Development, letter to Louts Nunez,
Acting Staff Director. U S COMWININCM on Civil Rights, Aug 17, 1978
" Exec Order ,No 11,512, 3 C F R 898(1966 -1970"Campilation) Exec
Order No 11,512 ccmcerna the planning, acquisition, and management of
Federal space
" HUI) reports under Exec Order No 11,512 are discussed in the chapter
on the General Services Administration
" 42 U S C if 1411, 2471, 3307, 4601-4602, 4621 4638, 4651 4655 (1970),
44 U S C 1606 (1970) The act also covers farms and businesses that are
displaces/ as a result of Federal activity or program

public utilities and public and. commercial facili-
ties and at rents or prices within the financial
means of the. families and individuals 'displaced,
decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings. ". .equal in
niunbeis to. the nitmber, of and available to such
displaced persons who require such dwellings and
reasonably'.accessible to their places or employ-
ment,-

. Supplkinformation concerning Federal and
ate h ing programs, disaster,loan programs,

rid ot Federal or Stlite programs, offering
,R9sistance to displaced persons; and

Provide other advisory services to displaced
persons in order-to-minimize hardships to such
persons in adjusting to relocation."

A. Relocation Agencies'
All Federal agencies engaged in the acquisition of

real property or the displacement of persons, farms,
or businesses have responsibility under the Reloca-
tion Assistance Act. Among the agencies significant-
ly affected by this act are: the Departments of
Agriculture; Commerce; Energy; Defense (the
Army Corps of Engineers); Health, Education, and
Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; the
Interior; Justice; Labor; Transportation; and the
Treasury; and the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion; Environmental Protection Agency; General
Services Administration; National Aeronautics and
Space Administration; NucAar Regulatory Commis-
sion; Pennsylvania Avaue Development Corpora-
tion; Tennessee Valley Authority; U.S, Postal
Service; and the Veterans Administration..

In 1972 the Office of Management and",13udget
issued implementing guidelines under., Circular A-
103 for the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970. These
guidelines, currently administered by GSA," apply
to all Federal agencies and federally-assisted pro-
" 42 U s C 14 4622,4623, 4624 (1970)
" 42 U S C § 4625(0(044), (6) (1970) Displacing agencies are also
required to coordinate their relocation activities with other Federal, State,
or local governmental projects in the surrounding areas, Other Federal
agencies are required to cooperate with the displacing agency to assure that
displaced persons receive the maximum assistance available to them.
" In 1974 Circular A -103 was rescinded and transferred to GSA as

Federal Management Circular 78-4 GSA codified the circular in 34 C F R
233. In 1977 GSA revised its regulations and redesignated them to hie in

41 C F R § 101 6 et seq. 42 Fed Reg 14,09Z(1977) In August 197N this
Commission sent the General Services Administration draft sections of its
report on fair housing OSA provided comments on tV chapter which
focused ton the General Services Administration, but mule no comments on
this chapter
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grams involved in the acquisition 'of property or in
the displacement of busi s or persons." The
GSA guidelines require eresuch agency to issue
regulations pursuant to _the Relocation Assistance

Act."
Although the Relocation Assistance Act itself

contains 'no explicit civil rights provisions, the GSA
guidelines' require agencies to take into account Title
VI cif the Civil Rights Act of .15164 and Title VIII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1968'3 when they issue their
own regulations, The guidelines also state that a
"comparable replacement welling" must be "opent
to all persons regardless o race, color, religion, or
national origin, consistent with the requirement "of
the Civil -Rights Act of 1968."" The guidelines
further require Federal agencies, dr Federal-aid
recipients acting as displacing agencies," to assure
that a supply of adequate replacement housing is,
avhilable on a fair housing basis prior to displace-
ment's

The inclusion of civil rights prlisions in the GSA
guidelines serves to ensure that, as a minimum, each

agency with, relocation assistance responsibility
recognizes its Title VIII responsibility. However, of
the agencies surveyed, only the Departments of
Commerce; Health, Education and Welfare; Labor;
and Transportation; and the EPA; Pennsylvania

" 42'Fed Reg. 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C.F.R. * 101-6.1.
` 42 Fed Reg. 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C.F.R ¢ 101-6.101-4.
The purpose of the guidelines is to assist Federal agencig in developing

regulations and procedures to implement the Relocation Assistance Act to

ensure uniform, fair, and equitable policies for the acquisition of real
property and the treatment of displaced persons. The guidelines were
prepared by the Relocation Assistance Implementation Committee, 1

seven-member body created by Presidential memorandum of Jan. 4, 1971.

The agencies represented on the
Presidential

are the Departments of
Agriculture; Defense; Health, Education, and Welfare; Housing and Urban
Development, the, Interior, Justice, arid Transportation; and the General
Services Administration. The U S Postal Service also participates in Its

activities.
" 42 Fed. Reg. 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C F R. ft 101-6 101-3

" 42 Fed Reg. 14,097 (1077) to be codified in 41 C.F R. ¢ 101-6.1,02-2.
'comparable replacement dwelling" as defined as one that is decent, safe,

and sanitary, and.
Functionally equivalent and substantially the same as the acquired

dwelling, but not excluding newly constructed housing;
Adequate in sire to meet the needs of the displaced family or

individual,
Located, an an arta not generally less desirable than the one an

which the acquired dwelling is located with respect to
(I) Neighborhood conditions, including but not limited to

municipal services arid other environmental factors,
(2) Public volutes; and
(3) Public and commercial facilities,

--Reasonably accessible to the displaced person's place of employ.

ment or potential place of employment.
--Within the IlnanCial means of the displaced family or individual,

and
--Available on the market to the displaced person

Under the Relocation Assistance Act, "a compatible replacement dwell.

mg" serves as standard by which referrals for replacement housing are
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Avenue Development Corporation; TVA; and the

U.S. Postal Servic$ reported that they had such
responsibility."

Moreover,' the GSA guidelines provide insuffi-

cient guidance on .how agenties should implement

civil rights requiremNa. Although the GSA guide-

lines provide detailed standards for "decent, safe,
and sanitary housing,"" they provide no similar
description of "fair housing" under Title VIII and
do not give 'instructions , on how to determine
whether replacement housing is drawn from an open

housing market. The guidelines, for example, Lould

instruct agencies to check with HUD and local fair
housing groups, send testers into the local, housing

market, check for integration by visually reviewing

the building or area, and obtain,an assurance from

the seller, real estate agent, or ,landlord. Without
first determining whether the housing market, in
fact, operates on a nondiscriminatory basi), the
displacing agency would not be able to tell if

Comparable replacement housing is fair housing, and

as a result, it would unknowingly perpetuate housing
discrimination. For example, a real estate agent or a
landlord's Willingness to sell or rent housing to

made. It is also used for computing the replacement housing payment. 427

Fed. Reg. 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C.F R. *101-6.106-2.
A displacing agency is a Federal agency or a Federal-aid recipient

whose program, or activity results in the displacement of residences,

businesses, or farms.
" 42 Fed. Reg. 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C.P.A. *101-6.103-1(a).

- The Departments of Commerce; Health, Education, and Welfare; Labor;

and Transportation; and the EPA; Pennsylvania Avenue Development
Corporation; TVA; and U.S. Postal Service responses to U.S. Commiaason

on Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaire.
" 42 Fed. Reg 14,097 (1977) to be Codified in 41 C.f.R. ft 101-6.102-3.

A decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling is one which is found to be in

sound, clean and weather-tight condition, and which meets local
housing codes. The following criteria should be used in determining

if dwelling unit is decent, safe, and sanitary. Adjustments may be

made only an the 'cases of unusual circumstances or in unique
geographic areas, as determined by the head of the Federal agency.

(a) Housekeeping unit. A housekeeping unit must include kitchen

with fully usable sink; s cooking stove, or connections for same;

separate complete bathroom; hot and cold running water in both the
bathroom and kitchen; and adequate and safe wiring system for

lighting and other electrical services; and heating as required by
climatic conditions and local codes. (b)Nonhousekeeping unit. A
nonhousekeeping unit is (Mt which meets local code standards for

boarding houses, hotels, or other congregate living. If local codes do

not, include requirements relating to space and sanitary facilities,
stadNatid will be subject to the approval of the head of the Federal

agency (c)pccupancy standards. Occupancy standards for replace-

ment housing shall pomply with Federal agency approved occupan-

cy requirements or shall comply with local codes. (d)Absence or
inadequacy of local standards. In those instances in which there is no

local housing code, local housing code does not contain certain
minimum standards, or the standards are inadequate, the head of the

Federal agency may establish the standards.
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minorities does no necessarily inaicale fair housing.
A dual hoiising market," whidh is difficult to det,ct
on the surfacer may be in operation.

By failing to require anindependeni`assessment of
the bbusIng market, tie present GSA guidelines On
Title VIII may aliO be Iconfusing. Since fairhousing-
is presently part inf. ths def. liti4 of "comparable
.rephicemenr dwelling," it can mislead agencies into
pelieving that because comparable replacement
housing is available, it is necessarily "fa
open to all ' persOns .regardless of :face, color,
religion, sex,t& national origin and.consistent with
)e requirement of.Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968.''"

B. An ExampleThe Federal Highway
Administration

Since GSA guidelines provid, inadequate guid-
ance on implementing agencies are left
with the burden of defining Title vrii for them-
selVes. Of the agencies surveyed in this chapter, th.
Department of Transport-an:3n has the largest reloca-
tion assistance progiam. Within DOT, the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) makes up the
largest portion of this program." FHWA has
promulgated detailed regulations and program
guidelines pursuant to the Relocation Assistance Act
and the GSA 'guidelines." FHWA follows the
guidance GSA provides on Title It has also
instructed Stat highway agencies to: , .

Take affir ative action to insure .that replace-
ment housing resources used are, in fact, open to
all races and sexes without discrimination;

Establish procedures for processing fair housing
discrimination complaints;

Inform relocatees of their, fair housing early in
the process of the relocation assistance; and
- To the extent possible, assist relocatees in
ensuring 'against discriminatory practices in the
purchase and rental, of residential units on the

" A dual housing market, one for white and the other for minorities,
results from the prattler of -uterine and discrimination against minority
brokers, who are often not given the same access to listings as white
brokeri

42 Fed Reg 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C R. § 101-6 102-2
" George Staazko, Leafing Division, Office of Space Planning and
Management, Public litulbings Service, General Services Administration,
telephone interview, July 19, 19711 The primary program of the Federal
Highway Admintstration is to provide funds to State highway agencies for
highway constructio-n, which also invariably results in displacement of
homes or businesses The State highway agency thus becomes a displacing
agency
" FHWA must also comply with %he Department of I ransixmation's
regulations for the Relocation Assistance Act 49 C F R 4 2i I r( try
(1977)

basis of race, 'color, religion, sex, or nation.
origin'?"
Nonetheless, HWA's. regulations and guidelines

re f ct the deficiencies found jatheQ$A implement-
ing uidelines. Liit's8A's 'guidelines, FHWA.

ilig

s"'.makes no substantive provisions for ensuring that
comparable replacement housing is, in fact, open.
housirig within the meaning of Title VIII. For
example, FHWA's regulations do not require the use
of review procedures for ensuring that the housing
market is nondiscriminatory. Although the program
guidelines instruct States "to take affirmative ac-
tion" for fair housing, they do not specify what the
affirmative action should be..Thf vagueness of such
a provision makes effective implementation of Tit`
VIII difficult. .

r
The GSA guidelines also do not provide adequate

instruction for handling discrimination which re-
stricts the availability of replacement housing." In
response to such a situation, FHWA interpret§.that
"last resort housing" can be used, lithe State.agency
determines a need based on a preliminary housing
study:This study must demonstrate "that the project
cannot. proceed to actual construction ,because'
comparable sale or rental housing is not reasonably_
anticipated to be available and cannot be made
available."'s According to FHWA's re,Aulations, the
States must do a preliminary housingsthdy:

. . .whenever during the planning, develop-
ment, or execution of a Federal or federally
assisted project, it appears that a sufficient
supply of comparable decent, safe, and sanitary
replacement housing may not be available to
satisfy the requirements of this part [740.1 et
seq.] (a. that .suelfr housing 1., not available on 0
tiondi.serimintaary sir fair hou.sing basis 7
IFinphasis added

FL-1WA has gone beyond the GSAauidelines by
adding fair housing cpnsiderations to its regulation'
on "lass resort housing". How literal reiding
" 21-CV R 740 let leg (1977)' ,

" DS Department of Transportation, F way Program.
Manual (Nov 4, 1976), vol 7, chap 5, p r
" The Relocation Aisiitance Aciprov lefifYir Federaj, agencies an

iituationi where replacement housing cilngnot.he'found 42 U S C § 4626
(1977) GSA regulations provide that afipr the head of an agency has made
a determtnation that such housing is4not svatlable, he. or she can take action
to rehabilitate or build replacement housing, which is referred to as "last
resort housing "'42 Fed Reg 14,097 (1977) to be codified in 41 C F R §
101-6 101 2

" 21 CFR., 4740117(1977)
"

si
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of the emphasized portionof FHW4's regulations

Ail/At resort housing suggests that last resort

housing can be built in instances in which, &ere it
not for housing discrimination, a supply of replace-
ment housing would be available. Instead of requir,..

ing Statehigh y agencies to take action to combat

the discriminat' FHWA's regulatiorN ,permit
them to ignore the discrimination and instead build

last resort housing$or displacees.
The Department of Transportation recognizes

that the language in its regulation can be misleading

and wrote to this ComMission that it is taking stws
to correct it. The Department stated:

FHWA recognizes Mkt 'the language may be
misleading and is taking Ceps to correct it.
FHWA'S' policy' is that lAst. resort housing
cannot be built unless it is open and fair housing.
Also, no project. . can be construtted sunless
the last resort housing [authorized] is built. . ". .

The last resort Klicy is a viable one, in addition
to the remedies available through, the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development and
the Department ofJustice./

FHWA has made efforts to include qUestions an
Title VIII in .its Title VI compliance reviews of
State highway agencies." These questions, for the
most part, ask whether fair housingrequirements are
discussed during FHWA's public hearings."

IV. Equal. Employment Opportunity
and Housing ..

The principle of equal employment opportunity
necessitates that persons not be denied employment
because of race, color, national origin, religion, or
sex. If discrimination on any of thesibbases.prevenes

people from finding suitable housing in the Vicinity
top hof an employer's facilities, t 's can effectively

exclude them from employment at the
facilities.,In the' Commeision's view, equal employ-

ment opportunity requires employers to take action

" Ellen Femgold. Director, office of: Rights. Department of
Transportation, letter to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, Aug 23, 1978.
On Dec: 20. 1976, the Federal HighwayAdministration made 'number

of changes to its Cionl Rights dual Opportunity Manual. One of the
changes was to include Title yin of the Fair Housing Act of 1968 as part

of its civil rights authorities. In FHWA'aTitle VI program ipplementation
and review procedures, Title VIII consideration has been *Med to the hat
of questions for 'conductingisTitle VI compliance reviews. DOT, FHWA,
Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual. Transmittal 233, Dec. 20, 1976.

lbsd. Although such questions are helpful. FHWA should also monitor
whether State agencies have adequate pl'5cedurere for assuring that

replacement housing is fiyr housing.
The relationship betWeen the provision of low- and Moderate-income

housing and equal employment opportunity is discussed in the (ISA
chapter
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to, overcome or compensate for any,cffects 'housing
dilcriminatipn has on the. composition' of th9irwork
forces.

Employers tii ensure that the sites they choo\se

for relocation, new installations, or offces do not
effectively excludl minorities from theta' work forces

by choosing sited in close proximity- or with
convenient transportation to an adequate supply of

lo and moderate-income and nondiscriminatoryc
hO ng.'° Employers can also participate in the

.,con ruction or financing of housing to ensure that
suitable Housing is available on a nondiscriminatory

a(basis. In additio 'employers clip combat the effect

, of housing disc ,mination on -The composition of
theiSiork forces bNii establishing a housing locator

si>service, listing ditellings that are available on a
nondiViminatory, basis, and include low-income
housing. Employers can also provide employee%
with information on how to file complaints AN

,....

-discrimination in housing or mortgage finance with
the appropriate Federal, State, or local agency. ,

A. Private Employment
Both the EqUal Employment Opportunity Com-

mission (EEOC) and the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs ( OFCCP) in the Department
of Labor share major responsibilitiesfor eradicating
employment discrimination in the private sector."
EEOC is the lead agency for enforcing Title VII Of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972.62.

OFCCP has the lead 'responsibility, for enforcing
Executive Order No. 11,246, as amended OL,Elecu-

tive Order 11,375":"
1 E1QC recognizes the relationship between -fair

housing and equal employment opportunity. Ac-

cording toEEOC: -s

Discrimination in housing limits employment
opportunity. When major employers move
from the central city to suburban areas, there is

See U S Commisilion on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Ifigifis

Enforcemertt Effort-1974, vol V, TO Eliminate Employment Discrimination

(July 1975) and The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--1977,
Eliminate Employment Discrimination: A Sequel (December 1977) for

4 detailed discussion of the activities of EEOC and OFCCP

" 42 U.S C 2000e (Supp V 1975).
" Exec Order No 11,246, 3 C.F.R. '339 (19M--1965 Compilation), as
amended by Exec Order NO 11,375, 3 CT' R 684 (1966- 1970 Compila-

tion) at 684 Part II of Exec Order No 11.246 prohibits discrimination in

employment on the basil of race, creed, color, or national origin among
Federal contractors and subcontractors, and requirts them to lake

affirmative action to ensure that equal opportunity Is provided Exec

Order No 11,375 added sex as a prohibited basis of discrimination



a risk that the segregated residential patterns in
predominantly white.suburbia.lvill tie reflected
in the employer's w&kforce. I» turn,, discrimi-
nation in employment, by limiting income,
limits housing opportunities.

EEOC takes the pition that,' where it can be
shown that a plant relocation is undertaken for the
purpose' of limiting minoriti opportunities, such
action would constitute a violation of Title VII."
Moreover, EEOC encourages ,employers to take
action to eliminate the adverse affect that housing
discrimination: May have ion their employment
practices. For example, EEOC provides the follow-
ing advice to employers in its publiCation Affirmative
Action and Equat Employment: A Guidebook for
Employers:

Many companies have moved away from the
areas where most minorities live. Employment

,oppdrtunities are often in areas where racial or
toticonomic restrictions prevent minorities and

lower-paid employees from living within rea-
sonable distance.

''Consider wotking, as some companies already
are doing, to get more housing in your labor
area that is racially open and within the
financial means of lower-paid employees. With-
mit such housing;:it will continue to be difficult
to provide equat employment opportunity for
many,"

EEOC 'also makes provisions in its conciliation
agreements. with employers for eliminating the
adverse affect of housing problems on employment
opportunities."

In addition, OFCCP regulations recognize the
relationship between housing and employment
discrimination. As OFCCP observes:

Section .60-2.13(a) states that contractors should
take special corfectiVe action where the analysis

" Federal Government Fair dousing l976. p. 19
'" E.P.00 reported to HUD that it took this position in an amicus curiae
brief it submitted for the plaintiff in Bell v Automobile Club of Michigan.
The Federal GovernItent Fair Hawing 1976. p. 21 'This case is referenced in
7 EDP 9213,
" U.S., Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Affirmative Action
and Equal Employment. A Guidebook for Employer, vol.! (January 1974), p
62 (hereafter cited as Affirmative Action and Equal Employment).
" For example, EEOC has reported to HUD that on Mar. 11, 1974, it
announced the signing of a conciliation ;Agreement with Jersey Central
Power and Latest Co The agreement included provision that hinds be
allocated by the company to secure transportation for minorities in high
density area to travel to the cbmpany's facilities. which in most Instances
were removed from 'other modes of puhllc transportation. The Federal
Cronrrnment Fair Housing 1976 p. 21

OPCCP echo commented.
Other sections, such M those calling on contractors to work with

r for their affirmative action pro-gram shows a
lick of access to suitableihousing.or transporta-
tion for minorities: and Section 60-2.24(h) states
that contractors are to encourage child -care,
housing, and transportation programs appropri-
ately designed to improve the employment
opportunities for minorities and women."

However, OFCCP has remained silent on the issue
of contractor relocations concerning (moves from a
city to a suburb where fewer housing opPortulaities

-for minorities may exist. Indeed, it has been alleged
that OFCCP permits conractors who relocate from
the inner city to the subdrbs to reflect the impact of
suburban housing discrimination in setting-affirma-
tive action hiring goals by allowing employers to
adopt new lower hiring goals if they move to an area
where fewer minorities reside."

On Decerr liter. 15, 1977, Suburban -Action Insti-
tute, a Ne rk-based, private, nonprofit civil
rights group/challenged OFCCP's stand, and
petitioned the U.S. Department of Labor for asuling
on OFCCP's interpretation of Executive Order

11,246 that contract compliance obligations do not
extend to corporate relocations. The petitidn specifi-
cally asked the Department of Labor to determine
whether Union Carbide was in vlolation of Fxe.c.1,1-

jive Order 11,246 because of its corporate move
from New York City to Danbury,. Connecticut."

lnilltsponse to Suburban Action Institute's peti-
tion, OFCCP will be issuing proposed regulations
that will address the issues raise. 4." OFCCP stated:

While OFCCP cannot require that contractors
remain within particular geographio areas, we
can take some additional steps to ensure that
contractors make the availability of fair housing
a consideration in corporate relocations. The
regulations being drafted establish specific good
faith efforts contractors will have to make in.
corporate relocations to ensure that all employ-
minorities' and women's organizations is recruitment indirectly
address community problems such as housing. OFCCP evaluates
contractors' efforts under these sections in determining whether
good faith efforts have been made to practice affirmative action in
employment Weldon J. Rougeau, Director. Office of Contract
Compliance Programs. Department of Labor, letter Jo Louts Nunez,
Acting Staff Director, U.S Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 9,
19211(hereafter cited as Rougeau letter).

" Suburban Action. Institute. Petition to the U.S. Department of Labor for
a Ruling that Union Carbide is in Violation of Federal Contract
Compliance Requirements Ptirsuant to Exec. Order No 11,246, Dec. IS,
1977.

ihicldRichard Devine. Assistant Director. Office of Contract .Compliance
Programs. Department of Labor, telephone interview, May 13. 19711 the
proposed regulations were scheduled to be issued in mid-June 1971.
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ees have a realistic opportunity to retain their
jobs.. Among the good faith efforts will be
i:onsaiering the availability of fair housing for
women and minorities in planning corporate
moves and working cooperatively with commu-
nity RaupS and local. governments to Obtain.

equal aiNess to housing for all segments of the
contractor's workforce. Publication of these

regulations is planned to coordinate with other
changes made necessary by the consolidation of
the contract compliance Qrogram."

B. FoderffEmployment
The Federal Government recognizes that housing

discrimination affects employment opportunities.
Executive Order 11,512 assigns responsibility to
both GSA and hoods of executive agencies to

consider the availability of adiquate low ;t; and
moderate- income -housing in the acquisition or

assignment of Federal space and to consider the
effect that a selection of a site for Federal facilities

will have on improving social and economic
conditions in an area."

One of the objectives of HUD's Federal Equal
Housing Opportunity Council is to "plan facility
locations so that housing options for employees,
particularly mnorities and women, are not ham-

pered."" Acco ing to the Council:

Whenever an agenCy relocates all or part of its
facilities, changes. in the housing needs of the
employees caused by the relocation must be
considered and responded to by the agency.
This includes (I) adequate low- and moderate-
income housing i reasonable distance from
the new site, a le to employees on a non-
discriminatoey s, and/or (2) adequate public
transportation between residences and the work
site, or the provision of adequate transportation
by the agency.

" Rougeau letter. ..

" Exec. Order No. 11,512, 3 C.F R. 898 (1%6-1970 Compilation),
Section 2.

raw Federal Governnsent Fair Housing 1974 p. I..
, Ibid.. p. SS.
" Other internal agency equal housing efforts have included appointments

of agency housing officers, establishment of a fair housing complaint
service. mud development of liaisoop with community groups and other
Federal and local government units in promoting fair housing in the

community.
" The 24 Council members that have housing locator services are the

.Deportmenta of Agriculture; Commerce:Defense; Energy: Health. Educa.
nook and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; the interior. Labor,

Slate; and Transportation; ACTION: Central Intelligent Agency; Civil
Service Conialmuon; Environmental Protection Agency; Federal Commu-

nications Commission; Federal House Bank Board; Federal Maritime_.
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Another objective of the Federal Equal Housing
Opportunity Council is to set up housing locator
services for all its 52 member agencies." According

to the Couniil, 24 of the Council members haver, to

some extent, set up such services." The Tennksee
Valley Authority, for example, produced the Knox-

ilomeseekers Guide for.TVA employees
and other county residents. The guide provides
information on sale and rental housing in the county,
transportation routes, and child care service infor-

mation, The Department of State and the U.S.
Information Agency use the housing referral service

administered by the Association of Foreign Service

Wonien. This service accepts and posts housing

notices on bulletin boards throughout the agency.

The service requires owners. to certify tai writing
that listings are available on a fair housing basis: ,

Nonetheless, many Federal agencies have not
adequately recognized that fair housing assistance

may be necessary to ensure= Federal equal employ-

ment opportunity. More than half the Council
agencies provide no fair housing services to employ-

ees, including the Departments of Justice and the
Treasury and the Veterans Administration." Admit-
tedly, some of the agencies without housing locator
services are small, such as the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration and this Commission,'" and they may lack

the resources for an effective locator service.
However, the Council could assist such agencies to,

establish coordinated, metropolitanwide, interagen-

cy, housing locator services for their Washington
headquarters and various field offices.

Another indication that agencies have not ade-

quately assigned fair housing responsiblities with

regard to their employees and potential employees is

that, in response to this Commission's fair h'i.; u s

questionnaire, only four agencies listed Executive

Conimission; Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service; Federal Trade

Commission; Indian Claims Commission; '14M-state Commerce Commis-
sion; National Labor Relations Hoard, Tennessee Valley Authority; and
U.S. Information Agency. The Council recommends that the service be in a

well advertised, easily accessible location where employees can receive

information on housing vacancies, information on fair housing rights, and
housing discrimination counseling or referral to the appropriate enforce-

ment agency. Federal Government Fair Houtiag 1974 p. g3. ,..2ponses

" U.S., Department of State and U.S. Information Agency, 'to

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Fair HousingQuestionnaite.
" The Departments of Justice ono the Treasury end the Veterans
Adinutinnition are examples of agencies with large numhers of employees.

As pr May 31, 1977, Justice employed 51,667 permanent, fa-time:if/vow;
Treasury, 118,024, and the Veterans Administration, 190,9%. --
'" As of May 31, 1977, FCA employed 4,270 permanent, full-time persons,

the U.S Commission on Civil Rights, 287.



Order 11.512 as one of the equal housing opportuni-
ty authorities for which they had responsibility _1"1
Moreover, of those agencies reporting recent moves
of more (hail 50 miles and involving ((K) or more
employees. none reported responsibility under Exec-
utive Order 11.512 or said that they considentd the
presence of low- and moderate-income housing and
nondiscriminatory housing in selecting their new
site.""

V. Surplus Property
Federal surplus real property ""' offers 'a potential

resource for helping some localities meet their needs
for low- and moderate-income housing. In 4968
Congress set a 10-year goal of 6 million federally-
subsidized units for the poor. As of mid-1978, the
Federal Government had met only 2.7 million of this
goal, leaving a need for 3.3 million to he built or
rehabilitated. The Center' for National ,Policy. Re-
viesso" reported cases where Federal surplus real

Troperty could meet the need for low- and moiler-
ate-inorne housing in specific localities.. For exam-
ple. the Ll'Affrfound that.

In Laredo, Texas, the construction of the new
international bridge between Laredo and Mexico
forced the relocation of 340 low- and moderate-
income families, which resulted in an urgent
housing need} The Laredo Air Force 'Base.
constructed in 1969 with 405 housing Units, had
283 acres available as surplus property.

In Roswell New Mexico, 785 housing units on
the former Walker Air Base in Charles County,
Roswell, were 'available to meet the critical

" Exec Order No. 11,312 applies to the heads of executive agencies
The coverage of that order 13 discussed in the chapter in this report on
'UNA The four agencies, are the Department of Labor, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Credit Union
Administration. and the Ndclear Regulatory Commission
'" The survey results showed that among the 58 agencies, there were 3
agencies supporting move of more than 50 miles and involving 100 or
more employees in the past 5 years The Federal Mantime Commission
reported four such moves in the past 5 years, the Coast Guard within the
Department of Transportation. five moveli: the Department of the
Treasury, one move

As of Sept 30, 1977, the GSA Inventory showed an estimate o1179,500
acres'of surplus property on hand Norman Miller. Special Programs,
Office of Real Property. Public Buildings Service. General Services
Admirustratxtn, telephone mtervaew. Feb_ 22. 1978 Federal surplus real
property refers to any excess property which, in the'determination of the
General Services Administrator, is not required for the needs and the
discharge of the respimalbdities of all Federal agencies "Excess property"
is any property under the control of Federal agency which the head of
the agency determines ts no longer required for the needs and the discharge
of the responsibilities of the agency When an agency no longer needs a
piece of property; other agencies are given'tlic option to utilue'any excess
property if no Federal agency needs the excess property. it is then
declared surplus and becomes eligible for transfer The Fedex% Property
and Administration Services Act of l949 as amended (40 U S C- § 484
1197011 governs this process

homing nevd, of Mexican American migrant
workers living in substandard housing.

At the Naval Air Station in Albany. tieorg,ia,
470 units and 222 units.at the Glynco Naval Air
Station in Brunswick. Georgia. were available to
meet acute housing shortages in the area for Ivw-
and moderate-income families.' "

Despite the potential of Federal surplus real proper-
ty, less than I percent of the Federal real property
that becomes surplus is generally used for low-and
moderate-income housing.'" Ns

Section 414 of the (lousing and Urban Dev' clop-
ment Act of 1969, as amended, gives 'HUD the
authority to sell or lease surplus Federal property to
non-Federal applicants at its "fair value for use'' for
low- and moderate-income housing.'" There are
several provisions within this legislation that have
hampered the program's effectiveness:

First, the statute requires HUD to inform the
local government of its intention to sell or lease
surplus property to a nonpublic body for low- and
moOrate-income housing and allows the local
government the opportunity to veto HUD's
action.'" The effect of this provision is to permit
local communities to continue to discriminate
against low- and moderate-income persons by
refusing low- and moderate-income housing.'

Second. HUD is required to sell or lease a
surplus property at its "fair value for use.""° This,
in effect, may bar many transferees. especially
local housing authorities, from acquiring the
property because they lack the funds to pay for it.
While HEW or Interior can sell or lease property

The Center for National Policy. Review is a nonprofit organization for
research and review of-national policies with urban and racial implications.
It is affiliated with the Catholic University of Amenca School of Law,
Washington, D C The center has frequently informal GSA and HUD of
documented instances where there is a need for low- and moderate-income
housing in an area and the availability of Federal surplus real property in
the area that could be used for that purpose

Glenda Sloane. Supervisory Attorney, Center for NatiOnal Policy
Review Catholic University of America Schixil of Law, letter to Carla
Hills, Secretary. HUD, Aug 10, 197n. In this letter, the center criticized
HUD for failing to pursue these opportumuea
" David C Nimmer. New Communities Program Specialist, and Sheila
Jones, Housing Program Specialist. Division of Surplus Property, New'
Communities Adminntration. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment. interview, Jan I8, 1977

40 U S C § 484b 19701.
'" Id

The Centel for National Policy Review. Catholic University of
America School of Law. Shelter and Surplus Land. Report on the.Potenttal
of Federal Surplus Property (June 197.3). p 39 (hereafter cited is Shelter gnd
Surplus Prope)
"' 40 S C.1484b (10701 HUD must sell the property at its "fair value
fAr use." the dollar value of the property as a site for low- and moderate-
income housing development



for education or parks at a "public .benefit
discount" of up to 100 percent, HUD must sell its
property for a substantially higher price."'

A. Department of Hooting and Urban
Development

Although statutory provisions may limit, the

effectiveness of securing Federal surplus property
for the use of low- and moderate-income housing,
HUD nonAheless can do much to facilitate the
process of securing Federal surplus property for this
use. Since GSA first informs Federal agencies of the
availability of excess property,"' HUD has the
opportunity to review the property's feasibility for
housing and to inform local groups and eligible
applicants of the potential of the propfrty for low-
and moderate-income housing. Since HUD should
be aware of the need of any community for low- and

moderate-income housing througg the community
developmerit block grant's Housing Assistance

Plan,"' HUD is in a particularly good position to
suggest to appropriate local governing bodies that
Federal surplus property is available to meet a
community's need for low- and moderate-inCome
housing. HUD then can inform GSA of any local

applicants who have expressed an interest in obtain-
ing the property for low- and moderate-income
hotiOng.'

Since .1969, however, HUo has consummated
only five transfers of real property, amounting to'a
total of" 476.43 acres and approximately 1.630 to

2,130 housing units for low- and moderate-income
families."' The Center for National Policy Review
reports that HUD has taken a passive role in

securing Federal surplus. real property for tee use of
low- "and moderate-income housing. The center
reported that structural and administrative short-
comings hampered. HUD's effectiveness in adminis-

tering its surplus property role. These shortcomings
include inadequate staffing and failure to investigate
adequately excess property notices. HUD failed to
exercise leadership, the center found, in exploiting

"' Shelter and Sagplau Proper% pp. 41-42.
"1 Federal agencies are the first parties to receive notices of Government

excess properties. In reality. most excess properties later are declared
:surialua. When surplus properties become available. GSA. the agency that

oversees the disposal of Federal surplus property, is required to provide
notice of surplus property to all eligible State and local governing bodies. If
GSA receives letten of antenna from eligible agencies within 20 days, it
promptly reviews the statements of intention and determines time period

to allow the agency to develop and submit formal application. The
ehribde agency's implication is seat to the Federal agency having statutory
authority over the proposed use for the property. If the proposed %mei' for

low- and moderate-income housing. GSA and HUD coordinate on the
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the potential of surplus property for low- and
moderate-income housing.'"

B. Other Agencies
Other agencies could also play a part in furthering

the use of Federal surplus property for low- and
moderate-income housing by simply informing
HUD as soon as they are aware of property Vthich

may become available and which could be suitable
for loW-ineome housing. Assuming that a Federal

.agency knows its own property best, n is in agood
position to inform HUD of its potential for housing.

This would inform HUD in advance of the proper-

ties available and allow HUD to inform local

applicants or groups who can then find interested
applicants. Such agency action would be especially
helpful to HUD, since GSA allows eligible appli-

cants only 20 days to indicate an interest in the
property once it has been declared surplus. How-

ever, no Federal agency surveyed by this Commis-
sion's fair housing questionnaire had a policy or
procedure to facilitate the use of surplus property
for low- and moderate-income housing.

As overseer for the disposal of Federal surplus
real property, the GSA Administrator is permitted
wide discretion on deciding the best proposed use
for a particular piece of property, Where there are

competing requests for .different uses, GSA is
required to give theM equal consideration since the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act

does not assign priorities among the statutor
agencies. GSA, therefore, is in a position to ev
the potential uses ,and select the one that
serve the community. In many localities, u ling

the need for low- and moderate-income housing is

an urgent local need. The Center for National, Policy
Review, however, found. that GSA's determination
of whether HUD, HEW, or Interior receives the

transfer, "is based upon undisclosed representations
made to GSA by [the] agencies, and is made without

any indication of reasons."'"

review and determination of the application. If GSA receives no notices of
intention. it can dispose of the surplus property by public sale at its fair

market. value.
"' The Housing Assistance Plan is discussed in the chapter on the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
"' HUD document describing five transfers of Real Property for Low- or
Moderate Income Housing, Surplus Property Division. New Coinmunines

Administration (August 1977).
"' Shelter and Alpha Propetry. pp. 47-48.
1 Ib d., p. 45. In its report, the center recommends:

..that either the Housing and Urban Development Act or the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act be amended to



Prior to 1977, the White House had an active role
in influencing the uses of Federal surpltis property:
The Federal Property Council, part of the Exechtive
Office of the President, helped to transfler hundreds
of acres of surplus land for parks under the Nixon
administration's "Legacy of Parks" pro ram. There
has been no comparable leadership wi regard to
using surplus property for low-income housing."'
On December 15, 1977, President Carter abolished
the Federal Property Council in conjunction with a
reorganization of his Executive office.''''!

VI. Mortgage Lending

A. Government Oversight of Mortgage
Lenders

The Government engages in a number of over-
sight activities related to mortgage lending. As a
regulator of financial institutions, it enforces applica-
ble laws, including fair housing laws, and also sets
standards for 'mortgage lenders who conduct busi-
ness with the Government. In addition, as a
guarantor or insurer of certain loans made by
financial institutions, the Federal Government has
both the authority-and the responsibility to ensure
that mortgage leaders with *horn it does business
do not violate Title VIII Rights Act of
1968" and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act."°

I. National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
and Farm Credit Administration (FCA)

In addition to the four Federal financial regulato-
ry agenciss that oversee most of this Nation's banks
and saviliks and loan associations," there are two
other Federal agencies that regulate financial institu-

require that OSA hold an administrative hearing and render
clecinon hewed upon the hearing record in determining whether or
not to transfer surplus land to any agency requesting transfer, and
whern more than one agency files such request, in determining to
which agency the land shall be transferred. Ibid.

The center also recommends that in addition to the agencies concerned
citizen groups. local government units, and others be perm
participates these hearings. Ibid.. p. 46.
'" This Commission has observed that from November 1971 'through
August 1974, "The White House was indifferent to suggestions for the

'development of policy to use surplus property for housing." To Preserve,
Protect and Defend Me Cottony:eon. p. 30.
Concerning Whim House activities from August 1974 through August
1974 the Commimmion noted that "White House staff repeatedly learned
about the importance of considering the need for low-income housing in
making decisions concerning the disposal of Federal surplus property, but
never took action to establish low-income housing as. priority for its use."
Ibid.. p. 75.
1" Exec. Order No. 12.030, 42 Fed. Reg. 63,633 (1977).
" 42 U.S.C. 3601 et sel (1970).
us 15 U.S.C. 1691-1691f(1976).
1 ' The four Federal finsacial 'regulatory agencies are the Federal Reserve
Board. Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Deposit insurance Corpora-
tism. and Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

tions which make mortgages. The National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA) charters, insures,
supervises, and examines Federal credit unions,'"
which provide their members low-cost credit and a
depository for their savings. Any group of individu-
als who share a common bond of occupation or
association, or whO are from a well-defined neigh-
borhood, community, or rural district are eligible to
form Federal credit unions. Federal credit unions.
thus benefit a broad range of citizens throughout the
country. Federal credit unions offer loans for a
variety of purposes, including home improvemeikt
and repair and home mortgages. Until recent years
Federal credit unions could make home mortgages
with maturities of up to only 10 years.'" In 1977 the
Federal Credit Union Act was amended to authorize
Federal credit unions to make residential real estate
loans with maturities of up to 30 years.'" NCUA
regulations permitting such loans became effective
in May 1978.1" By extending the maturation of real
estate loans, the new legislation places Federal
credit unions competitively into the home mortgage
market.

The Farm Credit Administration (FCA) super-

vises, examines, and coordinates the financial institu-
tions comprising the Farm Credit System. These
institutions include Federal land banks and land bank
associations, Federal intermediate credit banks and

..-

.production credit. associations, and banks for coop-
eratives. These farm credit institutions arc geared to
meet the financial needs of farmers, farm-related
businesses, and. other rural persons. Among the
purposes for which they provide loans are rural
homeownership and repair.

'8 Federal credit unions' comprise the ;largest category of financial
institutions in the United States. The tont assets of all federally - Gartered
credit unions exceed 120 billion; the sleets of all federally -Muored credit
unitise preseptly exceed 129 Within.

12 U.S.C. 1737 (1976). In the pest. because of the limited maturity
don for real estate loans. Federal credit unions participated very bttleMs
the home mortgage market 'Residential real estate loans comprised undo. *
percent of all loans made by Federal credit %nice's.
'"12 U.S.CA. 1757 (1978).
no. Lawrence Connell. Adminaltrator, National Credit Union Ads:Miura-
Lion, letter to Louis Nunes. Acting Staff Director, U.S. Conisnission on
Civil Rights, Aug. 17. 1978 (hereafter cited as Connell letter). The
Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration added these
comments:

Unlike state chartered credit unions. Federal credit unions have had
I limited involvement in such leading prior to this time. Likewise,
lending by credit unions can best be described as cooperative credit
in that loans may be made only to membersthat is, persons within
the credit union's field of membership. Accordingly, it is not
surprising to note that neither our examination nor our complaint
handbag programs have disclosed measurable disaiminstion in the
area of housing loans Ibid.
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Both NCUA and 14CA regulate the banking
operations of their financial institutions through a
rigorous examination process. For example, they

oversee fiscal soundness by reviewing the financial
institution's assets, liabilities, outstanding debts, and

fiscal procedures. Both NCUA and FCA examine
their regulatees for compliance with applicable laws.

In addition to the responsiblity of NCUA and FCA
to administer their programs relating to housing
affirmatively to further the purposes of Title VIII,'"
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) specifi-
cally names these two agencies to oversee compli-

ance with ECOA by the financial institutions they
regulate.'" NCUA has observed that:

[ NCUA's examination process] includes exami-
nation for compliance with the requirements
and prohibitions of ECOA and Ihe Fair Hous-
ing Act.,,Related enforcement programs include
specialized examiner training, data systems
regarding compliance with these laws as well as
consumer complaints and an actir information-
al. program for Federal credit unions (our
"regulatees").'"

, Both agencies have published only general nondis-

crimination requirements in their regulations. The

National Credit Union Administration's nondiscri-
mination regulations cover the advertisement of
mortgage and home repair loans and the display of

notices of nondiscrimination in the lobbies of
Federal credit unions."a ,

Although NCUA's provisions for lobby and
advertisement notices of nondiscrimination are

useful tools to inform the public of the prohibitions
against discrimination in mortgage finance, they are

not sufficient for ensuring against such discrimina;
don. They do not, for example, address practices

such as redlining which are discriminatory in

effect.'" NCUA's advertising and poster require-

ments are similar to the ones issued by the Comp-

troller of the Currency, Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, and the Federal Reserve System in

1971 and 1977.'" Since these financial regulatory

'21 142 U.S.C. 3606(c) (1970).
00 5 U.S.C. § 169Ik (1976). In response to draft section of this chapter,

the National Credit Union Adminiatrabon wrote:
The draft accurately summarizes the functions of the National Credit
Union Administration and its enforcement roles under ECOA and
Title viii of Use Civil Rights Act. It is also accurate to reflect the

fact that NCUA has met its beak requirements under these laws.

This includes the issuance of formal regulations or amendments
thereto, when required, such as the addition of the terms "sex" to
our Regulation 701.32.to the list of illegal grounds for discrimination

in the financing of hOusing in accordance with P.L. 93-383. Connell

kkter `-'".
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agencies have since issued more comprehensive

nondiscrimination regulations, NCUA's nondiscri-

mination regulation lags far behind in its comprehen-

siv,eness. In August 1978, liCUA's Administrator
wrote to this Commission:

We have recognized the importance of going
beyond. ". .basic requirements, however, we arc
now developing au appropriate revision to
Section 701.31 as well as a section dealing
primarily with loan discrimination based upon
geographical consideration. Data accumulation
heeds are also being addressed in this revision.
consider this a priority matter and can Assure

you of prompt action.'"

NCUA states.that it follows Regulation B'" in its

lending compliance program. NCUA's AdrniMstra-

tor has elaborated:
4

'I would like to emphasize that our information-
al program has included providing all Federal
credit unions with copies of ECOA-RegulatiOn
B, related official letters and a Manual of Laws
explaining in detail the impact of these laws
upon credit union operations. Also upon request
we provide copies of this material as well as
Fair Housing posters to State credit unions, and

We develop 'and conduct educational training
programs- on these laws for credit union

Officials.

These programs have enabled NCUA to com-
municate directly and clearly to our "regultr
tees" the details of' their compliance require-
ments as well as the essence of our enforcement
policies."'

In -addition, on July 6, 1978, tlie National Credit
Union AdMinistration ;tieing with the Federal

Reserve System, Comptroller 'of the Currency,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board proposed uniform

guidelines for the administrative enforcement of

'" Connell letter.
" 12 C.F.R. § 701 31 (1977). These notices must incorporate facsimile of

the equal housing lender logotype.
To Provide .for Fankflousing. p. 150.

"" ibid., p. 148.
.0 Connell letter/
'" 12 C.F.R. § 202 et seq. (1977). Regulation B is the Federal Reserve
Board's interpretive guidelines for the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
NCUA wrote. "We will continue to be guided. . .by the Federal Reserve

Board's Regulation B and its interpretation thereof inasmuch as they have

thus been responsive to our interpretive needs." Connell letter.

" Colwell letter.



Regulation .B, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,
and the Fair Housing Act.'"

The Farm Credit Administration's regulations"
prohibit-discrimination in lending and.services"7 and
in advertising.'" Farm Credit institutions that make
rural mortgage and home repair loans mist also post,
and maintain' equal housing posters in their lob-
bies.'" In another section of its regulation; FCA
describes five basic credit factors pertinent to a
sound loan as part of its general loan policies for
banks and associations. It also specifies that consid-
eration be given to the special credit needs of
particular groups such as young farmers.'P.

In 1976 FCA amended ittoliOndiscrimination
regulations "in order to conform them to the
requirements of ECOA."141 FCA's amendment
consisted of adding the protected classes of "age and
marital status," named in ECOA, to the protected
classes of "race, color, and sex" already named in its
nondiscrimination regulations.

Although FCA's regulations are more compre-
hensive than NCUA's, they, too, fail to provide
guidance on fair lending comparable in"detail to the
fair lending regulations issued by the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board and the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation in 1978.'42 Despite the fact that
FCA describes credit factors and the application of
credit standards in another section of its regulations,
FCA fails to set standards for equal opportunity in
mortgage lending. For example, FCA's credit
rgulations are silent on the consideration of farm
and rural wives' incomes, . part-time income, or
alimony in the assessment of an applicant's Credit-
worthiness. FCA regulations also do not ;.prohibit

43 'ed. Reg. 29.256 (1978). According to the National Credit Union
Administration, "NCUA is taking leading rote among five Federal
financial institution' regulators in formulating a meaningful set of uniforgn
ECOA enforcement guidelines. When finalized, they will be published in
the Federal Register." Connell letter.
'" The regulations of the Farm Credit Board. FCA's policyniaking body.
include- a statement of policy on nondisCrimination in lending. This policy
states that:

.there shall be no.discritnination-because of race, color, religion.
national set or marital status, or age (provided the applicant
has the capacity to contract) by the banks and associations which
operate under the supervision of the Farm Credit Administra-
,tion. . .either, as is now proscniiid for the financing of housing by
Section 805 of the civil Rights Act of 1968 or with respect to the
availability of loans generally from such banks and associations. 12
CfF.R. 613.3140 (1977).

The policy statement was first adopted in 1969. In 1976 it. was amended to
add sex or marital status and age (provided the applicant has the capacity to
contract) to the factors for which discrimination is prohibited by the Farm
Credit Administration.
I^ 12 C.F.R. 613.3150 (1977). In addition to the prohibitions prOscribed
in Section 805 of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, this section also makes it
unlawful to allow, receive, or consider any application, request, or inquiry

practices that are discriminatory in effect, such as
refusing loans in certain geographical areas or
designating4ertain areas as the only ones in which.
loans will be made to minorities.

FCA commented:
. . . it is difficult to envision how "redlining"
Could be accomplished by any lender in the
Farm Credit System which can make loank only
to farmers and ranchers, producers and harvest-,
ers of aquatic products, and to home owners in
towns or cities which do not exceed 2,500 in
population. In any event, no complaint against

'a Farm Credit institution involving "redlining"
has ever been made to FCA, and we have not
found evidence in 'any of the extremely few
complaints of discrimination inlending we have
received sufficient to support theallegatioqs. '"

FCA provides no factual basis for fts belief that
redlining is not prevalent in towns or cities with
populations of 2,500 or under. This Commission
believes thai before FCA arbitrarily determines that
there is no 'need for a regulatory provision on
redlining, the matter should be studied furthei.

1. Federal Trade Commission

ECOA assigns the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) responsiblity for enforcing the provisions of
ECOA for all creditors not already covered by
other ECOA enforcement agencies.' Among the
hoysing-related creditor groups that FTC has
respoasibility to oversee'" are nondepository mort-
gage bankers and finance companies and Govern-
ment agencies such as the Veterans Administration
and the Department of Houiing and Urban Devel-

.

with respect to a loan on a discriminatory basis, or to refuse to perform any
other services it customarily Makes available to borrowers, applicants, or
members. ,

." 12 C. F.R.j 613.3160 (1977).

." 12 C.F-ft.f 613.3170 (1977).
."' 12 C.F.R. H 614.4150, 614,4160, 614.4165, 614.4170 (1977).
,*. 41 Fed. Reg. 16,451 (1976) to be.codified in 12 C.F.R. 1 613.3150 (1977).
'" FCA does send memoranda and respond. to questions its financial
institutions have about complying with ECOA and Regulation B. Robert
LOwerre, Office of the General Counsel, Farm Credit Administration,
telephone interview, Mar. 3f, 197.8. FCA also issued "Official Staff
Interpretations" of ECOA. Deputy Governor, Office of Credit and
Operations, Farm Credit Administration, memorandum to the Presidents of
Each Farm Credit Bank. "Equal Credit OpportunityRevised Regulation
B. ECOAFederal Reserve Board Annual Report to Congress for 1974,"
Feb. 22, 1977.
.4. Daniel L. Monson, General Counsel, Farni Credit Administration,
letter to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Aug, 11:'1973.

15 U.S.C. I 1691c(c) (1976).
," FTC also oversees all retail businesses, department stores, cpnsumer
finance companies, and nonbank credit card users. 12 C.F.R. ti 202,
Appendix A (1977).
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opment, that make mortgage loans and set terms and 1978, had not issued administrative enforcement

conditions for the loans they guarantee and insure.'" guidelines of its own for the creditor groups under

The FTC oversees mortgage lenders who play an its jurisdiction. While FTC's industryWide investiga-

influential role in home mortgage finance. Mortgage tion of mortgage bankers appears/Worthwhile and

bankers'" for example, originate approximately 20 helpful to FTC in performing itsenforcement duties,

percent Qf all home mortgages and 90 percent of alldministrative enforcement guidelines would clarify

dove ment insured and guaranteed mortgages. FTC's enforcement procedures and administrative

The ederal Trade Commissichi follows Regula-

tion B r its enforcement of ECOA. In August
1978, C described to this Commission its activi-

ties related to ECOA:

Notwithstanding our lack of authority to
promulgate substantive regulations implement-
ing Regulation B, the Commission and its staff
have been very active in the Federal Reserve
Board's rulemaking process. In this regard, staff
has s mitted .. extensive comments on. both

ivers ns of amended Regulation B and request-
ed t the Board reconsider two staff interpre-
tations. . . .In addition, in its 1977 Annual
Report to the Board, the Commission recom-
mended sixteen amendments to Regulation
B. . . The staff of the) Commission recently
supplemented the requests made in the Annual
Report by providing additional information
regarding four proposed amendments... . e.

You'should also be aware that the Commission
has authorized a study of the mortgage banking
industry pursuant to its industry-wide investiga-
tion of Unnamed Mortgage Lenders. The report
'which will be produced purs,uant to this study
will include ap analysis of whether the Commis-
sion should require additional monitoring infor-

/ thation by creditors under our jurisdic-
tion.. . .Becauie this study will not be com-
pleted until the fall, we cannot now provide you
with any firm indication as to whether addition-
al monitoring requirements will be imposed."'

Unlike the five financial regulatory agencies that
hive proposed uniform guidelines for the adminis-
trative enforcement of ECOA,1".FTC, as August

" Federal Trade Commission. newest to the U.S. Commission on Civil

Riglfts Fair Homing Questioniaire, Jan. 27. 1978.
Mottoes betaken are class of mortgage lenders who function, via

local real anus broker*, primarily as interntediaries between the borrowers

and investors who mike up the secondary mortgage market. Mortgage

bankers do not accept deposits Mien customers as bank/ or savings and loan

associations do. They are referred to by HUD as "noniupervised" lenders

because they are not subject to regulatioe by any Federal or State

regulatory soaacy.
Michael Pertschnk, Chairmen, Fedeial Trade Col:omission, letter to

Louis Nimes, Acting Staff Director. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

Aug. 26, 1978..
"6 These proposed guidelines are discussed in the section on the National
Credit Union Administration in this chapter.
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remedies for noncompliance.

3. The Small Business Administration (SBA)

SBA guarantees loans to victims of floods, riots,
civil disorders, and other catastrophes to hell; them
repair, rebuild, or replace their homes.'" Therefore,
it has a responsibility to ensure that the lenders who
cooperate with SBA for guaranty agreements
comply with Title VIII and ECOA. SBA, however,
does not agree. It wrote to this Commission:

The banks whi make loans to recipients
which SBA guar ntees are monitored by those
agencies which have the responsibility , for
monitoring -banks such as the Federal Reserve
Board, the Federal Deposit 'Insurance Corp.,

. etc. As stated in the regulations, SBA, monitors
those Small Business Investment Companies,
State and Local Development Companies and
other such lenders, which are also 'recipients
and are licensed by it to lend monies to small
business concerns. Consequently, the statement
that SBA has the "responsibility to ensure that
the lenders who cooperate with SBA for
guaranty or insurance agritements comply with
Title VIII". . .is not accurate."'

This Commission stands by its assertion that SBA
has responsibility to ensure, that -the lenders who
cooperate with SBA for guaranty agreements
comply with Title VIII and ECOA. title VIII of
the Civil Rights of 1968 requires SBA to affirmative-
ly further the purposes of Title VIII through the
administration off its housings programs and activi-

ties."' It is also incumbent upon SBA to do so
because, by guaranteeing loins made by a private

" SBA also guarantees directly. :rid indirectly through lerklert, loans to
small businesses to help them finance plant consu or

expansion, or to acquire equipment or facilities.
"' A. Vernon Weaver. Administrator,' Small Business Administration.

letter to Louis Nunez. Acting Steff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, Aug. 22. 1978 (hereafter cited asWeaver letter).

1 °A2 U.S.C. ft 3601-3631 (1970). Exec. Order No. 11,063 requires
executive departments and agencies, including SBA, to

take all action necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination
because of rice, color, creed or national origin in the lending
practice' with respect to residential property and related facilities of
lending institutions, insofar as such practices relate to loans hereafter

insured or 'guaranteed by the Federal government. 3 C.F.R. 652

(1959-1963 Compilation).



Lender, .SBA provides a benefit to the lender by
minimizing the risk assumed by the lender.'" In light
of this benefit, if a lender fails to practice eqinil
opponunity with regli-d to persons eligible for SBA
loans, SBA will, in' effect, be a contributor to the
discrimination.

It would appear ttait SBA noudiscrimination
regulations which prohibit disciimination by "all
recipients of financial assistance Trom SBA"'" and
are designed "to reflect to the fullest extent possible
the nondiscrimination policies of the Federal Go-
vernment,"'" should be applied to lenders who do
business with SBA. SBA regulations,do not clearly
state that lenders who participate in its guarantee
loan program are covered.'"

4:National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA1

Section 1309 of the National Housing Act of 1934,
as amended, authorizes NASA to participate in the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) mortgage
insurance program."r According to NASA, "the
809 program is designed for those eligible NA A or
NASA contractor employees at NASA iTiallations
to allow them to qualify for HUD-f mortgage
insurance inirlated areas where ad housing is
not available in the open market.

NASA describes its responsibility as folloks:

. .with regard to section 809 ok the National
Housing Act of 1934 as amended, NASA's role
is limited to.actirrg as contingent guarantor of
mortgages issued to eligible employees.
primary responsibility for approving these
mortgages remains with FHA [Federal Housing

n" SBA regulations also permit lenders to 'advertise their participation in
SBA programs (13 C.F.R. f 120.5 (aX4X1978)), which may assist the
lenders by attracting additional business.
T 13 C.F.R..'. 113.1 (1978) and 13 C.F.R. § 112.1 (iv;;,) SBA
Oromulpted two sets of regulations related to nondiscrimination in its
federally-anisted pr ignana One effectuates Title V4 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964;. the other 'reflects additional' Title' Vi provisions and other
nondiscriminitory provisions apphcible to all pients of SBA direct
assistance and guaranty agreements. The lat regulation prohibits
recipient creditors from discriminating against any pplicant with respect
to any aspect of a credit transaction on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status, age, or being recipients of income from
public assistance. (13 C.F.R.,§ 113.1 (b)(1978)). 13 t.F.R. i .112.1 et seq.
(1978) and,13 C.F.R. i 113.1 stare (1978).

13 C.F.R. i 113.1'(1978).
. SBA regulations do state that "for the purposes oethis part, a paragraph
(b) lender (13 C.F.R. i 120.4 (b)) shall be deemed a recipient of financial
arnstance" (13 C.F.R. 1 113.2 (b) (1978)). However, as SBA has written to
this COMX11112600, these lenders are:

. . the licensed Small Business Investment companies, State and
Local Coennstanity Development Companies *which receive monies
from SBA to lend to small business concerns. .lt small group of non-
bank leaden whose loans to small business are guaranteed,
in part, by SBA are treated as recipients a at covered by its
nondiscrimination regulations:Weaver letter.

4

Administration, Department of Housing and
Urban Development] and NASA only assumes
responsibility for losses incurred when there-are
insufaient funds under FHA administered
mortgage insurance trust funds. to data no
NASA funds have been required. Individual
mortgages result by arrangement directly be-
tween the employee and the lender as approved
by Fl IA.i ".

Although it is incumbent upon NASA not to
confer benefits on those lenders who discriminate in
mortgage finance, NASA has not issued equal
mortgage lending . regulations of its own: Indeed, it
does not even have a written equal mortgage lending

ASA believes that an agreement it signed with
the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment to ensure fair housing for NASA employees
obviates the need for such regulations.t has written
to this Commi-ssion:

Even though NASA has not issued specific
lending regulations of its own, the provisions of
NASA polidY stated in the' NASA/HUD.
Interagency Agreement of Fair Housing (Jan.

"11, 1977), are _sufficiently broad to cover,
transactions under the 809 program.'4'

NASA's agreement with HUD is an internal
docuinent and not an instruction to lenders. More-
over, it Flakes no mention of equal mortgage
lending."a

12 U.S.C. ¢ 1748h-1(g) (1976). ifis of Sept. 30, 1977, NASA guaranteed
mortgages for 3,317 houses, totaling 562,023,000.

NASA. response to the U.S. Commission omCivil Rights Fair Housing
Questionnaire, Jan. 23. 1978. Employee. at the following NASA installa-
tions were eligible for the Sik7firA (109jPrognim (1) the Marshall Space
Center in Huntsville, Ala.; (2) Na al Space Technology Laboratories,
Bay St. Louis, Miss., Ind (3) Dryden Flight Research Center. Edwards,
Calif

Harriett G. Jenkins?' Director for Equal Opportunity Programs,
National Aeronautics and gpace Administration. letter to Louis Nunez,
Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 15, 1978
(hereafter cited -hs Jenkins letter). The Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (or designee) is authorized to
guarantee and indemnify against loss to the extent required by Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development. 12 U.S.C. ¢ 1748h-l(g)(1976).
o NASA response.

Jenkins letter.
The most pertinent passage in the agreement merely states that NASA

supports HUD's strove for "Affirmative use of agency funding authority
over government-aptimored projects to further the purposes of the Fair
Housing Law." Interagency Agreement Between the Department of
Housing and.Urban Development and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Concerning the Advancement of Fair Housing and the
Location of Government-Sponsored Facilities, effective Jan. 11, 1977.
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B. Government as Creditor
The Federal Government functions as a mortgage

creditor when it makes loans or sets credit standards,
as it may when it guarantees, insures, or purchases
home loans. There are a number of programs in
which the Government acts as ,n creditor. For
example, previous chapters describe the home loan
programs.of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Veterans Administration, and Farm-
er;; Home Administration. In its- capacity of mort-
ga;?8---ereditor, the Federal Government has a
xesponsibility to comply with the Equal Credit
OppOrtunity Act"' and. Title VIII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1968.114

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act requires that
Government must comply with the provisions of the
act.t" Like any other creditor, the Federal Govern-
ment is prohibited from discriminating against any
applicant with respect to any aspect of a credit
transaction on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status, age, receipt of
public assistance,. or because an applicant exercised
his _or her rights under the Consumer Credit
Protection Act,"

Although Title VIII does not specifically require
Federal agencies' to comply with its prohibitions
against discrimination, The Government has a consti-

. tutional duty to practice equal opportunity in its
programs."'

SBA

In addition to 'making direct, and guarantee loans
to small businesses; SBA also-makes disaster loans to
individuals, small businesses, and larger businesses
that would not normally qualif,y,because of their size
for SBA assistance. Because it makes loans, SBA '
itself has a responsibility to practice equal opportuni-
ty in its lending activities. However, as of May 1978,

SOB

116

U.S.C.§§ 1691-169If (1976).
42 U.S.C. ff 3601-3631(19703
15 U.S.C. If .1692(0-1692(() (1976). ECOA defines creditor as

person who regularly extends, renews, or continues credit; any'perSon-Wbo
regularly arranges for the extension, renewal, or continuation of credit; or
any assignee of an original creditor who participates in the decision to
extend, renew, or continue credit." ECOA also defines the term -person"
to mean a natural person, a corporation. government or governmental
subdivision or agency. trust, estate. partnership. cooperative, or association.
The act of setting credit standards constitutes a form of participation in the
decision to extend. renew, or continue credit.
'" 15 U.S.C. 1 1691(a) (1976).
''" The Government's constitutional obligations for ensuring equal oppor
[unity in its own programs are discussed in U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, 'Federal Civil Rights Ertforeement Effort1971,.pp. 370-71. See also,
Richard M. Nixon, "Statement by the President on Federal Policies
Relative to Equal Housing Opportunity." June 11, 1971, Weekly Comp. of
Pres Doc.. vol 7. January-June 1971. p. 895.
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SBA had issued no regulations which recognized
this responsibility. SBA efforts have been directed at
enforcing compliance with Title VI and other
nondiscrimination provisions by SBA recipients.'

C. Deposit of Federal Funds
The. Federal Government maintains on deposit

large amounts of monies with financial institutions.
Banks derive snbstantial benefit from the deposit of
public funds to their care. Sonic of these funds. may
he utilized in income- earning investments, including
thi.: making of mortgages.

In the 'view of this Commission, the benefits that
depositary institutions receive from the use of
Federal deposits are likely to he covered by Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which states that no
person shall on the grounds of race, color, national
origin, or sex he excluded from participation in,
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity funded in whole
or in part with Federal funds." It appears to this
Commission that the GoVernment has a responsibili-
ty to ensure that depositary institutions do not
discriminate in mortgage finance.

The Department of the Treasury, however, has
concluded that the desposit of Federal funds in
commercial banks does not constitute a prOgram of
financial assistance so as to subject the banks to Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, The Assistant
General Counsel of the Department of the Treasury
has written:

if, in fact, large deposits f Government
funds are maintained in comme cial banks, and
some of those funds remain avai ble for income .
earning investment by the banks, no prOgram of
financial assistance by the Government is

involved. The Government does not maintain
deposits in banks to assist them and to argue

" From 1973 through 1977. SBA received no more than two complaints
having to do with fair housing practices in its loan program for rebuilding
or repairing homes damaged or destroyed by disaster. SBA response to the
U S. Commission on Civil Rights Fair lic;.tising Questionnaire. Jan. 27,
1978. Nonetheless. in August 1978, SBA stated:

7 For many years, the Compliance Division of SBA has monitored the
Agency's program and disaster offices for compliance with Title VI
and its other nondiscnmination requirements. This monitoring is
accomplished through investigations of complaints lodged against an'.
SBA program office or official by a member of the public or through
routine compliance reviews of program and disaster offices.
Although it does not appear in our regulations, the Standard

. Operating Procedures (SOP 90 30) for the Compliance Division of
SBA. at paragraph 29 (bX2) reads, in part, as follows:
"In the case of an SBA office, a review should be initiated when the
office's minority loan profile appears consistently bad or suddenly

. deteriorates." Weaver letter.
'. 42 U S. C. § 2000d (19701.



that monies on deposit retain their Federal
character when invested by the hank in housing
mortgages is contrary to the fact and law.
Reduced to its simplest terms, this would mean
that if an individual kept money on deposit in a
bank he could claim credit for financing the
activity in which the bank invests its monies.
This is patently absurd. If the deposit of Federal
funds in commercial banks is not a program of
financial assistance to the banks, then it follows
that such deposits are not subject to Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and it further
follows the Government' would not by reasons
of such, deposits have a responsibility to ensure
that depository institutions do not discriminate
in mortgage financing. "°

The Government's purpose in placing deposits in
commercial banks is not a relevant factor in
determining whether any .benefits covered by Title
VI result. "' Thus, the Department of Treasury's
.posi ion. is not convincing. To the extent that the
banki are free to use Federal deposits in income-
earning investments, the banks derive benefit from
these deposits, even if the Governntent does not-
intend to provide assistance to banks by placing it
deposits with them.

Even if there is no legal requirement that Federal
depositaries be equal opportunity lenders, there is
some precedent for the Government to use its
deposits affirmatively as a mechanism to further
equal opportunity goals by providing assistance
through the deposits of funds to banks that are equal
Opportunity lenders. The minority bank deposit
program.'" under the auspices of the Department of
the Treasury..encourages Federal agencies to depo-
sit funds in minority banks.'" Similarly, the Govern-
ment could encourage Federal agencies to deposit
funds in institutions which practice equal mortgage
lending. Under the authority of Title VIII of the
"" William J. Beckham. Jr.. Assistant Secretary (Administration). Depart
ment of the Treasury. letter to Arthur S. Reuniting. Chairman. U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 23; 19711 (hereafter cited u Beckham
letter), attachment from Wolf Haber. Assistant General Counsel.
'" For example. th43ovenunents intention Atom the determining factor
with regard to Title VI coverage in the .Veterans Administration's pr6gram
to 'provide monetary subsidies to veterans for their education. Educational
institutions which ultimately receive the funds arc required to comply with
Title VI, although providing assistance to educational institutions is not the
purpose of the program. See Department of Austice, Interagency Survey
Report, Evaluation of Title VI Enforcement at the Veterans Administra-
tion (December 1975), p. 2.
"" The eninority banking program is a combined Government-pnvate
program to increaser the deposit balancesin minority banks. The Depart-
ment of Comnierce coordinates the private phase of the program. while the
Department of the Treasury coordinates the Government phase. U.S.
Department of Commerce., "Government-Private Program to Increase
Peposit Balances in Mirority Banks," News. Oct. 2, 1970.
" Executive Office of the President. Office of Management and Budget.

Civil Rights Act of 1968, TreasurS, could affirma-
tively further the purposes of Title VIII by selecting
only those financial institutions that have good equal
opportunity, records,,, to he Federal depositaries.
Furthermore, the Department. of the Treasury could
write into its contractual agreements with financial
institutions a provision for equal opportunity lend-
ing.. This contractual agreement already requires
Federal depositaries to comply with Executive
Order 11,246, which requires banks and other
financial institutions to he equal opportunity em-
ployers."' However, no Federal agency surveyed
by this Commission, including the Department of
the Treasury, has taken any action to require that
their own depositaries be equal opportunity lenders.

In contrast, the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS)
of the Department of the Treasury stated in an
October 1977 letter to the chief executive officers of
those governments which are revenue sharing,
recipients:'''

. As a primary recipient of revenuc.sharing
funds, you have a responsibility so to ensure .
that the banks or other financ institution in
which you have revenue sh mg funds on
deposit is an equal opportunity employer and
lender. You should request assurance from your
bank or financial institution of its equal opportu-
nity policies, aloritwith appropriate supporting
documentation. PI ase keep this information on
file for examination by representatives of this
Office and by representatives of the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States, as is required
by law. If any bank or other financial institution
is not cooperative in provliding you with its
assurance and supporting documentation, please
advise [the Director of ORS] so [she] can take
appropriate aetion.'

Memonatlum for Heads of Departments and Agencies, "Deposit Program
for Minority Banks." Oct. 2. 1970. See also. Presidential Memorandum for
the Heads of Departments and Aget:ies, Apr. 11, 1977. As of June 30, 1977,
11 Federal cies had deposits 'minonty banks. totaling 599,825,000.
The 11 are the Departments of Agriculture: Commerce; Defense,.
Energy Education, and Welfare; Housing and Urban Develop-
ment; t or: Labor; Transportation; and the Treasury; and the
Community Services Administration. Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion; National ience Foundation; and U.S. Postal Service. U.S. Depart
ment of the reasury. Bureau of Government Financial Operations,
"Federal dove ment-Controlled beposits With Minority Banks at June.
30, 1977." As o Dec. 31, 1977, Government-contiatfted funds on deposit in
minority banks totaled approximately $127 million. Beckham letter,
attachment from D.A. Pagliani. Commissioner. Bureau of Government
Financial Operations,
" 31 C.F.R. § 202.1 (197T).
'" Pay letter from Bernadine Denning, Director. Office or Revenue
Sharing. to Revenue Sharing Recipients, Oct. 7; 1977.
'" Ibid.
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Although the nondiscrimination requirement of the
State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act is similar to

.,.TitleTitle VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, this
Commission knows of no other agency dispensing

:Federal financiaP:iissistance that has taken similar
:action, and ORS is,to be commended.'"

The .p ice of Re.,:enue Sharing, however, cau-
tions that RS' action constitutes an encouragement
itild IS-41f1I a requirement for recipient governments.
Specifically;.0,stated..,..

We note. . .that § 122 of the Revenue Sharing
Act does not provide the authority for the ORS

: ... to require that recipient governments monitor
depository banks for discrimination in. lending
and employment practices.

[T]he intent of [the ORS] letter of October 8,
1977. . is to encourage (but not to require)
recipient governAients to maintain their ac-
counts in banks whose equal employment and
lending status they have investigated. Although
§ 122 and Title VI arc not applicable to the
deposit transactions, the Equal Credit Opportw
nity Act of 1976 (Title VII of the Consumer
Credit Protection Act, as aniended, .15 U.S.C. §
1691 et .4, ) prOhibits discrimination in credit
transactions by all commercial credit institu-
tions. Therefore, in furtherance of the policy of
the Act, the ORS should refer any information
concerning discriminatory lending practices of
depository banks to4he appropriate compliance
agencies."'

VII. Resource Allocation

A. Staffing
None of the 55 agencies 'surveyed by, this

Commission reported that it had permanent, full-
time fair housing staff. The Social Security Adminis-
tration; Department of Health, Education, and

." In J970 the staff of this Canmission wrote to ORS concerning the
question of ORS' jurisdiction er lending institutions. The staff of this

. Commission concluded that ORS' civil nghts.prediction indeed covered
lending institutions. John A. Bugg', Staff Director. U S Contmission on
Cishl Rights, letter to Jeanna D Tully: Director, _Office of Revenue
Sharing, Department of the TreasurY,'Nept. 6, 1976.
'" Beckham letter. attachment from Herman Schwartz., Chief Counsel,
Office of Revenue Sharing.

Some agencies did not respond trrthu Commission's inquiries about fair
housing staffing, although they did use staff for fair housing activities. For
example, 'the Farm Credit Administration employs examiners who. also
check financial matuutioni for compliance with fair housing and other
consumer-onented laws
'" The Department of Labor has I person who spends 5 percent and 17
persons who spend 0.5 percent of their time on fair housing The
Department of Transportation has three persons who work on fair housing
part time but does not know how much time they spend at this activity. The
following are the number of people working in fair housing lnd the percent
of time they spend on fair housing in the remaining agencies. ACTION. 2
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Welfare, stated that it had six full -Unit' employees.
and 1 'half-time employee to assist other employees
with housing needs. It did not, however, indicate
what, it' any, percent of their time was spent on fair%
housing. The Federal Trade Commission reported
that in fiscal year 1978, staff with Equal Credit
Opportunity Act responsibilities spent a total of 5
professional staff years to mortgage-related activi-
ties; the Department of Commerce reported that it
spent approximately 1.2 staff years on fair housing
activities, di!itribuied among 20persons. Of the 52
other agencies surveyed,'" only 15 reported spend-
ing any staff time on fair housing activities, but none
of them stated that they allocated more than 0.1,
person years tit fair housing.lso

Thus, fair housing was, for the most part, carried
out in conjunction with other staff duties. Most fair
housing staff members had primary responsibility for
personnel duties or for other civil rights compliance
programs. The time spent on fair housing was used
attending the meetings of the Equal Housing
Opportunity Council and providing information to
employees on'fair hOusing. In at least two agencies,
staff time was allocated to the investigation of
housing complaints and to compliance reviews
related to housing.'"

Agency. training devoted to fair housing programs
was either minimal og nonexistent. The one or two
agencies that had fair housing training reported that
it was included in their equal employment opportu-
nity. training.' One agency reported that a small
number of its staff members attended seminars on
fair. housing."' None of the agencies queitioned had
a formal training p 'rogram specifically for fair
housing.

people. less than 5 percent of their time; CommoNty Futures Trifling
Commission. 2 people, 2 percent of their time or less,EnvironniAstal
Protection Agency. I person, less than I percent, and I I persons, less than 5
percent; Federal trade Cornmssion, I person, 2 percent, Indian Claims
Commission, I person, nominal; Nauonal Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, 10 people, from time to time as needed; National Labor Relations
Board, 2 people, less than 5 percent; National Science Foundation, minimal;
National Transportation Safety Efoard. I person, I percent; Small Business
Administration. 38 people, 0.1 percent; Tennessee Valley Authonty, 1

person, 5 percent; U.S. Information Agency, 1 person, 5 percent; and U.S.
Postal Service, I person, part tame.
". In the past 5 years, the Small Business Administration, for emu*,
received two complaints involving fair hotising practices. 16 July 1977 the
Federal Trade Coirimitaidn began conducting industry-wide compliance
investigations of mortgage lenders.
" Small Business Administration, response to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaire, Jan 27, 1978.
'" U S Department of Transportation, response to the U.S. Commission
on Civil RiglitS Pair Housing Questionnaire. Mar. i. 1978.
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B. Budg.t
Fair housing was such a minor budget item that

only two agencies reported definite figures, The
Department of Labor reported that it Spent approxi-
mately 510.500 on fair housing activities for fiscal
years 1976 through 1978.1" For fiscal year 1979, the
Department of Labor has budgeted $4,247 for fair
housing activities. The Department of Transporta-
tion reported that it spent Sl2S,000 in fiscal year
1976 and S126,000 in fiscal year 1977. It had
budgeted S125,coo for 1978 and S121,000 for 1979.%ss
Nine agencies could not identify their expetiditures
on fair housing because fair housing' was subsumed

On fair housing activities, the Departmellit of labor spent 53,1%9 for
fiscal year 1976, 11.150 for Racal year 1977, and S1'.861 for Racal year 197N

Department of labor. response to II Commission on Cud Rights
Fair Housing Questionnaire, Jan. 16, 1978

S , Department of Transportation. mponr to LI S Commumon on
Civil Rights Fair Housing Questionnaire, Mar I, 197N

NO

under other program items.", The other 44 agencies
responded that they made no expenditures(

Despite the significance of the respons bilities the
55 agencies reviewed have for furthering. equal
housing opportunity, these agencies have devoted
few resources to fair housing. Fair housing programs
and-activities were almost nonexistent in the majori-
ty of thesf agencies. At best, they wee, flow priority
items. Although the 55 agencies could eitercise their
authority to further fair housing, the ineager
resources that they have allocated for fair housing
are evidence that they are doing ( little to carry out
the congressional intent of Tine )11 and to ensure
equal housing opportunity for all Americans.

. -quoit nine agent:ha were, the Department of Commerce, the Federal
Comtinunications Commission,- Federal Manttme Commusion, Federal
Trade Ctimmuituon, !O&M% Claims Commission, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Notional Credit Union Administration, Maximal
latior Relations Board, and Tennessee Valley Authority
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thapter 9

INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Summary
As the Federal agency responsible for overall

administration of the most significant fair ht using
law, Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the
Department Izif Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) has a duty to provide guidance and coordi-
nation to other Federal agencies with Title VIII
responsibilities. As a response to this duty, HUD's
principal activity has been to establish and take
leadership role on the Federal Equal Housing
Opportunity Council. However, this Council has
been given low priority at HUD and has proved
ineffective as a means of coordinating Federal fair
housing efforts,

HUD's main focus in directing the Council's
activities has been to promote the HUD-developed
Interagency Fair Housing Agreement, which pri-
marily concerns equal housing opportunity for
Federal eigtAoyees. However, as of July I978only 8
of 52 Council member agencies had signed this
agreement. Moreover, although one of the goals of
the Council is to use Federal funding affirmatively
to further the pucposits ofTitleVIII, the Council has
not developed any Government-wide agreement as
to tow this goal might be implemented. The Council
has not attempted to seek interagency solutions to

Jhe prOblems of exclusionary zoning, discrimination
in mortgage finance, lack of data on the extent of
discrimination by tee, real estate industry, or the
need for interagency sharing of compliance informa-
tion.

In the absence. of a viable coordinating mecha-
nism.' coordination of Federal equal opportunity
requirements placed on The real estate industry has
been poor. HUD, the Veterans Administration, and
the Farmers Home Administration have established
inconsistent affirmative fair marketing requirements
for program participants. These agencies have also
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placed inconsistent requirements on brokers who
handle properties the Government has acquired
through foreclosure.

Despite statutory overlap in Federal agency fair
housing enforcement responsibilities created by Title
VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, and the equal opportunit
provisions of Title VI of the Civil' Rights Act ofi
1964, there exists no Government-wide system foff

gathering, storing, or sharing fair housing informa-
tion. Thus, there "is no mechanism to prevent
duplicative revi and investigations, to ensure
that participants in one Federal program who
violate Title VIII are not allowed-to continue that
violation in other Federal progralms, and to enable
HUD to be aware of all possible Federal sanctions
when it, attempts to conciliate resolution of a Title
VIII violation.

HUD and the Department of Justice (DOA
although signatories since 1972 to a Memorandum of
Understanding designed to coordinate information
sharing; have' not effectively carried Ont. their
commitments under this agreement. DOJ has gener-
ally provided HUD with the information called for.
HUD, however, has not been equally attentive to
the agreement and has failed to send DOJ lists of
complaints and conciliation agreements...on a regular
basis.. Since early 1977, DOJ, HUD, .and the four
Federal financial regulatory agenicies have been
party to an agreement calling for information
sharing on cases involving financial discrimination.
Through late 1977, however, the regulatory agen-
cies had not provided 1-IUD with the required
complaint reports, and HUD had not provided the
regulatory agencies with the required reports of its
own activities. r
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I. Introduction
The first seven chapters in this repott identify ten

agencies with major fair housingresponsibilities: the
Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Housihg and
Urban Development, Justice, and the Treasury, and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal
Reserve Board, Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
General Services Administration, and Veterans
Administration.

Chapter 8 identifies fair housing responsibilities
which belong to all Federal agencies and discusses in
some 41etail the duties of such agencies as the
Departments of Commerce, the Interior, Labor, and
Transportation; Environmental Protection Agency;
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; Farm .

Credit Administration; Federal Trade Commission;
National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
National Credit Union Administration; and Small
Business Administration.

The agencies identified in the first eight chapters
overlap with regard :to the segments of the real
estate industry with which they come in contact.'
For example, both the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the Department of Justice
may investigate complaints of discrimination against
builders; developers, lenders, real estate agents,
public housing authorities, sellers, or advertisers of
real estate. "Builders who participate in Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) pro-
grams may also participate in Veterans Administra-
tioii (VA) . and Farmers Home Administration.
(FmHA) programs. Local. governments which
receive HUD assistance for community develop-
ment may also receive assistance for 'community
development activities froni the Environmental
Protection Agency or the Department of the
Interior. VA has an4ffirmative responsibility to
'ensure that certain lenders practice equal mortgage

Unless otherwise indicated. the analyses and evaulations in tan chapter
are based on information provided in the first eight chapters of this report.

The affirmative marketing requiremslits 'and thy-deficiencies in those
requirements are disclaimed in the chapters in this report on those agencies.
This section primarily concerns inconsistencies among thOse..agencies'
approaches to affirmative marketing....

VA, however, apparently sees no value in an analysis ..of Federal
affirmative marketing requirements as comsnimicated to those who must
comply, with the plans. It wrote to_ this Commiesion. ''The rationale of
outlining agency, requirements Withoit agency interpreUitions or agency
housing program operations for the purpose of highlighting what program
penicipests IOW interpret for

r
bi.ws. yes is specious at best." Max Cleland,

Adnitaistrtior. Veterans AdMinitration, letter to Louts Nunez. Acting
Staff Director, U.S. COUIM11111106 on Civil Rights, Aug. 24, 1978 (hereafter
cited in Cleland letter). 7. ,

The following are the sonkes of ,infoirmation for the exhibits in this
chapter.. HUD- Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing RegullgiOlti, 24
C.F.R. 200.600-640 (1977k Advertising Guidelines for Fair Hciusilig. 40

lending. Responsibility for ensuring equal mortgage
lending by those lenders also rests with the Federal
financial regulatory agencies.

II. Federal Fair Housing Requirements
for the Real Estate Industry

The Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD), the Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA), and the Veterans Administration (VA) all
require builders and developers who receive approv-
al for subdivisions to develop affirmative marketing
plans.' Exhibits 9.1-9.5 are an analysis of the
affirmative marketing instructions the three agencies
have provided to these groups. These exhibiti
identify the major affirmative marketing require-
ments imposed upon builders and deVelopers who
apply to HUD, VA, and FmHA for subdivision
approval. To illustrate the differences and inconsis-
tencies that confront these applicants,' the exhibits,
are based only On language token directly from the
material provided to program participants.' The
exhibits do not attempt to cover agency internal
interpretations. of forms and regulations,..except
insofar as these interpretations are explained on
statements circulated to applicants' and .. program
participants. As shown in the exhibits,, the require-

'nents placed. upon the participants in HUD, VAL
and FmHA programs differ widely. As. shown in
exhibit 9.1, the three agencies provide inconsistent
instructions as to the, types of discrimination prohi-
bited in .marketing properties and the- affirmative
steps required to ensure that fair housing is prac-
ticed. For example, the instructions of all three
agencies require' builders and developers to indicate
their fair housing intent in their advertising through,
symbols, slogans, and statements. HUD and FmHA
also detail affirmative steps that must be taken,
including soliciting minority and women buyers aped

.

Fed. Reg. 20,080 (1075); Fair Housing PgA:r. 24 C.F.R. i 110.1-.30 (19
HUD Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plan, Form HUD-935.2 f317
HUD/FHEO Monthly Rental teport Form HUD-935.4 (3-76); and
HUD/FHEO Monthly Sales Report, Form HUD-935.1 (11-76). FmHA
FmHA Affirmative Action, 42 Fed. Reg. 45,893 (1977); and HUD
Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plan. Form H 935.2 (3-76). VA
VA Affirmative Marketing Certification, VA For1.26-8791, April 1977;
VA Advertising Guidelines for Fair Housing (printed on Forth 264791).
An important difference among the agencies' affirmative' -marketing
requirements is the various means employed by each agency to communi-
cate these requirements to builders. For example, HUD's requirements_ are .

contained in three separate sets of regulations, an affirmative markeing.
---,We form, and two reporting forms. FmHA has published its own, single

set of 'rigulations and also utilizes the affirmative marketing plan form
published by HUD, while VA simply uses a certification with advertising
guidelines printed on the reverse side to inform builders of their affirmative
marketing obligations.

. 232
t.
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EXHIBIT 9.1 te

Affirmative Marketing Instructions Prohibitions and Requirements

What Is Prohibited?
1. Discrimination in:

a. Selling property
b. Showing property
c. Renting property
d. Solicitation of buyers and tenants
e. Determination of eligibility

2. Selective use of advertising
3. Use-of code, ords denoting race, etc.

What is Required?
1. Affirmative solicitation of minority and women buyers

and tenants
2. Apprising minorities of properties in white areas
3. Use of minority media
4. Advertisements must include:

a. Logo, slogan, or statement
b. Logo or statement

Key X = Explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

0 = Not explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

tenants: using minority media to advertise properties
for sale or rent, and advising potential minority
buyers and renters of properties located in white
areas. VA, on the other hand, does not require
participants to engage in any such outreach activities
to ensure that minorities and nonminorities will have
an equal opportunity to purchase or rent available
housing. VA has explained this difference between
its own regulation anci that of HUD and VA by
saying:

Builders in the VA program do not solicit
buyers or tenants, they advertise the availability
of properties for sale, hence the VA's affirma-
tive advertising requirements. As used by HUD
and in addition to affirmative advertising,
"solicitation" means the builder contacting by
direct mail, telephone contact. or other means,
persons referred by HUD to the builder. Such
HUD rOrrals may be persons referred by
public agencies responsible for providing relo-
cation assistance and public housing authori-
ties.'

VA does not appear to recognize that solicitation,
or affirmative outreach activity, may be necessary to

Cleland lothar
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HUD FmHA VA

O
O

O
O

.o

O

O

O

ensure that properties are marketed in a nondiscrimi-
natory manner. Conventional advertising may be
insufficient to attract buyers and tenants of all races
and both sexes, especially in communities in which
there has been a history of discrimination.

In addition, although HUD and FmHA require-
ments are more similar to each other than they are to
VA requirements, there are a number of minor
inconsistencies between HUD and FmHA that
could be confusing to participants in the programs of
both agencies. For example, as shown in exhibit 9.1,
HUD, but not FmHA, explains that descriptions;
such as near "an existing black development," or
phrases, such as "Jewish home," which connote a
racial or religious preference may not be used.
Similarly, HUD, but not FmHA, prohibits the
selective use of fair housing advertising. For
example, advertising homes located in minority
neighborhoods only in 'media that reaches that
particular minority group violates HUD's require-
ments, but it is not explicitly prohibited by FmHA's
requirements.

As shown in exhibit 9.2, the types of properties
covered by the affirmative marketing instructions



EXHIBIT 9.2
. Affirmative Marketing Instructions Coverage

Who Must Comply?.

1: The applicaht/participant
2. Others authorized to act for applicant/participant

What Is.Covered?

1. Proposted construction.
2. Existing construction
3, Individual existing construction not previously

occupied (appraisals only)
4. Rehabilitation
5. Development
6. Subdivisions of 5 or more lots, units, or spaces
7. Multifamily projects of 5 or more lots, units, or spaces
8. Mobile home parks of 5 or more lots, units, or spaces
9. Dwelling units-5 or more

10. "Single-family dwelling units-5 or more

HUD

X

O
o

O
X
X
X
X

X.
x
o

FmHA

X

o
o

o
o
o
X
X
o
o
X

VA

X

x
x

X
o

fti, o
` 0

o
o
o
o

Key X = Explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

0 .7-= Not explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

also differ for the three agencies. VA's coverage is
the broadest, extending to both "proposed and
existing construction." HUD, on the other hand,
only covers "deVelopment and rehabilitation" and
thus, unless a property is being rehabilitated, its
affirmative marketing requirement does not extend
to existing construction. HUD and FmHA have
coverage limited to instances in which there are five
or more unitsc;pnly. VA has not. HUD explicitly
covers both single family dwellings and mobile
home parks. FmHA coverage is limited to single
family dwellings and does not extend to mobile
home parks. VA instructions make no explicit
reference to single family dwellings or mobile home
parks. HUD instructions cover rehabilitation, but
FmHA's and VA's do not.

Exhibit 9.3 reveals differences among the require-
ments placed by the three agencies on builders and
developers for training and recruiting staff. For
example, although all three require that staff be
given instruction jn fair housing, only HUD and VA

VA commented
VA approved 71 guaranteed kens for alterstkes end repair in CY
1977, s year that 3111.1162 loans were guaranteed In additne when a
veteran leeks an sheration or repair ken, the veteran has already
determined what repairs will be made with s home improvement
coSitractor Cleland letter

require that it be in writing. Although all three
require, builders and developers to practice nondis-
crimination in staff hiring, only tIUD and FmHA
require affirmative recruitment, and only those two
agencies specifically state that they extend the
nondiscrimination requirement to both sexes and all
races.

Exhibit 9.4, which describes the procedures for
submission and review of plans, reveals what are
perhaps the major differences among the agencies'
affirmative marketing requirements. HUD furnishes
its participants with a prescribed affirmative market-
ing plan form in which builders and developers
describe their plans to market properties affirmative-
ly and to set goals for minority occupancy. When
completed, the forms must be reviewed and ap-
proved by HUD. In addition, progress reports must
be submitted to HUD on a monthly basis. 3'

FmHA, too, requires participants in its programs
to submit HUD's affirmative marketing plan forms,
including minority occupancy goals, and FmHA
V. A's coniments concern rehabilitatvre done by the veteran homeowner not
rehabilitanon done by developen Developers who purchase and rehabili-
tate large numbers or casting houses for the purposes of resale are not
required to comply with fimIlA or VA affirmative marketing require-
menu, even if subsequeatly veterans are permitted to obtain VA
guaranteed mortgages or PmilA loans to purchase that housing

21t)



EXHIBIT 9.3
Affirmative Marketing InstructionsHiring and Training of Staff

What Is.Required? HUD .
/

FmHA VA

1. Nondiscrimination X X X

2. Affirmative recruitment X X 0
3. Instruction of staff in fairahousing X 4 X X
4. Written instruction in fair housing X' 0 X

5. Training staff in fair housing X 0 X

a. In fair housing policy X " X 0
b. In fair housing techniques 0 X ,X

Key X = Explicitly stateq in agency forms or regulations.

0 = Not explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

EXHIBIT 9.4
Affirmative Marketing InstructionsSubmission and Approval of Plans

St

Requirement for plan ' HUD FmHA VA

1. Plan must be submitted on HUD form X X 0
2. No plan required if signatory to a HUD-approved _

voluntary agreement _ 0 .X 0
3. No plan required signed certification only 0 0 X

4. Plan must include occupancy goals Xv. X 0

Review of plan

1. Plan or certificate filed with agency - X X X

2. Plan reviewed and approved by agery* X X 0
3. No approval necessary if plan approved by another agency 0 X 0
4. Monthly reporting required X 0 0
5. Plan must be available for public inspection X X 0

Key, X = Explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

0 Not explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

also reviews those completed, forms for approval. form, a builder's Ilimrticipation in a, HUD-approved

.eilternatively, FmHA Will recognize, in place of this voluntary affirmative marketing agreement.' FmHA
does not require monthly progress reports.
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In contrast with HUD and FmHA, VA requires
only that applicants sign an-affirmative marketing
certification, 'which requires no active planning and
no goals for minority occupancy. It is basically a
signed promise to comply with VA's affirmative
marketing requirements, and it is placed in VA's
files. VA has no mandatory review or approval
provisions.

VA wrote to this Commission:

[T]he VA certification for builders was de-
siglied to complement the HUD. affirmative,
marketing program. Hence the VA certification
was designed to cover basic requirements upon
which HUD staff and representatives of the
local real estate industry could build. Whether
this would include active planning, goals Mr
minority occupancy or monthly status reports
would be determined by HUD staff and the
local industry representatives.'

Ale discussed in the chapter in this report on the
Veterans Administration, VA's observations over-
look the valuable gains which could be made if VA
and HUD had identically strong affirmative market-
ing requirements. VA's response to. this Commis-
sion's observation on the differences among the
affirmative marketing requirements of HUD,
FmHA, and VA presents a sharp contrast, to
FmHA's reply. FmHA wrote to this Commission,
"FmHA regulations. . .will be reviewed. . with
the intention of expanding them to reflect
the. . .requirements of the Veterans Administration
and the Department of Housing and Urtnin Devel-
opment."'

As shown in exhibit 9.5, all three agencies mike
the statement that sanctions are available to them in
the event of noncompliance by partiCipants in their
programs. HUD and FmHA make clear that their.
authority includes but is not limited to the ability to
deny partic(pation or to.request the Department of
Justice to file suit against) the participant. The only
sanction that VA describes is refusal to appraise a
builder's properties. VA affirmative marketing
requirements do not state that it may deny a
builder's request for subdivision approval. More-.
over, because the requirements do not explicitly
provide, for referral to the Department of Justice,

Cleland letter.
loan S. Wallace. Assistant Secretary for Administration. f2epartment of

Agriculture. letter to Louis Nunez, Acting Staff Director. U S Commis-
non on Civil Rights. Aug. 22. 1911
' Cleland letter

they do not clearly provide for sanctions against a
builder whose properties have been appraised
through VA and who then fails to adhere to VA's
affirmative marketing requirements. VA's affirma-
tive marketing requirements, however, apparently
may not fully describe the range of sanctions
available to VA. VA has written to this COmmis-
sion:

The Commission's observation that VA does
not provide for sanctions against a builder who
discriminates after the propertis are appraised
should be balanced..by two observations: (1) the
VA sanctions under such circumstances are
identical to Hvp sanctions; and '(2) both VA
aild HUD can suspend a builder from further
participation if the buiider is found discriminat-
ing.'o

In addition to the differenCes among the three
agencies' affirmative marketing requirements
(shown in exhibits 9.1 through 9.5), there are other
interagency differences in requirements placed on
the real estate industry. For example, VA has
affirmative requirements for mortgage lenders par-
ticipating in its programs." HUD, FmHA, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) have not placed requirements on lenders
similar to those of VA. Moreover, although HUD,
FmHA, and NASA all provide for insurance of
mortgages made by private lenders, none of them
have explicitly adopted the Federal Reserve Board's
ECPA requirements." It°

Some of the differences in the agencies' require-
ments. may be semantic. Indeed, in many instance
VA believes that although the terminology it has
used differs from that of HUD and/or FmHA, there
is no substantive difference in the requirements of
the agencies. However, this Commission does not
agree with 'VA that the absence of substantive
differences is obvious in all such instances which
VA identified. For example/ HUD requires that sales
staff be trained in "fair housing policy," and VA
requires that they be trained in "fair housing
techniques." FmHA requires both. VA wrote'io this
Commission, "The distincetion between proper train-
ing in policy -versus proper training in techniques
appears to be hair-splitting."" Although neither

" These requirements are discussed at length in the 'Chapter on the
Veterans kdininistratum
' These reqUirements are discussed at length in the chapter on the Federal
financial regulatory agencies
. Cleland letter gimilarly, VA has commented that the dIstirwtton
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EXHIBIT 9.5.

Affirmative Marketing Instructions --,(Sanctions for NoncOmpliance

Sanctions provided a HUD FmHA VA

1. Agency may deny participation X X 0
2.. Department of Justice may file suit against participanr- X X, 0
3. Agency may refuse to appraise participant's properties 0 0 X

Key V= Explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

. 0 = Not explicitly stated in agency forms or regulations.

agency defines these tgirms; it might be reasonable to
assume that the difference between them is the
difference betWeen what fair housing laws require
and how sales staff should act in order to achieve the
purposes of the laws. Moreover, even if the agencies
intend the phrases to be interpreted identically", the
differences in language can be confusing."

VA has criticized this analysis of Federal affirm' a-
tive marketing requirements because "there is no
effort to distinguish the difference in agency goals.,
and program operations, for example HUD has
multi-family, rental and subsidized -housing pro-
between" a. the requirement to use logo, slogan, or statement and b. the
requirement to use a logo or statement noted is Exhibit 91 Is specious"
and observes that Vase agency requires the use of a., obviously those in b.
are also covered." While the difference between the two requirements may
be senor, it should be 'noted that the use of-the fair housing slogan will
mei* a HUD and FMHA requirement, but not VA requirement. This
digniction might create some inconvenience for builders.
" The contusion which may confront builder or developer who is trying r:.
to understand the requirements which the three agencies have placed on,.
him ire illustrated by VA's comments on items 5 through 10 of Exhibit 9.2
conceniuss the coverage of affIrmative.mariteting requiremints:

5: Development: Development or construction of housing is, the
same as items I and 2, proposed and gaieties construction. and item
6, subdivisions; hence the VA certific.asion applies to development of
housing.
6. Subdivisions of 5 or more lots, units or spaces: first. the
Commission should be alerted to the fact that both HUD and VA
consider subdi:eion to be 23 or mote lots, thus the ccmtradktion in
kenos. The VA certification applies to builders proposinstto build 5
or uteri housing units, as well as builders proposins'..ainielopment of
a subdivision.
7. Multi-lbselly projects of 5 or more lots, edits or specie: The VA
allionative mediating certification is indeed applicable to builders of
multi- family projects, provided multi-family project is defined solely
as a oondoseinium.
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grams, VA does VA Illustrates this assertion
by noting that "Builders participating in the VA
home lean program do not rent property to
veterans, they sell properties."" VA apparently fails
to consider the fact that when it provides approval
to a subdivision, it is providing the builder or
developer a benefit with regard to !housing in that
subdivision, not merely that ousing which is
ultimately sold to veterans. Aft r recei subdivi-
sion approval, the housing is construc and the
builder is not required to sell that houiing to
veterans. Indeed, the builder may choose to rent,

9. Dwelling units-5 or more Since any number of dwelling units
with which a builder would be involved would either be proposed or
existing construction, items l and 2, the VA certification is cerudnly
applicable.
10. Single-family dwelling units-5 or more: The comments for
dwelling units above is equally u applicable to sinile-family
'dwelling units of whatever number. Cleland letter.

" Cleland letter.
" Ibid. Another illustration that VA NU' provided is with respect to
Exhibit 9.1, line le. VA stated:

Discrimination in determination of eligibility: determination of
eligibility by builders in the VA program is precluded by the
stipulation; "'That neither the applicant nor anyone authorized to act
for it will decline to show or sell any property included in such
request to prospective veteransurchaser because of his or her race.
color. religion, sex or natkmal rfrigin."
Since all loan applications &rprocessed by lender& "here is no way
builder in the VA program can determine eligibility. Ibid.

This Commission notes that a provision against discrimination by builders
in determining eligibility could protect against discrimination . in the
builders process of prescreening interested homebuyers to ensure that they
will be able to afford the housing they have offered to buy.



rather than sell, some or all of the housing. Thus, it
would appear entirely appropriate that in exchange
for providing subdivision approval, VA would
obtain a promise 'from the builder ..to market
affirmatively, through sales or rentals, all of the
properties in the subdivision."

Another example of interagency differences is

illustrated by HUD, FmHA, and VA requirements
on brokers who handle properties for the Govern-
ment after the Government has acquired them
through foreclosure. FmHA places the same de=
tailed requireirients on such brokers as it dcks upon
builders and. devoperslathe same requireMents
shown in exhibi,.sk through 9.5. VA and. HUD, on
the other hand, have acted jointly to require a mere
promise to indicate fair housing intent through
advertising," which is similar to VA's affirmative
m arketing requirements for builders and developers.

III. Information SAaring

A. Agreement Between HUD and DOJ
In November 1972, DOJ and _ HUD signed a

memorandum of understanding for the exchange of
fair housing information between the two agencies."
A basic purpose of the agreement was to establish
coordination in information gathering, to prevent
possible duplicative investigations of complaints,
and to enable DOJ to become better informed of
potential Title VIII pattern and practice suits
brought tothe attention of HUD." The information
that was to be provided by HUD included the
following:

Information as to which of the matters submit-
ted to HUD by DOJ involves a pending HUD
matter;

A biweekly compilation of new HUD matters;
A monthly list of new conciliation agreements."

In addition, DOJ agreed to provide .HUD with a
biweekly, list of investigatiOns comnAnced by DOJ
and with 'a copy of DOJ's weekly report."

" Vits issue is :lip ddcusaer1 in the chapter in this report on the Veterans
Adminisiratiod.
'' 7 C.P.R. 1901,(1977).

These requiremenn are discussed at length in the chapters.'on the
Veterans Administration and the Department of Housing and Urban
Dei(elopment.
" Memorandum of Understanding between Equal Opportunity, HUD, and
Civil Rights Division. idol, signed for the respective agencies by Kenneth
F. Holbert, Director. Oct. 23: 1972, and Frank E Schwelh, Section Chief,
Nov. 2, 1972 (hereafter cited as HUD-D01 agreement).
" Real estate companies, which have been the subject of numerous HUD
complaints, are potential targets for pattern and practices suits. Frank E.
Schwelb, Chief. Howling and Credit Section, Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice. ,letter to Cynthia N. (haw. Assistant Staff Director

Both parties agreed to review lists of new matters
from the other agency and inform each other if they
also had matters pending involving any parties do
the lists. HUD has .indicated that DOJ has been
submitting information as agreed and conceded that
HUD has not lived up to the agreement in full
measure due to administrative burdens." HUD has
failed to abide by the agreement:

HUD has failed to comply with its aggeement to
send DOJ a biweekly compilation of new com-
plaints, including names of the complainant and
respondent, the location of the disputed dwelling,
and the status of the complaint."

HUD has not followed its agreement to send
DOJ a monthly list of HUD's new conciliation
agreements nor has it identified those agreements
involving matters which DOJ has investigated."
One reason for.HUD's failure to comply with. the

agreement may be that the system for recording-the
complaints it receives has not been computerized.
HUD maintains that it was therefore not possible to
assemble regularly a list of complaints that can be
sent to DOJ as agreed to in the memdiandum.
However, in August 1978, HUD wrote to this
Commission:

HUD provides information relating to specific
individual matters that DOJ is interested in, and
one staff person has been specifically designated
to handle these requests from DOJ. Having
completed the implementation of a semi-auto-
mated system of complaint reporting, we are
now considering means of reinstituting a more

. extensive exchange of information with DOJ."

In the meantime, as a result of HUD's failure to
provide the information promised in the agreement,
DOJ has not had access to information it needed for
carrying out its own program. In at least one

'instance, HUD was attempting to conciliate a Title
VIII complaint at thq same time that DOJ, unaware
of HIJD'I effort, was proceeding to file suit agaittst

for Federal Evaluation, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,'Feb. 22, I976
(hereaftevited as Schwelb letter).

HUD--0.1 agreement
" Ibid.
" Laura Spencer, Director, Fair Housing Enforcement, Office of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity, HUD, telephone -interview, Mar. 13.
1978.
" Ibid.
" Ibid.
r Henry A. Hubschman, Executive Militant to the Secretary or Housing
and ,Urban Development, letter to Louis Nunez. Acting Staff Diredor,
U S. Commission on Civil Rig/its, Aug. 17, 19711 (hereafter- cited u
Hubchman letter)

2'18
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t
the defendant. This problem concerned the Fogel-
man Management Companya firm jhat manages
approximately 10,000 housing unit in. Memphis,
Tennessee. During the Call of 1974, 14 complaints of
discrimination were filed with HUD against the
Fogelman Management Company. Subsequently,
HUD negotiated conciliation agreements between
complainants and Fogelman. The agreements re-
quired the Fogelman Company to report to HUD
every 30 days."

Pursuant to this reporting requirement, HUD
again found that Fogelman was discriminating. The
applications for housing units of approximately 300
blacks . were either krejected or steered to specific
locations. HUD negotiated another conciliation
agreement in which monetary compensation and
free rent weie part of the relief awarded to the
rejected or steered minority applicants. DOJ stated:

Prior to (DOJ's learning of discrimination by
the Fogelman ,Management Company], HUD
had already received and resolved a dozen or
more complaints against Fogelman. Had we

..been advised. . .as the Memorandum of Under-
standing contemplated, then .a suit to restrain
the discriminatory practices might have been
brought much earlier than it was. After the
Department of Justice became involved, how-
ever, the two agencies worked together very
well." ,

The Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment wrote to this Commission:

DOJ knew of the 'complaints and conciliation
agreements almost from the Very beginning of
HUD's involvement with Fogelman, and on
several occasions, DOJ attorneys caMe to HUD
and examined ,HUD's file' thoroughly. . At
the time of the early complaints, HUD indicat-
ed to DOJ that it would complete its adminis-
trative process in accordance with the statute
prior: to referring its files to DOJ for the

" The followitig Information was to be reported: (1) the race of the person
applying; (2) the date the person applied, (3) whether the person was
accepted rejected; (4) if the person was rejected, the reason for such
rejection. US. v Fogelman Management Corporation (DC, W.D.,Tinn.
1975) No C-76-45

Schwelb letter, p 14. 001 observed.
Despite the lack of communication from HUD to which the draft

. refers, thts use ultimately became probably the most effective fair
bowing suit VIM Under the consent decree negotiated by lxith
agencies, more than 1(X) blacks were offered more than 5150,(XX) in
free rent. and, Within ,year or SO. some IWO black families had
moved into previously white buildings. Frank E. Schwelb,
Housing and Credit Section, memorandum to Drew S. Days, III,
Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of
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initiation of litigation. In regard to the DOJ suit
against Fogelman, 'DOJ and HUD were able to
document The discrimination conclusively
through joint investigation and review of the
reports which were required to be submitted by
Fogelman in connection with the earlier concil-
iation agreements. A consent decree with
Fogelman was negotiated jointly by. . .DOJ
together with HUD. . .staff.'. ."

Finally, DOJ asserts that frequently initial at-
tempts to converse with key staff in HUD's Office of
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity are not
successful and information sometimes is received by
DOJ "with difficulty."" DOJ indicates that the
small size of HUD's staff may be a source of thiS'
problem."

In October 1978, DOJ informed this Commission
that steps were being taken to improve its coordina-
tion with HUD. .

On August, 14, 1978, in 'order to promote our
prompt access to HUD files in matters warrant-
ing action by this Department, we wrote to the
Assistant Secretary suggesting that, instead of
proceeding by formal referral as in the past,
HUD permit Department of Justice attorneys to
inspect on a regular basis cases in which
conciti'ation has failed and cases of multiple
complaints against the same respoA-
dent. . . .We have jeirreceived an encourag-
ing reply from HUD." .

-'\ ,
B. Agreement Among;-D0i),' HUD, avid, the
Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

An,intergency agreeme niong HUD, the four
financial regulatory agencie .iiiDOJ prOvides fold
the exchange of information about , complaints
involving discrirnidlition in e mg. The agreement,
officially galled "Memora of Understanding,"
Was devepapV by, the j ency Fair Housing
Task Foccie! end

. 11,

effect since January 18,
.,

, 1(4 . . i, I . . ,
Justice, ." J;ks C il'errifita Cornmission Chapter," Oct. I. 1978,

transmitted to **Commission in Drew S. Days, letter to Cynthia
N. Grime, Assistani Staff- Director for Federal Evaluatum, U.S.
Commission on Civil 'Rdilstrs DO. 12, *1,97a (hereafter cited u
Schweth memorandum).

" Hubsc hman 'letter , ..

. Frank E. Schwelb, Chief, Houung :Section, .Civil Rights DIvision,
Department of Justice. interview, Jan. 3(14 1918.
" Ibid.
" Schwelb memorandum. '
" The four regulatory Agencies, i e., the Comptreller of the Currency, the
Federal Deposit Insurancc .Corporation, the Federal Reserve Holvd, and
the Federal Home Loan Xionk Hoard, are members of the Interagency Fair
Housing 'Task Force along with HU12,and (X)3 Thu Ault force wu

2 ri 9
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1977."
The Memorandum ofUnderstanding commits the

four financial regulatory agencies to the following:
providing HUD with a copy of all complaints

Pertaining to discrimination in financing, tog5her
with an indication ontction \liken or contemplated
by the agency on the complaint;

providing HUD with a periodic report of the
status of complaints referred' by HUD to the
regulatory agencies; and

, at the discreticin of the regulatory agencies,
referring .appropriate cases to the Department of

,

Justice."
In addition, under. the Memorandum of Under-

standing, HUD agrees to the f011owing:
Providing the appropriate Federal financial

regulatory agency with a copy of all complaints
received for investigation that pertain to discrimi-
nation in financing.

Providing a copy Of the notice to resolve, or not
to resolve" served on the isspondent to the
appropriate Federal financial ligulatdry agency.

Providing the appropriate Federal financial
regulatory agency /a copy of HUD's notification
to DOJ when HUD's attempts to conciliate a
complaint have failed and HUD determines that
the matter should be referred. , to DOJ for
appropriate action."

Finally, under the memorandutn, DOJ agrees to the
following

Referring cases reflecting . discrimination in
lending to the appropriate Federal finamiial
regulatory agency, at DOJ's discretion.

Notifying the regulatory agencies when it has
decidedlo institutennifagainkt aifinancial
tion.

established se result of 1 rest made by bAisistant Attorney General
for Civil *fib's prior to Blareh 1976 p, 46e lipiate Housing.
Banking and Urban Affairs Codiciittite on y.enforcement
of Title VIII. The primary purpose of the
eschanse information on ssayiniitionlechn

*agencies to
giiethods in

-the area of fair housing. The task force Ass tips for joint
investigative procedures. "'niftily:44a ,Fair aids .- Lucy
Griffin. FHL a Jowistg April 1971 140 4..1/a0Ogency FadHoliiins

-- ... . ...-75. V

4 ilastoraridnin of Undendandbil Cordial* qtinformation
Oliedereits Complaints Involving
1977 (hereafter' cited r Memorandum

January
Concerning

Discrimination iii lemming).
" Ibid. : I, ri
" Title viii requires the iecretary; withliciAIO'disys of receipt of a
complaint, to investigate the matter and give written notice to the
complainant of HUD's intention to resolve tle complaint. If the Secretary
acidss not to resolve the complaint, it is usually because HUD lacks
jarisdiction or the evidence faded to substantiate )he complaint. 42 U.S.C.,1
3610(c)(1970).

Providing HUD with a monthly list offinancing
investigations."
DOJ has undertaken action to fulfill its part of the

agreement by referring matters to the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) for administrative
resOltltion. DOJ continues to monitor FHLBB's
progress in dealint with the complaints." In addi-
tion, DOJ -has received good cooperation from
FHLBB in investigating. a number of complaints
initially filed with DOJ against savings and loan
institutions." However, as of January 1978, not an of
the'age'ncies had properly administereik their respon-
sibilitiel pursuant to the memorandum. For example,
througF late 1977, the regulatory agencies were not
provididg HUD with the complaint reports called
for in ,tbe memorandum:" The Comptroller of the
Currencly does note that'Our records indicate that
the [Cor4troller of the Currency] has been forward-
ing cop's of fair housing complaints to HUD since
that tim ."" However, HUD had not provided the
regulato y agencies with copies of all complaints
pertaining to discrimination in financing. It had
failed to provide to the regulatory agencies, 3n a
continuing basis, copies, of the notifications to -DOJ
when HUD's attempts to conciliate failed. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development
has stated:

Thekliscussion of the agreement between DOJ,
Hasp and the Federal Financial Regulatory
Agencies is essentially accurate lies of the time
the Commission staff gathered the information.
Sincle that time, however, HUD has taken stepi
to assure that the HUD Regional Offices
comply irith thtir obligation to furnish copies
of complaints of discrimination in financing 'to
the regulatory agencies. The Depalrent also
plans to institute a better system of otification
to DOJ when HUD attempts to conciliate such

" Memorandum of Undehltanding Concerning Discrimination in Financ-
ing.
" Ibid.

Walter Gorman, Deputy Chief, Housing Section, Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice, telephone interview, Mar. 16, 1978.

Ibid.
" Janet Hart. Director; Jerauld C. Kluclunan, Associate Director; Nekl
Butler, Associate Director; Al Sibert, Review Examiner; and Anne Geary,
Chief, Equal Credit Opportunity Section. Consumer Affain Division,
FRB, interview, Oct. 26, 1977; and John Shockey, Chief Counsel; Thomas
P. Vartazdan, Staff Attorney and Roberta Boylan. Director,
Legal Advisory Services Division; Thomas W. Tinto. r, Associate Deputy
Comptroller for Consumer Affain and Electronk. Funds Transfer System;
and James T. Keefe, Special Assistanf46 the Comptroller,, COC, interview,
Nov. 3, 1977.
" Thomas W. Taylor, Associate Deputy Comptroller, Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, letter to Louis Nunez. Acang Staff Director.
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 18, 1978.
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complaints fail.. . .The Assistant Secretary for
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity has
maintained a close working relationship with all
Federal financial regulatory agencies and assis-
ted them in developing relevant fair housing
related policies and regulations."

C. Govarnmant-Wide 'Sharing of Information
Because of overlap among Federal agencies' fair

housing responsibilities, frequently more than one
agency has responsibility for ensuring complionce
with fair housing requirements by a single meMber
of the real estate industry. These agencies would
benefit from- interagency sharing of information on
names of participants in each agency's housing
programs, the identity of parties ender investigation,
the results of such investigations, and the compli-
ance actions taken. Governinent-wide sharing of
such information could be used to:

prevent duplicative reviews and investigations;
ensure that parties found in violation of Title

VIII by oneFederal agency were not allowed to
continue that violation in their participation in
other Federal agency programs; and

assist HUD in securing compliance with Title
VIII. If Federal agencies that can use sanctions
such as debarment and fund termination were
alerted whet} HUD was conducting negotiations
with their program participants, the possibility
that such sanction might be taken could, provide
HEM with leverage to secure compliance.
There is, however, no Government-wide system

for sharing fair housing information and very little
information sharing between individual agencies.
For example, although the Department of Defense
(DOD) regularly refers its substantiated cases to
HUD and DOJ," the revere is not tru DOD cloes
not regularly r9ceive lists of comp nits being
processed by. other agencies or lis of housing
facilities that HUD and DOJ have found to be in
noncompliance with fair housing law. VA does not
regularly share information on the housing discrimi-
-nation complaints it receives nor does it receive such
information from other agencies. FmHA does not

" Hubsclumui letters .
" Complaints ofythecrimination areiforwarded to'HUD and DOJ only at
the complainant's request. DOD housing !referral offices actively encourage
a11 complainants whose tomplairOs have been substantiated to file their
complaints with HUD. There is very little followup by the military once
complaint has been referred The complaint and Investigation report is to
be forwarded to HUD and dal within 160 days of the legal discriminatory
incidint. DOD Instruction 1100. le,
" Gordon Cavanaugh. Administrator, firmer. Home Admi anuiF

Depiirtment of Agriculture, responee to Commission on Civil Rights
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regularly receive fair housing information, from ,
other Federal agencies. Indeed, it does not coordi-
nate its fair housing efforts with any Federal
agencies other than HUD. FmHA stated:

In matters relating to' fair housing, the only
Federal agency with which the Farmers Home
Administration Coordinates fair housing matters
is the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. USDA and DHUD have an
unwritten agreement of understariding that fair
housing complaints received by HUD against
FmHAemployees will be forwarded to USDA
for investigation and resolution. DHUD is
provided the results of any such investigations
upon request. Complaints made against FmHA
housing loan recipients, particularly multi-unit
housing loan recipients, are provided to DHUD
in resolving the matter. Too, the FmHA Equal
OpportunityOfficer has participated in DHUD
.conciliation efforts with FmHA borrowers."

'IV. Federal Equal Housing
Opportunity Council

As the Federal agency assigned responsibility for
the overall administration of Title VIII of the Civil
Rights. Act of 1968,41 HUD has a major duty lo;-%.
provide guidance and coordinate the iefforts of the
many other Federal agencies with fair housing
responsibilities under Title VIII. Sect on 808(d) of
the Civil Rights Act of. 1968 tequir all Federal
agencies to administer their programs d acttvities
relating to housing and urban develop ent affirms-.
tively to further fair housing." It also requires all
Federal agencies to cooperate with HU

HUD's major activity under Section
been to establist and lead the Fed
Housing Opportunity Council. The Cp
posed of 52 executive and legislative br
cies, provides the only point pf interage
nation on fair housing matters for most

808(0) has
ral "Equal
ncili corn-
nhh agen-
y coordi- .
executive

departments and agencies. Its quarterly meetings
ittprovide the only Government-wide oppo unity for

Federal agencies to keep abreast of each user's fair
housing activities,and to work together n specific
fair housing matters, such as determinin what fair

questionnaire. Dec. 12, 1977. Thi Office of Eqiial Opportu ity in USDA.
however, reporta that it coordinates its fair housing revolts' dities with the
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. ichard J. Peer,
Chief. Compliance and Enforcement Division, Office of Eq Opportuni-
ty, Department of Agriculture, response to Commission o Civil Rights
questionnaire. Dec. 12, 1977.
" 42 U.S.C, 11606(a) (1970).
" 42 U.S.C. II 3606(d) (1970),
" Id.
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housing issues the agencies shOuld bring before the
White House.'

In ,light of the fact that interagency coordination
of fair housing policies and procedures has generally
been poor, there is broad scope for Council
involvement. It could work to bring' uniformity to
the major requirements that Federal agencies place
upon the real estate industry. It could facilitate the
sharing of information among Federal agencies
about their investigallons, reviews, and enforcement
actions. It could help initiate joint investigations by
agencies with fair housing responsibilities and foster
joint policy decisioris concerning the meaning of
Title VIII and what constitutes fair housing. HUD
has stated:

The Department agrees with, the statement
expressed in the draft report that the Federal
Equal. Housing Opportunity Council has a
tremendous potential for being one of the most
influential bodies in fhe Federal Government
relative to fair housing.

However, the Council has not been an effective
mechanism for providing direction to and cobrdinat,
ing the activities of member agencies. Although the
Council's broad purpose is to assist agencies to
further fair housing goals, it has acknowledged only
three narrow objectives:

to locate Federal facilities where there 'is an
adequate amount of low- and moderate-income
housing on a ondiscriminatory basis;

to establisi equal housing locator services in
Federal agency headquarters and 'field installa-
tions; and

to use Federal agency funding affirmatively to
further the purposes of Title VIII.52
The Council has not adopted such objectives as:

Establishing comprehensive and uniform poli-
cies as to what constitutes housing discrimination.

Developing systems for information sharing.

" For a discussion of the Council's activities, we U.S., Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 77ie Federal Government, Fair Housing
1976 (hereafter cited as The Federal Government, Fair Housing 1976).
' Hubschman letter
" These agencie were (in the order of the date the agreement wu signed)
Department of Commerce, Jan. 30, 1975; Department of Labor, Apr- 4,
1936; Consumer Prdduct Safety Commission, July 13, 1976; Department of
Agriculture, July 23, 1976; Department of the Treuucy, Oct. 27, 1976;
Der.iiment of Justice, Dec. 1, 1976; National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Jan II, 1977, and Civil Service Commission, June 15,
1978. Deborah Seabron Council Liaison, Office of Voluntary Compliance,
HUD, teleplwine interview, July 17, 19711 (hereafter cited u Seabron
telephone interview).
" Hubschmiut letter
"'Seabron telephone interview
" In contrast, memorandum of anderitanding between HUD and the

Designing affirmative fair housing programs for
recipients of Federal assistance.

Identifying Federal agency fair housing respon-
sibilities.

Coordinating Federal agency planning for fair
housing budgets to egsure rational allocation of
resources government-wide.
Moreover, the Council's activities have been even

narrower than its goals. The Council's basic activity
has been to encourage its members to sign an

/471rderagency Fair Housing Agreement" that out-
lines an approach toward meeting the Council's,
goals, inscluding the goal to use .agency funding
affirmatively to further the purposes of Title VIII.
HUD has stated that "the Department has always
maintained that the most productive goal set forth in
the Interagency Fair Housing Agreement is the on
calling for the use of agency funding authority to
further fair housing goals,"" However, the agree;
ment focuses primarily On housing for Federal
employees and prospective employees. As of July
1978, only 8 of the 52 member agencies had signed
the fair housing agreements'

The agreement has serious weaknesses.. For
example, it does not give adequate recognition to the
need for assuring fair housing for Federal employees
of all income levels.'..' Agencies signing the agree-
ment must commit themselves to plan Federal
facilities "where there is shown to exist an adequate
supply of low- and moderate-income housing on a
nondiscriminatory basis. . . ."5 When agency relo-
cation is proposed, the interagency agreement states,
that the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment will "investigate, determine and report to the
reloCating agency on the availability of low- and
moderate-income housing in areas proposed for
location of a federally-constructed building or leased
space." The Secretary also agrees to advise the
relocating agencies on actions that would increase

General Services Administration, upon which the proposed interagency
agreement is based, requires that in the location and relocation of Federal
agency facilities, both low- and moderate-income housing and fur housing
objectives be pursued Memorandum of Understanding between the
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the General Services
Administration Concerning 11,ow and Moderate-Income Housing, signed
by Robert L Kunzig, Administrator, OSA, Mite II, 1971, and George
Romney, Secretary, HUD, June 12, 1971. 36 Fed. Reg. 22,873 (Dec. I,
1971) This memorandum is discussed in detail in the chapter on the
General Services Administration
" Carla A. Hills, Secretary of Housing and Urbu Developrbent, and
James H. 'Blair, Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportuni-
ty, Department of Housing and Urban Development, letter and attachment
to Arthur S Hemming, Chairman, U.S Commission on Civil Rights, Jan
15, 1976

24 I )
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the availability of low- and moderate-income hous-
ing once a site has been selected." Although HUD is
the major agency with responsibilities for adminis-
tering Title VIII, it does not agree to investigate the
extent of housing that is available on a riondiscrimi-
natory basis in the vicinity of proposed Federal
faCilities. Further, HUD does not agree to advise the
agency what actions to take if nondiscriminatory
housing is unavailable.

Emphasizing the objective of fair housing sepa-
rately from the objective of an adequate supply of
low- and moderate-income housing is appropriate..
Federal employees and prospective employees of all
income levels may have difficulty in obtaining
housing because they are excluded from housing on
the ground of race, sex, national origin, or religion.

Another deficiency in the interagency agreement
concerns 'its provision that the Memorandum of
Understanding between HUD and GSA shall be
incorporated in the final article of the agreement.
This provision binds the signatories to cooperate,
with HUD and GSA in achieving the goals of the
memorandum. However, the memorandum needs
revision.'" Although sex discrimination in housing is
a serious problem and is prohibited by law, the
memorandum does not provide for assuring that
there is no discrimination against women in the
financing, sale, or rental of housing in communities
in which Federal agencioi decide to locate.

Through the Council, some member agenJfes
have called upon HUD for assistance on how IA'
implement the goal of .using Federal funding

--affirmatively to further the ,purposes of Title VIII.
HUD and EPA, for example, have met several times
over the last few years to determine how the EPA
waste water treatment facility grants process can be
tied into fair housing. The Department of Labor has
requested an outline of how its programs fit into fair
housing." Nonetheless, the Council has not reached
any agreenrnt. There is no Government-wide
agreement (o direct funding to communities that
have Made efforts to provide low-income housing
and 4o that such housing is geographically
dispersed." There is no agreement to direct funding
to communities that have eliminated discriminatory
zoning practices or taken affirmative steps to

Ihtd
" See chapter on the tleneral Services Administration for discussion of
other weaknesses in the memorandum
" Deborah Seahrun. Council irasistm, Office of Voluntary Compliance,
WO, toterview. Dec 10, 1977 (hereafter cited Veabron interview)
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eliminate discrimination in the sale and rental 6f
housing. HUD observe&

It is clear that a thorough evaluation of the
goals of other agencies as they might affect fair
housing is appropriate. Greater interagency
cooperation is essential in identifying Affected
program areas, and in developing agency
positions on the granting of funds to communi-
ties that have discriminatory 'housing practic-
es."

Moreover, the Council has established no mecha-
nisms for interagency sharing of investigative
findings or data collection. in the absence of a
Government-wide system, Federal agencies such as
DOD and VA were unaware that some participants
in their programs have been found to have violated
housing discrimination laws by other Federal agen-

cies.' Therefore, the agencies allow these partici-
pants to continue in their programs with no
corrective action or even an investigation.'

The Council has not attempted to seek intgragen-
cy solutions to Gpvernment-widiti problems, such as:

The lack of data on the activities of the various
segments of the, real estate indukry. Federal
agencies-with fair housing responsibilities could
combine their efforts to design a data collection
and analysis system with_maximuM utility for all
of them.

The lack of enforcement power for HUD under
Title VII. Although HUD lacks enforcement
power, many other Federal agencies have the
ability to impose sanctions against noncomplying
members of the real estate industry. For example,
the Federal financial regulatory agencies can
impose sanctions against banks and savings and
loan institutions. VA can impose sanctions agaiiist
certain brokers: With closer cooperation, Federal
agencies could exert greater influence over people
and institutions who have failed to comply with
Title VIII.
The Council could have worked to strengthen

equal lending activities of the Federal financial
regulatory agencies and other agencies such as VA
and FmHA that .do business with lenders. In the
absence of HUD-sron'sored activity in this regard,
although HUD has a leadership duty under Title
" The impkt upein the exclusion of low-Income housing is discussed in the
chapter on the Department of Housing and Urbaii Development.

liuhschman letter
" See chapters on those agencies



VIM the Department of Justhas taken the primary
role in coordinating Federal equal mortgage lending
activities."

The Council requests each agency mem to
submit biannual reports- on its fair hOusi m-
pliShments. This reporting offers an opportunity for
components within an individual agency to be
informed of its own fair housing performance and to
strengthen internal coordination. The individual
agency reports, are then reflected in the Council's

wannual report, which summarizes, fair housing efforts
in the Federal Govetnment for- a calendar year.
However, as of early 1978, the most recent Council,
report concerned 1976 accomplishments."

To some extent, HUD's failure to'issue a more up-
.to-date reportimay have resulted from lack of full
cooperation:from member agencies. HUD finds that
not all member agencies have been responsive, in
meeting their Council obligations. Agencies have
been slow in meeting reporting requirements, and a
number of their reports were poor. Some agencies
did not even submit formal reports; some failed to
include important achievements in their reports,
such as the promulgation of fair housing regulations,
making it difficult for HUD to prepare the annual
interagency reports.

HUD commented, "[Mjember agencies need to
improve participation on the Council by attending
council meetings, pro,viding requested reports in a
timely fashion, and advancing ideas that can contrib-
ute to the success of the Council's mission."" HUD.
hopes to remedy this problem by evaluating agency
performance. It wrote to this Commission:

In 1975 and 1976, HUD used a rating system to
provide a simple measure of how agencies have
performed relative to the Council goals. This
system appeared to be an effective tool in
getting the agencies to work toward improved
performance and thus, a 100 percent rating.

" See testimony before hearings held by the Stnate Committee on
tv Banking, /lousing, and Urban Again, Oversight on Equal Opportunity in

Lending Enforcement by the Bank Regulatory Agencies, Mar. II-12,1976,
for DOJ's and HUD's contrasting roles with regard to their relationship
with the Federal financial' regulatory agencies. See also "Interagency Fair
Housing Task Force .

" The. Federal Government, fair /lousing I97i.
" Seabron interview.

AlthOugh no ratings were given in -1977, every
effort has been made to ensure that ratings will
be given in 1978.87

Perhaps the Council's most serious problem is that
it has been accorded low priority within HUD.
Although HUD's ,Assistant Secretary for gqual
Opportunity and Fair Housing has provided" some
financial support when requested, the Council
continues to be.plagued by inadequate staffing and
budget. Moreover, there has been little coordination
between the HUD office responsible for the Council
and other offices under the Assistant Secretary for
Equal Opportunity and Fair Housing."

The Council's work for the_knost part is handled
by one staff member from HUD's Office of Volun-
tary Compliance. This person spends, on the
average, approximately 90 percent of her time
performing the day to day work of the Council. The
Director of the Office of liPO luntary Compliance
devotes, on the average, approximately 2 hours
every 3 months to the Council. The understaffing
has severely limited HUD's ability to provide
technical assistancelo Council members. As a result,
many requests are not met in a timely fashion or are
inadequately addressed."

As of August 1978, HUD was considering several
suggestions for the improvement of its interagency
coordination function." HUD's Office of Voluntary
Compliance developed an internal proposal to
expand the Council into a division within the Office
of Voluntary Compliance." HUD noted that, in

addition"A temporary staff member, as part of a
team, was given the special assignment to prepare a
proposal for the Urban Regional Policy Group on
'how federal efforts should be coordinated to
eliminate housing discrimination and residential
segregation;""

" Hubschman letter
" !bid
"Seabron interview,
"

Hubschman letter.
Seaboon interview.

" Hubschman letter
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

This Commission conclvdes that the Federal Gov-
ernment's fair housing enforcement effort suffers
from three principal interrelated deficiencies:

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the
primary Federal fair housing law, does not
provide effective enforcement mechanisms for
ensuring fair housing.

Those Federal departments and agencies
charged with ensuring equal housing opportunity
have not adequately carried Out this duty.

The Government's appropriations in support of
fair, housing have been inadequate to meet the
Nation's needs in this critical arearf civil rights
enforee\nen t

I. Major Shortcomings of 'T1t1I VIII
. :

A. Title VIII does not authorize the SeCretary of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to initiate
in,vestigations absent complaints, even if the Secre-
tary has reason to believe that the law has been
violated. Thus, HUD is forced to rely exclusively on
individual complaints in attempting to effectuate
that title. 4

B. Title VIII makeano provision for third parties
to file fair housing complaints on behalf of other
aggrieved persons, making it difficult for individuals
or organizations who are aware of Title yin
violations but not themselves victims of those
violations to set Federal Title VIII enforcemFnt
efforts in motion. . ' t

C. Title VIII does not provide HUD with enforce-
ment authority. Inasmuch as the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development itimerely empow-
ered to seek redrestrof Title VIII violations through ,

conciliation and the Department Of Justice (DOJ)
has, limited resources fOr Title VIII litigation,
violators of Title VIII are likely to escape enforce-
ment action. This fact curtails the incetitive of the
private housing industry to corr t Title VIII fair
housing violations voluntarily.
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D. Title VIII makes no provision for the regular
collection and reporting of data by those subject to
its prohibitions, although such data would improve
the Federal ability to conduct systemic investiga-
tions into compliance with the law by members of
the housing industry.
E. Title VIII &its not explicitly authorize the use
of "testers" to investigate possible fair housing
violjations. Testing involves comparing the experi-
ences with the same broker, builder, or lender of a
majority group and a minority group representative,
who purport to have identical characteristics, such
as income and family size, and to have identical
preferences for hous'ing. If the treatment received by
the minority group member differs from that
afforded the majority group member, the existence
of housing discrimination can often be established.
Without specific authorization to do so, both HUD
and the Department of Justice have been reluctaht,,
to use Federal resciu re. in this manner.
F. Title VIII's litigatibn provision (Section 813) is
too narrow: Title VIII; provides litigation authority
to the Department of Justice only where the:
Attorney General has reason to believe that the
respondent has engaged in a "pattern or practice" of
discrimination or a "group of persons" have been
denied equal housing opportunity and such denial
raises an issue of general public` importance. The
Departmajni of Justice has no authority to file suit
where discrimination against au individual victim
-raises questions of public importance but does not
establish a "pattern or practice." There is also ho
specific authority granted to DOJ to intervene in
private litigation.
G. Title VIII restricts the awarding of attorneys'
fees in private litigation to those plaintiffs who are
"not financially able to assume said attorneys' fees."
This restriction has a chilling effect on potential
private litigants, whether they seek to secure their
rights for their own sake or for the general public
welfare.



II. Failure of Federal Agencies to Carry Out
Their Fair Housing Responsibilities
A. gLkr. more than a decade the Departments of
Housing and Urban Development and Justice,
which hive the primary rolcs in administering and
enforeingTitle VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
have largely failed in their responsibilities to prevent 't
and eliminate discrimination and segregation in
housing.

1. Ten years after the passage of the 1968 act,
neither agency has yet devised a satisfactory
strategy for combating housing discrimination.
Their programs are liu-gely complaint oriented
and ad hoc, despite the fact that few victims of
housing discrithination file complaints or are even
aware that their rights have been violated:
2. In the past few years, HUD has conducted no
communitywide Pattern and practice reviews,
although, as thii Commission observed in 1974
conducting a substIntial number of such reviews
is essential for meaningful Title VIII enforcement.
3. HUD has a small program for voluntary
compliancy, but its voluntary agreements have
often contained commitments for less than the law
requires and HUD' has not regularly monitored
compliance with the agreements.
-4. In the 10 years since the passage of the Fair
,Housing Act, the Department of Justice has
initiated only slightly rtiore than 300 suits, the vast
majority of which have been settled by consent
decree. Most of these suits have involved apart-
ment rentals, and 'the Department of Justice has
been active in some important areas such as sex
and national. ,origin discrjmination and exclusion-
ary zoning.
5. At, both the Departments of Housing and
erban Development and Justice, the staffing and
organizational structure for fair housing reveal
that neither of the two agencies has given
sufficient importance to their Title VIII programs.

a. The Department of has considerably
reduced the number of staff assigned exclusive-
ly to fair housing in order to assume new duties
under-the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
b. AlthOugh Title VIII gives the Department
of Housing and Urban Development th'e author-
ity. to create an Assistant Secretary position,
that position has not been used primarily for the
administration of Title VIII. Rather, HUD's
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity has been delegated myriad duties

in addition to Title VIII, including contract
compliance and equal opportunity in Federal
employment.

The Assistant Secretary has no direct
authority to supervise the activities of HUD
field staff resportsible for the investigation and
attempted resolution of Title VIII complaints,
Instead, these staff .report to officials who spend
the majority of their time on the implementation
of HUD programs.
d. At both DOJ and HUD, when a conflict
has occurred between administration of Federal'
programs and fair housing enforcement, fair
housing staff have sometimes been effectively
excluded from the decisionmaking process.

6. Neither agency has isssued comprehensive
regulations on what constitutes discrimination
under Title VIII.
7. HOD has failed to be forceful in requiring its
program participants to-practice fair housing and
thus has not set a strong example for other Federal
agencies tcaollow. This is an especially significant
shortcomids, since Title VIII assigns -HUD a

`7 Federal leadership role in the affirmative adminis-
tration of housing and urban development pro-
grams to further the purposes of Title VIII.
8. HUD has nor' been giyen the necessary
assistance ancfhas not been organized to exercise
its Title VIII leadership role effectively; HUD's
peincipal activity with regard to this role has been

4to establish and administer an interagency fair
housing coordination mechanism, the Federal
Equal Housing Opportunity CounCil. However,
the Council has been given low priority at i-IUD
and has focused primarily on the narrow goal of
equal housing for Federal employees. It has not
attempted to seek interagency solutions to such
problems as. exclusionary zoning, discrimination in
mortgage finance, lack 'of data on the extent of.
discrimination by the real estate industry, or the
need for interagency sharing of compliance
informa.tion. -

B. In the absence of a strong example of enforce..
ment and substintive guidance from HUD and the
Depahment of Justice, other Federal agencies with
fair housing responsibilitiei have also been ineffec-
tive in carrying out their duties.

1. The four. fedeial financial regulatory agen-
ciesthe Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve ,System. the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, the. office-of the Comptroller of the
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Currency, and the Federal home I oat! Bank

Hoard which together regulate the mortgage
lending activities of most banks and saving mil

loan associations, have independent cap ty to
enforce Title VIII using their own gulatory
mechanisms. however, they have taken instill,-

cient corrective action when Title VIII has been
violated and have not satisfactorily monitored the
remedial steps which lenders have promised.
2. The Veterans Administration, which guaran-
tees veterans' mortgages and in senor cases makes
home loans directly to veterans, aloes not monitor
compliance with the fair housing certificates it
obtains from brokers, builders, and other program
participants. Moreover, VA's complaint handling
is poor, and there is considerable evidence that
minorities applying for loans from VA do not
-receive as favorable treatment as nonnmormes.
3 The Farmers home Administration also does

not have an adequate program of monitoring its
program participants to determine compliance
with fair housing requirements Further, there is
substantial independent evidence that a number of
projects funded by the Farmers home Adminis-
tration, which provides loans and grants for rural
development.. are segregated by race
4 Pie Department of Defense, which has quite
thorough complaint processing procedures in

connection with its program to ensure equal
opportunity in off -base housing, does not have
adequate provisions for correcting the Title VIII
violations it uncovers. All housing operated by an
agent found to be discriminating is placed off-
limits to military petsonnel. This sanction is

generally lifted only allerT80 days, at which time

the agent signs a new nondiscrimination assur-
ance. There are no requirements that prior to the
lifting of sanctions the agent must affirmatively
market dwellings to both sexes and all racial Nut
ethnic groups or that the services conduct a
review of the agent's facilities to ensure that
compliance with Title VIII has been achieved.
5. The General Services Administration is party
to an agreement with the Department of Housing'
and Urban Development Winch requires the
adoption of affirmative action plans to remedy
inadequacies in the amount of low- and moderate-

incione housing and to eliminate discrimination ni

Owl sale and lentill of housing in the vicinity of

pm opt sed Federal facilituts. No suh plans' have
been implemented, although there is considerable
evidence that such plans have been necessary.
6 More than 50 other executive branch agencies
have l itic VIII resptinsibilities in connection 4ith
such duties as the adminstratitm of conmuinity
des elopment programs, provision for internal

equal .employment opportunity, oversight
mortgage lenders, or disposal of surplus property..

In the absence of explicit 1111) regulations
pursuant to Section 808(d)-o1 the Fair Housing

nitjliy of these agencies have not hilly

ntVplemented, or in sonle. cases even acknowl-
cage)cf. these fair housing responsibilities.

III. Inadequate Appropriations for Fair
Housing Enforcement
A. In fiscal year 1474, the total combined Title'
VIII fair housing appropriation for HUD and the
Department of Justice was $6.2 million. The projec-
tion for fiscal year 1979, notwithstanding the effect
of inflation and the unceasing need fin greater fair*

housing enforcement efforts, is still only $11.2

million for both agencies.
H. Without increased funds,., HUD cannot ade-
quately engage in such' activities as conducting
communitywide compliance reviews, monitoring
compliance agreements, or establishing- a viable

program for interagency coordination of fair hous-
ing. Without additional funds; DOJ cannot increase
its caseload sufficicently to convey to the public that
pattern and 'practice violators of Title VIII, will be
prosecuted.
C. Notwithstanding this inadequate level of fund-

ing, however, neither agency has strenuously sought
additional Title VIII resources.
D. Even when all-other fair housing programs and

agencies are included, the Federal fair housing
budget is only. $17.4 million. Comparing this figure
with the moire than $300 million which the Govern-
ment currently spends on the enforcement,of equal
employment laws, it is clear that the Government
has given a very low- priority to the enforcemenj of
fair housing programs.



RECcSMMENDAT1ONS
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We believe that it is of paramount importahce that
within thesnext year the President and Congress take

. ayion to achieve three goals critical to fair housing:
the creation within the 1.,)epartment oflionsing

and Urban Development ,(HUD) of a separate
Fond Housing Administration, whose sole re-
sponsibility would be enforcement of Title VIII,
through the reassignment of the Assistant Secre-
tary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity to
the position of Equal Housing Administrator.

The amendment of Title VIII so as to increase
significantly the fair housing enforcement capabil-
ity of the Federal Ciovernment. .

The appropriation of sufficient funds for Title
VIII enforcement to promote meaningful progress
toward the national goal of equal opportwnity in
housing.

To achieve these goals we recommend the following

a

specific steps.

I. Creition of an Equal Housing .

Administration Within HUD
A. Toltrengthen and centralize Title VIII policy-
making and enforcement activity, the President
should assist the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development in the discharge of Title VIII respon-
sibilities by directing all appropriate Federal depart-
ments and agencies to cooperate with the. Secretaty
in the enforcement of Title VIII. This- directive
would thus confirm the President's commitment to
theexisting Title VIII designation of. the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development as the individu-
al vested with authority and res ponsibility for
overall administration of the act. Sq a directive.-
shOuld also specifically:

1. Direct departments and agencies to conduct
their compliance reviews and investigations- in-

. volving fair housing in accord with standards and

AU dincuseed is the body of that report, legislation to achieve may of
thee objectilms iscieeding in Convent and has been supported by this

t

4.

ar

a

procedures established by the Secretary of lions-
in§ and Urhan Development.
2. Direct Federal departments and agencies no
furnish such. reports and information as the.
Secretary may request.

13. the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment 'stihnild establish within HUD an Equal
Housing' Administration and should designate the
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing aratEqual
Opportunity as the Administrator. The Equal .4rk
Housing Administration should have its own
,staff. The powers and duties that the 'S&retar

A should delegate to the Administrator include th
following:

I. The Administrator should devefop and issue
comprehensive substantive regulations that detail
what constitutes discrimination, under Title, VIII
and provide guidance in such areas as redlining,
"appraisals, property insurance, the zoning prac-
tices of local governments that operate to exclude
minorities, and' the "effects test," which dictates.
that the impact of, not the motivation behind, a
particular practice is to be the threshold consider-
stion.uvdetermthing whether that practice establ-
ishes a prima _facie case of discrimination.
2. The Administrator should provide guidance
and direction to other Fedetragencies with fair
housing responsibilities as to the action they
shortake to carry out these responsibilities
More effectively. The Administrator should estab-
lish a mechanism fOr reviewing other agencies'
compliance with Title VIII in their programs and
activities relating to housing and urban develop-

, ment.
3. The Administrator should prepare an annual
report for the Secretaryof HUD for submission to
the President. This report should document the
status of all Federal Title VIII enforcement
activity.

Commission as well as the Deparunenu of Justice tnd Housing and Urban
Development. '
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4. Whenever there is a violation of Title VIII
that cannot be remedied voluntarily, the Adminis-
trator, through the Secretary, should 'advise the
President of any failure of a Federal' agency to
initiate appropriate enforcement proceedings,
inclUding the suspension from participation in any'
Federal housing program, the termination of any
Federal grant, the removal of Federal insurance of
financial institutions, and the 'revocation of any
Federal licenseOr other operating authority. The
President should then. take apmpriate action to
ensure the initiation of enforbOutt proceedings.
5. The Administrator should' eltiablish an intern-.
gency mechanism for' such activities .s the .

establishment of uniform fair housing require-
ments for program participants and regulatees and

the creation of a Government-wide system' for
sharing information on the receipt of complaints,
the conduct of compliance reviews, and the
imposition of sanctions.
6. The Administrator should assume the Title
VIII duties currently being performed by the
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity, as well as-any other Title VIII duties
currently being carried out by HUD staff.
7. The Administrator should establish a program for

- the funding of State and to tali housing agencies to
Assist HUD m expediting complaint-processing and in
conducting pattern and practice compliance reviews.

N. The Equal Housing Administration; including
its Administrator, should have no responsibility
other than the adthinistration of Title VIII.
Currently, there is no unit of the-Federal Govern-
ment which has fair housing as jts sole focus. By
creating an Equal Housing Administration within
HUD, with no duties other than the administra-
tion and enforcement of Title VIII, the Govern-
ment would communicate to the public the
priority and importance it gives to Title VIII
enforcement. The Administrator and staff would
be able to devote their attention to combating
housing discrimination and developing strategies

to .bring about fair housing. The creation of an
Equal Housing Administration would also pro-
vide autonomy for Title VIII enforcement. The

cilArdministrator
would have direct' authority over

itle VIII staff, eliminating the conflict that
sometimes arises when HUD program officials,
responsible for providing financial support to the
housing industry, are asked at the same time to
supervise staff investigating industry violations of

Title VIII.
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C. The Equal Housing Administration should t
assume the role of directly enforcing fair housing r
requirements that attach sto the administration of
federally-assisted programs and Government regula-
tory functions. These requirements, provided for
such laws as Title VI' of the Civil Rights Act Af
1964. the Housing and . Coiiimunity Development
Act of 1974,"and the EqualtCredit46pportunity Act,
should coati*, to be executed by the Federal
agencies, inChilling HUD, which administer the

related program or .regulatory functions. Equal

opportunity is #n important component of grantee
and regulatee operations, and it is essential that the
Government express its concern for equal opportu-
nity performance in conjunction with concern for all
other aspects of grantee and ''regulatee activity.
Therefore, the creation of an Equal Housing
Administration should not diminish: the resources
HUD allocates for ensuring equal opportunity in
HUD programs or any of its other equal opportunity
responsibilities. Specifically, those duties other than
Title VIII which are currently assigned to the
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity' should be delegated to an equal

opportunity division within the Office of the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
Such a division should have its own staff and should
be headed by a special assistant to the Secretary.
D. The Equal Housing Administration and the Depart-
ment Of Just ice should design a plan whichr ill enable the

Department of Justice to rely, as much as possible. upon
HUD for investigative activity and identification of poten-
tial litigation targets. This will, in effect, increase the

Department of Justice 's resources available for litigation.
Such a plan should include:

1. A more systematic approach to identifying fair

housing violators and targeting them for litigation. This
approach should envision utilization of HUD Title VIII
investigative resources. Specifically. the Department
of Justice should make use of all available and IM nti al

fait housing data to be gathered try HUD and the results
of testing by HUD investigative personnel.
2. An expanded lair housing caseload, which would
include increased attention to cases other than apart-
ment rentals.

II. Amendment of Title Vill, to Increase
Enforcement Capability
A. Section 810 of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
should be amended to provide HUD with the
following powers:



1. Authority for the Secretary to initiate com-
plaints where HUD hiis reason to believe Title
VIII has been or is being violated but no
complaint has been filed with,Hup;
2. Authority to accept complaints from third
party individuals or organizations on behalf of
injured parties.
1. Authority to issue, after a hearing on the
merits, cease and desist orders, reviewable in
Federal courts of appeals according to the
Administrative Procedure ACt. Such authority
should include the power to order all equitable
relief, including affirmative action, goals and
timetahles. and such other remedial ateps as are
necessary fOr effectuation of the act.

B. Section 811 of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
should be amended to give HUD authority to
require the refular collection and reporting of data
and other information requisite to a determination as
to whether those subjectto the act's prohibitions are
in compliance. This provision should be modeled
after Section 709(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which grants the 'Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission broad authority to require data collec-
tion and reporting.
C. Section 812 of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
should be amended to provide for the awarding of
attorneys' fees to prevailing plaintiffs regardless of
their economic status. -

III. Increasing Fair Housing Resources
A. The President should direct the Secretary of flouing,
and Urban Development to calculate the cost of 'mph:-
mating a strengthened fair housing program-as outlined
in- recommendations I and II above.
B. Recognizing that the amount arrived at in.t his manner
would be far greater than the existing funds for fairhous-
ing enforcement. this Commission believes that it is es-
sential for the President to recoriimend steps to Congress
that will have the effect of making additional resources
available for fair housing enforcement. 'It would be pref-
erable to increase funding for HUD'sTitle VIII program
by enlarging HUD's total budget with an amount suffi-
cient to cover the cost of implementing a national fair
housing program as outlined. in I and II above.
If such a step proves infeasible, the President should
submit an' amended fiscal year 1980 budget for the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development which, in

, aould reallocate e'er) small amount of its pro-
grm monies fo'r an enlarged Title VIII fair housing pro
grain While is e lcognize that there may be items in
III!I) twat budget w Mill should not be reduced in order
to finance HUD's surngthened Title VIII enforcement
etIOn, HUD's Title VIII resources could be increased
substantially. from program monies that could appn yr-l-
ately be subiect to such a procedure. 4

We are cognizant that Hl ID already provides some funds
to enforce equal opportunity in its programs through such
provisions as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
equal opportunity paivision of the Housing and Commu-
nity Development. Act of 1974, and Executive Order No
I 1063. However, those provisions can only have limited
impact on achieving fair housing throughout the Nation
because they only apply to those members of the housing
industry whiff participate in Ill ID.
he Commission is.aware that even slight reductions in

funding for HUD programs Hill have some impact on
HUD's ability to provide housing for persons with low
and moderate incomes, many of w hom are minohties and
women who head households. However, we are alsA
aware that because of discrimination both in 1111D-funded
housing and in the private sector, minorities and women
who head himseholds are often denied equal housing
oppnumty. We believe that at this cntical junctur? the
history of fair housing enforcement HUD should make a
major effort to ensure that all housing, including that
assisted by as own programs, is available without dis-
crimination on the basis of race, ethnic origin, or sex.
Thus, it is our belief that any negative program impact
upon minorities andwomen which- might result trim a
slight reduction in, HUD programs would be more than
offset by the gains which would accrue to these groups and
the Nation as, a whole it HUD substantially increased its
Title VIII effort.
HUD programs are directed towardthe national goal, as

articulated in the Hou'sing Act of 1949, of ". . the
realization as soon.as feasible of the goal of a accent home
and a suitable living environment for every American
family,, thus contributing to the development and rede-
velopment of communities and.to the advancement. of the
growth, wealth, and security. of the Nation.", The Com-
mission.belie ves that its,recommendations tin improving
HUD's fair housing effort would facilitate that goal by
expanding housing opportunities for those .fieuple who
have been and continue to be denied a decent home and a
suitable living envinirimenf because of unlawful discrimi-
nation.
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Washington. D. C. 20425 .

.ADDENDUM

The Federal Fair Housing Enforcement Effort

1.1

so.

As the agency charged with responsibility for overall administration of

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Department of Housing

and Urban Development (HUD), is the Federal agency with the most

important role in an effective Federal effort to combat housing

discrimination. Thus, the findings and recommendations in this report,

The Federal Fair Housing Enforcement Effort, egeinsize HUD's etir

housing program. In February 1979, this Commission shared a draft copy

of the report's fiddings'and recommendations with Secretary of H6Using

and Urban Development, Patricia Roberts Harris. In earty,:March 1979,

Secretor% Harris sent )(response to the Chairman of this Commission,

Arthur S. Flemming, which makes clear that she plans to strengthen

significantly HUD's Title VIII program. The CommiSsion is pleased with

Secretary Harris' response, which follows immediately as an addendum to

this report.
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THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINC.TON. D. C. 20410

MAR 2 1979

Dr. Arthur S. Flemming
Chairman
U.' S. Commission on Civil Rights
1121 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20425 ,

Dear Dr. Flemming:

I have reviewed the draft of.the findings and recommendations of
the .U. S. Commission on Civil Rights'. As we agreed, I am pleased'to
provide both my reactions to the Commission's draft update of the 1974
report and a summary description of major actions already planned or
underway at HUD since the field work an your study was done.

I find myself in agreement with much of the report but somewhat at
odds with its overall Implications. My reaction is, in largg. part,
based on the fact that the period of review to a major degree reflects
the state of HUD's civil rights program A's of January 1977 and so little
of the results of our efforts since that time. ,

As accurately described in the Commission's 1974 report, HUD's Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity responsibilities received very little
support from previous Administrations and were Allowed td` languish.. The
record is clear that little, in the way of program advocacy, regulatory
authority, financial or other resource support was given to HUD's civil
rights programs.

Upon becoming Secretary of HUD, I determined to arrest this decline
and begin the process of rebuilding the Fair. Housing program. In so
doing, I recognized many of the deficiencies your report cites and began
the steps necessary to correct them. I believ,e the Viepartment has made
significant progress toward the goals we share; although the pace has '

not equalled my original hopes or expectations. Progress has been

')

affected by the limited resources which have been available and by the
fact that HUD'is still only beginning to recover from the devastating
effect of the 1973 moratorium, which impacted housing and community
development programs across the board, as well as the fight against
discrimination. ,



Taken together, the findings and deficiencies described in the

report represent a glaring failure-to give fair and equal housing the

national priority and support promised by the Civil Rights Act pf 1968.

I can'assure you personally that the Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity

.program is one of, the most immedijte priorities before me at HUD.

consider the steps necessary to accomplish a truly effective civil

rights program in housing a personal commitment which I intend to pursue

with all my energy and ability.

A key element of my comprehensive strategy to strengthen Title VIII.

enforcement is amendment of Title VIII to correct substantial

enforcement:deficiencies which severely impede HUD's abilifY to provide

remedies for victims of discrimination. It, effotts to achieve these

legislative changes and other significant 4nitiat4veo to improve Title

VIII compliance and enforcement are described beldw.

Cease and Desist Authority

HUD staff has been working with the relevant committees of the

Congress for almost two years to develop the necessary

remedial legislation. Last year,I testified in full support

of the Edwards-Drinan Bill and similar measures which would '

- have corrected cutrent legal inadequacies which substantially
restrict HUD's enforcement powers. In advance of he current

session, my staff hail worked closely with the Route and Senate

to develop legielatihn which'Would bring to fruition the

promises of l96,8--including cease and desist. authority and the

ability, tp seCiii'e injunctive relief. \The President has - stated

this AdMinistFationl'a full support fotthis legislation in his

State of the Uniod 4iessage.

(- ;.:(
HUD's F a r Housing Leadership and Otgarzation

Key among the steps I have taken is the totarqeorganization
of the leidership and structure Of thelFair Helloing function,

both at Headquarters and in_the field.; I have selected new

and effective leadership.with the lippoj.ntment of Sterling

Tucker who is already at work developing a comprehensive and

cohesive strategy for Fair Housing enforcement. Among his

first steps was the reorgadIzation 'of the central operation by

the appointment of two new Deputy Assistant Secretaries--one
to focus upon the management of the Fair Housing Program and

the other on enforcement and compliance. As I see it, this

structure achieves the objectives of the report, by providing

.leadershAlp with a specific focus upon fair housing.

t



It should be noted that the Regional'Admini&trators are
presently accountable directly to the Atsistant Secretary for

Arair. Housing and Equal Opportunity for FHE5f0 performance in
their respective regions. I have recently re-emphasized this
accountability to each Regional Administrator.

,Additional organizational adjustments are underway to further
reassert Headquarters control of fikeld activities and assure
that enforcement efforts are given appropriate priority under
more effective management. This has occurred in-two stages.
First, last October I reorganized the entire Department's
field structure. Regional Administrators were removed from
,day-to-day operations to enable them to focus better their
management and oversight efforts upon their programmatic. and
broader responsibilities, including civil rights activities.
As political appointees these administrators report directly
to me and are accountable for Title VIII activities.

.In a few months, a second phase of reorganization will
. reassert Central Office control of fair housipg programs in
the field by a strengthened and augmented'field management and
coordination function under the new Deputy Assistant
Secretary.

Also included in this phase will be the creation of separate
branches inAhe Regional. Offices focusing upon Title
VI/Section 109 compliance.

Substantive Title VIII Regulations

Aside from amendment of the legislation itself,,the
promulgition of regulations under Title VIII is the single
moat important vehicle to put teeth into the law. After
languishing for ten years, this effort is well tun.derway. I am
committed to completion of development of thts,A regulations by
the end of the summer. These regulations will define the acts
'which constitute discrimination, including sophisticated
practices in redlining, broker conduct, financing, advertising
and, related areas. In addition, the regulations willre-
establish HUD's pelmacy and leadership of Fair Housirig
enforcement in Government and provide a basis for renewed
efforts by other agencies.

New Rapid Response Complaint Processing

In January 1978, I launched a comprehensive attack upon HUD's
current system for processing discrimination complaints. The
first phase of thLs new'program was to clean up the backlog of

Itr
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aver-age complaints. By the end of Vocal Year 1978, we had
reduced. the number of such complaint"( from 817.to 48 while
tightening our aver-age definition from 120 to 90 days.
Fuither, in Vista]. Year 1979, we reduced the number of days a
complaint may remain open without beingclassified,as over-age
from 90 days to 60 days.

Phase two of this process was the establishment of an expert
Task Force including representatives of UUD, EEOC, Department

of Justice and the New York City Civil Rights Commission, to
develop streamlined complaint processing procedures. The Task

Force has recommended a new Rapid Response Complaint 0

Processing System keyelt to identification of complaints
susceptible to early, informal concil*ation prior to

. investigation and aimed at providing immediately the housing
sought by the complainant. '4

Phase three of this program will implement the final
recommendations of the Task Force, first in a few selected
cities (FY 1979) an ltimately in all regions (FY 1980).

Systemic Discrimination Units

:.Planning is underway to implement a focused attack upon
patterns and,practices of discrimination simultaneously with
the implementation of the new rapid response complaint
processing system. This initiative is intended to set in
place specially trained units of attorneys and investigators
who will focus solely upon cases where systemic discrimination
appears to exist. These units will be set up on an
experimental basis in many of the regions which will test the

3
nev comp aint processing system.

In addition 6 their potential impact as a deterrent to a
large-scale discrimination, these units will help to develop'a
comprehensive data base,for 'sharing complaint information with

state and local agencies, and provide the'Department of

Justice data and investigative techniques which will -lead to
effective legal action and will develop dva which can form

the basis of community-wide compliance re'itiews.

Relationships With Other Agencies.

Steps are already underway to atrengthen relationships with
other Federal agencies which carry Title VIII resionsibility.

HUD has a system to notify the appropriate financial
regulatory agency of discrimination complaints against
.regulated institutions as well as to notify those agencies of

the outcome of HUD investigations-and tonciliations.
Furthermore, HUD recently met with the Federal Home Loan Bank-
Board (FHLBB) to discuss cooperative arrangements for
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investigattonr.of housing discrimination complaints against
instituticins under the FHLBB's jurisdiction. This effort wilt
be follOwed by similar relationships with othe'r Federal
financial regulatory bodies.

,Overall relationships and authorities will be further enhanced
1pirby the enbstantive Title VIII regulatidna cited earlier. By
addressing discrimination in financing, we will strengthen the
enforcement role of such agencies.

Fair Housing Assistance Program

HUD recognizes the need to enlist state and loCal agencies,
both public and private, to'maximize the resources enlisted in
the battle against discrimination in housing. Federal
resources must be increased, but state and lbcal.resources
must 'also be used more effectively. To accomplish the latter
objective, HUD has proposed a new appropriation under Title
VIII to provide funds for incentives to state fair housing
agencies which process HUD-referred complaints. This new
program would constitute the first utilization of federal
funds to assist state and local governments in Title VIII

1 enforcement. I have attached a copy of the complete budget
justification for this program and only briefly summatiz
features here.

.1)

The program will provide incentives to state and local
agencies to process Title VIII referred complaints in a speedy
and effective fashion.' Only those states in which fair
housing laws and procedures have been judged to be
substantially equivalent to-Title(VIII are eligible. In

addition, the program will provide support for new compatible
data system development, new management systems, broad
training programs, innovations in systemic discrimination
programs, rapid complaint'' processing systems, use of testing
and alternative investigative techniques, new management
systems and other strengthened enforcement techniques. When
fully operational we expect this program to multiply tenfold
the current state agency complaint prOcessing capability.

Local Private Fair Housing Groups

HUD has underway a demonstration project to determine the
extent to whicirtechnical assistance will enable local private
fair Housing groups to undertake substadtially increased .

responsibilities and activities in support of Title VIII.
This demonstration involves the use of HUD research funds and

ik

matching contributions by entitlement communities. The
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program will lastitwo years and involves approximateL* 7-10

'such groups selected by HUD with the assistance of the

National Committee -Against Discrimination in Housing (RCDH).

NCDH will develop a manual of Title VII1 strategies and

techniques for such groups and provide training and

assistance. HUD will then contract with those selected to

provide monitoring services, complaint intake, testing and

similar services. In addition, local groups will learn to

develop data systems compatible with HUD's, to identify large;

scale discrimination, to educate the public, to combat 0
4

steering, etc. Should this.Modelcbe effective, HUD intends to

seek funds in the 1981 Budget to support a broadened program

involving such' agencies and groups.

The actions I have outlined are a partial inventory Of measured

planned and underway to strengthen civil rights enforcemen

They do not. include the many measures we are taking to enf rce Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Section 109 of'the Hous ng and

CommUnity Development Act of 1974. Nor do they reflect the increased

effectiveness of Fait Housing and Equal Opportunity programs when tied,

to viable housing and community development programs The 4ffectiveness

of HUD's fair hbusing and equal opportunity incentives and disincentives

.
depand in large part on.whether there are attractive housing and

community development programs available for HUD's clientele and

beneficiaries. To cite a few examples:
4b,

The affirmative_ fair housing marketing plan provisions

developed under Title VIII'are most effective if the Section 8

program is working to produce real starts at a high. level.

Tenant selection and assignment policies are of little avail

if public housing manageMent and operating subsidy programs

leave those projects in pobr condition. Further; without

\production of additional units, opportunities for. those on

tenant waiting lists will 'be severely diminished, no matter

how effective an assignment and selection system we have.

Large and small cities alike are feeling the pressUre of

intensified monitoring and compliance reviews -of entitlement,

'and grant application. A significant number, are experiencing'

sanctions such as declarations of ineligibility, reduced grant

amounts,,or the imposition of'specific grant conditions.

HUD's newest program, the Urban Development Action rant

program, has established as a condition of eligibility that

applicants show d ted accomplishment in fair housing

and equal emplo ent opportunity.
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I appreciate the opportunit you provided to discuss .the report
Ofth you prior' to its publication I Wipe this description of HUD .

Imitiativom provides frufficient information to allow us to work together
to strengthen our fair housing enforcement, efforts.

. V
,SincurelY yours.
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